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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
It is generally recognized in our present American society and 
in many foreign 1a.nds, that the Father Divine move:rent has proved to 
be a vital and dynamic influence in human relationships and human vrel-
fare . It is noteworthy that this movement, one of the most unique re-
ligious movements that has appeared, is a very recent phenomenon with 
only approximately thirty years of active existence, and is therefore 
"virgin territory'' for scientific :investigation. 
This movement is universally knoim as the Father Divine Peace 
Mission Movement, whose leader is Reverend M. J. Divine, Ms. D. (bet-
ter knoVIn as FATHER DIVINE). His follovrers slavishly worship him and 
proclaim him to be the only true and liid.ng God - Father Divine is God 
to them. It is reported that his followers cormt up into the millions 1 
and the · present trend is said to be moving in the upward direction. How-
ever, the movement keeps no statistical records of membership. Thus , 
the movement has acquired a unique position in the "procession of the 
gods" and the continual occurrence of strange religious phenomena in 
every succeeding culture and ~neration. Such a movement, hmVBver, is 
not completely new. F. B. Fisher ~{eS a pertinent observation ivhen he 
concludes that : 
In each new epoch there is always a man who personifies 
the peculiar spirit of the age . Usually he is the fruit of 
seeds planted generations previously in the national life, 
vmiting for the proper crisis to provide the climate for full 
fruition.l 
1. F . B. Fisher, That Strange Little Brown Man Ghandi 
(New York: Ray Long & Richard R. Sr::d.th, Inc.J 1932), P• -7• 
2. 
Correspondingzy, the appearance of the Father Divine movenent, because 
of i ts very intrinsic nature and structure, is becoming roore of a baff -
ling psycho-religious phenomenon in human behavior a.TJ.d interpersonal 
relations. Consequently, increasing efforts are being exerted by the 
social psychologist, the religious psychologist and others, to under-
stand, interpret and adequately int egrate into the tot al societal ani 
cultural web the contributions and influences of this and siinilar move-
ments • To adequately achieve such an end, it beco100s mandatory that 
such movements be tested, tried and appraised with the most critical, 
reliable and scientifically validated rooans of investigation available. 
To date, t.he writer has found very few investigations, scientific 
or otherwise, made of this movement. Yet, interest among the scientis t 
and non-scientist of the various fields is at a peak. The interest 
stems from a desire to understand the "wnr' and "wherefore" of the 
movement . 
The writer welcomes all criticisms and suggestions growing out of 
this i nvesti gation, and feels honored to have permission from the au-
thorities concerned, especially from Father Divine in person, to at-
tempt such a study • 
1 . THE PROBLEM: AND DEFHITTI ON OF TERMS USED 
From a generic vie1vpoint the problem forms itself. As suggested 
above, this is due to the basic nature and inner structure of the move-
ment, which will be seen more clearly as the st~ develops. But for 
our purpose rere, it is necessary to delimit and state succinctly the 
specific problem under investigation. This involves defining the ma-
jor terms used, the meaning of w.hich may be already familiar to some, 
but are necess ary to indicate here for what purpose and in what sense 
they are used in this study. 
i. Statement .£!:. ~ problem. The specific problem of this investi-
gation is the study of motivation and need-gratification in the Father 
Divine movement . The theoretical frame of reference vr.i.ll be further 
explained in the next chapter. The focus of the problem is in its 
search for the causation and effect of specific acts or aspects of 
behavior, which is basically the crucial issue of psychology. Tl:e 
problem, then, is tba t of understanding and interpreting the "why" 
and 11 hmv'' of the Father Divine movement . The study grmvs out of the 
belief that all behavior is goal-seeking (teleological) and purposive 
(hormic) . Therefore, in order to understand any given behavior of per-
sons, one should logically begin with such questions as 'Vllzy"? and What 
for? The investigation is. io why they do what they do? 1~ do they 
do this rather than that? What gratifications and benefits do they 
receive, arm how? These are crucial questions which :make up the prob-
lem of this investigation. Any serious attempt to answer reasonably 
and thoroughly these questions defies simplifica·liion. 
In short, the problem seeks to discover -what needs motivated tm 
followers of Father Divine to join his group, and how these needs are 
gratified or fulfilled. 
ii. Definition of terms . For each term used nUlllerous definitions 
have been given, but only those relevant and pertinent to the purpose 
of our study here are presented. 
(1) Motivation. Werner 1ifolff defines motivation as follmvs: 
The word, llmotivation," deriving from a Latin root, 
means that which makes moving, that is, what incites to 
action. A motive is different from a stimulus, although 
both have a moving power, but the stimulus elicits a par-
ticular response, related to a momentar.y situation, while 
the motive involves ~ responses and is present before 
the stimulus arrives.2 
Paul E. Johnson3 postulates a similar definition and adds the fact 
'that: 
Behavior is overt ••• but mot,ives are covert ••• Motivation 
is therefore the process of arousing energies of personality 
leading to action ••• Motives are conscious as well as uncon-
scious. 
Yfe see in the first definition the distL~ction between a motive 
and a stimulus - the motive being present before the stimulus arrives. 
This fact becomes significant in studying the behavior and personali~y 
of individuals . In the latter definition we observe the distinction 
between motives and behavior-motives being covert (conscious and un-
A 
conscious) while behavior is overt. We conclude, therefore, that there 
is a plexus of qynamic motivating factors which arouse, sustain and 
direct activity and behavior. 
(2) Needs. Henry A. Murray.4 defi.."les a need thus: 
A need is a construct (a convenient fiction or hypo-
thetical concept) which stands for a force (the p~s~co­
chemical nature of which is u.nlmown) in the brain region, 
a force which organizes perception, apperception, intel-
lection, conation and action in such a way as to transform 
in a certain direction an exis-ting, unsatisfying situation. 
2. Werner Wolff, What is Psychology (New York: Grune & Straton, 
1947), PP• 234-35. --
3. Paul E. Jolmson, P~hology of Religion (New York: Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1945), P• ~. -
4. Henry A. Murray, (Ex~lorations in Personality (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 193 ), PP• 123=24. 
.IWlurray divides needs into two groups or general classifications: 
i) primary (vicerogenicJ; and iiJ secondary (paychogenic).5 We 
shall refer to Murray's concept of needs later in Ch~pter II. 
Finally, for our purpose here, Cameron defines a need as 11 a 
condition of unstable or disturbed equilibrium in an organism's be-
havior, appearing typically as increased or protracted activity and 
tension. "6 
It is interesting to note Paul E. Johnson's? agreement with 
Murray in perceiving the following characteristics of needs: 
1. A need is the immediate out come of certain internal 
occurrences. 
2. ~ need is not a static entity but comes and goes and 
changes. 
3. ~ach need . is unique. 
4. There are similarities among human needs. 
~uch a perception of needs is indispensable for our purpose here. 
~ecause of such dynamic perceptions of needs, many psychologists 
have substituted the concept of need for the term "instinct, 11 The 
dynamic concept of needs is employed in studying the motive-need con-
cept of the followera in the .l!'ather Divine movement. 
(3) Gratification. WebsterB asserts that gratification and 
satisfaction are synonymous terms. He defines gratification as 
"something that pleases," and to gratify is 11 to give or be a source 
of pleasure or satisfaction •• , 11 Likewise, he defines satisfaction as 
11 the act of satisfying;fulfillment of any need or desire; that which 
satisfies or gratifies."9 
5. Henry A. Murray, up. cit. , Jp. 78-8 5. 
6, Norman Cameron, ~ Psychology of Behavior Disorders (New 
York: Ho~hton Mifflin Company,l94?J,p.l05. 
7. aul E. Johnson, Op,cit., P. 43. 
8, Webster 1s.International ~ictionary (Second Edition, 
Springfield , Mass.; G,& c. Merrian Company Pub., 1954), P• 1094. 
9, Ibid., p. 220. 
5 
6. 
Norman Cameron supplies the basis upon which the writer has pre-
ferred the term gratification to satisfaction. He makes the following 
distinction: 
Human adults, in particular, are prone to react in rela-
tion to certain need-satisfaction sequences with pleased, ac-
cepting or expansive behavior, in:noodiately after or solll3 time 
after the need has been satisfied. This pleased, accepting 
or expansive after-reaction to a need- satisfaction sequence 
is what we mean by gratification.lO 
The term gratification, as a response to a need, is used rather than 
satisfaction. Hovrever, the assumption is that they are synonymous and 
may be used interchangeably in this stuqy. 
2 • THE STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
Vfhat are the motivations and goals toward which this study aims? 
For sake of clarity, especially to the leader, adherents and sympathiz-
ers of this movement, it becomes expedient to state the purpose from a 
twofold perspective; negatively and positively. 
First, let us state it negatively. ·rhe purpose is not to take 
sides, criticize, ridicule, cast reflections or in ~ way attempt to 
manipulate or influence· others to change their course or direction of 
activity. If such results occur, they will only be an accidental by-
product of the study. In short, our goal does not entail the judgment.-
al attitude as to rightness or v.rrongness , agreeing or disagreeing, ac-
ceptance or rejection in respect to those who are a part of the group 
studied. Also, the intent is not resolution of conflict; or the attempt 
10. Ibid., P• 105. 
to predict and control behavior, the latter being the primary task of 
the exper.imental scientist . 
Stated positively, then, the central goal of this stuqy is that of 
understanding and interpreting what specific needs have motivated indi-
viduals to ally themselves with the FDM,ll and by "What means these needs 
are being fulfilled. Our goal involves a systematic investigation and 
examination of those psychodynamic forces which are operative and de-
terminative of the type of group and individual behavior found in the 
FDM. In short, our purpose is an attempt to give an adequate and valid 
answer to the question: What are the converts seeking and what gratifi-
cations are they receiving, which sustain the moverent? Finally, it 
aims to discover the leben und weltanschauung or general life and world 
view or philosophy of the moverent as it relates to human psychology 
and 'behavior. 
3 • TI:IE THEORETICAL INTERMEDIATE HYPOTHESIS 
The gypothesis is that ~ Father Divine movement holds. ~ 
appeal and maintains its strength through~ gratification of specific. 
motivational needs of its adherents. 
First, let us explain why the hypothesis has been referred to as 
the "theoretical interxoodiate hypothesis . 11 This type of hypothesis 
best serves our purpose and procedure in this study, and is based on 
the distinction which Urie Bronfenbrennerl2 makes between the terminal 
11. Hereafter, this abbreviation (FDM) will be used i n reference 
to the Father Divine Peace Mission Movement . 
12 . Urie Bronfenbrenner, 11Toward An Integrated Theory of Per-
sonality, "Robert R. Blake, and Glen v. Ramsey, Perce~ion: An Approach 
to Personality (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 191), PP• 207-10. 
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hypothesis and the intermediate hypothesis. He asserts that the 
terminal hypothesis is designed to meet the requirements of a ri-
gorous exper~ental test and the intermediate hypothesis is for-
mulated for the sole purpose of guiding observation. "Xhe latter," 
he states, It need not be stated in testable or even communicable 
form.. 11 
An examination of the stated hypothesis above reveals that 
the hypothesis (as stated) serves best the essential function of an 
intermediate hypothesis,which makes possible the extension and further 
differentiation of perception,according to the terminology of 
Bronfenbrunner, and thus yie~new observational data which leads 
ultimately to testable hypotheses of crucial· significance for science. 
l'his, then is the intent of the P;rpothesis, and in this respect it 
aligns with the general phenomenological appreach of this investigation. 
lt becomes clear, therefore, that this study is not based upon 
expert experimental or statistical science, but upon documentarr ev~ 
dances, personal interviews and psychological analysis. It is hoped 
that the work will provide observational data which will ultimately 
lead to a testable hypothesis, which may be stated in operational terms 
and experimented with under the direction of professionally trained 
scientists and psychometrists in the field. The assumption here is 
that such a movement as the FDM, having had little exposure to scien-
tific observation and investigation in its infant stage of develop-
ment, is more amenable to this theoretical approach. l'hus, the investi-
gation is more exploratory than experimental. The intermediate hypothe-
sis, stated above, serves as the best tenable artifact for guiding the 
observation and investigation of the motivational needs and their 
gratification in the FDM. 
4. REVIEW. OF LITERATURE AND PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
To date there have been very few serious investigations of the 
FDM. One of the followers made the significant remark to the writer 
that "tbis was the first time he had witnessed anyone coming to get 
the truth (as he terzood it) about the movement, without prejudice, bias 
and bigotry. " There is definitely a scarcity of literature - books, 
publications, etc. - concerning the movenent. This may be due to fear 
of retribution, prejudice, or many possible reasons . The movement ' s 
own publications supplied the bulk of literary information for this 
study. 
i. Publications .£f. the movement. The most significant publica-
tion by the movenent is ~~Day, a weekly official newspaper, pub-
lished by the movenent 's own New Day Publishing Company. This carries 
verbatim the messages and interviews of Father Divine . It is the cen-
tral means of communication and source of influence between the leader 
and his followers. In addition to the direct words of Father Divine, 
it carries testimonies, interviews, advertisements, and all events 
taking place within the moveln3nt . It has a ·wide circulation in this 
cotmtry and all foreign countries where extensions of the IOOveroont have 
been established. It serves as the follower ' s chief, and to many the 
' 
only, source of reading. 
Mr. Chester E. Belstrom, one of the strong followers, has written 
an interesting pamphlet called ~~See. Here he :relates his own 
interest in the movement and the meaning and message of Father Divine's 
work from a convert ' s point of view. The writer had personal contacts 
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with him and he served as a valuable source of primary data. Another 
significant pamphlet, Uni.:!?!:, !!:, Nations Unite, written by the Crusaders 
(a special young men's group in the movemnt) for a youth program is 
al.ro significant . These include the most significant publications w.i.th-
in the movement. ~ ~ Dal newspaper succeeded the now discontinued 
Spoken Word, which served a similar purpose earlier. 
ii. Literature from related fields. Here we include those refer-
ences dealing ·with other similar movements, or sources which are rele-
vant as a method of approach. Among the many works are the following: 
The Oxford Group: Its Histo:ry ~ Significance by Yfalter H. Clark, who 
also wrote his Ph. D. dissertation 11The Oxford Group: Its Work in 
American Colleges and its Effects on Participants" on this group. He 
received his degree in psychology from Harvard University, 1944. His 
was a psychological approach, and his writings were most helpf1u in 
offering psychological suggestions as to rethod · and approach to this 
study. 
Another usefUl book has been Allan W. Eister's Dravr.ing-Room 
Conversion, which giv~s a sociological account of the Oxford Group 
Movement. Dr. Theodore W. Sprague's thesis, "Some Problems in the 
Integration of Social Groups: With Special Reference to Jehovah's 
Witnesses," an unpublished doctor's dissertation in the Division of 
Sociology, Harvard University, 1942, presents a sociological approach 
to the study of this group. Hadley Cantril 1 s recent book The "Why" .£! 
Man's Experience offers helpfUl suggestions in the most recent psycho-
scientific approaches in the study of human personality and human be-
havior • . Finally, Dr. Charles Braden's book, ·These Also Believe, and 
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Marcus Bach, They Have Fotmd _!! Faith, are relevant bere as background 
sources. They give brief accounts of several modern religious cults or 
"marginaJ.'t religious groups. 
iii. Literature of popular biograpgr and magazine articles. The 
most popular biography includes the works of John Hosher, ~ in !! Rolls 
Royce, and R. A. Parker, ~Incredible Messiah. However, Parker claims 
that his work is not a biography and was not intended to be written as 
such. Yet both works have been classed as exploiting the more spectacu-
lar and bizarre elen:ents of Fatrer Divine's movement, and are not re-
garded as objective treatments. 
The following magazines, periodicals, and journals have carried 
significant articles pertaining to the Father Divine movement: Newsweek 
Magazine and Ebony Magazine (arlicles appear frequently); New Republic, 
September, 1936; .Alllerican Journal of Psychiatry, July, 1935; and the 
Journal of Social Psychology, April, 1938. 
iv. The ~ objective and scientific studies. The following vmrks 
were found to best fit into the objective and scientific category in 
reference to the FDM: Charles S. Braden, These Also Believe, Chap. X,; 
:rwra.rcus Bach, They Have Found !! Faith, Chap. VI; Hadley Cantril, ~ 
Psychology of SociaJ. Movements, Chap. V; Arthur H. Fauset, Black~ 
o.f ~ Metropolis, Chap. VI; and Wilson D. Wallis , an anthropologist, 
M:lssiahs: Their ~ in Civilization, Chap. V. This will indicate 
that the field is open for more serious investigation and careful 
research. 
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5. HISTORY AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTUP..E <F MOVEMENT 
This is not a historical study; consequently, we shall deal olicy" 
briefly with the historical aspects of the FDM, which are vague and 
conflicting. Yet, it is pertinent to gain a general knowledge of the 
historical rootage of such a dynamic movement.l3 The al.m of this sec-
tion is to present a "bird 1 s-eye-view*1 of the overall history and 
structure of this movement. 
i. Genesis and historical rootage. When and vmere did this move-
ment begin? The answer to this question is far from agreement. Yet 
it is fairly established that the FD.M, as it is known today, emerged 
to prominence around the year 1931, in S~ille, Long Island, New York. 
Heretofore, this group phenomenon was practically unknown to the pub-
lie as a national moveiJEnt. Hovrever, the foundation years in Sa;yville 
have been dated back ·fio October 7, 1919, when a woman, who signed her 
name as IIPenninah," and a man who signed as UMajor J. Devine 11 responded 
to the advertisement in the newspaper of the sale of a comfortable eight-
room house at 72 Macon Street, Sayville, by purchasing it. Here in this 
modest summer resort for the middle class people, located on the Great 
South Bay, some seventy miles from New York City, a Reverend Major J. 
Divine opened a free employment bureau, finding jobs for whites and 
Negroes alike, and refusing to accept fees. Soon he began to take in 
13. For a more detailed historical account of the move:u:ent end 
its leader see John Hasher, .Q££ :L'I'l !!. Rolls Royce (New York: Hillman-
Curl, 1936); s. McKelway and A. J. Liebling, uwho is This King of 
Glory?, 11 New Yorker, June 13, 20,27, 1936,; and R. A. Parker, The 
Incredible 1-Tessiah (Boston: Little, Brown & Company, 1937) -"Father 
Divine, however, repudiates most of these accounts. 
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the destitute to feed and clothe them, thus developing a reputation for 
honesty and reliability. He became a leader with occult pow·ers and tm-
limited resources. From 1919 to 1930 a constant stream of traffic 
flov~d to tnis house and the kingdom flourished. Hundreds of people 
flocked to this seaside citadel; men, women, old, y oung, white and 
black. Father Divine fed, clot:l"~d, supplied money and jobs to his 
visitors without apparent means of support or without inco:zoo by vrhich 
to do so . This very ~stery of endless riches served to enhance his 
glory in the open-eyed awe of his followers. R. A. Parker14 gives an 
impres sive account of the metamorphosis of the leader's name as he 
writes: 
••• but "Reverend" Devine, as they came to address him, 
soon became a sort of leader ••• Employment activities increased 
and gradually he gathered into his household a mre or less 
permanent group of followers ••• They addressed him as 11Father. 11 
It was aL'Uost inevitable that "Devi."'1e11 should become 11Divine" 
and ~1.a.t vd.th these slight changes "Reverend Devine" should 
become "Father Divine." 
However, the movement remained rather esoteric, in regards to its 
national dimensions, until Sunday night, November 15, 1931, when the 
first legal steps were taken against Father Divine . The residents ani 
citizens of this neighborhood clai."'Il.ed that they were disturbed .. by 
the mid..rri.ght stomping, clapping, singing, and shouting coming from this 
group. They claimed that the group was a public nuisance, that, whites 
and Negroes vrere intermingling and immoral practices were going on. 
These complaints continued to trickle in until finally Father 
Divine was arrested and convicted on June 5, 1932. He was sentenced 
f4. Op. cit., n. 5. 
by Justice Le1vis J. Smith of the Supreme Court of Nassau county. Justice 
Smith was lcrw-IIV!l by the nicknaJOO "dry judge11 because of' the severe sent-
ences he imposed upon violators of the law. R. A. Par~rl5 summarizes 
the event.ful hegira of Father Divine as Judge Smith read the sentence 
thus: 
I am informd that his name is not "Devine," his lawf'ul 
name, never has been, that is the name he has taken and that 
his true name is George Balr..er, that, he vm.s born in one of tm 
southern states, or upon an island off the coast of Georgia, 
that he is not an ordained minister, that he is not married 
to the woman he calls his wife, that they call liMother Divine,u 
but that he has another woman as his wife and has children 
living. 
I am inferred about the sources of his income; that he 
is maintained partly by procuring positions for people who 
becom his followers and live in his place, who go out to 
work, and he takes their wages and has used them for his mm 
purposes, and that others who have come under his spell he has 
induced to transfer to him their property, and that has been 
the source of his income. 
I feel it is the duty of the Court under these circum-
stances and these facts - the failure of the defendant to 
cooperate - to impose upon him the maximum sentence which 
the law permits, and that sentence is that he be committed 
to the Suffolk County Jail at Riverhead for the term of one 
year, and that in addition thereto, he pay a fine of five 
hundred dollars; that if he fails to pay the fine . or any pg.rt 
thereof he shall serve one day in addition to the year for 
each dollar of the fine remaining unpaid. 
Thus ., Father Divine was sentenced to serve one year in jail and to pay 
a fine of $500. Here the apotheosis began. The judge was a healthy 
man an the day of the sentence . But less than one week after Divine's 
conviction, Judge Smith suddenly, ominously and inexplicably dropped 
dead. The dispatch from Hempstead stated: 11Suprene Court Justice 
SJ:n:ith died early this morning of a heart attack that came to him sud-
denly.·" 
15. Ibid. , P• 24. 
A major Divine 11miracle 11 had happened. It bad been freely pre-
dieted b,y his followers that should Father be convicted and sentenced 
some dread disaster would befall the Court. Justice Smith was aware of 
this prediction. Thus, the sudden death of Judge Smith was a step in 
the triumphant march of Fa-ther Divine. He emerged a powerful 11God-man11 -
God Almighty. It is reported that his follo·wers shouted: 11 That is what 
a man gets for fooling with God1 11 Father himself in his jail cell No. 4 
shook his head and confessed, tti hated to do i t.nl6 Not long hence 
Father was a f ree man because the decision had been found to be a biased 
one. The appeal had come through James c. Thomas , Father's attorney, 
for a certificate of Doubt before Justice Burt Jay Humphrey of the 
Appellate Court. On June 24, 1932, Father Divine was released on bail. 
His reunion 1vith his followers on June 25, 1932, at Rockland Palace ini-
tiated the victorious reign of Father Divine . On January 9, 1933, the 
appeal which JanBs c. Thomas had filed in June, 1932, was granted by 
the Second Department of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court 
of New York • 
. Now let us turn to Father Divine's mm brief account of the rootage 
and beginnings of his rnovenBnt. In answer to the question of an inter-
viewer with Father Divine :l7 "lflhat prompted you to begin the spreading 
of the faith which you represent ?11 Father answered, "The spirit of God 
bas al1vays been the inspiration ••• I have no material or natural record 
16. Marcus Bach, They Have Found a Faith (New York: The Bobbs 
Merrill Company, 1946), pp.~-66. -
17. See Appendix c, FDW, I, Par. l-3l.PP• 431-32. 
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of how long I have been laboring under the call." Father claims through-
out t hat his Peace Mission, as he himself, is spiritually rooted and 
not historically. He warns that one may write of his beginnings as the 
1'lind, "The ·wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound 
thereof, but canst not tell . whence it cometh, and ·whither it goeth: so 
is everyone that is born of the spirit." - John 3:8. He maintains, 
therefore, that his movement is not rooted in time and space measure-
ments, but is a spiritual movement inspired and existing by the spirit. 
ii. History of the leader. The history of Father Divine is very 
vague and obscure. He reveals little of his past, ~Dd the details of 
his ear ly childhood, parental and family backgronnd, and educational 
career are not available; however, there seems to be general agreement 
that he was once known as George Baker. Judge Smith's indictment, 
quoted above, ms.kes this reference. However, Father Divine denies 
t}1.at he was ever knovn:i by any other name than Major J. Devine. 
The records, those accounts outside of the movement, claim that 
he was born and raised on a rice plantation in the deep South, probably 
on an islan:l just off the coast of Georgia, in a Negro quarter of 
Savannah, a community in which the 11Wilderness Worshippers 11 once 
wielded influence. It is claimed that his birth occurred sometime 
during the second decade after the close of the Civil War. In and 
around the vicinity where he grew up, many pseudo-Messiahs flourished. 
Thus, he had acquired a flair for occultism. While in Savannah, Baker 
announced himself ItT he Son of Righteousness," opened an unpretentious 
meeting-house, enthusiastically preached the word of God, boasted super-
natural powers and the ability to perform miracles. The accounts show 
that he was reared in an ~nvirorunent and cormnuni ty inf'ested with ideas 
and practices of mysticism, prophetism, and occultism. Therefore, the 
practice of identifying oneseLf vdth supernatural powers and deified 
personalities was not completely original vdth Father Divine, but a 
continuation of prevalent childhood concepts introjected into his o1vn 
personality from childhood experiences and environment. 
As the account continues,l8 consequent to his claim of "super-
natural powers 11 he was sentenced to six months at hard labor on Chatham 
County chain gang, No . 4. Upon his release he was driven from the area 
by whites who had set the time and place for him. to prove , by waJJcing 
on the surface of the Savannah River, that he was the reincarnation of 
Jesus Christ . He escaped in the hold of a ~eek-end excursion steamer, 
to Charleston, South Carolina, where he renewed his activities . He 
was soon forced, by the threats of white 11bullies11 to move on again, 
and he then moved nortmvard to Baltimore . l9 Here he settled for a time; 
worked as a hedge-cutter; beca.rre associated with a Reverend :Morris; 
finally opened a mission and distributed alms to the needy. Here he 
came in contact with scores of prophets, prophetesses, and 11 God- men. n 
I t is claimed that he was influenced by the teaching of the "indwelling-
God" by a Jolm Hickerson, a Washington prophet, who later moved to New 
York and changed his name to 11 Bishop Saint John Divine ." Such and simi-
lar associates influenced George ~er in changing his name or going 
through a process of multiple births , from The Son of Righteousness to 
The Messenger, to Major Devine, to Reverend M. J. Devine, and finaLly to 
Father Divine . 
lB. R. A. Parker, Op. cit., Ch. IV, tti Bear No Record. 11 
19. See St . Clair 1vicKelway and A. J. Liebling, "Who is This King 
of Glory," ~Yorker, 140 (June, 1936), p . 21. 
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Let us note the warning of s. McKelway and~ J. Liebltng2088 
they say that: "The only documentary evidence of the progress of The 
Messenger through the Southland is the record of his trial for lunacy i.a 
Valdosta, Georgia. 11 Thus, there seems to be no authentic records, 
except one in New York State and the other in the state of Hew Jersey; 
and sworn affidavits of people living in Harlea who claiDl to have 
known him many years ago. Otherwise, the sources are unreliable. This 
.. being the case 1 let us turn to the words of Father himself 1 and obserTe 
his own perception of his beginning. 
In answer to the interviewer's question: nvmat is your age? 112l 
Father said that the records showed he was around fifty-two (spoken 
1934). He stresses the legal point of view, but points out emphati-
cally that 11 We have spiritually and mentally in reality no record ••• 
£s Jesus , the great love master said on one occasion, 1 I bear no re-
cord of myself,there is one that bears record of me.r So I do not like 
to bear record of myself or anyone else according to the flesh." 
Again, Father answers the question as to when and where he was 
born 'i' "I came to America that I might be called an Jlmerican; but see 
' Z2 
st. John 8:58. 6 {"Jesus said unto them, verily,verily,I say unto you, 
Before Abraham was, I am. 11). Thus Father DiTine claims a spiritual 
birth according to the version of man. This interpretation correspoDds 
with his accepted role of Deity. He says again, "For it is writtell, 
20. Ibid., P• 22. 
21. s;;;-Appendix C., FDW, I, Par. 1-301 PP• 431~32. 
22. l!l! !!2 !!!l, September 231 1944, P• 28. 
God is ·without the beginning of days and wit,hout the end of life .n23 
Finally, he warns: 
But there was no record given in rolf message of any mortal 
birth, "because I AM NCY.L' MORTAL ••• You must let them knmrw they 
must write of Me and of MY BID INNINGS even as they wrote of 
the wind according to the Scripturen - John 3:8 . 
Thus, he cloaks his past in nwstery. From this vague and relatively 
obscure past, Father Divine is now recognized and revered by untold 
numbers of sincere followers of all creeds, colors, and races as the 
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Almighty God, having all of the attributes and characteristics ascribed 
thereto . 
iii. Institutional organization. Is it correct to refer to the 
FD1Jl as an organization? Some claim it to be a cult, which has been de-
scribed as "organized action generalJ.y r ather restricted and temporary, 
in which the individual zealously devotes himself to some leader or 
ideal. u24 Let us note that Father Divine explicitly states that: ttTHE 
PEACE MOVEMENT IS A SPIRITUAL MOVEME~NT INSPIRED AND EXISTING ONLY BY 
THE INFINI'rE SPIRIT . n25 Father asserts that the movement is not an 
organization, for his work and mission are not confined nor bound to 
that or this which is conunonl.y known as the Peace Mission Movement. 
11It is not a gathering; not an organization, but a move100nt as the 
Christian movement. It is not an organization, but it can be organi-
zationally described_, It says Father. It does not bave a beginning, end 
it does not have an ending, but goes into infinitude, proclaims its 
leader. 
23. See Appendix C., Op. cit . , pp. 431-32. 
24. Hadley Cantril, The Ps-tchology: 2.£ Social Movements (New 
York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1941), P• 123. 
25 o See Appendix C., II, Par . 1- 3, p.435. 
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One finds practical~ nothing of the hierarchical and ecclesiasti-
cal system usually observed in orthodox or established churches and re-
ligious organizations. The movenent exists rrl.th minimum creeds, stand-
ards, organizations and conventions. One follower remarked that "there 
is no creed except the Apostles Creed. " However, each .church has its 
own discipline, which the vrriter had not the opportunity to see . The 
movement is divided into units called Churches . Father informed tre 
writer in an interview26 that even though there are a number of Churches 
under the FDM, all have the same Church Discipline, By-Laws and Con-
stitution. Among the different Churches are The Circle Mission Church, 
Hone and Training School, The Nazareth Ivrission Church, Hone for the 
Aged, Church and Training School, The Palace Mission Church & Home, 
Inc . , The Unity Mission Church, Home & Training School, and perhaps 
others unknovm to the "\".Titer. 
Each Church functions independently; that is, self-supporting. 
True followers are members of one of the Churches and contribute through 
that Chtlrch. From observation of conduct and decorum, and from reading 
the annual reports from the several Churches, as given in The New Day, 
there appears to be superb intra-group discipline, loyalty, and harmoni-
zation . 
Finally, it was noted that the three major group divisions of the 
followers - Rosebuds (Sisters), Lily-buds (Sisters), and Crusaders 
(Young Brothers) - had drawn up their own specific creed or "Cormnand-
ments," and adhered to them in the strictest sense. On the whole, one 
observes a minimum of organization and a maximum of freedom. 
26. New Day, April 7, 1951, p . ll. 
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iv. Objec·~ives and mthods of attracting followers . There appear 
to be no clearly defined goals and objectives of the movement . One 
follov1er remarked to the -vvriter that he felt the specific aim of the 
FDM to be: ''We are endeavoring to be conscious of Jesus Christ's sole 
mission of his one word - Emmanuel, God is within you. We want to be 
ever-conscious of God' s presence f or the spirit of the consciousness 
of the presence of God is the source of all supply- and it does and will 
satisfy every good desire . 11 Again , the quintessence of FDM has been 
summarized by his followers in a small pamphlet entitled U:trl.te Ye Nations 
Unite, drawn up by the Crusaders for their 11 International Youth Day 
Program, " August 25, 1950. They state the objectives as follows: 
We thank You, Father Divine, that you have come personally -
to bring all of the Nations, Languagues, Tongues and the Peoples 
of the earth together to fulfill that qu,otation of the Scripture 
and demand n~de upon the people . 
"Let there be no division among youl" 
Father Divine, God Almighty, has core "to bring an abolition 
to ALL DIVISION among the people a nd to establish your going in 
the land of the living so that you might Uve in Realityl ••• FOR 
YOU CANNOT LIVE SAFELY UNLESS YOU ARE UNIFIED TOGE'I'HER l . ••• You 
all knm'i that MY COMING vvas to bring about a CLOSER llEU~TIONSHIP 
between man and man, and to bring an END TO ~'li.L 7iAPt.F ARE AND BLOOD-
SEED AMONG TREML 
"And the Lord said, Behold the people is ONE, and 
they have all one language, and this they begin to 
do; and now nothing shall be restrained from them, 
which they have imagined to do." (Genesis 11:6) 
Truly, Father Divine came to this Country that He might be 
called an American. Nations and Peoples may not know W1!0 FATHER 
DIVINE IS, BUT HE KNOWS WHO YOU AR.E l Barriers one after another, 
are being removed so that the Real Brotherhood of the World can 
be brought about by recognizing the Fatherhood of God, Father 
Divine, Who says : 
11 I have made this (Philadelphia) the Country- Seat of 
the World, V'fHERE I AM GATHERll~G ALL NATIONS, ALL LANG-
UAGES, ALL TONGUES AND PEOPLE OF THE EARTH TOGETHER; 
WHERE I AM UNIFITNG THF.M AS ONE MA.liJ AT JERUSALEM L 
NOT BY THE BALLO'l',. NEITHER BY THE BULLET, BUT BY MY 
SPIHIT , SAYS THE LORD1 11 
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This, then, seems to be the 11Yreltanschauung11 or world philosophy of 
the movement. However, the politico-religious objectives were set 
forth more conclusivezy in their International Righteous Government 
Convention helci in 1936. Vithin the fourteen planks of this platform, 
one envisions the establishmnt of a Utopia of peace, plenty, brother-
ly love, with the abolition of the profit system on this earth, at-
tained through faith in Father Divine as God. Thus, the basic motif 
or central objective of the FDM appears to oe that of establishing the 
brotherhood of man and peace on earth. 
What are the methods of attracting participants, -.ihich may guaran-
tee survival? It is observed that Father Divine refuses to employ such 
mechanical means as radio, television, and other similar artifacts of 
advertisemnt . One follower remarked (This was published in The New 
Day March 20, 1941) that 11 once Father was offered $50,000 for so rna~ 
weeks to give a 30-minute broadcast over the radio , but Father refused." 
"Telling others what Father has done for you and living t he life , n con-
tinued the follower, llis the answer to your question . " 
Therefore, the primary means of attracting devotees and perpetu-
ating the movement are: (1 ) through person to person contacts qy 
means of testimonies and personal experience; and (2) ~~Day news-
paper, which is the chief organ of communication and dissemination of 
the message and mission of the movement . 
6. SYNOPSIS. 
The first chapter has aimed to introduce the problem of this 
study, clarify definitions of essential terms used, state the general 
purpose of the study and the theoretical hypothesis upon which the stuey 
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proceeds, and to give a brief historical background of the religious 
phenomenon under investigation. Chapter II sets forth the general 
theoretical frame of reference, which guides the direction of research. 
Special attention is given to the concept of motivation, needs, and 
need-gratification as employed in this study. This chapter defines 
the phenomenological, or personal approach, which is the theoretical 
foundation of this investigation, and indicates the suitability and 
applicability of such an approach to the study of the Father Divine 
Peace Mission Movement. Chapter III presents the design and instru-
ments used in the research. Clarifications are made as to vihy the 
vvriter chose t he instruments used, and the step-by-step procedure in 
gathering, analyzing, classifying, and scientifically treating the data 
provided. 
From Chapter IV to Chapter VIII, inclusive, certain basic princi-
ples and operations, which have direct bearing upon and relationship to 
the hypothesis and theoretical framework, are presented. The title of 
each chapter indicates the psychodynaiDic import. These chapters have 
been carefully selected and set into this sequence in keeping Yd. th the 
awareness that there is lack of objective knowledge and factual informa-
tion in reference to the general nature and function of the FDM. Thus, 
there is need for this pertinent information, which is correlated with 
other data in order to make adequate in<terpretat.ion and valid conclu-
sions . Therefore, these five chapters serve a twofold purpose: (1) 
they describe, as accurately and objectively as possible, some of the 
fundamental principles, customs, end practices of the FDM, vmich is 
correlated and integrated ·with the other data submitted in the 
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Appendices; and (2) they offer in particular some of the means and tech-
niques which the movement uses in its process of need-gratification and 
also reveal some of the basic needs expressed by both the leader and the 
disciples. The assumption is, therefore, that, the information and data 
gained from these chapters will better prepare and equip one to approach 
the following chapters of this investigation. 
Chapter IX presents a survey of the major signs of conflict and 
disunity within and wdthout the movement's confines. Various tensions 
between the microcosm and the macrocosm kingdoms are described. The 
concept of retribution and its influence, as a unique characteristic 
of the microcosm is explored. Finally, the effects, as well as the 
causes, of changes from vdthin and changes from vathout are evaluated. 
Chapter X offers the analysis and psychological interpretation of 
the findings and results of the total data. It diagnoses the raw data 
in relation to the nypothesis, and describes the specific motivational 
needs and gratif ications of adherents of the FD1i, based on the research 
findings. This chapter attempts to validate, by systematic and scien-
tific means, the theoretical postulate that: ''The Father Divine move-
ment holds its appeal and maintains its strength through the gratifica-
tion of specific motivational needs of its adherents." Reply to the 
question of 11wby?" and 11 how?11 is made on the basis of the disciple's 
self-perception of his needs, motives and benefits, in accordance vdth 
the data submitted. Finally, some psychological evaluations of the 
movement are given. 
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In Chapter XI the final results are summarized and general con-
clusions presented. Application is made of the need patterns and 
psychodynamic values discovered in this psycho-religious phenomenon 
to human motivation in general and specifically as they are effective 
and influential in the FDM. A Gestalt pattern of the total study in 
which the various component parts are vievred in their totality and 
wholeness is presented. Finally, implications and suggestions for 
further research are offered followed. by the genera.l conclusions 
enumerated. 
CHAPI'ER II 
INTERPRETATION OF BASIC THEORETICAL CONCEPTS 
An understanding of the meaning and function of tttheory" will 
help to illuminate the purpose of this chapter. Urie Bronfenbrennerl 
defines a theory as nan integrated system of concepts and 1-zypotheses •• • 
in other words, a theory implies a particular way of perceiving the 
world." He further adds that the function of theory is to provide the 
conceptual framework necessar,y for observation. This perception of the 
meaning and role of theory serves to point up the functional relation-
ship between our intermediate hypothesis and the basic theoretical 
frame of reference now to be described. Our hypothesis and theory imply 
an integrated system of concepts from which to observe behavior. 
Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to describe the con-
ceptual framework used in t his investigation of the FDM. The general 
fr~ of ref erence, implied in the title of this thesis, presupposes a 
working hypothesis of motivation and need. Our objective in this chap-
ter is to develop a theory of motivational needs to serve as a basis 
for understanding the need gratification that operates in the FDM. This 
theoretical framework offers a particular way of observing behavior, 
thus, guiding our observation and limiting our research in the FDM. 
1. THE THEORY OF Mai'IVATION 
In the last half of the 19th centur,y the field of human motiva-
tion, in so far as psychology is concerned, was almost untouched. 
1. llToward An Inte grated Theory of Personality," Robert R. 
Blake , and Glenn V. Raw.sey, Perception: An Approach to Personality, 
P• 208. 
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In the first half of the twentieth century the concept of motivation 
has received paramount attention and enlarging significance among the 
sciences concerned Yv"ith the 11Wey?11 of human experience . This concept 
of motivation is concerned with 11Why11 people behave as they do, and an 
attempt is made to account for the purpose of man's activities and the 
forces which pull or push him in vaylous directions. It is a theoiy 
which seeks to understand causal factors inciting people to respond in 
either ordered or disordered patterns. 
Our study proceeds, therefore, in 1~ference to the function and 
character of motivation in human behavior, on the four follo~ving basic 
assumpt ions: (l) that all behavior is motivated; i. e . , purpose, de-
sire, intention and goal-sets lead persons to act; (2) that motivation 
is that which prompts experience and arouses behavior; (3) that motives 
change, grow in multiple relationships; and (4) that motives determine 
action so that behavior is seldom random or chaotic to the behaver. 
Upon these assumptions the theoretical framework for this study is 
grounded. Let us now observe some of the various theories of mot.iva-
tion. 
i. Various theories . The psychological theories of motivation 
are too numerous to attempt to review all of them. Neither do we pro-
pose to view each theory in its entirety. We do propose to present 
four psychological theories oi· motivation basic in four psychologies 
represented by eminent, exponents and relevant to our framework. Then, 
using the eclectic approach, we have developed from these four theories 
the particular theo~J of motivation employed in this thesis . This 
theory best represents a synthesis o1· the four theories discussed. 
The procedure of revievdng these theories follows • First, the 
following four criteria v~lll be used as a guide in evaluating and 
choosing each psychology and its theory of motivation discussed. 
These criteria are essential to any adequate theory of moti-v·ation, 
in personality and behavior. 
The criteria: 
1. Emphasis is upon the dynamic, rather than the static 
concept of motivation in personality. 
2. Focus is centered upon the personal and the unique 
characteristics of personality, rather than the ab-
stract and nomothetic aspects common to all . 
3. Perception of the person is in terms of wholeness , 
rather than clifferen-~iatecl aspects . 
4. The foci of interest are upon teleological strivings, 
rather than mechanical causes • 
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The four psychologies are examined with reference to their relationship 
to these criteria. Each psychology expresses, to a greater or lesser 
degree, one or more of these criteria in its psychological theory of 
motivation in personality. Considerable overlapping of principles with-
in each psychology is noticed, but the major emphasis of each school1 
~~d the criterion or criteria which it best represents vdll be pointed 
out. These criteria are purposely emphasized because of their applica-
bility in accounting for the motivational forces among the folloYrers in 
the FDM. 
Second, it is convenient to examine each theory according to the 
following order of questions: (1) What is the major therre of the psy-
chology? (2) What is the distinctive theory of motivation proposed by 
an eminent exponent? (3) VVhat are the limitations of the theory? (4) 
~fuat is the practical application of the theory? The practical 
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application refers to the use of each theo~ in our study. Our dis-
cussion will no-vr be guided by the above procedure . 
At the outset, it is noted that those psychologies which stress 
such concepts as stimulus-response~ instincts, constitutional and 
structural elemnts, and typologies do not fit into our criteria and 
are, therefore~ omitted from our study. 
(A) Depth Psycholog;y:. (1) Yfuat is the major theme of depth psy-
chology? The prima~ goal of depth psychology is that of exploring 
the varieties of individual experiences and expressions. It investi-
gates the unconscious dynamics of personality, penetrating beneath the 
surface to understand psychical phenomena deeply embedded in hidden 
motives of individual behavior. Its nature is clinical, practical and 
therapeutic. Depth psychology, developed by var-lous schools of psycho-
ana~sis, reached its zenith in Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), the founder 
of the school of psychoanalysis. Depth psychology is noted for its 
dynamic theories of motivation, wluch opened new vistas for understand-
ing the sources of individual behavior. The depth psychologists postu-
late that the unconscious motivations are paramount in understanding 
human behavior. Thus they plunge dmm into the deeper aspects of human 
experience and reveal insights heretofore urun1ow.n. Light is thrown on 
the undercurrents of human experience by focusing particularly on the 
unconscious. 
There are several outstanding schools of depth psychology.2 Some 
of the emi..'l1ent representatives are Alfred A. Adler, who emphasized the 
2. For a detailed discussion of depth psychology see Edna 
r~idbreder, Seven Psychologies (New York : The Century Co., 1933), 
Ch. X. 
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"striving for superioritytt or "the will to power11 in his motivationaJ. 
theory of individual psychology; Carl Gustav Jung, who, in his analytic-
al psychology, stressed the ttteleology of psychic phenomena11 as opposed 
to mechanistic interpretations, and who explored the unconscious by 
analyzing the structure of the psyche with a heilsweg, or yray of heal-
ing; otto Rank, who developed a will psychology by emphasizing tbe 
trauma of birth, and we mention only these; there are many others who 
have made significant contributions to depth psychology. The total con-
tribution of depth psychology is not the chief concern of this study. 
Therefore, we shall briefly examine the depth psychologist's distinct-
ive theory of motivation as represented by Freud. 
(2) Signnmd Freud' s distinctive theory of motivation is psycho-
analysis. His theory has been designated by Urie Bronfenbrenner as 
"a genetic theory of personality.n3 However, we refer to Freud for 
his unique contribution to the theory of motivation - especially 
unconscious motivation. Freud built up a dynamic psychology in ·which 
he felt that nan could be most fully understood when one grasped the 
motives, strivings or vvishes that 1~ behind each act. 
In spite of the "genetictt label4 and the mechanistic determinis-
tic trends in Freud's thinking, he made an outstanding contribution 
to the theory of motivation relative to our study. His chief contri-
butions are his method of free association, his concept of resistance 
3 . Urie Bronfenbrenner, "Toward An Integrated Theory of 
Personality," P• 216. 
4. Bronfenbrenner, Op. cit., P• 217, admits a two-level 
division of this theory, the first classified as literal, class-
theoretical, instinct-ridden, cultural-bound and fatalistic; the 
second level as latent, field-theoret,ical, elusive, -rfith inter-
active processes as perceived from interpersonal relations. 
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and repression, his emphasis upon sexual strivings and the significance 
of the libido, abreaction, dream analysis, and his attention to the 
gradual emergence of forgotten memories and vvishes which he perceived 
as unconscious motivations of behavior. These subtle actions, strivings 
~~d vdshes in the individual led Freud to look for motives, especially 
conflictual motives, underly:L11g .. beha vi or. 
The most radical feature of Freud 1 s thinking was his theory of 
unconscious motivation in wh.ich he claimed that. people are often not 
avmre of their motivations ; that a great deal of behavior is motivated 
unconscious~. B~s psychoana~ic treatment of repression, by which 
unacceptable strivings and wishes, banished from conscious recognition, 
continued to disturb and motivate the individual, revealed to Freud the 
influence of these unconscious processes. Thus, he devoted unlimited 
time to the study of dreams and the past experiences of the individual 
to discover their effect upon the present behavior. The chief aim of 
psychoanalysis is to discover the motivational resources of the per-
sonality. 
Freud turned attention to the personal problems which his patients 
brought to him in all their individual=i;.ty. Listening attentively and 
quietly to free association for hours on end, Freud perceived his pa-
tients not as examples of brain diseases or victims of hereditary ner-
vous vreakness, but as troubled human beings whose mingled strivings, 
hopes, fears, f eelings and aspirations were causing their unhappiness. 
The intricate ramifications of motivations, particularly unconscious 
motivations, were his clues to understanding the troubled individual. 
These were revolutionar,y concepts in psychology, and they offered the 
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insight needed for a dynamic understanding of human motivations and 
the nwhy11 of human behavior. 
Thus Freud pioneered in building up a dync"llilic psychology which 
sought to understand the hidden and unconscious impulses influencing 
human nature . Freud's analytical s chene divides the mind into the id, 
. -
the ~and the super-ego.5 An extended appraisal of Freud 1 s psycho-
analytic theory ·would lead us too far from our chief goal. His chief 
contributions, relative to our study, are his emphasis upon 11unconscious 
mechanisms 11 in motivation and the influence of his principles upon 
dJ~c psychology as represented b,y his successors in the study of 
personality. 
(3) That are the limitati ons of Freud's theory? Freud ' s critics 
are perhaps as diverse as nwn.erous . Consequently, we shall list sane 
of the basic limitations, as they affect an adequate theory of motiva-
·tion for our purpose in this study of the FDM. They may be summari zed 
as follows: 
1 . Freud postulates three basic instincts: (a) self-
preservation (libidinal enerey); (b) preservation 
of tne species (Eros); (c) the death instinct 
(thanatos) . These tend toward instinctive and 
nomothetic concepts of behavlor. 
2 . Freud attempts reduction of all behavior to infantile 
sexuality and frustrations of elemental vri..shes ·which 
minimizes the nature interests of pernonality. 
3. He separates consciousness from unconsciousness in a 
ro..echanical system by dividing in:ind. into the id, e go, 
and superego. 
o;. For a more complete discussion of Froud's principles see 
Signrund Freud, New Introductory Lectures in Psychoanalysis (New York : 
ii. W. Norton & .co. , 1933), and Edna lliidbreder, Seven Psychologies , 
PP• 376-412. - --
4. Freud over -emphasizes the past to the neglect of tre 
present ; t he unconscious to the neglect of the con-
scious . 
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5. He gives undue stress to the pathological and neuro-
tic aspects of life to the neglect of normal ten-
dencies. 
6. Freud asserted a fallacious concept of religion as 
an Oedipus complex , or repetition of experiences of 
childhood, an illusion based upon neurotic distortions . 
7. Freud recognized the figure-ground character of tm 
field and the importance of the ground in behavior. 
But, lacking in e.xperilll3ntal evidence, he is accused 
of distorting the f i gure-ground relationship in which 
ground (unconscious) had all the characteristics of 
figure (conscious) including a self (id) . 6 
The above limitations are sufficient to shmv the doubtful tenden-
cies in Freud 1 s dynamic theory of motivati on. It is noteworthy to 
mention that Freud himself altered, modified and corrected many of 
these negative aspects during his later ·>"'I'i tings . 
(4) vYhat is the practical application of Freud1s ps.ychoanalytic 
theory of' motivation to our investigation of' ·the motivational needs 
as found in the FDM? Freud' s theory as outlined above fits foremost 
into our second and first criteria of evaluation (Cf . ante . , p. 28) . 
As to the second criteron, Freud is noted here for his tUI~ing atten-
tion to the study of the individual in all of his individuality. In 
t his respect, he follows the phenomenological approach (Cf . post., 
PP• 60 ff . ), which is a movement away from the normative and nomothetic 
approach used heretof ore . Our study of the FDM will employ the indi-
vidual approach. Attention is given to the individual vd.th all his 
This figure- ground relationship limitation of Freud ' s theory 
is expounded by Donald Snygg in an article, "The Need for a Phenomeno-
logical System," Psychological Review, 48 (Jan. , 1941), p. 422 . 
individuali ty and self-perception. Freud aids in our centering of 
emphasis. 
Second, in reference to our first criterion, Freud's theory gave 
impetus to the qynamic concept of motivation, rathsr than a static 
concept. In his search for mot ive causations and their effec·t.s in 
human behavior, Freud made use of symbolic acts and unconscious 
dy.na.misms • Our goal in the study of the FDM entails a similar search. 
~Uthough our major goal is not that of observing and interpreting un-
conscious behavior, we do recognize t he fact that often people are 
una-.vare of the real motives prompting their behavior. Many of the 
objective and verbal symbols also have ~amic influence upon behavior, 
of 11hich one is unable to make adequate and direct interpretations. 
Based upon Freud's method of psychoan~sis, this investigation uti-
lizes symbols, repressions, and hidden feelings and motives which are 
clues to an adequate understanding of the motivational needs and their 
gratification experienced by adherents in the FDM. 
We do not rely completely upon the dept..~ psychology, as elr{lha-
sized by Freud's theory of psychoana:cy-sis, to aid us in formulating 
our theoretical framework for this study. Thus, we turn to our second 
psychology. 
(B) Gestalt Psychology• (1) What is the majQr thene of Gestalt 
psychology? Gestalt psychology, sonetimes called the relativity the-
ory of psychology, began as a structural psychology, but then moved on 
to interrel ationship and to practical action and research. The Gestalt 
1. See Heidbreder, Seven Psychologies, pp. 328-75. 
school of psychology is part of a wider protestant movement against 
traditional atomistic analysis of the mind and elementarism in psychology. 
Its primary aim is that of understanding the meaning of behavior in 
its totalitarian pattern of experience . Its perception of behavior 
is in larger w'.noles "With emphasis upon the total situation. Thus it 
rejects static concepts for dynamic wholes. Gestalt psychology pro-
poses a more complete s.ynthesis bet•~en psychological phenomena and 
enviro~ntal forces than had been attempted previously. Wertheimer, 
Kohler, and Koffka1 the early exponents of Gestalt psychology~ postu-
la·t.ed that: 
The properties of consciousness are created out of the 
relations which arise be~ween peysical and physiological 
events . The properties thus evolved are unitary and indi-
visible, and are not merely the sum of the properties of 
the individual causes. They are simply 11forms" or configu-
rations (the German term is Gestalten).B 
We see that for separate elements and forces in experience, Gestalt 
psychology substituted the concept of unitar,y wholes - a process of 
apprehending personality as an integral whole. 
The term Gestalt is defined by Kurt I.ewin as "a system whose 
pa...-ts are eynanrl.ca.JJ.y connected in such a way that a change of one 
part results in a change of aJ.l parts.n9 Thus, it is the aim of 
Gestalt psychology to embrace the whole individual, but only in a 
particular situation, as we shaJ.l point out later • 
. 8. Thomas A. c. Rennie and Luther E. Woodward, Mental 
H3alth in Modern Society (New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1948), 
P• 225.- . . 
9. Kurt Iswis, ··Principles .2£ Topolo~cal Psr.holog:r, 
Tr. F & G. Heider (New York: McGraw Hill, 193 1 P• 1 • 
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For our purpose here, we note the general positive claim of 
Gestalt psychology is that experience is not a sum of parts, but a 
unitary structure. The Gestalten view of personality is, therefore, 
in terms of larger wholes recognizing goals and values. It is not our 
aim, however, to present a detailed discussion of all the claims of 
Gestalt psychology. Iet us observe its psychological theory of moti-
vation as developed by one of i·jjs eminent exponents, Kurt lewin. 
(2) ~f.hat is Kurt Lewin's distinctive Gestalt theor,y of motiva-
tion? Le-vdn attempted to construct a theory of mo·tivation and per-
sonality structure for a cyna.mic psychology which would be rigorously 
scientific and inclusive enough to attack the problems of social psy-
chology. Although he maintained the general Gestalt tradition of em-
phasizing wholeness, patterns, and perceptions, he extended the 
Gestalt principles into the understanding and description of person-
ality in what he calls Topological and Vector psychology. His theory 
is therefore called the 11'Ip:pological Theory of Personality." Topo-
logy (analysis situs) is a branch of mathematics which deals only 
vlith the generalized properties of space without reference to neasure-
ment ; na:112ly, i'Tlth part-whole perceptions.lO Lewin a i.Iood to indicate 
the totality of facts -wvhich determine the behavior of the individual 
at a particular moment, thus including the psychological enviraniiBIIti 
as well as the person and external environment. Vector psychology is 
. . ... 10 •. See R. w. Leeper, Lewin'~ Topological ~ Vector ~chology 
(Eugene: U~versity of Oregon Press, 1945), P• 217, also James T. Sprott, 
1 Religious Implications of Personalistic Psychology," (unpublished Doc-
tor ' s dissertation, Boston University GX'aduate School, Boston, 1949), 
P• 55 ! . 
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a generalized motivational ps.rchology which studies the more complex 
aspects of activity • 
Levlin' s use of t.p-pologr is illustrated in his concept in which 
the release of tension rvithin one region of a person ~ partia~ 
or complete~ discharge the tension within another region - resulting 
in substitute activity or sublimation - and that this process can be 
understood o~ by knowing the connectedness between the regions, i. e., 
their proximity and the rigidity or eynamic penetrability. The topo-
logical psychologr, tl~refore, represents situations in terms of part-
whole reiationships, of connectedness and non-connectedness of di:f'-
ferent possible activities within life space, or different needs and 
other internal functions -within the person. It is the totality of 
facts which determine behavior. His system takes into account the un-
conscious and conscious characteristics of the person. Nothing exists 
in isolation. Each object is a part of a large configuration enco~ 
passing other objects. His theory thus represents a dynamic interact-
ing s,ystem rather than static concepts. 
Lewin postulates the field theory in viewing personality.ll He 
emphasizes that personalit:y can be understood only if it is viewed, 
not in isolation, but in relation to the field in vmich it operates. 
fi e ld 
Thus environnent plays an important role in relation to the social I\ as 
a determinant of behavior. For the envirorumntal field he uses such 
ii. For a m::>re complete view of Lewin's field concept ard 
a comparative analysis between the field-theoretical aspects and inter-
personal relations seen in Freud's theory, see Bronfenbru.nner, •Toward 
An Integrated Theory of Personality." pp. 221 f. See also Lewin, 
Field Theorz in Social Science (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1951). 
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concepts as valence, vector, barrier, detour and the like. These 
structural properties in the enviroruoontal field are influenced by 
social forces such as intervention, control, approach and example of 
others . 
Iewin•s special contribution to the theory of motivation is in 
his focus upon the d;ynaJ:nics of individuality. He agrees with tm ten-
dency of psychology to base lawfulness on regularity and frequency, 
considering the individual case as a matter of chance . But he differ s 
by postulating that the individual case is likew.ise lawful. 12 Thi.s 
is antithetical to the psychology that holds the individual person to 
be of no significance in so far as he de:viates from the great majority. 
Lewin 1s second contribution concerns the teleology-mechanism 
antithesis~13 H3re he asserts that the nature of the object does not 
1Yhol1y determine its direction. Antecedent facter!! are important causal. 
determinants, but do not comprise the whole truth. Neither does the 
nature of the object Who~ regulate its purposive function. The en-
vlronment or situation in which the action takes place is influential.. 
In other words, the whole determines the function of the parts rather 
than vice versa. Thus, his views are based neither on tissue needs 
nor instinctual tensions of motivation, but on his empirical approach 
in suggesting the originality of needs within the person interacting 
with his envirommnt. 
. . .. 12 • . Lewin, Dynamic Theory of Personality, Tr. D. Adams, 
(Ne-vr York: McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 1935), P• 26 • .. 
13• ~., PP• J9 f e 
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The chief virtue of Lewin's topological field theory of personali-
ty and motivation lies in its concept of "wholeness" in perceiving per-
sonality, and the emphasis upon the individuality of nx>tivation. Be-
havior may be determined by goals whose attainment lies in the future 
as 'Well as by events of the past. Le'Win1s topological 1mthod repre-
sents the individual case in all its individual peculiarities as requi.-
site to understanding the dyna.ml.c aspects of behavior. Lewin, in his 
field concept, endeavors to treat psychological phenomena. in relation 
to its total setting. In other words, tm total enviro:rm:ental setting 
as well as the inner structure of the person, together determine the 
behavior and conduct of the person. The unitary approach to tiE treat-
men·!i of motivations in personality is stressed. Such an approach is 
in·t.ended in this investigation. 
(3) l"ha.t are the limitations of Kurt Iewin' s theory? .Among the 
numerous limitations we shall list the following, Vlhich tend to limit 
an adequate theory of motivation as measured by our criteria: 
1. Lewin attempted to formulate problems of motivat:;ton 
in mathematical terms, which has caused Garrettl4 to 
term. his concept 11pseudo-mathema.tica1," claiming that 
"the scope and ambiguousness of these relationships ••• 
reside solely in the mathematical nature of the con-
cept themselves." 
2. Lewin confines his concern to momentary fields of 
force, thus dealing with the individual in his mo-
mentary relationships. This is an inadequate con-
cept of the total self, which is influenced by past 
and present experiences. Preoccupation vrlth phe-
nomena peculiar on~ to biological adjustment or 
the momentary environment are inadequate in under-
standing the total person ani his behavior. 
. . . 14 • . • M. Garrett, "1erdn1s Topological Psychology,u 
Pgrchological Review, 46 (Nov. , 19J9) 1 PP• 480 et sqq. 
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3. The exponents of phenomenological psychology15feel that 
Gestalt psychology and their pupils,especially Kurt 
Lewin1have failed to achieve a purely phenomenological 
system (Cr. post., PP• 60 ff.) only because of their 
failure to appreciate the necessity of eliminating non-
phenomenological data from Gestalt psychology. 
~e have pointed out a limitation of Lewin's topological field 
theory of motivation by relating it to the phenomenological approach 
to human motivations (No. 3). This ia because, as we shall see later, 
the approach of this study centers in the phenomenological concept ot 
human behavior and motivations. This approach aims to understand be-
havior in terms of the meanings that exist for the behaver (cr. post., 
pp.53 et sqq.J. We postpone further explanation here, but will go into 
details of this psychology in another section. 
{4) What is the practical application of Lewin's Topological Field 
Theory to our study of the motivational needs in the FDM? His theo17 
has value as it relates to criteria two, three and one (cr. ante., 
P• 28) in our scale of evaluation. 
As was outlined in Lewin's theory 1 focus was upon the personal 
and unique characteristics of individuals with all their individualit;r, 
rather than the search for common nativistic tendencies. The theory 
coincides with our third category in that the concept of wholeness, 
illustrated in Lewin's field perception, includes the unitary aspect 
ef the person in its total setting. He insisted that scientific pre-
diction could not be successfully made by a knowledge of general laws 
alone, and thus conducted research with reference to the individual 
15. Donald Snygg, 11 The Need For a Phenomenological 
System," p. 422. 
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person -vr.i.. thin his total situation. The personal and internal physical 
aspects were studied in relation to the external environm:mtal forces 
interacting upon the individual. The theory relates to criteria num-
ber one in that it stresses the dynamic aspect of motivation, rather 
than the static concept. It was pointed out that Gestalt psychology 
started out as a structural psychology, but soon moved into the cynamic 
point of view. 
Tlms, Lewin1 s theory meets the tests of these three criteria, and 
correspondingly, has value in guiding our research in the FDM. Our 
theoretical assumption is dynamic, personal and unitary in its pur-
suits . M:lntion should also be made of Levd.n in reference to criteria 
number 4. 
We stated that Lewin's theory also considered the goal str-lvings 
and directions of the individual, relative to criterion four. Thus1 
the teleological nature of motivations in personality influenced be-
havior. Vie employ this concept in the study of motivations in the FDM. 
An effort is made to determine what goals the followers are striving 
after and what aspirations and hopes they expect to achieve. 
We observe parallel tendencies in Freud's theory of psychoanalysis 
and Iewin's theory of topology in human motivations and personality 
structure. The Gestalt psychology, therefore, is observed to touch 
upon each of our criteria. Thus, Gestalt psychology- very closely co:r-
responds with the phenon:enolog:i.cal appr-oach to the study of human motiva-
tions and behavior, employed in this stuqy-. Consequently, v.e employ 
many of its basic principles in this investigation. Let us examine 
the third psychology. 
(C) Personalistic Psychology. (1) What is the major theme of perw 
aonalistic psychology? Personalistic Psychology is a dynamic psychology, 
which insists that the person is given central recognition in psychology. 
It is eclectic in that it uses the unconscious desires of depth 
psychology, the dynamic concepts of purposive behavior, and the effects 
of the environment of topological psychology. Personalistic psycho-
logy utilizes all these and more in a unified context for adequate 
understanding of personality. It views human nature as neither good 
nor bad, but capable of becoming either. It indicates that good and 
bad persons depend upon ability, intelligence, the objective and 
conceptual environment, the types of values intercepted, and conscioUs 
and unconscious drives.l6 
G. w. Allport describes the chief tenets of this psychology: 
The chief tenet of this school of thought is that 
every mental function is embedded in a personal life_. 
In no concrete sense is there such a thing as intelli-
gence, space perception, color discrimination or choice 
reaction; there are only people who are capable of per-17 forming such activities and of having such experiences. 
lhue we perceive the person as the central fact in human experi-
enoo. In motivation the emphasis is upon personal goals and personal 
strivings. Like Gestalt Psychology, personalistic psychology aims at 
wholeness of personality and protects reductionism and mechanism in 
psychology. 
The principle characteristics of personalistic psychology are; 
(l) it perceives the person as being persistent, developing or growing, 
unique, maey-sided, and related to its physical and social environment. 
16. For a more complete discussion of personalistic views 
see James T. Sprott, "Religious Implications of Personalistic 
Psychology, 11 pp. 218 et sqq. 
17. Allport, Personality, p. 18. 
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(2) It perceives all experiences and behavior as belonging to a unitary 
person which gives meaning and integration to conscious activity. 
The most outstanding exponents of personalistic psychology are 
Borden P. Bowne, William Stern, Mary Whiton Calkins, and Gordon \'l'. 
Allport. For our purpose here we shall examine only Gordon w. 
Allport's theor,y of motivation, which has value to our theoretical 
framework. 
(2) What is the distinctive personalistic theory of motivation 
exp01.mded by Gordon w. Allport? Historically, Allport's theory is 
a contemporary developzoont, starting after World War I, and continu-
ing to present day. As a student of William Stern, his primary con-
cern is the explanation of i.niividual behavior. He asserts that indi-
vidu.ality can be explained vdthout rescxr:ting to generaJity; and the 
person, as we know him in everyday life, has been lost somewhere in 
the interstices of the nomothetic laws of psychology. Consequently, 
he proposes to develop concepts Ymich will adequate~ picture the 
uniqueness of the single individual. He attempts to account for the 
total person in all his uniqueness, continuitJr, unity and multiplicity. 
His personalistic interpretation of personality supplements Bowne's, 
Stern's and Calkins' personalistic interpretation of experience . lS 
His distinctive contributions deal with the functional autono~ of 
motives, ego-ideal, ego-system and traits . For our purpose, and in 
the space allotted here, we shall review oncy his theor,y of •functional 
autonomy of motives . nl9 
- . .18. ~ outlines this theoq in his work, Personalit;r: A 
Ps;rchological Interpretation, pp. 549 ff . 
19 • . Ibid. , pp. 190..207. 
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Allport rejects instincts and the genetic view in acco1mting for 
human behavior. Thus he modifies and alters the traditional genetic 
concept of motivations in J:n.unan behavior. • He terms his theory "The 
f1Ulctional autono:nw of motives." He is electic in his approach; that 
is~ he uses concepts of others~ but placed within the personalistic 
frame of reference. 
Allport arrived at his principle through his recognition of tm 
inadequacy of traditional genetic concepts ·jjo account for the cynamics 
and unique characteristics of mature personality. Allport attacks 
MCDougall's instinct psychology. He points out a distinct difference 
between infant motives and adult motives 1 and notes a transitoriness 
. 
of motives with growth and maturity. 119 declares that: 
••• after the stage of infancy is past, intellectual and 
volitional factors affect the course of motives. The origi-
nal tendencies are then transformed. so radically -tna:t the 
new:cy emerging ~ti vational system my be said to have sup-
planted the old. 0 
In other words, Allport says that there is no predetermined contrOl 
in a child that will later lead him into' more mature activities~ and 
that it is better to account for motives and interests at the time 
"When they come into a person 1 s life rather than to predict an elaborate 
. 
s.ystem of generalized instincts that may never affect some individuals. 
He feels that the purposes which people have are too diverse and too 
n'lliierous to be traced to a few motives that are shared by ali. Thus, 
he refutes the tendency to refer every mature motive of personality 
to underlying original instincts, wishes, or needs~ shared by all men. 
20. Allport~ "Motivation in Personality~u Psychological 
Review~ 47 (N"ov.~ 1940) ~ P• 543. 
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He places major emphasis upon the "ultimate and irreducible unique-
ness" of personality, stating that "four ·wishes, nor eighteen pro-
pensities, nor a.ey and all conibination of these, even w.lth their ex-
tensions and variations, seem adequate to account for the endless 
variety of goals sought by an endless variety oi' mortals . n21 
The quintessence of Allport ' s theory of functional autono~ is 
his insistence that adult motives are infinitely varied, self-sustain-
ing, contemporary systems, growing out of antecedent systems, but 
functionally independent of them. He differentiates between motives 
of adults and the motives of children. Behavior is thus 1:est ex-
plained by its contemporary mtives, ratmr than its original ones . 
The tie of the new 'With the old is historical, rather than functiol'l.Cll. . 
The new motivational systems are autonomous from tre old, and possess 
their own driving pm·,.er. This principle is at odds with Freud's con-
cept of regression. 
Allport makes clear his idea by illustrating how a child, in the 
beginning of life, is totally dependent upon his parents . Later he 
gradually repudiates his dependence, develops a will of his ovm, be-
coroos a self- active and self-determining person and outlives his par-
ents. It is similar to a tree that continues with its seed, but the 
seed no longer sustains and nourishes the full grown tree . Earlier 
motives and purposes lead into later purposes, the earlier being aban-
doned in favor of the later. 
In short, Allport ' s theory of functional autono~ stresses the 
21. Personality, P• 193. 
follovring points: 1) the contemporaneousness of motives-their contem-
porary energy in the present situation; 2) the tran.sitoriness of 
motives-they may transform into habits; 3) the flexibility of motives-
they are relative, varied, pluralistic, and not absolute; 4) the 
uniqueness of .motives-they are not uniform and co:nnnon to all men; 
and 5) the self-sustaining and independent features of IWtives-they 
are autonomous and indepen:lent of their origins. H3 provides a place 
for derived drives which are functional., dynamic, and independent of 
original motives . 
Allport gives ten specific advantages of his theory of functim-
al autono:nw: 
1. It clears the way for a completely dynamic psychology 
of traits, attitudes, interests, and sentiments, which can 
novl be regarded as the ultimate and true dispositions of the 
mature personality. 
2. It avoids the absurdity of regarding the energy of 
life now, in the present, as somehow consisting of early 
archaic forms (instincts, prepotent reflexes, or the never-
changing Id). Learning brings new systems of interests in-
to existence just as it does new abilities and skills. At 
each stage of development these interests are al1vays con-
temporary; whatever drives, drive now. 
3. It dethrones the stimulus. A IIDtive is no longer 
regarded as a mechanical reflex or as ' a matter of reintegra-
tion, depending entil~ly upon the capricious operati on of a 
conditioned stimulus. 
4. It readily admits the validity of all other estab-
lished principles of grovrth. Functional a utono:nv utilizes 
the products of differentiation, integration, maturation, 
exercise, imitation, suggestion, conditioning, trauma, and 
all other processes of development; and allows, as they do 
not, considered by themselves, for their structuration into 
significant motivational. patterns . 
5. It places in proper perspective the problems of tre 
origin of conduct by removing the fetish of the genetic 
method. Motives l:eing always contemporary should be stud-
ied in their present structure. Failure to do so is pro-
bably the chief reason why psychoa.na.lysis meets so many 
defeats , as do all other therapeutic schemes relying too 
exclusively upon uncovering the IIPtives of ear:cy childhood. 
6. It accounts for the force of delusions, slwll shock, 
phobias, and all manner of compulsive and maladaptive be-
havior. One would expect such unrealistic modes of adjust-
nent to be given up as soon as they are shown to be poor 
ways of confronting the enviroruoont. Insi @:lt and law of 
effect should both remove them. But too often they have 
acquired a strangle hold in their own right. 
7 • At last 1ve account adequately for socialized and 
civilized behavior. The principle supplies the correction 
necessary to the faulty logic of bellum omnium contra omnes. 
starting life as a completely selfish being 1 the child . 
would indeed remain entirely wolfish and piggish through-
out his ~s unless genuine transformations of motives took 
place. MOtives being complete~ alterable 1 the dogma of 
Egotism turns out to be a hollow· and superficial philosopey 
of behavior, or else a useless redundancy. 
8 • It explains likewise vrhy a person often becomes 1'lba.t 
at first he mere:cy pretends to be - the smiling professional 
hostess who grows fond of ber once irksome role and is un-
happy when deprived of it; ·bhe man who for so long has counter-
feited the appearance of self-confidence and optimism that 
he is always driven to assum3 it; the prisoner who cones to 
love his shackles. Such personae, as Jung observes, are 
often transformed into the real self • Tbe maSk becomes 
the anima. 
9 • The drive behind genius is explained. Gifted people 
demand the exercise of their talents, even ~n no other 
reward lies ahead. In lesser degree the various hobbies, 
the artistic, or the intellectual interests of any person 
shovr the same significant autonOII\V• 
10. In brief, the principle of functional autononzy- is 
a declaration of independence for the psychology of per-
sonality. Though in itself a general law, at the swoo time 
it helps to account, not for the abstract motivatian of an 
impersonal and purely ~othetical mind-in-general as do 
other dynamic principles, "but for the ~ncrete, viable 
motives of any one mind-in-particular. 
22. Allport, Personality, PP• 205-07 • 
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We have quoted these advantages because they contain the core of 
Allport's concept1 and contribute considerably to the motivational 
system employed in this investigation. Our conceptual fra.Imwork 
includes the major principles of Allport's theor,r, for similar rea-
sons as ~oted above. 
(3) What are the limitations of Allport's theory? The limitations 
are pointed out by Allport's critics. let us note some of the criti-
cisms of the critics. One of Allport's earliest critics was Peter A. 
Bertocci of Boston University, who argued that there is no reason to 
accept uniqueness as the ultimate factor in personality ani 71e should 
search for nniversality in human motivation.23 Bertocci pointed out 
that Allport stresses culture too nruch and overlooks instincts which 
are the cause of culture1 while culture itself needs to be explained 
by reference to the cause of cultural similarity. Bertocci asserted 
that appealing to the instinct theory 1v.hich first, attempts to find 
out what these basic drives are and then show how they are modified 
by ability and environment accounts for both the uniqueness and the 
continuity that exists in the individual personality. 
In t.'rlis same connection, James T. Sprott24 points out a ·weakness 
by show.i.ng that the instinctivists can re:cy upon the idea of mmtal 
as well as physical tensions and the vitalistic urges. They can ac-
count for the emotions, which Allport's theory cannot.. However, 
Sprott f eels that if Allport were pu.ared hard enough he would accept 
23. P. A. Bertocci, 11A Critique of G. w. Allport's Theory 
of Motivat.ion,tt ·.~sychological Review, 47 (Nov. 1 1940), PP• 509 f. 
24. Janes T. Sprott, "Religious Implications of Personalistic 
Psychology," P• 193. 
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the hormic principle, but he (Allport) holds that it I· is a better zoota-
physical principle than psychological. 
Another 1i.mi tation is described by Hadley Cantr~l. 25 Cantril finds 
the inadequaqy of Allport's principle of functional autono~ of motives 
in its failure to place the individual and his motiv;es sufficiently in 
I 
their social context. Cantril feels that the theory' does not ad.equate-
1 
ly take into account the "ego-involvement" and its cultural surround-
ings. 
I 
He thinks that derived drives rm.y be autonomous of their 
I 
origins but not autonomous of the ego or of the valJ.es in the culture 
I 
which the individual has somehow interiorized as a part of him. An 
I 
individual is constant.ly trying to maintain or enhance his feeling 
I 
of self-regard. Thus, he tends to supplant Allport's theory of 
I 
functional autonomy vdth his theory o.f the 11Ego-Gonpept." Too up-
shot in Cantril's thesis, in contrast to Allport's , 1 is that "all be-
havior is mtivated directly or indirectly by SOlilfl :ego drive." This 
I 
ego drive is not to be confused with egotistical bElhavior, Ylhich is 
behavior obviously carried out to satisfy some relcitive~ unsociaJ.ized 
I 
desire, or to achieve sozoo goal related by the observer to some per-
i 
sonal ambition, or to the individual's self-esteem. On the other 
I 
hand, Cantril feels that his own concept of the egb invo:hres altruism 
I 
and humi..lity, "Whi.ch are characteristic of the mature and highly social.-
' 
ized individual whose personal interests are less l d.entified 1rlth his 
I 
own personal gain and advantage • 1 
In addition to Allport's failure to place the: individual and his 
I 
25. Hadley cantril, ~ Psycholo&¥; ~ Sodial Movements 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 19Li), PP• 36152. 
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I 
motives sufficiently in their social context, Cantril further comments 
I 
that Allport's theory of f'!ll'lctional autonol!\1 obscurefl the significance 
I 
of any motive to the whole life of the individual anr thereby neglects 
the intimate relationships between the person and tlf cultural sur-
roundings. He feels that Allport's theory runs the f isk of develop-
ing motives and needs in a personal and social vacuum 'Without taking 
into account the ego-involvement in its cultural swroundings, thereby, 
failing to relate the dynamic aspects of behavior td the context of 
the total personality as it develops in the social J.orld. We turn now 
I 
to the usage of t his theory of functional autononv in our imrestiga-
tion of t he motivational needs found in the FDM. 
(4) YfJhat is the practical application of Allport's theor,y of 
I 
I -
motivation? His theory of functional autono.nw of motives coincides 
I 
with criteria number two and one (Cf. ante., p. 28)r 
Allport's theory of functional autonol!\1 illustrates criterion 
number t wo in its stress upon the personal and uniq,ue characteristics 
of personality and behavior, rather than the abstr~ct and nomothetic 
aspects. He emphasizes an investigation i nto the n:h.nd-in-parti cular, 
rather than mind-in-general. He postulat es a vari Jty of motives which 
tend to change, grow, develop and alter from the s b.ges of childhood 
I 
t o adulthood. He demonstrates the fact that learned behavior which 
I 
original]~ stems from innate needs may become functionally independent 
I 
of its origins and itself possess a dynamic quality. He makes a place 
I 
for the emergent (phi phenomena) and derived characteristics of origi-
1 
nal motives , in the process of learning and maturation. 
I 
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In this respect, ·we investigate the FDM with a similar attitude. 
Our inquir,y does not focus essentia~ upon the needb and motives of 
I 
the past, or the childhood needs of the followers. But, instead, vre 
I 
I 
are alert to emergent and derived needs, which may ~ independent of 
I 
the original needs and are, therefore, contemporary 
1
and transitory. 
We utilize Allport's theory also, because of its clynamic empha-
sis illustrating critero.n number one. Personalism fs qynamic, pur-
l 
nosive and voluntaristic . Allport asserts that any p~chology which 
• I 
treats motives and seeks to understand the purpose 1f behavior is a 
dynamic psychology. He stresses the uniqueness, contemporaneousness 
I 
and t ransitoriness of motives~ In his ten advantag~s of his th3ory 
of functional autononzy- ( Cf. ante . , pp. 46-47) Allpo~t points out the 
cynamic qualities of his theory. 
I 
In our search to comprehend 11wby" individuals have allied them-
1 
selves with the FDM, we employ the ccyna.mic and progressive concept 
I 
of motives, as suggested in Allport's theory of fun.otional autonoli\Y'• 
The assumption is that present motives differ from past motives, 
and the IJJ)tives that prompt behavior today may charlge tomorrow·. Thus, 
1re seek individual uniqueness and self- perceptions 1of motives and 
I 
needs. 
Let us pass on to review the fourth psycholog)lj . We have pur-
pose]¥ placed the psychology to be discussed now in this sequence. 
It will be observed that this psychology best deschbes the theo-
retical framework of our investigation. 1 
I (D) Phenomanological Psychology. (1) 1'1hat is . tre central thema 
I 
of phenomenological psychology? Phenomenology is f unique concept 
introduced into psychology by Husserl (1900), · which ~mphasizes the 
I 
direct experience of individuals.26 Phenomenological. psychology is 
I 
defined, essentia~, as the science of the experien6ing individual, 
I 
and each experience has dimensions (Titclmer, 1920) br Gestalt char-
1 
acterist.ics (Kohler, 1925). It has for its aim the Sy-stematic in-
vestigation of co1wcious experience as it is experienced. This psy-
chology presents a new vray of looking at behavior. It seeks to under-
stand behavior. of p:~rticular individuals by shifting the field of 
; 
observance from the experience o.f the observer to th.e experience of 
the behaver. It centers on specific individuals ~tead of average 
individuals . It is eclectic in that it integrates into a logical and 
systematic framework various and diverse concepts of human behavior 
from num:;rous psychologies and fields of stu<:V. Thus, this psychology · 
! 
seeks to understand motives of behavior from the individualized, pur-
I 
I 
posive (hormic) and mind-in-particular point of view. The goal is 
I 
the understanding of the nvrorking of the mind," in its hormic and 
I 
teleological strivings; hence, avoiding the traditi9nal objective, 
I 
mechanistic and deterministic conceptions. Here, tpo, is a dynamic 
approach to the study of human motivations and beha!ior. 
Among the present exponents of phenomenological psychology are 
I 
Donald Seygg and Arthur w. Combs.27 However, py:.gg1 and Combs remind 
I 
us that, historically, this approach 1vas given inittial impetus through 
I 
I 
25. See Phillip Lawrence Barri:rmn, 11:fhenomenological 
Psychology," !b£ New DictioJr. £! Psychology (New ,york: Philo-
sophical Library,Tnc., 1947 • · 1 
27. For a detailed discussion o.f the tenets of this 
psychology, see Donald Snygg & Arthur w. Combs, II:divi.dual 
Behavior (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 
1
1940). 
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the work of Freud and his followers . Freud and oth~rs expanded 
Husserl 1s concept of the importance of direct experience of indi-
1 
viduals. Among the many psychologists 'Who have nade recent contri -
1 
butions to this approach are Prescott Iecky, Gardner Murplzy" and 
others.28 We have examined phenomenological ps.ychofogr and its 
unique theory of motivation, as represented b,y Snyg~ and Combs who 
claim the personal and dynamic approach, in their phenorenological 
field concept, to the study of human motivations and behavior. 
I 
Vie now examine this theory relative to our study of motivations 
I 
in human behavior. 
(2) Wbat is the distinctive theory of motivati1n in dynamic 
psychology represented by Snygg and Combs? Their abproach is knovm 
as the "phenorenological theory" in the st.udy of hukm motivations. 29 
I 
The phenomenological system arises out of a protest I against the ob-
jecti ve, external, or scientific approaches to the study of human 
I . 
behavior. The latter approaches perceived behavior as motivated 
I primarily by external forces, and the individual as almost an auto-
maton at the mercy of the environmental forces. 
In counteracting this trend, Seygg asserted that such an external 
frame of reference was not broad enough, was too atomistic, and stood 
I 
in danger of being a half-truth in the adequate understand:i.ng of be-
l 
I 
I 
havior. Combs c01rtended that human beings did not behave in response 
to stimuli alone, but in terms of their perception lof those stimuli.JO 
----~28"".---::Se:-. e Scygg & Combs, Individual Bebavio~, p. 11, for 
other psychologists using this approach. 
29. Donald Snygg and .Arthur w. Combs, Individual Behavior 
(New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1940) • . 
30. Combs, "Phenomenal Concepts of Nondirlcti ve Therapy, u 
Journal of Consulting Psychology, l2 (JuJ.y-August, 1948), p. 198. 
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i 
This is illustrated in a parent-child relationship. 1 V'lhether or not 
the parent real~ rejects the child is not so important as whether 
the child feels rejected. Such meanings are personal and unique to 
I 
the one who experiences them. 
AccordinglY, the phenomenological approach to behavior is the 
I 
attempt !:.2_ ~ behavior !!!, term of ~ reanings ~exist fEE:!?.!!:. 
individual. 
. . I . . 
It is a personal frame of r eference in which attempt is 
made to nobserve human behavior not from an outsider's point of view 
but from the point of view of the behaver himself.n~l Corresponding-
lY, such a frame of reference is the conceptual basis of our investi-
1 
gation of the FDM. Seygg and Combs insist upon this way of stustring 
behavior from a new psychological dimension. 
For clearer explanation of this theory, Combs has made a com-
parative analysis of nondirective therapy to the p~nomenological 
approach, showing how Garl Rogers in the ttnondirecttve client-
centeredn therap,y used a similar method.32 He poinrs out common 
characteristics in terms of the reanings that exist for the :i.ndivid.u-
1 
al, the concept of needs, the concept of self, and 'the concept of 
I 
differentiation. In short, the nondirective method is illustrative 
of the personal frame of reference in its stress u~on client meanings. 
The method is an internal i'rame of reference de~g mainlY with the 
perceptual field of the individual. By way of observation, intro-
/ 
spection and direct inference it attempts to understand the way in 
Which the person sees himself. I 
I 
I 
31. Snygg and Combs, Individual Behavior, p. 8-9. 
32. Qp • . cit., PP• 197 f. · · / 
The distinctive characteristics of the phenomenological system 
I 
are given by Snygg.33 In accord with the basic pos~ulate that the 
task of psychology is the prediction and control of :behavior, S~gg 
asserts that t he system rests upon the following t~ee basic assump-
, 
tions and ·.two . principles: 
1 . All behavior is lal'd.'ul. 
unpredictable. 
Chance behavior would be 
I 
i 
2. Behavior is completely detennined by and pertinent 
to the phenomenaJ. field of the behaving organiSm.. By phe-
nomenal field is meant the universe, including! himself, as 
experienced by the behaver at the monent. 
3 . There is so:roo relationship between the bheno:roonal 
field of different individuals. One individua!l. affects 
another 1 s field. 
4. Greater precision of behavior (learnin19), is con-
com.ittant with greater differentiation of the phenomenal 
field. Phenomenal fields are fluid and shiftmg. Phe-
nomena are continual]¥ reshaped am gain riew meaning by 
the character of the field itself. Tre direction and 
degrees of differentiation are determined by ~he phe-
nomenological need of the behaver. 
I 
S. Differentiation takes tim3. 
We see, from the above assumptions and princi~les, that emphasis 
is placed upon behavior as relative to and detennined by the phe-
nomenal field of the behaving organism. The p.f.34 includes the uni-
verse of naive experience in which each individual 11ives and the 
I 
eve:cyday situation of self and surroundings which each person takes 
to be reality. It is a unified field of figure-ground phenomena of 
I 
----":::"33=-.--::D~onald Seygg, liThe Need for a Phenomhological 
System of Psychology," Psychological Review, 48 {Jb.uary 1941), 
PP• 411-13. 
34. Hereafter phenonenal field is abbrevikted to p.f • 
I 
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which the individual is more or less conscious; i. e,., a field of 
consciousness and unconsciousness. It includes the ~verse as it 
I 
appears to the individual at any moment. This emp11jsis reveals the 
'Wide range of this system. 
The phenomnological concept of the self is no~evrorthy. Behavior 
is understood in the light of the individual's effo:Jt.s to preserve 
I 
his ;eheno:nenal ~· It is always a function of this need-satisfac-
1 
tion. The phenomenal self alludes to the individual's characteris-
I 
tic way of regarding himself, including all the parts of the p . f . 
I 
which the individual experiences as part of himself, "In and "m. n 
I 
' 
The self-concept governs a large portion of our behavior. The indi-
vidual acts according to hm'f he sees himself . Changes in the concept, 
of self elicit corresponding changes in behavior. bhange in be-
havior is also a function of changes in the individual's field of 
I 
neaning. Personal meaning produces behavior. This
1 
is a concept of 
<liffererrtiation in which learning influences behavior. Differentia-
l 
tion is considered as mowing a difference, the basic act of knowledge. 
I 
The therapists sometimes refer to it as insight. 35 I 
The P• f. system is primarily concerned with prediction and con-
trol of behavior. Its data are stated chief:cy- in terms of immediate 
experience and require no translation to make them I meaning;fuJ.. It 
I 
makes no attempt t o predi.ct and control individual ! behavior on the 
I 
305 • This concept of self has been develo~d by V. c. 
R~, HThe Self-Concept as a Factor in Counseling · and Personality 
Organization," (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, IOhio State 
University, Columbus, 1943), and Carl R. Rogers, 11 Some Observa-
tions on the Organization of Personality," The Ame~ican Psychologist, 
2 (Sept., 1947), PP• 358 f e - 1 
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I 
basis of normative behavior. It abhors this method as. external and 
inadequate. On the other hand, it postulates that aceuracy in predict-
! 
I 
ing individual behavior makes possible the prediction ,of normative be-
havior as well. 
Scygg and Combs make mention of such prominent Ya-iters as Carl 
Rogers, Gardner Murpcy, H; A. Murr~, G. l{. Allport, P. Lecky, 
M. Sherif, and Hadley Cantril among :n:an;.v others who have follo-wed 
' 
' this approach in their work. Snygg and Combs are of 1the opinion that 
the p. f. approach to the study of human behavior is ;'bound to supplant 
I 
the traditional external approach in contemporar.r psychology. 
I 
(3) What are the limitations of Seygg and Combs :pheno:rmnological 
I 
approach? We shall m:mtion two basic limitations. First, their theory 
I 
I 
postulates a basic human need, which they feel is common to all men. 
Snygg and Combs criticize the concept of multiple ne~ds as confusing, 
I 
largely non-discrete descriptions of convenience "Which ma:y or may not 
I 
I have arv degree of validity in tenns of the real na~ure of the person-
1 
ality under observation. They claim this concept is indigenous to the 
' 
external method and functions primarily as statistical value. There-
fore, they argue that a system broad enough to inclUde all human be-
l 
I 
havior in all c~tures and all tiloos is needed. Thus, for adequate 
control and prediction of behavior in their system, : Snygg and Combs 
conclulle that the basic human need is the nreservataon and enhancement 
.£!: ~ phenomenal~· An explanati on of .this nee~ will be given later 
I 
in this chapter under the beading of needs. This C1oncept of a single 
I 
I basic human need limits our usage of the theory in 1relation to our 
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concept of dynamic, multiple and growing concept of needs. 
I 
In our search for needs in the FDM, we make no attempt to discover 
a common basic need, characteristic to all adherents, [and true to all 
times. Our conceptual scheme, on the other hand, seeks to discover 
. ! 
needs according to the feelings and perceptions of the individual. 
I 
The second limitation for our usage is noticed in S~gg and 
Combs' insistence that their primary aim is predictio~ and control. 
The limitation is mentioned in relation to its value for our stucy. 
I 
The prima~ aim of this study is not prediction and control, but ade-
i 
quate interpretation and description of behavior . TJ investigation 
is an attempt to understand, discover, and explain th~ IOOtivational 
needs of adherents in the FDM. ~~e use the term needs rather than 
need, because we ass"l.liOO there are many and varied needs . Our major 
I 
emphasis is on understanding the "why" of' behavior in the FDM. 
(4) What is the practical application of S~gg ahd Combs • phe-
nomenological theory~ The empirical usage of the P• f. framework for 
our study is observed in its relation to criteria number two, three, 
one, and four (Cf., P• 28) . It relates to criterion /number two in 
its emphasis upon the unique and personal nature of ~ehavior . It 
stresses the fact that the self, as related to the p• f . of every per-
i 
son, changes, grows, and differs from person to person. The system 
is cen-~ered in the person, as parallel to Carl Roger~ a client-centered 
therapy. Our investigation into the FDM is person-c4mtered. .Also~ 
similar to the P• f . system, the goal is not to disc r ver noma ti ve and 
nomothetic laws, but principles as they effect the individual. The 
second criterion deals with wholeness, which is consbna.n:t. v.rith the 
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field theory in the phenomenal approach. This aspect 1of inclusiveness 
! 
I 
of total experience as the individual perceives :. it . is applicable to 
I 
our study. The P• f. includes the total universe of experiences of 
I 
the individual, both conscious and unconscious. The field concept is 
applied to the individuals vre are to observe. The first criterion is 
irmate in the dynamic character of the p. f. system. i Vie pursue the 
dynamic approach in our investigation. And finally, ~he fourth criteri-
I 
on, with emphasis upon teleological and hormic strivipgs are brought 
I 
out more clearly· in the discussion of phenoiiW3nal needs to follow. The 
I 
goals, purposes, and intentions of individuals are s~gnificant determi-
na.nts of his activity. The 
havior and, therefore, aids 
of this investigation. 
I 
p.f. system considers this aspect 
I 
in our formulating the conceptual 
I 
of be-
scheme 
The phenoiiW3nological approach, as outlined, can I be expressive in 
I 
greater or lesser degree of our total criteria of evaluation. Because 
I 
of this, we have leaned JWre heavily upon the phenomenological theory 
I 
than other theories, in arriving at the present conc~ptual framework . 
I 
Further clarifications and indications of this fact ·will core as our 
I 
discussion continues. I We proceed ncm to present the frame of reference 
I 
developed for this investigation. 
ii. Frame ~ reference employed. Using an eclectic method, the 
I 
frame of reference for our investigation of the motivational needs and 
their gratification in the FDM is a synthesis of the four psychologies 
I 
discussed. Relative values from each ps,rchology have been combined 
I 
into what may be designated as The Self-Directive P~norenolog:!-ca.1 
i 
Field Theocy, but 1'bich we will label as 11the self~ective tb.eory. 11 
An analysis of terms is in order • . 
The term self-directive correlates with 
"Client-Centeredn or "Non-Directive" therapy. 
Carl Rogers• 
i 
In Rogers' 
I 
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theory of 
therapeutic 
approach to the study of personality and human motivattons~ he observed 
that behavior is not directly determined by original or cultural factors 
alone, but primarily, and soiOOtimes only, by the indi l d.dual 1 s perception 
of these elements. Consequent]Jr, he gave maximum attention to the per-
! 
ceptual field of the individual, and his verbal expre~sion of inner 
dynamics, with minimum emphasis upon the observer or ~herapist. In 
short, the client became the foci of interest where the therapist and 
I 
his perception of the client had the center of attention heretofore. 
I 
Similarly, in our theory the adherents in the FDM bec9me the foci of 
interest, and the observer•s opinions marginal. The fssential differ-
ence is, however, that our purpose is not to predict pr control or ap-
ply therapy, but primarily to interpret, describe, anp understand. 
Our self-directive approach approximates Rogers' ! client-centered 
approach. But we preferably designate it self-d.irec~ive, rather than 
I 
nondirective, because self-directive is more positivi and states more 
accurately our goa1 • .36 It implies what the behaver ~oes rather than 
what the observer does not do. Self-directive, ther~fore, neans for us 
that the indivi.dual and his perception of his motiva~ions and needs are 
our chief aim of research in the FDM. The observer fccepts, and recog-
nizes the individual's feelings, meanings, perceptiofs, desires, needs, 
and satisfactions, minus condemnation, rejection or prejudice. The 
personal perception of self and self-other relationsp:i.ps of the ad-
herents in the FDM is the primary goal of' our reseaU!h. The observer 
36. See w. Zielonka, 11The Old Order Changeth,• Personal 
Counselor, 2 (April, 1947), pp. 65-68, for a contrast of self-directive 
and nondirective implications • 1 
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aims to see behavior through the behaver 1s eyes, by pe:&mitting the be-
l 
haver to express freely his inner dynamics, motives and feelings as he 
experiences and structures them himself. This is the task of the self-
directive approach. 
The second term, phenozoonological, refers to the f>ers onal and in-
' 
ternal aspects of our observation. Focus is mainly upon internal forces 
I 
of motivation, rather than external. This makes our approach more sub-
' 
jective than objective. It centers interest within tHe behaver 1s con-
I 
cept of self, his attitudes, interests, frustrations, 1aspirations, et 
cetera. We enter with him into his inner or private i.orld, according 
I 
as he leads us. We perceive his purpose and his understandings from 
I 
his point of view. Such questions as, What does the k.ct mean to him? 
I 
Hovl does the situation appear to him? What are his ~asons for his 
acts? indicate the personal frame of reference impliJd in the pheno~ 
enological point of view. This, then, is the point qf view applied 
to the FDM in our investigation. 
I 
Our third term, field, is purposely used in contrast to class. 
I 
The field concept refers to the observation of p~chological phenomena 
I 
in relation to its total setting. The tot.al environmental setting in 
I 
conjunction with the inner psychical structure of' th,e individual are 
i 
regarded as important determinants of behavior. It !indicates the in-
elusiveness of the p. f. discussed earlier. The field, from the point 
I 
of view of the behaver, extends beyond the mo.mentarj" situation to in-
j 
elude his whole universe; i. e., the past, the present, and even the 
I 
future aspirations, subject to change, permutation, l and distortion. 
Contrariwise, the class theoretical concept seeks 
I 
uniformities 
I 
I 
and 
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normative stable forces in behavior motivations. The ifield theory is, 
therefore, dynamic rather than static. Motive forces land need gratifi-
cations are determined according to the perceptual field of the indi-
1 
I 
vidual. The field theory includes the unconscious and libidinal drives 
of Freud, the deeper psychical areas of depth psycholl gy, the total 
environmental, social, and psychical field of Gestalt l p~chology, as 
well as the functional autonomw of motives in persona~stic psychology. 
In summary, the self-directive conce;et is anployfd as the theo-
retical framework in this investigation, because it yields the most 
I 
adequate and valid orientation for our research, in accordance with 
our evaluative criteria of motivation. I Its chief advantage is that 
it centers in the personal, dynamic and total aspects 1 of individual 
behavior. The foci of organizatiQn are upon the perspnal, the sub-
jective, or internal; rather than the objective, external and mechanical 
i 
point of view. Finally, this personal frame of reference best corre-
' I 
spends with our instruments and methods of obtaining data in the FDM. 
It is applicable to our technique of gaining informat~an concerning the 
individual 1s perception of meaning through informatidn from the indi-
vidual himself. To gain this informs.tion we have usJd the techniques 
I 
of interview, anecdotal records, and testimonies, which will be explaired 
I 
in the follovd.ng chapter. 
2. THE CONCEPT OF NEEDS 
Attention is called at the outset to the qualifb_ng approach, in 
I 
the title of the dissertation, to the concept of needs. The adjective 
form, motivati onal needs, has been used. The purpos~ is to give recog-
' 
nition to the f unctional relationship between motivation and needs as 
I 
implicit in a psychological interpretation of personality and human be-
' 
havior. It is a gross impracticality to separate areas of human needs 
I 
into discrete compartments aloof from corresponding flrces of excita-
tion. Thus, the problem of needs and motives is not dissimilar. 
This discussion is based on the follmring assumptions of needs: 
1) that the need theory, postulated by Henry A. ~ray, had its origin 
based on a motivational force which he regarded as a 91rectional drive 
within the organism; 2) needs are dynamic, active, responsive, and 
I 
driving in their characteristic nature or internal structure; and 3) 
I 
all acts satisfy son:e need. Hmvever, the possibility remains that 
I 
there may be latent or potential (non-motivating) needs vdthin an or-
ganism. Yet the organism may not respond in overt or f observable motor 
fashion. This may be due to lack of intensity or thel ability of the 
organism to adjust to the need-stimu.J.i •rl.thout conflict w:i. thin his 
i 
vital equilibrium of life. 
The needs which this investigation seeks are those which have pro-
t 
duced stress and excitation enough to cause motor-re~ponse on the part 
I 
of the organism, resulting in strivings for adaptation., adjus~nt, and 
gratification. The organism seeks fulfillment of needs in interpersonal 
relationships. Therefore, these needs have been termed motivational 
I 
needs. 
i. Various concepts. Based on the assumption that human needs 
are dynamic tensions arising from organic and psychi~ urges tending 
goalward, there is needed a psychodynamic approach th the st~ of 
needs. Such an approach is in line w:i. th Norman Calll3f'on • s definition 
I 
of need as 11a condition of unstable or disturbed equilibrium in an 
I 
organism's behavior , appearing typical~ as increased br protracted 
I 
activity and tension.37 As there are numerous divergent definitions 
I 
of needs, likewise there are many concepts dealing viLth the origin 
I 
and function of needs. 
According to Cameron's definition above, the exi~tence of needs 
I 
may precede their expression in perception. Needs may be present be-
l 
fore one opens his eyes, or engages in motor activities which are re-
i 
sultants of need-stimuli. At certain levels of inten~ity and arousal., 
I 
latent (covert) needs become active (overt), objectified, or manifest. 
I 
This indicates the unique, dynamic, and personal nature of needs . Here 
we discern resemblances to Allport's principle of functional autonomy of 
I 
motives·. 
I 
The issue arises out of a search for universalized innate need 
patterns, common to all men, on the one hand; or an e?cPlorat. i on for 
I 
unique, dynamic, transitory, and personal. needs which1 are uncommon to 
I 
all men, on the other hand. The polemic nay be viewe'd as an outgrovfth 
I 
of the instinctual controver5,1. This is seen in Paul E. Johnson's af-
! 
firmation that: "In view of the abstract and fallac~ous implication 
I 
of instincts, it wuld be ·wise to give up the term for a bett er one . 
I 
The better concept from our point of view is need;'s 1 Many contemporary 
I 
psychologists prefer this substitution. Psychology enters especialzy 
I 
in reference to the psychogenic concept of needs . T~se needs are 
P• lOS. 
37. Norman Cruooron, ~ Psychology.£! Behavlor Disorders, 
38 . Paul E.Johnson, P§Ychology of Religion, lp. 42. 
- I 
I 
I 
I 
engendered and characterized by mental, emotional, 4 psychic condi-
tions. They demand psychodiagnostic investigation, i. e., the stuqy 
I 
of the condition and needs of the psyche or mind. Such a dynamic ap-
proach considers the conscious, biological, and const~tutional aspects 
of needs in relation to the unconscious and psychogenic aspects. 
I 
In order to refocus our discussion, let us take a brief view of 
three outstanding concepts of the nature and function ' of needs. Our 
procedure will assume the following order: 1) the major tenets will 
be reviewed; 2) a brief critique given; and 3) the application shown. 
I 
I 
We shall view the concepts of Henry A. Murray, Gordon W. Allport, and 
Donald Snyggs and Arthur W. Combs. Following a similk pattern as 
our discussion of the theories of motivation, Yre sharl arrive at the 
I 
conceptual frame of reference far needs as employed in this investiga-
1 
tion. 
(A) Henry!!_ Murray1s ~c concept of needs. 1(1) The major 
tenets • Murray 1 s system of needs stems from his sear~h to describe 
and understand personality and human behavior. The f .oci of his or-
ganizational system centers in a qynamic psychological approach, never-
1 
I 
theless, he feels that there are several basic needs, common to all men, 
serving as driving forces. Upon this hypothesis, he ihas worlred out a 
sys-tematized classi;fication o:r those needs believed to be basic and in-
1 
digenous in every personality. He classifies needs into two types: 
viscerogenic and psychogenic.39 They may be classifled as primacy and 
secondary, respectively. The primary needs are muoh !more common and 
39. See Exploration ~ Personality, pp. 78~5, for a full 
account of his theory. 
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.I 
recognizable than the secondary. For our purpose here, it is su.ffi-
1 
cient to zoontion only the various needs under these two classifica-
1 
tions. The viscerogenic, which are the organic needs, ! include air, 
water, food, sex, lacta·tion, urination, defecation, haJ:.mavoidance, 
and sentience. The psychogenic needs, twenty-nine in 1number, include 
I 
such needs as acquisition, conservance, order, retent~on, recognition, 
construction, superiority, achievement, exhibition, iliviolaey, in-
favoidance, defendance, counteraction, dominance, defJrence, similance, 
I 
autono~, contrarience, aggression, abasement, blamavoidance, affilia-
1 
tion, rejection, nurturance, succorance, play, cognizrnce, exposition. 
Murray 1s classification, similar to his definitibn (Cf., ante, 
p. 4.) has striking instinctual characteristics. 
recognize conscious as well as unconscious needs. 
i Yet, Murray does 
He designates as 
i 
conscious needs those needs w hich a subject can repo~t, recall, or 
verbalize - those needs which are in the immediate *trospective 
av~ness. Converse~, those needs which, b.Y infereJ ce, are operating 
I 
in the regnancy, unverbalizable, are considered uncoif>cious . 4° The un-
conscious needs are expressed commonly in dreams, vi~ions, erotional 
• I 
outbursts, autistic thinld..ng, unpreneditated acts, slips of the tongue 
and pen, absent-minded gestures, laughing, numberlesk disguised forms 
I 
fused with acceptable (conscious) needs . They ~ bF expressed also 
in compulsions, rationalizations, projections, delus:ions and other 
like symptoms. Murray explained that in his study bb beca.too more in-
terested in the exploration o£ unconscious complexe4 and needs, and 
less interested in conscious overt behavior which w;s obv:i.ous and known 
46. Ibid., PP• 113-14. 
by the subject. I 
I 
let us · illustrate Murray's concept of an unconscious need. We 
I 
take the example of a man who is sick vd. th intestinal ! trouble, perllaps 
I 
appendicitis, but he is totallY ignorant of the mala~ and the need 
of a medical operation. Thus he seeks to appease thi~ need through 
alcoholic drink or sore other fallacious means. He is actually unaware 
of what he really needs. Yet he engages ,in some actiVity to appease 
I 
the assumed need. Similarly, many individuals do not; recognize (un-
conscious) what they really need for their well-being and adjustment. 
I 
Consequently, they engage in 'Wlhealtey activities an~ abnormal be-
havior in frantic attempts and -wrong procedures to ~atify unconscious 
I 
needs. I 
I Finally, Murray offers the concept of 11need-int~grate11 or complex. 
I 
The quintessence of this concept is that needs tend to attach the~ 
I 
selves to objects by a cathexis of desire or purpose. Also, each 
I 
cathected object attaches to itself an aggregate or fusion of needs. 
I 
Images of the cathected object becoiOO integrated in ~he mind wit.h tm 
need and the emotion which th~ customarily excite. 1 The need inte-
grate is an internal. constellation which establishes1 a channel thrrugh 
which a need is realized. One derives certain image1s, interests, and 
I 
emotions from the focusing of needs upon specific o~jects. One values 
the object which fulfills the need; hence, there de~elops a dynamic 
I 
relationship between the subject-object in the need lgratification 
I formula, which is regarded as the need complex:. Ore studies the 
I 
needs of an organism in relation to the cathected, o9ject or objects 
I 
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to which t he organism feels attracted toward or distracted from. This 
I 
also entails the psychological interpretation of s~lism. The ad-
vantages of both the unconscious concept and the need1integrate con-
cept may be easily seen when applied to the investigation of the FDM. 
(2) The critique. In criticizing Murray's theozt of needs, we 
note first other writers who have followed a similar ~ttern of classi:fi-
I 
cation. His system has ooen w.i.dely employed by variotts scientific in-
vestigators. For instance, the authors of the book, Authoritarian 
Personality41 have used the Murrcey--8anford schene of ~eeds in the ana-
l ysis of the story protocal of t he TAT. 
l 
They list a similar classifi-
1 
cation of needs and classify t rem according to "need r ariables' tt and 
ttpress variables." The press variables include the p
1
sychological press 
and environmental press; the need variables are characterized by the 
direction of activity of the characters within the story, and the press 
variables represent environmental (personal or p~sidal) influences that 
I 
act upon the characters. I Their classification, h~ver, is based essen-
ti~ upon MUrray's need s.ystem. 
Another example oi' the usage of Murrey 's system i is found in the 
work of Gardner Murphy, Lois B. Murphy and T. M. New~omb, 42 "Who have 
I 
related Murray: s list of needs to the basic study of I the relationship 
between manifest behavior and latent personality drives appearing in 
I 
fantasies stimulated by pictures, stories, word lists, and sound stimuli. 
I 
----..,41--=-.~A"""'dorno, T. w·., et al, The Authoritarian! Personality 
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1950), PP• 496 f. I · 
42. Gardner Murray, et al, EePerimental Social Psychol9gy (New 
York : Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1931, 1937), B• 285. 
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Similarly, Saul Rosenzweig offers a tentative an~ eventual catalogue 
of classification (because he feels the criteria of an, adequate classi-
fication of needs in the present state of psychology are inadequate): 
1. Needs concerned with protection against ldss or 
impairment of structure or function. 
2. Needs dealing with the mintenance of the indi-
1 
vidual gro1vth level. 
3. Needs concerned with the reproduction of the organ-
ism and thus involving a certain degree of self-expansion. 
4. Needs in which such experience (No.2) is lcarried 
to creative as well as procreative activities and ipyolves 
s.y.mbolical as well as concrete biological bebavibr.4j 
He shows how the defense needs (No. 1) have a special 1 relationship 
I 
to frustration, and the other needs become particularly significant 
in frustration when the defensive needs of the organikm regarding 
I 
integration are called into play by the frustrating obstruction. 
I 
We see, therefore, that many attempts at classification and cata-
i 
loguing needs have been made. But now the question is raised as to 
I 
the value, validity, and reliability of such classification. The 
I 
greatest value appears to be in the statistical maniirulation which 
it makes possible~ the facilitation of description, and the aid in 
bringing about agreement and comparison among judgesj investigators, 
etc. 
On the other hand, such classifications of neerul. tend toward the 
i 
nativistic, atomistic and instinctivistic concepts of needs, which 
conflict.· with the dynamic, autonomous, and personal! concept. Tm 
latter concepts are followed in this study. The attbmpt to catalogue 
! 
43. Saul Rosenzweig, "An Outline of Frustra6.on, 11 J. MeV. 
Hunt, editor, PersonaJ.ity and tile' BehaviorDisorders1_. Vol. 2 (New 
York: The Ronald Press Company, 1944), PP• 381 f. I 
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I 
and categorize needs according to such a static conceptual scheme as 
I 
Murray and others have drawn up strikes many psychologists as futile 
and inadequate. The assertion is that there are nume~ous needs, dynam-
1 
ic in character and differ¢ing from i:rrlividual to individual, making 
I 
it unsafe to rely upon oversimplified numerical listing. HoVf :marzy-
needs shail one choose? One, twenty, or forty? This I is the crucial 
I 
question. 1 
(3) The practical application. In spite of the 
and the tendency to represent a single organic force 
~bstract tendency 
I 
in Murray's tmory, 
I 
there are other positive tendencies applicable to our
1 
conceptual frame-
work of needs. :Murray moves away from the nomothetic! order of a general 
I 
typological pattern when he asserts that a need is not a static entity 
I 
but comes and goes and changes, that needs are both conscious and un-
conscious, classified as both biological (organic) and psychological. 
I 
His symbolic interpretation of needs is also applicable to our frame-
! 
work. We do not employ his list of needs to discovel7 similar needs 
of those in the FDM, but we follow the dynamic conce~t by assuming 
, I 
that ~ needs are unconscious as well as conscious, psychogenic as 
I 
well as viscerogenic, and have a subject-object relationship in vmat 
is called "need-integrate.n Such a concept vl.ill be ~pplied in our 
I 
study of the motivational needs in the FDM. I 
(B) Gordon w. Allport's functional 
(1) The major tenets. Allport's theor,r 
autonomous c6ncept ~ needs • 
of needs arilses out of his 
I 
critical appraisal of Murray's eynamic theory just d:iscussed. Allport 
criticizes Murray's provisional classification of n~eds from a twofold 
perspective, negative and positive . 
i 
Allport admits that analytical 
I 
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schemes (such as Murray's) yield orderly hypotheses 
I 
that can be exam-
ined one at a time; it centers research and 
terpretation of data; and it is heuristic. 
! 
gives coMrence to the in-
1 
On the other hand, Allport 
I 
grants that such a typological classification is dynamic and free 
I 
from the rigidity of the instinct doctrine, and that it places em-
1 
phasis upon the goal-directedness of behavior, leading to flexible 
I 
and penetrating depreciation of personality; yet according to his 
i 
theory, Allport sees needs as uniform elenents and few in number, to 
which must be traced all motives of all men. I The theory holds 11 con-
i 
tra:ry to Allport 1 s opinion, that objects of desire may va:ry from per-
i 
son to person, but the kinds of desire do not. Men nky want different 
• I 
things, but there are only a few reasons why they want them. Allport 
I 
shows the fallacy within this argument. He points out how univer-
1 
salized needs fail to depict 'vith exactness the special foci of or-
1 
ganization existing in each individual life.44 Allport feels that 
I 
desire is always integral with its object, and its resulting forms 
i 
are far mre varied than such a limited list of nee~ would allow. 
I 
In short, needs are disembodied and depersonalized to a greater degree 
I 
than is justified in elements that are to serve as the radicals of 
personality. He feels that needs cannot be separatetl from the objects 
I 
sought-the inseparableness between ends and means. There is an af-
finity between the goal-object response. 
However, Allport agrees with Murray's later cdncept of needs 
I 
lvhen he (Murray) says that "every need is associate4 w.i.th traces 
I 
44. Allport, Personality, PP• 239-42. I 
I 
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(or images) representing movements, pathways, agencieJ, goal objects, 
I 
which taken together, constitute a need integrate.tt Allport stresses 
I 
the "need-integrate" approach, which considers indi vi9-uaJ. need-itlt.e-
grates as basic, rather than the skeleton common need l approach. This 
I 
concept coincides with his theory of functional autonp~ of motives. 
I Allport's functional autonomous concept of needs
1 
opens the -..my 
for emergent and derived needs, occurring in the procbss of satisfYing 
I 
original needs. M::>re briefly, Allport conceives of needs as being 
I 
dynamic, personal, unique, ultimate, contemporary and changing from 
I 
person to person or within the same person. They may be independent 
I 
of original needs. Let us illustra·Ge a derived need. 
I 
The original need of the organism may be that of being religious, 
I 
cooperating with a Creator of values. This is a felt basic urge. But 
because of his social status and envi.rolllOOnt, or sane other external 
i 
pressure, he feels the need of being religious in s~cific ways, wor-
1 
shipping in a s:t:ecific church or place, or belonging! to a specific faith 
I 
or denomination - all oi' which came as a result of the original need 
I 
to warship. He may even feel., because of learning., 'education, etc., 
I 
the need to alter or eliminate tradition and custom.
1 
These later 
needs may be termed "derived" or emergent needs. Trhs means that the 
achieving of one need immediately S'UliilllOns other needs to keep one IOOving 
I 
goalward. Needs, therefore, according to Allport 's 
1
theor,y, are not 
static entities, but dynamic, unique, and personal drives which com 
I 
and go and change. These inner needs and desires, =i-nteracting with the 
total environment of the individual, cause action. I 
(2) The critique. Our colll!l)3nts !ere are in the positive vein.,. 
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Allport recognizes that comparisons camot be so et;~.siltr made between 
individuals, according to his theory, as over against lthe theory of 
basic common needs in all nen. Thus, his system pursJes the holistic, 
I 
dynamic, unique, and transitory conception of needs, rfrU.ch is rest 
I 
adapted to our purposes here. We accept (without attrmpts to point 
out limitations) the general functional autonomous concept of needs 
as advocated by Gordon w. Allport. 
(3) The practical application. Such a dynamic, hnique, and transi-
tory concept of the need-integrate system as represented by Allport, is 
readily adapted to our assumptive scale of needs (Cf., ante, P• 63). We 
do not carry with us into the FDM a ready-made nomo~etic order of needs, 
with the intent of pigeon-holing individual needs according to pre-
I 
scribed patterns. But we follow Allport•s suggestion that there ~ 
be an infinite number of needs and goals toward whicJ the individual 
is striving. These needs mey also be personal and differ from indi-
1 
vidual to individual, and even within the same indiv:f-dual at different 
tim::!s. Such is our perception of needs as discovered in the FDM. 
(C) Snygg ~ Combs• personal concept '~ needs. ! (1) The major 
tenets. The phenomenological concept of needs as prbposed by Sqygg 
and Combs45 is a revolt against Murray's external cl~ssification. How-
ever, Combs himself', in his earlier vr.ritings, sugges
1
ted a list of 
forty needs.46 Sensing the weakness of this approach to understanding 
needs, and the inadequacy of this method for predic-fug and oontrolling 
45. Seygg and Combs, Individual Behavior, PP• 53 f. 
46. Arthur 1·. Combs, "A Method of Analysis I for the Thematic 
Apperception Test Story Plots," Journal .2£ Clinical /Psychology, 2, 
(April, l946) , 167-74. 
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behavior, Snygg and Combs arrived at a new concept, wflich is consonant 
wvith their general phenomenological field theor,y of personality. 
I 
They assert that rather than the listing of multiple needs char-
1 
acteristic of all men, it is more adequate to use the i personal ap-
proach, which perceives needs as being nnique to each~ individual but 
i 
displaying a general tendency characteristic of all ~uman behavior and 
of all living things. I Tl:rl.s underJ.ying common need, characteristic of 
I 
the P• f ., is that of 11maintaining organization" within the individual. 
It is a dominant tendency oi' the individual to maintcdn the organiza-
1 
tion of his phenomenal self, which is not just his peysical self 
i (self-preservation), but the total self of which he is aware. Tre 
I 
self-concept includes all the meanings which the individual has about 
I 
himself and his relation to the world around him, which may have little 
I 
or no relation to external reality. The concept of self influences 
I 
behavior, but is itself altered and restructured in relation to the 
fulfil.lJoont of needs and behavior (Cf., ante, p • .5.5) 1• This basic 
I 
human need is "the preservation~ enhancement ~ ~ ;ehenomenal 
self.47 
- I 
Ever,y individual, from the beginning of life t9 the ending, 
strives persistentlY to defend, preserve and enhancJ his pheno100nal 
I 
self • Behavior beco~ s n:eaningful as seen in the J.:+ght of the be-
haver• s attempt to defend and fortify himself in suJh ma.l'lrer. In 
I 
order to adequately interpret a given act, the act ~nds under-
standmg in the light of the meaning it has to the behaver and the 
I 
need it fulfills . All behavior, according to Snyggl and Combs, is 
I basic to this one common need, to preserve and enhance the phenorenal 
I 
self. Then, once the self-concept is organized (as[ influenced by 
47. Ibid., P• .58. I 
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parent s, culture, environment, strivings for integrat~on, differentia-
tion, hon¥3ostasis, and internal balance), it tends to become stable, 
inerti~ and resistant to disruption. 
(2) The critique. Snygg and Combs seek to discoJ er a broad gene-
! 
ral need covering all behavior in all times. The,y aim to discover the 
I 
I 
f'W'lliamental need that everyone is striving to satisfy. We discern 
I 
instinctual and structural tendencies here. Our aim in this investi-
gation, is dissimilar in that we seek to discover paryicular needs 
within a specific group. Their goal is essential]Jr f pr predicting 
and controlling behavior, while our goal is essential[ly 1.mderstarrling 
and descr ibing behavior. 
I 
The authors have discussed ~ and not needs • What we ordinarily 
consider as needs, they have treated as a function oJ goals or teclmiques 
toward achieving the basic need. For example, they donceive the need 
of being attractive, married, or being recognized, aJ descriptions of 
I 
goals, the achieve:roont of "Which satisfies the funda:m:mta.l need ar the 
i 
individual in the maintenance ani enha.nce:roont of t he I phenoiOOnal self. 
However, this connnon need is so. inclusive that finally it breaks dmm 
I 
into personal, unique, and dynamic categories. The inductive mthod 
is utilized to the extent that whatever needs (goals~, in the aut~~ •// 
terminology) are discovered as directly exciting behkvior can be 
traced to this universal need of preserving and enbahcing the phe-
nomena.l self. 
(3) The practical Application. iYe accept this /general 
as it revolts against the abstract classification ot needs. 
adaptable to our use in that emphasis is upon the Jdi vidual 
I 
I 
I 
concept 
It is 
concept 
I 
of self and its a1vareness. Ho-wever, in our study of the 1 FDM we shall 
i 
retain the term needs, while Snygg and Combs consider g~als and tech-
I 
niques. These needs will be determined by the behaver ~mo experiences 
: 
them. We employ this concept because of its primary e~hasis upon the 
I 
individual and his perception of self. Atteli!Pts will b6 made to under-
1 
stand the needs of those in the FDM from the point of v;:tew of their 
I 
perception, rather than the observer• a perception. T~ phenomenological 
concept of Seygg and Combs aids us i~ formulating a ~sonal frame of 
reference for our investigat.ion of the motivati onal ne~ds and their 
I 
gratification in the FD:M. Now let us consider our coneeptual fra.re-
1 
work. 
I 
ii. Frame~ reference employed. Incorporating M\UTey- 1s dynamic 
concept of the need-integrate, Allport 1 s autonomous, u¢_que, and transi-
' 
. I 
tory characteristics of needs, with Seygg and Combs reference to the 
I 
individual and his rmderstanding of his phenomanal sellf we arrive at 
I 
our frame of reference for this research. In line with our frame of 
I 
reference employed for our study of motives in the FD1f, this frama of 
I 
reference is convenient~ called ~ self-directive c~ncept ~ needs. 
The terms have meanings as denoted in the 
(Cf. above, P• 59). 
discussion df motivation 
I 
I 
I 
This conceptu.aJ. schene aims to discover needs as 1 described by the 
I 
adherents of the FDM. The data submitted are best ad..jl.ptable to this 
approach. The interviews and testimonies, etc., are interviewee-
! 
centered rather than interviewer-centered. Such a pe:honal frane of 
I 
reference places focal interest upon the dynamic, unique, personal, 
I 
and emergent aspect of needs. It discovers the needs[ according to the 
perception of those in the movement, rather than accorjng to precon-
ceived notions of others or prepared patterns or lists. 
3 • THE CONCEPr OF GRATIFICATION 
Our basic assumption in the concept of gratificatibn is that all 
~ gratify ~ need ~ behavior ~ a.J.:ways ! fnnctio~ of need-
satisfaction strivings. We have already pointed out our preference of 
I 
the term gratification to satisfaction and their interchangeable usage 
in Chapter I. We realize at the outset that gratificat~on is function-
ally related to the motive-need theor,y. Gratification ~s to needs as 
ends are to means. We have defined gratification as 11the act and ex-
1 
I 
perience of satisfying a bodily or psychological need.•• Gratification, 
I 
therefore, occurs as a response to a need. It may be a positive reac-
tion to removal of the need stimuli, or an after react~on to the activity. 
! 
Genuine gratification 1Ila\V" even follow the satisfa~tion o 1· the need. 
Both gratification and satisfaction are related to drive-fulfillment 
I 
and efforts to maintain equilibrium or vital balance iri. life. The or-
ganism strives to reduce tensions, which are goals of gratification. 
I 
Kluckhon and MUrray,48 in their concept of need-satisf~ction give two 
! 
general formulae applicable to all needs: l) tension-reduction of 
tension; and 2) generation of tension-reduction of teAsion. The former 
represents katabolism and not anabolism (negative)--the conservative 
I 
systems that are directed toward riddances of pain, anxiety, annoyances, 
etc . , tO'.vard withdrawal, avoidance, ~fenses and preve~tion. The latter 
LB. Clyde Kluckhohn and H. A. Murray, Personality~ In Nature, 
Socie:tY, ~ Culture (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1949)~ PP• 15-16. 
I 
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represents a temporal pattern of states instead of an end state-a way 
I 
of life rather than a goal, but an appeasement of needs 
1 
and gradual 
progression toward distant goals (positive) . Thus, onel seeks to grati-
1 
fy needs in spite of as well as because of obstac::S s and frustrations . 
I 
Our procedure, in discussing the concept of graillication, devi-
l 
ates from the previous procedures in that rere we are 9oncemed only 
with describing some of the various techniques of achiJving grat:i!iccr 
I 
tion and then presenting the frame of reference employ~d in our research. 
Our goal is to employ this conceptual scheme in discovJring the tech-
1 
niques . and 100ans used by those of tiE FDM of gratifying needs. 
i . ~ gratification technique . In examining sonJ of the means 
I 
one may utilize in fuli'illing needs, basically, we IDEcy" l discover two 
I 
general techniques M1ich an organism may employ in achieving gratifica-
. I 
tion. First, he may attempt direct satisfaction of the need, an act 
I 
that implies the termination of needs by such behav-ior, which ctirect:cy 
restores the organism to a condition of equilibrium. 
example . If the organism feels a disturbance in his 
Eating is an 
I 
v'i tal balance .. I . ~ 
caused by the pain of hunger in the stomach, he il:rlmaciilatezy proceeds 
I , 
to fill the stomach with food. Or if he feels the ne;d for drink, 
sex, or elimination of bodily waste, he may direct:cy Jngage in activi-
1 
ties that w.i..ll f'ulfill those needs . But not all needs are so directly 
I 
and imroodiatelY gratified. 
Second, the organism may attempt indirect or 
gratifying needs . This entails the termination of 
I 
I 
sub~titute means of 
I 
needs through a 
I 
shift of activity-through distraction by some new stimulation, as the 
I 
result of some learned substitution. This is a more bomplex maans. 
I 
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I 
An example would be the sex need. Suppose one was motivated to gratif'y 
I 
the need of sexual intercourse, but he is outside of wedlock. Further-
' 
more, he is in his early teens and l.tt'lder the "authorityn1 of his parents, 
I 
Y{ho are extremely moralistic, and disciplinary. Tb:ly cqnsider this act, 
i 
outside of wedlock, a cardinal sin. The cOIIli!Illllity also · strictly taboos 
I 
such activities. In spite of these obstacles, the person feels an in-
1 
sistent need for coitus. He is aware that direct satisfaction of this 
I 
need 'Yii.ll result in irreparable damage to himself, his parents, his 
associates and his community. Consequently, he pursues1 indirect means 
I 
of gratification. He may resort to one or more of the lfollow:ing in-
1 direct wa:ys of fuli'illing this sexual need, or he rray use some other 
I 
means not listed here : I 
I . 1) Repression, in ¥ffiich the ego excludes from con;c~ousness those 
ideas, wishes, and desires nbich are anxiety-creating-Lit is pushing 
I 
som thing out of the mind in order to avoid the painful feelings caused 
I 
by it; 2) displacerent, which involves a shift of feellng or attitude 
I 
from one person or thing to another, the true feeling for the person 
intended is disguised and the unpleasant feelings thatl would accompaQy 
I 
their expression are avoided; 3) projection, which is 
1
the attributing 
of one's ol"l!l feelings and experiences to another-usudlly a defense 
I 
against unpleasant feelings in ourselves, such as a f~eling of guilt 
or inferiority projected on others; 4) reaction-forma..Jion, which im-
' 
plies the adoption of behavior and feelings which are 1 quite the oppo-
site to those which would normally result from the uninbibited expres-
1 
sion of impulses, feelings, and wishes , he represses the id drives and 
needs and seeks the exact opposite; 5) rationalizatioh, this is faulty 
so. 
I 
t~g in which an excuse is offered that seeks to remove the blame 
I 
and guilt from the ego for a given feeling or act of need, assuming 
i 
the weakness of the feeling and need and the strength of something 
I 
different (the "sour grape mechanism" illustrates this)~ 6) sublimation, 
I 
which is socially acceptable recanalization of unaccept~ble drives, 
I 
in seeking to retain harm:>cy in mental life, it is a f:i.pding of substi-
1 
tute ~s to express sex and other needs (e.g., one ~~ become a teacher, 
I 
painter, artist, writer, book-worm, etc.); and 7) compensation, in which 
I 
the ego, under the pressure of the super-ego, seeks to ladjust to a real 
I 
or imagined defect; e. g., a weakling may directly com.Pensate by build-
! 
ing himself up daily at the gymnasium., or striving to xprure all "A's" 
I 
in school. These, or som other "defense mechanisms" rpay be used by 
I 
the individual who feels a desire for coitus, but is frustrated in at-
1 
taining this gratification. One often encounters confUct, delay, 
I 
frustration and prohibition 1~ch thwarts fulfillment of needs. The 
I 
means of gratification are often deter.miood by the na~ure of the need. 
I 
We must also keep in mind that m.cwy needs are unconsc~ous or unrecog-
1 
nized. In addition, l1IB.Izy" needs may be fulfilled outside of the indi-
- I 
I 
vidual's ability. For instance, gratification may depend upon one's 
I 
relationship to parents, siblings, adults, society, and the like. Or 
I 
these external forces may aid one to achieve gratification of ~ 
I 
biological and biosocial needs. But there should be coordination be-
tween the individual's personal resources ani those df his environm:mt. 
I 
Frustration and deprivation in the process of ~atification of 
I 
needs may be both positive and negative in its effect. Positively, 
I 
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it may develop self-confidence and enhance self-esteem ~hich stimulates 
maturity. N'egat,ively, it rray, rather than motivate agJessive and pro-
gressive reactions, inhibit and stifle grov~h. I This rray be seen in 
the example of an "over-protected» child. His parents tend to gratify 
every <Esire and need while the child fails to learn cohtrol and inde-
pendence; therefore, he loses motivation and a genuine urge for creative 
living, or an ardent hope for future expectancy ani striving. 
i 
In addition to the indirect and direct means of gratifying needs, 
! 
there are others, such as the use of symbolism or subsiftution. Mazzy-
of our social acts of worship are symbolic ~~ressians which satis~ 
I 
vital needs. We lmow that the home is the key place to seek gratifi-
i 
cation of needs, but if these gratifications are not found there~ 
I 
o·t.her sources are sought. One rm.y follow what is called the "serial 
program," which is a long series of steps projected inJ o months and 
sometimes years. others rnii3' resort to withdrawal from lsocial life . 
I 
Still others may use the neans of suicide, change of oCcupation, change 
of group membership, self- punisl'llrent and deviant forms i of behavior . 
let us illustrate the teclmique of symbolism as a I means of grati-
fying needs. When one is hungry, mere intake of food is :insufficient. 
The kind of food, the place of eating, the service ren9-ered, the at-
mosphere, the interpersonal relations are all integrat:ingly involved 
I 
in the total gratification sequence to the hunger need. Observe what 
I 
happens at a family meal table. The activities engage~ in satisfy_in 
cynami.c and Bylllbolical -ways, more than mere hunger pains . Conscious 
I 
and unconscious needs are being met. In tre first plaCe, we see uni-
1 
formity. The whole family participates in unison in the saw activity. 
I 
I 
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Second, in the process of eating they serve one anotb.ert-an example of 
sharing, cooperating, and comrromi ng in corporate fell~hip. Third, 
I 
there is communication, an interchanL~ and exchange of attitudes, opin-
1 
ions, decisions and desires, fears and aspirations. Evrn communal 
plans and activities are shared and decided upon. Fo~h, interperson-
al relations have strong currents at the table. Thus; 1satisfaction of 
hunger at the table is inextricably related to family ~oyalties, strifes, 
I 
host ilit ies, rejections and affections. 1 
To make our symbolic representation a little clea:Jer, let us 
suppose that one of the children at the meal table is Jcolded, rudely 
I 
treated and ejected from the table. This is hi s reward for mis-behaving. 
I 
The act of eating n:ay become associated, symbolically, jvrl.th acceptance 
or rejection, approval or disapproval of his status in 1 the family circle. 
I 
~ may feel that only the loved and wortlzy' may partake~ In short, the 
I 
termination (satisfaction) of the biological need for food symbolizes 
ot her values of more significance for which the child seeks gratifica-
tion. The result IrJi:IY be just the opposite and the eating at the table 
i 
fulfills positive interpersonal relations and love fori people, in addi-
tion to satisfying hunger needs. It may represent intrgrative, adap-
tive, and adjustive normal behavior. Such symbolic re!Presentati.ons 
demand observation in the FilM. The Jmal table occupiJ s a centraJ. 
I 
I 
place in the movemmt. 
Finall.y, let us briefly examine the phenomenolog:ijcal concept of 
the need-satisfaction sequence postulated by S~gg and Combs.49 Since 
I 49. Seygg and Combs, Individual Behavior, ppj 61 f • 
I 
I 
I 
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the basic need of every individual, according to these authors, is to 
I 
preserve and enhance his phenomenal self, obvious}¥ he ts satisfied 
or dissatisfied according to the fulfillment of this fubdamental need. 
I 
The individual uses various goals or techniques to gratify this need. 
I 
They assert that different individuals choose different' goals at dif-
i 
I 
ferent tiloos, even in the sane physical situa:tion. Whatever means the 
I 
individual uses to satisfy this basic need have been te.rmed as goals or 
i 
techniques of achievement, rather than the satisfaction of many needs. 
There are negative goals (objects to be avoided, which lthreaten the 
total organization of the self), and positive goals (o~jects to utilize 
~th respect to need satisfaction). Objects, feelings J or attitudes 
I 
become goals in the individual 1 s striving to satisfy IJtS basic reed 
of maintaining and enhancing his phenomenal self. Goals become mare 
I 
and more differentiated 1'Vithin the total p. f. as gr~h and matura-
tion continue. 1 
I 
The relationship between the phenomenal self and the goals is 
I 
functional . This accounts for the difference between fhe goals of 
adult and child. For instance, a car might appear to fl delinquent 
I 
boy as something to "swipe," to a salesman as something to own, to a 
little girl as a means of getting to the theatre, and fto a farner as 
a mark of prestige. Each one's perception of the samel object results 
I 
in a different kind of goal according to his personal reference to him-
1 
self and his need at tm mo:ment. 
Snygg and Combs define techniques as ttmethods of !reaching goals 
and thus satisfying need.u50 As the goal differs accqrding to 
5o. ~., 67. I 
I 
I 
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the individual, so do the techniques . Reading, drinking, or movie go-
1 
ing ID2i3' be typical techniques of escape from feelings of inadequacy, 
I 
and the people who use them have as goals the acquisition of certain 
I 
types of books, liquor, or attendance at movies. WhatejVer techniques 
the individual uses , they are related to his concept of his phenoJOOnal 
I 
self. The authors classify techniques of achieving sa1iisfaction under 
three major categories: 1) b,y master,r over people or t~gs; 2) b.Y 
I 
identification with a p~1erful individual or membership in a potent 
I 
group; and 3) through bringing about some peysical cha.zilge in the body 
organization. It follows that these categories may be : applicable to 
the techniques used b.Y t hose of the FDM in th:lir efforts to achieve 
I 
gratification of personal needs . However, as pointed ?ut, the possi-
bility of using many means and t echniques of gratification of needs 
I 
is great. This holds true for our investigation. What then shall 
our frame of reference entail? 
ii . Frame ~ reference employed. Out of the prodess of sifting 
I 
the various concepts of gratification and the techniqqes of fulfill-
ment of needs, we evolve a framework identical with ttiat of motivation 
I 
and need. Thus, our conceptual scheme for discovering the teclmiques 
I 
of gratification of needs in the FDM is termed ~ sery£-directive £2a-
~ ££ gratification. Again, each term denotes a mekng similar t~ 
I 
that given earlier. Our conceptual frame of referenc~ also has co-
herence and unity when applied to each of our concept~ of motives, 
I 
needs, and gratification. This theory also pr ovides bur tools of in-
1 
vestigation. I n short, the instruments used in securji.ng data have been 
largely determined by, and correlated vrlth this frame 1 o.f reference sub-
1 
mitted. I 
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I 
~Vhatever gratifications are experienced and whatever techniques 
I 
are used by those of this movement will be determined, in accord with 
i 
our theory, by those who compose the movenent, and not ~ opinion of 
the observer. Benefits, as experienced, interpreted, a.hd perceived 
I 
I 
~J indi. vidual n:embers will be discovered, recorded, and, reported. We 
now recapture our major goal in this chapter. 
4. SUMMARY 
The fundamental motif in this chapter has been that of developing 
I 
and defining the particular conceptual frame of reference employed in 
I 
this investigation of the FDM, which will serve as a pa~tern adaptable 
I 
for our use both in gathering data and discovering mot~vational med.s 
and their gratification in the FDM. To achieve this gdal, vre examined 
I 
four major theories of motivation (represented b,y Freuq, Lewin, Allport, 
and Snygg and Combs).; three najor concepts of needs (rdpresented by 
I 
Murray, Allport, and Snygg and Combs); ani several the~ries as to the 
techniques and means of gratification of needs. i From these various 
I 
concepts and theories, we derived our own integrative conceptual frame-
work which is called the self-directive theory. The nJ.jor ch.a.racteris-
1 
tics of this theory are: 1) it emphasizes the dynamic aspects of motiva-
I 
· tional needs and their gratification; 2) it gives focal interest to the 
I 
personal and unique qualities of individual behavior; and 3) it stresses 
i 
the field theoretical concept (wholeness) of irrterpret:tng human behavior, 
in preference to t.he class concept. 
I 
The major }Vpothesis in this theory is: ~ ~ ~terpret ~-
quate1y human behavior ~ :!:.£ ~ it througp 2 _Eerce@ion E.£~ 
I 
I 
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be haver, .2 ~ ~ perception ~ ~ observer. The application of 
this theory to our investigation of the FDM was indicat~d by its pro-
vision of tools suitable for obtaining the type of datJ needed, and 
its use as ~ pattern of research most adaptable to pro.J:i.ng our origin-
al hypothesis: ~ 2 Father Divine Move~nt holds ~ts appeal .!!E 
maintains ~ strength through ~ gratification .2.!: si?Jcific motiva-
tional needs .2f. ~ adherents. 
CHA.PrER III 
i 
METHOD AliD DESIGN OF ASSESSING M<JriVATIONAL NEEDS 
The aim of tlU.s chapter is to present the methods and procedures 
used in assessing the motive needs and their gratification in the FD~ 
I 
The ld.nd of instru.n:ents used and the purpose of each are described. 
I 
The procedure of classification and ana:cysis of data, by mans of which 
I 
conclusions and results of the study are dra-wn, is presented. In short, 
I 
our goal is -~hat of outlining the general design and approach used in 
I 
obtaining and validating data for support of our lzy'pothesis . 
I 
1 . STUDY OF PUBLISHE.:D MATERIAlS 
Following chief:cy the inductive rather than the deductive method 
I 
(moving from specifications to generalizations), the first task was 
i 
that of exploring the official publications of the movement . It was 
I 
discovered that the FDM has a unique and elaborate system of dissemi-
1 
I 
nating its mission and message . The chief official org~ of communica-
tion is ~ ~ ~ newspaper, described in Chapter I . I Father Divine 
I 
recommends that anyone desiring to know the truth about bis moverent 
should careful.cy read and stucy this weekly newspaper fbr official 
information. This was his first referral of the writer! in our first 
interview. The v.rriter is a regular subscriber to this ~aper. The 
-
New ~ is open for subscription to the general public•! 
This official organ contains forty-eight pages, ~tl is circulated 
wherever extensions of the movement are located in this! and foreign 
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countries. In the librar.7 of the movement, located at 16th and Oxford 
I 
Streets in Philadelphia, one finds The New Dav printed in several modern 
--;;.;L ! 
languages--French, German, Spanish, etc. The librar.y is small, contain-
I 
I 
ing chiefly bound vol'U.IOOs of The New ~ (or ~ Spoken Word, a similar 
publication which pr~ceeded The New Day), Bibles, a fe~ back issues of 
magazines and old books dealing •~ith science and mwsticibm, and the like. 
The majority of our data cams from ~ ~ £& pa.~r, which con-
tains the verbatim daily words of Father, testimonies, ~tervlews, ad-
vertisements, vrorld news, photographs and pictures of ~rsonalities in 
the movement and peace mission churches in foreign land~ , household hints, 
recipes and epicure shelf, and a special section called I "Cherubs ' Moments, 11 
in which many historical, biblical, and scientific factj are given. There 
is also a special section entitled uKitty1s Korner," which contains per-
- I 
tinent news relative to the movemnt. The section on household hints , 
! 
etc., is entitled "Glimpses at Goodies, Gardens and Garb." 
! 
It was observed that ~ ~ Dal for Saturday, August 2nd, 1952, 
I 
contained 191 advertisements from several states--including New York, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, California, etc.--usingleleven of the 
forty-eight pages _of the paper. This is an average advbisement for 
each week. The price of the paper is five cents per coW vd th nominal 
reductions in proportion to length of subscription. 
The movemnt is modernly equipped and staffed for publication, 
I 
with highly trained and specialized stenographers, secrf taries, editors, 
and modern printing machinery ani equipment. 
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The published mterials, therefore, include the tes imonies of 
various illdividuals, as found in The ~ ~· lilre atte~s mre mde 
to get a uide sample of testimonies from both sexes of , cent and 
earlier dates, in order to present a more complete pict, e of :rmmber-
ship. These testimonies have been classified under Appendix B. 
The use of these public testimonies, and all of the I published 
. I 
materials presented and examined, was to obtain official I data lvhich 
would reveal motives, needs, and gratifications accordiJ to personal 
I 
I 
interpretations and perceptions of those who compose the rmovement. It 
was disclosed by Father Divine that whatever was written jin ~New Dar 
I 
was official and sanctioned by him. !!!!, New~ is law ~d "authori ty" 
; 
for the followers, who depend largely upon this organ of communication 
as a source of inspiration, information, and guidance. These data also 
correspond with the demands of our self-directive theory ~ It offers 
firsthand information of a personal nature which is nee~d for adequate 
evaluation in our research. / F~, a stuqy of some of Father Divine:• distin~ve concepts 
is made by extracting from his maey VOlUIIE S those words cd :zmssages 
relative to our investigation. These special uwords of ~ather Divine" 
I 
are submitted in Appendix c. They, along with other pub~shed materials , 
are utilized throughout the body of the dissertation. T~ are placed 
I 
in the Appendices in order to gi. ve a more complete account of the con-
text and situation from which these mterials originate.! They would 
be excessive and perhaps unrelated in the dissertation pr oper. In 
such an arrangement they also afford greater opportunit for further 
study. 
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2. PARTICIPANT AND INTERESTED OBSERVER 
In assessing the individual needs, motives, and gral ifications 
of those in the FD:M, it was considered advisable to go directly to the 
I 
movement itself and there participate and observe in a firsthand manner. 
This was done. The writer spent a total of five weeks (kour consecu-
tive and one in addition), living within the movement a{ its bead-
quarters in Philadelphia, known to the movement as 11The Country Seat 
of the World.• Jli.s role -.as that of an interested part~eipating ob-
server, though not (for sake of conscience) an active ~er. Havrever, 
after having an interview with Father Divine (See Appen'fX D), which 
-was published and circulated in ~ ~ Daz newspaper, ~he doors ware 
open to warm reception. As the follovrers learned that J he writer bad 
engaged an interview with Father, rapport and empathy js more easily 
I developed. 
I 
The writer shared a hotel room with one of the bro~hers at the 
Lorraine Hotel. Meals, which ranged from l.5 to 20 cents each, were 
taken at the public restaurants of the movement and o:rtJ n at the Holy 
Cammnnion Banquet Table. Each evening was spent . atte+ the nightJ,y 
public neetings called ttThe Righteous Government :Meetings,n which were 
held at various extensions throughout the city. Often everal meetings 
were in process at once. The writer also joined Father Divi.."le arrl his 
group in one of their viaekly motorcades to New Jersey 
At the meetings participated in, observations and recordings were 
nade. The writer spoke on four occasions. · ty is o£fered 
writer accepted the invitat.ion t o read one o£ Father's ssages from 
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~ New Day, which was part of the service, which he acdepted. It was 
I 
found that willingness to cooperate, harmonize and part~cipate promoted 
interpersonal relationships which helped to reduce poss:iJble fears, de-
fenses, and suspicions of both the observer and the obsJ rved. It also 
I 
opened the •~Y for personal interviews at a later date . 1 
At The Righteous Government meetings, the anecdotJ records (see 
I 
Appendix B.) were taken. A small composition book was qarried at all 
times for this purpose. fuenever it was possible, thesJ records were 
written dow.n during the time of the event. 
The purpose of the writer 1s role as a participant and interested 
I 
observer was to interpret and understand more adequate~ behavior by 
assuming, as far as possible, the role and place of the lbehaver; i. e., 
I 
to see through his eyes. Such a role was intended to fulfill this 
! 
purpose . As IJDlCh as possible, an impartial, uncritical.:! nonjudgmental 
and democratic attitude was assl.l.IOOd. He disciplined m.fel.f so that 
he was able to accept !!1 behavior as purposeful and m¥lingful to the 
behaver. Such a role affords opportunity to discover nJeds, motives 
I 
and gratifications as they are operative in the experience of the be-, 
haver rather than the observer. It buiJ.d.s up rapport aitd interpersonal 
I 
relations between the observer and the beha.ver, thereby
1
making for 
greater freedom of expression and less need for repression and provo-
1 
cation. 
5. TH8 OPEN-END INTERVIEW 
I 
The open-end interview was used in preference to the structured 
I 
interview 1vith questionnaire because of its self-direct~ve, self-
motivating and "open" features. The difficulty of I getting disciples 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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to submit to an intervimv was discovered early. First, 
1
everybody in the 
I 
ki.ngd.om was persist ently occupied night and day. Nobocy has idle m.o:roonts 
I for leisure of either boqy or mind. This is particular~ stressed for 
it is a zooa.ns of keeping in tune with Father's spirit artd out 
with reflections on past life and the mortal world. Fo~ this 
of tune 
reason 
there is a continuous program of activities in session. Those who have 
I 
been accustomed to carousing and roaming until late in the ear~ morn-
ings (prior to coming into the movement) are given oppofunities to 
engage in continuous activities day and night, but now within the 
spiritual confines and activities of the movement. SecLd, the possi-
b.lit f . . . d •tan by t• 1 t f ~ y o arcus~ susp~c~on an res~s ce presen ~g a se o 
questions or any other structural forms to be filled out was avoided. 
Even the mind of the interviewer •vas left free to receive unprohibited 
and self-directed expressions. The interviewer carried! only a small 
composition book to take dm-m expressions. This was exblained to the 
subject. 
The int erviewer structured the interview onJ.y by informing the 
intervie-wee of the anoeym:i.ty of the personal :i.nforma.tioh given and too 
I 
purpose for yffiich it would be used in the dissertation. ] He stated the 
purpose of the interview was to get firsthand informatiFn of personal 
f'eelings and opinions concerning the movemnt in order that the out-
siders may know the truth as the n:embers experienced itl. Each person 
was asked to speak slowly so that his expressions oou.l~ be taken down 
verbatim t o avoid disto:r.-r,ions l:YJ the interviewer's own ~opinions or 
lack of recall of' exact "WOrds lat er. The person was also reminded that 
he could listen to his responses read back to him i.mmak.ately after t he 
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interview, for purposes of correction and checking for ~ ~ossible errors. 
As far as possible, a permissive atmosphere and si~uation in which 
he could feel free to respond 1ri.thout interruptions weJ provided. Most 
of the interviews, "Which lasted from 30 minutes to an h~ur, were held 
at the headquarters at Catherine and Broad streets, in due of the class-
rooms on the second floor . HOwever, the interviewee \vaJ given freedom 
i 
of t:iln.e, and the length was set by the person according ~o his con-
venience. 
T:P..e open-end intervie\'l, which is essentially interW.ewee-centered, 
i 
served as our major instr'l.Uient of revealing inner dynamibs and personal 
feelings expressed by followers of Father Divine. Functakntally, the 
vie·wee talking about the kind of information sought. T · s general 
question was: "Tell :roo wcy you joined the Father Divlne movement?tt 
As the interview proceeded, the in:terviewer followed in a responsive 
manner, w:i. th other leads in order that the interviewee chuld speak 
concerning his concept of Father Di'VJ.ne•s deity, Mother ~ivine 1 s role, l . 
and the benefits he receives from the movexoont. If the :j.nterviewer 
noted a:ny information given relative to needs, motives, katifications 
during the subject 1 s expressions, he did not attempt to bmpen the inter-
vievf by asking tb:l . subject to cover again ·what he had Jeady included. 
The interviewer attempted to maintain rapport and empatht tic understand-
ing throughout the interview. His aim vms to foster un:i..i1hibited self-
revelation. 
It is noted that all of the personal interviews ar from male mem-
bers of the moveroont . A greater sampling was not obt~ed because of 
the strict social disciplines which taboo social interc~lrse between 
the sexes, except on business matters. Transgression o~ this rule 
puts one in a conspicuous position. Greater range of sampling was pro-
hibited because of the difficulty of arrangement of ti The f ollo?.r-
ers live by a rigid schedule which keeps them bus.y all time. Never-
theless, interviews were purposely bad w.i..th various age 
complexions (namely, races-th..e use of terms such as Ne . o and white 
races or Jews are prohibited as signs of segregation an discrimina-
tion. Instead, they use the terms lighter and darker cd le.xions u ) • 
It is noted that ages are not given because the nembers 
late time or compute age once they have becone true me 
moveroont. They cease to 
and the day of the week, 
tinuous Merry Christmas 
songs and testimonies. 
grow old; lose sight of the da~e of the month 
for to them every dey is Sunda~ with one con-
and Happy New Year . This is re~lected in daily 
The personal interviews were then typed, put into orderly form, . 
and submitted mder Appendix A for further study and cr1ical analysis• 
The purpose of this type of interview was to obtain the ~ullest and 
the most accm-ate knowledge concerning the personal liPt· es, needs and 
gratifications experienced by members of the FDM. 
4. CLASS[ FICAT ION OF DATA 
Classification of data entaiJ.ed the process of compiling all of 
the data obtained into a logical, consistent and syste ized order for 
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purposes of facilitating accessibility, examination, and application. 
The ref ore, the data was classified as private testimonieF, public testi-
monies, interviews, anecdotal records and Father Divine's Words; and 
I 
listed under four Appendices (A, B, c, D) at the end of the disserta-
tion. At the reginning of each Append.ix a brief explanation of the 
contents is offered. I 
This order~ classification made the data available ! for referral 
I 
at any point needed in the stuqy, whether for references, statistical 
manipulation, or interpretation, et cetera. It also prot1ded more 
comprehensive inform::J.tion for further intensive study of context and 
content. Needs, motives and benefits could be examined hthin a more 
complete background and setting. In the figure-ground ~taphor, the 
I 
classified Appendices afforded more ground (surroundingsJ envirolliOOnt., 
relations) out of which we derived our figure (needs, motives, gratifi-
1 
cations). 
5. CLJNICAL DIAGNOSIS OF DATA 
The art of clinical diagnosing is defined as 11the evaluation ani 
I 
I 
interpretation of the meaning and prognostic significanc~ of data.l 
The clinical diagnosis of the data was a process of identifYing needs, 
I 
motives, and techniques as they formed patterns and recurring themes. 
' 
It included, in addition to identifying revealed patte~ of needs, 
I 
motives and gratifications, detecting concealed patterns ~hich ~ be 
disguised in the form of symptoms. It entailed explorinJ repressed 
and unconscious patterns of behavior b.Y means of inferencj • 
1 . -E. G. Williamson, How to Counsel Students (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc . , 193 9 j, p. 123, also see , Chaptf r IV, 
11The Art of Diagnosing. 11 1 
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' ~he purpose of the clinical diagnosis of the data j-s to interpret 
and apply its psychological dynamisms to our hypothesis I This psycho-
logical interpretation of data is presented in Chapter r· The empiri-
cal application is presented in numerical and tabular form. Need varia-
bles are depicted as manifested consciouszy and unconscJously in phe-
nomenal expressions and behavior. 
6. THE PSYCHo-INTROSPECTIVE METHOD OF STUDYING HOM.!\li 
BEHAVIOR IN DYNAMIC INTERACTION 
Focal emphasis is upon the dynamic psychological a~roach in this 
investigation. The term psychology is used in the relatii ve :rwaning 
which Wolff proposes: 
Psychology deals with man's inner experiences 
behavior, with the interrelationship of both, with the or-
gans influencing experience and behavior, and with he re-
lationship of the experiencing and tehaving individi · l to 
his environment.2 I 
The emphasis, as discerned in the definition, is upon t~e interrelation-
ship of inner experienc.es and environm:mtal forces intericting upon 
the behaving individual. Both the individual and the forces motivating 
him to action are iJo'namic and unique. 1· 
Our approach is also interpersonal, which means that persons in-
.d.uence, affect, motivate and direct behavior of oti>:>r prsons. This 
approach utilizes Johnson's concept of interpersonal ps hology defined 
as 11the scientific study of psrsons interacting with oth r persons.n3 
This investigation examines behavior of a comparable nat e. 
2. Werner Wolff, ~ is Psychology (New York: 1 rune & 
Stratton, 1947), P• 1. . 
3 . Paul. E. Johnson, Christian Love (New York: A ingdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1951), P• 6. -:--
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Our method is introspective in the sense that it lo~ within. 
This perspective corresponds with our phenOJOOnal emphasir in that the 
individual gi. ves his own subjective reactions to his envir0Ilm3nt and 
his personal interpretation of his behavior. This methof leads into 
an investigation of the individual's unique and private world as it is 
i 
experienced, perceived, and found meaningful to him. It irelates to 
our self-directive concept in that it attempts to explain and inter-
! 
pret behavior through the perception of the behaver mre ' than the 
perception of the observer. 
7• SUMMARY 
In retrospect, this chapter has dealt essentiaJ.ly with methodology. 
The Irl3thods are largely determined by too nature of data \desired and 
the use to which it will be applied. Tba inductive approach is pur-
sued, in which we progress from specifications and partidulars to 
generalizations. The introspective method of turning ~d to seek 
inner dynamics has been employed. The techniques and instrwoonts used 
in gathering data for the purpose of assessing motivational needs and 
I 
their gratification were the open-end interview, anecdotal records, 
and official publications of the moveiiJ3nt, which includeJ public 
I 
testimonies, words of Father Divine, and other pertinent ini'orma.tion. 
In short, the empirical methods of observation, induction!, and intro-
spection 'V'rere employed in our assessment of rotivational teeds and tbair 
gratification in the FDM. The instrwoonts, techniques ana methods were 
determined qy their usefulness in corresponding ~th and ~ielding the 
I 
type of data demanded by our self-directive phenomnological field 
theoey. I 
CHAPTER IV 
FUNDAMEN TAL PRINCIPLES OF .MEMBERSHIP 
I 
t r e principa~ 
bases upon ·which the FDM functions. In keeping with our self-directJ.ve 
The subsequent five chapters propose a purview of 
approach, the individual is observed interacting within r he group 
and the group relationships, rather than b ecom.ing lost among the crowd 
or absolving his individuality within the group. Speci, ically, the 
individual is more carefully observed within the group with reference 
i 
to the meaning and satisfaction of personal needs ·Vihich tlhe group 
its interrelationships exert upon the indil idual. Em-phenomena and 
phasis is placed on the individual as he influences social phenomena 
and as social phenomena in turn influence the individua~ . Sucn an inter-
acting process may be considered a social-individua~istic constellation 
f beh . . h. h 1 f . . b h . . . . 1 f th o av1or, 1n w 1c aws o soc1a~ e av1or are der1v~ rom · os e 
of individual behavior, rather than vice versa. Revelations are also 
apparent in which the behavior of individuals is modifiJd by the pre-
' 
sence of other individuals. Yet, for our purpose here, 'the individual 
maintains the locus of interest and organization. 
These five chapters, then, offer a sketch of some of the goals, 
I 
activities and transactions taking p~ace within the FDMl They present 
I 
some of the characteristic beliefs, custQm.s, .practices and rules of 
conduct imposed upon its membership and inherent in org~nizational 
structure. These essential features are treated for their functional 
aspects in the attairunent of individual needs, satisfact ions and 
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wish-fulfcillments : of the participants. The individual is observed as 
he expresses feelings of personal integrity and loyalty to the community; 
as he submits to a definite kind of leadership; and as he nife:s:ts 
the need to participate, strive for certaL~ goals which ar determined 
by !heir relationship (direct or symbolical) to the needs. Thus, the 
role of individual behavior is observed as manifestations f needs, 
drives and fulfillments or satisfactions. Some of the needs and sat-
isfactions may be directly expressed and others indirectlyl expressed 
in symbolical activities; the latter expressions being ob erved 
especially L~ chapter v. This means that the objectively-~iven as-
pects of the goal may not be related directly to the need r' imply ~J 
virtue of identifying goal with action or need. Greater p rspicuity 
I 
of this s~nbolical meaning will be noticed in the fifth c pter of this 
study. 
There descriptions will provide cumulative evidence u on Yvhich 
to draw conclL~ions for this investigation. The specific rim, how-
ever, is to treat these particular beliefs, practices, idetls, et 
cetera of the group, not in vacue, but as they affect indi~iduals and 
the meaning the.y have for these individuals. 
It may be well to clarify and give a word regard 
to capitalization. llie reader will note that in Father Di[' e' s 
messages and publications many terms which are not ordinar'ly capita-
lized in the English language are captialized in the langlage of the 
movement. '!his fact is explained by one of the followers r s an attempt 
to reiterate the personification of virtue by capitalizin~ such virtues 
as Honesty, Righteousness, Health, Justice and so on. Th's, he claims, 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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indicates that mankind is personifying these very standar ds 
I 
in daily 
i living-materializing the principles into thoughts, deeds and actions. 
I 
Focal emphasis is placed on the "Personification of Virtu~" and the 
I 
realization of the Spiritual power and understanding behihd words. 
I 
Frequently in this investigation, we have followed this cpncept of 
I 
capitalization. 1 
The reader will note also the absence of the frequedt referral 
I 
to the "extensions 1' and "connections" in the movement as lnheaven," 
I 
as it is commonly referred to by outsiders. This intent~onal avai-
l 
dance is to reduce the derisive connetation which many o4 the followers 
I 
expect an outsider to show, and also because such terms are seldom 
I 
used by the devotees in the movement. I 
1. THE PROCESS OF REBIRTH 
'Ihe difficulty for an outsider to explain the principles of 
I 
membership in the FDM is immediately comprehended by an ~nvestigator. 
I There are no fixed rules of membership. There are no enrollments, 
I 
no lists of members, no ceremony attached to 
as is commonly experienced in many movements 
joining, add no proselytizing 
I 
of this nature and of the 
I 
orthodox churches. No statistics in regard to number a~d name of 
• i 
membership are kept. Thus, the wide range of est~mates 1 as to strength 
and size of the movement can be accounted for. Father ~ivine claims 
I 
in his messages that he has 11millions" of f ollowers. Ehimates have 
I 
been given ranging from twenty to fifty million. Yet, the pertinent 
I 
question remains - How does one affiliate himself with 1the movement? 
It must be kept in mind that the writer made no at:tempt to become 
an affiliated member of the movement. Yet, the member~ and the leader 
I 
I 
I 
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expressed a genuine spirit or hospitality and conridenc~ in accept-
1 
i ng the observer into their group activities and relatidnships. His 
I 
. I 
role, therefore, was that of an interested participating observer. 
I 
I The following descriptions are objective observations which are free 
I 
as possible from personal interpretation and instead ar~ individual 
I 
I 
and group centered, rather than observe~centered. Thet are given e~ 
I 
I 
sentially in the language of the individuals iD. the gro~, except 
for minor changes for sake of perspicuity. Let us now ~bserve the 
I 
group's interpretation of rules of membership as relat~ by various 
individual& members, inch:ding Father Divine himself. 
I 
First, this section has been designated as "The ~ocess of 
I 
Rebirth" in keeping l'lith the characteristic , nature of the group 1 s 
I 
concept of becoming a bonafide member. Since one does ~ot join the 
I 
I 
movement in ceremonial custom, the process of being born is employed 
I 
I 
frequently. The members exclaim: "Souls are reborn into the kingdom£" 
I 
I 
1. The requisite ~. Let us observe responses from Father 
I 
I 
Divine. In answer to the question in an interview wl~ a brother 
I 
I 
stating his desire to join the movement, Father answer~: 
I 
We have thousands of people as the speaker,a~ times, who 
desire to join, but it is not a matter of joining. The 
immediate followers who are with Me daily, a good meny of 
thea, I do not bear record of their names, personal names,nor 
whatever names they may be going by, I do not b~ar record 
of their Jlames; hence, as I say, it is a matter: of being born 
into this family by taking on the characteristics, the nature 
and. the Spirit of JESUS and becoming to be adopt~ or born 
into the Rop.l Family by so doing... 1 
You are not obligated, there are not any fees toi join or to 
be in this number - we do not do any soliciting . 1 •• ·all of 
these activities1are absolutely gratis without sPY thought of compensationl 1 
1. The Ne11 Dax, August ll, 19381 P• 29. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
Thus, Father Divine claims that one is a dopted or born in~o the Royal 
I 
I 
Family by taking on the characteristics of Jesus. These character-
! 
I 
istics are more specifically defined as one shows interest and devotion. 
I 
I 
This, then, seems to be the requisite step. Rebirth has no prescribed 
I 
I 
form. Father further claims that the secret is ·' "a cha~e of mind 
I 
within and a change of life without." As to the process /of conversion 
Father states: 
I 
••• ani we are glad to give you a real, genuine 6onversion 
of spirit,soul,body and mind that you might be able: to declare, 
wheresoever you go, "I KNO"I~ I HAVE BEEN BORN AGAIN. !" Your minds 
are born into a new light of understanding. The very spirit 
within you is quickened, awakened and moved volitidnally beyond 
your personal control. Such an expression by the $pirit of 
sincerity will produce and manifest your SAVI O!\ vi~idly. 2 
I 
'lhe process of being born again means for Father Divine : the process 
I 
of putting on a new disposition, a new nature completelt, and acting 
I 
I 
it out in words and actions, as he says: 11 from every angle expressi-
1 
. I 
Even the sense of your smelling will cmnge, and you will take 
I 
I 
on a new life, a new mind, new Spirit, neff everything. : He further tells 
I 
his followers that they must be born out of the Ada.mic /state of con-
i· 
sciousness completely, and be born in the Christ consciousness com-
1 
I pletely and ~ new creatures. These steps are further 1 defined in 
I 
I 
Father's conversation with Evangelist Young and EvangeCI.ist Jones in a 
I 
I 
significant interview with them.3 1 
I 
I 
The pertinent step involves living the Evangelicctl life, which 
I 
Father defines as "an expression of true Evangelism, l&lking in the 
I 
footsteps of Jesus, exactJ.y according to His Life and / exactJ.y 
I 
2. iffie !I.=! ~ September 1.5, 1938, P• 28. I 
, 33. See Appena!X C, FDW (Father Div:i.ne's Words), 1III, par. 1-6. P• Ll 5· I 
I 
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according to His 'reaching from every angle expressible . " I n the .!!Jarch 
twenty-second 1952 issue of The New Day, page t we l ve , under t he heading 
-- I 
uT:1.e Be ginning of a Holy Lif e Is Evangelism11 Father stat~s: 
EV1 NGELISJil l'rill reproduce t he spirit , the Mind b 1d the 
Ha turo of CHiciST ; a...'1.d the Characteristics of CHEIST ~ they are 
lived and put f orth into expression and materially Ijlanifested. 
You vlill materialJ..y- or physically manifest, them. • • . Evangelism -
in ot.i1.er vrords , an Evangelical life , it is a realitt ; but those 
who are or have been living i n sin, to be r edeemed i t is essen-
tial to take the Life and t he Teachin g or· CHPJST ln I and let the 
Life and Teac!1ing of CI-I.!i.IS'l' nave free access for expression , and 
to these ':L'eachincs you nrust be susceptlve. You ll'.ay ;have been 
prosti tutes a.TJ.d othe r ill-f me d persons, but when you are ro-
deemad f rom among men and are not defiled wi th womem, by tnis 
grea t redeeming pr ocess , by foll.mving HD.:i, you are partakers of 
GOD'S Nature and Characteristics and you are no longer defil ed 
Yfith those detestable tendencies for you are virginsl 
! 
I n the minds and r espons e of t he f ollowers , l iving evangelical means 
refrainin(;; fron~ sex, marriage , drinkin r;, smoking , dishobesty, prof anity , 
I 
s e li'i shne ss , prejudice , ancl many othe r strict rules of membership 
w;uc~ will be unfolded as we proceed. I Frou t he vi.ev~point of t he fol"l ow-l -
ers , a t;ain, the requisite s ·cep depends first upon recognlLzing the 
I 
' his recognition is Jollm-ied by living 
I 
Everpresence of Fat11er Divine . 
Christianity as Father Divine exemplifies it is
1 
not 
-
11 churchianity11 but i t is a practical way of life and living 
for all humanity, unifying all races, creeds and cdlors . It 
is not something to join, a·ctend, see or hear, but lrat.i1er 
something t o live and do . No one is solici ted to ~ign a roll 
or church rrembership , f or anyone lrnm·.ringly or unknmdngly 
adhering to Father Divine ' s standards automatical lY is partaker 
and harmonizer ••• Father Divine advocates that no orte quit 
his church, but bri ng into enactnEnt t houghts , dee ds and actions 
which 1vill. lift all churches t o ever- finer standards ••• It is 
not soci abil :i.t.y , but a constant t hanking a.TJ.u praisfng, desiring 
I 
and aiming for that n:rund which was. i n Clu·ist 
to use and r eflect. it everyT;here in our human 
on the bus, in our business, in our labor , on 
everywhere else . 4 
I 
I 
I 
I 1o4. 
I 
Jesus 11 bin orcler 
r elati nships, 
our st:l:'eets and 
Thus '18 have a picture , cor::ing t lrrou0 1.1 the eyes of tl1e leader 
I 
and the followers, as to the requi rerr.ents for j oining thel FD:r.r. Yet, 
the outsider has more to understand concerning the dispos1i tion and 
status of t l1e adhe1·ents oi' Father Divine . I 
I 
ii. The true disciple . One follower explained to ~he writer 
t hat 11 one acc laims herse l f or hi ::nself a True follower of ]Father 
I 
Divine by sample and example • 11 This, to them, is -c;ne onty way and 
the only r equired price. It is noted that the expres s ioJ "true 
I 
followers" is used frequent l y by Father and the follov;er~. This 
indicates that all Yrho claim to be followers are not truJ followers . 
I 
Many are striving to reach this hi gh level, but many are
1
conscious that 
t hey are not living t he true sample and exa,:pl e which falher re quires 
I -
for true discipleshi p . ) This means ti1at r:embers i:1ip in tre FD:H is 
determined by and dependent upon t he indhridua1 judgrrent l of -(.he 
aspirant, and not t he decision of any COLilnittee or high ruthority. 
Then let us observe the status of a true f ollmJer. [Father 
says concerning a true follorier : 
r,zy- true i-olloviers do not attend the moving pictrres , 
or go ·i:,o ciance halls, or even school dances , for t hey do 
not want to conceive or talce in the mortal versions! of the 
hurr.an minds of men that nave led humanity thus far [into 
perdition ••• I;iillions i'ollovd_ng ME no longer beg, b9rrow 
or steal. (TND:l2.2J,p . 30) A True Follower of 1'£INE would 
not be on the reliei' and vrill not take the dole 1 Jll True 
Follower of MINE v..-lll not buy anyt.hing on credit, ~either 
on the installment plan l 'I'hey v.-ill not buy a hare or house , 
I 
4. Chester E. Belstrora, Come and See, pp.lJ-14. 
5. See AppendL--c A, Pvt .,N,par .l2,. p.J82 .. 
or will not even buy a hotel worth a :WiiLLION DOLLARS 'on 
a lviORT. GE! Tl:JEY PAY CASH AS 'l'HEY GOl THEY OVJE NO Kt\N l 
THA.'l' IS YHIA'l' I CALL INDEPENDENCE! (TiiiD :5 . 24. 52,p.ll) , A 
true follower of Mine does not want or desire to receive 
a gift or present or anything of t;hat type for Christmas 
or any holiday, and considers it to be unevangelical' 
unconstitutional and not according to the Scripture ••• NiY 
true followers ••• will not accept of tips, gifts or presents, 
for such is in violation to the teaching of t he Scripture 
and they feel and are sure t hey are not living evangelical 
if they break any of the rules and regulations , especially 
vrhen they are receiving just compensation i"or the service 
they are giving .(TND :l. 5 . 52,p.5) 
IJany pages could be Viritten of such nature in vmich Father defines 
what a true follower of his is like . A true i'ollov-v-er vri l l forget 
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and forsake all else save Father Divine and his teachings, which he 
claims are based on The Sermon on the Mount and the teachings of 
Jesus as found in t.he four Gospels. The true f'o llovrer vlill sever 
relationships with his family, mother , father, sister, brother, 
wife , husband, etc . unle ss they choose to co.rne with lli:m and follov; 
Father Divine . It is observed that in Father 's strict 11Moral Code" 
and in his explanation of why his followers do not accept tips and 
gi f ts, etc. he quotes Bible passages to support his posi tion . 
Therefore, there are son:e f ollowers who may be classified as 
11lulce- warm. 11 These -are believers , but are among those who have not 
enough faith to surrender all and submit completely t o Father ' s 
I 
teachings . The true disci ples are t hose who have renounced the things 
of the vrorld completely . They live in full accord with the plan, 
purpose and instructions of Father Divine . 
One mal e follower explained to the v~riter t hat Fatrukr Divine has 
gi ven meticulous measuring sticks, and few there be that , find i t . 
You never arrive. I He said that in seeking higher and higher 
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unfoldments principles don't change but persons change in onGoing 
achieveroont,s . Thus, the true i' ollovrer of Father Divine adheres most 
minutely to all of Father ' s teachines . Let us then note the degrees 
of arriving at the true membership status . 
iii. Scale and degree of membership . The membership in the FDM 
is composed of het e rosexual, het erogene.Ol.S, old and young , rich and poor, 
black and -vvhi te followers . J\lfany oi' the true f ollo·wers live entirel y 
vri t hin the movements 1 s confines and have tal( en on angelic names . These 
follow-ers live , work, sleep and eat 1rithin the kingdom compl etely 
under Father 's jurisdiction. There are other members who subscribe 
gener ally to the beliefs, teachings and practices but reside ou·i:.side 
the ki ngdom proper, but frequently visit in the extensions and 
connections, attend metings, and harmonize generally with the spirit 
of the movemnt . The members are commonly referred to as brothers and 
sisters . 
It is extremely difficult to disti nbuish true followers from 
"lukewarm" followers and often non- followers . The movement is open 
to everybody at all times and places. Everyone is invited to part-
icipate ani s hare in all the activities , so l ong as he adheres to the 
rules and regulations of the movement . Father Div-ine makes no out-
ward disti nction, and reiterates that no one is compelled to do 
anythin t; . He says : 11Vfuere coercion be gins, the work of God ends •" 
Father Divine claims followers f rom every waJJ<: of life, every 
organization and profession, and in every country. Those who have 
been Communists and Fascists , t hos e who have been f ormer KUl\.lux IUaners , 
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gamblers, murderers, drunkards, prostitutes and leaders of immoral 
lives have become converted and are now staunch followers . 6 
Hoshor7 reports that a Bishop Selkridge, now an exile from the 
movement, told an investigating committee that nine-tenths of the 
follmrers were persons of previous bad charac·ter, individuals with 
police records, who before they accepted the religious peliefs of 
Father D~vine had lived criminal lives, drink:L'rlg to excess, gambling, 
stealing, and committing other acts of vicious conduct and behavior. 
These people, he claimed, had completely reformed and remolded their 
lives as a result of their acceptance of Father Divine as their 
spiritual leader . 
Ho1vever, not all of the followers belonged to the scum of the 
earth or were derelicts . Many cane from varying conditions and vari-
ous reasons as the interviews and testimonies reveal. The observer 
met and mingled with followers of practically every description men-
tioned above. 
The special group of members knovm as "ccr:.worke~" work gratis 
in the movelll9nt . They are not employees but are Joint Tenants with 
the individual or individuals who lease the various places . They 
voluntarily give their services t o the cause without compensation. 
There are other voll.mtary workers who live outside and gi. ve time and 
service free . Ho-wever, the co-w·orkers receive their room, board end 
maintenance free, paying only if they desire and receiving whatever 
is desired without having to pay. l!,ather Divine expresses his atti-
tude of membership in one of his messages as follows l 
6. ~~Day, :March 8, 19.52, P• 28 . , 
7. John Hoshor, God in~ Rolls Royce, p . 267 . 
I do not want anybody to follow me who is not whole-
heartedly consecrated or who is not all of my spi~it and 
all of my mind; for I do not want to be in confuston, nor 
do desire to confuse anyone ••• If you can find any flaw in 
my work, mission, words, deeds, or actions, why go on about 
your business and get yourself another teacher ••• 8 
VIJhen one becomes a disciple in the FDM a new frame of reference 
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is established. He becomes a new creature and thus starts life anew. 
His age is reckoned from that date. Many testify that they cease to 
grow old, but remain young. Father himself claims to be ageless. 
He gives up his former name and identity after such t~me as he has 
proven his true nature and this new name has been "revealed1' to him 
by Father. Thus, we hear such names as Peaceful Love~ Glorious 
Illumination, Job Patience, Wonderful Devotion, Rolling Stone, 
Sincere James, Quiet Devotion, Solid Rock, Celestial Virgin, Jude 
Love , Golden Light, w1sdom Smiling, True Love, Sunshine Flowers, 
High Power, Susie Satisfied, Daisy Life, Simon Peter, Precious Love, 
True Obedience, Paul Selfless, Habakkuk Newmind, messed Mary, Joyful 
Experience, Morning Star et cetera. These names alone indicate a 
break with past associations and have for the owner new persona~ and 
social values. A new vocabulary along with a new way of life is 
experienced. The time is measl~ed in the usual month, date and year, 
followed the letters A.D.F.D., which mean Anno Domini Father Divine. 
The spiritual aliases are set in bold-face letters. One ~oes not 
find outmoded cliches within the movement. All expressions and 
activities have specific meaning and purpose to the : adherents. They 
do not refer to one another by racial or nationality titles. Instead, 
they refer to the various racial distinctions as Light Complexion 
8. The New Day, January 31,1939,p.6. 
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(whites) and Dark Complexion (Negroes). Father Divine explains 
to his followers that the use of these racial terms of distinction 
imply segregation and discrimination and are therefore non-existent 
in the movement. 
I 
The writer estimates (from his observation in Philadelphia and 
New York) that three-fourths of the followers are women. Older people 
comprise the majority of membership, however there are numerous 
children and young people. The writer estimates a strong major i ty 
of Dark Complexion fol lowers over Light Compl exion. Yet, attention 
is given to the fact that there are many "Kingdoms" in numerous 
foreign countries and in some sections of the West in the States 
where the Majority is Light Complexion. As one of the followers 
stated: "However, the followers are on many levels of understandings 
and Spiritual achievements which no one can realize better than 
Father Divine. Regardles s of the shortcomings of the individuals, 
all are somewhere in the Kingdom. 11 Father Divine leaves no doubt 
in his followers mind how they can become "Virgins of a new birth" 
and born again. 9 The followers strive daily to achieve the highest 
level of evangelical living as required by Father Divine. Let us 
now review another significant principle of the movement. 
2. THE HIGHER MENTAL PROCESSES 
This section aims to disclose some important psychological 
features of the FDM, dealing specifically with the control of the mind. · 
9. See Appendix C,FDW,XXIX-XXX: • P• 449 .. 
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Father Divine exerts extraordinary control over t he mental life 
and consciousness of the devotees. Yet, he stresses individual 
freedom and non-coercive means. Father states it thus: 
I am giving you a practical course in psychology this 
morning, that you, as individuals: might copy after the 
Fashion I have shown you, that you might walk in the Light 
I am freely giving ••• but it cannot, or you cannot be 
victorious, by trying to coerce individuals into doing what 
you would desire to have them do, and especially when it is 
for a selfish purpose. Now jot these thoughts down in your 
memory and consider them distinctlYJ vividly visualize them 
and gaze upon the words I have ~poken; for with this manner 
of expression, you will tend to materialize them and become 
to be a free a gent in actions and in deeds ••• lO ' 
I 
Father's focal emphasis centers within the individual 's freedom 
to behave according to his highest intuition. He cons:tantly holds 
out to his follOYfers the power of the spirit, faith, consciousness 
and recognition of the everpresence of God to satisfy ,every need. 
He tells them that in the consciousness of the unity of Spirit, 
of mind, of aim and purpose, and the outward expression of the 
conscious realization of the Universal Brotherhood of man, the followers 
are free from fears, strife, adverse feelings one toward another, 
and are thus able to live in an atmosphere of love and good will to 
all. 'l'hus, he claims to be cracking ''mental and spiritual a toms 11 
which will solve all problems. Let us observe some of these pro-
cesses. 
i. Spiritual, mental, and conscious contact. How does one 
contact and communicate with Father Divine? The recurring theme 
I 
or motif L~ every interview with Father is found in this statement: 
"It is not by power nor by might, but by my spirit saith the Lord." 
I 
10. The New Day, July 2b,l938p.48. 
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Thus, Father claims a spiritual contact rather than physical. One 
needs simply t o recognize his Omnipresence, as· impersonal spirit ) 
and the contact is made. This is how Father accounts for followers 
in far away places where he never goes personally. 11 One is required 
to sympathize and harmonize with his spirit and he gets results. He 
compares this spiritual contact to the setting of the dial on a radio 
set. Father says: 11 ••• you must ttme in to the right mental and 
Spiritual stat ion to receive a clear and distinct response. 1112 
This entails turning off other stations of the limited plane of 
consciousness, and every discord in the expressions of prejudice, 
malice, hate and evil, that one is able to make the harmonious 
contact. Among the essential factors to help one stay on the main 
line are self-denial, sacrifice, courage, faith and whole-hearted 
consecration. 
This constant preoccupation with the thoughts of Father and the 
implicit trust in his spirit is the key to his blessings both 
spiritua J~y and physically. A follower e:x-plains it thus: 
Father Divine is everlastingly and continually urging 
His fol~owers and all mankind to constantly recognize God 's 
Presence at all times- under all circumstances. , To be of 
the Adamic state of mind is to run and hide from , God. 
Therefore, the followers are constantly endeavoring to har-
monize with only attributes which they know are definitely 
of God's traits and characteristics ••• It changes ' us char-
acteristically, it changes us disposit,ionally, it changes us 
mentally and spiritual1y.l3 
Father warns his followers, anci those who seek a;id from him, 
that it is not necessary to contact him personally. In fact he does 
11. See Appendix D, par. 43f ., p.L57. 
12. See Appendix C,~)W,XXII, p.h45. 
13. Chester E. Belstrom, ~and See,p.l5. 
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not even desire to know your name, or where you live. But it is 
necessary to make the contact on this mental, spiritual and conscious 
level and the changes desired will take place when this proper contact 
is made. A second principle of this higher mental process is oper-
ati ve in the movement. 
ii. Positive attitudes and suggestions. Father has instilled 
into t he minds of his followers to maintain a positive attitude 
rather than a negat ive attitude. He shows the value of the positive 
attitude by contrasting it with the negative thus: 
Vfe shall think in the positive and constructive way of 
expression so vividly until we will not have time to create 
or bring into expression any sense of negation. The positive 
is a realityl We dispel the negative and undesirable by the 
positive and the desirable . ·.- Light dispels darknessl 'Ihe 
positi-ve dispels the negative and the negati-ve is no l onger 
a r eality where the positive has been actually established.l4 
To carry through this concept, Father Divine has composed a motto 
whi ch is memorized and repeated frequently in song and praise by 
his followers, which reads as follows: "Minds and At tentions, 
Love and Devotion, Ideas and Opinions, All concentrat ed on the 
Fundamental. 1' They conceive t he Fundamental as being God, Father 
Divi ne. Father tel ls his followers that when they concentrate their 
minds, ideas and opinions, love and devotion on the positive instead 
of the negative, they vdll produce the positive and the desirable 
results in their persons, bodies and affairs. 
Father tells his followers that if they can get to that place 
in consciousness where they will look for the positive instead of the 
negative, and the good inst ead of the evil, the good will follow. 
14. The ~Day, September 29,1938,p.47. 
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He relates how he used to travel South years ago every winter, 
a n::l would drive down a nd return, without carrying a spare tire. 
He did not have any trouble - blow-outs or anything of that sort -
because he did not 11 sow the seeds of disappointment, of accidents 
and of failure; 11 and he did not reap the fruit of the same. 
This is why the adherents persistently use the phrase, "I Thank 
You Father," even though disaster, failure, illness and so forth. 
have come upon them. They concentrate on the positive. They are 
forbidden to have contact and association with the outside world 
(reading books and literat ure, a t tending movies, maintaining family 
ties and the l ike, which foster negative tendencies) or even free 
association of the sexes wi thin the kingdom. They believe, acc or d-
ing to Father, if their minds are not harmoniously staid on Fa·t;her, 
misery will follow them. Thus, Father says in his message, 11 The idea 
of something you desire; conce ive it unselfishly in yourmentality, 
still your conscious thinking by relaxing and trust in the Infinite 
within you, and instantaneot'.Sl y your prayers, which are desires, will 
be heard and answered, if the i dea you have conceived i s unselfish." 
'Ihe followers strive to "visualize him so they can realize him, 
s o t hey can materialize him." l5 This personification and material-
ization of that 1mich one vividly visualizes is further explained by 
Father in his illustratio~ of the mystery of the lion-faced man, 
who was born with the exact likeness of a lion because the mother 
vlvidly vist~lized a mental picture of the lion and brought it into 
expression in her next born child . 1 6 The followers, then, are urged 
15. See Appendix C , FT.JW, XV, P• h42. 
16 . See Appendix C, FDW, XIX, p·. 444. 
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to think positive, conceive the positive, concentrate on the positive 
and they w"li.ll produce the positive in daily experiences. If they ex-
press the positive, the desirable, the true and the good, these positive 
desires will be fulfilled and the negative dispelled. Let us notice a 
third significant principle. 
iii. Honesty, competence, truth, virginity, ~ chastity empha-
sized. A true follower of Father Divine must be honest, competent, 
virtuous and true. These are inm~diate goals which the adherents are 
expected to attain in living the Evangelical life . Father says a true 
follower of his will not steal, beg, borrow, drink intoxicating liquors, 
use profanity or act obscenely, not even smoke cigarettes.l7 They are 
devout and true . They become the same as Mother and Father in virginity 
and Holiness . Each ~ ~ newspaper carries a section '1Lost and J?ound11 
in which it is shoYm that they turn in all found articles and llPney, 
ranging from a penny up. They do not even dare to read the nevropaper 
of another while riding on street car or bus, even though it would 
cause no resentment or disturbance of the owner. They pay back all 
money and goods stolen or received through unjust means prior to their 
redemption. They pay up all back debts, ~mether great or small. They 
now live sober, clean and true. Father explains this principle as fol-
lows: 
Can you not see the HONESTY of AIM and of PURPOSE of this 
PEACE :MISSION MJV1il~:EN.r and GOD HIMSELF AMONG YOU l And if you 
find a penny on the street you would not, spend that p:mny; you 
would take it and advertise it ••• so that the person who lost it 
could get it in return and would not be obliged to be deprived 
of that which he had lost. Honesty, Competence and Truth will 
not cause you to desire t o get something for nothingl That is 
17 . See Appendix D, par. 136 f .,p. 461. 
w~ MY True Followers do not receive pay when they are earning 
an adequate salary, for labor they have done 118 . 
Thus, Father Divine demands the expression of truth, honesty and in-
tegrity in all activities. He defines the truth as sincerity, 11-wha.t-
ever is an expression commotl]y knowm as conscientiousness or sincerity. •• 
On the other hand, honesty is conceived as a feeling of personal in-
tegrity. 
These basic principles indicate Father's aim and purpose to pro-
duce free and independent individuals. The followers can produce things 
scientifically by the natural course of procedure, with magic . A fol-
lower declares that these basic principles free and inspire individuals 
to go on to new heights of spiritual avmkenings which gravitate God-
ward. These moral and ethical standards, as manifested by the follow-
ers, aid Father in achieving spiritual, material and practical success. 
Father claims he stands for the principles of honesty, competence, and 
truth, which are the foundation of his liDvement. His aim is to trans-
mit these qualities and virtues to others, :instructing them in the way 
of righteousness and holiness, that they might be successful and pros-
perous in all of their undertakings and remain successful and free . l9 
So he admonishes his . followers to be honest in all they think and do 
and say; refuse to take something for nothing, but pay as you go and 
owe no man, and in this type of living they will prosper. The f ollow-
ers respond. They manifest a high standard of morality, decency and 
cleanliness. 
]]. !!.!!:. New Da_z, January 27, 19.51, P• 6. 
19. ~~Day, December 29, 1951, p. 21 . 
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3. THE DIJT'©lli TIONAL RIGHI'EOUS GOVERNMENT 
One of t he basic units in the FDM program is the International 
Righteous Government Department, 20 which is the nane of a specific ef-
fort to gldde the politico-economic and educational motivations ru1d 
purposes of the movement . This IRG 1Jrograrn v;as launched at the IRG 
Convention in New York City the tent~}, eleventh and t welfth of January, 
1936, A. D. F. D. It was sponsored by the inter-racial, international, 
inter-religious, interdenominational, and non-partisan ccrv;orkers of 
the FDM. 
Father Divine states t he purpose of his drafting this document 
is for21 those who would live in the recognition of God 1 s actual pres-
ence and would be founders of the Kingdom of Heaven. It provides for 
men on the material plane a foundation politically to build upon, that 
would be according to righteousness, truth, and justice . Thus, the IRG 
platform is founded upon the concept that the principles of righteous-
ness, truth, and justice, are to be established universally, not only 
in the hearts and minds of people, but legislatively as a reality on 
this earth. It •s purpose was to legalize and universalize these quali-
ties of a righteous government. 
This document embraces practically all the important principles 
operative in the movement. It contains a Preamble, Four Sections 
(Principles, Economic, Political, Educational) and planks following 
each section. The planks state numerically what is requested under 
~0 . See The ~ Day, July 28, 1938, f or the complete 
program, hereafter abbreviated to IRG. 
21. ~ New ~' August 25 , 1938, P• 30. 
each section. The program is too voluminous in scope and content to 
reproduce here. Instead, excerpts relative to our purpose are present-
ed in various sections of this chapter. The functional cl~acter of 
t his program is clearly stated at t he outset in the 11Preamble" and the 
"Principles. 11 The follo"Wi.. ng statements, taken therefrom, are indica..; 
tive: 
Through the different religions you have been taught that 
religion and politics w.i.ll not mix, but I am privileged to say, 
·without the true concept of CHRIST AND THE RECOONITION OF illS 
PRESENCE among the politicicn s, the world will continue to be 
filled 1vith corruption, and it is a matter of impossibility 
to receive your deliverance sav.L1g through this great Conver-
sion. 
That the whole human race is essentially one, arrl of one 
blood GOD formed all nations; has been attested both qy Scrip-
ture and by science. The IRG of Father Divine's Peace ~lission 
stands for and actually produces such an organization of society. 
It is founded upon the recogniti on of the Brotherhood of Man and 
the Fatherhood of GOO. Its watclnvord is PEACE, and it actually 
establishes PEACE among the nations qy eradicating prejudice, 
segregation and division from runong the people and promoting 
the welfare af every living creature . 
This moveiiEnt stands for and demands an EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
FOR EV.iillY INDIVIDUAL WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, CREED OH. COIJJR, 
in accordance with the declaration made in the Constitution of 
the United States, that all men are created equal. It stands 
for the life and teachings of JESUS the CHRIST exactly as He 
lived it. 
Upon this foundation, the program proceeds to outline in minute details 
the unique principles and concepts of the movement and the immediate 
desired repeals and changes of present legislative laws. 
The essential principles of this.interracial, international, inter-
religious, interdenominational, and non-partisan IRG program center in 
three dimensions: (1) the human race is essentially one; (2) peace in 
the human race is to be established by eradicating prejudice, segregation 
and division among people, and promoting the welfare of every li v:ing 
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creature; and (3) equal opportunity for every individual without regard 
to race, creed, and color . There are fourteen general planks follow-
ing the Principles.22 Of these, eight refer to injustices involving 
race, creed, and color. 
Father Divine postulates that. through the operation of this program 
a noble nation is now electrifying the atmosphere . The program has 
caught tlw fancy of the younger members in his Kingdom and the function-
a1 characteristics are apparent. We shall see :rwre unfoldm:mts of this 
program in the following sections . 
ii. Equating Americanism, brotherhood, Christianity, and democracy. 
Father Divine conceives of Americanism, Brotherhood, Christianity, and 
Judaism as synorzy1Il0us . He writes : 
V e will have a Righteous Government eventual:cy in the 
world, where -~here will be no more warfare and bloodshed 
and the peoples of the earth will be united together as 
ONE GREAT BIG DE11110CRACY of E PLURIBUS UNID,U That is MY 
Doctrinel That is why you see in all of :rzy Writings, even 
in the place-card booklet, I AM representing Democracy, 
Christianity, Americanism, Brotherhood and Judaism as 
syno:nymousl All of tmse bodies of humanity standing for 
Righteousness when we live accoroing to these qualities, 
we bring into the Unity of the Spirit, of Mind, of Aim and 
of Purpose all oi' these bodies of lnunanity :in Righteousness 
and when it is established univers~ll.y, there will be no 
more lacks, wants and limitationsl 3 
A follower conceives these words of Father as meaning a Spiritual truth 
in which all will become conscious and recognize the "E PLURIBUS UNUM" 
as the first great law of God in which " ONE FOR ALL AND _ LL FOR ONE" 
will be a reality, and "NC1T FOR ONE VfHU IS NOT FOR .ALL." 
The peculiar frame of reference in which Father and his followers 
22 . See Arthur H. Fauset, Black Gods of the Metro~lis, p . 
95 f., and Robert A. Parker, The IncredibleMessia:il, pp. 2 -248 
for brief summaries of the IRG platform. 
23. The ~Day, June 28, 1951, p . 21. . 
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view these aspects in synonymous relationship, rather than in isolation, 
consists in the fact that they imp~ amalgamation of all races, colors, 
and creeds. Father Divine says Americanism consists of this unity. He 
informs his followers that through ttprejudice" segregation and discrimi-
nation, mortality has said there are five races. As a result, they 
have made for tremselves (mortal minds) thousands of nationalities and 
divers dialects. His aim is to bring them (mortal minds) back to 
the same place in consciousness whence they have strayed: "Back to 
the One Race,· with One language and One speech. " Under this unifica-
tion, the universal brotherhood of man and the conscious realization 
of the Fatherhood of God will be a reality. 
Mr. Belstrom, a staunch follower, says: nchristianity as Father 
Divine exemplifies it is not 1 churchianity1 but it is a practical vvay 
of life and living for all humanity, unifying all races, creeds and 
colors . It This synonymous equation can be understood, as used by Father 
Divine, only as it is placed in this conceptual framework of "equality11 
of all races. Father sums it up thus: 
To recognize and realize E PLURIBUS UNUM POLITICALLY ani 
LEGALISTIC.ALLY, we will also recognize E PLURIBUS UNUM RELIGIOUS-
LY, NATIONALLY AND RACIALLY, and we Y£ill bring an ABOLITION 
to all DIVISIBILITY among the nation l And by so doing we will 
understand each other better UNIVE.RSALLYl Aren't you gladl 
("Yes, so glad, LORD1 11 exclaimed the happy assembly. ) And as 
you understand each other better UNIVERSALLY, you will becone 
to be a part of JUDAISM as well as a part of CHRISTIANITY! 
You will be a part of EVERY NATION and of EVERY RELIGICE -
and the swmna tion vdll be E PLURIBUS UNUM, where there will 
be no more divisibility of the children of men but all will 
live in UNISON TOOETHER and will psrtake of the great ONE 
ETERNAL CHRIS£MAS, circumferencing and enveloping the Hindus 
Christmas • •• the Christian Christmas and New Year and all of 
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them combined •• • 24 
ii. Economic, political, racial, and social justice. The FDM is 
not egocentric in its economic, political, racial and social outlook 
and concern. Father Divine has a veritable social passion for remaking 
and reforming this present society in order that righteousness, truth 
and justice may prevail. He envisages, through his IRG program and 
daily activities, a perfect (Utopian) society on this earth plane . 
The "Economic Section" in the IRG program calls for a universal-
izing of prosperity by equal distribution of opportunity, and giving 
every man a chance to be independent, but not so much charity. Father 
outlines this independent aspect, which he is now achieving, by re-
lating how he has tru<en thousands off the relief and welfare rolls, 
given jobs to millions, fed and clothed numerous htmgry and destitute 
people, and solved all economic and unemployment problems . He says: 
11 I have opened ways and means whereby you can get jobs, whereby you can 
be independent, self-supporting, and self-respecting. That is what I 
am desiring to see you all do and be." In his equal distribution of 
opportunity program, re has developed a "cooperative" system which, 
he eX})la.ins, accounts for his economic success . This ~stem will be 
discussed in Chapter VII. 
There are twelve economic planks , -which Father sets forth in de-
tailed fashion showing how the gover nment and legislation are to func-
tion in our econonzy-. It is an attempt at outlawing unrighteousness, 
injustice and untruth. 
24. ~ New Day, January 6, 1951, P• 3. 
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In the UPolitical Sectionu of the IRG program Father Divine points 
to an integration of politics and the Ch'l.U'ch. ~ writes: (Political 
Section) 
••• I am and have as much right in politics a s I have 
in the chlirch, and really I have MORE right in poll tics 
than I have in the church. As Politics elect officials 
to rule the people, GOD must be in ·it, as GOD must rule 
THEM. I! GOD does not rule them, you are ruined. 
However, Father advocates non-partisan ideas and opinions, comparable 
to a family relationship, in which one abandons the idea of his im-
nediate family and serves all humanity. Fath3r urges and qualifies 
(through education and learning) his followers to regis·t.er and vote 
intelligently. This, he seys, is in the cause of Righteous Government. 
He insists that they (voters} follow their ovm highest intuition as for 
whom to vote . However, he himself, does endorse certain candidates of 
his choice. For example, Father favored and endorsed President Truman 
as the one to lead this nation as president. In The New ~ (12/8/51) 
the follmv.ing poem is found: 
Father Has a True Man in The White House 
Father has a true man in the White House today, 
Who in his duty will not shirk, 
But as a channel through which FATHER, GOD HIMSELF 
can accomplish HIS Mighty Works . 
FATHER has HIS righteousness established on earth, 
HE t S Reigning in government now; 
All Tr1llll,3.n has to do is stay humble and neek 
And FATHER will show him how. 
Again, in a very recent issue of ~New~' Father explains that 
the reason President-elect Eisenhower won this election was that Eisen-
hower spoke openly concerning 11Peace, It Is Wonderfull" H3 quotes the 
text of Eisenhower's speech from The New York Tines 1 newspaper. Fatrer 
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told his people that if Eisenhower spoke out, as he did, concerning the 
nature of "Peace," as was advocated by Father and his movement, Eisen-
hower was the right man for president. Thus, he endorses him. 
The political section contains only two "Planks" which follo1''H 
That all candidates, including candidates for presi-
dent, be nominated entirely by the people, and that they 
be required to meet specified requirements, to prove their 
qualifications for office, not as politicians but t echnical 
experts. 
Immediate abandonment of the political patronage system, 
and appointment of all Civil Service employees strictly ac-
cording to their qualifi cations and service, ani their stand-
ing on the list, Ydthout regard to party, race, creed, or 
color, and Yfithout the intervention of political leaders . 
The 'Educational Section" demands that the government assists in 
bringing about equality and justice by abolishing certain specific 
laws and adoption of others. One of the aJOOndments calls for lflegis-
lation imposing the penalty for first-degree murder on all members of 
lynch mobs killing or fatally injuring any person, together ~dth a fine 
of ten to twenby thousand dollars to be paid by the county vvherein the 
lync!P.ng occurs, to the estate of the injured or deceased person. His 
platform calls for legislation abolishing in all educational institu-
tions, and books used for educational purposes, all references to racial 
conflicts or differences ••• and making it a misdemeanor for any educator 
to teach such in his classes . In the Kingdom and its extensions, pri-
vate schools have been established under the direction of regular teach-
ers to care for those who are othervrise engaged during school hours or 
for other reasons fail to attend. One receives industrial, vocational, 
and educational training in the :n:ovement, regardless of age, race, creed 
or color . However, Father advocates adults' attending night schools, 
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wherever possible. He seeks for the advancement of education and 
culture for his followers and for all humanity • 
.. 
Racially, the movement is outspoken. Father Divine's imnediate 
and ultimate purpose is to abolish segregation, discrimination, in-
justice and discord based on race and color. His IRG Platform calls 
for: 
Legislation making it a crime for any newspaper, maga-
zine, or other publication to use segregated or slang words 
referring to race, creed or color of any individual or group, 
or write abusively concerning any. 
His proposals continue: 
Ilnl'oocliate legislation in every state in the Union, and 
all other states and countries, making it a crime to dis-
criminate in any public place against any incli vidual on ac-
count of race, creed, or color; abolishing all segregated 
neighborhoods in cities and towns, mak:Lng it a crime for 
landlords or hotels to refuse tenants on such grounds; 
abolishing all segregated schools and colleges, and all 
segregated areas in churches, theatres, public conveyances, 
and other public places. 
In the April, 1951, issue of The New f1~ (page 22) Father Divine re-
minds his followers of his proposals in the 1936 IllG platform, and sum-
marizes for them what he has accomplished and still is accomplishing 
along these lines. Father takes credit for any achievement. of racial 
understanding as brought about by organizations such as the FEPC (Fair 
Employment Practices Committee), NAACP (National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People), and others. 
Father stands for the Bill of Rights . In the movement his fol-
lo·wers always 11Enact the Bill,u which means that in all interpersonal 
relations where darker and lighter complexions are intermingling a 
light complexion associates with or sits next to a dark complexion 
person. The enthusiasms of the crusading songs in which racial dis-
crimination is condemned and the ideal of racial brotherhood proclaimed 
is seen in the b;ynms repeatedly sung in the movement. The following 
are typical: 
We shall have the Sam.e Rights 
Not only Equal but the Same 
Side by side, we shall ride 
The Same car, bus and train. 
We shall play in the Same parks, 
Study our lessons in the Same schools . 
There shall be the Same Equal Rights 
For you, and you, and you1 
Forever more -we shall have the Same Rights . 
We shall dine face to face . 
Eternally there shall never be 
Kho1~ a creed, color or race . 
We shall live together 
And worship God in the Same pew 
There shaLl be the Same Equal Rights 
For you, and you, and you125 
Another is this: 
Away down in Texas 
And in the farthest parts of the South 
We shall eat and drink together, 
Racism shall be wiped out. 
There will be no more race riots and lynchings, 
There will be no more division or strife 
vVhen they recognize God 1 s Body 
Theywill value each other's life . 
Father will make them love each other so much 
With or without an anti- lynching bill 
They w:i.ll know that they are brothers 
And will not desire to kill 
Away down in Texas. 
And in the farthest parts of the South. 
They vdll enact the Bill of Rights in every community, 
Racialism shall be w:i.ped outJ26 
more 
Or another stil~forciblY stresses: 
25. The New ~' September 8, 1945, P• 44. 
26. Loc . cit. 
--
FATHER DIVllJE is calling for a Righteous Government 
That will stand for the Constitution and its Amendm:mts, 
That will give every citizen unalienable rights 
To express true Americanism in every walk of life1 
Now we shall have it, for GOD has said 
Not one of HIS WORDS shall be in vainl 
I f HE has to s hake Creation to make them. obey, 
wve shall have a Righteous Government 
And all men shall be the SAMEt 
Shall be the SAMEl Shall be the SAME! 
We shall have the selfsan:e rights! 
The Bill of Rights shall be enacted 
From the Capitol to the streets 
And eventuall;y GOD'S children shall be 
Free indeedl27 _ 
freel 
Thus, we see that the FDM has a unique interracial p:- ogram, begin-
ning 'With Father Divine himself-in his narriage to a light complexion 
young Rosebud--and extending into every activity and transaction of 
life in the movement . Even all vulgar terms or terms which signify 
segregation o:f aey kind (such as Negro, white, black, etc.) are erased 
from usage in the movement. Father says he is breaking all lines of 
demarcation and making every day a brotherhood day • 
Socially, the movement has a definite program. It promotes social 
action as one of its prominent featm'es. For instance, ~.!'!::!!Day, 
February 21, 1948 issue, carried in bold letters the following head-
line: •THE HEATHEN AND THE SAVAGES ll~ THE SOUTHERN STATES ARE RAGING 
BECAUSE OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS BILL, INTRODUCED AS AN ACT OF RIGHrEOUSNESs-
FATHER DIVINE·." Father Divine relentlessly cries out for social reform 
and against social injustices. The moven:ent has followed rigorously a 
program of direct social action in the area of human relations. In one 
section of the IRG program, legislation is demanded which calls for the 
innnediate destruction by nations and individuals of all firearms and 
27. ~ New £&, June 12, J952, P• 32. 
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instruments of war within their b?rders, saving those that are used 
for law enforcerent. The true followers of FathEll:' Divine, thus, refuse 
to fight their fellowmen. Yet Father does condone military service of 
his followers when they are called by the goverl'liOOnt and desire to go . 
Plank five (Section on Principles) is against legislation providing 
for compulsory insurance, public liability, or atzy" other form of in-
surance. The sixth plank calls for the abolition of capital punish-
ment in all stat.es. The seventh plank has to do with socialized redi-
cine and healing. It opposes compulsory vaccinations, operations and 
treatment. by physicians. If medical treatment is given, "The physi-
cians and doctors must guarantee a cure, and a complete cure, and tm 
lives of the individuals . If not, they will be held responsible, and 
sued for the death of the person or r:ersons.n Generally, Father ad-
vises his followers against nedical treatment, but to rely upon "faith 
heaJingtt as the cure . His true followers do not. carry insurance of any 
kind. 
In plank twelve, Father calls for legislation prohibiting labor 
unions and organizations from discriminating against menbers on account 
of race, creed or color. The final plank, fourteen, calls for legis-
lation forbidding paynent of different wages on the basis of race, 
creed, or color. A survey of the total IRG program reveals that Father 
has specific denands for the enactment of l e gislation, and for the 
establishment of righteousness, justice and truth in every significant 
field of human relationships . Equal opportunity, justice and brother-
hood are at the heart of his social program. 
iii. The social gospel. A follower writes concerning Fathe.r: 
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"Father Divine often reiterates, 'I will preach Christ in words, but 
more so in deeds and in actions, and I will put Yw Spirit in the peo-
28 ple and cause them to walk in My Statutes' .n All of Father Divine rs 
activities, according to him and his followers, are centered in the 
life and teachings of Jesus Christ. Therefore, we ·call this final sec-
tion the social gospel. Father is 11 enacting11 the ethical standards and 
moral codes as found in the Gospels and as discerned in the life of 
Jesus Gh..rist. 
29 According to Conrad H. Moehlman, the "social gospel" is a term 
popularized by the Christian Commonwealth Community, noting a trend of 
sincere Christians to make Christian faith and love dynamic in contem-
porary life and especially in promoting the welfare of workers in re-
action to the individualization of the gospel, or the trend to divorce 
religion from socie~ -- desocialization of Christianity. The social 
gospel emphasizes social applications of Christian ethics; it is a 
plea for freedom, equality, and brotherhood for all. It seeks to re-
deem human society from guilt a.nd oppression; to bring men unto repent-
ance for their individual and collective sins and to create a more sen-
sitive and moral conscience. It proclaims the Kingdom of God by way 
of higher moral and ethical standards of living. Seeing through the 
eyes, and judging through the actions of Father Divine and his follow-
ers, their purpose and goal parallel exactly that of the social gos-
pel described . 
The IRG program of Father Divine's movement bespeaks the needs of 
our culture. The origin and application of the social ideas, theories 
28. Chester E. Belstrom, come and See, p. 3 
29. Conrad H. Moehlman, 11 SoclaiGospel, II Vergilus Ferm, 
Editor, A.n Encyclopedia or Religion (New York: The Philosophical 
Library,-r945), PP • 716- 17. 
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and concepts reflect a condition of the material, physical and spirit-
ual life of our contemporary society. We recognize a movenent with 
concrete social, political, educational, and economic programs, de- -
signed to make its ultimate ends a realization here and now. This 
ultimate goal is the actualization of E Pluribus Unum on this earth :in 
which there will be one nation and one race realizing the universal 
brotherhood of man under the Fatherhood of God. The IRG offers the 
IOOchanism by which these functional goals mB.y be reacliD.ed. 
4. SUMMARY 
We have described in this chapter three fundamental principles 
Characteristic of the FDM: (1) the process of rebirth, relating how 
one is "born" into the movement through vari ous levels of unfoldlrent 
and commitment ; (2) the higher mental processes, relating the signifi-
cance of making mental and spiritual contact through faith, relaxing 
consciousness, and positive living; (3) the International Righteous 
Govern100nt program, which is the heart of the movement ' s social., r acial, 
economic and religious activities . Upon this program rests the founda-
tion of the movement. 
We have follmved the course of our theoretical frame of reference-
"The Self-Directive Theory11-by constantly quoting the concepts and 
preceptions of Father Divine and his followers, and publications of 
the movement . Our aim is to perceive behavior and perceptions through 
the eyes and behavior of the behaver, more than through the eyes of the 
observer . 
Our next chapter investigates individual "roles" and "perception 
of roles" within the FDM. 
CHAPI'F~ V 
FAMILIAL ROLES AND FUNCTIONS 
The FDM functions as one big happy famiJy. The following song 
indicates this familial concept: 
We are one big happy family, 
Dwelling all in harmony, 
And we're mighty proud to be 
The Family of GOD AIJ:.ITGHTYl 
For we ' re children of the Lord, 
:Members of this holy, happy family of GOD . 
There will be no Brother hood 
Until the Fatherhood is established, 
For it is real true union; 
All t..0.e world can see 
The twain is one . 
We are all of one accord, 
For we 1re cl1ildren of the Lord, 
Members of this holy, happy Family of GODl1 
Immediately 'lve discern in the above inspirational hymn, as they call 
it, the parent-child relationship in a famizy unit. Here Father Divine 
represents the father, Mother Divine represents the mother, and the indi-
vidual members represent the children. Before vre proceed further , let 
us define, for our purpose here, the concept of llrole." 
The role includes attitudes, values, behavior, prestige, status 
and expectations of individuals in relation to the expectations of 
other individuals 'Within the sare group. The role is the dynamic 
aspect of a status, and requires adequate self-m1derstanding for the 
individual to achieve wholesom interpersonal relationships. The self-
perception of role is a significant determinant of behavior motivations , 
the proper acceptance and integration of the self in its total ego-
1. The New~' July 7, 1951, P • 23 . 
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involvements and "alter-ego" relationships, and the extension of the 
self into society. With this qynamic and functional concept of a role , 
we shall accept Cameron 1 s definition of a role as our guide in this 
chapter: 
We mean b,y role, a comprehensive and coherent organi-
zation in behavior of functionally related, interlocking 
attitudes and responses . The role is a product of social 
learning, which has been culturally defined by the behavior 
of others, and is based either upon direct personal inter-
action, or upon s,ymbolic substitutes for personal interac-
tion in conventional language and thought . 2 
This concept is relevant to the Father Divine group in that it reflects 
the process by which one assumes specific roles . Social learning and 
cultural develop:rrent, we learn, influence individual roles 1vi thi."l groups . 
We also observe the correlation between the symbolic role , which others 
attribute to individuals, and the resultant striving to fulfill that 
role and rna.intain status . The various roles accepted and assumed by 
individuals function as a satisfaction of some phenomenal need or 
needs of the behaver . Let us now observe tmse functional aspects 
of roles as expressed in the FD:M. 
We note first the familiar family identifications and :rreans of 
comnnmication within the group. They refer to each other as father , 
mother, sister, brother, child or children. This conception of status 
and role, i . e., >ilatever role or position one assumes in this pattern, 
determines the type of response and dynamic interpersonal .r elations of 
the adherents · of the movement . 
Theref ore , this chapter considers the specific roles and role-
per ceptions of the various individuals within the group. 
P• 90. 
2 . Norman Ca.meron, · ·~ Psychology of Behav:i.or Disorders , 
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1. THE FATHER FIGURE AND HIS ROLE 
In the e.yes of an outsider, the role of Father Divine is that of 
God to his followers . This presumption tends to prejudice the minds 
of many, thereby prohibiting an objective inquiry and investigation of 
role concepts as perceived and influenced by adherents . Here , we shall 
postpone our discussion of the deity and God- qualities of Father Divine 
for a later chapter, but Y~ shall view Father Divine's role as he and 
his f ollowers perceive it . 
The role of patriarchalism is unquestionable . Father is accepted 
as the 11headtt of this family. His concepts, commands and rules are ad-
he red to with humble submission. His messages and pronouncements are 
given~ cathedra,; that is , by virtue of his office and official capa-
city in the family constellati on, his authority is accepted as infalli-
ble . His role as father, therefore, is absolute and authoritative • 
. Yet, Father, through what may be termed a unique method of 11free asso-
ciation11 tells the adherents that they are free to accept or reject his 
commandments and principles . However, if they fail to "plumb the line 11 
as he has outlined for them, retribution is sure and assured. 
A search through a series of The New Day newspaper disclosed the 
following functional titles given to Father Divine: 
1 . Pastor 5. Healer 
2 . Founder 6. Bishop 
3. La.wgi ver 7. Savior 
4. Fulfiller 8. Redeemer 
9. Creator 
10. Master 
11. Counselor 
12 . Blesser 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Husband 
Interpreter 
Reverend 
Advisor 
These titles of identification show the functional role which Father 
plays in the movement . In an interview with the writer, 3 Father stated 
3. Appendix D, par . 91, P• 459. 
that he was Pastor and Fo1.mder of the Peace Mission Movement. He 
daily provides and shepherds his flock. Day and night he is busy. 
There is always a long list of followers and non-followers waiting to 
have an interview with him. The followers claim that Father Never 
Sleeps. They challenge you to catch him asleep. The writer was up 
until 4:30 a.m. one morning to get an interview with him. Fatmr was 
still going on with the work in his private office. Tbe writer had 
been there since 1:00 p.m. the previous day. Father attributes this 
unique feature to his Spiritual qualities, using as an illustration 
the case of Edison in which he needed only three hours' sleep out of 
twenty-four, because, as Father says, he was more spiritual than 
physical. He tells his followers that by living the spiritual and 
evangelical life they w:i.ll find that they need very little sleep. 
Father Divine is the imlll.ed.iate and final arbiter for his follow-
ers. He listens daily to complaints, requests, grievances and the 
like from followers and non-follovrers. He gives personal attention 
to all matters, great or trivial. He visits the various extensions 
and assays their services, in relation to his standards. Ho1•rever, some 
authority is delegaJ0ed to t.hose persons in charge of the various hotels, 
restauran:ts., business places, etc. Father gives general advice, Stlllper-
vision, and criticism to all. 
Father Divine spends most of his time in personal interviews and 
conferences in his private office. Daily he leaves the office and 
serves one or more ba~quets, known as 11 The Holy Communion Banquet. 
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The symbolic and concrete character of his leadership role is recog-
nized at the banquet table . A vacant chair is conspicuously placed 
at the head of every table for Father. A second chair is beside his 
for Mother Divine . If Father is expected for sure, serving does not 
commence until he arrives. He is not expected to serve every banquet, 
there are numerous banquets served daily. When he is present, every 
dish passes through his hands . He blesses it and starts it on its 
joyous way. The next chapter will reveal m:>re of the symbolic nature 
of the Communion Banquet . 
Usually Father delivers his messages, receives guests, and makes 
significant annOU..'YlCements at the banquet table • But his Sermon is not . 
necessarily the central feature, but given in the midst of a variety 
of activities in which there is group participation in singing, testi-
fying and speaking. Every message is taken dovm verbatim by a horde 
of secretaries, and published later in the official organ, The ~ Daz. 
Similar secretarial work is carried out even while Father is traveling 
in what he calls his UQffice Car. u It is built f or a seating capacity 
of five besides Mother ' s seat and bis seat, so that at least five sec-
retaries could be taken along to ta~e notes and proof- read wl~ 
traveling. Father says: 11Five of them can read at the same time . 
We can proof-read our letters and lectures , and such like as that when 
we travel." Thus, he is active continuously. 
Father is essentially a Personal Spiritual Advisor for his fol-
lowers. He heals them, provides for them, protect.s them, and saves 
them. Finally, he has the role of God Almighty in this kingdom. 
i. The significance to )!"'ather. The self-perception and selb-
verstandnis of Father to the !lEaning of bis role is seen in his state-
ment of his purpose in coming to America:. 
I cane to America that I might be called an An:Erican1 
I came t.o the horne of the free; in other words, the Land of 
the free and t.he home of the brave, and I came to b.rlld up 
a democraqy of true Christianity, Brotherhood, Americanism 
and Judaism as synorzymous - for they all shall be enveloped 
in one ••• 4 
Or in a . further declaration in which he says: 
I Alvl HE WHO IS C110WNED. 1ri th ALL Power, Dominion and 
authority. I A.i\l: the One that is going forth conquering 
and to conquer! I AM conquering all evil, adversity and 
strifel ••• And MY Works prove it15 
Or in his request of Mr. Bruce Chapman, of 11 The Answer Man11 radio 
program, to retract a statement regarding his name as being George 
Baker (abbreviated by Father as G--B--): 
MY Nane is 1h'. Major J. Divine as a civilian and citi-
zen of the United States; but as a Minister of the Gospel, 
Rev. lik3.jor J. or M. J. Divine, better known as FATHER DIVINE, 
as the Creator, Establisher and Demonstrator of the Father 
Divine Peace Mission MOvement, and as the Founder and Estab-
lisher of many incorporated churches under the Peace Mission 
Movement, the Co-operative $ystem, and the Righteous Govern-
ment Department and its platfonn under the Peace Mission 
Movement, and known throughout the world as FATilliR DIVJNE: 
but not at any time in the history of MY Personal existence 
have I ever been called G-B- with MY knmvledge of it 
until ••• 6 
Thus, Father accepts the role which the titles (Cf. ante., P• 
132) define. He accepts his role ~thout thought of personal gains 
or remuneration. He receives no salar,r; accepts no offerings, and 
asks for no collections or donations . In his o~n words he declares: 
4. The "Pew~' April Jli., 19.51, P• 5. 
,5. ~New Day, February 2J, 1952, P• 27. 
6. The New Day, May 13, 19.50, P• 33. 
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"I am a free gift to the world • • • I do not accept gifts, donations, con-
tributions, love offerings, compensation or remuneration in any form 
for MY SPIRITUAL Work and Service, I ~I a Free Gift to the World, 
Gratis to all mankind. 11 This has t he psychological value of stimu-
lat,ing trust and confidence of the followers . He feels that he is 
the one who is blessing the people and satisfying their needs . It is 
his spirit and power that take them out of lacks and -wants and limita-
tions, to emancipate them. 
He corrtends that he is a SAMPLE and EL{MPLE of that which he de-
sires everyone to be . He desires to gain complete mastery over the 
mental, p~sical and spiritual life of the devotees. He claims the 
role of having supernatural powers and control of destiny. He accepts 
the role of a Per sonified God in human form. A discussion of his deifi-
cation will come in Chapter VI . 
In accepting, unequivocally, this gigantic task, Father declares 
that "naught can hinder him.'' He vdll accomplish his role with or 
without a body. His faith in himself, his magnetic personality, and 
his musual self-perception and understanding of his aim and purpose 
are, without question, strong determinants of his successful leader-
ship. 
ii. The significance to the followers . The observer listened to 
a remark of one of the followers: "Father is really our mother and 
father, we never had another . 11 This is the general acceptance of the 
followers of Father Divine. For many of the followers, as the personal 
testimonies and intervie•m reveal, Father Divine represents their only 
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parental or father figure in life . They come from shattered and brok-
en homes, and manifest the real need of a father figure . These evi-
dences reveal a lack of loving and integrated fami.l;y' environment. So 
Father Divine symbolizes and actualizes for the majorit.y of the fol-
lmrers a true father, husband, friend, counselor and God. He pro-
vides for treir every need and fights their battles for them. He is 
their Father Confessor and eternal Savior. He demands that the ad-
herents express open]Jr to him all their guilts and sins . This, t l:ey 
do . 
The follow-ers look to him as the source of all supp:cy. Thus , they 
surrender t o his authority and are submissive to his will. They thank 
him for everything. In him lies their future hope and aspirations . 
Because of the blessings they receive from him, which they claim no 
man can do for them, they attribute to him the office of God, and sub-
mit to his authori~. Their songs, disciplines, and devotions attest 
to this subl:rl..ssion. They have child-like faith in him ani worship him. 
The fallowing song of praise gives s ome indication of their concept 
of Father: 
Wonderful! Wonderfull Father is to us . 
Counselor, Prince of Peace. 
Mighty God is · He . 
Loving us, keeping us , 
Every day the same . 
Wonderf ul is our Redeemer 
Praise His Name. 
In this manner they identify themselves with Father Divine in sub-
missive love and devotion. 
2 . THE MOTHER FIGURE AND HER ROlE 
Comparable to the Catholic faith, the FDM has a unique role 
for mother. Unlike many of the orthodox religions , women play a 
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significant role in the FDM. They comprise the vast majority of his 
staff, read his :rressages, testify and speak, serve as chau.ffers, and 
hold many important church and business offices. The writer estimates 
that about two-thirds of the movement are of the female sex. 
It is noted here that the present Mother Divine is the second 
·wife of Father Divine, and the second Mother of the movemmt . The 
first Mother Dh-:i.ne disappeared from the scene around the year 1942 
or 1943. Then Father married the present Mother Divine, April 29, 
1946. The meaning and purpose of Father's marriage is discussed in 
t.he next chapter . The Father-Mother concept 1'Jas fostered by Mary 
Baker Edqy in Christian Science, and qy a Shaker Colony prior to her. 
It expressed for Wirs. Eddy more completely the character of God than 
the single term Father . This concept embraces all the qualities in-
herent in b oth sexes. The emotions of tender love and compassion are 
better represented in the mother aspect of deity. Father-Mother, then 
for Mrs. Eddy represents the name for Deity, which indicates His tender 
relationship to his spiritual crea"cion. This has its counterpart in 
the Roman Catholic elevation of the Virgin Mary to the office of 
11Mother of God. 11 Yie shall find only slight variations in the con-
cept of Mother Divine in the Father Divine movement . 
i . The significance to Mother Divine. How does mother conceive 
of her role? Unfortunately, the observer did not have ~1 opportunity 
to interview Mother personally. There is strong taboo on socializing 
and intermingling betvreen the sexes; nevertheless, Mother Divine feels 
her ranking position and status as a bride of Father Divine. Her words 
follow: 
Finding Myself in this extreme position of honor where 
I share the Throne of Heaven with GOD HIMSELF, as the Bride 
of the LAMB, HIS SParLESS Ch"URCH, is a position of such mag-
nitude and greatness that mortality could not stand it, but 
realizing that it was predestined to be and it was IUS Spirit 
that prepared me to fill such a high office, I rest in the 
lmowledge of I-ITS AIJ..NESS and lilf complete NOTHINGNESS . 7 
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Thus, there appears an ambivalent fe eling of greatness and nothingness 
in this role. She feels subordinate to Father, yet has a unique role 
as an example a~~ample for all the follcwwers, and especially the female 
sex . 
Let us observe through the direct views o:f Mother Divine her con-
cept of her role: 
I was living on t h3 Pacific Coast in Canada when the 
revelation came to me that FAT.HER DIVINE is GOD .ALMIGRrY 
Personified in a Beautiful, Holy Body. 1zy- heart rejoiced 
when I realized God was no longer a vision but real, tangi-
ble and practical and it was actual~ possible to live a 
consecrated life to God as Jesus Christ did and as the Virgin 
Mary did before Christ wms born ••• it was IJtr one aim to live 
a virtuous life under t:OO Personal jurisdiction of FATHER 
DIVI1ffi ••• and I can most assuredly say that in these ·past four 
or more happy years that I have been married, FATHER ' S Vir-
ginity has been more firmly established in ley" consideration, 
:for I have not seen anything about Him that reflects that of 
a man. 
The only reason I can account for such a blessing (mar-
riage) bestowed upon re, is that it was Scriptura~ pre-
destined to be ••• I sit by HIS Side as He serves the Holy 
Communion Banquet services ••• Vfuerever FATHER goes, I am 
vr.i..th Him, and I sincerely thank Him ·t.hat by being His Help-
mate in ever>fihing He does and says, I am a pure, clean 
channel for Him to express thr.ough as He is about HIS · 
Work of bringing Heaven on earth as all Christendom was 
taught to pray in the LORD 1S Prayer: ••• 
I, representing the Church, amd married to FAT~ in 
fulfillment of the Scripture; but as God is Impersonal 
and Universal by nature, He is married to any and everyone 
who lives and expresses the conviction, "I !mow You are GOD 1u ••• 
that I gladly relinquish all rights that a natural woman vrould 
7. The ~Day, July 7, 1952, p . 14. 
claim when married to a man ••• I am a sample and example for 
all to copy after ii' they desire to be supernaturally and 
eternall y blessed and stand in the freedom wherein I stand.8 
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Thus, we discern that Mother• s sell-perception of her role is that she 
is a helpmate to Father, supernaturally endowed with Father's Spirit, 
and an example and sanple for all to copy after. Her role as a com-
panion and spiritual helpmate, and as representing the Church, she 
believes, is Scriptually grounded. 
ii. The significance to Father ~ ~ followers. Father conceives 
Mother 1 s role as Moth.Eir herself has stated it. In fact, Ubther re-
ceives her impressions from Father . In the direct words of Father: 
You see some people think we derive our doctrine from 
the blessed nuns. We feel like, if the nuns can lire Holy 
and Free from human affection, lust and passion and self-
indulgence, we feel that 1re should be willing to make a 
sacrifice for Righteousness 1 sake, and we bave come pretty 
near accomplishing whatsoever is necessary to that end by living 
honest, competent and true and by denying one 1s self. · 
MOTHER DIVINE and I meet each other in the Office and 
when we are out riding. She goes with ME every;vhere ••• every-
where I go l If I go out on the balcony to look at anything, 
she customarily goes with ME out there. Not that she cannot 
trust ME, but because she is closely connected--not for self-
indulgence, neither for sex-indulgence, but yet closely con-
nected mentally and spiritually ••• 
We take the Holy Sisters, the Catholic nuns, as a legal 
and an established religious ritual and as a fact; as a Sample 
and as an Example. I t,hink MY lJJIFE should be as Holy as any 
of the HOLY SISTERS in the Catholic Church ••• I do say, the 
Sample and the Example of Holiness in the Blessed Virgin Mary ••• 
should be copied after ••• 9 
In the May 24th, 1952, issue of The New Day the following !eadline by 
Father reads: 11WHA.TSOEVER WAS REQUIRED OF MOTHER, THE SAME IS REQUIRED 
OF YOU." Fa "L.h:Jr continues to make it clear that the female sex, 
8. The New ~, November ll, 1950, P• 5. 
9. The ~Day:, June 26,. 1951, P• a • 
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especially, is to copy after Mother . His concept, then, similar to 
the concept of the nuns in the Catholic faith, is that Mother serves 
as a sample and exarn.ple of holiness, virtue, and purity, which those 
in the movement are to emulate. 
To the children, Mother Div~ne also represents the pure, honest, 
true, and virtuous mother worthy to be adored and copied.. In adress-
ing Father they inevitably include Mother . For instance, the greeting 
and salutation are always: 11Peace Father, Peace Mother ." Mother 
is to Father as one of the sides is to a coin. They are inseparable. 
The "Father-Mother11 concept is apparent . In a section of .!!!:. New Day, 
entitled 11Father-Mother, 11 the f ollowing quotation is found: 11But 
GOD was your father, GOD was your mother; there has never been any-
thing else but GOD .u Father tells his followers that God is your 
Father-Mother-God.lO 
To get a clear understanding of the follo\'rers' .perception of 
Mother t s role, the observer asked each interviewee to give his con-
cept of the role of mother . 11 A study of the interviews reveals that 
all of the followers are not 100 percent clear and unanimous as to 
the exact role of Mother Divine. To some her role and marriage is a 
mystery not clearly understood. But I shall quote a typical response 
as follows: 
Mother Divine, his spotless virgin bride, is truly the 
symbol of the Church personii'ied. I adore Mother Divine 
because of the sample she portrays to the female group. 
She vvas so virtuous, pure, and undefiled that Father saw 
fit to marry her ••• represents a sample and example of how 
all marriages or married people should live. This ref~tes 
the thought held by some that Father Divine has come to 
break up homes ••• he v<Ould like all people ••• to live exact~ 
as he and Mother Divine live--pure, holy, and undefiled. 
10. se·e Appendix C, FDW, X:X:Iv, P• 446. 
11. See Appendix A. PvT, the closing paragraphs of each. 
The sisters must live as Mary lived before Jesus was born. 
The brothers must live exactly like Jesus.l2 
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Generally, the folloYrers conceive of Mother Divine as a sample 
and example for them to pattern their lives after; as a perfect 
specimen of heal-th, holiness, virginity, and purity; as the symbol 
of the Church (God being married to his Bride-the Church~ fulfillin g 
the Scripture in Revelation, the lamb and the bride); as a sacrifice 
and "Sweet Angel Divine, 11 as the name indicates. 
The following inspirational hy.mrBJr.eveal the strong feelings of 
the followers concerning the role of Mother Divine and their relation-
ship to her: (Taken from~ New Day) 
Beautiful Father MOther God, You're all we have& 
There 1 s no other Mother but Youl .. 
We pledge you these hearts this -Eternal ~bther 1 s Day, 
And vow to live virtuous and true ••• 
We are one family, indivisible, 
One Father and Mother, Yf.h.om we adore; 
The link that was broken when Adam sinned, 
Is now forged to remain forevermore ••• 
All Honor and Glory to You, Father MOther God, 
What a privilege to be living todayl 
Yes, we all had sirmed and drifted afar, 
But now we're back in the Family to stay. 
And finally: 
MarHER DIVINE is the One Who will steal 
Any heart, anywhere, any tiroo; 
And I'll put you 1vise how you'll recognize 
This MOTHER DIVINE of minel 
If Her Eyes look to Her LORD, 
That's MarHEH. DIVINE1 
If Her Smile says HE'S Adored, 
That t s MOTHER DIVINE t 
If She wall~s right beside HIM all day, 
If she talks like HE will have HIS Way, 
Sweet Personality, Humble Regality, 
That's MOTHER DIVINEl 
12. APpendix A,PvT,J.,par. 19f., P• 371. 
3. THE SIBLINGS MTD THEIR ROLES 
There is a preponderance of evidence that attest to the familY 
intimacy in the FDM. Often the followers_, when writing to Father 
and Mother_, conclude their letters with nyour Child." The followers 
claim a haven of security in this movement from sibling hostilities 
and frustrations. Esprit de corps .. is genuine . They claim real symbi-
otic family living. All male members are addresses as brothers and 
all fen~e as sisters, regardless of status or position. 
They claim no jealousy and rivalry for raru{, position or status, 
but they seek harmonious relationships in which there is equal sharing 
of opportunity and prosperity for all. 
i . The significance to ~ children. The observer noted a strong 
degree of pride and self-esteem among the children, considering them-
selves as "children of God, Father Divine . " In their testimonies_, 
actions and deeds they are not ashamed to identify themselves vdth 
this leader, Father Divine . They feel certain that liif it were not 
for Father, I wouldn't be here." One follower interpreted sacrifice 
as a voluntary and willing ·venture of the devotees, and nothing com-
pulsory. They are glad to sUITender themselves and all they have to 
Father, they gain everything_, and live in abundance with no lacks, 
wants, or limitations. Another follower testified that , ''She just 
couldn ' t do enough f or Father; she couldn't love him enough, and she 
couldn't thank him enough. 11 They feel that they o-we this to Father 
Divine for he has healed, resurrected, protected, housed, fed, clothed 
and saved them. Their greatest ambition is t o be obedient and sub-
missive to the will and teachings of Father Divine • 
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The observer noted a miPJJnun1 of sibling rivalry. Yet , occasionally 
The New Day carr ies an acconnt of some confusion and misunderstanding 
which has developed among the children. These situations are immedi-
ately taken t o Father for his judgment and final decision. They feel 
that Fathe r is an impartial and considerate fatherly judge, who 1vill 
IOOte out empathetic understanding and justice to them. They have this 
confidence and t rust in him; therefore, he encounters little difficulty 
in restoring a peaceful relationship among the children. 
The children feel honored to serve in the Kingdom. They consider 
themselves as 11nothing11 in the sight of Father and Mother. They are 
completely satisfied, that if theymaintain the humble and submissive 
attitude towmrds Father and Mother, that all of their needs, desires 
and aspirations iYill be gratified. 
ii. The significance to Mother ~ Father. The observer found that 
there is ru1 .exceptionally positive and harmonious relationship between 
the parents (Mother and Father) and the children. An interdependent re-
lationship is manifes ted in that Father and MOther respond to the child-
ren by giving attent ion to every need the children have . Father explains 
to the children,13 that he does not consider them from a partial point of 
view, but receives them just as they are . He reiterates that he intends 
I 
to develop the Christ nature, Spirit and mind in their hearts, lives and 
personalities . Thus , he and mother extend love and af fection to those 
in the lowest state of mind and body, and to those who express every 
conceivable kind of need-- the outcasts , forsru~n, guilty, downtrodden, 
rich and poor all alike . 
13 . See Appendix c, FDW, XIII • P• 441. 
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Evidently, this kind of permissive and empathetic wderstanding 
on the part of Father and Mother for the siblings of the movement is 
a strong determinant of theintegration and harmony of this big family. 
The siblings respond to this love and understanding 1::y' making provision 
of comfort and convenience for Mother and Father. They reciprocate the 
love and understanding by providing special rooms for Mother and Father 
in every extension and . hotel, serving them in every ~my, carrying out 
their desires and vlishes to the last degree, and seeing that their 
every need is met wherever possible. 
This mutual ego-enhancement between parents and children tends 
to fulfill significant phenom:mal needs, drives and emotions as ex-
perienced and expressed between the leaders, Mother and Father Divine, 
and the followers in the FDM. 
4. SUMMARY 
We have pointed out in this chapter the family constellation of 
roles and functions as f ound operative in the FDM. Father Divine repre-
sents the familiar father figure with all the responsibilities and 
functions of a father of a family group, as commonly known in our con-
temporary society. But he represents moru . & represents the figure 
of God, with all the Divine qualities and attributes . Mother Divine, 
likewise represents a Mother, with all the responsibilities and functions 
of a mother as ordinarily p9rcei ved. She, too, . represents more . She 
symbolizes the Church, the Virg;in Ma.ry, purity and Holiness. The 
siblings assume the normal role of children in a fam:i.J.y group. They 
look to Father ~1d Mother for support, protection and security. But 
more than that, they feel that in Father and Mother lies their destL1Y• 
Therefore, more than a feeling of mutual growth together, as in a 
"normal" parent-child family relationship, they submit in~ to the 
authority and rule of the father , Father Divine . He is, moreover, their 
Father-confessor, Creator and Savior . 
There is a very strong nin-group11 feeling of oneness and unity in 
this flBig Happy FamiJ.y. 11 Perhaps the outsider has IIDlCh to learn, as to 
the functional significance o:t' familial roles and relati onships , from 
this movement . But here we made no attempt at evaluation. Our goal 
was to gain perceptions of familial roles and their functions in the 
FDM, not through the eyes of the observer, but through the eyes and 
perceptions of the behaver. 
We proceed now to an observation of the symbolic features and 
principles of the movement . 
CHAPTER VI 
SD1BOLISH AND ITS INFLUENCE 
The term symbol comes from a Greek word, meaning along with and 
to grow. It is something which suggests, by association of ideas, 
some experience which is not given directly through the symbol. Among 
its f unctions are: (a) to specify that which is general; (b) to make 
concrete the abstract; (c) to express what one believes a Deity intends 
to communicate to them; (d) to stimulate devotion or arouse religious 
emotions. For our purpose in this chapter, the symbol may be in the 
form of an object or act representing a repressed desire of which the 
individual is unconscious. It is a visible sign of something invisible. 
In this respect, the symbols have psychoanalytic significance. 
This chapter concentrates upon those objects and acts in the FDI-f 
which have symbolic implications, other than what is necessarily 
physically observed. Our focus is on the reaction of the individual 
to these objective realities, in order to ascertain the meanings and 
interpretations they (the symbols) have for the behavior. Our aim 
corresponds with the statement of Cantril,1 when he says: 
••• the idea that individuals are constantly seeking 
to give meaning to their environment and that, when a 
meaning rooted in the realities of the world cannot be 
found, the individual either creates and reifies for him-
self a symbol that will satisfactorily resolve his conflicts 
or accepts from his culture some preestablished symbol 
around which to relate his environment meaningfully. 
The eventual aim here is to understand how these symbols function as 
techniques and goals for the individual's achieving fulfillment of 
1. Hadley Cantril, The Psychology of Social Movements, p.143. 
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conscious and unconscious needs . The nomenclature, the semantics, 
circumlocutions and all such features have psychological implications 
in the gratification of phenomenal and group needs . 
1. THE COMMUNION BANQUET TABLE 
The Communion Banquet is known as the "Holy Communion Banquet, 11 
which is analogous to the orthodox rite of Holy Communion, but differs 
radically in form and content. 
The banquet halls are most picturesque and attractive. They are 
usually filled to capacity with many people standing and filling every 
vacant space. The tables which take up most of the space are usually 
arranged in the letter "U" or horseshoe shape. They are covered with 
immaculately clean white table cloths and large White luxurious stiff 
linen napkins folded in conical shape and protruding from tall goblets . 
Everything is perfectly uniform and orderly arranged. There are at 
least two sets of glasses at every table. The china and silverware 
are attractively designed and orderly arranged. At the head of the 
table, the central place where Father and Mother sit, is an array of 
the most magnifieantly shining serving utensils - forks, spoons, etc. -
imaginable. They are arranged in 11 V11 shape, and are spotless. Two 
small mirrors are placed before Father ' s place, and usually a small 
picture of Father and Mother is placed near by. All of these brightly 
polished silverware and fine dinnerware are magnificently impressive 
and conducive to genuine fellowship and interpersonal relationship. 
The food is plentiful, and delicious . Hour after hour is spent in 
singing, testifying, clapping hands and periodic spontaneous outbursts 
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of shouting and exuberant ecstasy. A secretary usually reads one of 
Fatherts messages from The ~Day;, or from the Script before printing. 
Father claims this gives him the privilege of being in their presence 
and at the same time proof-reading many of his lectures before they 
go to the press. All these transactions are taking place while the 
food is being served. There is an abundance of food, at least forty 
or fifty different courses served at each banquet, and the banquets 
are served daily and nightly one after the other. 
i . The significance of 122£, serving, ~ captions. 
Everyone is seated according to their custom of "Enacting the 
Bill," which means that a dark complexioned person is seated next to 
a light complexioned person. Followers inevitably follow this plan, 
and visitors are instructed concerning this arrangement, and when 
possible, seated likewise. The brothers are on one side of the table, 
facing the sisters. The sexes do not mix, even at the table. 
Father defines the symbolic interpretation of the food as follows:2 
••• the eating was the Bait to tow ME over here and to 
cause ME to be here and cause othersl Therefore, getting 
something that satisfies some faction of your life that is 
common with others, you are harmonizing together ••• eat-
ing as a custom is a method through which we can get to-
gether and that is the material side; and the spiritual side 
will follow the material for the material is a symbol of the 
spiritual, and the spiritual is in evidence when you get 
the material1 • • .Now you are eating together; you are on 
one common level ••• you are in closer fellowship, and it 
causes you to be in a place in consciousness where the Spirit 
can be transmitted and cause you to be in closer relation-
ship. That is the mystery1 
2. See Appendix C, FDW, XXXII, Par. 1-3, p .. h5o. 
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We gather, therefore, in Father's conceptual scheme, the food symbol-
izes· harmony, fellowship, unity and Spiritual strength. Perhaps this 
is the reason he uses this time to bring his messages and instruc-
tions to the people. 
Father differentiates between the communion of the churches and 
religious organizations,) by making it clear to his followers that 
the bread broken daily in his communion is not a matter of ritual, 
but symbolizes reality. The food represents Blessings of GOD. He 
reminds them that when they partake of the bread and whatever there 
is to drink, they should consider that GOD is handing the food and 
blessing and breaking the bread, which should be more sacred than 
what they have been accustomed to in the churches. He declares that 
his acts of serving and service are actually more of a communion be-
tween God and man, than the ritual which gives the bread and the 
wine as a symbol of the body of Jesus. The manner in which Father 
has the food served bears out this concept. The people are commun-
ing directly with God. They are receiving blessings at the service 
of the hands of God. He s{lys: "Every Day is Communion Day and a 
day to commune with God." He states that the banquet, served with 
the spirit of sincerity and sacredness, 11 is more sacred than Church 
Communions. 11 
Everyone is invited to dine, co-workers, followers, members and 
friends, all the same. There is always an abundance and a plenty. 
One follower explained to the writer that the food was produced 
3. The New Day, July 8, 1952, p.l8. 
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similar to the miracle in the Bible where Jesus fed five thousand 
with five barley loaves and two small fishes. Many of the followers 
share this opinion. There is always a full and flowing supply which 
never runs out. Finally, Father, pointing to a Neon sign over the 
Banquet Table which reads, GOD'S HOLY COMMUNION TABLE, says: 
••• to us it is just thatl But to those who cannot 
accept of it as it is, they may accept of it as food for 
the sustenance of their bodies; for Christ did say to 
Peter, "Feed MY Lambs, feed MY Sheep1 11 I'll feed the saints 
and sinners, I don't care who they are; and give them a 
chance to life, liberty and the reality of happiness; and 
make it possible for you to have a square meal any day of 
the year, and you can get it and will not be forced or 
obliged to pay one hundred dollars a plate for itl4 
Thus, the food has both a spiritual and material value. It is open 
to all alike, and only a minimum donation (twenty-five to forty-cents) 
is expected from each participant. No one is forced to pay anything. 
Serving the food is done in a unique manner. At the sound of a 
bell (rung by Father or a female follower in charge) serving is begun. 
A group of female followers, uniformly dressed, serves the food from 
the kitchen. Often the male group, uniformly dressed, serve as 
waiters whenever needed. The food is served orderly. First, the 
water is served and is followed consecutively by definite items or 
courses on the menu. Every dish, as it comes from the kitchen, is 
passed to Father, who blesses it and starts it on its way down the 
table. There is a special corpsof female staff with special seats 
around Father, and at special places around the entire table. This 
is for the purpose of taking notes and attending t o the needs of 
4. The New Day, September 16, 1950, p.l2. 
Father and Mother during the eating. When desired and necessary 
special seating is provided for guests . 
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Each dish of the large variety of meats , vegetables, breads, 
relishes and pickles, beverages , salads, desserts and other delica-
cies pass through the hands of Father, who pours, and blesses (in 
the style of a maitre d' hotel) and sends them on their way down a 
two, four, or eight winged table from one diner to the other. Father 
also services the dishes from a complete array of spoons or forks. 
Often, as the followers are singing, Father sways and waves the shin-
ing silverware to the rhythm of the songs , at times joining in the 
singing himself . The deeper symbolic meaning of Father ' s blessing 
and p~ssing each dish is realized by the fact that , even in Father's 
absence, each dish is passed by his vacant chair, the same as though 
he were there . Father ' s serving symbolizes that the abundance and 
the blessing of the food is provided by God, Father Divine, person-
ally. Thus, the food has an added significance in the way it is 
served and by whom it is blessed and provided. 
Furthermore, each participant serves himself and passes it on 
to his neighbor. It is desired that the dish never touch the table, 
once it has started on its way. One follower told the observer that 
this is a gesture of brotherhood, illustrating how one should serve 
each other. A brother or sister will hold the dish and assist the 
neighbor in helping himself. Father advises everyone to 11 take all 
you want but want all you take. 11 Always a second serving will be 
given if desired, but it is humanly impossible to eat all that is 
offered and available. In case you miss a dish, or desire a second 
serving, there is no reversal of passing, but the dish must start 
again from the head of the table, receiving Father 's blessings. 
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When the banquet is finished, each participant passes the dishes 
(one by one in orderly fashion) to his neighbor, going from left to 
right until all the dishes are cleared. Here again, everybody shares 
in the activity. A follower described to the writer the Holy Com-
munion as the time they come together to worship in fellowship and 
unity. It is a time for partaking of food Which is blessed by 
Father before making its rounds around the table. The food is a 
blessing - a spiritual blessing from God. In serving, all of it 
passes through Father 's hand for his spiritual, material and mortal 
blessings. This is done for the sustenance of their bodies. The 
joint participation of leader and followers in a common activity of 
sharing is highly symbolical of spiritual fellowship. 
The banquet hall is decorated with banners, pictures, portraits 
and captions proclaiming the central mottoes and beliefs of the move-
ment. Hanging high over the head place of each Banquet Table, and 
sometimes in a crescent shape, is a large neon sign reading: "This is 
GOD'S HOLY COMMUNION TABLE. 11 Many other captions, written in gold 
or red letters signify Father Divine's Deity, his mission and message, 
and the assurance of retribution for critics and opposers. The decora-
tive motif (found in all the kingdoms and extensions) is a large photo, 
or painting of Father and Mother, hanging from the wall or placed in 
conspicuous places in the building. Large posters with black and red 
lettering proclaim Father's deity and virtues: "FATHER DIVINE IS GODl" 
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ii. The nat ure of music, preaching and speaking. 
There is an abundance of music and singi ng in the movement. Much 
of t he music is furnished by a group of young girls, kn wn as 11Ros buds. 11 
Father Divine gave an instructive talk on music in the July 29, 1950 
(page 3 ) i ssue of The New Day, in which he said: 
Poetry, psalms and rhythm come by inspiration. They 
are not always put forth into expression volitionally, 
but as inventions and as discoveries, they come by inspira-
tions; yet they may hot be composed in an expression as 
being termed volitionally; but, as the psalms and Scrip-
tures according to the Apostle, they come by the inspira-
tion of GOD. 
The followers share with Father this concept of the "inspirational" 
and 11 volitional11 composition and expression of music in the movement. 
As a result, there are no hymn books or sheet music of any kind used 
during the singing. Everything is conunitted to menwry and sung 
volitionally . 
The writer interviewed one of the teachers of music in the 
movement.5 He explained the unique musical opportunities offered by 
Father in the movement. Training is open to all free of charge, and 
he is one of the instructors. The movement ' has a highly trained 
orchestra; however, most of the music is played in the swing, popular, 
and combination tunes. It is highly rhythmical with strong vibra-
tions. Occasionally one hears classical music played. Among the 
musical instruments are the piano, horns of various kinds, drums, 
tambourines, castanets, guitars, and banjos. No organ is seen or 
heard anywhere in the movement. The piano is used most frequently. 
5. See Appendix A, PvT, DJ PP• 358-59. 
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Most of the words center around Father Divine and worship of 
him. Inspiration means for the followers that the spirit inspires 
the words and the rhytroo is spontaneous. · Usually the music is given 
wit h such strong, charming and impelling force of vibration and 
rhythm that one almost automatically finds himself movlng in cadence. 
Often the f ollowers enter into high emotional frenzy under this com-
pulsion. The emotional flood-gates are open and they sing and 
swing as to electrical compulsion. The symbolic nature of the music 
is aptly described by one of the followers: 
Invariably ••• religious patriotism inspirationally and 
spontaneously bursts forth into rhythmic songs. Words and 
music are especially fitted to governmJntal needs f or it 
certainly creates an attitude of "Righteousness in Govern-
ment and Government in Righteousness." These songs are 
repeated for long periods of time - not for ensemble perfect-
ion of musical technique, but for reiteration and re-estab-
lishment of the affirmation, '~here there is unison, there 
is strength but wheJ;'e there is division, there is strife." 
Therefore, the se songs instill, individually and collect-
ively, the actual living of the Constitution and the enact-
ment of The Bill of Rights through the True Spirit which 
motivated their inception. 
This singing not only brings everyone into better uni-
fication of Spirit, Mind, Aim and Purpose, but actually 
most beautifully and effectively lifts everyone who is in 
harmony. The Spirit of the words in song are deeply im-
bedded in the hearts and minds so that honest, competent 
and truthful deeds and actions become more and more a daily 
and living reality for, "By their fruits, ye shall know 
them. n6 
Thus, we see the songs are of such nature that the aim purpose 
and concepts of the movement are perpetuated in and through the singer. 
They serve the practical purpose of motivating the kind of response to 
the movement desired, as well as lifting the spiritual and mental 
6. Belstrom, Come and ~' p.9. 
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status of the devotees. 
What does the preaching and spontaneous vocal expression communi-
cate? There is a minimum of formal _preaching and speaking, as f ound in 
ort~~dox services . However, at the Coromunion Table and all other . 
11Righteous Goverrunent 11 meeting places (as the meeting places are called) 
anyone at any time may stand and speak as he feels 11 voli tionally and 
inspirationally" moved. No coercion is used. All preaching and speak-
ing is impromptu. Even Father asserts that all of his messages are 
spontaneous, and he himself is moved by the spirit. A follower may 
read one of Father's messages and comment on it , or he may speak con-
cerning whatever he feels the need. Often passages are read from the 
Holy Bi ble, but the messages usually come from The ~ Day as a chief 
source. 
Father often delivers his inspirational and instructional mes-
sages at the Communion Table. ·Usually they are brief, but occasion-
ally long. Usually he begins his messages with such expressions as: 
11 Peace Everyone1 Good health, Happiness, Peace, Wealth, and a Good 
Appetite to all1 The audience is always enthusiastic and responsive. 
Just to gaze upon, what they call, 11 The Sweet Holy Body11 is inspira-
tion to the followers . 
Here again, the preaching and speaking are movement-centered. 
They express the central aim, purpose and objectives of the movement. 
Father summarizes it thus : 
So I AM not preaching emotion; I AM not preaching 
vibrations; I AM not preaching gifts; I AM not preaching 
inspiration; I AM preaching the Inspirator. I AM NOT 
preaching blessings; I AM preaching the Blesser ••• but 
when you consumate the whole thing into one, whatsoever 
it may be, you worship the One that is controlling that 
and is bringing it into manifestation; and never turn off 
and worship the operations and vibrations, or even the 
demonstration, for it is not the demonstration but the 
Demonstrator • • • The One that created both it and them is 
the True One to preach or advocate. So , that is why I do 
not encourage the manifestations and vibrations and 
emotions, etc . , although I may respect them, as I speak 
in all languages . ? 
The preaching and speaking are not for emotional purposes , but to 
praise and emphasize the Blesser and Demonstrator, Father Divine. 
iii. The meaning of confession and testimonies. 
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Father Divine urges constant "talking out" to him privately and 
publicl t he inner secrets and desires of his individual followers. 
Father Divine speaks concerning confession:8 
If there is anything in your past experience, con-
fession is good to get it out of the way. If you know 
someone has done something wrong and you do not expose 
it, it will wrong you. 
This, no doubt, accounts for the vast amount of confessions made by 
f ollowers, as revealed in the attached data. It also accounts in 
some way, for the fact that many followers come to this movement and 
"give themselves up" to police authority. Here they reveal their 
secrets and guilts to a "Father Confessor , " Father Divine. 
The primary feature of "all meetings" is the confessionals and 
testimonials. 1'he disciples testify vociferously concerning sins, 
guilt feelings, miraculous healings and "unusual" experiences. This 
is a therapeutic and cathartic experience for the confessor and 
testifier. Inevitably these testimonials and confessions conclude 
7. The New Day, May 19, 1951, p.4 
8. See Appendix C. FDW, XII , P• l~l. 
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with praises and thanks to Father Divine. Many converts are won 
over to this group and many strengthened by this means of 11 openess 
of expression." They feel free to "tell all," nothing is repressed 
due to fear and shame. Father Divine listens understandingly and 
empathetically to everyone alike. They even confess in the bodily 
absence of Father . This is done on the basis that Father is omni-
present and is present with them in consciousness, is conscious of 
their requests and grants them. Often they confess with intense 
emotion, overwhelming joy, tears, and ecstasy. 
The testimonials and confessions between Father and his followers 
serve a similar purpose as William James9 had reference to when he 
asserted: 
In regard to Confession. • .it corresponds to a more 
inward and moral stage of sentiment. It is part of the 
general system of purgation and cleansing which one feels 
one's self in need of, in order to be in right relation 
to one's deity. For him who confesses, shams are over 
and realities have begun; he has exteriorized his rotten-
ness ••• he at least no longer smears it over with a 
hypocritical show of virtue--he lives at least upon a 
basis of veracity. 
These important factors of self-purgation and cleansing, and the 
satisfactory feeling of a renewed relationship with one 's deity, and 
the ability to face reality - as a result of having exteriorized 
guilt feelings and hypocritical living - describe the nature and 
purpose of the testimonials and confessionals between Father Divine 
and his followers . 
We turn now to unique names and expressions, which have symbolic 
9. William James, The Varieties of Religious Ex erience (New 
York : The Modern Library, Random House, Pub., 1902 , p. 452 . 
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significance, and are germaine to the FDM. 
2. FIGURATIVE APPELLATION AND SEMANTICS 
In the FDM one hears strange names, listens to new words and 
jargon, and observes unique means of communication and -. int~<rpersonal 
relationships. These have a special frame of reference and meaning 
to the devotees, often misunderstood by the outsider. Let us look 
at some of the figurative language and semantics inherent to the 
movement. 
First, a word concerning words. ' ,We follow A. N. Whitehead' si~ 
concept of words in conceiving them as apparently invented for the 
purpose of making discriminations within the microcosm. But when 
they are applied to macroscopic extensions, they become elusive. 
Often the religious language, with its obj¢cts, signs, and symbols 
implies ambiguous and diverse meanings to those outside of the par-
ticular group or circle of respondents. Often that which is intended 
to be represented by the objective symbol is not knowable to the out-
sider. The more abstract the meaning which the symbol represents, 
the more varied will be the individual's comprehension of its meaning. 
This accounts for the variety of responses to a single symbol. The 
symbols of the microcosm may foster and engender resentment and dis-
comfort to those of the macrocosm, while motivating inspiration, 
satisfaction and devotion to the in-group. With this difficulty in 
mind, we seek to understand the following symbols of the FDM, as 
meaningful and effective to the experiencer within the microcosm. 
*See A. N. 'Whitehead, Religion .!£ ~ Making (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1926) , P• 138. 
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i. The Deified Father and/£! personified God. 
Is Father Divine God? Beyond a shadow of doubt, Father Divine 
is God Almighty to his true followers. They sing it, shout it, and 
testify it daily and nightly. En ma.sse they shout, , "Father Divine 
is God1 Godl God1 11 Our inquiry lead_s us to ask whether or not Father 
has announced himself (self proclaimed) God, or is it his followers 
who have deified him, God. 
It is well-recognized that ~ Father Divine claims himself 
God, a divine claim, which he avows he tried to keep undisclosed 
from his people for several years. One follower remarked to the 
writer: "Father didn't used to first call himself God, the people 
did. But now he does. 11 Let us now review some of the personal 
evidences for both the disciples' and Father's perception of their 
usage of the terms Father Divine, or personified God. First, let 
us observe Father 's words. 
I Have Personified Myself, ALMIGHTY GODt But oh, 
how glorious it is to see I AM materializing spiritual 
things and spiritualizing material things •••• I have 
made_ the invisible tangible and practical. I have PER-
SONIFIED MYSELF, GOD ALMIGHTY L IN TdE NMJlE OF THE LAMB 
TO THE RIVER OF JORDAN I CAMEl • • • I AM ENTERING IN 
MY GLORY NCX'il FULL OF GRACE A.l"JD OF TRUTH, and because 
they beheld it vividly and visioned it conscientiously 
and sincerely, of all of HIS Fulness, said he, have all 
we received GRACE for GRACEllO 
Father Divine thus claims that he has personified himself, God 
Almighty, meaning that he has taken on a bodily form of a man. He 
states that the purpose of the coming of his body into expression 
was to bring to humanity the consciousness of God's presence. He 
10. The New Day, April 28, 1951, p.4. 
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tells his followers that they were not §onscious of God's presence 
until God was ready to make His declaration in a body, in deeds and 
actions. He continues: 
But I came to cast out that thought of some other 
place to go, for you are here and now in this Divine 
presence. • • For this cause I made MY Body a target to 
bring to your conscious realization the presence of GOD 
on the material plane. It is Wonderfull And by so doing 
I declare ••• unto you that the Spirit of the Conscious-
ness of the Presence of GOD is the source of all supply 
and will satisfy every good desire.ll 
Father says again that he is not a race, nor a creed, not a cursed 
color, but just God. He claims to be as electricity, colorless by 
complexion and impersonal by nature and characteristics. He says 
again, "I am just what you take ME to be. I am divine intelligence, 
inculcated, incarnated, repersonified, recognized and realized. I 
am that I of whom you say you are; the I that is in one and all.nl2 
He declares that his followers speak of him as God because he is 
bringing out of every expression of our present civilization, Right-
eousness, Justice, Truth, and he is the answer to every problem. He 
claims his works prove his deity. In addition, this recognition of 
his deity by millions is because he is not a natural man or living 
in mortal consciousness. He does not seek personal aggrandizement 
or honor. He has transcended personality and individuality. The 
Word has been made flesh and now swells on earth. Father explains 
that he is trying to get every individual to think of himself as 
God, inasmuch as he expresses the nature of love, righteousness, 
truth and justice. 
ll. TheN~~' June 2, 1949, p.3. 
12. See Appendix C, FDW , VII, XIV, XXXVIJPP• 437,h4l, hlt 7e 
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In an interview wit h E. J. Daniels, 13 the following statements 
of Father attest to his claim of deity: "I heard My Spirit say 
through the mouth of Moses, I, the Lord thy God ••• 11 "I can come 
here or I can stay there, for I AM ETERNALLY THE SAME." Likewise, 
Father speaks of his spirit as creating the world, man and everything 
therein. He says, 111, God, said it volitionally." 
Father tells his followers that their body is the Word of God 
materialized - 11Your very body is a body of FlESH - the WORD OF GOD 
l.fATERIALIZEDL - and we can behold HIS Glory. 11 Thus, the righteous 
man is the reincarnation of the expressions, versions, ideas, and 
opinions of God. The closer he lives to a true evangelical life, 
the more nearly he approaches the appearance and nature of God . 
Father states i t thus: 
I teach that God has the right to manifest Himself 
through any person or thing He may choose. If my fol-
lowers, however, believe that I am God and in so doing 
they are led to reform their lives, and experience joy 
and happiness, why should I prevent them from doing so?l4 
How is a follower to know God? Father answers: 
You know God not only be believing theoretically, 
externally and mentally, but your conscious mentality 
must have something to do with your subconsciousness, 
and your subsconsciousness must conceive what your con-
scious mentality has, and when i t shall have been con-
ceived within your subsconciousness and when I resurrect 
it, why, then you have it in reality.l5 
It is clearly recognized that Father Divine proclaims his deifi-
cation, yet we note his claim of citizenship of the United States. 
13 . Elam J. Daniels, Father Divine: The World ' s Chief False 
Christ{Winter Garden, Fla.: The Biblical Echo Press, 1940), 
Reprinted in The New Day. 
14, Quoted by R. A. Parker, The Incredible Messiah, p.74. 
15.. Ih.e ~w ~' September 29;"'1938, p.42 . 
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Here we note his concept of the significance of his name and the 
assumed aliases: First, Father demands retraction of statements con-
cerning his name being the former George Baker, made by an Editor, 
Mrs . M. T. Bailey, in an article published in a little pamphlet called 
"The Evening Light .nl6 Father calls the article libelous, wilfully 
malicious, prejudiced and bigoted, false and misleading. He states 
thus: 
My Name is Not George Baker and never has been, and 
that name was not brought to MY attention until recent 
years in a prejediced and bigoted court. Such a name was 
brought in on some perjured testimony and false affidavit 
that was reversed by the Appellate Division of the Supreme 
Court of New York, overruled and cast out as false, pre-
judiced and erroneous by thirty-two counts, and the 
decision was completely reversed. 
In the very same issue of The ~ Day, Father Divine wrote a similar 
' 
letter to Dr. Marcus Bach, of the School of Religion, The State Univer-
sity of Iowa, who had written in his book, They Have Found ~ Faith, 
concerning Father Divine's former name being George Baker. The con-
tent of his letter is similar to that stated above. 
The second significant statement Father makes comes from his 
letter to Mr. D. R. McCollough, Editor of the Philadelphia Daily News:17 
Hence, I would like for you to verify your statement, 
that, ttHe is a former Baltimore odd-jobs man. n· I would 
like for you to present proof that I emerged from a 
"series of births;" just how many have I been given and 
where and when were they given? For I do not know 
about such malicious, mischievous foolishness. 
!or you to show ME when I was ever known by any 
name, other than MY OWN NA..11E, Rev. M. J. Divine, 
knOwn as FATHER DIVINE. I would like for you to 
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making it illegal for any one to attempt to pass himself off as God. 
Here ,again followers- testified under oath, but the special connnittee 
was unable to find sufficient evidence for indictment and prosecution. 
Thus, Father Divine has moved successfully and unprohibited, pre-
claiming himself and being proclaimed by numerous followers, God 
Almighty, Father Divine. 
Now let us understand the r esponse of the followers to the dei i-
cat ion of Father Divine. Miss Mary Magdalene Ruth, 19 gi ves t e 
general concept of the followers when she writes: 
They (the followers) claim as their optician and 
their doctor, FATHER DIVINE. They call HIM GOD, and they 
recognize HIM as GOD illliGHTY, NAKER OF HEAVEN AND EARTH, 
because HE has healed HIS FOLLOVJERS of every so-called 
incurable disease. HE has fed the hungry, sheltered the 
shelterless, lifted the depraved. HE has given sight to 
the blind, hearing to the deaf. HE has made the lame to 
walk, the dead to rise. This is literal fact, attested 
by innumerable witnesses ••• 
In your review you include the statement that FATHER 
DIVINE never .calls HI~BELF GOD. It is true that HE per-
mitted HIS Followers first to declare HIM before HE 
declared HIMSELF . But if you will read the Message re-
ferred to, you will learn what FATHER DIVINE has to say 
about HIS Deity. 
· A survey of the phenomenal data submitted in this study (to be dis-
cussed in Chapter X) reveals that the general reasons, given by the 
followers for their belief in Father Divine as God, center . chiefly 
in the expressions of exactly what Father Divine has done for them 
and ending with this quotation: "Nobody but God can do what he 
does ~- no human being can do that. 11 They point to his works and 
achievements. Orie Gennan follower:, declaring that "Father is the 
19. The Nl:iw Day, March 1, 1947, p.4l 
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only hope for the deliverance of the world; he is Christ come again 
in the flesh, the same Christ who was in the body of Jesus 1900 
years ago 11 , informs us concerning the letters Ms.D, D.D. signed to 
Father's name. He states that: 20 
••• on May 30, 1947 (Father was given the degree of 
Doctor of Metaphysics by the Northwestern College in 
Washington, D. c., No man is in the position to do this 
that Father Divine is accomplishing and has accomplished. 
This is the only reference the writer has found which associates 
Father with any type of formal school connection or training whatever. 
To the follm'iers, Father Divine is God Almighty. The preponder-
ance of evidence through the testimonies, creeds, devotions, disci~ 
plines, songs and writings of the followers, show there is little 
denial of the followers' deification of Father Divine to the role of 
God. 
ii. The meaning of angels , Rosebuds, Lilly-buds, and 
Crusaders. One hears reference to these unique names and identifica-
tions in the movement. Let us take note what each of these terms 
means to the users. 
Father defines angel as:· 
There are those of you who think Evangelism or angel-
ism means a person must just not commit the sins of the 
flesh, according to the mortal concept. This is not. the 
only violation of a true ETangelical life. Any time that 
you do not live exactly according to the Teaching of 
Jesus, the CHRIST, you are not living evangelically.21 
Therefore, the term angel, symbolizes in the movement, living the 
evangelical life. Those who carry evangelical or angelic names must 
20. The New ~' February 23, 1952, p.26. 
21. The New §", September 15, 1938, P• 74, and Appendix C,FDW, VI . 
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surrender all and live exactly according to the life and teachings of 
Jesus Christ, as the nature of the specific name indicates. They are 
supposed to go through a change and become new, immortal persons. 
Their old nature and identity are lost in this spiritual rest~rection. 
His adoption of a new angelic name indicates his new experience. 
Father Divine says "God has materialized the ANGELIC CHOIR and SPIRIT-
UALIZED the Earthly choir ••• Heaven and Earth have truly come together.n 
Thus, one does not have to wait until death to aspire for angelhood. 
He can achieve angelhood by having closer fellowship with Father 
Divine and full-time devoted servic.es in the Kingdom. He doesn't 
have to wait for his wings. The writer observed some of the angelS 
returning to the hotel early one morning with wings attached to 
their bodies. 
A specific group of followers is referred to as "Rosebuds, 11 Father 
Divine informed the writer22 that the Rosebuds represent the Youth, 
Feminine, in the movement, that is incorruptible, and undefiled, 
virtuous, pure and Holy. This is a class of those who have never gone 
into vice, crime and sin. They are perfect virgins, undefiled and 
untouched by man. They are distinguished by the color and shape of 
their uniform, which is a red skirt, with red jacket and white blouse. 
They are known particularly for their performance in the singing 
chorus. They have formulated wtrat is called the "Rosebuds r Devotion" 
and "The Sweet ship Degree" together with "The Sweets 1 Ten Command-
ments" which state their specific aim, nature and principles. It 
outlines in details the life and ambitions of all "True Rosebuds. 11 
22. See Appendix D, par . l28F ., p. i.+61. 
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It is complete self-surrender to and worship of Father Divine, God. 
Another specific group is referred to as "Lily-buds." These 
are the older females of the movement. They portray similar charac-
teristics as the Rosebuds , the difference being in the age level and 
the color of the uniform which is green rather than red~ 
A third unique group is known as 11 Crusaders. 11 These are the 
young virgin men of the movement. They, too, are undefiled, virtuous 
and Holy. Their guide is the "Crusaders' Self-Discipline1123 which 
outlines the purpose, objectives and principles of the Crusaders. 
They accept Father Divine as God and the Personification of God in a 
Bodily Form. They are devoted to living a life of Holiness, Purity, 
Honesty, Love, Faith and Humility through self-denial, thanksgiving 
and praise. They strive for democracy, equity, righteousness and 
salvation of spirit, body and mind for all. 
They work for gratis in the movement, their service being for 
the ' benefit of humanity. They too have a chorus and are international, 
inter-racial and interdenominational in scope and aim. 
It must bo recalled, as Father explained to the writer in our 
interview, that all of the followers are not classed as pure, virtuous, 
and holy. Perhaps the vast majority of them have been, as Father says, 
11 redeemed .from among men, being the first-fruit unto GOD and the 
LJUffi •• •" They have been redeemed from human affection, self-indulgence 
and all of Inortality 1s lust and passion. He classifies them among 
the one hundred and forty-four thousand as found in Revelation, the 
fourteenth chapter of our Holy Bible. God has redeemed them and now 
in their mouths is found no guile. 
23. The New Day, July 21, 1951, p.31-32. 
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iii. The children of God and their ~ names . Our symbolic 
understanding requires a knowledge of the meaning of names as under-
stood in the FDH. Father tells his follovrers that "Name, in Hebrew, 
means nature. 1124 Thus, their name infers their nature. They are ex-
pected to exemplify those characteristics which their names imply. 
Thus, many of the followers receive new names as Peaceful Love, 
Sincere James, etc. (Cf., ante. above, page 109). The new name symbo-
lizes a complete break with the past and an entrance into a new life. 
To be known by their mortal, given or hereditary names, in many cases, 
is an undesirable reminder of the past. They are eager to obliterate 
any associations which tend to make them look bacb~ard. All followers 
do not have ne>v names. One follower explained to the writer that 
there see~ed to be no need or reason for a change of name for some 
followers. Yet, these followers are bending every effort by way of 
recognizing God's Ever- Presence in order to "let go and let God." 
One does not go from nature to grace (process of receiving spiritual 
name) in a day, but evolves into this state. They give Isaiah 62:2 
as Scriptual basis for this change of names. The new name means 
paying all debts, changing one's way of living, and accepting Father 
Divine's teaching completely. 
The new spiritual name is usually received through a process of 
revelation.25 One follower told the writer: 
24. Appendix C, FDVT, XXV, P• hh7. 
25. See Appendix A, PvT, L, Par. 7-8• PP• 375-76. 
I was going into a peace mission and the sister in 
charge would ask me - ''What is your name?" I gave her 
my old name. But the Holy Spirit got into her and she 
was vibrating in the Spirit. The true name came -
"Your name is Raphael." she said. I adopted the other 
part of my name, Patience. Not until 1950 did the true 
meaning of my name become revealed to me through a book 
••• means God has healed ••• and Raphael was one of the 
seven archangels whose mission was to carr,r the message 
to and fro from God to saints and from saints to God. 
However, there is no prescribed form of manifestation. They give 
testimonials in a variety of ways by which the new names are re-
vealed. The outer expression is determined by the condition of the 
mind within. The new name, then, symbolizes the nature of the mind 
within and the character of the life without. 
iv. · Symbols of Blessedness: 11 Peace,tt 11Thank You,tt and 
"·It is Wonderful .'' In the new frame of reference, followers in the 
FDM acquire a number of meaningful expressions and cliches, Which aid 
in adjustment and achieving desired goals_. Briefly, we review three 
of the significant symbols of blessedness that are outstanding in 
the movement. 
First, the symbol of peace. The term peace has been substituted 
for the term "hello" and other forms of greeting used in communica-
tion, telephone and otherwise. When one arises to speak, his open-
ing word is, 11 Peace~ 11 \'lh.at does this signify? Father says :26 
This is the mission for which I came. It is written, 
11 THE GOVER.l.'JMENT shall be upon HIS SHOULDERS, and He shall 
be called WONDERFUL, COUNSELOR, MIGHTY Gill, EVERLASTING 
FATHER, 11 Why do you call me FATHER? (GOD ALMIGHTYt 
thundered the response from thousands) Now isn't that 
Wonderful t AND PRINCE OF PEACEt Why do you say PEACE 
around here? because the PRINCE OF PEACE has been recog-
nized. 
26. The Spoken Word, June 16, 1936, p.s. 
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Thus, we see that the use of the expression trPeace11 means in the move-
ment that Father Divine is the Prince of Peace and is reigning on 
earth. He says that he is contagionizing the atmosphere with the 
spirit of peace. His followers love peace and desire peace, and that 
is why they use it. Father desires to impress upon their conscious-
ness the presence of peace. Ever,rwhere one goes in the movement he 
is met with this expression, both in the spoken word and the written 
word . 
To the followers, peace means no confusion, fussing, or arguing, 
but happiness, contentment and joy among the children. "Peace, it's 
wonderful" is the identification badge of the followers, vhich can-
not be immediately written off as depraved of high ideals and moral 
values. Peace takes on a new meaning to the individual experiencer. 
It symbolizes a new way of life, from the old way of confusion, frus-
tration and hostility. 
The second symbolical expression is "Thank You, Father. 11 Father 
Divine reminds his followers to "Be Careful for Nothing but to Give 
Thanks and Praise." He tells them that 11 PRAISE11 is the key that 
will unlock every barred and shut door. He cites the example of 
Paul and Silas, who when bound in jail, continually gave thanks and 
prayed and praised, until the door was opened and they were set free. 
Therefore, there should be one eternal thanksgiving. A continual 
praise of Father will bring forth unlimited blessings from him. He 
states specifically:27 
27. The New Day, December 1, 1951, p.l8 
••• and give Thanks and give Praise continually, for 
your GIVING THANKS, GOD will INCREASE YOUR BLESSINGSl 
For your GIVING PRAISE, GOD will MULTIPLY THEM AND 
MULTIPLY THEM over and over again - for PRAISES are the 
MULTIPLICANTS to EACH and EVERY PROBLEM, or BLESSINGS. 
PRAISES WILL SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS AND ANSWER YOUR QUES-
TIONSt Aren't you gladt ( 110h, so gladt" came the 
reply.)27 
Thus, the followers continue to employ the expression: "I thank you 
Father." Instead of praying in the usual way, their prayer is always 
"Thanksgiving." One never hears a follower begging Father for any-
thing. Whether the blessing i s small or great, the follower is taught 
to give thanks . Even if th~ come into misfortune or accident, 
the key expression is still, 11I thank you Father. Just as "Peace" 
is the 11watchword11 and word of greeting, "I thank you Father" is 
always the final or closing expression. 
It is noted, however, that the follower does not stop with 
"I thank You, 11 but says, "I thank you Father." This carries the 
spiritual quality and meaning. Everything that happens is recog-
nized as a blessing and even conditions which appear to be adver-
sities are reflected into goodness. By this means, Father Divine 
opens up the way for them, provides Peace and plent y and spiritual 
security through these ever,yday Spiritual expressions. 
The third symbolical expression, "It is Wonderful, 11 is inter-
preted by Father as being characteristic of his nature. He says that 
the word "Wonderful" has not been expressed uri versa.llw~ before he 
came personally. He reiterates that by using it so much and substan-
tiating i t in the minds of men, after a while the recogni tion of God 
will become a reality. He points out to his followers the 
27. The New D~, December 1, 195l,p.l8. 
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"Wonderfulness" of God as being Counselor, all authority, Father, and 
provider of men. Thus, all the blessings and satisfactions received 
by the followers and Father himself are expressed in terms of "It is 
wonderful. 11 Father divine claims that the use of "PEACE, It is 
Wonderful," by Eisenhower recently, caused him to win the election 
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over Stevenson. Here again, these expressions are symbolic of bless-
ings and satisfactions experienced by the user. The,y give all honor 
and glory to God continuously - to God, Father Divine, 11In Whom All 
Blessings Flow." These symbols of blessedness are found everywhere 
in -the Kingdoms and extensions- in windows, on w~ls, posters in 
cafeterias, business and meeting places, and expressed verbally by all. 
Let us now review a final symbolic feature in the movement, the 
marriage relationship of Father Divine. 
3. THE MARRIAGE UNION 
The marriage question poses a difficult problem for an outsider 
to comprehend, especially because of the basic 11No Marriage" principle 
of the movement. Father Divine has been married and now is married. 
"Father married Mother Divine in the first body, 11 quoting the present 
Mother Divine, "in 1882. 11 She passed from the scene around the 
year 1942, and approximately four years later, 1946, Father married 
the present Mother Divine. They motored from Philadelphia to Wash-
ington on the 29th of April, 1946 and were legally married. Since the 
marriage union is taboo in the movement, how do they account for this 
. ? marr1age. 
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i. The ~criptual basis. Father quotes Revelation the 
twenty-second chapter of the New Testament as Scriptual basis for 
their marriage~ Also, Father refers to Ephesians 5:3lf. as it reads: 
For this cause shall a man leave his father and 
mother and shall be joined unto his wife, and they two 
shall be one flesh. 
Father continues: "This is a great mystery; but I speak concerning 
Christ and the Church." Reference is also made to Isaiah 54:5f: "For 
thy Maker is thine husband; •• 11 But Father continues to add the 
symbolic interpretation to each Scriptual passage quoted. In our 
interview, Father spoke of his marriage as follows: 28 
Father: But this represents the Fifth Anniversary of MY 
Marriage to My Spotless Virgin Bridel 
Rev . Davis: Yes. 
Father: You see, this is something unique, if I must 
say it :tviYSELFL You might put that down in your 
t hesis and put it on record for the future 
generation, for it is history-makingl 
Rev. Davis: History-making. Yes, I know. 
Father: I know you have never heard of a mortal man 
marrying a Spotless Virgin Rosebud and keeping 
Her VIRTUOUS continually1 
So then we ask, what is the meaning of this marriage? 
ii. The meaning to the Prometheans. How do Father and 
Mother interpret their marriage? One thing is certain, t heir con-
ceptions are identical. We have called them Prometheans according 
toW. H. Sheldon's concept.29 In discussing the mythology of the 
Promethean legend, he asserts that the Promethean is the bringer of 
new light, the restless penetrator of the future, who eternally 
28 . See Appendix D, Par. 120f •I' p.. 461. 
29. William H. Sheldon, Psychology and the Promethean Will 
New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1936, p.78. 
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yearns to discover new knowledge and penetrate the unkn~1n. The 
burning desire is for a better world. Father and Mother appear to 
fit this characteristic description. They disclose new concepts and 
meanings for better marital relationships. 
Father Divine states the purpose of their marriage as follows : 
1'iE DID NOT MARRY FOR SELF-INDULGENCE, HUMAN AFFECTIONS, 
LUST OR P SSION, OR ANY SUCH CURSED TEJ.'IDENCIES OF MORTALITY; 
BUT I BROUGHT BEFORE YOU A PERF'EC'I' PICTURE, AS A SAMPLE AN 
EXM1PLE FOR ALL OF THE PEOPLE TO FOLLOW1 (TND:5.12.5l,p.l9) 
We did not marry to propagate sickness, sorrow, mis-
ery and woe, but WE married to propa7ate honesty, virtue 
and truth. This is hard for many to accept, but I am 
virtuous today as the day FATHER took me unto Himself as 
His Spotless Bride t (Words of Mother, 'l'ND:ll.ll.50,p.4) 
My bride was and is not only virtuous in body, but 
virtuous in heart and mind. She is as virtuous today as 
the day I married her. Carnality in the preacher cannot 
accept it, but nevertheless, it is true. The unbelief 
of MY critics does not make MY Bride less virtuous. 
(TND:ll.ll.50,p.4) 
Thus, we see that Father and Mother claim that their marriage symbo-
lizes virtue, holiness, honesty and purity. Its intent is to give 
to the nation a new birth of political and religious freedom under 
God, for the establishment of the Kingdom of God on earth among men. 
The marriage is to propagate virtue - and Virginity of Mary and the 
Holiness of Jesus. It does not mean the propagation of the physical 
race or self indulgence. It symbolizes Christ being married to his 
bride, the Church. It stands for inter-racial, international and 
interdenominational unity. Father claims that is why he married this 
young Rosebud of a different racial extraction and nationality. She 
comes from Canada .. iother Divine asserts that Father 's Spirit came 
after her, as Scriptually predicted. Thus, she represents the Church, 
and everyone has the privilege to be married to Father just as she. 
Anyone who claims sincerely that Father Divine is God, has a same 
relationship with Father. Mother reports that she. and Father never 
see each other alone. 
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Thus, we see the highly spiritual and symbolic nature of this 
marriage union between Father and Mother Divine. Father Divine, God, 
the Lamb, has taken unto himself Mother Divine, his wife and companion, 
the Bride, representing the Church. 
iii. The meaning to the Epimetheans. The Epimetheans, accord-
ing to Sheldon,3° are the followers of the light, the adapters to the 
present, and the worshipper and supporter of the will of gods. They 
are of the blessed. This seems to be characteristic of the followers 
of Father Divine in accepting this new philosophy of life. 
The followers do not marry, neither do they desire to marry, 
according to their testimonies. They perceive Father and Mother 's 
marriage on a purely spiritual and symbolic basis. Thus, they 
sacrifice numerous mortal pleasures , lust and passions for what they 
claim is the higher and better spiritual satisfactions. They live 
the Evangelical life. 
The writer was told by one of the followers that at first there 
was some dissension and confusion among the followers as to the pur-
pose and meaning of Father 's marriage. But after Father explained 
the spiritual relationship and its symbolic significance, it became 
clear and acceptable to all. Mother writes: 
30. Ibid., p.79. 
Jealousy and envy did not arise among FATHER'S 
Cabinet and close adherents because of HIS Marriage to 
me; to the reverse, I hear th~n so often say they love 
FATHER more since Our Marriage and they are more de-31 terrnined than ever to live this pure, virtuous life. 
This concept is evidenced in our data, which reveals that Mother ' s 
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role is significant to Father in the Father-V~ther-God relationship. 
The followers conceive of themselves as being the Church and all 
of them are married to God, Father Divine . The marriage thus signi-
fies a spiritual and mystical union in which everyone has an oppor-
tunity to participate. Father and Mother are the samples and 
examples; therefore, they live virtuous, Holy, Pure and free from 
physical and sexual lust and passion. All of the followers feel 
married to Father Divine and they share equally in all the blessings. 
This is the symbolic significance of the marital union between Father 
Divine and Mother Divine. 
4. SU11MARY 
We have discussed in this chapter the symbolic significance of 
(1) the Holy Communion Banquet Table; (2) the figurative appella-
tions and semantics; and (3) the marriage union of Father and Mother 
Divine, as each tends to give meaning to individual (and group) 
self-organization in relation to his social and cultural environment. 
We discovered the unique role each of these physical and observable 
signs has in motivating, stimulating and fulfilling religious 
emotions and physical and emotiohal needs, which are not directly 
31. The ~ Day, November 11, 1950, p. 5. 
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inherent in the sign, but which the sign represents and suggests in-
directly. It was found that these specific symbols have spiritual 
significance between Father Divine, the Deity, and his followers, 
the worshippers. They make concrete the abstract; they make visible 
the invisible. They provide for the individual participant a new 
and meaningful frame of reference for facing realities of life, 
which had previously been hidden, frustrating and meaningless. Here 
in the movement, the individual is provided with adequate interpre-
tation of the symbols and their effectiveness in fulfilling phenomen-
ological needs of the adherents. 
The material, p~ychological and religious values of the symbols, 
as employed and interpreted in the FDM, open up a new and vast 
vista of life appropriate to fruitful and purposeful living for its 
adherents. 
We come now to review another group of unique principles 
indigenous to the FDM movement. 
CHAPTER VII 
COMMUNAL LIVING I N 'IHE KI NGDOM 
The collectivistic scheme upon which the FDM operates suggests 
the focal point of this chapter. Our aim is to reflect the communistic 
characteristics of production, o1vnership, and distribution which com-
prise the economic system of the movernent. The movernent places groat 
stress on community of personal relationships as well as comnuni ty of 
property and consumption . Collectivist and coopera tive principles take 
precedence over individualistic and competi tive practices; community and 
public ownership over individual and private ownership . Father Divine 
is a strong exponent of collectivism and connnuni ty living. 
This chapter discloses certain basic principles of living which serve 
to a t tract and satisfy individual needs . Our fundamental assumption is 
that these immediate goals, as obtained in communal living, f unction as 
concrete means of motivation and gratification of specific phenomenal 
needs and desires of each parti cipant . Ibis kind of communal living may 
fulfill the need of many of the adherents to participate or share in 
group activities and enterprises, or engender a sense of loyalty and 
belonging to the community . These basic t enets may call to one's memory 
the functional aspect s of the Christian community o f the f irst cent u.ry 
epoch . 1 
1. See Acts: 4: 32-37. 
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1. OV'lNERSHIP OF PROPERTY 
The FDM owns and controls millions of dollars worth of real and 
. . 
personal property . The Carolinian newspaper2 offers to the public a 
long list of property listed under the followers name in the states of 
Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey . It makes reference to the 
overwhelming surprise of the American public to find that Father Divine 
controls such vast properties through cooperation of his followers . 
The magazine section of the Courier newspaper3 estimated that more than 
$10,000,000 of real and personal property have been purchased by scores 
and hundreds of his followers pooling their resources . Thus , Father 
Divine is one of the leading champions of collectivit,r. 
Father Divine's followers own and operate garages, gas stations, 
restaurants, t ea-rooms , laundries, barbershops, gro cery stores, dairy-
farms, chicken-farms, hotels, etc, where commodities, privil eges, and 
conveniences are available at extremezy low prices. 'Ihe followers ovm 
and operate these on a cooperative basis . It is difficult to list and 
estimate the value and kind of all the properties owned and operated 
under this cooperative system. 
This does not mean that Father Divine owns anything; but we have 
said these properties and o>vnerships rest among the followers under a 
cooperative system. This is a fact whi ch Father Divine desires the 
public clearly to understand. Here is where capital and labor come 
to ~ether. These enterprises and properties are not o•vned by Father 
2. The Carolinian, Januray 12, 1952, p . 8. 
3. The Pi ttsburgh Courier, November 17, 1951, p . 10 . 
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Di v.ine personally. They are owned by his followers ei ther individually 
or as joint-owners. 
i. Ownership of the leader. Does Father Divine own anything? 
Do the followers tuJ'Il over to him everything they have - money, posses-
sions, and all? These are questions the strangers and outsiders are 
constantly raising and making inquiry about. In the eyes and conceptions 
of t.1'1e leader and adherents, the vast ma.jori ty of outsiders have an 
erroneous im..uression of ownership of property in the FDM. In an effort 
to clear away mis concei ved notions and ideas, Father states the situation 
thus : 
The t ought t o onsider and i nstill in the int erviewer for 
the benefit of t he fut ure and for those with whom she and others 
come in contact: "Do you give FA TI-IER DIVINE all of your money?" 
••••• This lady of whom I AM now speaking, as a child and as a 
follower of Mine, saved her money and several of them together 
purchased this property cooperatively and they own other proper ty 
als o . I DO not o"V'm a penny ' s worth of property any place t It is 
legally-ineirs-ana-tney are the title-ovmers •••• -ar~ she is 
worth more than one hundred thousand dollars CASH money, she is 
still working as a servant , meeting her daily obligations and has 
a numb~r of servants on her different properties 1 {Underscoring 
mine.)4 
Thus, we see that Father Divine flatly declares that he does not 
o"V'In one penny. In fact, in answer to a question put to him as to how 
he gets his money, he replied: "I do not need any money . If I should, 
'The Spirit of the Consciousness of the Presence of GOD is the source 
of all supply, and it can and will satisfy every good desire . 111 Thus, 
he says he is above money. He claims that when he spends one dollar 
he gets a hundred, when he spends htmdred dollars, he g ets a thousand, 
and when he spends a thousand he ge ·s million . He r eiterates that 
4. Appendix c, FDW, XVIII , Par. 1-6• pp .. u)~3-4L.. 
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this is possible because he has transcended the mortal version and 
recognizes himself as an impersonal and omnipresent reality. It is 
through his spirit that he gets results . Thus, he has everything he 
needs at a l l times . 
~ New Day is filled with references of Father's returning checks 
and other gifts sent to him by various individuals and groups .. He re-
plies thus: 
I do not Personally accept financial benefits, and refuse 
all donations, compensation, remunerations, and love-offerings 
that may be sent to ME, for I came a Free Gift to tiJ,e world, 
Gratis w humanity. I hold that Sal vation is Free . 5 
He does not accept money or any other gifts of any kind. He says 
that he i s a "Free Gift to the world, Gra ti s to hurnanity,n and wants 
your heart, not your money. He contributes his messages Gratis to The 
New Day commercial weekly newspaper . All of his spiritual work and 
service are for humanity's sake . This includes his preaching, teaching, 
interviews, blessings, and work and nt ssion, all are absolutely free to 
the children of men . Yet, he cl aims · sufficient of everything and says: 
11 I AM the KEY to ALL SUCCESS and ALL PROSPERITY 111 This i s done by his 
spirit. Finally, he claims that he has not done anything yet to what he 
will do in the ·way of his Spiritual .Awakening and the unfoldment of his 
spirit in the way of giving peace on earth and good will toward men. 
The question follows, 'Where does the money come from and how is the 
movement financed? 
ii . The cooperative financial system. It is a fact that there 
are no collections, tipping, begging, stealing, or borrovdng in the 
5. 'Ihe New Dav, October 20, 1951, P • 34 · 
--- .........k... 
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movement. They do not even buy anything on installment plan. Every-
thing is ptrchased by cash, regardless of how large or small the amount. 
In an interview with Mr. Robert s . Bird of The New York Times and Mr. 
Jack Glenn of The ~arch of ~' Sunday, August 21, 1938, Father Divine 
explains his cooperative financial system:6 
(It commenced with the reading of a few excerpts from Father 1 s 
Messages , ••• dealing w:i. th Father's refusal to accept anyone's 
insurance money, property, gifts, donations, contributions, or 
finances of any kind, the interview continuing as follows:) 
MR. BIRD: Father, the burning question in the minds of the 
public is, how is the Peace Mission Movement financed? You have 
made that ~JWlanation there that You Personally receive no dona-
tions, buf;rYou tell me something about the financing of the 
Movement outside of Your ovm Personal connection? 'Ihat is, for 
instance, your followers in Krum Elbow, could You tell me how 
that was acquired from the financial aspect of it? 
FATHER: It was acquired through the cooperative system. 
MR. BIRD: Can You tell me more about the cooperative sys tem? 
FA1.1IER: A number of co-workers who desire to be joint 
tenants and owners of a certain piece of proper~, the,v join as 
a unit to purchase such a property, and they invest their funds 
in the purchase of such property. 
:MR . BIRD : Are these funds their o\·m, or are they recruited 
from Your followers as a whole? 
FATHER: They are theirs - the individual owners' funds . 
MR. BIRD : •• • Are Your followers for the most part well-to-
do people? 
FATHER: Not altogether . There are some well-to-do, some 
common labor ers, ~ s ome domestic workers, and others professionals; 
but those who purchase such properties, they unify themselves 
together to make up the amount of money that is necessa:ry to 
purchase such a piece of property, and they usually get it at 
a special offer. 
MR. BIRD: ••• , the well-to-do members contributing perhaps 
the larger share, •• • 
FAf'HER: First I would like to make thi s plain: this is not 
an organization. It is merely a Peace Mission Movement, commonly 
known as FATHER DIVINE ' S PEACE MISSION MOVEMENT, because of those 
who are influenced by the Spirit of Christ as exemplified in this 
Tabernacle. They have unified themsel ves together in different 
units to purchase such pieces of property, they do so independently 
and voluntarily itith their ovm hard-earned money . 
MR. BIRD: How much control, if any, do You exercise over 
these properties once they have been acquired by Your followers? 
Your name never appears in the real estate transactions. 
6. The New Day, August 25, 1938, P• 36-37. 
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FATHER: It is not My property • 
• • • 
r R. GLENN: ••• It is a matter of the working of the coopera-
tive system as it actually is manifested in the mat erial worl d, 
that they are intere.sted in. 
FATHER: The cooperative system, accordin • to the way I see 
it, is through individuals harmonizing together for one conunon 
purpose. 
MR. GI.ENN: And when t hese individuals have any p ersonal 
needs , they all help each other? 'lhat is the way it is? 
FATHER: Yes, the individual units help each other. 'lhey 
help others in that particular individual unit . They purchase 
the property; they have means; and whatsoever is necessary f or 
the i mprovement... they invest the money · to that end. 
1ffi. BIRD: Do they have any administrative organization, 
Father? 
FATHER: They do not. 
MR. BIRD: Or any acconnting system which combines all of 
the Extensions ••• 
FATHER: They do not - not that I know of. Of cours e, if 
they do, it is not connected with Me. 
Here we have t es timony, from the perception of the leader, as to the 
financial system of the movement. It is financed through the 11 co-
operative spirit" of the followers. In an article in The Spoken Word 
(11 .9.35, p . 10) Father makes reference to the "Cooperatives" of Sweden, 
beginning thirty-five years ago, and now saving eight percent on comma-
dities. Perhaps (only a surmise) he is basing his co-operative system 
on this Swedish model. 
The key appears to be in the hannony and cooperation o f the fol-
lower s . Father's role is essentially Spiritual Advisor. His spir it 
motivates the harmonious and cooperative spirit among the followers . 
This is the ke,y to achieving the cooperative goals. For exa~ple, one 
of the followers informed the writer that the way they (followers ) 
purchased the Divine Lorraine Hotel (where the writer was r esi ding) 
was that 500 followers pooled together $1,000 each and paid cash for 
the hotel . Thus, 500 names are listed as purchasers and owners . No 
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individual suffers any strain in the purchase . The profit motive is 
eliminated completely. The followers, like Father, desire to serve 
hmnani ty. Thus, they are able to charge minimum rates to the public 
for food and lodging conveniences . At that time (1950) rooms in any 
and all hotels and extensions could be had (by everybody, follower and 
non-follower) for fifty cents per night or two dollars and fifty cents 
per week. This is actually what was required of the 'WI'i ter. Meals 
could be had for fifteen cents in any of the restaurants. The food was 
of the best kind, and the living quarters were kept clean and comfortable 
at all times. Followers are assigned to these tasks. There was always 
hot and cold water in the rooms. 
All of these privileges and conveniences are open to the public. 
The only requirement is that one abide by the rules and moral codes of 
the movement . This means brothers on one floor and sisters on another. 
The sexes are strictly separated, regardless of mari te~ stz.tus. This 
also means no smoking, drinking, profanity, et cetera. One finds peace, 
securi t-.r, and quietness in these extensions .. 
Father i nterprets further how he achieved this cooperative system 
among his followers . 7 He outlines how he and Mother started out, many 
years ago, preparing a home, sustenance and employment for the destitute, 
t.'fJ.e needy, and those who would come. By having the followers live the 
Evangelical life - not wasting man~ on rouge, make-up, gambling, drink-
ing, rackets, etc . - they were able to save up a lot of money and 
consequently other homes and pr.operties were purchased and operated by 
7. See Appendix C, FDW, XXXI , Par . 1-5, PP• 449-50. 
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them. They first gave the followers homes absolutely gratis and soon 
He and Mother had a home with them. Father concludes: (par. 6) 
When people learn each other better and are more con-
siderate for each other and for each o~~er's feelings, they 
will soon and very shortly do away w:L th every det.estable 
tendency such as prejudice, resentment, anger, jealousy, 
envy, and maliciousness and strife ••• 
Father declares that these tendencies prohibit success, prosperi~, 
and the realization of unlimited production and plenty on earth among 
men . 
This co-operative system extends throughout every phase of activit.y 
in the movement. They do not insure buildings or self, neither do they 
carry social security. This is in keeping with their Church Discipline 
and 'By-Laws wh:i.ch have been registered with the Department of Records in 
Recorder's Office in Washington, D. c. Herein Father says, "I am telling 
them our religious convictions and what we do and what we will not do. rrB 
In the same reference Father declares: 
MY followers ovm millions and MILLJONS of DOLLARS' worth 
of PERSONAL and REAL. PiiDPERTI, both in this country and in other 
countries ••• England, Germany, but mainly :i.n. Switzerland and in 
Australia, in Panama and in New Zealand ••• BUT THEY 00 NOT INSURE 
ANYTHING ••• , but it was for the purpose of lifting a STANDARD of 
RIGHTEOUSNESS, of EQUITY and of TIWTH and for the purpose of 
knowing in ·wHOM you should trust1 
One further observation of the cooperative system. It is noted 
that each Church unit (there are five) is self-supporting and independent. 
The followers who are members of the several churches support that . pa:r--
ticular church. A follower e:xplained to the -wr:i.. ter how the followers 
cooperate. They give secretly.. They can write a letter and pass it to 
8. The New 1Ja.y, February, 27, 1951, p. 17. 
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the secretary, w.i. thout signature and in the absence of Father Divine . 
Many work and contribute in this fashion, if they desire. However, 
each member can contribute only to his particular church and not through 
any other. They own everythi..'l'lg in common. Those who work in the move-
ment get whatever they need, but give their service gratis. Charles s. 
Braden,9 in his study of the economic aspects of the movement, has out-
lined the practicalit,y and the reasonableness of the extremely cheap 
meals, room, gas, and the other commodities and services offered in the 
movement . He points out, systematically, how this co-operative system, 
as employed by Father' Divine, can work wJ.thout the miraculous features 
intervening to multiply food (for example) while being served at the 
table. The number of persons occupying one large room, the absence of 
overhead expenses of salaries for services - e.g., cooks, management, 
attendants, ministers, stenographers and secretarial staff, serving, 
maintenance, and so forth - are factual reasons for the minimum prices 
' for maximum goods . and service obtained. Another determining factor is 
that the followers do not hav.e profit-making motives, but rather they 
desire to give service to humani~. 
After working this economic system to a mathematical and reasonable 
comprehension, the question still remains how Father Divine is able to 
reform, remake, and motivate within individuals this spirit of coopera-
tion to the extent that it will work. But here, let us m thhold any 
discussion until later, and continue to observe communal living in the 
Kingdom. Bu t, before we proceed, the fact should be considered that 
Father always makes known that members and guests are privileged and 
9. Charles s . Braden, These .Also Believe, pp. 27-42. 
. here permitted to donate as much as they desire, above and beyond the 
required amount, for services received. However, this is not done by 
coercion, neither by persuasion. Members, visitors, and guests are 
informed of this stipulation at all places and told that it is left 
to their own volition and conscience to donate whatever they feel the 
service is worth and whatever they desire to give. This explanation 
was made to the writer at all places - even at the barber shop, where 
nothing is charged or required to pay for hair-cuts. This, too, 
offers a means of contribution by members and outsiders. 
2. SEXUAL SUPPRESSION AND EXTINCTION 
In the eyes of the outsiders, here seems to be one of the strong 
provocative and repulsive features of the movement. One of the funda-
mental principles of the movement is the strict segregation of the 
sexes and sexual taboo. Here we find a minimum of intermingling 
between the sexes. All activities and customs which tend to articulate 
sexual desires or bodily pleasures of the sexual nature are sternly 
avoided, or prohibited. Thus there is no marriage or sex life. Every-
body becomes a 11 brother11 or a "sister" in this communal living • . Father 
Divine demands a complete abstinence from all desires of lust, passion 
and bodily pleasures of the carnal nature. Even physical sexual organs 
become common property to be controlled by group desires and habits. 
One learns to repress and suppress specific physical urges for the sake 
of group conformity. 
i. Sexual repression. F?ther Divine is a strict protagonist of 
the non-cohabitant or celibate life. Ih this respect, the principle is 
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analogous to the ascetic sects of Monasticism, with the exception that 
both sexes reside within the same community. This is the single segre-
gative element in the movement. Otherwise, unity of races, creeds, 
color is positively enacted. 
Father and the followers contend that eventuallY the desire for 
sexual gratification, and even the sexual impulses, will disappear 
from the consciousness and life of the individual who persistently lives 
the evangelical life. The writer's interview With Father is relative 
here:10 
184. FATHER: They do not have any human affection or 
self-indulgence with the opposite sex or vlith sex in any way 
whatsoever; 
185. Rev. Davis: Yes. 
186. FATHER: But live SOBEWX, RIGHTEOUSLY and GODLY! 
187. Rev. Davis: Is it that that desire isn't there? 
They do not have that desire, or can they suppress - can 
they push that desire out? 
188. FATHER: Sucn a desire can be OVERCOME! If there 
would be such a desire, such a desire can be OVERCOME! But 
it is written, 
••• 
"Abstain from all appearance of evil and the very 
GOD of Peace will sanctify you whollyl 11 
192. FATHER: ••• r use the term, "other fello1."1"," instead 
of lld-v-1 11 - such kind of"other fellow" will COME OUT with 
FASTING and With PRAYER! 
Thus, Father claims that the desire can and will be overcome by means 
of prayer and fasting, in addition to abstaining from all appearance 
of evil. So they follow this concept in the movement. Followers 
testify openly that they have actually lost the desire to engage in 
sexual activities or relationships. 
Father Divine feels that sex is a mental condition. He does not 
tolerate it in the missions. He separates the sexes to the extent that 
10. Appendix D, Par. lB4f., P• 463. 
men and women do not sit together at Banquet 'Iables, in the Righteous 
Government meetings, or anywhere else. They converse as little as 
possible together. Father believes that if a man sits in a seat next 
to a woman or vice versa their minds become mortal and physical and 
their thoughts and expressions are mortal. A true follower will con-
verse only when necessary; he never engages in lengthy conversations. 
Father explains that those of the opposite sex should be mentally 
clean and should act as brothers and sisters within the movement. 
Furthermore when a man and Wife join the movement, they are reborn in 
the spirit and become brothers and sisters. The writer lived or shared 
a room With an English follower who was an example of this fact. He 
lived on the brother's f.loor and his "so-called" wife lived on the 
sister's floor. They had become brothers and sisters. 
'Jhere is "no marriage in the Kingdom.n11 Again, Father reiterates 
that one is lifted from these tendencies. He does not tell the fol-
lowers directly that they shouldn 1 t marry or engage in sexual activities, 
but he does tell them if they live the life as demanded in the Kingdom, 
they will refrain and abstain from these things. In considering this 
principle, two questions arise. One, Ho-vr does this affect the home 
life? and two, How is the world to be propagated? Let us get our 
answer from the leader and the adherents. 
Father Divine answers the statement: "Father Divine is breaking 
up homes," thus:l2 
I AM trying to UNITE the homes by unification of the three 
Americas, and by bringing all of the people together in unity. 
11. Appendix c, FDW, v, , P• 436. 
12. APPendix C, FDV~ XVII, P• 443. 
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I AM bringing the homes together and I AM establishing them 
to prohibit them from being broken up; for unless you accept 
MY Message, the nations of the earth, if Hitler has free 
access in this part of the world as in the European countries, 
why your home will be broken upl ••• 
A follower testifies:l3 
And their marriage (Father and Mother's), to my mind, 
represents a sample and example of how all marriages or 
married people should live. This refutes the thought held 
by many that Father Divine has come to break up homes. He 
doesn 1 t do anything of the kind. But he would like all peo-
ple, though they are married, to live exactly as he and 
Mother Divine live - pure, holy, and undefiled. 
The claim is, therefore, that in order to become truly united and 
bound in family relationship, this type of holy, virtuous, and unde-
filed life is obligatory. This coincides with the spiritual. and 
symbolic nature of the marriage of Father and Mother discussed in the 
previous chapter. Father feels that unless this type of relationship 
is actually manifested among men, then the present homes and marriages 
will be led as a lamb to the slaughter and crumble into bits. We do 
see here a solution to the divorce problem - if there is no marriage; 
consequently there is no divorce. 
For the second question, dealing with the propagation of the 
species, Father writes:l4 
Mr. Ludwig: -Now what woUJ.d be the status of the family 
if we all lived in celibacy? • • • vVha t is YOUR belief of that? 
FATHER: ••• r spoke in reference to that thought that "In 
Adam all die. 11 In propagation, in self-indulgence, in human 
affection, in lust and passion all die, but when you transcend 
that state of being revel into the glorious Liberty of the sons 
of GOD, in My opinion, if you live Soberly, Righteously, and 
Godly and subdue all of the animal appet:tles of humanity, you 
will rise above mortality's versionl ••• Of course, the thought 
of propagation otherwise, you may feel as i£, if everyboqy would 
live a PER.li"""ECT LIFE OF VIRGJNITY and CELIBACY, that there would 
13. Appendix A, PvT, ~, Par. 19•P• 371. 
14. 'lbe New Day, August 25, 1951, pp. 17-18 
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be no propagation, then how would the world continue? I say, 
if we live that Life of PERFECTION and attain to that place in 
consciousness where we should be, we would no longer be sub-
ject to sickness, sorrow, pain, and death, and we would have 
no longer need for propagation! ••• 
Why should we be always disintegrating and deteriorating, 
dying, and failing, when we have the privilege to perfect 
ourselves in t~pr~sent Life by self-denial and consecration, 
by suppressing those mortal appetites and tendencies that were 
created vdthin us ••• that cause men to disintegrate and eventu-
ally to die . That is our belief. 
So I feel, if we live the Life of Celibac.y, of Virtue, 
Virginity and Holiness, which are synonymous, we w:L.L.l be taking 
on the NATURE and the CHARACTERISTICS of the SUPREME Impersonal 
Life and eventually transcend all personality and individuality 
and no longer be subject to the mortality that personalities 
are heirs to. You see the mysteryJ ••• and I emphasize the fact 
to that extent and ne customarily get results by so doingJ 
Feel heal thyJ Why be sick? Why grow old or anything of that 
sort? 
Father's viewpoint, therefore, is that if one lives the Perfect life 
of Virginity, Holiness, and Celibacy, there will be no need for propa-
gation for man will transcend personality and will not die. Father 
claims man will neither grow old nor get sick. This, too, is a strong 
belief of the followers. We shall discuss further the concept of 
death, as perceived by Father and his followers, in the next chapter. 
Numerous followers sincerely believe, revealed in personal documents 
and personal conversations gained by the writer, they shall never die 
and shall never grow old or get sick. 
The writer talked with a follower concerning the subject of pro-
pagation of the race, and the following perception was given: (re-
corded immediately after the conversation) 
There are three interpretations. First, in the garden. 
God wanted that job for himself. He didn 1 t want man to be 
conscious of it or to bare knowledge of it. But man ate of 
the tree of knowledge and therefore took over that job him-
self. It became, as a result, lust, passion, and pleasure. 
Otherwise, man would not have been conscious of 11 God1s job" 
of propagating the human species . 
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Second, When God created woman he put Adam to sleep. 
Always his process was unconscious to man, and therefore 
void of lust and passion. Adam was unconscious, asleep. 
This was also true with Lot and his two daughters (Genesis 
19 :30f). When the two girls went in with him, he was drunk 
or asleep - unconscious of it. Again, Mary was unconscious 
of conception of Jesus. Always God Wanted that for His own 
job. But when man takes over, it becomes passion, lust, 
sin, and pleasure -which is against God's will and must 
not be done on the mortal level. 
Third, then if you sing and praise God twelve hours 
out of twenty-four, you will not desire sex expression. 
11 I am experiencing i tl !t Sing and praise God all the time 
it takes away sexual desires and passion. Late at night, 
during the time all others are asleep (the world) and during 
the time the children were out carousaling in the world, 
we are kept busy. There is something going on all the time, 
night and day. 
Also, Jesus never married or owned mortal sisters and 
brothers. 
This follower feels that God does not propose for man to engage in 
sexual relations for the purpose of propagation. But this is God's 
task without man's being conscious of it. It was further explained 
to the writer that if Father wanted more people, his spirit would 
create them as in the case of Jesus • . Father also speaks of the Virgin 
Mary, who conceived by the Holy Spirit, as a sample and example for 
all. 
In the eyes of Father and the followers, there are basically two 
answers to the question of propagation of the race. First, living 
the perfect evangelical life, there is no death - not even sickness. 
The second solution is that Father Divine Will create more people, 
through his spirit, as Jesus was spiritually conceived. on this 
ground, the movement restricts all association, except for business 
purpose - strictly business - of those of opposite sex. Father says 
that anyone is free and in vi ted to make his own investigation of what-
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ever inquiry he desi~es. 15 He offers anyone a chance to study and 
rest in his movement; they would not even have to pay. There is no 
record of Father's or any of the followers' being condemned for the 
breaking of this celiba. te principle. '.!he writer was unable to detect 
any signs of trespassing this law. 
ii. Sexual Expression. According to the testimony of the fol-
lower quoted above, there is a tendency (conscious or unconscious) 
in the movement to provide substitutions and sublimations for the 
sexual impulses. Vfe noted that there is a continuous (around the 
clock) flow of activities, entertainment and things to do in the move-
ment. The follower recognizes that the continuous singing and praising 
of Father Divine consumes the energies of the followers, thus leaving 
them void of the desire for rex expression. '!his is the purpose, no 
doubt, of the twenty-four hour day (continuously filled) in the move-
ment. The writer attended banquets and meetings all hours of the night 
and early morning. Often he was forced to retire for need of sleep and 
complete exhaustion. But the followers continue. Many of them report 
that they need only three hours of sleep out of twent,y-four. They also 
report that Father never sleeps. 
If one observes and analyzes the high emotional dance (religious), 
the frenzy movements, vibrations and ecstatic motions engaged in by 
the fol~owers and participants in the meetings, one senses an expression 
of practically every conceivable kind of bodily, spiritual, and emotion-
al need. These very intensified religious expressions, may be inter-
preted as ecstatic ejaculations or religious orgasms, · which may be 
15. Appendix C, FDW, XVI, Par. 1-2, P• L.47 • 
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efficacious substitutions or gratifications of the sexual urges. 
However, the writer was unable to discover this meaning from the 
leader or the adherents. Bu.t he did observe some of the forms, ex-
pressions, and emotions of much of the religious activities and 
worship as having an orgiastic nature and perhaps a thinly veiled 
sublimation function. In this respect, here is an expression of, 
otherwise inhibited, sexual needs and desires. 
The rhythmic movements, the tone, pitch, and swing of the music 
aid the devotees in letting themselves go, thereby reachli1g climactic 
and releasing physica.l and spiritual experiences. They are "moved by 
the spirit," as it is called and dance, sing, run, wal.l(, clap hands 
an'd keep time with the music by innumerable forms of gestures and 
bodily movements. Often they swing themselves into "convulsive" be-
havior. The writer lis t.ened to one inspirational hymn sung (with .high 
vibrations and rhythmic motions) for approximately forty-five minutes 
or an hour. Many fell out in exhaustion, regali1ed strength and caught 
the swing again. They appear absolutely honest and sincere in the 
worship. Father Divine gives freedom of tne spirit in all activities, 
and thus opens the flood-gates for this emotional outlet. Moreover, 
he states that his purpose is not to arouse emotional feelings only, 
but to create a spirit of harmony, ~.ghteousness, truth and honesty 
among the people. He himself, maintains a normally quiet emotional 
balance. Occasionally he is observed to express some emotional feel-
ings in giving vent to the spirit. But, the emotional expressions of 
tl1e followers, as herein observed, tend to point in the direction of 
sexual expression, though in a disguised and sublimated form, in spite 
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of the fol1owers 1 strong contention for sexual repression. At least 
this impression was received b,y the writer. Perhaps more personal 
testimonies from the followers, when shown this aspect, would cor-
roborate this "sexual expression" feeling. 
3. IDTAL SURRENDER TO A NEW. LIFE 
Tracing the life of the true followers, one observes that as they 
pass through the process or rebirth, change of name, disassociation with 
family and relatives, adjusting to the evangelical life of the community, 
et cet era, they emerge totally reformed individua~s in a new life situa-
tion. Often individuality, to some extent is merged into the group. 
His language and customs become that of the group; his mind becomes a 
part of the group mind . In general, he becomes a new creature with a 
new self, extended into a new phenomenal field or microcosmic environ-
ment. In t he language of the movement, the individual adherent lives 
ll1 a New Day and a new dispensation. Let us briefly review the major 
characteristics of this new life with its new frame of reference and 
meanings . 
i. Sacrificing social relations, self, and possessions. 
s acrifice in the movement has no compulsion .attached. They interpret 
all sacrificial acts as voluntar,y self-denials. They feel it is an 
honor and a duty to deny self of all mortal pleasures in order to 
imbibe the spiritual blessings of God. One follower quoted a passage 
of Scripture saying, "Except a man forsake all ••• " He explained tha t 
was the intention and desire of every follower. 
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Socially, Father tells his followers that "They must disrecog-
nize their lineage." To recognize God as their Father, means to 
disrecognize man as father. Thus, the followers discontinue all com-
munications and connections of any form with their former families, 
relatives, and friends. One follower told the writer that when he 
left his so-cal.led wife and the rest of his family1 he told them: 
"Consider yourselves as having gone to my funeral." He hasn't seen 
or heard from thansince. Furthermore, he relates that he has no desire 
for them. There is a complete break with the macro cosmic world and all 
past associations, and a complete surrender to the microscomic little 
world with all its demands, reforms, and ways of life. 
B.Y making these socia~ denials and sacrifices, the followers 
claim they are rewarded manifold times. They testify to receiving 
eternal life, getting healed, experiencing no worries, lacks, wants, or 
limitations. They feel secure in belonging to "One Rig Happy Family, 11 
the family of God. 
It is noted that the sacrifice of property, insurance, social 
security and other material possessions are not turned over to Father, 
but are sacrificed for the purpose of gaining greater materiaL posses-
sions and spiritual possessions through living under the new system of 
economic ethics and ideals of Father Divine. They feel the security 
of a cooperative system which yields greater material and spiritual 
returris. 
In regard to sacrificing the self and all, Father Divine writes: 
Then I say, it is a privilege to observe the vastness, yea, 
the greatness and the allness of what one gains in return for 
such a sacrifice • •• as it is written, 
"No man has left all these things lest he gain an 
hundredfold more in this present time, and in the 
world to come, life everlasting1" 
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For this cause the sacrifice is made happily and gladly, with 
the understanding that it is as much the duty of humanity to 
work ·t.o that end as it is ~o work for a limited family or human 
individual personal gain.l 
This self-denial and self-sacrifice means living tne evangelical life 
of virginity, holiness, and purity. It means abstaining from all human 
affections, self-indulgence and al~ of the morta~ versions of lust and 
passion. 'Ihis complete self-denial, a wide open consecration, a consi-
deration of the nothingless of seLf and the allness of God, Father 
Divine, is for the follower the essential means of redemption of humani-
ty. 'Ihey continuous~y strive to work for the cancellation of self. 
Father Divine presents the life of Jesus as the sample and example of a 
living sacrifice. He sacrificed his body and his spirit to God. This 
sacrifice of body and life, means for Father, more than the sacrifice 
of body and life, means for Father, more than the sacrifice of money, 
food, and raiments. He says to his followers, "The body is more than 
meat, in other words, the lif'e is more than meat and the body is more 
than raiments." He points out that Jesus denied the family, the 
reality of a mother and a brother and a sister when he (Jesus) says: 
"-Who is my mot.heror brother? ••• F'or whosoever snall do the will of God, 
the same is my brother, and my sister, and mother." (Mark 3: 33). 
Now this sacrifice and self-denial is a prerequisite for enjoying 
Father's blessings. 
The disciplines of sacrifice and self-denial are formulated by 
the "Lily-:Blds" in their "Endeavor," "Commandments," "Consecration," 
lb. The New 'Day, February 23, 1952, p. 14 
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and "Creed." The "Crusaders" have recentLy drawn up the "Crusaders 
Discipline." Allof these indicate the intense devotion and consecra-
tion given to Father Divine. They express self-denial and sacrifice 
in daily transactions of living, singing, and working in and out of 
the movement. 
ii. Total abstinence and the new life. True followers live 
soberly and free from all alcoholic indulgences, profanity, smoking, 
the use of cosmetics, hair dressing or straightening, and all other 
such mortal desires. This new frame of reference and .different 
environment entail.s a new organization of the self and adjustments, on 
the part of the individual adherents, to the new situation. It requires 
surrendering the old life and accepting the new life. It means a break 
~~th o.Ld habits, customs, and beliefs, to attach oneself to new codes 
of moral and ethical conduct. In the perceptions of the adherents in 
the FDM, this new life means a life with God, Father Divine, with all 
of its attendant blessings. '!hey surrender in hUillble submission to 
the authority, advice, standards, and leadership of Father Divine, as 
God Almighty. They testify to a life of praise, peace, happiness, 
satisfaction and contentment through communal living in the Kingdom. 
4. SUMMARY 
We have kept c.J..osely within our "Self-directive" theoretical 
framework in describing the communal living as found existing in the 
FDM. That is, we have aimed at keeping our data and investigation 
subject-centered rather than observer-centered. It may be noted that · 
11-. "J.ihe ~Day, November 29, 1952, P• 33. 
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references, as a result of this conceptual scheme, have been limited 
large:J..y to the submitted appendices and The New Day, weekly official 
organ of the movement. Our major goal is to nnderstand behavior as 
it has meaning to the beha ver, and not to the investigator. Thus, we 
have relied upon first-person documents and expressions of Father 
Divine, the leader, Mother Divine, his wife and companion, and the 
followers. 
We saw that communal living in the Kingdom of Fatner Divine is 
essentially a collective, cooperative, and sharing adventure. We found 
tna t there was a nnique system of co:rmnunal sharing of property, in which 
the followers (not Father, the leader) owned, controlled, operated, and 
shared material possessions in common. The financial system, the means 
of production and distribution are gronnded on this "cooperative" 
tasis. Father explains how this cooperative system accounts for the 
vast amount of real and personal property owned and opera ted by the 
followers both in this country and in many foreign countries. The 
profit motive is eliminated. 
We discerned how the comnnmal system of living extends into the 
social and sexual realms of living in the Kingdom. There is a sharing 
of ethical and moral concepts and codes or living. The celibate life 
is the rule. No marriage union or physical relationships between the 
sexes is indulged. This gives freedom for perfect, noly, virtuous, and 
pure living. This in turn is expected to give victory over sickness, 
death, and defeat. 
Finally, it was observed that in this communal living, as exempli-
fied in the Fathat·Divine movement, the individual part.icipants and 
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adherents enter into a total new life, with all of its new relation-
ships, demands, and rewards. 'Ihey break With the past and live in a 
New Day. This new life engenders a sense of fellowship, sharing, 
common beliefs, habits, and activities. It provides an environment 
in which the central motif is 11 E Pluribus Unum11 (One Cut of Many) . 
This is the quintessence of communal living. 
CHAPTER VIII 
APPAR.El'f.r :MYSTERIES 
The following is an interest,ing fish story concerning Father 
Divine:1 
When Father Divine was residing personally in Sayville., 
Long Island, he had occasion one day to go dovm to the local 
fish market to purchase some fish. Arriving at the store he 
courteously and meek:cy asked for some porgies. Whereupon 
the proprietor in a somewhat impatient manner informed him 
that he was all out ·Of this particular brand of fish ••• the 
proprietor still maintained stoutly that he ·was OUT OF 
PORGIES! Father accepted this news in his usual meek and 
humble spirit, but going to a pile of fish which lay near-
by., he calmly proceeded to fill the basket which he bad 
brought with as IIJaizy" of the fish as he desired, before the 
astounded eyes of the owner. Sonewhat dazed by this per-
formance, the fish merchant concluded the transaction and 
Father quietly departed. 
When asked concerning this by one who was having a per-
sonal interviewvdth him, a twinkle appeared in Father's 
eye and his only answer was ItT be fish were there . " All 
attempts to elicit any further elaboration or explanation 
on this answer proved futile . "The fish were therel" 
Numerous "wondersn and mysterious occurrences of the miraculous nature 
are reported by adherents of the movement . Does Father Divine actual-
ly possess supernatural powers? The innumeral accounts of miraculous 
healings, reported and proclaimed by the followers, as being performed 
by the Divine power of Father Divine, reflect the follower's attitudes 
and perceptions. Chapter X of this study reV'"eals the importance of 
the miraculous healing success of !~ather, proving the gratification 
of one of the major needs of the followers. 
This chapter proposes to disclose same of the essential ~terious 
1. ~ Spoken ~' October 20, 1934, P• 16. 
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and miraculous characteristics of the FDM. The miraculous abilities 
and qualities of Father Divine are accepted, without reservations, 
by the followers. Even a critic like E. J. Daniels, who claims 
Father Divine to be 11The World's Chief False Christ," writes of his 
supernatural power thus: 
Supernatural powers are at work in this false Christ move-
ment. This will not be denied by anyone who has visited the 
banquets of 11heaven, 11 observed the behavior of those present, 
and felt the presence of some ~sterious force. I ~elf felt 
so overwhelmed by this power that I prayed almost constantly 
for God to llhold on to Il)3 and not allow evil spirits to over-
power :n:e. 11 This supernatural power explains wey many intelli-
gent white people become 11believers11 in Father Divine.2 
Of course, Daniels proceeds to disprove the common belief and attesta-
tions of the follo;rers that this supernatural pm·rer is of God, Father 
Divine, and contends that these pmvers are spirits of devils, there-
fore, they are evil spirits. One recognizes, from the responses and 
experiences of the leader and his followers , that there is a strange 
pONer emanating from Father Divine causing many to believe him to be 
God. Let us observe some of the functional aspects of this power of 
supernatural claims. We concede the fact that miracles often function 
as a bolster to Messianic claims. They increase the confidence of 
the Messiah; rekindle the faith of followers; convert the dubious; 
and fortify the faithi'ul. 
1. MATERIAL ABUNDANCE 
Even during the years of depression, around 1929, it is recog-
nized that Father Divine was feeding thousands of people at a 10\V 
2. E. J. Daniels, Father Divine, P• 51. 
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cost of ten and fifteen cents per meal--even giving meals free to 
those unable to pay. There was always a plenty and an abundance of 
everything in the Kingdom. The supply was inexhaustible. Numerous 
povert,y-stricken, homeless people vrere taken off the relief rolls and 
bread lines in New York, and fed, clothed and housed by Father Divine. 
Father Divine claims that he saved the City of New York millions of 
dollars during this period. Father proclaims that the source of all 
the supply comes from his daily stressing in actions among his fol-
lowers the motto: "The Spirit of the consciousness oi' the Presence 
of GOD is the Source of all supply •" This consciousness of the pres-
ence of God supplies every desire, because God is the Creator, the 
Author and the Finisher. If God can create a desire, then God can 
satisfy it. Father reiterates that the spiritual things can be ma-
terialized and the invisible made visible: 
It is a privilege for each ·of you to learn the ~stery 
concerning things that come from the Invisible. When you 
cease to try to get it through the visible it will come ac-
cording to its nature. It will come from the invisible by 
your seeking it according to its own nature from the invisi-
ble; but if you try to get it fromthe visible according to 
the mortal versions of men, by their theories, by their 
doctrines, by their ideas and by their opinions, you may 
close the Door of the Hidden Treasures of GOD'S WISDOM, 
and the FOIDIT OF GOD 1 S OMNISCIENCE w.i.ll cease . flowing for 
you.3 
However, there have been speculations that the source of this material 
abundance came by other means than declared by Father. These means 
have been suggested to include the follo-wing; (1) confiscating the 
followers 1 earnings, (2) employed followers voluntari]y turning over 
. 3. See a Pamphlet (Unpublished and undated), The Personif·ied 
Presence Ef. ~!rather, Extracts from Father• s Teachings, p. Li. . 
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their earnings to Father, (3) cashed in insurance policies, (4) capi-
talistic groups or individuals supply him with funds in order to divert 
·the masses from revolutionar.y activities, or (5) some small sums 
secretly contributed by followers from wages, with occasional gifts 
from converted insurance policies and sale of property. 
These, and many other speculations have been made as to the 
accurate source of this material abundance in the movement . Yet, the 
followers are thoroughlY convinced that tlw ~ster,r of the endless 
riches and supply is part and parcel of Father Divine 1 s miraculous 
power. Father Divine says that the endless supply comes through tl:£ 
recognition o~ the spirit and the everpresence of God in one's life. 
i. Experiencing !!£ lacks, 1vants, ~ limitations . This is one 
of Father's key expressions: 11A True Follower of Mine Experiences 
no Lacks, Wants, or Limitations." The followers attest to this ex-
perience of every need and desire being fulfilled b,y Father Divine. 
Father, for them, is a :panacea for all needs . The followers are sup-
plied with jobs, money, raiments_, food, health, happiness and security. 
They testify, "I haven r t had to want for a thing since being with 
Father. " Every need is supplied. Father writes: 
This is not a supposition; this is not an imagination; 
but b,y your present experience of what you see and what you 
hear, as you are conscious of GOD'S Presence, even if you 
take it THAT vmy, I have A-PLENTY -to EAT, to DRINK and to 
vVEAR, and I have PLENTY OF AurOMOBILES to ride in; COMFORT 
and CONVENIENCE for YOU and for ME l Even if it is on13" 
your Consciousness of GOD'S Presence in Person, that CON-
SCIOUSNESS is the SOURCE of ALL SUPPLY, with the SPIR:rr 
thereof, and i·t will satisfy every Good Desire l5 
Again, Father accol.Ults for this unending supply of everything and for 
4. ~~Day, January 20, 1951, p . 5. 
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his true follov;ers experiencing no lacks, wants, or limitations as 
due to their recognizing the Presence of the Spirit and Person of God 
'With them always . The spirit prompts the harmonization among the fol-
lowers and results are real for them. 
ii. The means ££ Eroduction ~ reproduction. Again, where does 
all of this material abundance come from: Both Father and the follow-
ers often refer t o the miraculous performances of Jesus, particularly 
his feeding the five thousand with two loaves and five fishes. Yet 
Father offers here a far more :detai'led answer. ·_:; · 
.As I have long since declared, "It is not by power nor 
by might but by MY SPIRIT says the LORD GOO of Hosts 111 And 
they wonder how it can be done l • •• These Blessings are Im-
personal, and all things are operated by the Spirit of MY 
presence Supernatural~ from that angle of expression • •• I 
have long since declared by composition as a motto for the 
peopl€' s consideration, "The Spirit of the Consciousness of 
the Presence of GQO is the Source of ALL Supply and it will 
satisfy every Good Desirel" 
This is not a supposition, it is OPERATIVE and it is EX.-
PRESSIVE • •• Everything you need can come through and by your 
being conscious of GOD ' s Presence . I AM Operative and I am 
Ex:pressive and I verify that which was spoken of in the be-
ginning of the creation Ymen, according to tbe historians, 
GOD as Spirit and Spirit alone moved upon the face of the 
water1 With this Conviction and this Consciousness it 
brought into outer expression light that was hid in the in-
visible realm, and thence it brought into outer expression 
the TAHG.IBILIZATION of the invisibilization of the intangi-
ble ; earth that was void and l'lithout form1 G(]) ' S CONSCIOUs-
NESS DID IT l 
The CONSCIQUSN'".ti:SS OF GOD 1 S PRESENCE will not on~ bring 
houses and land and wealth beyond your fondest imagination, 
but the CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD'S PRESENCE will bring every de-
sirable blessing into outer expression, when and from whence 
it was hid in the invisible, it will come forth into expres-
sion . It is a living realityl • •• r have the KEY TO ALL UNDER-
GROUND TREASURES and the KEY to the SECRETS of the AGES and 
the MYSTERIES from those of the SAINTS and the SAGES1.5 
The ~Day, September 16, 19.50, P• 14. 
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Here Father compares his source of plenty as coming into reality by 
similar :rooans as the creation story when God, being Himself invisible, 
and the earth invisible, intangible and good for nothing, came into 
outer expression and into materialization and visibilization because 
God, being invisible Spirit alone, ·without body, flesh and bones, 
moved upon the face of the deep and spoke these things into being. 
Thus, Father proclaims that that same spirit is creative and operative 
among men today and will bring their fondest imagination and good de-
sires into outer expression. But the followers must live under this 
recognition of the consciousness of God's ever-presence. Father says: 
ltNow concentrate on that phenomenon and the reproduction of that on 
which you are concentrating . will be actua.l:cy manifested ani you will 
be the tangibilator ••• n6 
This, then, is the version of Father Divine and his followers 
in accounting for the reproduction ru1d production of material plenty 
in the IIX>Vement. Father claims to have the key to all underground 
treasures of the earth, ~steries and secrets. The material creation 
and propagation of humanity in the future are to be based upon this 
spiritual foundation.7 Let us now proceed to another phase of the 
nzy-sterious components of the movement. 
2. HEALING MIRACLES AND CONTROL OF COSMIC FORCES 
HUndreds of testimonies, letters and interviews give daily mani-
festations of the healing features of the movement. Similar evidences 
6. Appendix C, FDV:f.f XII• P• 1.!41. 
7. Ibid. xxx:v, p .. uS2 . 
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support the view that Father Divine has control of the cosmic forces 
of the universe. Many of these testimonies seem incredible to skep-
tical auditors, but the cures and healings are related 'circumstan-
tially, exact details of time and place given--the nature and descrip-
tion of the illness, the diagnosis of the physicians, t he failure of 
all medical scientific attempts to alleviate the suffering, resulting 
hopelessness, and trnn the discovery of and turning to Father Divine 
who gives the cure. How does Father Divine perform these cures? 
i. ~ healing technique. First, it is expedient to correct a 
misconception of a recent author who writes: UFather Divine can 
heal. He is 'God ' to his followers, he needs only to touch with his 
hands and the cure is effected immediately, even a tooth-ache or any 
pain. \l'hen .he touches relief comes. 118 But according to Father Divine 
his teclmique does not demand any "physical touch" at all. In f act, 
he asserts that the physical touch hinders the healing process. 
Father 1vri tes: 
FATHER: Well, as I have often said concerning :MYSELF 
Personally, I do not have to contact anyone personally 
especially. They can contact ME wheresoever they are if 
they make their mental and spiritual contactl ••• Therefore, 
as a rule, I never customarily go around to see the sick 
like the most of the ministers do, because I •v.ant them to 
have I MPLICIT FAITH, UNADULTERATED, INCORRUPTIBLE and UN-
DEF'ILED, and not t o f eel as if though she should have to 
see ME as a person in order to reach the condit ion ••• 
So it is not. necessary for her to contact ME Personally, 
if she makes t he rightful contact, since I AM OMNIPRESENT, 
and that is the beauty part of itl · So it is wonderfull 
So I know some may think it is strange, of MY System 
of procedure, but si nce i t is MENTAL and SPIRITUAL and not 
8. Carl J. Scherzer, ~ Church and Healing (Phila-
delphia: The Westministe r Press, 19050), p. 211. 
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physical, and I wouJ.d not use any material rethodsj would 
not make a physical effort and would not use na.terial rere-
dies to reach her condition, it would not be necessary for 
her to contact IvlE Personally. But if she makes the MI!:NTAL 
and SPIRITUAL CONTACT she will get RESULTSl 
•• .and I say definitely, the contact of which I empha-
size is to make it MENTALLY and SPIRITUALLY, and I do not 
want to pay any attention Persona~ to the condition of 
the person or persons, because that is only their mortal 
yersion; it is NOT the REAL C01miTION of the person ••• 
Lherefore I IGNORE the concept of mortal persons ••• and I 
TRANSCEND that limited barrier ••• for lil SPIRIT will reach 
the condition and adjust matters satisfactorily if they 
contact ME syst,ematically, sympathetically and harmoniouslyl 1 
••• If you have IMPLICIT FAI'rH and UNSHAKEN CONFIDENCE, MY 
SPIP..IT will DO itl--and I AM proving it conclusive:cy once 
and foreverl9 
Here, again, vve are told that Father heals, not through pcysical 
methods or techniques, b_ut through his Spirit. In practically every 
case of healing reported, Father tells the subject of the power of 
his spirit which effects the healing, which is done only according 
to the subject 1 s faith and spiritual and mental contact, and not by 
a~ physical efforts or means. Father states explicitlY:l0 
I have not laid hands on people for their healing. Even 
it is Scriptually declared: "You shall lay hands on the 
sick and they shall recover,u but I did, as I do, go one 
step further to bring about a more substantiated faith and 
confidence in the ALMIGHI'Y: I FORBID the person or persons 
to get in the wayl I FORBID 11YSELF as a PERSON to get in 
the way by. laying hands on you or by going to you to try to 
do something for you in the act of healing you ••• 
Thus, he goes further than the method described in the Scripture. The 
healing is achieved by the followers' IM.king the rightful contact j i. e., 
by harmonizing and sympathizing with Father's fundarental principles 
ani teachings. They are told to relax their conscious Il'JSntality and 
9. ~ New Da.z, March 1, 1947, pp. 23-24. 
10. See Appendix c, FDW, XI, a.rrl XVI• PP• 4407 h43. 
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s·t.ill t.1.emselves-cease to struggle mentally and spiritually, and 
the Spirit will effect the healing and adjust matters satisfactori-
ly. The desired results are inevitable for Father states: 11 I AM 
HEALTH." 
We observe that Father states that the mortal version of the 
sickness is "NOT THE REAL CONDI1'I0Nl1 of the person. It is, rather, 
a spiritual and mental condition. In other •vords, Father is stress-
ing psychoma.tic rmdicine, in which the 11psychic 11 has greater influ-
ence than the 11soma.tic11 as determinants of health conditions. Yet, 
in regard to the concept and question of the legal compulsory medi-
cal treatment, Father addresses his audience thus:ll 
According to the law oi' our state ••• it is a misdemean-
or for a mother or a parent of children under the age of 
sixteen, not to have a p~sician ••• But I put f orth a co~ 
mandment for a legal proceeding. 
If for any cause ~ Spirit and My Mind and MY Imper-
sonal Presence cannot reach your afflicted or sick child-
ren or those concerned and real them, you can have a PhY-
sician and SHOULD have one. But remmrer, the plzy"sician 
must guarantee the cure and guarantee the life and health 
of the individual ••• If not, they will be held responsible, 
and sued for the death of the person or persons. 
The followers are advised to go to a physician and receive other kinds 
of medical aid, on:cy if his spiritual, rental and faith technique 
fails to effect the cure. Then, he feels, the state or law should 
force the pnysician or other medical agents to guarantee the cure. 
Often the followers testi~ of going to the hospital or receiving 
medical treatments of various kinds, but they conclude that Father • s 
Spirit brought about the cure through the scientific medical treatment. 
The bulk of testimonies report that no medical treatments are desired 
11. See the I RG Platform, "Principles, 11 ~ ~ Day, July 
28, 1938, P• 58. 
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or sought, and they remain in perfect health. 
What does Father say concerning remuneration for healing? Again, 
he claims to be a free gift to the world and all his service to hu-
manity is gratis. H3 ·writes: 
I don't care how many teachers or preachers or prophets 
there are that claim to be healers, if they want to charge 
for healing you, you may KNOW they are thieves and robbers 
and false and untrue . But if they claim to do something 
for you without cost and without price, you may lmow they 
are of GOD ••• ley following recognize my DEITY and get re-
sults . l2 
His healing, therefore, is performed without thought of monetary 
gains. He does not use medicine, for he declares that as Solomon 
declared, 11A IOOrry heart deeth good like a medicine. ••" a IOOrry heart 
is a medicine. Hence, for this l~eason, many of his followers, for 
the last twenty years, have not taken a drop of medicine of aey type. 
F'ather says he germinates and generates lt:MERRINESS" in their hearts 
and lives. Happiness spells health in the movement. Father states 
that that is why he concludes all of his letters with the following 
attributes of his daily experience Personified: (All Letters) 
I AM Well, Healtey, Joyful, Peaceful, Lively, Loving, 
Successful, Prosperous and Happy in Spirit, Body and Mind, 
and even in every Joint, Sinew, Vein and Bone and Cell of 
MY BODILY FORMl 
We understand, therefore, that emphasis is placed upon "Faith 
Healing11 in the movement . The strong fanatic belief in the Divinity 
of Father Divine facilitates the healing process . According to our 
data submitted berew.i.th, the need for health and healing is the strong-
est. need which attracts devotees to this moven:ent. 
12. The New Day, January 6, 1951, P• 7. 
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ii. The omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent, omnilucient Father. 
These Divine attributes are conceded to Father Divine by his adher-
ents. They are also consonant with his perception of himself. The 
follcn~ers believe Father Divine exerts control and power over the 
Cosmic forces of the universe . As manifestations of the omnipotence 
of Father Divine, let us review some concrete illustrations offered 
by Father himseli and his adherents. Father states: 
It is a glorious privilege to have protection that 
can save you wheresoever you are, above all opposition 
and above all opposing forces; even the cosmic forces of 
nature will not work havocly and destructively to youl 
Can you not see the 1zy"stery? Because GOD IS YOUR PRO. 
TECTIONl The Cosmic forces ·Of nature, yea, cyclones, 
tornadoes, volcanoes and storms will not do you any 
harm if you are lost in the Will of GOD and are pro-
tected by illM113 
Fat11er claims that the cosmic forces of nature, one of God• s Creation, 
work destructively to those who are destructive and antagonistic end 
in conflict to them. Yet, these forces obey God and God can control 
them. Father states further in The New Daz (11.24.51, p. 9): "Even 
Mother Nature must obey MEl Automatically, without an effort Per-
sonally, I nEan without a Personal effort, without MY Personal re-
quest, automatical:cy, the Cosmic Forces of nature ••• they all auto-
matically obey Me lu Father takes responsibility for the causes of 
storms, floods, tornadoes, etc., which bring disaster to mankind. He 
can turn the forces of nature against dissenters, who thus are caused 
to sicken and die. In order to avoid the destructive effects of these 
forces, one must harmonize in his conscious rentality •'li th Father 
Divine. When one 1 s mind is conflicting and is p.ntagonistic with 
]J. The New Day, May 31, 1952, P• 17 • 
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another, the atmospheric conditions will exhibit this resistance,; 
therefore, one must align himself with the 11 cosmic forces" or else 
these forces will destroy him. These ~sterious forces cause race 
riots, pain, and disease. Large signs and posters are seen every-
where on the walls and various c cnspicuous places in the movement 
reading: "Your ships will sink in the ocean, your planes will fall 
out of the sey, your trains will jump the track, if •• •" This concept 
is further stressed in a verse of a ~: 
On the Atlantic seaboard the other night, 
FATHER. gave the people a sketch of HIS Cosmic 11ight. 
FATHER DIVINE said it a.Tld it had to be done -
You'll lose a hundred for onel 
~Jhen you discriminate on the train, 
How do you expect the engine on the track to remain? 
Trying to pass laws to segregate sorre, 
You'll lose a hundred for onel 
In addition, Father takes credit for revealing the nzy-stery about 
"Twin Plaskett Stars and the other stars that were discovered11 about, 
thirty years ago. Father reports that one star is 30,000 times the 
size of the earth, being seven hundred and fifty million miles in 
diameter or circumference, and this little earth being about eight 
thousand miles in diareter. Thus, Father Divine is believed to have 
knmvledB~ of and control of the cosmic forces of this earth, ~~ich 
is beyond the knowledge and control of man. Therefore, he is claimed 
to be God. 
Father Divine and his follmvers testify repeatedly and persist-
ent~ that Father Divine is Omnipresent, Omnipotent, Omniscient, and 
Omnilucient. These terms refer, respective~, to the all-presence 
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or being present everywhere at once, the all-powerfulness, the all-
knowing or infinite knowledge, and the all-illuminating or all-liglrt 
qualities of Father Divine . Father writes : 
••• so that you might grasp faith to know that MY SPIRIT 
is OMNIPOTENT, OMNISCIENT and OMNIPRESENT 1 It is not con-
fined to MY PERSONAGE nor to the appearance of arry individual, 
but being the ONE and only true SPIRIT of GOD ••• I Am just as 
operative and expressive whereJ AM Personally absent as 
where I AM personally present . 
Father thus tells his adherents that he exemplifies and is these 
qualities, and all they have to do is to have sufficient confidence 
and unshaken faith, and any condition vdll be reached and matters 
adjusted satisfactorily. He is Impersonal and Ever-Present . Father 
further claims the Ever-presence of his Spirit when he says in refer-
ence to the angels going down to Sodom and Gomorrah: "Through them 
I spoke and said, • • • "; or in reference to Enoch being translated in 
bodi.ly form into the heavenly realm, Father writes: "When MY Spirit 
called :for the Spirit of Enoch ••• 11 These, and many other such testi-
monies of Father indicate his claim to these qualities and attributes 
mentioned. He claims that GOD makes Himself ~stical when you try to 
observe his personality or person instead of observing the impersonality 
and 11unindividualityn of the Almighty. He can make his declaration 
to the world at large, 0 for whatever he wills, it must be., and that 
which he commands will be done,•• says Father Divine . 
Father says his true followers recognize that it was his spirit 
which said, "Let dry land appear," before he bad a body . Even now he 
s~ys: 
14. ~ ~ Day, February 27, 1951, P • 11. 
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I have declared, whatever I endeavor, I shall do it with 
or vlithout MY Bod;y ••• With or lJI.ri.thout ANY Body, and this is 
not King Tut, neither is it his gravel ••• I shall accomplish 
with or w.ithout MY Bodily Form. It is indeed Wonderfulll5 
Furthermore, Father claims to "have been shot at directly but not a 
bullet touched Me;" to "have been through thirty-two :cynch mobs, but 
they could not kill Me .n16 He says that many have schemed against him 
to destroy him, but he did not come this tL~ to sacrifice his body 
in death; hence, not a man has been able to reach him effectively. 
Father says his first experience of being in the hands of the "lynch-
mobs" was when he, as a Person, first went South to preach to the 
heathen. He told them then what he was going to do: "There shall be 
NO DIVISION among youltt "Now I am sitting with MY Sons and Daughters, 
• •• I AM doing -.mat I told them I would do ••• 11 "I have declared MY 
Deity." You can plainly see I AM not GOD for Ylickedness , I AM not 
GOD for destruction, I AM GOD for GOOD1 11 Father Divine ex-
presses his concept and his adherents' concept of his Deity thus: 
You have heard more than two or three wit,nesses say to-
night, "I KNOiif YOU ARE GOD 111 (Thunderous a pp1ause resounds • ) 
The GOD of' ALL CREATION and the GOD of EVERY NATIONt For 
this cause you can rest assured, I do not know anything less 
than what you knowl As I declared many years ago before you 
heard ME say, 11 I AM GOD," thousands and thousands and THOUSANDS 
and even MIIJ.IONS declared MY DEITY and continued to declare 
it1 With such a declaration iterated and reiterated over and 
over again, if I would not have known VffiO I AM: at this tire I 
would be CONVERTED to know I AM GODl ••• VH1en you preach it so 
much and so vividly, constantly and -c.ontinually, naturally, 
someone Ylill get converted into itl Can you not see the ~s­
tery1 
If I had not knoYm WHO I AM, ••• I would have at this time 
of the day been CONVERI'ED INTO IT to BELIEVE IT and then Ki'l"CJif 
IT even as you lmow it117 
15. Appendix C, FDW, XX, pp .. 1•45 .. 
P• 89. 
16. ~' XXIII, and XXVII, also The _Eew ~' May 5, 1950, 
17. ~New~' September 16, 1950, p. 3 . 
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In addition to Father's self-claim of these qualities and characteris-
tics of the Deity, he states that his followers by the millions claim 
these cpaJ..ities of him; and if he did not know who he is, by now he 
would know and believe what the followers declare, that he is God. He 
states that men do not want God to have a body, but think God is going 
to carry out his plan and purpose in Heaven. But Father asserts, "The 
Vlord has been made Flesh, 11 and he is going to carry out his plan and 
purpose among the people. He claims to be colorless, and as electricity. 
He is just God and ...-;ill vrear any form he chooses. 
3. THE TRINITARIAN RElATIONSHIP OF FATHER AND IMMORTALITY. 
If li'ather and his adherents proclaim Omnipotent, Omniscient, Omni-
present, and Omn.ilucient qualities of Father Divine , then vhat rela-
tionship does Father assume to the Godhead? Pursuing our 11Self-direct-
ive conceptual" approach, we turn again to the behaver and the , expe;ri-
encer-Father and his dev.otee~. 
i. Identification £f. Father ~ the Trinity. Is Father Divine 
God? Was Father Divine Jesus? Is Father Divine the Holy Spirit? 
These questions were put to ·Father Divine in an interview Father had 
with a group of young gentlemen from Princeton Theologica l Seminary, 
concerning the question: "Is Father Fourth Person in ·l:ihe Godhead?ttl8 
Vfuen Father Divine was asked if he thought of himself as the fourth 
Person in the Goill1ead, Father replied that, from the questioner's point 
of view, he was not thinking of Himself . But a follower adds: . • .NOYJ 
FATHER DIVINE comes along and He does for us what no man has ever done, 
1~. Appendi.x C, FDW, VIII• pp.- 437-38. 
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so we say, 'He is GOD1' It is silly to talk about the Trinity- there 
is olicy' ONB GODl But a second follower speaks out desiring to give 
her explanation as follows: 
In the first place there was SPIRIT-that was the begin-
ning of creation. That SPIRIT was made WORD and then the WORD 
iVas made FlESH; and FATHER was that SPIRIT ••• There is no life 
Without that SPIRIT, and that SPmiT is GOD AI..MIGHTY, and that 
SPIRIT is FATHER DIVINE personifiedl FATHER IS the TRINITYL 
••• and He is GODHEAD where all the ·SPIRIT has to come from. _ 
He is the MANtJFACTURER of all that SPIRIT and He is the HOLY 
GHOST L That is what FATHER DIVINE is1 He is the GODHEAD-
I thallic you, Father. 
This is the typical response of the followers. They conceive Father as 
being, not. a .fourth Person in the Godhead, but as the Godhead himself-
having come through the stages of Spirit, Holy Spirit, Jesus, and no-.v 
is the Godhead in the manifestation of Fatherhood. As the interview 
continued, it was discovered that Father verified the concept of the 
Sister quoted above, and further stated: ltDid not he say, 1I pray 
that they may be ONE even as we are ONE?• I in 1{V Father and ley 
Father in Me, and I in them that ViB all might be just the ONE? Now 
there is no other one1 Father further explains his concept of Oneness 
in another interview as follows:l9 
FATHER: According to the religious versions of the re-
li3ions, a good many of them, GOD IS A THDIITYL 
Lady: Oh, I see what YOU mean. 
FATHER: Well, GOD works in unison with HIS TRJNITY, and 
the TRINITY is ONE. 
Laqy: Oh, I see. 
FATHER: The TRINITY was no doubt -~·mrking according to 
the plan and the Purpose of tre ALMIGHTY . 
Lady: Oh, I see. In t.he beginning was the TRINITY. 
FATHE:H: For TRINITY is IT, through w"!dch creates 
tranquility. 
Lady: ••• but I couldn't tmderstand that when GOD 
19. The ~ ~' December 1, 1951, p. 6. I 
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said, ULet US Create,u ••• He didn't say anything about 11US. 11 
FATHER: GOD'S Condescension to take upon EJJ:JSEI.J.r someone 
else Is infirmity as though it was someone else 1 s infirmity in 
the illustrated parable, BE said 11 Let us" j because of HIS 
Condescension apparently, HE took upon HIMSELF the form of 
a servant and was made or was shaped and fashioned in the 
likeness of ren. 
Lady: Yes, Father. 
FATHER: Therefore, it was an expression in the illustra-
tion that was parably" spealdng of the TRINITY, but as in 
UNISON they work together. 
We see the unity of God here stressed depicts the emphasis of the 
Trinitarian r elat.ionship. Fat.~er regards Jesus as Divine, and the 
'Wa\YShower to God. 11No man coneth unto the Father but by :Me . 11 In order 
for God to be na.de real to humanity, he had to take on a personal form, 
says Father Divine, "Jesus came in a Personal Body, to make the PRACTI-
CALI'l'Y of your DEVOTION to the AiliTG HI'Y a LIVING Rf~I.J:TY--no longer 
somet.hing imaginary. Vlithout a Body Form GOD would remain a Mystery. 
Braden20 points out how Father dist.inguishes between Jesus and 
Christ by the fact that the abbreviation B. c. for the pre-Christian 
era is abbreviated as B.J.-before Jesus. Father explains: "I say 
B. J., not B. c., because it was before Jesus, yet, in ~ opinion it 
-vvas not before Christ . 11 He says that it is upon the teachings and work 
of Jesus that his mm massage and mission are based. He states furtmr: 
"The Life and the Teachings of CHRIST as exemplified and as brought to 
fruition in the Person of Jesus, we endeavor to reproduce it ••• u21 
Father further interprets the Trinity in the term of degrees. Jesus 
was the expres sian of the SON SHIP DEGREE and the SON IS DISPENSATION. 
Now he, the Father expresses the FATHERSillP DEGREE, a new dispensation 
20. Charles s. Braden, These Also Believe, p. 55. 
21. The New ]2~, December 4, f9Iii, P• 56. 
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when everything is conscious of the Father. The SONSHIP DEGREE was not 
sufficient, Father declares,; therefore, it was essential for the FATHER-
SHIP Degree." Father claims that in the Sonship Degree people did not 
love one another and were not one as they now are in the FATHER. He 
tells his followers that they have never seen the outward expression 
of the unification of Mind, of Aim and of Purpose , and the Universal 
Br-otherhood of Man, as they have seen it and experienced it since he 
ca.roo . His dispensation is actually bt'mging forth the Kingdom of God 
on earth. 
Finally, in E. J. Danielst22 interview with Father Divine, he at-
tempted to show to Father that Christ carne the first time through the 
Jewish race, as a Jew. Now he has come through another race, how ac-
count for this? Father replies : 
11 In God, there is neither race, creed, nor color. This 
in itself 1rill eradicate and dispel completely from our con-
sideration the version of races in the beginning as well as 
the end • •• Well, who lmow how He carne and how He appeared in 
the person of JESUS? Who is here that actually took His 
picture? · 
Thus, Father Divine maintains his position as the ONE Spirit who created 
the earth, who came to earth in the Sonship degree , in the Person of 
Jesus, and who is now personified in bodily form God, in the Fatherhood 
degree, Father Divine; thus, :E'ather is the TRINITY and the GODIEAD . 
What is the movement ' s perception of immortality? 
ii. The concEU2.t g_f death. The candid belief of the followers , in 
accordance with the promise of Father Divine, is that if they keep the 
22 . See Elam s. Daniels, Father Divine, p . 91. 
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faith explicitly and live exactzy according to Father's Teaching 
(ipso facto), they 11vill never die.23 This does not infer spiritual 
immortalit,y alone, but physical immortality. Father Divine w.rites thus: 
You have no right whatsoever, if you live the Life of 
CHRIST exactzy according to the Four Gospels, but especialzy 
the Sermon on the Mmmt, the fifth, the sixth and seventh 
chapters of Ma.tt he·•-you have no right whatsoever to diel 
You have no right whatsoever to grow old, not any more than 
I1 For I did say Scripturally; even prophetically-I said 
in the prophetic age: 
••IF THERE BE A MESSENGER AMONG YOU, ONE AMONG A THOUSAND 
WHO Y'liLL TELL MAN OF HIS (GOD 1 S) UPRIGHTNESS, MY SOUL HAS 
SEEN A RANSOM. HIS FLESH SHALL BE FRESHER THAi~ A CHILD'S. 
HE SHALL RETUill~ TO THE DAYS OF HIS YOUTH. tt ( TND :2 .24.51, p .4) 
I have declared that i f you ·will not give up the Ghost 
you cannot die; but you can live in such a mortal state of 
consciousness that death will have such a sting ani -will be 
so severe that you will feel, ''lllfell, I give up." It has been 
proven that i f a person 11ti.ll not give up the Ghost he cannot 
die . 
The last enemif to be conquered is death, and GOD is great-
er and bett er than death, therefore, if such an expression as 
death 1r ould core, i f you do not let go, and lm01'T within your-
self GOD is in you and you are ONE with Him, it is a matter 
of impossibility for death to overcome you; but you as in Him 
will overcome death and death will have no longer access over 
your mentality or in your consideration. 
If you are faithful and if you are true, GOD will not let 
go you. That is the thought of it. But it is essential to be 
in HA.ROMNY with GOD, tha. t GOD might be in harmony w.i. th you ••• 
That is wey some of the ivicked people do not die-because they 
do not give up the GHOST though they are living in misery con-
tinualzy ••• Ananias and Sapphira, ••• if they had not yielded up 
the GHCBT, why, they would not have died ••• so it is with every 
living creature. Jesus did not die until He gave up the GHOST ••• 
the life in which you are now living, you can hold on to it, 
if you wish to and ydll not give up the GHOST; for you cannot 
die unless you do.24 
The possibility of life everlasting, in the peysical boqy, is a certain-
ty promised by Father Divine to those who will live accc.rding to his 
23. See Testimony of Brother R, Appendix A, Prt, I, Par. 4. 
24. See Pamphlet, The Personified Presence £f Father, p. 9. 
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teachings and conurand. But some of the followers die . Father accounts 
for the death of the followers by informing them that they themselves 
lose faith and give up the Ghost . He tells them that the first Mother 
could have been liv:ing today if she would have lived exactly according 
to his Teaching and if she 1'VOuld have given up all-the children, ac-
cording to the Gospel, and t rusted him implicitly, whole- heartedly and 
sincerely. He woul d have made a vvay for her. But many are dying daily, 
and have died and gone the wey of all the dead for not believing and 
not living according to the promise t.hey made with their Savior. They 
failed to pay the pri ce; they lost the faith; and they gave up the Ghost . 
Not only do the followers feel they have opportunity to live con-
tinually on this earth, but they feel that they are ageless and cease 
t o grow upon accepting the l ife and teachings of Father Divine . Father 
serves as a liv ing example . His body is absolutely bullet-proof, death-
proof and ageless . He never sleeps; he never tires. The followers 
challenge anyone to catch Father asleep. It is inconceivable f or the 
followers even to imagine Father's qying . They do not even venture to 
discuss t his topic . How can God die? They also hold up a follower 25 
in the movement who is reported to oo around 120 years of age. 
Thus, death is relegated to the category of error, and results 
from lack of faith. There are no .funerals . Father performs no v.redd:ings, 
funeral services or anything of that kind. He states: "God is a God 
of the living and not at the dead. 11 When death comes for a follo·wer, be 
is removed from the Kingdom ·with least recognition or disturbance . Father 
claims that love is greater than death and it is impossible to die i.f you 
25. Brother E, Appendix A, PvT, V t .• p. 360 , 
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do not give up the Ghost . 
4. SlJMtvW?.Y 
A brief summa:t.ion of this chapter indicates the prevailing 
presence of a "nzy-s terium tremendum11 power or force within the FDM., 
motiva.ting feelings and experiences of wonder, alluring rapture, aston-
ishment, and complete surrender to the supernatural q1alities of the 
object of devotion, l',ather Divine. The apparent nzy-steries of the move-
ment, as discussed, were (a) the material abundance, (b) the healing 
miracles and control of cosmic forces by Father Divine, and (c) the 
Trinitarian relationship of Father and the concept of immortality. 
It was discovered that the central motif , running through each of 
these three phases of miraculous performances in the movement , is the 
mo·t.to which states: 
" The Spirit of the Consciousness of the Presence of GOD 
i s the Source of all Supply and vf.i..ll satisfy every Good 
Desire. 11 
This is the ~qua~ of Father Divine's teachings and concepts 
· .. - :::oncerning the apparent mysterious elements of the movement . The 
Spirit, Father Divlne's Spirit, is the actual force which makes effective 
the abundance and fuJ.ness of material and spiritual supply; it is the 
pmrer that effects healing without physical mthods or neans; it is the 
Superhuman energy which makes the Trinity (God, Jesus Christ, Holy Spirit) 
One. Father Divine is thus able to identify himself as the Godhead. 
Everything has been created, accomplished and is now being accomplished 
by and through his Spirit,. But, in order to become an active partici-
pant in and recipient of these mysterious blessings, one must exemplif.r 
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implicit faith, trust and confidence and consciousness of the Ever-
presence of God. This must be a reality. This IIEans living exactly 
according to the life and teachings of Jesus Christ as recorded in 
the Four Gospels and the Sermon on the biount--and more especially 
according to the teachings and commands of Father Divine . 
By living t his l:iife and keeping tre faith-not giving up the 
ghost-one is provided Yli.th the abundance of material supply (satis-
fact ion of every good desire), healing from all ailments and diseases 
(even the incurable diseases), continual youth, and life everlasting. 
It becomes impossible to die t 
Let us now proceed to our final chapter on the principal bases 
of the FDM movement. 
CHAPTER IX 
SIGNS OF POSSIBLE CONFLICT M{D DISUNITY 
Is the FDM a perfect utopia on earth? Is it without discontinui-
ty and conflict? What are the possibiLities of decline and eventual 
decey? A:re there indications of adversive or subversive forces which 
might undercut t~e very foundation structure of the movement? Will 
this movement (in time) become extinct? What of the future? 
Our goal in this chapter is to address ourselves to these ques-
tions. The central foci of organization, however, are based on the 
evidences given in the documents of the behavers and adherents of the 
movement, and not value judgments of the observer. The major question 
is, 1That signs of conflict and disunity are discovered and recognized 
in the movement which leads in the direction of doom and fiasco? 
1 . TENSIONS BETWEEN MICROCOSM AND MACROCOSM I\INGDOMS 
When we speak of the microcosmic Kingdom we refer to the smll 
kingdom of Father Divine and his followers, which represents (accord-
ing to the group) an epitome of the kind of kingdom desired universa.lly. 
This is the world which Father Divine has created in which he is God 
and his kingship is recognized and respected. This unique "little" 
kingdom is established in the midst of a lllarger" kingdom, both of 
which have· conflicting, and sometimes confusingly, radically different 
internal and structural characteristics. Each has its own p:!Culiar 
norms, standards, conceptual schemes , et cetera, which often differ 
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from the other. Father Divine's kingdom is a little world within a 
great world, two worlds striking a tangent and interacting within the 
same geographical locus. 
¥fuen we speak of the macrocosmic Kingdom we are making reference 
to the "greatt1 kingdom or world, comprised of those who are not affili-
ated with the small kingdom of Father Divine and who, infrequent~ for 
numerous reasons, avoid any type of association or interpersonal rela-
tions vd.th the small group. 'l'he small kingdom rm.y be envisaged as the 
"in-group" and the large kingdom as the a out-group. n Both groups seek 
survival under varied circumstances and discrepancies . 
For our consideration here, both of these kingdoms, in Christian 
terms, are claimants of similar ultimate goals, e. g. , the realization 
of the Kingdom of God on earth. Yet there is a dichotol'l\Y of imn:ediate 
modes and means of attaining the common ultimate goal . The claim for 
priority in immediate attainment and interpretation of the ulterior goal 
of both kingdoms results in tension. This tension is aggrayated by the 
lack of unity of aim, purpose, mind and action between the two kingdoms . 
A conflictual tension state is recognized and realized wherever Father 
Divine's kingdoms and extensions have been established. The resultant 
effects, obviouszy, mean the "survival of the fittest," either the 
stronger kingdom dissolves the weaker, or common grounds are reached 
by the ti'l-o. Let us observe some of these tensions between these two 
ldngdoms. 
i. Tensions within the microcosm. First-person documents, offer-
ing evidences from testimonies, interviews, anecdotal records and other 
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forms of personal expressions r eveal the fact that the vast majority 
of the members of t he microcosmic kingdom have came out of the larger 
macrocosmic world into this smaller world. They have made a 11break11 
a w·ay .from old customs, mores and/habits, and associated themselves with 
new and revolutionary ways of living. Obviously this ld.nd of transition 
tends to engender various degrees of frustration and anxieties ·within 
the individual. 
~~ Day carries articles concerning mis-understandings and 
tension among the followers . Let us observe several such instances. 
The first deals with the "Rudeness of a Co-worker. " The tension is dis-
cussed in an interview between the young lady and Father. Excerpts 
follow: 
FATHER: Peace, Miss D. G. "WThat did you vant to see ME 
for? 
·Young Lady: FATHER, I had my feelings hurt twice in the 
lounge by Mr . Happy Boy. I walked in the other morning, and I 
had missed breakfast at the breakfast table, and I asked, what 
could I get for breakfast? He reared up and said, uwbat do you 
want?" I said I would like ••• and he said, "Well, I can't give 
you the bacon-I can give you sone eggs l (in that tone of voice) . 
YOU see, FATHER, I am very nervous ••• I just can ' t take that tone 
of voice first thing in the morningl ••• He spoke .so rude ••• so I 
said to him, "Listen, if I have antagonized you in any way, I 
am sorry . u ••• 
FATHER : Well, if he acted the ·way you said he did, it was 
not right . 
Young Lady: ¥fell, I want YOUR opinion--do YOU think I 
should go in there to eat any more, or not? You see, I am 
living here in the Hotel. 
FATHER : Well, not for the sake of helping him or helping 
them, but eat at a place where one did not speak or would not 
speak discourteously to you • •• You could eat in the Private 
Banquet Hall ••• at MY Private Banquet ••• l 
1 . The~ ~' Decenber 8, 19.51, p . 14. 
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A harmonious decision was worked out between the lady and Father. She 
was given the privilege to change eating places, and the 11 Covforker11 in-
vol ved was not brought on the scene. Let us now observe a second oc-
casion of tension. This is entitled, "A Trouble Maker Brought to 
Justice .n A group of followers are involved. 
(As t he group file into Father's office, ~~. Moses speaks first 
as follows:) 
FATilliR, we come to tell YOU what happened last night. A 
sister was singing a song in the Righteous Government Meeting, 
and as soon as the sister gets through singing the song, Miss 
Satisfied started her song. She sang her song through and 
then they started the recorder and YOU were speaking over the 
recorder, and she did not stop singing the song. And when she 
did get through singing the song she commenced to start abusing 
us, and she said she was going to take every one of us t.o YOU 
and i t looked like she would rather hear herself than YOUR 
Wordsl 
Mr. Precious Love: I never seen her perform like she did 
last night ••• 
FATHER (turning to Miss Satisfied): What about it, Miss 
Satisfied? 
Miss Satisfied: Peace, FA'l'HER. FATHER, YOU are GOD 
ALMIGHTY. YOU knows everythingl I came in the meeting with 
seven children. Everybody testified and sl.Ulg, and FATHER, I 
started to sing, "I know YOU are GOD," and in the middle of 
the song Mr. H:i.nmond put YOUR Voice on - used YOUR Voice to 
spite Ire, because Miss Ferne and :Mr. Hammond are the main 
ones l I stopped and I said, "I am going to take every last 
one of you to FATHER because I have as much right to praise 
GOD as you1 11 But, FATHER, YOU know the heartl Thank YOU, 
FATHERl 
FATHER: V"ell, when are you in the middle of the song-
what is that? 
(The inte·rview continues, mtil finally Miss Ferne 
speaks) 
Miss Ferne:. • .Finally Miss Sweet Love wanted to speak to 
her. Miss Sweet Love could not even speak to her-she was 
abusing Miss Siveet Love sol And she called me, ttThat thing 
sitting up at the head of the Tableu -and all that evening, 
she just sat and glared at me. I am glad to say it did not 
bother me ••• This is not the hl.Uldredth time, it is about the 
thousandth time she has disturbed our meetings with prejudice 
and resentirent. 
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Group: It is true, FATHERl 
Miss Ferne: And we thank YOU to restrain her from some 
angle. ' le have tried to be patient • 
••••• 
FATHER: Well, maybe you (Miss Satisfied) are antagoniz-
ing to them. 
Miss Satisfied: In what way:~ FATHER?-by praising YOUR 
Name and working out ~ o1vn soul's salvation? 
FATHER: Yes-by praising MY Name 1 
••• 
FATH!lli: Well:~ what do you think is the cause? 
Miss Satisfied: Because YOU in MOTHER'S Body -said be-
cause I have the spirit of Jonah and that is why they don't 
want to hear me 1 That is why I stood nv groundl 
FATHER: Well:~ Jonah should be throvm overboard! 
Miss Satisfied: The spirit YOU gave me, I can't help itl 
Mr. Moses : F ATI-JE..B. :t I lmow if it was any other church except 
the Peace Mission Movement :t I know she would have slept in jail, 
the ~ she carried onl ••• 
••• 
FATriER : Well, you hereafter go somewhere else and praise 
MY Namel 
:Miss Satisfied: That is perfectly all rightl 
FATHER: Where people ·want to hear you and want to hear 
that antagonistic and boastful and prejudiced spirit and mindl 
Miss Satisfied: Well, thank YOU, FATHER, as long as YOU 
said itl--because I waited for twenty years for that1 
FATHER: Well, you have it nowl 
Miss Satisfied: Thank YOU, FA'rHERl 
FATHER: MY True Followers don't want that antagonistic, 
boast.ful and prejudiced spirit1 That spirit came from the West 
Indies with prejudice toward everybody they think that look 
different from them1 ••• 
Miss Satisfied: lliatever YOU say, it is all right, 
FATHER. 
FATHER: I say that is evidence. 
Mis s Satisfied: I am satisfied. 
FATHER:. Evidences show that all the ·twenty years you have 
been here, when things rise up and conflicts come up, it, is 
someone of whom you think to be of a different race or nation-
ality or color, and 11hat you take to be of a different racial 
or national originl (Here Father lectures at length concerning 
the attitude of hate the West Indies have for Americans, ~~ro­
Ainericans :t British and Afro-British people. The group agi'ee. ) 
Miss Satisfied (quickly interposing): I am not going to 
defend nwself. I am satisfied, FATHERl I won't be in the meeting 
any more. I am satisfied, and I thank YOU, FA'rHER, for all YOUR 
Blessings l 
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FATt-IER: You had better not live the samel You had bet-
ter not live the saiiB life you have been living in here and 
around us, -vrith confusion and with prejudice and vr.i.th strife 
and '~th hate l You had better not live like you have beenl 
You had better live right or excommunication ••• 
W.d.ss Satisfied (interposing and interrupting) ••• 2 
This interview ended with the ultimatum that :Miss Satisfied repent, 
confess and change her way of living or be excoiD.IID.micated from the king-
dom. The writer was unable to learn what the results actually were . 
There are evidences of sore of the followers ·withdrawing from the 
movezoont. But, again, evidences show that these followers vtno leave 
are very defensive and refuse to discuss freely the internal nature 
of the inner workings of the movement. It is comparable to a secret 
group in our society. Upon initiation they pledge not to divulge cer-
tain inner principles and pledges. The va:1.ter attempted to contact a 
former rember, or follower, while in Philadelphia ma.ld.ng his investiga-
tion, who had recently left the movement. He was told that the follower 
preferred not to see him en aey circumstances. The writer had assured 
her t'lat there would be no coercion or compulsion whatever ; but the fol-
lower inf armed the writer ( t.hro ugh an acquaintance) that upon leaving 
the movement, she had simply talked about (only generally) some of 
her experiences in the movemnt to a close friend. Suddenzy she suf-
fered a relapse of a condition she suffered prior to entering into the 
movement ; therefore, she preferred not to have any reminiscences at 
all pertaining to the IIDvement. This is in line with the ccncensus of 
opinion and reaction, that the followets who withdraw fear retribution. 
2. The New Day, November 3, 1951, P• 8. 
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Therefore, the 1vriter was unable to find any factual information from 
follmvers YJho have 'Wit.hdrawn from the movement. 
There are numerous other tensions and disputes arising among the 
followers, -vt.nich are recorded in ~New Q&• There are instances of 
tensions and confusion in reference to serving food, seating at the 
table, wearing the "Rosebud suit s," trying to start an unauthorized 
"Extension11 of the move100nt, the use of two naREs, acting as assistant 
pastor >rithout being appoint.ed, and other such conflicts. These, the 
writer observed from a search of ~ New Day. Following are a few of 
the pertinent decis i ons by Father: (Found in several issues of The 
I have known a good many of MY so-called immediate fol-
lowers to feel somewhat critical, as well as others, if things 
are done incomparable, that they cannot comprehand • • • Little no-
harm criticism can do you a whole lot of harm, if you find 
fault wit h your HUMBLE SERVANT, for 11Every sin a man does 
shall l:s for~n him, saving he that sinneth or speak against 
t he Holy Ghost111 ••• some may have had some critical thought , 
nr saw FATHER serve chicken livers and bacon and corn fritters 
and HE did no·t. serve them around to everybody. ( 7.5 . 52, p. 7. ) 
If you fuss or f i ght or quarrel ••• you vvill get out of the 
Kingdom. I am talking about , as you call it out there in the 
wor l d , ·the ll other placett-better known as the world. Fighting, 
or hitting ba ck, or anything done through strife and confusion, 
it will make you ineligible and unworthy to dwell in the King-
dom. No more punching and accusing and abusing each ot herU 
A..TIT.D THE TIME IS NEAH. AT HAND, ANYONE IN THE PEACE MISSION 
CONNECTIONS AND UNDER THE PEACE MISSI ON JURISDICTION OVER 
WHICH I PRESIDE, YOU V'iiLL HA.VE TO GET AWAY FROM TJ-IER.E..--o 
WTER.ESOEVER YOU MAY BE - IF YOU FUSS OR FIGHT l I am just 
telling you, because you thought it a little strange, as it 
has been in the past, some have lost their Rosebud Suits . 
Some shall lose not only their suits, but they shall lose a 
privilege, yea, the privilege to live in the Kingdom or 
Kingdom Connectiona l (11. 22 .52, p . 13) 
The time has noYi truly cone wherein those of you who 
are cursed •vi th T\'V"O NAMES, you should LEAVE em: of these 
names BEHI1-ll) 1 lifha.t I mean by that, you cannot be .MARY 
JONES in MY Absence or at MY Absence, and be HOLY DOVE in 
MY Presence' (7.19.52, p. 11) 
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But those Yrho are called P..osebuds hereinafter shall be 
lmown by those v;i th whom you associate 1 If you associate 
with ·those wno have been demoted, you are demoted and will 
be excommunicatedl (7.26.52, P • 26) 
In these various ultimatums and decisions, Father is speaking of con-
crete situations confronting him. Vil1en tensions arise, they are taken 
to Father for his autocratic judgment and reconciliation. As indicated 
above, Father assures those who criticize and fuss or fight in any w~ 
that retribution is sure; demotion and exconmnmication are certain. If 
they are found at fault, unworthy and fail to repent, they must leave 
the kingdom. 
The children dare not dispute the judgments of Father. His decisions 
are law and order. The children have tensiOI?-S arong themselves, but the 
writer has not seen evidence of outward conflict between Father and the 
children. They simply submit to his authoritarian leadership. 
Final~, the YITiter found no evidences of violence. Physical at-
tack is avoided. The matter is quickly trucen to Father for consideration. 
The followers are taught to expect temptations, but to relentlessly 
resist yielding. They are urged consciously to recognize the presence 
of God, Father Divine, with them to insure 11Peace. 11 In hostile rela-
tionships one hears the phrase, "Peace, I thank you Father." This often 
aids in restoring quietude and order. The hush attitude, coupled with 
the fear of retribution, on the part of the back-slider, leaves one with 
the impression (gained from observation and testimonials) that the 
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movement provides adequate motivation for changing value attributes and 
achieving increments of value, as experienced qy the gratification of 
p~sical and psychological needs of its adherents, sufficient to over-
povmr whatever inner tens i ons may arise w.ithin the microcosm. Let us 
observe the other side of tension possibility. 
ii. Tensions encountered in~ rracrocosm. It is often difficult 
to distinguish a follower from a non-follower in the movement . Usually 
more non-followers frequent the eating and lodging places than follow-
ers. On the other hand, numerous adherents of Father Divine perform 
jobs outside oi' the Kingdom in the macroscomic world . Furthermore, 
many of them sleep or reside outside of the kingdom and often far re-
moved from any kingdom establishment . Thus there is a constant inter-
relat ionship and intercourse between the microcosmic and macrocosmic 
ld.ngdoms. This close intermingling can very easily foster tension states, 
especially for the newly initiated. Father demands that his followers 
"Do your job conscientiously, but think and concentrate on nzy- Ever-
presence with you1" The followers are to forever feel the conscious-
ness of the presence of God vlith them to satisfy every good desire. 
They are to visualize the presence of Father Divine always. Numerous 
testimonials are given as to how t his constant control of the merrtal 
consciousness and positive thinking has enabled follo1rers to perform 
adequat ely in the .:(.'ace of adversity. Hadley Cantril,3 gives a vivid 
illustration of how a f ollower encountered ambivalent feelings and 
frustrations within the macrocosmicworld: 
3. Hadley Cantril, The Psychology of Social Movements, p. l36 . 
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It drove me almost craz.y to try to plan a dinner for 
the family and guests and at the sare time relax my con-
scious mentality. And sometimes vmen Mr. Tepper (head of 
the house) would ask Ire something, I would say, 11 Peace: 
thank: you, Father." This embarrassed me to death. I did 
not know what to do. I tried to resist Father' s .l:zynoptic 
powers and kicked myself for going to the Kingdom and 
giving up rrry salary. But I kept going. 
This is the report of Happy Star, a trusted housekeeper in a famizy 
where she vwrks, who senses the difficult task of reconciling the two 
duties successfully. 
Let us review the tension in one of the followers who related to 
the writer the purpose for wearing a wedding band on his finger.4 
Also, I wear this ( -vredding band) t o keep down approaches 
from wooers on the outside . Especialzy this is true while I 
am working on I!lf job as clerk :in the Post Office. Sore 
(females) come up and try to talk other than what the busi-
ness is. I call it "bosh." ••• Father says this is a protec-
tion. Therefore, the ring bas a spiritual .rreaning. 
Thus, we can realize the awareness of Tension, caused by the close 
interaction of these tYm worlds, of the adherents and the leader of 
the FDM. 
Another type of conflict with the outside world was encountered 
when the government refused to recognize the heavenly and angelic names 
of the followers. The followers had difficulty voting, securing auto-
mooile license, ge t ting jobs, etc. A follower told the writer that the 
Government at present refuses to recognize the Peace Mission clrurches 
as churches Yfi1ich should be tax exempt. Therefore, at present Father 
has placed a ban on giv:ing money to the Government on all outlawed just 
debts. Father claimed to have saved the government millions of dollars 
by his f ollowers paying back monies received from relief and other wel-
fare sources . The followers still encounter difficult,r in voting and 
4. See Appendix B, Pub, XXXV, Par. 7-81 P• 425. 
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buying automobiles, etc., under the spiritual name . Yet , the govern-
ment will accept, relates the follower, any money from the same indi-
vidual in paying income tax, buying bonds, et cetera. Of course, Father 
won the right, many years ago, for his follower to vote legally under 
whatever name they had . The Political Section of the IRG Platform 
reads: 
When the lower courts and the Board of Elections of 
New York refused the new nares of the Followers, FATHER 
carried them through the Supreme Court and had them legal-
ized. 'l'he Supreme Court reversed t he decision of the low·er 
courts and now it is legal to register and vote in any name 
under ·which a person is kno".W' regardless of haw peculiar it 
may sound to the officials. 
Thus; the follo1~rs received the right to vote. But the tensions are 
not completely released. At present the follo1~rs enter difficulty in 
not taking out social security and certain types of insurance required 
by the gover~nt ·when they hold certain jobs. 
It is true that Father Divine goes into New York City only on 
week-ends . He comes into the city ai"ter twelve o'clock midnight 
Saturday night and leaves before twelve midnight Sunday night . Braden 
offers the explanation:6 
One of the chief difficulties in carrying on his own 
work personally from New York City is the fact that a judg-
ment has been rendered against Father Divine for the re-
payment of a sum of some thousands of dollars to one, 
Verinda Brown and her husband, 1'lhich they allege they 
turned over to Father Divine when they joined the :roove-
ment back in Sayville . According to Father Divine, the 
claim is utterly false . They at no time gave him a~ 
money, he says, and even if they bad done so they had 
long since been reimbursed for it by having lived ~dth 
him -w:i. thout any charge. FurthermOre, he alleges that 
both Verinda Brovm ana. her husband confessed in a -vr.citten 
5. The New Day, July 28, 1938, p. 63. 
6. Charles S. Braden, These Also Believe, p. 13. 
statement in the Judge 1 s chambers that their claim was 
false . Later, how·ever, they repudiated the stateiiBnt 
and the judgment was handed dorm against him. 
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A follower corroborates this general concept of Father's refusal to 
pay the swn requested by the law, but leaves out the details relat-
ing to Verinda Brown and her husband. The follower made this re-
sponse upon the vtri ter 1 s inquiry as to why Father w·ent in and out 
of New York City on schedule . This is offered as the reason Father 
Divine has moved his headquarters and official residence from New 
York City to Broad and Catherine Streets, Philadelphia. He claims 
that this "City of brotherly love 11 is now the ucountry Seat of trn 
World ,u and the headquarters of God's Administration. 
Thus, we see conflic~s and tensions constantly being encountered 
between trese two worlds . Yet, in spit e of, and as Father Divine says, 
lion account o£'11 these tensions the sn:ell movement marches on. Father 
says again: "Naught can hinder me . I am the God who carried nzy-self 
away, and I am the God who, ii' I will to, I will stayl No man has 
power to send me anay, and no man has power to return ne until I will, 
and as I pleaseltt Father of i'ers the following important announcements 
to the public (the macrocosm): 
But if you do NOT do what is Just and Right; that which 
is Just and Right; I 1rill have them (followers) to CLOSE 
all of the Dining Rooms and all of the places where you 
have a chance to get accon~odations and live decently and 
have comfortable places in which to livel I vdll have them 
to CLOSE THEM ALLl (TND:l . 6.51, P• 9) 
That 1 s why in every knock and every opposition and all 
of the opposing forces, they EXPAND and EXTEND 1M V{()RK MORE 
EFFECTIVELY than they or it could be, if they were not op-
posing itl (TND: 11.2~.52, p. 8) 
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In the eyes of Father Divine and his followers, these conflicts and 
tensions between the macrocosm and the microcoms are forces of strength 
and expansion of' the microcosm: rather than signs of disintegration, 
defeat and disunity. 
iii. Incompatibility of the ~worlds. Upon questioning one 
of the followers concerning the incompatibility of these two ldngdoms, 
he replied: "Well, you cannot serve God and mammon--you cannot serve 
two masters . We are in the w orld but not oi' it." Here, it appears 
that both ldngdoms are contending for status. ·nill one overpower the 
other? How long this rivalry? 
It is ne:h.'t to impossible for a single individual to hold a bona-
fide Irembership in both kingdomS at once. The subtle implications in 
the i'ollower 1 s response above are that here are two incompatible king-
doms, one of the devil (maramon) and the other ·of God. It is clear that 
the principles, basically, are radically different in these two groups . 
They differ, for example, on their concept of God-the larger vlorld 
refusing to accept Father Divine as the God of the universe; the pur-
pose and function of sexual relations and social intercourse between 
the sexes--which is taboo and nil in the small kingdom, but condoned 
in the large kingdom; specific religious practices and rites as Ho~ 
Conmnmion (Daily at the Banquet Table in the small kingdom), baptism 
(None in the FDM) , prayer (Consists in . thanking and praising Father 
Divine in the small group) ; the apocalyptic concept of' heaven (heaven 
on earth and no hereafter is the united concept in the small group) ; 
death (one does not have to die, pcysically or spiritually is the 
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philosophy and belief of the small group); and many other basic :in-
compatible and conflicting principles could be listed. 
Our assumption here is that the discrepancies and disparities 
between the microcosm and the macrocosm become more acute within the 
individual, conversely, ·with the· failure of the kingdom in which he 
is affiliated to gratify his basic and derived needs-especially when 
the other kingdom offers allurements more satisfactory and appealing. 
We accept Hadley Cantril's? possible solution to a dialectical dilemma 
of tension and incompatibility between bvo kingdoms, that either the 
microcosm must pattern itself o fit and meet the needs of an indi-
vidual living :in the larger world, or the conditions in the larger 
macrocosm must be changed to include and provide satisfactions and 
meanings that are derived in the mi.crocosm. Hbatever kingdom fosters 
those principles and patterns that most adequately gratify the basic 
needs of individuals and offers meaning and purpose to living, is 
the kingdom which deserves continuation and the modification of the 
opposing kingdom's patterns to it. The Father Divine ¥ingdom now has 
over thirty years of existence within the larger macrocosmic Yiorld. 
2 . RETRIBUTION AND ITS lllFLlJ"Ei""JCE 
Practically every issue of The New ~ paper offers a preponder-
ance of evidence as to the tremendous influence of retribution in the 
FDM. Accidents--train, planes, ships, automobiles, etc.--disasters of 
all kinds, the destructive forces oi· the cosmic energies of the uni-
verse, etc., are attributed ·bo the disobedience to Father Divine's 
7. Hadley Cantril, The Psychology- of Social Movemmts, p . 143. 
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teachings . Father Divine attributes these occurrences directly to 
prejudice, bigotry, hatred and malice in the lives and hearts of people. 
He speaks and writes daily concerning what vdll happen to his critics, 
opposers and those who try to hinder his movement or impede his progress . 
He reiterates: "Retribution is sure and assured. 11 
Consequently, he has developed among his followers a strong feel-
ing and sensitivity toward the consequences of their acts, re gardless 
how seemingl y insignificant or inconsequential. For our discussion 
here we shall r efer to retribution as the feeling of personal conse-
quences for what one may or m~ not do. 
i. The fear ~ threat of punishment. .Arthur H. Fauset8 tells of 
an incident that happened one Sttnday night at the Holy Communion Banquet 
at Rockland Palace at -which Father Divine said, 11Do not stray from rrry 
teachings . There was a member here who, for a price, was arranging for 
people to sit at my communion table. I warned that msmber, but she con-
t inued her evil practice . She got ill, and then they had to take her 
to the hospital. Not long after, she passed. " Similar occurences are 
repeated and testified to daily in the movement, by both Father and 
t he followers. 
Father compares retribution to the vrorkings of electricity in a 
live vnre. A person touches the live vdre and automatically receives 
shock or death. Thus, for anyone to act, think or in any w~ oppose 
Father Divine and his Tvork or mission means touching a "live ·wirell With 
inevitable results . Thus, one brings upon himseli' his o~n destruction; 
B. Arthur H. Fauset, Black ~ oi' ~ Metropolis, p . 67 . 
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because Father Divine writes : 11It did not just happen, it happened 
just." Let us observe in Father's l etter to/the president of the 
M3tropolitan Life Insurance Company, 1J.ir. Leroy A. Lincoln, concerning 
the company's refusal to rent houses to Negroes (N---s) in the 
Stuveysant Tovm apartments in New York City, in 1949. In this letter 
Father Divine relates disasters and their causes and declares 11Tbe 
Law of GOD is above the Law of :rvran." He writes thus: 
••• Yet, the same identical doctrine vtnich Hitler propa-
gated is being propagated by the company of which you are 
t he organizational father . Hovrever, the saTIE GOD IS ALIVE 
TODAY w'THO VISI TED THE INIQUITIES of Hitler, :Mussolini, Tojo 
and their associates on them and on their political off-
springs ••• and even their physical children, as it is written: 
11 I the LORD thy GOD am a jealous God, visiting 
the iniquity of the fathers upon the children 
unt o the t hird and fourth generation of them 
that hate me . 
11And shewing mercy unto thousands of them that 
love me and keep rrry commandments. 11 (Deut. 5:9 ,10). 
You see and read and hear every day, numerous accounts of 
t he iniquities of the parents which are visited upon them 
and their children; for acts of prejudice, bigot~, segrega-
tion and intolerance have preceded such tragedies as the 
terrible :r.'ire in the Cocoanut Grove night club in Boston 
on November 28, 1942, in which 491 1·rere killed and over t\vo 
hundred injured. 
That is just one of many of which you, no doubt, are 
avmre . There vvas the f ire in the Gulf Hotel in Houston, 
Texas, Sept. 7th, 1943 in which scores were injured and 
49 killed ••• I had Personally warned those in charge t o dis-
continue their acts of prejudice, segregation and discrimi-
nation ••• in 1917 when Mother Divine and I went dovm to 
Rockaway :aeach and ordered bath houses. They said, 11You 
can't get a bath house here ," ••• Shortly after that, tar 
came up in the water ••• as never before and spoiled the 
whole season. A similar incident occurred in Miami in 
1947, when some of 1IT followers, who happened to be of a 
dark complexion, wanted to go in bathing ••• (Father f ur-
ther mentions similar incidents at Sayville, New York in 
which the Red Tide deposit ed t ons of dead f ish on the 
beaches; the Texas-Oklahoma tornado in April, 1947, kill-
ing 177 persons and damaging Ten Million Dollars 7Jorth of 
property; several airplane crashes and the number of persons 
killed in each; the earthquake in Ecuador; the typhoon on 
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Okinawa ••• ) . 
There are maQY more which I feel assured that you are 
well aware, and yet of these, everyone could have been 
avoided by the simple enactment of the LAWS OF GOD; of 
real AMERICANISM, BROTHERHOOD, CHRISTIANITY~ DEMOCRACY 
and true JUDAISM, as they are SYNONY1\10US ••• 
After giving detai led accounts of each disaster, Father states plain-
ly tha-t, it was due to prejudice, diversion, segregation and hatred. 
1Jle understand here that even the cosmic forces of nature work destruct-
ively, Father says, because of prejudice and bigotr.y. This is how he 
accounts for storms, flood, hurricanes, t ornadoes, fires and pesti-
lences. These things work havoc and go f orth rampant in the land 
where wickedness, vice and crime abound. Trains ·will not stay on 
the track and planes Yv-:ill not stay in the sky, neit her will ships stay 
on the ocean, says Father Divine. These t hings vrlll continue as long 
as racism, sectarianism, fascism, barbarism, Nazism, Hitlerism, Jim-
cr owism ~1d all selfish discriminato17 practices continue in the land. 
'fhis is how Father accounted for the recent train ·wrecks in Nevf York 
and the plane ·wrecks in Newark, New Jersey. 
The followers give daily testimonials of disasters f alling upon 
those who speak a gainst them, deri de or oppose t hem and the movement 
in any lrclY• They report deaths , accidents, sickness and all kinds of 
misfortunes and retribution received. 
Often Father receives replies of apologies and desire for ref orm 
and rectifying evils and unjust practices. Retribution comes not only 
to the non-followers for ¥~ongdoings , but also likewise to the follow-
ers . So the element of fear is promoted by Father . He V'Jrites: 
9. The ~Day, November L5, 1950, pp . 26-27 . 
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I AM. A LIVE WIREt The rich and the poor, the high and 
the low, the great and the small of every nation, of every 
language, and every tongue and ever:y people, I say, THEY 
HAD BETTER LAY OFF ·o:'r H CRITICIS1nlD 
Thus, there is a minimum of criticism directed at Father and his Peace 
Mission activities. 
ii. The failure to attract and appeal . Will this strong element 
of retribution and punishment, or the lack of proselytizing for the 
FDM contribute to its eventual disinte graticn ? Is Father planting the 
seed of his o-wn destruction? Hoshor11 predicts that 11 in a thousand 
years this event ·will have become a legend. 11 Yet, according to the 
judgments of the leader and the testimonials of the adherents, the 
movexoont is growing by leaps and bounds. Father claims that he is 
here to stay this tima, vv:ith or without a body. Father ·writes: 
EVERY DJ Y I AM OUT OF 'r HE CITY OF NEW YORK . PERSONALLY, 
I ADD THhEE THOUSAND 1'0 THE CHURCH, TO ]/fY "MOVEMENT DAILY; 
'l'I-lliREl!'ORE, IT IS A NlA.TTER OF IMPOSSIBILI'l'Y FOE ME 'rO BE A 
FAILURE1 A.R.BN 1T YOU GLAD! TELL THEM I SAID ITt. •• All 
of those who do not want Me I ·will send the extrexoo re-
verse to them, just as I did. So the Jllessage goes on. 
The Spirit goes on doing its work according to MY 
Plan and Purpose, carrying out lilY Plan and Purpose to the 
letter over and above opposition, every criticism, because 
God is Spirit, and. the Spirit with bodies a-plenty, and 
with all creation as represented, God is the Same today, 
yesterday ru1d forever£12 
Thus, we perceive, through the eyes of the leader and his followers, 
that no signs of failure are in sight because of lack of membership 
and recruitment . Father and his followers testify to the addition 
in the thousands and millions yearly. They feel that people are flow-
ing into the kingdom from east, vrest, north and south, and from all 
over the earth plane . 
10. The ru Day, January 27, 1951, p. 3. 
11. Juhn Hoshor, God in a Rolls goyce, P. 85. 
12. The New Day, November 24, 19 1, p. 10. 
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3. EFFECTS OF CHANGE 
Our view of personality is that it is never static; but alive, 
dynamic, mobile, and ever-changing. New experiences of each day 
generate creativity and alterations. Change of environment, brought 
about by inventions, learning, developing of new facts such as elec-
tricity, television, atomic energy and other devices, is a mandate 
for modification of one's adjustment to his environment and organiza-
tion of the phenomenal self. 
We are confronted with a constant process of permutation, amelio-
ration and fluxion ••i thin both the microcosmic and macrocosmic king-
doms. Therefore, vre shall discuss this section from a twofold per-
spective; changes within the movement, ani changes without the move-
ment . 
i. Chanp,;es within. We have noted the social cultural, educational 
and religious development and growth of both the body and the mind of 
the adherents within the movement . Will this mean that the grovvth of 
the body and mind oi' these individuals vall so change the needs and 
the need-integrat.e or complex that existing Jiethods and me ans of 
gratification will no longer suffice? Varied and eroorgent needs 
will spring forth and replace the original needs. We know that time 
alone generates change; it demands new customs, habits, philosophies 
and constructs. It was felt by some observers that the economic , 
political a.11d social conditions 1rere ttripett for the advent of Father 
Divine. The question remains as t o whether similar conditions will 
lay the ground for the exit '.· • 
As a response to the changing economic conditions, refle cted in 
the cost of living, let us cite an example of recent change 
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vlit.hin the movement. It deals ·with the recent doubling of the price 
or cost of food and lodging in the Father Divine movement. The cost 
of The New !?&_ has recently gone up. The follovrlng important announce-
ment was made by Father, concerning increase of fees in Peace Mission 
Hotels and homes, April 21, 1952: 
PEACE, EVEll.YONE1 ••• It has been brought to :MY attention 
that the ovmers of the different places and all of those 
under the Peace Mission Movement and under the control have 
decided to increase the feel 
Pardon ME--or rather, ONE HUNDRED Percent it is; for 
it is five dollars ($5.00) per week where it has been two 
dollars and a half ( ~~2.50) per week and four dollars ( $L~.OO) 
per week where it has been onzy two dollars per week ($2.00) 
per week 1 I AM sure you all will be willing and ready to 
donate to that extent since you have had the privilege and 
the pleasure for many years, to save from five to ten dol-
lars per week for many years on your sleeping accommoda-
tions, and much more than that. for your IIEals and other 
accommodations. I thank you. 
Therefore, it has been brougrr~ to biT attention that as 
the continued increase of violations and obligations have 
been placed upon the owners of the different places to 
renovate and to lift fire violations and other violations 
and other violations that have been on the hotels all the 
time, if they have been on the hotels, they never bothered 
them until nowl Since the ovmers happen to be f ollowers 
of FATHER DivlJrE, there are many violations placed upon 
them of recent dates; therefore, they have decided to in-
crease the fee just one hundred percent and more, 
rather than going to other places . I thank youlD 
Here we have the exact amount and the reason f or the increase in the 
fees of the Peace Mission. Father states that the avmers want to 
renovate and lift violations of fire and other violations recently 
brought upon them. Here · vre see the changes without causing chan~s 
-..'li.thin. This increase applies to ~ ~ Dal weekly paper also. 
Immediately following this announcement, ~New Dal carried a 
headline reading: "WILL A MAN ROB GOD? YE HAVE ROBBED ME l Re: 
13. ~New Day, May 3, 1952, P• 5. 
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Some as Ingrates Not, Desiring to Pay Peace Mission Fees . 11 In the 
interview followed, Father does not retract the increase in fees at 
all. He further points out what he has done for thousands of people 
these many years and how they can still save by being in the Peace 
Mission. It is difficult to forecast or ms.ke any factual staterrents 
concerning the far-reaching effects of this change . 
A recent letter of Father's written to the Honorable Joseph s. 
Clark, Jr.14 l~yor of Philadelphia, in reference to insults to fol-
lowers by tax officials--a number oi· the followers being driven out 
of the Tax Collector 1 s Office because they carried cash to pay the 
tax bills, much of it being in small denominations. Father also in-
forms the 1$ayor that the majority of his followers do not have bank 
accounts, for, in the experience of registeri..Yl.g and voting, the banks 
have ref used , as well as the Post Office, to accept their deposits be-
cause oi' t he majority of their names, as Father expresses it, 11 sound 
somewhat like Christian names. 11 Father informed him th· t at the time 
of the Second World Vlar, his followers got permission from Was ;lington, 
through Captain Brown, to buy bonds in their names preferred, or wbat-
ever naroos they had. But later they were not permitted to put money 
in the Post Office or buy bonds in a name that sounded like a Christian 
name. Father stated further: 
Here in this State a good many whose names sounded 
somewhat like religious names, have been disfranchised and 
not permitted to register and vote in the Primaries or 
general elections. They have also been deprived of buy-
ing automol;>ile or truck licenses in this State because of 
t.he same ••• Licenses have not been granted to such persons 
to own or operate cars in t lus State.l5 
14. ~New~' :May 3, 1952, p. 21. 
15. b££•, cit. 
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Thus, 1if8 see changes taking place from a political and governmental 
angle . These are recent happenings in the year 1952 . -ue see re-
versals in decisions and orders of the macrocosm causing correspond-
ing changes in the microcosm. Where the followers could forrerly vote 
and put money in the Post Office, recentJ.y they have been denied and 
deprived of these privileges . This creates tension Ydthin the microcosm. 
Similar changes in other interna l principles and concepts are cur-
rently undergoing revision and change. We note the recent devising of 
the ttcrusader 1 s Discipline, u which first came out in print during the 
time the .-.rriter was i n the moven:ent . This is the discipline for t he 
11young men11 of the movement. It is an effort at restating 
and redefining for this young group of followers concepts 
concerning God_, Father Divine, man, sin, the Church, the world and 
man's rela tionship to God and vice versa . It deals especially with 
this group's response and relationship to each other, to God, Father 
Divine, and to the world. These and many ot,her adjustments and read-
justments are being made parallel to the push of history and the pull 
of progress . 
'l'his leads in the possible direction of routinization and insti-
tutionalization of t.he movement. Once this has occurred, it is iiiiiiiedi-
ately labeled in the class of other cults, sects a nd sme.ll groups who 
eventually take on the pattern of the larger society-conseqoontly 
failing to achieve its original purpose of freedom from coercion, re-
straint from an abundance of rules and regulations and a perfect societ,y 
of brotherhood and peace . 
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ii. Changes -vd. thout. The past quarter of a century has brought 
about nrnnerous drastic changes in our racial3 political, educational, 
religious, and social life vdthin the macrocosmic kingdom. We in-
quire pertaining to the possibilities of these revolutionary ·changes 
and events, precipitated and accelerated primarily by war situations, 
effecting and creating conO.i:l:.ions vvithin the macrocosm which grati-
fies those needs unmet prior to these changes and vvhich motivated 
individuals to seek out and join the smaller societies. Our assump-
tion here is that one's environmental conditions are strong determi-
nants of one's phenomenological needs and vmether these needs are 
gratified or ungratified. 
Evidences indicate that the microcosm of Father Divine, being 
self-supporting and self-sustaining, is not dependent upon the sup-
port of the macrocosm vr.i.thout. 'lle find from our personal documents 
that many have joined the FDM out of disappointments and failures 
of the larger socie·t.y to gratify specific pbenon:enal needs. Our next 
chapter will point out s pecif ically vmat these are reported to be. 
The followers report situati ons of insecurity and frustrations in the 
larger society. In the small. society of Father Divine, they exper i-
ence feelings of security, happiness, peace, health, ·wealth, and con-
tentment with eternal life and God Almighty a reality on earth. 
Final~y, the question remains, will the revolutionary changes in the 
macrocosm 1Jd thout eventually alter its patterns of life so as to ade-
quately meet these needs for which the individual seeks satisfaction 
outside its realm? In answer Father states, 8 Show me another movement 
or religion that has a bett er program for the service of ~cind and 
I 
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is doing more for mankind than I am d oing, and I -vrill join that group. • 
4. SUlW.ARY 
Our survey in this chapter has deal . •'lith the possible signs 
of conflict and disunity as discovered in the FDM. Various tensions 
bet·ween the microcosm and macrocosm kingdoms were discovered. Tte 
wide disparity between the basic patterns, philosophies and structural 
organizations of living r evealed definite incompatibilities between 
I 
the two worlds. These disparities, surveyed in the light of s igns 
of conf lict and disunity, were observed to include (1) tensions be-
tween the microcosm and macrocosm--from both wit,hin and vrithout; (2) 
t he concept of retribution and its influence-a unique characteristic 
of the microcosm; and (3) t he effects of change upon both kingdoms, 
changes f'rom within and changes from without-emphasizing especially 
the economic, political, educational and religious changes . 
The major tensions within the microcosm ·were discovered to be 
those pertaining to hostilities and frustrations among the siblings 
of the movement such as role playing, meaning and identification of 
their names, living the evangelical lif e and proving worthY of being 
classified within specific groups (e . g. , Rosebud), and other such 
minor interpersonal relationships. Ea~pisode or occasion of conflict 
is quickly brought to Father Divine, who is the sole arbitrator of all 
confusion. His povrer and autocratic judgment is absolute . Reconcilia-
tion and peace is achieved essentially through the emphasis of retri-
buti on, which is sure and assured and which works in the forms of 
failure, accidents, sickness, demotion, excommunication and death to 
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the victim. Even the cosmic forces of nature are expected to work 
destructively and in obedience to Father Divine upon those who criti-
cize, oppose or in any way attempt to hinder his plan, purpose and 
mission. 
The major tensions between tl~ macrocosm and the microcosm were 
revealed a's conflicts dealing with voting, registering, purchasing 
licenses, putting mop.ey into banks-the ma.crocosmic gover~nt re-
fusing to accept strange name identif ications of the microcosm-and 
other polit ical tensions. Also, the economic change in the shift of 
cost oX living in the larger society has direct influence upon the 
econonw of the smaller society. Other tensions involved the differ-
ences OI' theological, social, and religious ideals and fundamental 
concepts between the two ldngdoms. 
According to the perceptions_ of Father Divine and his devotees, 
their microcosmic kingdom is here to stay. It -. is built upon a solid 
foundation, the four Gospels , the Life and teachings of Jesus Christ, 
and the Sermon on The Mount . Nothing can hinder them. With or ·with-
out a body, the purpose and plan of Father Divine's mission vr.i.ll be 
accomplished. This, then, is the concept of the adherents . This is 
the vie·w, according to our 11Self-directive theorytr of investigation. 
Our next chapter leads us into another dimension of our investi-
gation of the motivati onal needs and their gratification of adherents 
of the .FDM. 
CHAPTER X 
PSYCHOJ..OO. ICAL ANALYSIS OF IlA. TA. 
We now come to the crucial task of this investigation. Our goal 
is to diagnose the raw data (i.e., content analysis) in reference to 
our general hypothesis. The psychological analysis of these data -
personal i nterviews, public testimonies and anecdotal records - are 
intended to reveal (1) motivational needs, (2) need gratifications, 
and (3) techniques of gratification l'fhich will validate our theoreti-
cal postulate that: "'lhe Father Divine Movement holds its appeal and 
maintains its strength through its gratification of specific motiva-
tional needs of its adherents. 11 
We recall that our hypothesis was defined as a "theoretical inter-
mediate hypothesis" ( Cf. ante. p. 7). 'Ihe reason given for this dis-
tinction was that the intermediate hypothesis has as its unique purpose 
the guiding of observation, which need not be stated in testable or 
even communicable form, but does yield new observational data which may 
lead unt~nately to testable hypotheses of crucial significance for 
science. Consequently the focal and guiding point of our analysis 
centers in the phenomenal, or first-person, perceptions of needs and 
their gratifications as they have meaning for the individual exper-
iencer, and not as they provide nomothetic laws or mathematical designs 
for the purpose of yielding statistical interpretations and treatment 
suitable for the experimenter. (J;ur content analysis is, therefore, more 
subjective and clinical than objective and statistical. Moreover, it is 
phenomenologically-centered in that we seek to discover meaning of 
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behavior as it is meaningful and purposeful. to the behaver, rather than 
to the observer. Such diagnosis stresses the description, evaluation 
and mderstanding of behavior according to the behaver 1 s complex, 
unique, and personal organization and comprehension of meaning. 
Consequently, our goal has a twofold objective; one, adequate 
description of behavior; and two, understanding of behavior. 'lli.us, we 
do not pursue the total threefold objective of scientific research1 
hich includes 1) understanding, (2) control, and (3) prediction of 
behavior. Our pri~ ry goal, therefore, i s to enhance our understanding 
(not control or prediction) of individual behavior in the adherents of 
the FDM. 
1. PROCEDURE OF CONTEN T ANALYSIS 
In the phenomenological diagnosis of our data, we were concerned 
with those facts which conceivably had meaning to our respondents, thus 
we were guided largely by the subject himself. An abundance of data 
were secured, some portions of which were not utilized as intensively 
as others. It is hoped that these data will provide further research 
for later investigation. 
McGranaham2 points out two general approaches to the problem of 
content analysis. One, the ~priori, and the other the ~posteriori. 
The former sets up logical categories in advance of the analysis - the 
categor,y given numerica~ value, which, after the analysis, may be simply 
treated by statistics to y-ield means of reliability and validity. The 
1. G.W. Allport, The Use of Personal Documents in Psycho-
logical Science (Social Science Research Council, 1942), P7 148. 
2. Donald v. McGranaham, "Content Analysis of Mass Media 
of Communication,'' in Research Methods in Social Relatrons;-Part Two; 
selected Techniques, Marie Johoda, MortOn Deutch, and steward w. COOk, 
eds., (New York: Dryden Press, 1951), PP• 554-55. 
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psychology, ego-psychology, et cetera - those forms which focus upon 
the central organization of mental life yielding information of a sub-
jective nature. Thus, our personal documents and phenomenal data, 
obtained from individuals in the FDM, fall into Allport's classification 
of personal documents. They are direct expressions of the individual 
subjects, recorded qy the writer or stenographically by experienced 
stenographers within the movement. The "open-end" t ype of interview 
was employed.3 (Cf. ante, p. 92f. ) 
Therefore, in following the nature of the data, first, our method 
was introspective. 'Ihis method was to focus upon the individual's 
subjective reaction to his environment and behavior. Second, our 
method was idiographic. This method emphasizes the uniqueness of a 
single life, des cribing individual cases, rather than describing group 
behavior and applying universal laws to groups. Tnis method may be 
set in contrast to the nomothetic method of investigation, whicn relates 
to the formation of, generalized laws, statistically reliable. The 
idiographic method centers in single cases (case method) and depicts 
unique characteri stics of individual behavior. This is aligned With 
our assumption that no two persons are exactly alike in their physica.L 
structures and responses to life. 
The combination of the introspective and idiographic methods was 
used in the analysis of our data, for the purpose of accounting for 
reasons followers of Father Divine joined his movement and how their 
needs are gratified. 'Ihis precludes attempts to account for reasons 
3. For a detai.l.ed discussion on the value of this t.ype of -inter-
view, see Paul E. Lazarsfeld, "Controversy Over Detailed Interviews -
An Offer for Negotiation," Public Opinion Quarterly, 8 (Spring," l.944), 
PP• 38-60. 
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some people join and others do not; or the attempt to discover nomo-
thetic laws with universal applications. But each document and every 
individual, however atypical, is of interest and concern. 
ii. Cri t.eria. (l,'ur aim was to derive a scheme of categories into 
which various statements of interview respondents could be classified. 
The hypothesis was used as a guide to formulate the criteria. These 
criteria, however, do not set up in advance (~ priori) the specific 
needs a nd need-gratifications sought for in the examination of the data. 
Our hypothesis limited our search to specific motivational needs and 
their gratifications, as attested to and experienced by adherents in 
the FDM. Thus the following assumptions were basic guides for our formu-
lating an adequate criteria: 
1. Emphasis is to be upon analysis of each individual case, 
in its uniqueness and qynamics. 
2. The meaning of behavior is to be understood as perceived 
and experienced by each behaver or respondent. 
3. The singling out of needs and gratifications is to be based 
on personal feelings and expressions of the respondents. 
4. Each protocol is to be given phenomenological emphasis. 
These assumptions revolve around the central aim of understanding indi-
vidual behavior in all its uniqueness and complexity. 
Based upon these four assumptions, the following five criteria, by 
means of which our psychological analysis of data was to be made, were 
formulated. Brief explanation is given to each criterion. 
(l) Phenomenal needs. 'Jhis criterion revealed the specific needs 
of the adherents in the FDM, as expressed individually in the documents. 
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'Ihe term "phenomenal" expresses the personal and individual character-
istics of the criterion. 
(2) Phenomenal need-gratifications. 'f:his criterion served to 
indicate the fulfillments of specific needs as experienced and expressed 
individually in the personal documents. 
(3) Phenomenal techniques of gratification. This criterion, not 
expressed in the hypothesis, but indirectly implied and germane to it, 
served to point out those techniques and means by which the specific 
needs were gratified, as experienced and expressed in the personal 
documents. 
(4) Phenomenal external motivation. Again, this criterion is not 
expressed directly in the hypothesis, but is of interest and relative, 
and referred to the "appeals" and "attractions" orj_gina ting outside the 
subjects themselves, which motivated them to affiliate with the move-
ment. These appea~s and attractions were experienced and expressed 
individually in the personal documents. 
(5) Phenomenal Deification of Father Divine. Here again is a 
criterion of deep concern and interest, as weli as relative to the 
nature of our hypothesis, yet not expressed directly. It was intended 
to reveal concrete evidences and "causal factorstt why the devotees 
apotheosized their leader, Father Divine. The responses are based on 
the experiences and expressions of the individual in the personal 
documents. 
Our first two criteria, being directly related to the search of 
motivating needs and their gratification in the FDM, are treated in a 
more detailed form (having tabular arrangement) than the other three. 
Yet, the same procedure of extracting information directly fro~ the data, 
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using the ~ posteriori approach, was used. 
2. FINDINGS FROM DA '1A 
Evaluation of the interview protocols, following the five criteria 
outlined above, was made largely in the direct (verba tim) language of 
the subjects. Direct quotations and terminology were retained in order 
to lessen interpretations and perceptions of the investigator and the 
scorers, and record personal perceptions of the adherents or subjects. 
The assessment of the va~ues sought, then fo~owed tne procedure out-
lined in the criteria. In presenting results, special exertion was made 
to keep the focus upon the "self-directive conceptual" scheme of assess-
ment of vaJ.ues sought in this research. 
i. Phenomenal needs. In our assessment of phenomenal needs, needs 
being defined as "a condition of unstable or disturbed equilibrium in 
an organism's behavior, appearing typically as increased or protracted 
activity and tension" (Cf. ante. p. 62), the unique and dynamic quaLi-
ties were sougnt. Thus, numerous need variables and differentiations of 
needs within the same individual and from individual to individual were 
sought. 
First, the writer carefully examined each of the fifty different 
documents or protocols obtained, in search for any statement which, in 
his judgment, expressed a need of the respondent. Whenever sucn needs 
were discovered, they were listed verbatim, as expressed by the subject. 
All of the needs discovered in each protocoJ. were listed separately and 
numerically under the special heading given to each protocol. Of the 
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total number of individual documents (50), the investigator discovered 
two hundred and seven responses or statements which indicated one or 
more needs. 
Next, an examination of the two hundred and seven statements showed 
a recurrence of the same need stated from individual to individual and 
often within the same individual . 'Ihe investigator then proceeded, on 
the basis of many statements of needs, to formulate a list of "need 
variables." It was noted that many needs had been stated negativel:y, 
vaguely, and sometimes indirectly and implied. In listing the need 
variables, attempt was made to state positively all the needs expressed 
in the various statements . The results yielded a list of eighteen 
"need variab.Les." These variables are restatements, by the investigator, 
of the various needs expressed by the respondents. Using the ~poster-
iori approach and the idiographic method, these variables were formulated 
out of the phenomenal data, with all possible retention of the percep~ 
tions, meanings and feelings of the behaver. 
The next step was to establish some reliability of the eighteen 
need variab.Les as based upon the two hundred and seven statements of 
needs. To do this, the investigator secured the help of four people, 
all naving varying degrees of psycnological training, in reaching this 
goal.4 The following pages give the complete procedure, ~~th both the 
pnenomenal motivationai need variables (18) and the statements of phe-
nomenal moti~dtional needs (207) as formulated by the investigator and 
presented to the scorers for establishing reliability. 
4. The,r were: Dr. Key L. Barkley, Prof. of Psych., N. c. State 
Col~ege, Raleigh; Dr. Harold M. Corter, Clinical Psychologist, N. c. 
State College, Raleigh~ Dr. Ethel Tilley1 Prof. of Psycn. and Phil., Meredith Colleg~, Ra+e~gh;_ and Dr. Malco.un D. Williams, Prof. Educ. 
Psych., Shaw Un~vers~ty, ~ieigh, N. c. 
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It will be noted that the need variables are set in very broad 
categories. This was done for the purpose of avoiding as much confusion 
and complication in interpretation as possible. The list does not 
claim finality or perfection. The assumption is that other investi-
gators might discover ma~y more and a greater variety of needs than 
those listed here through the study of the same documents. To prove 
this fact is not the purpose here. The investigator's aim here is to 
estab.Lish a degree of reliability as to those needs and need variables 
which, in his judgment, have been assessed and iisted out of the per-
sonal data which he has obtained. '!he nature of our material and 
method, as discussed earlier, prevents rigorous and conclusive testing 
and treatment. Therefore, the difficulty of formulating a category of 
need variab~es which would be inclusive of all the needs expressed in 
the 207 statements is admitted. 
The comp.Lete procedure and results follow. 
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PHENOMENAL MOTIVATIONAL NEEDS 
SOORES.HEET 
INS 'ffiUCTION TOl SCORER: 
First, familiarize yourself with the eighteen need variab~es 
(listed on separate sheet). Then, as you go down the list of needs 
expressed in statements (listed on pages 1-9) of the devotees, 
natch the needs which, in your judgment, correspond with those 
listed as "need variables." 
Write the m.nnber of the need variabJ.e on the RED ~ provided 
in front of each personal statement in the document, which, in your 
judgment, corresponds with the need or needs expressed in the state-
ment. Write only the number of the need variable and not the name 
of the need. 
NOTE: Each numbered statement on the expressed need sheet nay 
nave one or more corresponding need variables. Please do not over-
look any corresponding needs, and write every number. - -- -
Thank you very much for your help and cooperation. 
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PHE~:: o;x~:., ;·TAL IilOTIVATIONAL l'n3ED VAH I ABLES 
The following nee d variable s , in the writer ' s op1n1on, 
are e:;-;:.pressed i:.1. the i r!d ividual protocols of seve :;:~al personal 
docUi:lents obt s.ined fron adherents of the I•'a ther Divine Uove-
ment . 
The parenthetica l s tatement aid in clarifying the needs 
expressed directly aYld indirectly in the l an guage o f the ad-
herents . Recognition is ~ivan to the poss ible overlapping of 
need s and need variables listed . 
:t<illED VARIABLbS: 
1 . Biologi c al-~utrance (Desire fo od and drink) 
2 . Biological- Sexuai (Abno~m.al, inadequate sex relationsh ips) 
3. Bodily- Health (Organic defe cts , ailments , disease, sickne ss ) 
[I- • Dynrunic Ef ficaci ous Leadership ( Re 2entment of leader, customs 
traditions, etc .) 
;; . Economic Security (Loss of p roperty, home , mo~1.ey , p ossess-
ions) 
6. Farn.ily Se curity (Marital, f e.mi ly, and social los s , d iointe-
g ration, conflict, hostility) 
7. Father Confessor {To reveal secre ts, guilt :feclin~ s, etc . ) 
B. Love a nd Affection (Feeling of h a te , loneliness , desire , 
love) · 
9 . Lien tal and Psychologic 2.l Health ( Called crazy , vwrry h a l uci-
nations, neurotic, and p sychotic state, hopelessness ) 
10 . Personal Emotional St abil ity ( Uns e ttled , seekers , escap e , 
roruners , travelerc. , instability) 
11 . P sycholo,r::; ic2.l Ii'reedom (Signs of prejudice , discri>'1.inn. tion, 
· 'o ' ·1· t ' ) segrog a·c1 n , nu.."Til 1a lOn 
12 . Relig ious Concept of Do <::. th (Life everlas ting , i.'l'Jmortality) 
13. Relig ious Concep t of Destiny (Fear of hell, l ocality of' 
heaven) 
16. 
rr . 
18 . 
1 oligious Concept of God and Je s us (Wh.o, where, return of, 
demo.nds, how t o be like him, etc.) 
Relig ious Sal vat ion (Prom sin , sha.me, c;ui l t, drinldnc , 
im•·norc_l , unethical conduct, rwrldly liv:i.ng ) 
Roligim_,_:J :Snl i c;htment ( Scri pture , mysteries , sin, and evil, 
i l ·- , ss) 
Self- Achicvenent-Este em ( F2,ilure, lack of confidence, quit ) 
Self-Preception of Role {Job , vocation , calling, g ift, 
t !?_lent s , r e l igious i n clination) 
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PHENOMENAL l40TIVA TIONAL NEEDS.5 
BRO'IHER Z 
1. I had sort of a problem of worry, a menta~ conflict. (2) 
2. I had a personality problem and desired to get away from my 
troubles. (2) 
3. I didn't have confidence in myself. (2) 
4. • •• which hindered my advancement on jobs, etc. (2) It seemed 
that I had difficlli"Cy getting the job. (12) 
5. My teacher used to say I could do better work if I had confidence 
in myself. (2) 
6. Instead of going to the movies to try to forget my disappointments, 
fail.ures, bad luck, "Wants and limitations ••• (3) 
7. I feel as though I couldn't be happy living' Wi-ch the mortal 
family. (8) 
B. When I told the so-called mother tba t I was going to leave home ••• 
that was a secret to myself ••• I didn't reveal it ••• (8) 
9. From an infant I was interested in JesUB Christ, and wanted 
always to live just like he lived. I was spiritually inclined ( 9) 
10. • •• living in sin and shame I wanted to live like him. (9) I knew 
he (FD) would keep me from living in sin and shame. (9) 
11. I had attended the Nazarene Church ••• christened in the Methodist 
Church ••• actually grew up in the Baptist Church ••• then began to 
go aroi.md and see the Father Divine Peace Church (9) 
12. She (the widow) had lost two other children and husband, and to 
lose me would be a shock. She doesn't come near me now (11) 
13. I always desired a business career. (12) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
BROTHER Y 
I had been going to churches, but I quit, quit everything. (3) 
I was waiting to hear from God. ( 3) 
I had prayed prayers for Him (God) to let me know when He would 
come l::ack to earth or where heaven was going to be. That mystery 
>\'aS so deep in the Bibl-e that I didn't comprehend tha. t part ••• (3) 
I had a so-called wife. (4) 
BROTHER X 
1. • •• have had a great deal of different kinds of religious exper-
ience ••• the so-called mother was Lutheran, so-called father was 
Baptist. We went to different churches. They (parents) compro-
5. There is a total of 207 verl::ati.m statements; 14 private 
testimonies, 16 public testimonies, 20 anecdotal records - a total 
of 5o. The Figures in parentheses represent the number of paragraphs 
i.TJ. the original document, see appendices. 
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mised by sending us to a Mission Chur ch ••• We were in the United 
Brethren Church • • • finally we came in contact wi~~ Christian Science 
••• then we investigated Unity, the Divine Science Movement, and 
several others. (1, 2) 
2 . The so-called mother was constantly sear ching, digging, digging (2) 
3. There was one thing she (so-called mother) had uppermost in her 
mind all the time, seeking a way to work out salvation so that 
people would have eternal life, that seemed to be her consum:ing 
desire. Naturally I picked that up. I mean body and spirit re-
maining on this earth forever. (4) 
4. Because of our earlier training we were constantly searching for 
something higher and better. (7) 
5. Over a period of years various happenings broke up the immediate 
family and elimLnated other attachments. (8) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
1. 
2. 
). 
BROTHER W 
••• had been interested in New !ho1.ght, a mental science ••• (2) 
studied Rosicrucianism • • • (l) played for churches of many denomi-
nations •• • (5) was reading SWedenborg • • • was under the influence 
of Christian Science. (10) 
I was always looking for the realization of the present. (6) 
I had two experiences which led me to come to Father ••• (he mentions 
two sexual abnormalities in relation with two persons ) . I felt it 
was wrong. I suffered from the lack of normal sexual desire and 
impulse. ( 6) 
I have no ambition to become a recognized artis t , t eacher, or any-
thing of that kind. But I want to do superior work in whatever 
r do. (7) 
I have simply lYanted affection all my life, and I turned to 
myself. (8) 
I had two experiences which may be called psychic experiences. I 
was rising into a higher sta.te ••• r had a day or more living under 
that higher consciousness.~ . felt a l ifting up into the atmosphere 
• •• seemed to have felt the love and presence of Christ. {10) 
BROTHER V 
I felt I had a high calling •• • called out of the world as a chosen 
vessel and ••• was willing to give my life to the truth God had 
shown me ••• (l) was chosen, predestined by God ••• (5) 
What I had seen in the Scripture I couldn ' t get any satisfaction. ( 1) 
I was a traveling minister. I started in the R:l.ptist ••• went to 
the Holiness ••• The light began to turn on me spiritually and 
men tally. ( 2) 
I began to feel like I didn't have to die to go somewhere to find 
God. (2) 
I didn't believe in the "lake" down there - that fire lake - and 
being burn.ed up. r believed that man could come to his des tiny 
in this life, not go away. (4) 
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6. I was brought up very peculiarly. I was inspired from God ••• 
found out it was right about the ministers being inspired by 
God to preach ••• believed God t4lked to me just like that (to 
prophets) ••• didn't figure it was robbery for me to be like 
that. (4) 
1. People said I was an atheist, agnostic, like that. (4) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
BROTHER U 
About 30 years ago I asked myself some preponderous questions -
Vfuat are we here for? What is the purpose of life? This simple 
desire caused me to become relaxed until I slipped out of the 
body and got the answers ••• (l) 
I wi ll call it my "spiritual awakening11 or caught up into the 
first heaven ••• there are nine unfoldments of the spirit. I have 
one more to go. (2) 
••• I have been looking for the return of our Savior ••• (2) 
I read the Scripture for 10 days until I found Acts 3: 19f. (3) 
I was ••• sitting at the foot of a Master of wisdom for 12 months, 
which fulfilled the desire of knowing that the essence of numbers 
is the essence of all wisdom. {3) 
I have traveled this country for 7 years (5). I have investi-
gated all religions and philosophies ••• (6) came out of orthodoxy 
••• was rear ed in the Baptist faith, yet I attended the Dunkard 
and Congregational ••• (7) sitting at the foot of a Mast~r of 
wisdom for 12 months. (3) 
I didn 1 t know what meant the Scripture. •. ( 5) 
I was given the gift of prophecy. (8) 
BROT'"rlER T 
1. I was with a broken back ••• The doctors had given me up because I 
was too old to be operated on. (1) 
2. I was lying on bed in 1932 dying. ( 2) 
3. I had a vision and heard voices. (8) 
4. I was hit in the head with an ax. ( 8) 
5. I have two children. My wife died (he relates a conflict with 
his wife which he desired not to be put in writing). (8) 
6. I have traveled for 35 years ••• been in all nations ••• {6) I was 
of the Catholi c faith. (8) 
7. I used to smoke, drink, run aronnd and do all things of the 
world. (6) 
ffiOYI'HER S 
1. We (so-called wife and he) thought thisis something different, 
if true, we have come upon a wonderful thing. (2) 
2. So we wanted to come and look. (2) 
3. Most of the English followers are comfortably well of f. They 
come in for religious reasons. Practically eve~JOne studied 
Christian Science, among other things. (10) 
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4. I have studied Christian Science ••• was intended for the church 
••• went in for the Church of England, but I didn• t follow it 
out. (11) . 
5. None of my immediate family were religious ••• (ll) 
6. • •• nzy- father was very strict.. Whenever I would get whipped at 
school I would have another waiting when I got home. (12) 
7. Both of us wanted something to do (Job). (6) 
!ROTHER R 
1. I was a very sickly child. (1) 
BROTHER Q 
1. I had already been in this condition (invalidism in wheel chair~ (1) 
2. I was struck with infantile paralysis, poliomyelitis. (2) 
3. It (paralysis) automatically threw me out of the teaching pro-
fession. (2) 
4. I was involved with another woman. She was also mar.ried. (6) 
5. This broke up my home love ••• I became estranged to my wife. (6) 
6. We decided to live With each other. (7) 
7. We had agreed that in case things came to a worse state, to end 
it (suicide). (10) 
B. • •• I was Roman Catholic ••• broke with it and later joined Mor-
monism ••• then to Tbvernism ••• to Theosophy ••• to Christian Science 
••• to Unity ••• studied metaphysical books and anything dealing 
With more of the .freedom of consciousness and consciousness of 
God's ever presence. (23) 
!ROTHER P 
1. I was a minister in the Baptist church for 22 years ••• presiding 
Elder of Holiness Church ••• belonged to the Christian Science ••• 
in the I Am ••• (l) became sanctified. (12) 
2. I was looking for God ••• for that satisfied position. (1) 
3. I have never smoked or drank ••• wasn't in the underworld (9). 
My father was a Paptist minister ••• had a holy .family. We could 
not go to parties or dances ••• never went to the movies ••• never 
would fight anybody ••• playmates would fight me and try to get me 
to .fight back, but I wouldn't. (12) 
4. Money has become the controlling power in the church these days. 
This is one of the weaknesses. Without money you aren't anything. 
You got to pay your way to heaven. (10) 
5. The leadership (in the churches) is bad. They don't set the right 
example and don't teach right doctrines. (10) 
6. They (leaders) keep people in religious fear. (10) 
7. I said that all sickness comes from sin. They had me up before 
the Elders and Bishops ••• I stood my ground ••• from then on that 
held me back. I know that all sickness comes from sin. (11) 
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!ROTHER 0 
1. I had known God all my life .... the gift of healing was given to 
me. (2) 
2. I had been looking for him (Christ) and heaven in the sky. (3) 
3. He (Father Divine) permitted me to go through different denomi-
nations ••• (4) 
4. Fifteen years I was seeking truth ••• I wasn't satisfied with the 
teachings given in college ••• couldn 1 t see the power as manifested 
in the days of the Apostles. (4) 
5. • •• ministers desired too much self-exaltation. (4) 
6. I planned when finishing my last year in school to go into the 
wilderness and pray for 40 days and 40 nights to receive the 
power of the Apostles . (5) 
7. I wanted to be led by the spirit. (5) 
B. I was poor and neeqy ••• (6) 
9. For ten days I had gone without money. (7) 
10. They (family) had even gone so far as to say I was crazy. I 
wasn't married. (13) 
I:ROlliER N 
1. I was religiously inclined, but was very apt in my judgment of 
religious feeling ••• saw that they (people who claimed to believe 
in God) went contrary to the way they believed ••• their religion 
was based mostly on a superstituous basis. (1) 
2. • •• the clergy general~ were selling the people on future pie in 
the sky. I could not .accept such. (1) 
BROTHER M 
1. I desired to be a minister ••• (l) intentions of being a minister 
(l5) ••• am a capable expert on motors ••• (l) 
2. I nave lived in practically all major cities north and west of 
the Mason Dixie Line. (1) 
3. I contacted a deadly flu ••• (2) 
4. • •• was put out at night for dead, and was unconscious for a long 
time ••• (2) 
5. 'Ihey (doctors) told me I would never get well (2) 
6 •••• still I was paralyzed, dizzy and weak. (2) 
7. I had to give up because I couldn't stay in the shop. (2) 
ti. But our (wife and his) money began to go. We sold house after 
house ••• had no property left and no money ••• almost incapable of 
mald.ng a living ••• ( 3) · 
9. • •• gave me one dollar per day as a veteran. This was some relief, 
but not as a city relief. (3) 
10. I found a basement room., •• but there was no heat, light, and no 
furniture. (4) 
11. • •• I was sick, losing weight, trying to thrive and live ••• (4) 
12. MY lungs were bad ••• (5) 
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13. • •• and I wanted the conception of the life of Christ, the infiu-
ence, power and ever-present spirit of God Almight.y ••• (ll) 
14. I never ~~s a drunkard, but I smoked, played cards, etc. (12) 
lS. I worked out an invention ••• I couldn 1 t get it (patent) through ••• 
they wouldn 't allow it. (13) 
TESTIMONY I 
1. • •• I had everything except that which I needed. I began to lose~ 
I lost all my property, furniture, automobile, oldest daughter, ·;., 
and son-in-law by droYming. I lost my wife ••• and another son 19 · 
years old by drowning. I went down, do~~, until I reached the 
lowest pit of poverty. (2) 
2. • •• living on the Welfare Relief for ••• (2) 
3. I had catarrh ••• (3) 
4. I had flu ••• bad breath, bad corns on my feet ••• smoked cigarettes. (4) 
S. I could never get my children interested in Sunday School. (4) 
TES TIMGNY II 
1. • •• I suffered a nervous breakdown. (1) 
2. I was at death's door ••• in danger of losing my mind. (1) 
3. A condition of melancholy settled down upon me like a pall. 
Doctors ••• could do me no good. (1) 
4. I was a complete wreck physically and mentally. •• could not stand 
on my feet more than a moment at a time ••• a veritable living 
death. (1) 
TES TIMC!JY III 
1. • •• this body from sin and shame. (1) 
2. • •• this body from high blood pressure, tumor, andnervous break-
down . (2) 
3. I was all in and did not know where I was at ••• (2) 
4. • •• I was down and out, weary, worn, and sad. (4) 
S •••• This boqy from committing adultery. (3) 
TES TIM:CNY IV 
1 . • •• a life of misery and extreme suffering due to an accident in 
early life and numerous complications • •• (l) 
2. • •• I had become so despondent I could not be reasoned wi th and it 
seemed as if I were losing my mind. {2) 
3. I would lay awake at night and pray that if there was a God that 
I would be taken out of this suffering by death ••• ( 2) 
4. I had lost all faith in everything and I didn't want to live. (4) 
5. • •• they too (those around her) would pray that when they would re-
turn I would be gone ••• (2) 
6. I had attempted to take the step (suicide) but always failed. (2) 
1. I became worse and cancer set in ••• said there was no hope. (2) 
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B. • •• Nothing they could do for me ••• drugs had no effect in deadening 
my pain. (2) 
9. • •• my suffering was due to the sins and corruption in the boqy and 
and the life I had led. (4) 
TESTIMONY V 
1. When I was a child strange things happened to me which set me 
roaming through the world ••• (l) have traveled many sections ••• 
connected with a very strong movement. (2) 
2. • •• 1924 I saw you (FD) in the clouds ••• (2) 
3. I found myself going fast, rapidly over a bridge on roller 
skates. (2) 
TESTIMONY VI 
1. • •• thank you for love, I didn't have it {love) before you came. (l) 
2. • •• I couldn't hold a cup in the hand. (2) 
3. • •• was in trials and tribulations ••• not fit for a dog to come and 
smell the boqy and would move away • (3) 
4. I was roaming the streets drunk, bent over, bumping against walls 
••• didn't know when the boqy was in a bath tub last ••• was full of 
lice, filthy and rusty. (5) 
5. 'Ihe hands were all broken up with rheumatism and the skin was 
skaly. (5) 
6. • •• weighing ninety pounds. (5) 
7. One lung was all gone and just a little piece of the other one 
was there. (5) 
B. I was grovm one-sided ••• back broken ••• begging ••• (5) 
9. My mind had been gone so long. (B) 
10. • •• ra.ised up under a mammy that we .couldn't go out to a social or 
party or to the movies ••• (B) 
11. • •• began to get worse and worse with drink and I roamed away and 
they put me in Ward 13 (jail). (B) 
12. Th.e insi de stomach was raw and would come out like meat that was 
cooked with whisky ••• (B) 
13• That 1 s the same thing we had in the church, looking for peace and 
making a disturbance ••• (21) 
14. • •• he (preacher) was lusting after the flesh in money and all such 
things as that ••• (22) 
'lES TIMONY VII 
1. • •• I was about 85 or 87 percent worse than Hitler. (2) 
2. I roamed from state to state ••• setting up brothels, gambling houses, 
and distillL~g thousands and thousands of gallons of whisky. 
3. I ran number games, stole, robbed, cheated, killed. (2) 
4. I wanted nothing more than to get everything out of everybody I 
could get. ( 2) . 
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5. I carried guns, blackjacks, knives, brass knuckles ••• two shades 
drunk all the time ••• wrecking cars ••• (3) 
6. I had no regard for womanhood. In my brothels girls of 8 and 9 
years of age were found ••• virtue spoiled. (4) 
7. • •• I stole money ••• (5) I used to steal diamond rings ••• (lO) 
8. • •• I had organized in several states to overthrow the government 
and set up my own system. 
9. I was living a life of vice and debauchery ••• every word I uttered 
was one of profanity and obscenity. (7) 
TESTnmNY VIII 
1. • •• used to run several sporting houses ••• had men and women, girls 
and boys of every so-called race, creed, color living vile and 
debauched lives ••• (l) 
2. • •• had never been arrested ••• wasn't afraid of anyone ••• was a fiend 
for gambling. (1) 
3. • •• stole, cursed, hustled on the boats ••• (l) 
TES TI1\IONY IX 
1. I ran away from the southern states. (3) 
2. • •• I killed a man ••• I walked in his blood. (3) 
3. • •• 17 years before I told it. (3) 
TESTIMONY X 
1. • •• I was walking the streets ••• out at night. (1) 
2. • •• could not get to sleep until nearly day with heart trouble. (1) 
3. • •• on a diet and had pains around the heart ••• (l) 
4. I was in the lowest depths and was nothing but a boot-legger ••• 
running a profane house. (1) 
5. • •• committing adultery. (1) 
6. I was loving some and hating some. (3) 
TEXTIMONY XI 
1. • •• destruction was about to come to the city. (2) 
2. I did not want to go, but something kept urging me on. (2) 
3. Finally, stripped of home, wife, and everything, I left on foot. (2) 
4. A pilgrim on the road, footsore and weary ••• no friends or home. (3) 
TESTIMONY XII 
1. • •• had been born in prison, her mother a prisoner ••• (l) 
2. She had a birthmark of stealing, and stole ••• (l) 
TESTIMONY XIII 
1. • •• I was sick. (1) 
2. • •• I was an old woman ••• all bent over and full of ~~inkles. (1) 
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3. • •• kidney trouble, heart trouble, lung trouble, headache, con-
stipation, indigestion and foot troubles. (1) 
4. One of my knees slipped out of joint. No doctors could heal me. (1) 
5. I tried to put the children away so that T might get away from him 
(my husband). (1) 
TESTIMONY XIV 
1. All the days of my life I heard the word "Jerusalem" and I never 
stopped to consider the meaning ••• (2) 
2. 'Vhen I think how I used to worship that invisible ••• the Holy Eternal 
Invisible God ••• (6) 
'lES TIMONY XV 
1. r have been worrying ••• (l) 
2. • •• I am not only a sinner ••• and I want the New Birth of freedom 
which I had never had. (1) 
3. • •• where we are there is so much prejudice, so much jealousy and 
everything that goes along with it, until if you haven't got God 
you can hardly live. (1) 
4. I once had a home so-called, and lost everything ••• (2) 
ANECDOTAL RECORDS 
XVI 
1. I suffered from eye trouble ••• vision became poor, and I had 
difficulty reading ••• (2) 
2. I became very anxious and irritable. (2) 
XVII, XVIII, XIX 
1. • •• I had already left my so-called wife. (2) 
2. I was in jail ••• ()) 
3. • •• me from smoking, drinking, gambling, etc. (3) 
XX, XXI 
1. • •• yet there is no results (FEPC & NAACP laws) {2) 
XXII 
1. • •• we were in the darkness, lost sheep ••• (l) 
XXIII 
1. I had a conflict with a woman ••• (3) 
2. Years ago two men tried to get me through the shutter. (3) 
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3. • •• I said I wasn't going to leave this earth until God got ready 
for me. (5) 
4. Father showed me in a vision ••• I saw three moons ••• (6) 
XXIV 
1. When I was eight years old I decided to render unto Caesar that 
which was Caesar's and unto God that which was God's. (1) 
1. I want to be as sweet as you and mother ••• I try to be as sweet as 
I can. (1) 
XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX 
1. • •• but I never had it (rights of the constitution) ••• (3) 
2. I was thinking ••• we had to cross the river of Jordon ••• of God in 
the s~ somewhere. (4) 
XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII, XX.XIV 
1. • •• I was really run down and almost dead. (2) 
2. I was running and mixing with those of the world ••• drank, gambled, 
swear, and do everything one could do living in the mortal world 
of lust, passion and evil. (2) 
3. I had lost weight, taken sick, and completely run down ••• (2) 
4. I fell sick with a skin disease ••• they (specialists) told me that 
nothing could be done to cure my trouble. (3) 
1. I was in the navy and had harassing experiences ••• (l) There was 
much tension. ( 2 ) · 
2. There was much segregation. (1) 
3. I remember only one period of quiet and peace. (1) 
4. My mind was getting bad ••• was deplorable condition. (5) 
5. I was worried and sick in general. (5) 
6. I never knew my parenta ••• was brought up in an orphan home. (9) 
1. I had difficulty in communication and expressing myself. (9) 
B. I felt jealous o£ other boys. (9) 
9. I tended to become an introvert. (9) 
10. I guess I was getting psychic. (9) 
Heed 
Variab1t 1 
~eaponse b7 
~corer Oat 5 
~esponss b;y 
~corer Two 0 
Respons• b;y 
Scorer lhree 0 
~eaponse b;y 
!)corer Four 0 
T&BLE I 
SHOVliNG THE NUMBER .iND PERCENTAGE OF PHEIOMENAL NEEDS (EXPRESSED lJl 2JJ7 
VERBiU'lJI( STATEMENTS OF RESPONDENTS) lJl RELATI ON TO NEED VARWLES* 
(OPINION OF FOUR SCORERS) 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
16 47 14 14 29 6 20 25 29 l8 9 5 11 .30 28 
10 48 8 14 19 2 9 21 37 11 6 10 15 26 33 
15 40 9 12 15 2 6 27 37 10 3 7 l2 33 15 
_1__ _35 _lQ _l.l_ ___ l8_~3 __ _/,._ 24 18 3 6 .3 6 u. l 
17 18 Total 
19 36 36.1 
1.4 28 311 
18 18 278 
15 30 206 
Total 
.i.v-erage 
Reaponse 
5 42 170 41 S3 81 13 39 97 121 42 Z4 25 44 102 79 66 ll2 1156 
o 10+ 42+ 10. 14- 20. 3- 9+ ~ 30. 1o+ 6 6- 11 25+ 19+ 16+ 28 
P~rcent of 
~ ' eapoase ,43 3,6 14,7 3t5 4,5 7,0 1,1 3,3 8,3 1,0 316 210 2.1 3,8 818 6,8 517 916 
*The percent of response figures are based on the total 1156 responses 
made b;y the scorers, The average r esponse column is the average of the 
total responsea of the scorers t o each need variable, Refer to Table II 
for the name of the needs which ar e listed above b;y number in horizontal 
column 1, 
l\) 
0'-
"' 
TABlE TI 
SHOWING 'IHE NEED VARIABLES ACCORDING '10 RANK (FROM 
HIGHEST 'ID LOWEST), THE PER CENT OF RESPONSE AND THE 
AVERAGE RESPONSE OF EA.CH SUBJEC'N 
(TAKEN FROM TABLE 1) 
Need Variable 
Bodily-Health 
Self- Perception of Role 
Religious Salvation 
Mental and Psychological Health 
Family-Security 
Religious Enlightenment 
Self-Achievement -Esteem 
Economic Security 
Rel. Concept of God and Jesus 
Biological-Sexual 
Psychological Freedom 
Dynamic Efficacious Leadership 
Love and Affection 
Religious Concept of ·nestiny 
Religious Concept of Death 
Father Confessor 
Personal Emotional Stability 
Biological-Nutriance 
Rank N 
1 3 
2 18 
3 15 
4 9 
5 '6 
6 16 
7 17 
8 5 
9 14 
10 2 
11 11 
12 4 
13 8 
14 13 
15 12 
16 7 
17 10 
18 1 
%of 
Resp. 
14.7 
9. 6 
8. 8 
8.3 
7.0 
6.8 
5.7 
5. 4 
3.8 
3. 6 
3. 6 
3.5 
3. 3 
2. 1 
2. 0 
1.1 
1.0 
. 43 
Avg. 
Resp. 
421-
28 
251-
24 
20 
19f 
16,! 
14-
11 
lof. 
10f 
10-
91-
6-
6 
3-
3-
0 
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*The plus (f) or minus (-) signs in the average response 
column indicate whether the fraction was more or less, respectively, 
than one-half. The average response figures indicate the average of 
a total of 1156 responses. 
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1he results summarized. 1here were fifty (50) different personal 
documents to analyze. Out of these fifty different protocols, the 
investigator discovered two hundred and seven expressions of needs in 
thirty-nine of these protocols. 'Ibis means that eleven of these proto-
cols showed no expressions of needs. 'Ibis fact may be acco1mted for 
by the nature of the documents. The "self-directive" nature of the 
data prohibited direct questioning and probling the subject for speci-
fic information desired. 
Each scorer was given the same data and instructions of procedure. 
The results of theirresponses were also given the same treatment, as 
the tables indicate, especially Table 1. Careful study reveals a con-
siderable amount of exact agreement among the four scorers, in giving 
the same number of responses to a specific need variable. It was found 
unnecessary to show a percentage of agreement among the scorers. The 
table indicates this agreement by placing the results of the scorers in 
column form. Comparison can readily be made. The significant fact re-
vealed in Table 1 is that at least one scorer found an expressed need 
in the verbatim statements to match ever,y need variable listed. Thus, 
no need variable was left vacant. The number of responses each scorer 
matched with each variable were the significant revelations. B.Y com-
puting the percentage of responses of each variable to the total amount 
of responses, we were able to rank the need variables. Therefore, the 
table (1) reveals that each need variable -in addition to each verbatim 
statement of need (for each scorer responded to each of the statements, 
except scorer Four who failed to give one response) - received a re-
sponse. The ·average response of the total number of responses to each 
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need variable, by the f:lcorers::; , was computed in order to facilitate 
ease and exactness of ranking the needs. 
'!able n offers a summary of results by showing the need and its 
rank as found from this analysis. For example, we find that the need 
for 11 Bodily health" is the . outstanding need, expressed in the pheno-
menal data obtained, of the adherents of the FDM. According to the 
opinion of four scorers, 14.7 percent of the total number of their re-
sponses (1156) to statements of expressions of specific needs of 
adherents in the FDM, expresses the need for bodily health. Th.i.s 
represents the highest percent, receiving the highest average (42f) 
or responses of the scorers, therefore, ranking first. Self-perception 
of Role ranks second. This has to do with the need of a job, for vo-
cational guidance and help, for a clear concept of the specific role 
the individual is to play in life. One shows doubt and uncertainty 
concerning his gifts, calling, and duties in life. The various detailed 
meanings of each of these need variables (as expressed in the language 
of .t he adherents) were given on the Need Variable sheet (Cf. ante., 
poi2;8) . We note that "Biological-t~utriance" ranks last. 'lliis has to do 
with the desire for food and drink. 
This may come as a surprise to many who observe the tremendous 
amount and the abundance of food and drink in the movement. Yet, the 
followers, under observation, mention this need least. The results show 
that it is rarely mentioned at all. All of the eighteen need variables 
are thus ranked and put in tabular form for quick review of results. 
Finally, the average number of needs expressed by each individual 
was computed. This was done by dividing the total number of needs 
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expressed in verbatim statements of the respondents, this being two 
hundred and seven, by the total number of protocols expressing needs, 
this being thirty-nine. The results showed that the adherents ex-
pressed an average of five and three tenths (5.3) phenomenal needs. 
We assume, therefore, that devotees in the FDM have been motivated to 
join the movement for an average of at least five phenomenal needs . 
Let us investigate to see if these needs are gratified. We discovered 
at least a variety of eighteen different needs. 
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ii. Phenomenal need gratifications. Our goal here was to dis-
cover those factors which the adherents of the J.i'DM experience and per-
ceive, based on reports in the data, as pleasing, pleasurable, and 
fulfilling to his phenomenal needs. Again, the basic assumption for 
our investigation of these data was that all acts gratify some need 
and behavior is always a function of need-satisfaction striving 
(Cf. ante., p. 77f.). Thus, ot~ examination aimed at revealing those 
experiences, as described b,y the respondents, which satisfy personal 
physical or psychological needs (or psychosomatic) which reduce tension 
and assist the individual in regaining vital bllance or equilibrium in 
living. 
The exact procedure and method were used to discover gratification 
as for the needs . The same number (50) of phenomenal documents were 
analyzed. The same procedure of listing was followed ey the investi-
gator. However, of the total number of fifty documents examined, the 
investigator discovered two hundred and sixty-three responses or state-
ments which had one or more gratifications. This was fifty-seven more 
gratifications statements than need statements. The investigator also 
discovered expressions of gratifications in forty-seven out of the 
fifty protocols. We recall there were thirty-nine out of the fifty 
for the needs, a difference of eight. 
The same scorers were used, with the exception of one, who faced 
limitation of time. A substitution was made.6 '!he complete procedure 
and results follow. 
6. J. w. Fleming, Director of Religious Education, Baptist 
State Convention, Raleigh, N. c., substituted. 
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PHEN<lMENAL NEED GRAmiCATIONS 
SOORE SHEET 
INS'IRUCTION 'ID SOURER: 
First, familiarize yourself with the thirty-three (33) gratifi-
cation variables (listed on separate sheet). Then, as you go dovm 
the list of gratifications expressed in statements (listed on pages 
1-10) of the devotees, match the gratifications which, in your 
judgment, correspond withthose listed as "gratification variables . " 
Write the number of the gratification variable on the RED LINE 
provided in front of each personal statement in the documen~hich, 
in your judgment, corresponds with the gratification or gratifications 
expressed in the statements. Write only the number of the gra tifica-
tion variable and not the name of the gratification. 
NO'IE: E.ach numbered statement on the expressed gratification 
sheet may have one or more corresponcl~ng gratification variables. 
Please do not overlook-an:y corresponding gratifications, and write 
every number. 
Thank you very much for your help and cooperation. 
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PHENOMENAL NEED GRA. TIFICATION VARIABlES 
The fo~loWing gratification variables, in the writer's opinion, 
are expressed in individual protocols of several personal documents 
obtained from adherents of the Father Divine Movement. 
The parenthetical statements aid in clarifying the gratifications 
expressed directly and indirectly in the language of the adherents. 
Fossible overlappings are recognized. 
GRA 'ITFICA TION VARIABLES: 
1. Assurance (Received assurance) 
2. Biological-Nutriance (Received food and drink) 
3. Biological-Health (Recovered, sick no more, healed, cured) 
4. Biological-sexual (Solution of, between sexes, desire) 
5. Confession-Catharsis (Father is Father Confessor, opportunit.y) 
6. Economic Security (Property, money, etc., pay debts, off relief) 
7. Educational (Learned to read, etc.) 
8. Eternal Life Here (Don't have to die or cross Jordan) 
9. Experience No lacks, Wants or Limitations (Plenty of everything) 
10. Father "Divine is Dynamic Efficacious Leader · (Example, living 
it, real, non-condenm.ing, permissive, understanding, sharing) 
11. Father's Physical Characteristics (Beautiful, sweet body, etc.) 
12. Family Security (At horne, real mother, father, husband, etc.) 
13. Father's Superior Power (Authoritative, Savior, Spirit with me, 
hadn't been for him, saved me) 
14. Feeling of One Family and Brotherhood (No segregation, division, 
disunity, Bill of Rights Enacted, Justice, etc.) 
15. Feeling of Protection (General admission of it, etc.) 
16. Feeling of Secure Defense (Father fights battles, does everything 
for us, takes care of us) 
17. Feeling of Love and Affection (Belonging, love everybody) 
18. Freedom (New birth of, religious, social, speech, etc.) 
19. Fulfillment of All Desires and Needs (Father gives all you desire, 
hears cry, all you need) 
20. God, Father Divine, is on Earth (Here, now, the one to come, 
Omnipresent, is Jesus, the one expected) 
21. Gratified (General admission of, never regret decision) 
22. Heaven Here (Not imaginary, illusion, no place to go) 
23. Interview (Opportunity of) 
24. Key and Mastery of ail Mysteries (Religious, spiritual and ail) 
25. Mental and Psychological Health (Restored, don't worry, relaxed, 
happy, peace of mind, etc.) 
26. Occupational and Vocational Satisfaction (Role and job desired) 
27. Personal Emotional Stability (Fulfillment of urges, this is it, 
gratified urges to roam, seek, travel, move, etc.) 
28. Reformed and Redeemed Life (Forsaken sins, new ethical & moral 
conduct, stopped stea:u.•1g, drinking, etc. virtuous life) 
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29. Religious Enlightenment (Scripture, teachings give insight) 
30. Self-Acnievement- Esteem (I am successful, got the patent, etc.) 
31. Spiritual Fulfillment (Unlimited Spiritua~ development, etc.) 
32. Feeling of Independence (Self-sufficient, independent, etc.) 
33. Use of Meaningful Expressions (Peace, Thank You, Wonderful, etc.) 
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PHENOMENAL ~ GRA TIFICA THlNS 
BROTHER Z 
1. Father blessed me to learn how to read. (1) 
2. It (TND) gave me assurance. (3) 
3. Father is blessing me to get the things I desire. (12) 
4. Father blessed me to have an interview. (12) 
5. I used it (expression, I thank you Father) and I relaxed and 
didn't worry. (12) 
6. • •• they called me up and said they had a vacant desk. (job) (12) 
1. He (Father) has protected me. I don 1 thave to do anything in my 
defense of adjusting things in any way to help myself. He fights 
my battles ••• (l4) 
BROTHER Y 
1. • •• made me know this (FD) was God had come bac..lc to earth ••• 
to give us all the significance about heaven and where it was 
going to be, and what we could do to be in heaven right here on 
earth ••• eternal life in this dispensation right here with God ••• 
(1) 
2. • •• I have forsaken them (sins) and don't go back after them ••• 
or entertain them spiritually, mentally, or physically ... was · 
free from everything ••• (4) 
3. I was transmitted. (3) 
4. All things were made new according to the 21st chapter of 
Revelations. (3) 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
BIIDTHER X 
••• searching for something higher and better, so this is it. (7) 
• •• has been one of increasing gratification that I made a deci-
sion to try Father whole-heartedly. (9) 
Father flatly says that you don r t have to die. The very fact 
that he offers that ••• just that one thing is perhaps the greatest 
satisfaction. (15) 
The solution of t..'I-J.e sex problem as between man and woman ••• by 
separating the two. (16) 
The concept of not only one world, but one family ••• without walls 
or divisions ••• total all-inclusive brotherhood where no prejudice, 
ridicule, discrimination, division ••• exists. (17) 
'Ihe prospect of unlimited spiritual development ••• getting the key 
to all mysteries of the world ••• which ·will make us all masters ••• 
will make us one with God ••• r get more of a thrill contemplating 
this ••• (l7) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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!ROTHER W 
To me this is the only thing to live qy ••• world has no attraction 
for me. (3) 
I gratify myself ••• playing for the Crusaders and teaching piano. 
(3) 
I couldn't go to anyone else for this religious teaching, for I 
knew Father is actually living it like nobody else ••• (5) 
The satisf action for striving for the spiritual life and mental 
is far greater (than sacrifice from former life). (6) 
• •• you have satisfaction in him (FD) that he will give all you 
desire ••• your ideal of life ••• (7) 
The affection for the brothers is not for sexual purposes. (8) 
'lhe spirit takes a hold,af you and takes away sexual desire. ( 8) 
Since being with Father I have had many experiences of such or 
similar higher mental consciousness. (10) ' 
moTHER v 
1. • •• the Scripture I couldn't get no satisfaction until I met 
Father Divine. Ohl it is wonderful. (1) 
2. I met my superior, I met God (FD), I met him personally ••• (2) 
3. He (FD) began to open things up to me. (3) 
4. He didn 1 t tell me I was like that (atheist, agnostic, etc.). (4) 
S. He didn't tell me it was robbery for me to be like that 
(prophets ••• ). (6) 
6. I have never been sick, very little in my life ••• Father Divine 
healed me from the spinal meningitis ••• from that curse. (8) 
1. • •• no imaginary heaven. We are living in the revelation of 
God now. (8) 
IRO'IHER U 
1. • •• I knew that Father Divine was the one that was to come. (4) 
2. • •• didn' t lmow what the Scripture meant until Fa t her explained 
it to me. (8) 
l3R.OTHER T 
1. I saw Father Divine come in the spirit ••• he smiled and said I 
would be all right. (2) 
2. • •• on that same day I bent down, doing a.'l exercise of back bending 
••• I was healed from that day up to this. ( 3) 
3. I have been happy and prosperous in body, spirit, and mind. (4) 
4. I never had a doctor in 20 years, so I am glad. (4) 
S. • •• I was healed, and Father Divine put his spirit in me and 
caused my m:i...'1d to be renewed and changed, the things of the 
world I could not do again - smoke, drink or run around. (6) 
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IRO'lHER S 
1. Now we have no lacks, wants, or limitations - fishes and loaves 
we have got a plenty. (3) 
2. • •• we didn't use any natural means of protection at all ••• we were 
continually ·protected ••• Father. protected me. (4, 8) 
3. So we both got something to do (job) ••• (6) 
4. • •• we were never short of food. •• I had plenty of money to buy 
what I wanted. (7) 
BROTHER R 
1. I have never regretted the decision ••• and I don't intend to stray 
away from his (Father's) lovely precepts. 
2. I have benefited enormously •• • not only materially, but more im-
portant spiritually. (3) 
3. He (FD) has led me in the path of righteousness. (3) 
4. He (follower) doesn ' t have to worry about getting sick ••• in Christ 
there is no sickness. (3) 
5. rlis economic problems are solved. (3) 
6. He no longer has social and racial problems. (3) 
1. He doesn't have to worry about dying ••• no physical death . (3) 
8. My body will obtain life everlasting. (4) 
BROTHER Q 
1. The same day I destroyed the poison ••• (lO) 
2. '!his had changed my mind completely. •• things I used to do didn't 
worry me any more. ( 11) 
3. Father fed us sumptuously. (15) 
4. He (FD) stopped and looked at me and said: "PEACE" (16) 
5. Today I am living in the Kingdom ••• keeping my mind stayed on 
Father, becoming more conscious of his presence. (18) 
6. I am happy, joyful, peaceful, and contented. (21) 
1. I have no desire for the flesh. (2) 
B. He has put me in a position of ease ••• give me a job ••• (22) 
9. Now I have perfect chance to enact the "Bill of Rights" ••• 
10. Father Divine gave me this concept. (23) 
11. Up yonder is only illusion, imaginary, God is rea1 ••• (24) 
BROTHER P 
1. I have been satisfied ir. mind and spirit ••• never found that 
satisfaction ••• until I found sweet Father Divine. (1) 
2. I haven't had to want for nothing ••• had a plenty of everything 
else, money and everything. (l) 
3. All lacks, wants, limitations, and every undesirable condition 
disappeared. (2) 
4. I am living in heaven ••• it is not some place to go. (8) 
5. I am at home ••• satisfied with Father. (9, 12) 
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BROTHER 0 
••• He (FD) heard my cry. (4) 1. 
2. 
3. 
Father ••• stopped me before going through all that misery. (5) 
He (FD) is making me rich, giving me good health, success, 
finance, peace of mind, and I am very happy. (6) 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 .. 
ll. 
He has taught me how to be independent by working with my 
hands. (6) 
Father blessed me with a wonderful job, position ••• (8) 
• •• he fed me and took care of me. (7) 
Father has appointed me to act as assistant pastor ••• (lO) 
This will be my permanent home. (10) 
I am no longer adopted, but actually becoming a son of God ••• (l4) 
It makes me very happy to know I have found an eternal mother. 
(15) 
••• I have accumulated enough money to pay off all my obligations. 
(16) 
BROTHER N 
1. • •• the spirit of his omnipresence never once has left me ••• 
causing me ••• to continue. (2) 
2. And 18 years have cbne nothing but to substantiate that same con-
viction (that all the rest of the world would be pebbles and 
stones without a true adherence to the life of Christ according 
to the teachings of Father Divine). (4) 
3. • •• it (health) has improved over 100 percent. (4) 
4. I have awakened. •• to the definite endowment of everlasting life 
••• (4) 5. Father has never gone contrary to the way Jesus carried out his 
personal ministry ••• (6) 
BROlliER M 
1. I had eggs, bacon, grits, jelly, etc ••• one of the finest break-
fasts I had ever had ••• sister said 15 cents. (6) 
2. Father told me to tell you I am going to give you that lung back 
••• r said, Thank you. (7) 
3. From then on ••• I didn't get tired walking, felt strong, and I 
walked. •• (8) 
4. Soon I began to put on weight ••• nowphysically overweight. (9) 
5. I started singing again •• • takL~g piano and voice lessons. (9) 
6. My wheezing stopped (9). My left side got better and I began to 
walk straight • •• (9) 
1. I heard from two or three ••• This is one (job). (9) 
8. I haven't changed in appearance or age since ••• (lO) 
9. I have had everything I wanted and needed ••• (ll) 
10. I believe I am going to live indefinitely. (12) 
11. I do not touch liquor, or seek for fleshy desires, passion, lust, 
etc ••• don't look good to me any more. (12) 
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12. • •• I got that patent. All of these are real, tangible, realistic 
happenings out of the spirit of God. (14) 
13. 'Ihere was something about him (FD) and his personality which gave 
me a very pleasant, pleasing, happy, and delightful experience. 
(15) He is the most beautiful person I have ever seen ••• (16) 
TESTIMONY I 
1. I received a job ••• (3) 
2. My son came home with money ••• got the children clothes. (3) 
3. • •• I have everything I need ••• plenty of everything. (3) 
4. I am not on Welfare Relief (3) 
5. • •• it (catarrh) is all gone. (3) 
6. • •• it (flu, bad breath) is all gone. (4) 
7. I have no signs of any corns ••• no desire to smoke. (4) 
B. • •• I had more work than I could take care of ••• doing my work just 
as I did 30 years ago. (4) 
9. But they (children) never miss going to a meeting of Father 
Divine's. (4) 
10. I have perfect peace in my home. (4) 
TES 'ITMONY II 
1. • •• the moment he (FD) entered, my head shot up, I was on my feet, 
a great surge of health and strength poured through me. · I felt 
as if I . was a child seven or eight ••• (2) 
2. I began to dance, sing, to shout ••• was instantaneously healed. (2) 
3. • •• able to stand on my feet for 8 hours or more ••• am well, happy 
and able to do the hardest kind of work. {2) 
4. • •• am blessed continually with all the work I need ••• (2) 
5. • •• for bringing me back from the brink of death, to the happy, 
normal, joyous state of life I nbw find myself ••• (2) 
6. • •• ever,y cell in my resurrected being cries out ••• (2) 
TESTIMONY III 
1. • •• nothing else would do, Father Divine was all I had. (1) 
2. He is my father indeed and in need ••• has redeemed this body from 
sin and shame and caused it to walk in the only way. (1) 
3. Father Divine healed this body from high blood pressure ••• {2) 
4. • •• healed me of complicated troubles. (2) 
5. • •• He ( FD) stopped this body from committing adultery. ( 2) 
6. • •• I can have eternal life. (2) 
7. • •• but today I am happy, peaceful, and joyful. (2) 
TESTIMONY IV 
1. • •• He (FD) lifted me from the grave and proved to me that he is 
God Almighty in abodily form. {1) 
2. • •• I became conscious ••• the paralysis was gone and all signs of 
cancer ••• had been given back my life. (2) 
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3. He (FD) in turn began to give me what I had asked for ••• (4) 
4. • •• little by little each organ that was cut out grew back in and 
now is completely restored life and health in this body. (4) 
5. My back is also straightened and I am healthy and happy ••• has 
restored life and health in this body (4) 
6. • •• every time of need he (FD) has answered my eall (4) 
7. • •• he (FD) is my father and aLl that I have. (S) 
TES Tll~ONY V 
1. I felt at nome tonight. (1) 
2. You are the person that I saw ••• that power that I saw ••• (2) 
TESTIMONY VI 
1. • •• thank you for peace, joy, and nappiness ••• you have picked me 
up out of sin and shame and placed me in this lovely way. (1) 
2. • •• thank you for love. (1) 
3. He saw fit to pick the temple (body) up and place his wonderful 
spirit in it of love and kindness and no selfishness at all, no 
exaltation at all. ( 4) 
4. He cleaned me up ••• walked with the body. (4) 
5 •••• hollering, I am not going to fight any more ••• to curse any 
more. (8) 
6. My body looked new. The world was new to me (8) 
7. T don't even as much as use vinegar. ( 8) 
8. Father gave it (building) to me ••• (lO) 
9. He (FD) said, "bring them (meals) down to 15 cents and I will 
abundantly bless you ••• (l3) 
10. Father blessed me so I would lay everything aside such as the 
electric money, gas money, etc ••• (l3) when the month comes, every-
thing is laid aside ••• keeping it two months in advance all the 
time. (17) 
TESTIMONY VII 
1. No one preserved t.he virtue of wananhood until Father Divine 
came ••• he is preserving the virtue of youth. (14) 
2. • •• I paid that money back to them. (6) 
3. • •• it (FD's S~irit) changed me completely. (8 ) 
4. • •• I have not touched cigarettes or cigars, tobacco of any kind 
••• not a thimbleful of beer ••• not committed adultery with opposite 
sex ••• (9) l 
5. • •• gave (Father) me a desire to live honest clean life. (8) 
6. I stopped sending empty boxes back ••• telling_ that God was in 
the land. (10) 
7. • •• changed me around ••• caused us to do right and live right and 
stop all this life of vice and c~lme. (10) 
B. • •• not only economic side of life that father is benefiting us, 
but he has come to save and redeem all mankind. (13) 
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TESTIMONY VIII 
1. • •• finally began to hate that life of vice ••• (3) 
2. She immediately went home and did as Father Divine said do 
(threw) away pistols, black-jacks, etc.). (3) 
3. • •• she owed various ones and then began to pay them. (4) 
4. Now ••• could open doors of their homes ••• with a free conscience 
••• no bills to pay nor summons to answer, nor police to hide 
from. (5) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
TESTIMONY DC 
He (FD) said to m.e ••• "You go and I'll go With you. 11 (4) 
He (FD) told me to come back and confess my sins. (5) 
'Ihe sheriff ••• s~d ••• 11you go on back and stay with Father Divine, 
everything is all right. n ( 5) 
• •• noboqy disturbed me ••• because we thanked Father Divine for 
i t .1 ( 6) 
TESTIMONY X 
1. • •• you have done for me in taking me out of sin and shame. {1) 
2. • •• for a sound body and mind. (1) 
3. He stopped me from running profane houses, boot-legging, etc. (1) 
4. He stopped me from committing adultery. (1) 
5. • •• for making me honest so that T would not even steal a pin. (2) 
6. Even stolen things he made me take them back. (2) 
7. • •• for good health and the love you put in my heart. (3) 
8. · Now T love all of them. (3) 
9. I can go to bed happy and get up happy. (3) 
10. • •• for the Banquet Table he has given us here. (4) 
TES TIMOOY XI 
1 . Father gave me a house, food, clothes, and a position ••• (3) 
2. Above all T learned I had 33 million brothers and sisters and a 
loving father on earth, of whom T had not known before. (3) 
3. • •• proved his divine protection and his ability to supply our 
every need. (4) 
TESTIMONY XII 
1. • •• he (FD) changed her from a habitual thief to an honest law-
respecting, law-abiding citizen. (1) 
2. She was redeemed by Father. (1) 
3. • •• he (FD) transformed her ••• (l) 
4. • •• she has returned all stolen goods ••• (2) 
5. • •• is now walking upright, clean and decent. (2) 
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TESTIMONY XIII 
1. Now I am absolutely a new creature. (l) 
2. • •• for healing me ••• (l) 
3. You (FD) prevented the city from taking them (the children). (l) 
4. • •• for healing one of the chiloxen from cancer ••• (2) 
5. • •• for healing one (child) from nervousness, weak boqy ••• (2) 
6. • •• for my name (Hark an Angel). (2) 
TESTIMONY XIV 
1. • •• have found the mystery of the word "Jerusalem." ( ••• in God 
we rest in peace.) (2) 
2 •••• revealed the mystery (of the word fundamental) ••• and the great 
universal mind substance is you, Father Divine. (3) 
3 •••• you (FD) . are revealing to us the mystery. (3) 
4. • •• today I see that invisible God VISIBriA 'lED AND PERSONIFIED, 
and made REAL and TANGIBLE and made a REALITY, in my life ••• (6) 
5. • •• t.o realize that God is REAL, REAL, REAL, no longer an imagina-
tion, and no longer an invisible spirit ••• ( 6) 
6. • •• for YOUR BIDY ••• to give us this opportunity ••• to live in this 
New Jeru-Solam ••• this peace and rest. (7) 
7. You have .established heaven on earth for which we prayed. (7) 
TESTIMONY YJl 
1. • •• I may have a new birth of feeedom ••• (2) 
2. I have another home and I know noboqy but you gave it to me. (2) 
3. You gave me the health and strength to work ••• (2) 
4. You are the only mother and Father that I have and I am glad 
for it. (2) 
5. • •• that I can walk and. live amongst all of the ungodly conditions. 
(3) 
ANECDOTAL RECORDS 
XVI 
1. • •• I haven't worn or needed glasses since. (4) 
2. MY eyesight is perfect and I see fine. I read the paper ••• (4) 
3. My school work bas improved. (4) 
XVII 
1. • •• if it were not for Father I wouldn't be here tonight. (1) 
2. • •• for ••• giving me this feeling. (1) 
XVIII 
1. Father surely rescued me. (1) 
2. • •• would not have been here ••• hadn 1 t been for Father. (1) 
3. He lifted me out of my poor condition. (1) 
4. • •• he saved me ••• America and the world. (1) 
5. Hitler would have destroyed America, if Father hadn't stopped 
him. (l) 
XIX 
1. Father took away my cold, stopped me from smoking, drinking ••• 
this was done immediately. (3) 
2. l~ name has been in the paper ••• didn 1 t cost five cents. (4) 
3. Nobody else enjoys Father more than r. (5) 
XX 
1. You have blessed me with a twenty-five dollar sport coat. (l) 
2. I attribute everything to you. (1) 
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3. • •• not for you I woul&1 1 t be here ••• wouldn 1 t have anything. (1) 
XXI 
1. Ohly you can do it (give us freedom). (1) 
XXII 
1. Now I don 1 t care what weary or trouble we may have, Father takes 
care of it. (l) 
2. • •• he (FD) has brought happiness and peace, freedom ••• opened 
doors of opportunity; (2) 
3. • •• thank you for watermelon ••• you have fixed all of that ••• 
whatever you want, its right here ••• butter, sugar, etc. (2) 
4. You bring forth these things a-full and a-plenty ••• everything. (2) 
5. We are rich as can be. (2) 
6. You also brought mother ••• that we might live this life ••• haven 1 t 
one thing without you. (3) 
XXIII 
l. • •• you are so sweet. (1) 
2. You gave us food, clothes, eyesight, raiments, everythL~g. (l) 
3. • •• blessed me to be here tonight. (2) 
4. You said you would give us oUr hearts desire. (2) 
5. Father's love saved me. (5) 
6. But Father's spirit was with me. (5) 
7. But God, Father Divine, is able to save us and will save us. (6) 
XXIV 
1. My conscience tells me that I have the best (FD) right here by 
my side. (2) 
2. I can jump ••• run ••• (2) 
3. God will tell me when I am right or when I am wrong. (2) 
4. I can move any day in the vreek. No one can hold me. (3) 
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5. I am obligated to no one except God Almight.y, Father Divine. (3) 
6. for 33 years I have never smoked ••• had liquor on breath. (3) 
1. I am independent. (3) 
1. • •• for your beautiful smile and the smile of mother. (l) 
2. • •• for lifting me from sin and shame. (l) 
3. • •• for health, strength, eyesight, love in my veins. (l) 
XXVI 
l. You are my Lord and Savior. (l) 
2. I thank you for your love for me. (l) 
3. You are my very health and strength. (l) 
4. • •• for lifting me up and giving me an appetite. (l) 
5. You are all my hope. (l) 
6. ..~for your darling bride, Mother Divine. (2) 
XXVII 
l. I -thank you for blessing me to be here tonight. (l) 
2. You gave me a new home in Newark ••• (l) 
XXVIII 
1. I thank you to see the fifth Anniversary of the bride. (l) 
2. • •• for saving us. (l) 
3. • •• for having a real helpmate, Mother Divine. (l) 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
XXIX 
He (FD) gave us freedom of speech ••• everything ••• (3) 
We never heard of much about it (crumbling of laws of segregation 
~~d race barriers in Dixie) until Father took on his body. (1) 
Father gave us our rights, life, liberty, and happiness. (3) 
You are giving us a happy life, a joyful life ••• we get up happy, 
look happy, stay happy, and are happy. (3) 
• •• we have crossed over Jordan, heaven is right here. (4) 
XXX 
l. I thalli{ Father for his love. (l) 
2. I thank him for feeding every child. (l) 
3. But father is taking care of all of us. (l) 
XXXI 
l. It is wonderful to recognize the presence of the body of God 
and to recognize I am li1 you ••• (l) 
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2. • •• and to recognize you are going from place to place preaching 
and teaching With all authority. (1) 
XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIV 
1. • •• if it hadn't been for you I wouldn't be here today. (1) 
2. My skin had come back to its natural color all over the body. (5) 
3. You have given me another body. (5) 
4. Nobody but God, you Father- Divine, can heal my body like that 
and restore me to peace and health. (5) 
5. I have gained weight, and am f'eeli.11g healty ••• never a sick 
moment ••• never want for anything. (5) 
6. I have no desire for that other world any more. (5) 
1. You have given me a new mind and a new life ••• I have peace. (5) 
1. Father told me what to do and what Father said was true. (3) 
2. He (FD) is my husband ••• a spiritual marriage to Father Divine. (7) 
3. Father has really changed my life. (10) 
Gratification 
TABLE III 
SHOWING THE NUMBER JND PERCENT~E OF PHENOiYlENAL NEED GRATIFICATIONS 
(EXPRESSED IN 263 VERBATIM STATEMENTS OF RESPONDENTS) IN RELATION TO 
GRATIFICATION VARIABLES* (OPINION OF FOUR SCORERS) 
Variable 1 2 3 I. 5 _ _ 6 ___ 7_~8 _____ 9 _10 __ ll __ 12 __ 13_ U __ 15 16 __ 17 _lS 
~esponsl!l b1 
wcorer Une 9 10 6 47 5 18 3 10 13 8 10 17 28 8 19 18 7 7 
~esponse by 
wcorer Two 4 9 5 38 8 23 1 9 10 24 4 15 52 7 5 8 15 7 
~eaponse by 
wcorer Three 3 11 9 41 6 12 3 6 18 51 7 7 4 11 7 3 25 2 
~esponse by 6 4 38 1 16 3 8 3 4 4 wosrep Four 1 11 15 3 1 8 6 4 
Total 
~verage 
Response 
Percent of 
17 36 24 164 17 82 7 33 38 39 24 6l 146 21 25 42 46 25 
4- 9 6 41 /.,- 20+ 1 + 8- 9+ 9+ 6 15- 36+ 5- 6- 10+ 11 + 6-
ReAponse 1,2 2,5 1,7 11,6 1,2 5,8 ,5 2,3 2,7 2,7 1,7 4.3 10,3 1.4 1,7 2.9 3,2 1.7 
*The percent of response figures are based on the total 1410 responses made by the 
scorers, The average response column is the average of the total responses of the 
scorers to each variable, Refer to Table IV for the names of the gratification 
variables which are listed above by number in horizontal column 1, 
~ 
<» 
Gratification 
Variable 12 
ltesponse by 
.:;)corer One 16 
Response by 
!;;)corer Two 7 
.Reaponse by 
!)corer Three 6 
Response by 
~corer Four l:Z 
Total 46 
.i.yerage 
~esponse u+ 
Percent of 
TABLE III (CONTD.) 
SHOWING THE NUMBER AND PERCENTJGE OF PHENOMENAL NEED GRATIFICATIONS 
(EXPRESSED IN 263) VERBATnt STATEMENTS OF RESPONDENTS) IN RELATION TO 
GRATIFICATION VARIABLES* (OPINION OF FOUR SCORERS) 
~0 ~ ~ ~.l ~ ~2 26 ~:z 28 22 JO ,ll ,l2 ~.l l'otal 
15 11 8 1 4 25 l2 3 46 31 10 15 17 0 457 
16 5 7 1 4 16 6 2 17 2 4 5 4 16 356 
1 6 8 1 5 1.3 l2 7 44 3 8 3 6 6 355 
a 
.l 8 0 .l 6 9 1 ,l1 .l 4 1 4 2 w 
53 25 31 3 16 60 39 13 1.38 39 26 24 31 31 1410 
1.3- 6- 7+ 0 4 15 9+ 3- 34+ 9+ 6+ 6 7+ 7+ 
ftesoonse 3.2 3.7 1.7 2.2 .2 l.l 4.2 2.7 _ .9_ 9.8_ 2.7 _1.8 _l.7 __ 2_..2_2_.2 
*The percent of response figures are based on the total 1410 responses made 
by the scorers. The average response column is the average of the total 
responses of the scorers to each variable. Refer to Table IV for the 
names of the gratification variables which are listed above by number in 
horiaontal column 1. 
~ 
-.{) 
TABLE IV 
SHOWING THE GRA'.FIFICATION VARIABLES ACCORiDJNG TO 
RANK (FR01 HIGHEST W LOWEST), THE PERCENT OF RE-
SPONSE AND 'IRE AVERAGE RESPONSE OF EACH SUBJEC~ 
(TAKEN FROM TABLE ~~I ) 
% of 
Gratification Variables Rank N Resp. 
Bodily Hea~th Recovered 1 4 11.6 
Father's Superior Power 2 13 10.3 
Reformed and Redeemed Life 3 28 9.8 
Economic Security 4 6 s.a 
Family Security · 5 12 4. 3 
Mental and Psy~nological Health 6 25 4. 2 
God (Father Divine) is on Earth 7 20 3.7 
Fulfillment of All Desires & Needs 8 19 3.2 
Feeling of Love a~d Affection 8 17 3. 2 
Feeling of Secure Defense 9 16 2. 9 
Occupational & Voc. Satisfaction 10 26 2. 7 
Religious Enlightenment 10 29 2.7 
~--cper:i.ence no lacks , Wants or Limit 10 9 2. 7 
Father Divine is Dynamic Leader 10 10 2.7 
Biological-Nutriance 11 2 2. 5 
Eternal Life Here 12 8 2.3 
Feeling of Independence 13 32 2. 2 
Heaven Here 13 22 2.2 
Use of Meaningful Expressions 13 33 2.2 
Self-Achievement (Esteem) 14 30 1. 8 
Biological-Sexual 1.5 3 1.7 
Father's Physical Characteristics 1 IJ 
-;J 11 1. 7 
Feeli.~g of Protection 15 15 1. 7 
Freedom 15 18 1.7 
Gratified 1.5 21 1.7 
Spiritual Fulfillment 15 31 1.7 
Feeling of One Family Brotherhood 16 14 1. 4 
Assurance 17 1 1. 2 
Confession-Catharsis 17 5 1.2 
Key & Mastery of All V.ysteries 18 24 1.1 
Personal Emotional Stability 19 27 .9 
Educational 20 7 . 5 
Interview 21 23 . 2 
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Avg. 
Resp. 
41 
36/-
34/-
20/-
15-
15 
13-
11/-
11/-
10/-
9/-
9/-
9f 
9/-
9 
8-
71-
7/-
7/-
61-
6 
6 
6-
6-
6-
6-
5 
4-
4-
4-
3-
1/-
0 
*The plus (f) or minus (-) signs in the average response 
column indicate whether the fraction was mere or less, respectively, 
than one- half. 'Ihe average response figures indicate the average 
of a tota~ of 1410 responses. 
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The results summarized. '.Iables m and IV were used to show simi-
lar results for gratifications as Tables I and E were used for needs. 
The same process of computation was employed. We note the figures and 
numbers run higher for gratifications than for needs. The gratifica-
tion variables nearly double the need variables. 
Here again, as with the needs, at leas t one scorer found an ex-
pressed gratification in the verbatim statements to match every 
gratification \~riable listed. Scorer number Four only matched one 
verba.tim statement with each variable listed. He did this for both 
needs and gratifications. The other three scorers matched several 
verbatim statements with each variable listed. 
Table N shows the results of the investigation by ranking the 
gratifications . For example, Bodily Health Recovered is the greatest 
satisfaction of all the other thirty-three examined. The gratifica-
tion which comes from interview· opportunity is expressed least by the 
subjects. 
For purposes of a comparative review, the following ranking of 
the three highest and the three lowest of each the needs and the grati-
fications is presented. 
NEEDS 
Bodily Health 
Self-Perception of Role 
Religious Salvation 
Father Confessor 
Personal Emot. Stability 
Biological-Nutriance 
GRATIFICATIONS 
Highest Score 
Bodily Health Recovered 
Father • s Superior Power 
Reformed Life 
Lowest Score 
Personal Emotional Stability 
Educational 
Interview 
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It was noted that several gratifications, as well as needs, ranked 
evenly. This was true in gratifications more than in needs . 
Finally, our analysis led to findL~g the average number of 
gratifications expressed by each individual. '!his was done by dividi..YJ.g 
the total number of gratifications expressed in verbatim statements of 
the respondents, which totaled trro hundred and sixty-three, qy the 
total number of protocols expressing gratifications, which totaled 
forty-seven. The results showed that each individual expressed an 
average of five and six-tenths (5.6) gratifications. This means that, 
strangely enough, an almost exact comparison with the average number 
of needs, which was five and three-tenths (5.3) . Here is only a 
slight difference between the phenomenal needs expressed and the pheno-
menal gratifications experienced by the adherents in the FUM. Each 
individual expresses an average of five and three-tenths needs and 
an average of five and six-tenths gratifications in the FDM. 
Let us now observe the techniques used in gratifying these spe-
cific needs, as revealed in our data. 
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iii. Phenomenal techniques of need gratifications. We have 
defined techniques as nmethods of reaching goals and thus satisfying 
needs" (Cf. ante, p. BL.). As the goals and needs differ, from indi-
vidual to individual and within the same individual, so do the tech-
niques. The complexity of differentiation of techniques, together 
with the symbolic nature of techniques, were not expected to be given 
individual recognition by the respondents. Such recognition requires 
inferential interpretation by someone other than the behaver. Thus, 
the indiv~dual 1 s perceptions of those direct means (goals or tech-
niques~ which he feels)assist him in fulfilling his basic needs in 
the FDM. 
OUr procedure of content analysis differed in intensity from the 
previous two values sought. This differentiation of procedure has 
been explained as due to the nature of the value assessed in relation 
t .o the general hypothesis. Thus, the effort to establish reliability 
Qy the use of scorers was not used; but the results of the findings 
are listed, first in the verbatim statements of the adherents, and 
second, in the investigator's summation list of the various phenomenal 
techniques. 
In analyzing the various personal documents (50) of adherents in 
the FDM, the investigator felt that the following verbatim statements 
of the adherents revealed one or more phenomenal teclmiques of need 
gratification, as expressed and experienced by the behavers or respon-
dents: 
• 
PHENOMENAL TECHNIQUES OF NEED GRA TIFICA TIOO 7 
(Verba tim Statements) 
Private Testimonials 
A: IRO'IHER Z 
1. • •• r just found release by ••• reading Father's New Day. (3) 
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2. • •• if a person can harmonize with Father Divine and be in 
sympathy ••• have a broad mind and an open heart, deny yourself 
••• (.5) 
3. I began to say, "I thanl<: you Father," and that phrase has been 
the key ••• (6) 
B: !ROTHERY 
1 •••• b,y his (F.D.'s) spirit I was transmitted. (3) 
2. I paid up all my bills and owe no man. (4) 
3. I got everything out of my mi."'ld, but. what he was saying ••• (3) 
C: HWTHER X 
1. He has dissolved that tension by separating the two (sexes). {16) 
2. • •• the concept of one family ••• without walls of division ••• (17) 
D: EROlliER W 
1. Concerning denial, whatever I sacrifice from my former life is 
not anything ••• (.5) 
2. Father lives in my mind. I have no worldly ambitions at all. 
They are all spiritual. (7) 
3. Father says it is .by his spirit. The spirit takes hold of you 
and takes away sexual desire. (8) 
E: !ROTHER V 
1. Of myself I am nothing. (8) 
F: ERO'IHER T 
1. I took him sincerely in the heart. ••• (1) 
2. I called for his name all night. (2) 
3. From trusting Father and believing in his Almighty, I have ••• (4) 
G: ERO'IHER S 
1. During the war we had to rely entirely upon our faith. (3) 
1. The figures in paranthesis indicate the paragraph of the 
statement in the original document. 
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H: ffiO'IHER R 
1. • •• gave up their home, furniture and everything ••• (l) 
2. He has ••• through his lovely life-giving words, led me ••• (3) 
3. ~ living the Christ life ••• one cannot help but ••• (3) 
I: ffiO'.IHRR Q 
1. And I confessed my sins. (10) 
2. So I became more conscious of his greatness and universality. (12) 
3. It means a complete stilling of oneself - letting go and let God. 
(17) 
4. TodaJr I am just one of the brothers, claiming nothing ••• (20) 
J: IRO'i'HER P 
1. You give up everything that's not of righteousness and become 
really sanctified to the cause of this work. (5) 
K: ffiOTHER 0 
1. In order to receive the blessings, I had to prove myself to 
let him know that I was worthy ••• trials I had gone tP~ough ••• (7) 
2. The spirit said it would be granted. (7) 
3. • •• have Bible classes which will give enough information. (10) 
1: ffiOTHER N 
1. My conversion was through an insight ••• impossible to define or 
put to words . (5) 
2. • •• we are ••• joined to Father by way of the Holy Spirit ••• (B) 
M: ffiOTHER M 
1. I didn't have to contact Father personally ••• to me spiritual~ 
and mentally ••• (l3) 
2. You relax consciousness and his spirit will work. (18) 
Public Testimonials 
TESTIMONY II 
1. Truly I know that "I thank You Father" is the magic key ••• (2) 
'IES TIMONY III 
1. I want to give thanks to Father Divine bec~use He is the true and 
living God. ( 1) 
2. I am happy because my Father lives in me ••• (4) 
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TESTIMONY IV 
1. So I proceeded to clear out all I could think of and forsake 
all these sins ••• I continued to confess and live right and 
praise Father ••• (4) 
2. • •• for the acknowledgement of GOD in HIS BODILY FORM has restored 
life and health in this body ••• (4) 
TESTIMONY VI 
1. · I want to thank Him only to be nothing, to be nothing at all. (4) 
2. She will never have any desire for anything like that any more. (9) 
3. Quit being led by the flesh but be led ~J the Spirit of God. (14) 
4. • •• if you do love, how do you get it? Deny yourself ••• Don 1 t look 
for exaltation. (15) 
5. Don't say we are out of anything ••• If you don't have but a nickle 
in your pocket say you have a full and a plenty. Don 't have 
limitations in your consciousness. (17) 
'IES TIMONY VII 
1. It is HIS HOLY BODY that changed me around ••• (l2) 
'IES TIMONY VIII 
1. Father said to me in the Spirit ••• (5) 
'IES TIMO:NY X 
1. His Spirit revealed it to me. (2) 
TESTIMONY XII 
1. He transformed her by renewing her mind ••• (2) 
TESTIMONY XIV 
1. • •• but when YOUR Spirit, Father was quickened and awakened in me, 
for the firs t time I realized what it meant! (2) 
Anecdotal Recor~ 
XVI. FEMALE - L.C. 
1. You asked me to keep faith and live the life and my condition 
would be healed ••• so I kept the faith ••• (J) 
2. Through your spirit ••• (4) 
XVII. 
1. I thank you that I am nothing. (1) 
XXI. MOl'lliER DIVINE 
1. You require that we simply give you our hearts - our hearts 
include our minds, deeds, service, acts. 
XXV. FEMALE 
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1. Love is the key to salvation. I keep my mind stayed on you all 
the time. (1) 
XXX. FEMALE 
1. I sac~lfice my whole life to him. (2) 
XXXI. FEMALE 
1. We who recognize the presence of Father DiVine in us, he will go 
forth in us . (1) 
The list of verbatim statements of phenomenal techniques of grati-
fication has considerably fewer statements than the lists of phenomenal 
needs or phenomenal need gratifications. In addition to the fact of 
fewer statements being discovered, the investigator did not list many 
of the statements which had the same or similar expression stated pre-
viously in the same document or in previous documents by others. 'Ibis 
avoided an abm1dance of repetition. The investigator made a careful 
analysis and tabulation of each protocol to determine the frequency of 
response of each phenomenal technique of gratification expressed in the 
total verbati m statements - including the statements omitted above 
because of repetition - of the total 50 respondents. 
From the examination of the verbatim statements above - including 
those omitted to avoid repetition- the following variables of phenomenal 
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t echniques of gratification, and the frequency of expression of each 
(lis t ed f rom highest to lowest) were discovered:8 
Variables of Gratification Techniques 
l. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
B. 
Spiri. t.ual Power •• a •• •••• • • •• ••• tt • • e ~ •••• .j " •••• •• " •• 
( Father's Spirit accomplishes and reveals every-
thing, "Not by might, nor by power, but by my 
Spirit .... 11 ) 
Control of Mental and Conscious Energies ••••• • • • ••• 
(Rel ax conscious mentali~~ positive t hinking and 
attitudes, stilling sel f, let t ing go and l et God 
harmonize, sympathize, mental contact, etc . ) 
Self-denial and Self- sacrifice ••• •• ••• • • •• ••• • ••••• 
(Giving up all, giving Father your hearts, minds, 
deeds; forsaking sins , feel ing of nothi ngness) 
Meaningful K~ Expressions •••••••• • ••• • ••• • •• •• ••• • 
(Thank you Father, I know you are God, Peace, 
It i s wonderful , etc . ) 
Living the Evangel i cal Life ••••••••••••• • ••••••• •• • 
(Sex separation, Christ-l ike, paying bill s ~nd 
debts, living righteous, pure, holy, etc . ) 
Fai fu arld Truste •••• • ..•••.• . •••.•.•.•.•..• iJ ••••••• 
(Implicit confidence in Father Divi ne, complete 
obedience to Father) 
Acknowl edgement of God in Bodily Form •••••••• •• •••• 
(Consciousness of the ever-presence of God, 
God ~~thus, etc . ) 
Life-Giving ~ords of Father ••••• • ••••••••• • •••••••• 
(Sermons, messages, expres si ons, t eachings , etc . ) 
Confession • • • • • •• ••••• • ••• • • •• •••••• •• • • • • ••••• • ••• 
( Free expression of inner feelings, guilts, 
anxieties, diff'icul ties, etc .. ) 
Frequency of 
Response 
23 
20 
20 
13 
11 
10 
7 
7 
6 
10 . One Fami~ Concept.~··••••••••••••••$•*•• •• •• • ··~··· 2 
(Family living, brotherhood, unity) 
ll . The Name Father Divine .... . . . ............. .. ....... 2 
(Call on the name) 
1 2. The New Day.............................. .......... 1 
(Purpos eful and meaningful contents) 
8. The words in parenthesis hel p to clarl fy the techniques 
i n relation to the language and goals of the adherents . Several 
have the same frequency of respons e. 
• 
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The above twelve variables, and the frequency of response of 
each, have a positive correlation with the basic and fundamental 
principles of the Father Divine movement . The adherents aliVl 
themselves with these basic principles, as outlined in chapters four 
throug..'l1 nine. They choose those immediate goals or techniques as 
means by which and through which their basic phenomenal needs are 
gratified. The point of emphasis to note here is not the total 
"newness" of the techniques, but the unique stress which Father 
Divine places upon these techniques as effective means to gratify 
eve~ need . The definitiveness of purpose and absoluteness of ef-
fectiveness of these techniques, as Father Divine relates them to 
his followers, are the significant results of our findings. 
The degree to which Father Divine and his followers apply than-
selves to achieving these goals or techniques, and the degree of 
"clearness" of purpose and meaning of each technique to the total 
response to life of each individual, were discovered to have superb 
effectiveness. The individuals testify to the success, and the means 
of success, they experience in the transactions of living within the 
Father Divine microcosm. 
Let us review the findings from another value assessed from an 
analysis of the phenomenal data obtained. 
iv. Phenomenal external motivations . Motivation is interpreted 
here from the specific point of view which refers to those particular 
forces which attract, appeal, and incite motor response, originating 
from the non-self, or outside of the self. This includes those 
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external factors within the ind.i vidual 1 e environment and phenomenal 
field -which cause him to respond in a certain way, and motivate 
specific behavior patterns~ Precisely, then, we refer to ih ose ex-
ternal factors, originating within the FDM itself and the individual's 
environment, which were the stimuli motivating the ind.i vidual to join 
the movement. The assessment of these external motivating factors vvas 
for the purpose of enhancing our understanding of ""'\tJ.Y11 the adherents 
joined the movement. 
The procedure of content analysis followed the previous methods 
and approaches . The very same documents were examined. Again, be-
cause of the nature of the value assessed in relation to the general 
hypothesis, the aid of scorers was not enlisted. 
The investigator discovered that the following verbatim state-
ments contained expressions of phenomenal external moti vations by 
the adherents in the FDM, prompting them to make immediate responses a 
PHENOMENAL EXTERNAL MO TIVA TI ONS9 
{Verbatim Statements) 
Private Testimonials 
1. The widow, so-called mother, introduced me to the name ••• (Z:l) 
2. • •• his (F.D1 s) spirit came after me . (Y:l) 
3. The leader of the Divine Science movement ••• was giving instntc-
tion and the so-called mother took it ••• she passed it on to the 
rest of the family . (X:3) 
4. ..~We had been reading about Father many years before then. ( X:9) 
5. I studied Rosicrucianism ••• He (the teacher) mentioned a certain 
person ••• said ••• Father Divine is God ••• ) (W:l) 
6. I met Father Divine (personally) ••• he had shol"m me a great light 
on the Scripture ••• (V:l) 
9. The first letter or F~man numeral in the parenthesi s 
represents the number of t he document; the second number represents 
the number of the paragraph in the document. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12 . 
13. 
14. 
1.5. 
16. 
•• • reading ••• our magazine called The Spoken Word ••• (U:4) 
•• .I heard the name of Father Divine ••• (T:l)--
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You see a lot of our friends had heard of this movement. (S:l) 
My parents had heard of Father Divine through one of their 
friends. They attended ••• meet·ngs and dined at some of his 
restaurants. (R:l) 
After they (parents) had investigated ••• by reading messages 
given by him in The New .Day:. (R:l) 
••• my parents decided this for me . ( R:2) 
• •• in comes his wife, a devout Christian Scienti st, w.i. th a pam-
phlet ••• spoke of Father Divine ••• While reading that (articl e) 
the name had a strange fascinating and appealing attraction to 
me . ( Q:4, 5) 
I heard a man in Sayville call him God ••• I seeked him diligently 
until I found him. (P:3, 4) 
I happened to stop at the Lorraine Hotel. (0:2) 
But I got acquainted vd th Father Divine through a teacher of 
metaphysics. And the name itself arouse within me ••• ( N:2) 
Then I heard of Father Divine's Mission ••• I got the address 
and went. dovm ... I read~ New Day ... (M: 5, 6, 7) 
Public Testimonials 
18. • • • I went to one of Father Divine ' s meeting places (I:3) 
19. • • • when the Spirit of God, Fat~er Divine, called me ••• (III:2) 
20. This one who came home and told me about it said it would not 
do any harm to try it ••• (IV: 2) 
21 . • •• I saw you (FD) in the clouds ••• And you are the person I 
saYl ••• and I have heard your voice ••• (V:2) 
22. You came to my door and hailed "PEACE." (VI:-2) 
23. I went into the meeting in White Plains ••• (VII:8) 
24. Then one day she heard of Father and decided ••• (VIII:2) 
25 . I am glad that Father called me out . (IX:2) 
26. His love and timely warning reached my mentality - telling me 
by inspiration ••• (XI : 2) 
27. I was led to the FDM ••• (XI :3 ) 
28 . • ... when I heard of You I wa.s sick. I came to your meeting ••• 
(XIII.l) 
29. Then someone told me about you ••• (XVI :3) 
30. Father came to me in a note saying ••• (XIX:l) 
31. My friends told me about you ... (XX.XIV:4) 
In listing the above verbatim statements, again, the investiga-
tor purposely omitted many of the statements -which had identical 
external mo ti va ti anal expreseions . Al so, the investigator made a 
careful analysis and tabul a tion of each protocol to detennine the 
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frequency of response of each external motivational variable ex-
pressed in the total verbatim statements - including the stateman ts 
omitted above because of repetition- of the total 50 respondents. 
From the examination of the verbatim statements above - in-
eluding thos e omitted to avoid repetition - the following variables 
of external motivation, and the frequency of expression of each 
(li sted from highest to lowest) were revealed~ 
Variables of External Motivations 
1. Attending meetings , extensions, hotels., 
Frequency of 
Response 
banquets, restaurants, etc . ..... . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 16 
2. Heard of F'a ther Divine 1 s mission of healing, 
helping, providing, protecting. .... .... . .. ... . . . . . 11 
3. Father 's Spirit cal led or came... . ... . .. .. . . .. .... 10 
4. Heard the ~' Fa t.l'ler Divine - it appealed 
and chai"'lled • • ••• a •• " • Iii .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • .. .. 7 
5. Reading . The Spoken Word, The ~ Day, 
other l1teratUOre.. ... .. ... . .. ... . . . . . .......... . ... 7 
6. Influence of wife, parents, relatives .. ... ....... . 5 
7. Influence of fri ends and others.. .... .. ..... .. . .. . 5 
8 Father's personal appearance, also in vision, 
hallucination, etc. . . .. .. . . .. . ........ . . . . . .. .... . 4 
9 . Influence of lecturers and teachers -e. g. , 
Divine Scia~ce, Metaphysics, Rosicrucianism.. . .... 3 
10. Father came in a note .. .. .. .. . . ............. . . . ... 1 
The results of our findings disclosed the above ten different 
external factors of appeal and attraction, with the frequency of 
response of each, which motivated the various followers, under inves-
ti gation, to join the FDM . In addition, these factors may be inter-
preted as strong means of disseminating and spreading the influence of 
the movement. Yet, we recall that the movement strictly prohibits 
any form of proselytjng or recruiting for membership . 
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We su1llrnarize next the final value assessed from our personal 
documents of subjects in the. Filii . 
v. Phenomenal Deification of Father Divine. \l•e have discussed 
the deification of Father Divine in Chapter VI . ( Cf. ante, pp . 159f. ) . 
1!{e know that the term deification ( Greek, apotheosis) refers to a 
ceremony or s ocial process of some kind which raises man to divinii{r . 
We saw how this process ·was obtained in the case of Father Divine 
and his followers . 1be goal of our analysis here, theref ore, is to 
discover those personal expressions , as found in our phenomenal data, 
o f followers in the }~M, which indicates their elevation of Father 
Divine to a Deit,r and attributing to him Div.h1e qualities and charac-
teristics. v·e examine the data to assess reasons why the individual 
respondent perceives, feels, and proclaims Father Divine as God 
Almi ghty. 
The procedure of content analysis fo l lowed exactly the procedure 
used in the assessment of the phenomenal external motivations . Thus, 
the familiarity of the reader wi t.l-J. this procedure is as sumed . We 
proc eed, therefore, to list the verbatim statements of the respond-
ents which, in the judgment of the investigator, cont ained expressi ons 
showing phenomenal proclamation of t he divinity of Father Divine . 
Azain, the same documents were given s i mi l ar anal ytical treatment . 
1. 
2. 
h. 
5. 
6. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
PHENOMENAL DEIFICATION OF FATHER DIVINE 
Verbatim Statements) 
Private Testimonials 
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Nobody had to t ell me Father Divine was God . I harmonized with 
Father, he revealed himself to me. I actually found him through 
reading The Nmv Day. (Z:3) 
I heard the spirit say something that made me know this was God 
had come back to earth ••• (Y:l) 
Father Divine is the Spirit of Truth, the Holy one of Israel 
and the only one to baptize you with the Holy fire and the Holy 
Spirit. (Y:l) 
He (FD) is the source of all power, knowl edge, life ••• (X:5) 
• •• the evidence of what Father had done convinced me he must be 
God. Nobody else could do that work. (W:l).. No man can do this 
except God. (W:B) 
I lmew I had met somebody beyond man. When I saw his eyes I 
saw it wasn't a ma~ 1 s ~esvaein conversation I found he was the 
one. (V: 2) 
The work he does proves it. I got it by inspiration. (V:9) 
Father was with us in the beginning, but vYe were not conscious 
of it .. ( T:9) 
I certainly see Father as not a man. (S:lJ) 
To me God is Father Divine, God personified. ( Q: 18) I know 
that Father Divine is God because he has changed my mind. (Q:22) 
Viben this light from Father Divine shined on me, I have heard 
a voice ever since talking daily. Father is the same Christ 
that was here ••• He is in a personified body ,. (P:6) 
Father proves himself to be God by answering your prayers. (P:9) 
• •• that I have learned to know who he really is and without a 
shadow of a doubt he is God ... 8The Spirit revealed my name ••• 
that is another reason why I know He is God.e.better revealed 
than told. (0:7, 9) 
And have since learned that the Spirit of Jesus in the body in 
person of Father Divine is the office of Almigh~ God. (N:4) 
The spirit has taken the body of Father Divine, like Christ, 
and he is back on earth. I believe that. (M:l3) 
Public Testimonials 
16. I have perfect peace in my home, and like twenty-two mill ion 
others, I know Father Divine is God. (I:h) 
17. ••eand eve~ cell in my resurrected being cries out that YOU 
are God - for no man, no matter how learned and skillful, could 
give me life, which you have ••• (II:2) 
18 •••• if it had not been for Father Divine I would not be here 
today ••• I know he is God Almighty . I saw he was the ve:ry same 
Jesus that died on Calvary ••• ! saw he was the Christ. (III:2) 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22 .. 
23. 
26. 
27. 
28 . 
29. 
30. 
31. 
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He came in a revelation, so I did not need to ask anyone. (III:2) 
He lifted me from the grave and :proved to me that He is God 
Almighty in a Bodily Form. (IV:l) 
No man could do thaU It took only God Almighty, Father Divine l 
It took more than a man to change me and give me a desire to 
live an honest, clean lifel (VII:8, 9) 
His spirit revealed it to me* Nri.llions declare Him to be the 
true and- living God. ( X:2 ) 
••• that we have discovered that YOU are really the Spirit of 
TRUTH PERSONIFIED •• *(XIV:l) 
Anecdotal Records 
Nobody but God Almighty could have healed me and returned my 
~esight to me. (XVI:5) 
No I ••• immediately recognized Father as God when I first saw him 
and heard the testimonies. (:XIX:l) 
I know you are God Almighty . No one can take your place .... You, 
Father, are the one who spoke in creation and said: (XXI:l) You 
are Melchizedek l You are Jesusl (XXI:l) 
Father, I thank you for your beautiful creation. (XXIII:2) 
• •• I am made by the hands of Almighty God, Father Divine. (XXIV:2) 
We know he is God because the Scripture says that we can't tread 
the vdne press alone ••• (XXIX:2) 
I don't care what you say, you can't make a man out of Father 
Divine .... God looks like man, but he isn't.. So did Jesus look 
like man. (XXI:3, 4) 
Well it came through personal revelation ••• But I know Father is 
C~d from that experi ence (saw Father in a vision). (YJaV:5, 6) 
Here, again, numerous verbatim statements were omitted for 
reason of similarity of expression of value sought. Likewise, in 
order to de termine the frequency of response of each phenomenal deifi-
cation variable expressed in the total verbatim statements - including 
those ami tted above because of repetition - the investigator made a 
careful analysis and tabulation of each protocol of the total 50 
respondents . 
From thecnalysis of the verbatim statements above - incl uding 
those ami tted to avoid repetition - the following variables of the 
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phenomenal deification of Father Divine, and the frequency of ex-
pr es sion of each (listed from highest to lowest) were revealed: 
Variabl es of Deifica tion of Father Divine 
1. No man can do this, except God - you can't 
Frequency of 
Response 
make a man out of him ••• •••...•..... . .. .. •.• ••••• ". ll 
2. He is God Al mighty in a Bodily form, the 
Spirit Personified . (Truth)........................ 11 
3. He revealed ( Revelation) himself................... 7 
4. P~s works prove his dei~····•••••••••••••••••••••• 1 5. He has power of resurrection ( raises from the 
grave), eternal and everl as ting life, creation..... 6 
6. The Spirit makes him known .......... . ........ . . .. .. 5 
7. His physical characteristicP are God- eyes, 
voice, never sleeps................................ 5 
8.. He is Christ, Jesus, Spirit, Melchizedek ........... 5 
9. He can change the mind, convert and transform 
lives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
10 . TI1e Scrip t ure attes ts to his Divini~ ··· · ·•••••••• • 4 
11. He is God Personified on earth in person........... 3 
12 . He proves hi mself by answering prayers... • • • • • • • • • • 2 
13 . Father is t he Spirit of Truth, Holy Spirit, 
baptizes with Holy fire............................ 2 
14. II.!Tillions of others declare him God................. 2 
15. He is the source of all power, knowl edge, and 
life ...... .. ...................................... e 1 
16. He is the gi ver of perfect peace ................... 1 
In addition to the various reasons given by Father and his 
followers, presented in Chapter VI, the sixteen variables listed 
above, and the frequency of response of each, aid us in understand-
ing why the followers of Father Divine elevate hi!n to a deified 
role. It is noted that variable number 14, 11IV1illions of others de-
clar e him God, " has onl y two responses. · Yet , the investi ::~.tor feels 
that here is a si nificant "unconscious" motivation which is urknbwn 
to many adherent s. 'Ihus, it occurs only twice in the protocols . Here 
is an indication of the effectiveness of "mass psychology" and group 
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suggestion . ~fillions of Yri tnes s es hel p to sway and infl uence be-
lief ~ Can a million people be wrong? Trut hful ly, yest Yet this 
fac t a l one does not prove or disprove the truth of the Divinity of 
Father Divine . 
Her e we have presented the empi rical knowl edge, t reated from a 
psychological perspective, of those 1~0 testify to the reality of 
life as experienced and lived in the FDM . We have attempted to pre-
sent the facts through the eyes of the behav er , rather than through 
the eyes of the observer . live have striven to make an i mparti al and 
an unbiased assessment and analysis of the facts in every case; 
wi t hhol ding interpretation and evaluation f or the succeeding section . 
Based upon the findings from our data, and 'ir.i th a larger p e r spective 
of the total chapters preceeding, we venture to offer speci fie psy-
chological eval uations rela tive to t e general status and e ffective-
ness of the FDM. 
3. PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATIONS 
The aim here is to present some subjective and speculative 
psychological evaluations of the FDM, in reference to its effective-
ness upon adherents, societ,y, and history . These evalua tions make 
no claim o£ finality or absoluteness . They are personal impressions 
and value judgment s o f fered by the writer as emerging from this 
investigation. 
i . The movement's effect upon adherents . We have discovered 
from the documents that specific n e eds of the individual adherents 
are apparent, and, correspondingly, these needs are being gratified. 
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The results revealed a positive relationship between the motive 
needs and the gratification of these needs. The ratio showed an 
individual average of five and three~tenths needs to an individual 
and six-tenths 
average of fiv:Jgratifications of these needs. We do not dispute 
these facts. Yet, the inquisitive mind searches further. 
One inquires concerning the aspect of the functional autonomy 
of needs, in reference to new needs being created as a result. of the 
original need Qeing fulfilled; and those unmet needs which are yet 
seeking fulfillment and of which society is responsible either for 
its etiology or for its fulfillment or both . As we reflect upon 
some of the principles of surrender to a l eader, feelings of nothing-
ness, and attitudes of complete group conformity, do we envision a 
movement propagating dependent, infantile, and regressive childlike 
personalities, afraid to face reality? How evaluate such statsrnents 
as:. "Bring all your worries to Father, 11 or 11Father fights e.ll your 
battles for you," or 11 Father does everything for you - f eeds you, 
clothes you, heals you, makes decisions for you? 11 In addition, we 
inquire concerning the efficacy of the movement 's concept of God , 
heaven, deathl Is ti1e ban on marriage and sexual relations, segre-
gation of the sexesJ etc . designed for effective and adequate universal 
applications? Do we vdll these laws and principles nomothetic e.x:ten-
sions? 
We have pointed out some of the essential functional character-
is tics of the FDM in regard to its actual gratifica tLon of specific 
motivational needs of its adherents . Our aim now is to present a 
critical observation of some of the basic tenets and principles of 
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this movement, particularly as they influence end affect the indivi-
dual participants . 'ie shall deal only with some of the outstanding 
principle s . To deal adequately with each princip l e vmul d take us 
too far rovay from our central goal of discovering motivational needs 
and their gr a tifications in the FD_1 . 
Firs t, we offer critical impressions of the leader, Father 
Divine . We have sho-wn that Father Divine plays a unique role in the 
nri..nds and lives of his followers . Th..is is a fact undeniable . In 
this respect, the investigator perceives Father Divine as a unique 
"Charismatic Leader." He quite aptly measures up to the special type 
· of p ersonality which Max l~ eberlO described as "charismatic . " This 
term literall y means, according to Weber, "gift of Grace . n It charac-
terizes self-appointed leaders ~~o are followed qy those >mo are in 
distress and who need to f ollow the leader because they b E?lieve him 
to be extraordinarily -qualified. Father Divine manifests the combi ned 
di stinction of being self-appointed in addition to be appointed by 
others to the role of "Dei ty,n as they cal l it, but which is referred 
to here as "Charisma tic leadership . 11 Father Divine further fits into 
this description of charismatic qualities , a c cording to Weber ' s11 
suggestion that the founder s of vmrld religions and the prophets as 
well as mill tary and political heroes a re the archetypes of this 
ki nd of leadershi p . The characteristic marks of their leadership 
were mir acles, 11 "revelations , " and "heroic feats of valor vii th 
10. H.H. Gerth & C. Wright Mills, tr. & ed . , From Max 
I -eber : Essays in Sociology (New York: Oxford Uni versity Press , 1936) 
P• 52 
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baffling success. 11 Their movements were filled vri. th enthusiasm, and 
in the face of this extraordinary enthusiasm_, class, caste and status 
barriers often gave way to fraternization and communi~ sentiments. 
Such heroes and prophets were truly revolutionary forces in history . 
Inili.cations of this kind of interpersonal relationship and dy-namics, 
as shovm in the chapters of this study, between Fathe1bivine and his 
adherents are readily grasped. Regardless of whether this "extra-
ordinary gift of grace" attributed to Father Divine is real, alleged, 
or false, the followers believe it true and respond in the manner of 
"hero worship ." Thus it is operative and functional . 
The devotees of the Father Divine movement exemplify the three 
major beliefs of (1) magical power, (2) revelation and inspiration, 
and (3) hero worship i~ relation to their l eader, Father Divine. He 
and they claim his powers go beyond normal human qualities, and are 
therefore supernatural. They point to the miracles, the revelations, 
the victories, and other baffling successes realized by the leader 
and the governed. These, too, are the characteristic signs of 
charismatic proof of leadership . They (adherents) exclaim: m: e 
produce the fruits." 
Thus, the revolutionary qualities, the genuine interpersonal 
relationships among those of this communi~, the extraordinary enthu-
siasm, devotion, fraternity and espiri t de corp impress the writer \ 
that Father Divine is the arcetype of the "Charismatic Authoritarian 
Leader" in our contemporary era. 
In addition to the charismatic leadership qualities, the •vriter 
is impressed that Father Divine is a dynamic 11Pragmatist . 11 He is a 
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pragmatist i n the sense that he symbolizes a real "Father- Surrogate" 
for many of his adherents . He gratifies the practical and psycholo-
gical 110edipus 11 urge of his followers, to be reconciled with the 
father, which, in many inst8nces, was ungratified heretofore. Again, 
he is a pragmatist in the sense that he makes practical application of 
ideals of equali~, brotherhood, democracy, Christianity, and Christian 
ethics. The wide gup of disparity between theory and act, belief and 
behavior ::i_s closed. He is a pragmatist in his demonstration of the 
following characteristics of dynamic leadership: (l) recognizes the 
value of every i ndi vidual person; (2) encourages personal parti cipation 
L~ order to achieve personal rowth; (3 ) makes provision for soci al 
expressi on in which group mem er can rediscover themselves and mutually 
share c:ommon experiences; (4) fosters permissive social atmospheres in 
<mich to expose, examine, and explore personal tensions , conflicts , 
needs, and anxieties; (5) promotes a "we-feeling" of belonging and 
fa.JT!ili al r elationships; ( 6) identifies himself with the aspirations, 
desires, needs, demands, and expectations of the group; and (7) shows 
insight in understanding and discovering sources of frustration, con-
flict and failures, and proceeds to help others help themselves by 
estc.blishing goals leading to adjustment, integration and contmtment. 
On e who closely associates himself with the movement and its functions 
cannot ove~~look these positive aspectc: of the dynamic practical and 
psychological leadership of Father Divine. 
The effort of presenting all the positive tenets of the fruits 
of Father Divine's dynamic leadership and "charismatic " quaJi ties is 
not assumed here . However , some summaries of his activities are given 
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in support of the impressions above . First, l et us note some observa-
tions made by an outsider, Truxton King .. 12 In validating his opinion 
that everyvfhere the public attitude has changed from derision to re-
spect, this change in public sentiment being due entirely to the 
benefits Father Divine has brought to communities through his works 
and the consequence of his preachments on the lives of his adherents, 
King lists the following specific benefits of the Peace Mission move-
ment~ 
1. He is the greatest proponent of r acial integration. 
In the peace movement all races are perfectly integrated. There 
is never any reference to racial designation as this is an 
offense against Father Divine 1 s teachings. Yfo!'is such as 
Negroes, Jews, and Ital ians are not penni tted to be used even 
by strangers on the premises ••• 
2. Father Divine is one of the leading chwnpions of col-
lectivity. More than ~plO,ooo,ooo of real and personal property 
have been purchased by scores and hundreds of his followers 
pooling their resources . 
3. He is one of the strongest deterrents against that form 
of four- flushing which is exhibited by buying on installments 
things you could not othenYise afford to purchase . No Divine 
follower buys anything on time . 
4. He has taken thousands out of the slums and untold 
hundreds of thousands off the relief rolls and gi•ren them 
sanitary _, whol esome, and even luxurious home surroundings . 
The fifty cents a night paid for sleeping acconm10dations in 
the Divine hotels is no more than is charged at a flophouse. 
5. He has made it possible for thousands to obtain daily 
meals for as low as twenty cents each. 
6 . He has been a staunch friend to education. '!here are 
schools attached to many oi' his churches and he is constantly 
12 . Truxton King, 11Father Divine Has Been a Greater In-
fluence for Good ~Jherever His Peace Mission Movement Operates 'Ihan 
Any Similar Size Body of Any Religious Denomination, " The Pittsburgh 
Courier (Magazine Section), November 17, 1951, P • 9. --
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urging all of his followers to take advantage of these faci-
liti es . Thousands of Divine followers have completed courses 
in the large universities and trade schools due to his aid 
and assistance . 
7. He has instilled in h..is followers such virtues as 
honesty, truthfulness, independence, self-respect and indust1y. 
They in turn have had a most beneficial impact on communities 
the world over. 
8e He has given his followers a complete sense of secu-
ri~, Which gives them a dignity andpersonality which they 
could not otherwise obtain. 
Here the author, Truxton King, has given a concise su.nnnary of ...-mat he 
feels a re the positive and functional characteristics of the FDM as 
it influences both the adherents and the larger world in general . To 
t hese, the present writer adds other value judgments of a similar 
nature .. 
We have observed the revolutionized frame of reference and con-
cepts of values experienced by the adherents as they broke with the 
larger society and entered the process of interiorizj_ng different 
values of the smaller society.. Obviously the effects are twofold; 
negative and positive. Our judgment of positive and negative effects , 
however, is based on the criterion that the FDM offers to adherents 
a constellation of values, some of which assist in the phenomenal 
achievement and fulfillment of dynamic, integrative, and mature inter-
p ersonal relationships, and others prohibit such r elationships; the 
former is judged as positive effects and the latter as negative effects. 
First, let us list some of the positive effects which the FDM 
exerts upon its adherents . These effects are considered to have 
positiv e and functional implications in fulfilling fundamental and 
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legitimate needs of adherents. Thus, in the judgment of the writer, 
the movement has effected the following positive feelings and atti-
tudes among its followers: 
( 1) A feeling of security is fostered in which the devotee feels 
a sense of assurance wi t.'lin !'lis new environment, namely, a sense of 
economic, social, and emotional securi~. Economically, he is re-
quired to become self-supporting and independent . There is no borrow-
ing, begging, stealing, or even receiving an offering in worship 
services among the followers. 
( 2) A 11we- feeling 11 and sense of "belonging" are e.xperi enced by 
the devotees, through the realization of a family unity, a fami~ 
spirit, and an 11 espfrit de corp" whi ch liberates them from considerable 
stress and tension resulting from psychosocial loneliness. 
(3) An experience of symbiotic living is provided, in vvhich 
the adherents identify and share to gether common e.xperiences of life 
in a kind of brotherhood and fellowship that promote rolarged self-
confidence and wholesome interpersonal relationships . The motto, 
11 E Pluribus Unum" - one out of many - is the sine qua ~ of the move-
ment. Separate egos are fused into a larger, satisfying identity of 
many who become one . Collective charitable actions of feeding, housing, 
working, and worshiping are experienced. 
(4) A "positive atti tude," based on the power of suggestion and 
persuasion of Father Divine, is inculcated in the minds of the follow-
ers to the extent that th~ concentrate constantly upon positiveness, 
success, prosperity, and harmony; persistently thinking positive thoughts 
and thanking Father Divine . They are taught to accentuate the positive 
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attitudes and eliminate the 11negative attitudes. 11 This attitude 
motivates dynanti. c living and encoura~es growth toward rna ture inter-
personal relationships . 
( 5) A feeling of being loved and an opportunity to express 
love, on the individual as well as the group level, is experienced by 
devotees . Members experience an enhancement of social status, per-
sonal dignity, self-esteem, and self-realization, denied to many prior 
to this affiliation. 
(6) Devotees realize an experience of democracy and Christianity; 
they feel free from the humiliations and embarrassments of segregation, 
discrimination, caste, class, and social stratification. Their new 
frame of reference for living, including behavior, language, identifi-
cations, communication, and socialization tend to foster democratic 
and Christian principles leading to more qynamic and meaningful inter-
personal relationships . 
( 7) A feeling of the meeting of heaven and e2.rth is experienced 
by foll o-vfers, in which enphasis on the future perspective of a 11 great 
afterwhile 11 is altered to a present reality. They have the assurance 
of an entrance into heaven here and now. Therefore, they find new 
meaning in life; confusion and hopelessness are changed into simple 
f'ai th and delight in the new envi r oll1!lent. 
(8) A consciousness of a personal God on earth, not away in the 
sky, is realized and devotees enter int~ a dynamic communicable rela-
shionship with Him. God becomes personal, tangible, and real. Life, 
bet ween the Creator (Father Divine) and the creature (adherent) is 
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experienced in dynamic relationship . Conflicts are resolved and 
tensions reduced in mutual understandings and love. 
(9) The followers are assured and reassured freedom of expres-
sion, confession, and emotions, as wel l as freedom from fear of hell, 
death, wants, l acks, and limitations . 
( 10) Strong attitudes of f a ith in the reality of the presence 
and p ower o f God on earth, who heals, saves, and gratifi es needs are 
expressed and vri. rnessed by the followers . They are restor ed to health 
and personal needs are met . 
(11) A sense of high standards of morality, civility, decency, 
honesty, truth, and cleanliness is developed among the followers . 
Persons of former criminal. and morally-loose characters now live a 
reformed evangelical life of hones~, truth, faith, and love. 
The s e eJ.even positive tenets, and perhaps others could be added, 
viewed separately and collectively, are judged by the writer as having 
positive influence in assistine: adherents of the FDM in the phenomenal 
achievement and fulfi llment of dynamic, integrative, and mature inter-
personal rela tionships . However , the influence of these values vary 
in kind and intensity from individual to individual . Yet, they con-
tribute to the life, welfare, and needs of the adherents. 
On the other hand, l e t us review the negative influences o f the 
movement upon its adherents . These influences are considered to have 
negative i mplications, which prohibit the phenomenal fulfillment of 
dynamic, integrative, and mature interpersonal rel ationships of its 
a dherents. Thereby , they thwart the satisfaction of fundamental 
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legitimate and phenomenal needs of the adherents. The following 
negative tendenci e s were observed to have taken effect upon many of 
the adherents in the FDM: 
(1) A feeling of complete dependence, which asserts into an 
over-dependence upon Father Divine, is expressed among the fo llowers . 
'Ihey feel that Father Divine is the "panacea" for everything . He 
fights their battles, protects and provides for every need. This dis-
courages feelings of self- rel iance and the need to face reality 
independently . This attitude also tends to arrest gro1'Vth and rna turi iy . 
( 2) The followers express a submissive attitude towfl.rd the au-
thoritarian l eadership of Father Divine, •~ich prohibits adequate 
self-assertion, creativity, and growth among the adherents. Such an 
attitude weak ens critical intelligence and stifles maturation . 
(3) An attitude of escape, vmich tends to encourage a kind of 
defensive mechanism in which adherents seek to avoid painful, con-
f'lictual and frustrating realities of life, is expressed. This kind 
of security within the kine;dom tends to arrest one's stabili t.y and 
growth in confronting adverse situations and painful reality. 
(4) Feelinrr s of helplessness and 11total depravi tyn are promoted 
among the followers in such attitudes as: IlL eave it all to God, 
Father Divine," "I am nothing ," "I just feel nothingless, 11 and the 
like . These feelin~s encourage immature, chil dlike, and regressive 
behavior . Signs of infantile regression are observed in the follower's 
conception of his ovm role as a child and the parental role of Mother 
Divine and Father Divine, who as u.me tl1e .ajar responsibilities and 
make decisions for the children. 
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short ; judgment is base(! upon the effec tiveness of the valut:>"' observ-
ed tc·.J3a.tisfy or failure to satisfy legittmate needs of the adh2rents . 
Yet .! t;·l;:; questior! remains as to whether the positi-ve tenets will 
overcome th~ negati7e tenets or vj_ce versa . ~o anS".ver t:1.is question 
etl."t.-s! ils s peculation anci future prognos -C.ication . Tne:cefore; we post-
pone our r esponse f:;r o1..1r cii SCl..'.Sston on the histortcal p:rdspec tive 
of the move;r><Snt, •rhich is to follow . 
However, the lfiTiter r ecognizes, '!/hat might be termec, a 
psJcho-religious dichotorrJy , relatj_, a to the positive a;:-.d negative 
tenets of the ::<TIM, rhich t.enc".s to arouce frustrAtion anC: ambivalent 
fPelings wi thin tne resrondents . For ex8mple , the indiv~dual is 
confronted vri th b oth repressive 2nd expressive responses. On the one 
hand: hs hils freedom of emotional expression anci expression of f eelings. 
r. r. the other hand, there is com~1lete re:oression of S'?~~ual i mr: ulses· and 
des i res to inter0ingle ~ith the op~osite sex There i~ a b reco.-:;h t:e -
t"reen the repressive -l:.heology ( literal int.l?.rpretation of Scriptues -
espscial l y the life of J esus) an-1 the expl~essi ve p;sychology ( cor..fes-
sionals, pcrmisc::;.ve a.tmosph9re) . F het s e8mS to "be neede c\ is a dynamic 
synthesis bet-Neen the se two fac-':.ors - psycholog:r 2:1d theology - a s 
they influ2~~e ths adherents in t he Fim. 
Let us observe the effec.ts of the 11ovement upon the larger 
society . O~:r atten t ion and direction f:>ce outward . 
ii . The movement ' s relation to society . Her e we refer to 
the "in- groupn (microcosm)<Jnd . 11 out- gr:)up" (macrocosm) r elati::mship . 
1.',e noted in Che.rter IX son'e of t:~e tension.=> nn i_r:.c: ·lTTlratibilitie s o_~ 
trese t,,•:o wor:Lds . J ~eci:.i·;_ -:::-ec :1., in his ch2pter em 11 -:teJ i gi o!"l P~-" ::Jifferen-
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ti2ti~n Ti t l-Un Socie.t~rr r, m?.ke :: the f ollo<·-' n :t ob::: c::.·vat ion· 
~ . 
• • • 'i:2 assume tha t religious j noulses, i deCis; c-::::: rJ in-
stitutions i nfluenc e , anc in t urn, .s.re influenced by, 
.:>o ~·i_<-'1 fo:rc'3s ~ s·-:Jcia l or::;a niz a tion Pi.1d stratifi cation. 13 
Thus, we s ee the r eciprJcat:i..on of the i nfluence of ~eligious i mpulse s 
8fld insti tutio:1S n ri_ th social f nrces Rnd Orf,2 CJ.i 3a tions . F;;.ther Divine 
fee] 2 -;;ha.t his ;:':r ·i .x~iples C:'.~1~ ways of li vin5 ~·:-ill eve ntc;.al ly cc- ·vert 
t:~1s r! out - group11 a:r..d t l1 e el"l -tire world to ~:i s society . Ee advo cate::: a 
;:;lassl ss socie t,{, v:L tnout r ae e or caste C.:i. stinctions . ~conomic3.lly, 
::i s societ~c -will be p rofit_cs s., and based on brotherhood, l ove c-n::l 
justice f or all , n::mkinc.. Fathe!e and his f'o llowsrs, therefry;_" e , l ook 
hopef ully for- the da y when this "in- group" 'Na~ of life ·will be ex-
t ended t.hr:Yut:,hout -~he entire "Wrl c , i ncluding aJ.l peoples and nations . 
,-le no'i:.8 J. i rst the :!.ar5er society ' s r ec>cti on to thA e mer genc e 
rent . The 11 out-5rCJup" searches f irst. for causes and effsc t s f or the 
r i. valry anc< the appearance of r.evv- i::::c r: s ar.. c1 philosophi es . The moti-
,-atbn (by -~he i .- gr Jup) o-" t he o..1t- gr oup to se E-l ~ r.!auscl f<>ctors f or 
t he i n- group is l)e rh2 DS i" :~:= t ~~ :::-:Jmp ted f C' :r-·1 i·.Iarx to v _·ito ; 
The origin of social i dee.s , social theories , political 
vi e-.,.rs ... ... shcu.l d not b s ::>ought for in th3 ic~eas, theories, 
11i er."<J thems el ve E', but in the condi t.i ons of tt.? material 
life of society, in so ci c.l beings of which these ider.s , 
theories ano vievrs a r e the refls ction • . 14 
At l eas t '~1--J.e F'Dl'l has a roused the atter:.ti on of the larger society . 
Confli ct i 2 inevi b .ble . Sfforts ha ve o een made to c,ethrone, jail 
a.n c 8P.~::.ish the J.e ader . These effor ts have fa i l ed thus far . We note 
~.o-;: F<Jther Divine has l)een able to esc3.pe cl.:;feat a t the han ds of hvo 
13~ Joachim ''!E> ch., Sociolo;::;y of ReHgion -(Chi c.:>bo : Ur..;_versi ty of 
) ' ' --C ~1~ ':::'t; O Pr es.J ; l q--1 4 ; p . ~a~ . 
14. Joseph Stalin, ;:i l ectic e> l 2m' I~istorical Heteriali sm (l~Jew Yor k : 
Inte:cna r,iom .l ~ublishers, 19hO) p • '21. 
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courts, on~ in New v0rk Stat e .otnd tte other i n r:sw Jersey. 
'I'he ~tnmg :::erision aud hitte rness hurled at this s '::rtll group ' · _ aunng 
i t s inception e.nd early growt h have teP-ded to subsj rJe, accordil".:?; to 
the obs2rv2.tions of ~ruxton I\i r..:?; (.Sctpre, p. 308) . The e.:npirical re-
sults , as heal i ng , economic, religi ous, s oeial proe;ress , etc . , of this 
'!10V 8J!1.:mt may drive the out- group to !! i ntrospection" and self - 9naly si s . 
Based on our person&l data obtained i n this i nvestigation, 
ths vast rrte.j ori ty of the :f'o llov.rers in t .h.is e~J ovement h2v e come origi nal-
ly ·.from · the le>.rgP-r out-~:-uu:p, some coming di r ectly f rom the o ·u.t-group 
and other8 indirectly by vi:? : r of other snalle r groups . Thus, the in-
group lv .a the i nfluence of attracting its constituency from t he 01;:'::-
6 r oups . Thn~e:f'ore , it i s safe jm say that '3. nE:~3.tive sociBJ. r;ondi t ion 
. within t __ e larger society hE•.S gi ':en rise anrJ L"llpetus to -· he FD il.~ . The 
economic depre s s ion and so c:ial condi +:i ons made the disi n_h.eri ted and 
cutc v.st class yearn f or e. SC1vior c::nd del i verer . The 11 hot:-bedn cf the 
mo"T.re1nent • s :?trength was in 2 ghetto degenerate 8ection of H2rl2m in 
New York City . The sharp sociJ.l , e c onomi c , r acial anc' religious strcTG -
ificotion of the out- gr oup infl1~enced the growth, development and basic 
theories , i deals 2.nc1 :rriDt:: i p l es of this in- group . Est::tb l ished or ortho-
dox churches fe l t the l o:=;s of rrember shi p . This i n- group 1)ecaJP-e fil l ed 
-~v-ith the disinherited _, t.he o-ppressed, pros t i tut es, ~3Ilgsters , ttue;s, 
sneaks, dereli cts, thi eves, drunkards anc ~ut-throats fr:)m the l arger 
society. Among tl1e ,.nembershi p , however , are 1 a1Jiryers _, t e achers , :r.inis-
te!'s, profe8siona l an d non- professional peopl e . 
v _,_, ' a shar · a l- 11. "·he e·~r,'J.Oni• !J.. c ab u·.-;ri -
_'F?. ny emong Jne 0m.- group r e -- J.n0 v v -• .. _ 
2nce of cheap an d good £'ood, clot he s, shelter, and numerous personal 
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and s ocial needs, Father offers recreational, social, political 
and religious services to ih e out-group for gratis, just the same 
as to his own group. Observation shows that often it is difficult 
to distinguish a follower from a non-follower patronizing the various 
places and utilizing the various services in the FDM. The writer re-
calls having to line up and wait his tt~n to get gasoline for his auto-
mobile. The ·gasoline, like most of the other commodities and servic-
es offered to the public by the movement, was considerably cheaper than 
could be secured elsevmere. The small group of Father Divine also ren-
ders valuable service to the larger society by reclaiming the strays 
that have been nibbling along the fringes of an unjust and cruel society. 
He offers hope, peece, security and salvation to the proletarians and 
others who desire to secede from society, feeling that they have no 
hope and security and no more stake in the existing society. His basic 
principle of brotherhood and justice for all men has particular ap-
pealing power to many among the minority groups, and especial~ the 
Negroes here in America . The IRG platform and its implications are 
proving to be part of the world revolution of our contemporary time. 
The essence of the interaction and the inter-relationship of the 
microcosm of Father Divine with the macrocosm of the larger world may 
be caught from the pen of a contemporary social prophet who writes: 
People frequently assent that human nature is selfish 
and greedy. They might with equal justification insist 
that human nature inclines to robbery and murder. There 
are selfish and greedy humans. There are robbers and mur-
drerers. In both cases they make up a small minority of 
the population. The overwhelming majority of men and 
women advance claims to the good things of life that are 
modest to the point of self-effacement •••• The revolution 
now in progress is transforming the sQ,eial patterns from a 
private to a public base; from individual to collective 
ownership; from a competitive struggle of wealth for 
power to a cooperative effort to raise the common stand-
ard of wellbeing; from scarcity to abundance; from a 
social order based on greed, violence and fear to one 
based on generosity, gentleness, mutual trust and mutual 
aid. Western society is being transformed. The old 
order is yielding place to a new one. 15 
This process of change is being witnessed in our present scene. 
It may well be that the larger group is going to evaluate care-
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fully some of the basic principles of the smaller Father Divine group, 
and thereby integrate, reform and transform its own internal struc-
ture accordingly. The 11 truth11 in either group will endure; the false 
will eventually fail . T~e basic differentiations of these two groups 
merit serious study and proper integration made prior to disintegra-
tion of either society, because of failure to pattern after the better 
way and true philosophy of living. It appears that the old order of 
our society is in the process of seeking a new order to ~mich to yield. 
Perhaps the FDM can offer invaluable aid. 
iii. The movement's historical perspective. We shall re-
view the historical p~rspective of the FDM from · a threefold dimension; 
past, present and future. 
(1) The past. Does past .history reveal any similar movement 
-- ----· 
or movements analogous to the FDM? Does history sh<J"' us any group who 
have deified its leader to the role of God? We do not propose to ex-
plore the whole of history, or to exhaust or pursue one event in its 
entir8ty . Vle offer only a sketch of some of the events relevant t o 
our subject. 
15. Scott Nearing, The Revolution of Our Time (New York: Island 
Press, 1947) p:-37. - - -
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History discloses marked similarities between the FDM 
and other religious movements. The well known religion called 
Mot arnmedanism, about thirteen centuries ago, took r:Lse under a pro-
phet named Mohammed. This prophet was deeply disturbed over the 
social condition of his people and the greed for material possession, 
which has caused morality and justice to sink to a new low ebb. There-
fore he decided a new religion was needed and began to preach a doc-
trine of a monotheistic God to a people who believed in a multipli-
city of go ds . His doctrine threatened the prevailing economy of pro-
fiteering and money making schemes. This movement has progressed 
and grown until today it is rated among the world ts greatest religions . 
Tracing the life history of t he leader and the growth of this movement 
reveals many similar traits and char acteristics as that of Father 
Divine and his movement. 
The FDM had its antecedents and can be seen to have its roots 
in history, in both cause and effect. The remarks of an individual 
16 
called A. H. H. concerning the "teachings that led up to Father Divine," 
tell us that the personal manifestation of truth in Father Divine is 
an evolutionary process traceable in history. on our North American 
soil the recognition by the aborigines of the real existence of a 
nGREAT SPIRIT" may have helped to ally the psychological foundation of 
the Fm l • He proceeds to trace the i nfluence of the Christian Church, 
·with its positive faith in a previous 11 Incarnation11 of the Divine prin-
ciples in Jesus the Christ and its teachings concerning the return of 
Christ ( parousia) to the earth at _a later time, carried the seed of the 
i6·. See Appendix B, PuT, X""ITI 1 PP• 412-14. 
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actual operation of the Father Fivine principles. We recall that 
Father Divine clai ms that he is the one for whom the Christians look 
17 
to return. In addition, the influence of the teachings of Emer-
son, the poet, Christian Science, the 11 Unity11 movement, 11 New Thought", 
thenHumanistn movement, and 11 Truth11 have been steps leading to the 
recognition of Father Divine. Such writings as those of Judge Troward , 
Ouspenski and Orage, together with the philosophies of the orient have 
made profound impressions in preparation for the FDM. Father invites 
18 
one to nRead the Masters of the Far East., by Spaulding11 , to get an 
~~derstanding of living sanctified lives. We also find surprisingly 
close similarity between the FDM and the Bahaist, originating in Persia 
and expounded by disciples of Baha Ab Illan and Addul Baha. Its founda-
tion is built about the coming of one who has been long expected and 
the essential unity of all religions. 
Since the life of the founder of the FDM is shrouded vvi th 
mystery and obscurity, our focus in tracing the historical rootage of 
the movement centers in comparing and contrasting his teachings with 
19 
other known religious teachings of various groups. Charles Braden 
has shown how the t eachings of Father Divine have traces of contact with 
old-fashioned evangelistic Chris tianity (revivalistic pattern of worship); 
the New Thmght group ( 611phasis upon economic security and healing); 
and the linit,y group with the .tJew 'TI"bught (such basic concepts as: 
11 The Spirit of the Consciousness of the Presence of God is the Source 
of all supply and wi 11 satisfy every good desire • • • • The abundance 
I(. Appendix c, FDW XXI , P• 445& 
18. Appendix C,FDW, I X, P• 438. 
19. Charles Braden, These Also Believe, p . 7lff., gives surveys 
of many other movements mentioned above . 
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of the fullness of. the Consciousness of good - no place is vacant 
from the fullness thereof."). Thus, many of Father Dilli.ne•s basic 
ideas, as pointed out by Braden, ar~ traceable to other religious 
groups, some ideas are applicable to one group while other ideas 
We have observed in our data that many of Father • s follow·ers 
come from other groups and especially the Christian Science group. 
Father explains to his followers the difference between Christian 
20 
Science and Unity school. He also tells them that the mistake of 
the Christian Scientists is that they have 11 resurrected the personal-
ity and individuality of W~s. Eddy . ,. and holding her lofty in the 
psychic plane11 , when they should behold Christ and let V,rs. Eddy as 
a person go down. The personality of Jesus should be considered and 
not r.1rs. Eddy. 
The monastic tendencies and celibate princi ples of Father 
Divine are pa.tterned on Roman Catholicism. He frequently calls the 
attention of his f ollowers to the Roman catholic concepts of Jesus 
and the virgi nity of Mary, a s having symbolic implications of the 
true pattern of himself, Mot her Divine, and all the males and females 
of his Movement . However , the Roman Catholics demand celibacy only 
of t he priests and high offici als . It is noted that Father Divine re-
lies upon the various concepts of many religions and groups , only as 
a foundation. He has built upon these foundat i ons by extending them 
and reshaping them according to his need s and purposes. 
2o . Appendix C, FDW, XXVIII.t P• 414. 
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But whence came this strange concept of God? Again, 
history discloses that innumerable men and women have claimed to be 
prophets of God, Messiah, God. The definition and idea of God have 
been given many and varied interpretations of various peoples and 
nations down through the a ges. Perhaps we can s~ that history re-
veals a "progressive revelation" and revolutionary growth in man1s 
conception of God, from primitive ag~ to this contemporary a~ .)IDic 
age. Vle sense this growth in the histor-.r of the Hebrew people from 
the time of Adam and the early tribes, to the prophet Isaiah (concept 
of monotheism), to the time of Jesus (God as Agape - Love), and even 
to our present age which reveals an array of perplexing, ambiguous and 
conflicting beliefs and concepts. 
21 Dr. Sprague informs us that "The God is a creation of the 
7 
believers - from the sociologists 1 viewpoint." He is a construct of the 
group, v<hose attributes are more or less fixed. He is invented with 
great mana or charisma. Thus, people submit to seen authority rather 
than unseen. The God is, among other things a s~nbol of the conscious-
ness of ego-ideal of his worshippers. He is the embodiment of these 
ideals, the product of the interaction of many individuals, not just 
one individual. Freud is among the major exponents of this symbolic 
22 
concept. Then, it is not meaningless to hear a follower proclaim 
Father Dive God Almighty because "Millions of others call him God. 11 
These individuals regard the Lord as a personality symbolizing those 
21. Theodore ~~ - . Sprague, 11 Some Problems in the Integration of 
Social Groups with Special Reference to Jehovah I s Wi tnesses11 , 
(unpublished Doctoral thesis, Harvard University,~ambridge,l942) 
PP• 298 et seq. 
22. Freud, Group Psychology and the Analysi s of the Ego; tr. by James 
Stracney-(London International psycho-Analjticar-press, 1922). 
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principles associated with the group's ideals, aspirations and 
admirations. That given meaning to Father's statenent that, "I am 
just what you take me to be •••• answering your simplest requests 
is a convincing expression that I am God for you.n Father claims 
that he is trying to elevate every individual to the place that he 
feels himself God, in the degree to which he fully and complete~ 
lives the life of love as exemplified in Jesus Christ. Father asserts 
his efforts in getting eveFyone to personify in his own life the life 
of God as revealed and actually lived in Jesus. 
We have stated that the idea of proclaiming oneself God did 
not originate with Father Divine. V.lilson D. Wallis, 23 in tracing the 
concept and role of essiahs from the First Century down to 1940 re-
veals startling facts of lh4 documented cases of persons -who called 
themselves Messiahs, or Christ, High Prophet of G~d, or Son of God. 
Most of them have achieved tremendous followings. He stated that : 
"A social need,a prevalent .messianic concept, and a responsive indi-
vidual have been the usual precondition to messianic manifestations ." 
24 
It implies that wherever people are oppressed, poor, gullible, there is 
likelihood that a messiah will arise. Centuries before Christ there 
were gods in Egypt and Babylon. Romans regarded their emperors as 
divine. r allis asserts that self-proclaimed messiahs are to be found 
in all races and on all continents and among all civilizations. 
The following table - · . · indicates the historical signifi-
cance of the messianic concept and deification of man to the role of God: 
23. -iilson D. r:allis' 11 Hessiah§: Their fiole in. Ci vilization11 (Washington: 
~erican Council on Public Affairs, pub . 1943). 
24. I bi d; P• l. 
Table v. 
FREQU'ENCY OF KNO N MESSIAHS I N J UDAISM, 
MOHAMMEDANI SM, AND CHPJ:STIANTTY 25 
Century (A . D. ) Jewish Mohammedan Christian Total 
lst 8 0 0 8 
2nd 1 0 0 1 
3rd 0 0 0 0 
4th 0 0 0 0 
5th 1 0 0 1 
6th 0 0 0 0 
7th 1 0 0 1 
8th 2 5 0 7 
9th 1 3 0 h 
l Oth 0 4 0 4 
11th 3 1 0 4 
12th 8 5 0 13 
13th 2 1 1 4 
14th 1 0 0 1 
15t h 0 2 0 2 
16th 7 1 5 13 
17th 7 3 8 18 
18th 5 3 8 16 
19th 2 17 13 32 
20th (to 1940) 0 h 11 15 
Total 49 49 4t> 144 
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It is notewort hy, from the tabl e, that until the 13th century Christ-
ianity had no one to proclaim Messiahship . From then on, it has taken 
the lead an d only fal ls short of three having as many as each of the 
other two religions . If we conclude , therefore, by saying that the 
genesis of the messianic urge lies in man •s s~arch for salvation; in 
man's feeling that all human ai d has failed and the present offers no 
surcease, thus turning to the past for inspiration and envisaging a 
messianic future, then it appears t hat t he further we move away from 
2 5. !Pid • ' p . l 7 • 
the birth of Christianity, the l ess sufficient civilization be-
comes i n satisfying man's basic needs . 
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The number is too great to attempt to name the individual 
personalities who have proclaimed messiahship, even d~ring our Christ-
ian era. The reader is referred to the source mentioned above fer 
further information and details. y·e do mention here the fact that 
among this list of 144, we f ind a femal e God too. In 1784, Ann Lee, 
~mite, a one - time Quaker, had 38 settlements and 2,415 souls believ-
ing her a female Christ . Her sect was called Shakers (Holy Rollers) . 
She taught t hat God was both male and f emale. Jesus Christ represented 
t he male and she the female principl e in God . The cult, located chief-
ly in New England States, did not believe in :narriage and required men 
and women to live in separate quarters. 
Thus, we see that in every major aspect, Father Divine has 
his antecedents in history. Hcwever, the wri ter was unable to dis -
cover Father Divine 1 s historical parallel when it oomes to 11 feeding 11 
on a continuous large scale as practiced i n the movement . Of course , 
Father attributes this phase of his mission primarily to his11 co-
operativen system and the 11 evangelical1t living among his followers. 
Here, let us turn to our second dimension of reviewing the histo-
rical perspective of the l',DX. 
(2) The Present Status . We deal now with the question: 
Is the movement growing? Again, since the movement keeps no statis-
tical data or r ecords as to strength and membership, we can on~ ap-
proximate the present status. Of course, Father Divine and his follow-
ers claim a tremensous daily increase and gr owth of' both membership and 
influence. They claim new world-wide f ame and influence. 
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The following table {VI) compares the number of Peace 
Missions, Extensions and Connections for the year of 1938, 1946 
(Feb.) and 1951 (Jan,) These statistics are based upon data pub-
lished in ~ lfn: Da:r. 
T4BLE IV. 
PEACE .MISSIONS, EXTENSIONS, AND CONNECTIONS 
ACCORDING •ro PLACE, NUJ4BER AND YEAR.* 
Place 
Alabama 
Arizona 
hstralia 
British West Indies 
California 
Canada 
Colorado 
D. C. 
England 
Florida 
Georgia 
Hawaii 
Illinois 
Kansas 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
Nebraska 
New Jersey 
New York 
North Carolina 
Ohio 
Panama 
Pennsylvania 
South Carolina 
Switzerland 
Virginia 
Washington 
Wisconsin 
Total 
1938 
1 
1 
4 
4 
22 
8 
1 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
2 
1 
2 
2 
0 
3 
3 
1 
17 
16 
1 
8 
2 
7 
1 
l4 
2 
11 
1 
1946(Feb,) 
1 
0 
4 
3 
7 
2 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 . 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
6 
0 
3 
0 
38 
1951 (Jan,) 
1 
0 
4 
2 
8 
4 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
11 (Newark only) 
24 
0 
0 
1 
21 {Phila, on.ly) 
1 
8 
0 
3 
0 
92 
* Figures for l938 and 1946 are taken from Braden~ These ~o Believe 
P• 17; for 1951, ~ !m! Q,u, Janua.ry 20, l-,5l~Fig e 0 means 
no data listed, 
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~he figures listed in Table VI are not entirely accurate, but they 
represent the facts according to information availabie. It is stated 
in The ~ Day, the source of these figures, that: "These are a 
few addresses of the Peace Mission and Extension& under the Spirit 
and influence of Father Divine's teachings, owned and operated by 
those governed by his mind and spirit.• Thus, many of the places, per-
haps, are-:: not listed. Yet, the writer's estillate is that the majority 
of the places are listed. ~his, then, indicates the general status 
of the movement as to location and number of places during the span 
1.: of years from 1938 to 1951. he list does not include those kingdoms, 
.L 
extensions and connections under ,t·ather 1 s personal jurisdiction • 
.('> 
However, this exclusion would not alter the general trend and result•• 
r e note an increase in the year 1951 over 1946. But both 
1946 and 1951 show a significant decrease fro~ 1938. Braden26 includes 
in hie statistical data each of the intervening years between 1938 
and 1946. 'l'he 1\Titer 1s computation of his data showed that from 1938 
to 1946 the yearly number of missions, extensions and connections 
fluctuated, respectively, as follows: 
1938-141 
1939-125 
1940..128 
1941-119 
1942-115 
1943wl07 
1944-105 
1946- 38 
We observe a steady decrease, except the year 1940. There is a 
major drop between the years 1944 and 1946. We recall that during a 
few years prior to 1946 Father Divine was without a companion, and the 
movement without a mother. Then, in 1946, Father married the present 
26. Ibid., P• 17 • 
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Mother Divine. We see that the 1951 figur:es show a considerable in-
crease over 1946. However, the suggested accounting for this fluctua-
tion is solely the writer's speculation. More accurate accounting 
would necessarily take under consideration the state of condition of 
the larger society during these years . Nevertheless, the pr esent 
fi gures, based upon latest data available, reveal an increase of number 
oi' places between the year 1946 and 1951. ,,. e have no means of calculat-
ing the numerical strength. Father Divine claims many millions are with-
in his f ol d . We now observe t he thir d dimension of the historical pros-
pective of this movement. 
(3) The Future. What is the future hope and disposition of 
the FDM? As we make introspection into past history, we observe that 
an overwhelming majority of these movements akin to the FDI!f have had 
a cycle of rise , prosperity and decline. Those that have not been com-
pletely absorbed into the l arger society, or succumbed for other inter-
nal ;:.md external reasons, have remained in the minority or "lesser known11 
category of classification. Many died of self-suicide, lack of valid 
appeals, failure of the leader to prove his authprity and the truth of 
his role, and many other such reasons. 
Failure and doom is inevitable, as Weber points out in refer-
ence t o the status of the charismatic leaders, 27when proof of miracles , 
revelations, victories and other successes cease, and magical powers of 
the leader are questioned. The group also succumbs to routinization 
and its traditional set. That is, rules, principles, laws and organiza-
tion predominate~he governed over freedom from laws and strick regula-
tions. 
27 • From Max ~eber: Essays in Sociolor.nr p 296 
_ __;.::.._' . E>J ' o o 
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Father Divine is still strong in his practical proof of 
healing miracles, victories, revelations and successes among his 
f ollowers. The devotees attest, publicly, to strong f eelings of 
and belief in the magical and divine p~ffer of Father Divine. Con-
sequently, hero-worship of Father Divine as God A~nigh~ is yet un-
usually high, as observed by the writer. The enthusiasm among the 
leader and his f ollowers is appalling. The New Day reports constant 
acquisition of properties by the foll~ners. It reports a very recent 
purchase of a fabulous piece of property in washington, D. c. This 
was in 19.52, and would not be included in the data given above ( Cf, 
ante, p. 22.3). 
Father Divine claims that he has the victory over death. 
It is inconceivable to his followers that Father is going to die -
not God, Father Divine! This means an infinite and eternal exist-
ence of this movement . However, only those who lose faith die. 
Let us assume here that Father Divine does die, or "pass off the 
28 
scene" . ~hat happe ns to the movement? Weber points out t hat, 
historically successorship of the prophets , heroes and "charismatic" 
l eaders has been solved by what is called Kurung. This was not ori-
ginally an "election" but a nselectionn, in terms of charismatic 
qualification. The other possible solution was by the sacramental 
substitution of charisma. This means that the successor was desig-
nated by nconsecration11 a s in the Apostolic succession. 
~·Jhich of these t wo solutions seems most feasible in 
the FDM is not certain. The writer feels the first is more like~. 
28. _ibid_, p. 297. 
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Mother Divine has been elevated to anplmost parallel role with 
Father. This would facilitate her being selected to assume the role 
of leader. On the basis of history, she would not be the first female 
to claim deification and leadership of a group. The followers could 
easily perceive Mother Divine in a Divine role, by a process in which 
Father Divine decides to 11 reincarnate" and nrepersonifyn himself in 
the person of Mother Divine. Observation shOV'lS that often Mother 
Divine assumes leadership in the absence of Father . Many of the fol-
lowers also express the feeling that they visualize the reincarnation 
of the former Mother Divine in the present Mother Divine . Thus, such 
an assumption as suggested would not be impossible. The second solu-
tion appears rather doubtful. No one was observed by the writer to as-
sume a second-place role to Father. Because of Father's unique physi-
que (short stature) and other dynamic qualities, a suitable substitute 
would be more difficult to find . These are speculations. The trans-
actions that would actually take place ar-e unpredictible and difficult 
to foreshadow. 
Father claims that the future destiny is in hi s hanu.ds and 
control. 11 Nothing can hinder Me,n he asserts. 11Y.i th or without a 
body, 11 he reiter ates, he will accomplish his ai m and purpose for Yihich 
he came . In ave .t of ds ath of the body, the assmnption follows that 
he will accomplish his aim without ::1 body. However, to achieve this 
without serious conflict within the movement seems doubtful. The mental 
strain upon the f ollowers, . evidently, would be too great. Braden makes 
the following prognostication concerning the future of the FDiv• : 
He (Father Divine) has not prepared them (followers) 
by any theory of reincarnation or otherwise to achieve a 
rationalization of his disappearance from their midst . 
Doubtless some would be able to do so ••• lFi thout Father 
Divine in person, the movement may indeed go on in some 
form, but there is little ground for belief that it will 
go on as it n~N is, or that it ~~11 continue to attract 
large numbers of people. 29 
The writer shares a similar opinion. The movement is geared to the 
iiD.mediacy of the present in its fund amen tal philosophy and practice. 
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A shift of gear through the disappearance of its leader, that is, in 
the physical flesh, would undoubtedly mean disillusionment for some• 
disaster for others and an eventual termination of the movement, as 
a dynamic and influential group phenomenon in our contemporary 
society. For the truth of the future, we are left to the mercy 
and revelation of time. 
4 • SUMMARY. 
In this chapter we first defined our pr ocedure and methode-
log;.r of content anal ysis . The general procedure follaNed the pheno-
menological approach to a diagnosis of data, ·which sought to discover 
mea11ing of behavior as it is perceived and is purposeful to the be-
haver,. Thus, the procedure was phenomenologically behaver-centered ~ 
A combination of both the ~ priori and the !:. posteriori approaches 
were followed . Following a procedure set by both the hypothesis and 
the nature of data obtained, the introspective-idiogr aphic methods 
were employed . 
The r esult s of the content analysis revealed an average 
of five and three tenths (5 .3) phenomenal needs eY.pres sed by the 
29. Charles Braden, These Also Believe, p . 77• 
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fifty adherents of the FDM assessed. An ~verage of five and s5..x tenths 
(5.6) phenomenal need-grati f ications were experienced by the fif ty re-
spondents of the FDM assessed. This means an almost one hundred per-
cent correlation between need and gratification. The ratings of the 
needs and the gratifications were found and presented in tabular form. 
Through a similar procedure, phenomenal techniques of grati-
fication, phenomenal ext8rnal motivations and phenomenal reasons for 
the deification of Father Divine were discovered from the data and list-
ed separately in summary form. 
Finally, some psychological evaluations of the movement were 
offered. The movement was evaluated, with all possible objectivity, 
as to its effect upon the adherents; its relation to society; and its 
historical perspective. Based on the criterion that the FDM offers 
to adherents a constellation of values, some of which assist in the 
phenomenal achievement and fulfillment of dynamic, integrative and 
mature interpersonal relations, and others prohibit such relationships 
the former judg ed as positive effects and the latter as negative ef-
fects - results indicated that the movement has a mixture of positive 
and negative influence upon its adherents. A psycho-religious dichotomy 
was detected, in which tensions and ambivalent feelings are roused with-
in the adher ent, because he is confronted at once with repressive (reliL. 
gious) restraints on the one hand, and expressive (psychological) free -
dom and permissiveness on the other. A dynamic synthesis was suggest-
ed. The leader himself was felt to typify a "Charismatic" Authori ta-
rian Personalitytt in his deified role as God Almighty. 
A definite interaction be~Yeen the microC)sm and the mi ; ro-
cosm s·ocJ.eties was noted . They stand in polarity and tension in their 
interrelationship. The basic differentiations merit serious stuqy and 
possible means of integration pursued . The out- group was found to be 
the maj or etiological factor for the emergence of the in- group. The 
race for status and endurru1 ce was pointed out in both groups. 1.hich 
group will yield to the other is determined largely by the validity 
and truth of its basic purpose, structure and principles. 
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The FDM has its historical antecedents . Traces of marked 
similarities of these fundamental principles were f ound in various other 
religious groups and or ganiza tions . This l ed t o the belief that the FDM 
stems from and is rooted in other preceeding group ideas, concepts and 
theories . A comparison of so~~ of the major concepts was presented. 
Evaluations concerning the continuation of this movement 
as a historical phenomenon, and its infinite dynamic characteristics 
wer e discuss ed i n a speculative manner . Based upon historical evid-
ence, the movement is susceptible to decline and eventual~ decay, or, 
on the other hand, i t may contin,ue its influence to outlive and out-
grow t he lar ger society, the larger society thereby giving way to the 
new order . Precision · i n forecasting the fut ure ~nd ultimate 
status of this movement is a difficult and pr actical~ impossible task . 
Thus , the reality of the future per spective of this movement will be 
.deter,nined, for certain, by the r evelation of time . 
CHAPTER XI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This final chapter offers a Gestalt : · perspective of this psycho-
logical investigation. It aims to integrate the various chapters by 
showing their functional interrelationship, when viewed, not separate-
J.y, but as a whole . Resultant generalizations, summaries and major 
uni<;_'Ue findings o1' this study are reviewed in this chapter. The 
voluminous aspect o~ t11is study precludes the type of compendium or 
epilogue that aims to be conclusive in scope. Only the basic major 
principles and conclusions of this study are presented. 
l. OVERVIEW. OF MOTIVE-NEED-GRATIFICATION PATTERNS 
OBSERVED IN T:t-m: STUDY 
The basic problem of this investigation crystalized around the 
motive-need and need-gratification concepts. It sought to discover 
what needs motivated the f ollowers of :Father Divine to join his group, 
and how these needs were gratified. To discover t his objective, t,he 
definition and concept of the fundamental terms were given . After de-
fining these terms-need, motivation, gratification, t he purpose of 
the study vvas stated as tha.t of ttunderstanding and interpreting those 
specific needs which motivated individuals to ally themselve·s with 
the FDM, and t he mans by which these needs were satisfied." Next, 
in order to assess these needs and gratifications as they affect ad-
herents, a theoretical scheme was formulated. Drawing upon the 
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eclectic method, four major theories of motivation (represented b.1 
Sigmund Freud in Depth psychology~ Kurt Lewin in Gestalt psychology, 
Gordon W. Allport in Personalistic psychology, and Snygg and Combs 
in Phenomenological psychology), and three major concepts of needs 
(represented by Henry A. Murray, G. W. Allport, and Donald Snygg and 
A. Yv. Combs) were examined. From these various concepts and theories 
we derived our integrative conceptual framework~ which was called 
the "Self-directive Theory. 11 Upon i;.his basic theoretical frane of 
reference~ the data was obtained, analyzed and conclusions reached. 
The guiding motif was the focusing of the total process upon the indi-
vidual adherents (subject-centered) in an effort to understand and 
perceive behavior through the perceptions and eyes of the behaver, 
rather than the observer. 
The treatment of these data, ·which were primarily 11first-person11 
or 11phenomenologically-centeredu documents, revealed that each follow-
er (of the fifty individual protocols examined) expressed an average 
of five and three-tenths phenomenal needs, and an experienced an 
average of five and six-tenths phenomenal need-gratifications. It 
was revealed that thirty-nine out of the fifty respondents expressed 
one or more needs . This means that seventy-eight percent of the total 
ntunber expressed needs. However, consideration must be given to the 
nature of the approach, in the respect of exactness of results in rep-
resenting the true picture. The subjective and self-directive approach 
Yvas used instead of the direct approach. 
The pattern of grati1'ication differed. Of the total fifty protocols, 
forty-seven respondents expressed experiences of gratification. This 
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means that ninety and four-tenths percent of the total, fifty, ex-
pressed feelings of gratification. Compared vlith the seventy-eight 
percent expressing needs, we discover that twelve and four-tenths 
percent more gratifications are offered in the FDM than needs are 
expressed. However, the average number of gratifications for each 
adherent was five and six-tenths as compared to five and three-tentl~ 
needs . However, the difference here is very slight. 
This offers a general pattern of the motive-need and need-
gratification relationship as applicable to the adherents in the 
FDM. 
2. PHENOMENAL VAUDATION OF EYParHESIS 
Our hypothesis stated: that the Father Divine Movement holds its 
---- --
appeal and. maintains its strength through its gratification of specific_ 
motivational needs of its adherents . The total data, inciuding inter-
views, testimonies , anecdotal records, FathGr Divine Words, and all the 
chapter conten·t.s were treated in a manner to val-idate this hypothesis . 
Retrospection reveals the fact that fundamental principles such as 
principles of membership, higher mental processes, evangelical living, 
miraculous healing, principles of the IRG program, ~ Pluribus Unum, 
fam:Llial roles of various figures vlithin the movement, the symbolic 
huluence of food, Connnunion Banquet Table and the transactions there; 
figurative ap1~llation and semantics, marriage union, communal living 
in the Kingdom, the ·cooperative system; the religious concepts of God, 
heaven, death; sexual suppression, and apparent ~steries are all ex-
pressive, either directly or indirectly of some phenomenal need or 
need-gratification of the participants. These various principles and 
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philosophies appeal to, attract and fulfill empirical urges in and 
needs of innumerable individuals in our contemporary society. Especial-
ly do they appeal to the disinherited, outcast, segregated and victims 
oi minor!ty groups and social stratifications . These principles are 
especial~ attractive, helpful and encouraging to the econo~c, re-
ligious and emotionally impoverished persons; they appeal to the 
sick, the discouraged, the jobless, the criminal, the inarticulate, 
the frustrated and confused individual personalities . 
Thus, it was found that, through the pt'actical ability of Father 
Divine and his movement to gratify specific needs as revealed in tre 
study, the strength and dynamic characteristics of the movement are 
maintained. The data revealed that the causal factors, relative to 
the origin, growth and strength of the movement, lie within the macro-
cosmic world rather than the microcosmic society. TJ!e strength of the 
FDM, as pointed out in the data, comes f r om members leaving the larger 
society. Here is a reflecti on on the fai lure of the larger society to 
gratify urgent and legitimate needs of its constituency. The individual 
experiences need of bodi~ health, self- perception of role, religious 
salvation, mental and psychological health, fami~ security, etc . 
(SuprJa, p . 269) and consequent~ turns to the FDM for gratification 
of these needs . 
Our data reveaJ.. the fact that these adherents of' the Father 
Divine Movement, at least seventy-eight percent of them, express 
phenomenal needs; and at least ninety and four-tenths percent of them 
experience phenomenal gratifications of these needs . In addition, the 
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very close correlation betiV<een the average number of phenomenal needs 
and the average nwnber of phenomenal gratificatlons indicates a sig-
nificant posit ive relationship between the total data and the nypothe-
sis of this investigation. 
3. I:MPLICATIONS AND SffiGESTIONS FOR FURTHE.R RESEARCH 
The implications and suggestions for further re search are as fol-
lows: 
(1) Based upon the idiographic and phenomenological procedure and 
results of tbis investigation, research is needed to discover nomothet-
ic and more generalized laws applicable to the motive-need-gratification 
relationship of adherents in the FDM. 
(2) The implication of further research is suggested in the need 
of scientifically ·t,reating the obtained data of this study, by means 
of a terminate hypothesis, which vd.ll yield to a more rigorous scien-
tific statistical treatment with objectiv~ results. 
(3) Further research is suggested, ·which vlill place focal empha-
sis upon unconscious motivations, needs and grat ifications as they 
have direct and symbolic effect upon the adherents in the FDM. 
(4) Further research is needed of a comparative nature, in which 
this movement may be scientifically set in relationship to other move-
ments oi its kind. This comparative study may be pursued on an indi-
vidual basis. This would entail comparing a specific number of indi-
viduals within the movement with a similar number of individuals wlth-
out the moverent . 
(5) Finally, further research focusing upon the two-fold goal 
of scientific research (prediction and control) not included in this 
study, would reveal invaluable information for public use and con-
sidera tion of the FDM. 
4. GEl-fERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Resulting from the total investigation of the motivational needs 
and their gratif ication as effective in the FDM, the following general 
conclusions were reached: 
1. Based on the ana~sis of 50 phenomenologically-centered docu-
ments, 78 percent of the followers of Father Divine expressed one cr 
more phenomenal needs. Thirty-nine of the 50 protocols examined ex-
pressed one or more needs. Individual adherents express an average of 
5.3 phenomenal needs . 
2. Based on the ana~sis of 50 phenomenological~-centered docu-
ments, 90.4 percent of the followers of Father Divine experienced one 
or more phenomenal need-gratifications. Forty-seven of the 50 proto-
cols examined expressed one or more need-gratifications . Individual 
adherents experienced an average of 5.6 gratif ications . 
3. The r elationship between the expression of motivational needs 
and the experience of need-gratificati ons shows a positive correlation. 
A comparison of this relationship s hmvs a difference of 0.3 in the 
average nlunber of needs and the average nlunber of gratifications ex-
pressed by individual followers. A difference of 12 . 4 is shown be-
tween the number of followers expres sing needs and the number of 
follo vsrs experiencing gratifications. · The f ollmYers of Father Divine 
experience slightzy more gratifications than needs expressed. 
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4. ccording to rating and ranking, the three greatest needs of 
adherents in the FDM are: (1) bodily health; (2) self-perception of 
role; and (3) religious salvation. Likewise, the three greatest 
gratifications are: (1) bodily health recovered; (2) Father's superior 
power realized; and (3) reformed life. 
5. The chief phenommal technique of gratification used by Father 
Divine is the "Spiritual Power." He teaches his followers that, nrt 
is not by povrer nor by might, but by my Spirit.n Thus, implicit faith 
and confidence in the power of Father Divine's "Spirit11 to satisfy 
every need and good desire are prerequisites for effective results. 
6. The aill1erents have deified Father Divine as God Jtlmighty for 
many reasons, among them being: (1) he has revealed himself to them 
as God; (2) no man and nobody can do what Father Divine has done and 
is doing i'or them, except God; (3) the work he does proves his deity; 
(4) he is God, personified and back on earth in person; (5) he is the 
source of all power, lmowledge, and life; (6) he is Jesus Christ -vrho 
died on Cal var-:r and is back on earth. 
7. Father Divine is a contenporary archetype of' a 11 Charismatic 
Authoritarian Personality11 in his dynamic leadership of t,his movement, 
and in his deified role as God Almighty. 
8. Interdependent and interactive relationships have developed be-
tween the microcosmic kingdom of Father Divine and the macrocosmic 
kingdom of the larger world. Polarity and tension exist. The etio-
logical factors, relative to the origin, growth and strength of the 
movement, lie ~~thin the macrocosmic world rather than the microcosmic 
society. The strength of the F'DM comes largely from members leaving 
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the larger society. This reflects the failure oi: the larger society to 
gratify urgent needs of its constituency, thereby motivating individu-
als to turn to the FDM for gratification of legitimate needs. 
9. Historical perspectives show that (a) the :F'DM has its ante-
cedents and is rooted in history; (b) its present status is difficult 
to measure objectively, due to the non-statistical nature of its in-
ternal structure, but investigation shoivs some increase in munber of 
places between the years 1946 and 1951; (c) its ultimate future status 
is r elative to the truth of its inner foundation and its relationship 
to the macrocosmic world. Thus, the reality of the future perspective 
will be determined only by the revelation of time. 
10. The FDM actually holds its appeal and maintains its strength 
through the reality of its gratification of specific motivational needs 
of its adherents. This is the realization and the validation of our 
hypothesis . 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
PRIVATE TESTIMONIES - 1.4 
EXPOSITION: These are interviews recorded by the writer while 
living in the Father Divine Movement in Philadelphia, July, 19.51. 
The interviews are designated as testimonies in keeping wit.h the 
terminology o1' t.he :roovenent. Testimonies are Jisted in alphabetical 
order with names alphabetized in invert.ed sequence to conceal identity 
of the person, which is confidential. Paragraphs are listed n'l.llOOrical-
~ for reference purposes. 
ABBREVIATIONS: The following a'!:>breviations are used in making 
references (footnotes and the like) to Appendix A: 
PvT refers to PRIVATE 'IESTIMONY; the capital letter (A, B, c, etc.) refers to the document; par refers to 
the paragraph in the document; and par followed by nwn-
( \ -bers e. g., 1, 2, 3, etc., refers to the number of the 
paragraph in the docUlD3nt. 
M. D. c. refers tq{;he male sex of darker complexion (Negro). 
M. L. c. refers to the male sex of lighter complexion 
(white). 
PROCEDURE OF INTERVIEW: The open-end interview was used. The 
interviewer structured the interview by informing the interv:I.ewee of 
the anonymity of the phenomenal information given and the purpose for 
which it would be used. The purpose was to receive firsthand ini'orma.-
tion of followers• personal feelings and opinions concerning the move-
ment, in order that outsiders may know the truth as the nembers e:x:peri-
enced it. Each interviewee was asked to speak slow~ in order that his 
expressions could be written dmm verbatim to avoid distortions by the 
interviewer's crnn opinions or the lack of recall of exact words later. 
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The intervie•·ree was reminded that he could listen to his responses read 
back to him immediate~ after the interview, for purposes of correction 
and checking possible errors. 
The majority of the interviews, which lasted from thirty minutes 
to an hour, were held at the . headquarters at Catherine and Broad streets, 
in one of the class-rooms on the second floor. As far as possible, a 
permissive atmosphere was provided. They were written in longhand ani 
typed later. 
The interviews were opened w.i. th one general question, "Tell me 
why you joined the Father Divine Movemnt?•, which started the inter-
viewee ta.Ddng about the kind of information so~ht. The interviewer 
followed, in a responsive manner, with other leads in order that the 
interviewee could speak concerning his concept of (a) Father Divine's 
deity; (b) benefits he received from the movel!J9nt; and finalzy (c) 
Mother Divine's role. If a~ information, relative to needs, motives 
and gratifications, was noted during the subject's spontaneous expressions, 
he was not asked to cover again what he had alreaqy included. 
All of the personal interviews are from :male mmbers. A greater 
sampling was not obtained because of the strict social disciplines 
which taboo social intercourse between the sexes. 
PRIVATE TESTIMONIES 
A: BROTHER Z 
1. As a little boy, ~n I was in school Father blessed me to 
learn how to read. The "Widow, so called mother, introduced 100 to 
the naJOO and telling me how wonderful Father had been to her. She 
gave 100 a New Day and I -was able to read for nzy-self. And she told 
me how Father had blessed her to raise up the so-called children, 
one boy and two girls. 
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2. I had sorta of a problem of worry, a mental conflict. I had 
a personality problem and desired to get away from my troubles. I 
didn't have confidence in nzy-self. I had problems like that which 
hindered nzy- advancement on jobs, etc. 1\v teachers used to say that 
I could do better work if I had confidence in 11\VSelf. 
3. When I would come hone from school, usually I would read the 
New Day. In a very short time I found the New Day to be a consolation 
to me. I didn t t have to go to the movies. Instead of going to the 
movies to try to forget nzy- disappointments, failures, bad luck, wants 
and limitations, I just found release by going up to my bedroom, clos-
ing the door and reading Father Divine's New Day. It gave me assurance. 
I didn't have to go to so-called mother. Nobody bad to tell me Father 
Divine was God. I harmonized with Father, he revealed himself to me. 
I actuaJ.ly found him through reading the New Day. 
4. I used to go to the Peace Mission Church. It was wonderful to 
go there. I sorta got out of the habit of going to other churches. I 
lost the desire. I used to go to Calvary Baptist Church, and when I 
started to go to Peace Mission Church, I lost all desire to go to other 
churches. 
5. ~~t I can say about Father Divine is, if a person can harmonize 
with Father Divine and be in sympathy with what Father says, have a broad 
mind and an open heart, deny yourself of all prejudice and narrow ways 
of thinking, aeybody will understand better by and by. That is what 
happened to 100. You must have an open mind and be willing to understand. 
6. I began to say, •I thank you Father, 11 and that phrase has been 
the key to drawing me to success and great happiness that really you 
can't put in words. 
7. I shall never forget that morning I was to work in 1946. The 
fellow who -works where I work was coming from the job and I was going 
on. He was showing me where Father Divine had gotten married. I took 
the paper and tore it up. I wouldn't believe until I found out for nu-
self. I went to New York that Sunday at Rockland Palace where I saw 
the lamb and his spotless bride. Father served the table. After that 
wonderful revelation of truth, something mentally and spiritually 
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happened to me that has been built upon through the years. 
8. I just feel as though I couldn't be happy living with the mortal 
family. And I knew within myself without anyone telling .rre. Vihen I 
told the so-called mother that I was going to l eave home she thought 
I would never do such a thing. That was a secret to nuself. But I 
didn 1t reveal it tmtil the day I was going to leave. 
9. From an infant, as far back as I can remember, I was interest-
ed in Jesus Christ and wanted always to live just like he lived. I 
was spiritually inclined. Even though living in sin and share I wanted 
to live like him. I had attended the Nazarene Church. I was Christened 
in the Methodist church. I moved from there be cause of moving into 
another locality. I actually grew up in the Baptist church. Then at 
16, 17~ 18 I began to go around and see Father Divine Peace Church. 
I knew if I would come to Father Divine he would keep me from living 
in sin and shame like :tnarzy" do in the world. 
10. :tzy first interview I had with Fatrer, he shook li\'f hand and 
gave his endorse~nt on me coming into The Peace Mission Movement. I 
came straight here to Philadelphia. The beautiful thing about it is 
that I am a witness to this nvself. Father Divine has never told ne 
to come to him. 
ll. The widow knew if I came it would be a great shock. She had 
lost tw·o other children and husband. And to lose ne would be a shock. 
She doesn't core near me now. If I see her she just says tiPeace" and I 
say "Peace." She doesn't try to hinder~ she understands • . She, herself, 
when I had left, and the others were desiring to come to Father also 
some day. 
12. Father is blessing ne to get the things I desire. I always de-
sired a business career. That is what he is blessing me with now in 
reality. I work at the Chief Headquarters of Induction Center, the head 
of all draft 'boards. Father has blessed me to work over there as a 
typist clerk. I wanted this job, so I went to Father. It seered that 
I had difficulty getting the job. Father blessed re to have an interview. 
Father said to re: "I ought to be able to make the contact." Those are 
his exact words. When I vrent home I said to zey-self. "Father~ I don't 
know whether I know how to make the contact or not, but that expression 
you have blessed me with, I Thank You Father." I used it and I relaxed 
and didn't worry. I said: I thank you Father.tt About two weeks they 
called :n:e up and said trey had a vacant desk. 
13. (tf.hat do you think about MOther?) 
Mother has proven herself who she is·, the spotless virgin Rosebud 
bride by being with Father, of Father and by Father, nentally and spiritu-
ally. Father has blessed her to be with him even personally. S:te is tm 
true and only Mary, the Hozy Mother. She lives exact]¥ like Mary, Jesus• 
mother. 
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J..4. If you ever feel sick or anything like that~ people ought to 
look at Mother Divine as the perfect bill of health. I have never seen 
her with headaches, spells, and misfortunes, etc. I have never seen 
her have aQY of these things. And Father bas proven to us that there 
is no excuse for others, because we have taken on just like his crea-
tion and shorm. us we can live this Christ life and be in health, pros-
perity, and success, and happiness just like mother. I have never seen 
her sickly, or look bad, or tired out, or in accidents or mishaps, etc. 
I have never seen that • . She just leans all on Father~ just leans all 
her heart and mind on Father. She lets Father do everything for her, 
and she worry about nothing. And that is what Father wants us to do -
not to raise our fist to hit nobody in the face or a.rzy-thing, but just 
lean on Father. He has protected ne. I don't have to do anything in 
my defense of adjusting things in arrywczy to help myself. He fights 
your battles. I just thank Father and be work out things for :zoo. 
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1. What led me to the recognition of Father Divine vias that his 
spirit cane after me. And I obeyed his spirit as to go to one of his 
missions in the city of St. Louis, Missouri, in October, 1936, A.D.F.D. 
And when I obeyed the spirit to come, while listening and stilling nu-
self, to watch the movement and see the movement of the spirit, I heard 
the spirit say something that made me know this was God had come back 
to earth the second tine t o give us all the significance about heaven 
and where it was to be, and what we could have to do to be in heaven 
right on earth or to be with him. Tine after ti.ma the spirit would tell 
us what we should do to gain eternal life in this dispensation right 
here with God on earth in bodily form and spirit personified. 
2. Father Divine is the spirit of truth, the Holy one 
and the only one to baptize you with the Holy fire and the 
That is far as I am concerned as an individual, I Daniel. 
Father. 
of Israel 
Ho~ Spirit. 
I thank you 
3. I had been going to churches, but I had quit, quit ever,rtbing. 
I was naiting to hear from God. I had pr~ed prayers for him to let 
me know when He would come back to earth or when heaven was going to 
be. That nustery was so deep in the Bible until I didn•t comprehend 
that part where that we would know these things until he cane. I was 
a laptist and born again in St. Louis by Father Divine, by his spirit 
I was transmitted. After I found out He was God, I got everything out 
of nw mind, but what he was s~ing and doing-all the people, kindreds, 
and all the friends, in that •old world," and taken on the new. And as 
far as I am concerned all things were made new according to the 21st 
chapter of Revelation. 
4. I paid up all my bills and ovve no man. And I confessed iiU sins . 
in the Peace Mission, openly. And I forsaken them and don 1 t go back 
after them or receive .them anymore, or entertain them spirituall.y, 
mantally, or physical:cy. I thank you Father. I was free from every-
thing, but had to be born again by Father Divine. I had no so-called 
wife. 
5. If there is anyone here or anyone inquiring about the Peace 
Mission Movement of Fatmr Divine, tell them to deey themselves, take 
up the Cross and follow him, who lives forever right down here on earth. 
I thank you Father. 
6. (What is your opinion about Mother?) 
lmd Mother Divine, as far as I am concerned, is the first church 
under God without a spot or wrinkle. She haven't been ~ouched mor-
tallY• · And she v:as caught up by the spirit of Father Divine and 
brought into subjection to God Almighty Himself as the Lord• s 'Wife, 
the bride of Revelation one, two, and three. 
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1. We (three members of a fami~) have had a great deal .of differ-
ent ld.nds of religious experience. Our so-called mother was Lutheran, 
and o.ur so-called father was Baptist. We went to different churches. 
They compromised by sending us to a mission church. The so-called 
mother was constantly searching, digging, digging, digging. We were 
in the United Brethren Church one-half block from our house, Which was 
so convenient. And one of us belonged to the boys' club which the church 
sponsored. Finally 1ve came into contact with Christian Science. That 
seemed to have filled the bill for lila.I\Y" years. Wba. t is more, I think 
we really made it work. We proved to ourselves that Christian Science 
teachings really work. It keeps you well spiritually, mentally and 
financially. If you follow the Christian Science teachings, it really 
takes care of you. We had nazzy- healings, etc. At that tiloo we threw 
all the medicine away. 
2. That wasn't the end of our search. The Christian Science Church, 
in tine, became mare and more •muscle bound.tt She (our so-called mother) 
kept on digging. Then we investigated Unity, the Divine Science move-
ment, and several others. 
3. Then she was taking some sort of class in the Divine Science 
movement. The leader of the Divine Science movement in :Minneapolis was 
giving instruction and the so-called mother took it. And during his in-
struction he m:mtioned Father Divine. This is how she came to know 
about him. And whatever she found out along any line, education, 
spiritual, etc., she passed it on to the rest of the family. The same 
was true with the Father Divine. Not that she expected or denianded that 
we bel ieve as she did, or accepted things as she accepted, but ~atever 
she found out she passed it on and we could accept it or reject it, wbat,-
ever vwe wanted to do. But we had learned to respect her judgment in 
many things. So we felt that whatever she endorsed or favored or ap-
proved of; especially of the spiritual nature, there was bound to be 
some good in it. 
4. There was one thing she had uppermost in her mind all the tiioo, 
seeking a way to work out salvation so that people would have everlast-
ing lif e. That seemed to have been her conswning desire. Naturally, I 
picked tha. t up. I mean body and spirit remaining together on this earth 
forever. In contrast to what most people will say that rq spirit is 
going to :Live on, but that is not what I mean. I ~an body and spirit 
remaining together on this earth forever. As I saJ.d, that seemed to 
have been her consuming desire. That appealed to me too. 
5. Whenever I look at Father I see, of course, a pnysical boqy • 
.And always behind that plzy"sical body is this ld..nd of concept. It is 
just like that window there, His physical body is just like that window. 
The window is a natural plzy"sical thing you can touch and handle • But 
you can look through that window to everything else, the past, present? 
and future of the whole universe. I see his body and that body to me J.S 
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a portal, a doorway, through which w:r vision become clear. I can see 
everything that is necessary to see, the past, present, and the future. 
He is the source of all power, knowledge, life, etc. 
6. The idea of He Himself being God Almighty, as the Deity of all 
creation, well, I couldn't see at first. Because Jif1 concept of God de-
veloped as it was, through being in Christian Science, embraced the 
thought of God being everywhere Omnipresent, etc. And I couldn't con-
ceive of God limiting himself to one locality as being delimited by 
botmds of one boqy. Although right aJiray, as soon as I heard of Father 
and started to read the New Day, I sensed right away that here was 
something more powerful and more true than anything else. But several 
of the concepts, of the teachings of tm m::>vement, including the one 
that Father is God, I couldn't see right away. A lot of what I read 
at i'irst I just had to leave. Either I couldn't make any sense to it 
or I couldn1t accept it whole-hearted. But then as I kept reading ani 
studYing and meditating, not only reading and studying, but you have 
to meditate and mull over it so that the spirit can reveal things to 
you. In that process, enough of the teachings have become unraveled 
to me so I can see the foundation of' pure truth upon which it rests. 
7. I think most people of an intellectual nature can 1t accept the 
fact that neither Father is God and many other of his teachings, right 
off the bat. But .many of less intellectually inclined can. Because of' 
our earlier training we Vlere constantly searching f'or something higher 
and better, so this it is. 
8 • Over a period or years various happenings broke up the inlnediate 
family and eliminated other attachments so that by 1946 each of the three 
individuals made the decision to move to Philadelphia very easily arrl 
'With no regrets or sense of loss. Relatives and f'riend.s tended to break 
away 'When they f'ound out we were leaving in this direction~ :, 
9. It has been over 5 1/2 years since I have really turned 'II13' face 
fully towards Father to rea.lly give the way of life that Father advocates 
a serious and whole-hearted try, so to speak. Although we had been read-
ing about Father m.atiY' years before then. And every day of that 5 y2 
years has been one of increasing gratification that I made a decisJ.on to 
try Father whole-hearte~. 
10 we weren't wealtey or axzy1:,hing like that. We had good jobs, 
property homes _etc. We traveled a lot, had nice things to eat, plenty 
of relatives to
1
visit and personal and professional friends. We had 
education. You might say we were sitting on top of the world as far 
as the world ~s, •sitting on top of the world." 
11. (YOUR COl'lCEPT OF MOTHER?) 
In the first place, I look at Mother as being so pure as to be 
almost transparent. In other words, just like a glass of pure water. 
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You hold a glass of water up to the light and you can alloost read a 
newspaper through the glass of water. Also, she appears to ne as a 
child-as being a child so pure that she is transparent, ani as possess-
ing transparent beauty. And just as her name indicates, she has two 
other names besides Divine. ~r first two nam=s are "Sweet Angel.• 
So her full name is: "Sweet Angel Divine." So as her name indicates, 
she is an angel, and not only that but an angel queen. 
12. With a statement of those concepts as a preliminary, you can 
see w~ I believe the other things I do concerning her, which are these, 
of course, this is what Father says too concerning her: First, that 
she is the church and, therefore, she fulfills the Scripture in Epmsians 
where it speaks of Christ marrying his Church. .1\nd that is what the 
bride, to me, has reference to when it speaks of man shall leave father 
and mother and thou shall be as one flesh, But I speak concerning the 
church. And that also has reference to what the Bible says, "What God 
has joined together, let no man put asunder." This also has reference 
to the church. Christ has married his church. That is -vihat man should 
do. Man should marry the chtu'ch, not a woman. The same is true -with 
mother. She is the church and is married to Christ or God. 
1.3. I also look at mother as fulfilling the Scripture in Revelation, 
the lamb and the bride. All that whole story in Revelation about the 
lamb and the bride-the bride ooing clothed in white linen or rooos of 
righteousness, wi. thout spot or wrinkle. Mother is that bride clothed 
in white linen or robes of righteousness. The marriage as a whole is a 
spiritual symbolic marriage which symbolizes the marriage of Christ and 
his church or the Lamb and the bride. .And it also symbolizes the union 
of God and man, and the fusion of heaven and earth. 
14. Mother is a sacrifice. She has offered up her body as a sacri-
fice for the whole world. A sacrifice t o l i ving a pure, virgin, virtu-
ous, holy lif e. And as such she has ooen bought with a price and she is 
not her ow.n. She is not her ow.n because she has offered up her body as 
a living sacrifice, which is our reasonable -service. 
15 • (SATISFACTIONS?) . 
There are a number .of satisfactions I get out of this Peace Miss~on. 
Number one is the fact that Father says flatly that you don't have to die. 
Whether I attain to that level crr not doesn 1 t make any difference. I 
hope I do. But the very fact he offers that, that he promises tha.~ we 
don't have to die, just that one thing is perhaps the greatest satJ.s-
faction. 
16 Second I think that the next greatest satisfaction was the so-
lution ~f the s~ problem as between man and woman. The three things 
that most people ask about first are God, sex, and m:>ney. In other words, 
he has dissolved or solved all that jcking.-·; and tens1.on betvreen the two 
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back and forth. He has dissolved that tension by separating the two. 
These are the two greatest I think. 
17. Third$ the concept of, not onlY one world, but one fami~--I 
IOOan as far as the whole world being one family as Father puts it: 
110ne great big Universal Sovereignty lvi.thout walls of division or 
language barriers, trade barriers, :iin:mtlgra tion, or a.ey barriers of any 
kind whatsoever which presently exist. This is to man total all-in-
clusive brotherhood vmere no prejudice, or ridicule, discrimination 
or division of any kind exists. 
18. Fourth, the prospect of unlimited spiritual development. 
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Father speaks oftentimes of getting the key flower. In other words, 
the key to all the underground treasures, mysteries, etc. Not dia-
monds, silver, and gold, etc., but getting the key to all mysteries of 
the world, especially along the spiritua.L lines and application of the 
same, 'Which will make us all mastery. It will give us victory over 
gravitation, tiiOO, space and every factor ·which tends to limit us. And 
Which in the end will make us one with God as he said. I get more of a 
thrill contemplating this last one than the others. Of course, this 
and the first one can go together. I get more thrill out of contem-
plating one and four, those two, than anything else I can think of. 
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1. From about the age of 20 I had been interested in New Thought, 
a mental science. I had a Biblical bringing-up in t:OO church and Sunday 
School. From the age of 20 I was interested in Father Divine for three 
years. Five years before I knew Father I studied Rosicrucianism. I met 
one day a man who held classes in Rosicrucian teachings. He mentioned 
a certain person whom I knew of. His spirit had been seen in maetings 
at Father Divine, at 63rd Street Peace Mission, New York. I said, "Father 
Divine? , Who is he?tt The person said: tiife is God." · He gave me sons 
of the ,publications of Father's sermons. I read them for about six 
months. In one issue a series of articles cane out stating that Father 
Divine is God and God is Father Divine. I read this and the evidence 
of what Father had done convinced Ire he must be God. Noboey else could 
do that work. 
2. The first six months that I knew Father, I wrote a couple of 
articles published in the Spoken Word in the summer and fall of 1935 
or 1936. In the fall of 1936 I began to read proofs on the Spoken Word, 
and writing articles for publication. I attended Father's Righteous 
Government Convention in 1936 and 1937. I gave II\TWhole -tima to proof 
reading. 
3. To me this is the only thing to 1i ve by. The world has no at-
traction for me. The interest in music is the only thing, but I gratif.y 
Iey"Self here as I am doing-playing for the Crusaders and teaching piano 
here. 
4. I have studied music with one or two very fine people. I bad a 
few lessons under T. Tertius Noble, at St. Thomas Episcopal Ghurch.i>r 
many years. My organ work has been what I have gained by studying and 
listening to other people. I pl.a\red for churches of ma.n;r different de-
nominations, doing organ and choir work. 
5. I couldn't go to anyone else for this religious teaching, far I 
knew Father is actually living it, like nobody else you can find. Con-
cerning denial, there is just one thing,; i. e., whatever I sacrifice from 
Iey" former life is not anything to the life I am living now. The satis-
faction for striving for the spiritual life and nental is far greater. 
I have always enjqyed religious philosophy and science. But I don't 
read much except as embodied in Father's teachings. The spiritual life 
is the highest if one finds he can function on that plane, there is 
nothing higher. 
6. After I detected Father, I was always looking for the realiza-
tion of the present. I had two experiences which led me to coDB to 
Father. The first experience was for a day or a day and a half I seered 
to have been living in an atmosphere of love. Whether that was a reali-
zation of Father's presence, I don't know. (Here he mentions two experi-
ences of sexual abno.rmali ties with -two persons.) I felt it was wrong. 
It took a year and a half to work it off. I suffered from lack of normal 
sexual desire and impulse. 
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7. When you core to the place you fully believe in Father as God 
and you have the satisfaction in him that he will g:i. ve all you desire, 
then these otter things vtill drop off. When you find your ideal of 
life and find you are able to .Live it at any degree, other things be-
come subordinate. Father lives in nv mind. I have no worldly a.nDi-
tions at all. They are all spiritual. I have no ambition to become 
a recognized artist, teacher, or anything of that kind. But I want to 
do superior work in whatever I do. If someone were to offer me a mil-
lion dollars, I don't think I would accept it. I had some royalties 
coming in from nv musical compositions, but refused to accept. That 
is against Father's teachings. Father says if he had accepted fifty 
thousand dollars for a song ('Which was offered him), he would have been 
worse than Judas for selling Christ. 
8. I have simply wanted affection all my life 1 and I turned to 
~elf. The affection for the brothers is not for sexual purposes. 
No man can do this except God. Father says it is by his spirit. The 
spirit takes hold of you and takes away sexual desire. 
9. (CONCEPT CONCERNING MarliER?) 
This marriage of God is a great m:rste:cy to me. I have also thought 
of God as spirit, except of the personality of Christ. That doesn't 
include the mother person. The marriage of the bride and the lamb -in 
Revelation I usual.ly thought of as symbolical. The lamb's wife is the 
church. This is a great nwstery, but I speak of the church. 
10. In nw life I renember that back many years ago I had two ex-
periences which may be called psychic experiences. One was when I was 
riding in the trolleycar in New York City. I was far above anything 
else. I was rising into a higher state, maybe psychological. At the 
time I was reading Swedenborg. The other experience when I was under 
the influence of Christian Science. I had a day or more living un:ler 
that higher consciousness. I felt a lifting up into the atmosphere. 
For a few hours I seemed to have felt the love and presence of Christ. 
1zy whole being was filled with it. Sine~ being with Fathe7 I have had 
ma.cy experiences of such or similar or higher mental conscJ.ousness • 
They have been more intense than the oth~s. T~se ~r~ences haven't 
had a.cything to do with II\V belief. Biblical musJ.c WJ.ll lift me into ·· 
this type of experience. 
E. BROTHER V, 100 years old 
(M.D.C. July 1951) 
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1. Quite some years ago I was called out from the world. It was 
about 75 years ago since I met Father Divine. He bad shown me a great 
light on the Scripture and concerning the Kingdom-, of God being within, 
I had seen a great light and I took a stand as Isaiah. I felt that I 
had a high calling. I was called out o:f the world as a chosen vessel 
and I felt at that tiroo I was willing to give nv life to the truth God 
had sho-wn me. What I had seen in the Scripture I couldn't get no satis-
faction until I mt Fathe r Divine. Ohl it is wonderfull -
2. I .was a traveling minister. I started in the Baptist and then 
1rent to the Holiness movement. The light began to turn on me spiritu.aJ..-
ly and mantally. I began to see the spirit of Eternal life. I began 
to see God near to . ne. I began to feel like I didn't have to die to 
go somewhere to find God. I met rrry Superior, I net . nr:r God. I met him 
personally. I had a personal talk with him. This was in the Southern 
States. 'When I first met him he was very peculiar. I knew I had met 
somebody beyond man. When I saw his eyes I saw it wasn't a man's eyes. 
io1hen I saw what -was arol.Uld him, I had never seen arol.Uld . no man. l'fuen 
I got in conversation I found he was the one. 
3 • I began to talk Yd. th him about the Gospel of Christ and about 
Christ being within, not afar off. He endorsed what I said. I said 
that I believe God is in me, 'Within me. He began to open things up to 
me. 
4. I didn't believe in the ULake11 down there-that fire lake and 
being burned up. I believed that man would coma to his destiny in this 
life, not go away. ~ conviction was like that. People said I was an 
atheist, agnostic, like that. He didn 1t tell me I was like that. He 
told me I was right. 
5. My old man (JOOaning his father) was a minister. I was brought 
up very peculiar. I was inspired from God. In nr:r coming up I found 
out it was right about the minister being inspired by God to preach, 
and not by any other way. I didn 1 t have to go no where to get that in-
spiration. I believe it came from God. Like God told the prophet, I 
believe God talked to me just like that-telling me what he wanted me 
to do. And I didn't figure it -was robbery for 100 to be like that. 
6. Vfuen I met Father Divine, he didn't tell me it was robbery to 
be like that. I was chose, .:: predestinated by God to do this. 
7. )Then I IOOt Father Divine, he didn 1t tell me that. When I first 
met Mother the spirit told ne that that was mother in the otmr body. 
Without nobody telling me. I got acquainted with her being a mother by 
the spirit. The present mother is the same-the reincarnation oi' the 
same spirit just in another body. 
BROTHER V (Cont•d.) 
8. All the glory goes to God. Of myself I am nothing. I have 
never been sick, very little in my life. I remember having a doctor 
two tines in my life. I have been in good health all along. Once I 
had what . the people called the spinal meningitis, and Father healed 
me from that. God delivered IIB from that curse. The doctor said I 
was going to die. They gave me · up to God. God wasn't ready" for me 
to go. He 1vanted to keep me here. 
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9. I know this is God for myself. The work he does proves it. I 
got it by inspiration. When God reveals it to you, you got it. See 
the Apostles spoke of that subject and said that God would be revealed 
from heaven. There is no imaginary heaven. We are living in the reve-
lation of God now. 
F; BROTHER U (M.W.C. J~, 1951) 
1. About 30 years ago I asked nzy-self soiOO preponderous questions: 
What are we here for? What is the purpose of life? I knew no man 
could answer it; I knew no institution could answer- it. But this sim-
ple desire caused me to become relaxed until I slipped out of the boey 
and got the answer to all nzy- questions. 
2. Now sone call this "born again," so:IW call it "renewing of tre 
mind." I will call it nzy- "spiritual awakening," or "caught up into the 
first heaven." Since then I have been looking for the return of our 
Saviour, which I knew was coming. Seven years la·ter I was caught up 
in the second heaven, three years later the third time, three months 
later the fourth time, and on the eighth. There are nine unfoldments 
of the spirit. I have one more to go. 
3. In 1930 I read the Scripture for 10 days, until I found the 
third chapter o.f Acts, the 19th verse and the balance o.r the chapter. 
In 1934-35 I was blessed 'idth the privilege of sitting at the foot of 
a Master of wisdom for 12 months, which fulfilled the desire of know-
ing that the essence of number is the essence of allvrlsdom." 
4. In the fall of 1935, upon reading the first page o.f our maga-
zine called "The Spoken Word," at that time I knew that Father Divine 
was the one that was to come. We had a mission established in Phoenix, 
Arizona, within a month. 
5. I have traveled this country for seven years without purse atd 
-without script-ure because in the Scripture it speaks of scrip. I 
didn't know it meant Scripture until Father explained it to me. I 
fulfilled that part of Scripture, not knowing it until it was pretty 
well done. 
6. I made nzy- first visit to Father in 19.36 and stayed for one 
week. I made my second visit in 1937. Since 1940 I have been vd. th 
Father continuous)Jr. I have investigated all religions and philoso-
phies, the American Indians, some of them call it the "Great Spirit," 
etc. They are all one. God has 72 different names, still there is 
one God. 
7. I came out of orthodoxy. I was raised in i:,he Baptist .t'aith. 
Yet I attended the Dunkard Sunday School at the same time. I would go 
to one and then to another--Dunkard and Congregational. 
8. Mother is the fulfillment of' the Scripture, Revelation 21-
the lamb and the bride, see 1 I was given the gift of propbe cy • 
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1. From 1930~ 1 I was with a broken back under the care of the 
doctor. The doctors had given me up because I was too old to be 
operated on. This was told me by a doctor in the ~dical Center in 
N.Y.C. And since I heard the name of Father Divine, I feel he was 
the only one could help me. I took him sincerely in the heart, with-
out sending him a telegram, or writing a letter or call on the phone, 
or even speak to him. 
2. I was lying on bed in 1932 dying. I called for his name all 
night. Oh Father1 Oh Father! Seven o'clock in the morning the house-
keeper was going out. I heard she was speaking to me wey outside the 
door, seemingly I felt away and I saw Father Divine come in the spirit, 
but as a bodily form. I spoke to him telling what the doctor told me. 
H9 smiled and said I would be all right. I repeated again what the 
doctor told me and he smiled. He says: "I'll be all right."' 
3. From that day on that same very day I bent do-rm, doing an exe~ 
cise of back bmding with my hands moving up, down, and different di-
rections. The big knot I had on the back disappeared. I was healed 
from that day up to this day. 
4. Twenty years ago the doctor said I -..vas an old man. But today I 
am young. From that day on, from trusting Father and believing in His 
Almighty, I have been happy and prosperous in boczy-, spirit, and mind. 
I never see no doctor in 20 years, so I am so glad. 
5. So that is the way I know who Father is. Today I do more work 
than many young people. 
6. I have traveled for 35 years. I have been in all nations and 
ld.nds of ships. I have been through Europe, Asia, Russia, etc. I was 
born in Portugal. I used to smoke, drink, run around and do all things 
of the world. From the time I was maled and Father Divine put the 
spirit in me and caused rif3' mind to be renewed and changed, the things 
of the world I could not do it again-smoke, drink, or run around. I 
could not do it again. 
7 • (WHAT DO YOU THINK OF MOIHER?) 
I take Motb:lr Divine to be an e:x;am.ple to the world to all likeness 
of female to copy after. She is a spotless virgin and a ho]J mother. 
B. I want to tell you that in 1919 I had a vision and heard voices. 
I vm.s with my wife and children in Norfoll~, Virginia. I was of the 
Catholic faith. A few days afterwards I was hit in the head with an 
ax. I have two children. My wife died. (Here he relates some conflict 
between him and his wife, which he didn't desire to put in writing). 
9. Father was 1'li..th us in the beginning, but we were not conscious 
of it. 
H: BROTHER S (M.L.C. July, 1951) 
From London 
1. You see a lot of our .friends had heard of this movement. 
Some had actually been over here and investigated. We formed a lit-
tle circle of friends. We heard of the wonderful things that were 
being done. 
2. Then we came to America. (The "'He 11 refers to him and his 
so-called wife). We were religious people all our lives. We thought 
that this is son:ethlng different, if true, we have come upon a wonder-
ful thing. The ~ople we knew who bad been in America were not easily 
being led. So we wanted to come and look. But war stopped us. 
3. Now we have no lacks, wants, or limitations, fishes and loaves. 
11e have got a plenty. During the war •ve had to rely entirely upon our 
faith. We didn't use any natural means of protection at all. i e car-
ried on our mask because it was the lawful thing to do. We never used 
the air r.ai.d shelter, never used the public shelter. I was only in one 
in ray life and I was pushed in by the crowd. We simply kept indoors 
while the splinters were falling about. 
4. Vie had already written to Father at that. time. We were con-
tinually protected. We went through most miraculous escapes from fire 
bombs, robot bomb~, and rockets. One burst just over the roof. J.W" wife 
was sitting in the house talldng to her brether. She rushed out and 
told me to come in. It set fire to the green growing vegetation. It 
ought to have scorched :roo to nothing. I had no mask on ne nor my cloth-
ing. I have the sanB sort of clothing now (points to suit). Our windows 
were blown out so many time, I can 1 t tell how many, until we gave up 
putting tmm in. ](v total experiences were more than 300 raids. The 
only damage I got was from picking up bits of hot glass in my fingers • 
We lived in the most bombed areas in the British Isles. Yet there was 
less damage, less casualties, except for windows. You expect them to 
go because they don't stand much. 
5. We have had most wonderfu.L instances of things working out won-
derfully for us. Since being here we haven't made any moans or groans 
about our different situation. We have not -been allowed enough money 
to go on but we manage to go on anyway. We have been here 16 months. 
6. Both of us wanted something to do. So we both got som thing 
to do-not full tiloo but part-time, so the government would let us have 
some money. 
7. During the war we never were short of food. We had our fair 
share. I was able to produce quite a .few things in the little bit of 
gol.Uld I had. I lived right in the middJ.e of London. We had no tre-
mendous lUxuries, but we 1vere never in want. I had plenty of lOOneY 
to go ~ what I needed. 
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B. Oh, I must tell you, I have been blown across the street on a 
bus twice. The force of the bomb lifted the bus right off the ground 
and threw it against the wall on the other side of the street twice in 
two successive days. It was also with the sa.n:e driver. 
9. I was a school Headmaster in Westminster. I was in Westminster 
for sone 33 years until I retired. I had a house provided at Westminster 
if I wanted to, but I didn't live there very much. I was very well knom 
all around there. 
10. Most of the English followers are comfortab],y well off. There 
are none short of money exactly~ They come in for religious reasons. 
Practically everyone studied Christian Science, among other things. 
11. I have studied Christian Science--not of orthodox religion. 
I was intended for tre church. I 'Went in for the Church of England. 
But I didn't follow it out. None of nv :imm3diate family were religious• 
but there -were many Wrights by' the dozen, who were religious. 
12. I recall that ~ father was v~ strict. Whenever I would get 
whipped at school, I would have another coming when I got home. 
l3. I certainly see Father ·as not a man. I have been here twice 
watching him. I have seen a case where proof reading was done in the 
cars while they were going on to New York. There would be from two to 
five reading and writing, and he would point to this or the otrer for 
correction at the same time. He may have a body, but he certa.inl,y 
doesn't sleep in the ordinary way of man. And no man could do these 
things • . 
14. (WHA.T DO YOU THINK OF :MOTHER?) 
Mother is a very nice young person. · The type of person like her, 
where I was living in Englani, you would see people like her everyday 
by the dozens-good, nice, clean living. I don't know much about her 
divinity personally. I have reard about her. She has two sisters rere 
in the movement. 
I: BROTHER R (M.D.C. July 1951) 
1. I have been in Father Divine's Mission since ~ sixth birthday. 
Up until that t:i.Joo I was a very sickly young child. 1\Y" parents bad reard 
of Father Divine through one of their friends. They attended several of 
Father Divine • s metings and dined at some of his restaurants. All this 
led up to a closer relationship to Father Divine 1s Mission. After they 
had investigated the principles, by reading mssages given by him. in the 
New Day, they decided to become followers of his. After becoming follovr-
ers of Father Divim they gave up their home, furniture, and ever,ytbi.ng 
that belonged in the house and came to live in one of Father's extensions. 
2. I am now 18 and have lived under Father Divine's jurisdiction 
ever since. Since I was too young to be able to make a:ny worthwhile de-
cision concerning becoming a follower of Father Divine, my parents de-
cided this for m. After I became of age, I was free to either strive 
to pursue Father Divine t s teachings more diligently, or else to pursue 
some other course. I can now say that I have never regretted the de-
cision of rrry parents to become followers of Father Divine, and I don t t 
intend to stray away from his love:cy precepts. 
3. I have benefited enormously by Father Divine's works and teach-
ings. Not only materialJy, but most important, spiritualJy. He has con-
sistently, through his lovely life-giving words, led me in the path of 
righteousness. Father Divine's teachings are not complicated and hard 
to understand. But to the contrary, they are so simple that even a baby, 
an infant, can tmderstand them. He teaches merely what Jesus Christ 
taught 1900 years ago. Such teachings are priceless. For the doer of 
such not only benefits spiritually, l:ut materially as 1rell. By living 
the Christ Life, as Father Divine advocates, one cannot help rut be suc-
cessful, prosperous, happy, and loving to one another. He doesn't have 
to worry about getting sick. For in Christ there is no sickness. Hi.s 
economic problems are solved. He no longer has social and racial prob-
lems and he doesn r t have to worry about eying. Because in Christ there 
is no pnysical death. 
4. Pertaining to the subject of death, I am not saying that I am not 
going to die. For if I do not live up to the requirements of the Christ 
life, I wlll most assuredly return to the dust. But, on the other band, 
if I live exactly according to the teachings of Father Di vim, which are 
synorzymous to Jesus Christ's, nzy- body vlill obtain life everlasting. 
5. (What is your opinion about Mother?) 
When Father Divine married Mother Divine legally, he married all of 
his true followers spiritually. He married her, not for the purpose of 
living as common ordinary husbands and wives live. He didn't marr.r her 
for the purpose of living in lust and passion, or to indulge in self-
indulgence. But he married her for the purpose of propagating and pro-
moting vlrtue and holiness. I know this is hard to understand because 
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of its profound spiritual significance. But as Jesus said, "Let him 
that has ears to hear, hear, and let him whom it is g:i ven to understand." 
This means that unless God gives one the capacity to fathom the purpose 
of Father Divine 1s marriage, one w·dll never see its beauty, virtue, or 
benefit t o humanity. 
J: BRO,THER Q (M.L. C. July 1951) 
1. I came into Father Divine's movement in 1933. At that particu-
lar time I had already been in this condition. (He refers to his con-
dition of invalidism of which he is confined to a wheel chair). At that 
time I was director of music in· the Mormon church at Phoenix, Arizona. 
I was actively engaged in composing for this particular church. In keep-
ing with the philosopey of the Mormon book, they wanted ne to compose a 
musical drama, depicting the American Indian, as they were then known in 
the United States; that is, before the birth of Christ, or as found in 
the Book of Mormon. The tit.le (all singing, no speaking, and three acts) 
was called America's first Easter. In order to do this I bad to v:i.sit 
the Indians themselves. I had American Indians in the play. I was sub-
scribing to the Mormon faith Iey"Sell-the Church of Jesus Christ and 
Latter Day Saints, commonly kno'Wll as Book of Mormons. 
2. I bad graduated from the University School of Music at Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. I received an Artist Diploma. I took ley" post gradu-
ate work at Bush Conservat.ory at Chicago, .Illinois. When I graduated 
from Chicago, I was well. My first job was at Gila College, Thatcher, 
Arizona. I taught there one year. I needed one year for my nnster 1 s 
degree. That Sllllll"OOr, while attending summer school session at the . 
University of Arizona, I -was struck with infantile paralysis, polio-
Iey"elitis. It automatical~ threw me out of the teaching profession. 
I began to teach privately and went more into composing. 
3. While llv:i.ng at Phoenix, Arizona, I was also actively engaged 
as concert master for the "Phoenix Symphony Orchestra, 11 and was enjoying 
a definite high reputation in to'Wll as teacher, composer, and conductor. 
Two months before hearing of Father Divine's nane, I wrote a Christmas 
Cantata for the church, entitled "The Christ Divine." I, at that time, 
had form':)d a group of ltChamber Music,•• a small group. Among that group 
was a certain party, Dav:i.d Swing. He Yfas a landscape and mural painter, 
doing all art work for the Masonic Temple. He -was an eloquent artist. 
4. One afternoon visiting him in his studio, watching him paint, 
talking along music lines, etc., in comes his wife, a devout Christian 
Scientist, with a pamphlet in her hands. She said, "Look here is so.n:e-
thing concerning Father Div:i.ne." It spoke of Father Divine• s work in 
New Jersey pertaining to his healing the sick, feeding the hungry, and 
some said the food was miraculously produced at the table, etc. 
5. I took the article and read :it. While reading that, the name 
had a strange fascinating and appealing attraction to :roo. I wonder if 
that could be really truel Little realizing that in a few short months 
afterv;ard I would meet him personally in another town of another state, 
at the Father Divine Peace Mission. 
6. I was involved with another woman. She was also a married woman. 
We have had a trip together to Hollywood with the object of selling same 
of my compositions to Hollywood. However, our main object was not to sell 
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compositions, but to make love to each other. This broke up 1I\Y home 
lite to a great extent • . I became estranged to Iff3" wife. 
7. The climax carre sometime in April of tha. t year, when we decided 
we would live w.i.th each other in , California. So I told Iff3" 
wife I couldn't live with her anymore, for I had found a new and more 
attractive person. She told me to leave immediatelY• I packed and 
left within one-half hour. 
8. I took the car and went to San Francisco, hoping to met the 
other person later. I went to the Post Office the next day and received 
a letter from the other person stating she couldn't co~ as scheduled 
for she had an hemorrhage of the lung. On the way back I saw a sign in 
the w.i.ndow .of a house on the street which read., "Father Divine Peace 
Mission." Where did I bear that name before? I said to :nzy-self. It 
rode my mind so until one afternoon I rode back to the place and waited 
for someone to come out. A brother carne out and said, 11Peace1 11 I said., 
11 Hello, what is this Father Divine business?" - He said, "Father Divine 
is God. 11 1'/hat are you talking about? I said. "We know it for it has 
been revealed ••• Cone to the meeting t.onight," he said. "There will be 
a great speaker who has just returned from Father, Ross Humble, who used 
to be a great mtaphysician. He will speak on Father Divine. The ti.Ioo 
is 8:00 p.m.•• 
9. So I came back. That same evening I found a room in Father 
Divine's Peace Mission. I listened to testimonies. I was almost con-
verted . instantaneous:cy. I joined into the singing. I had a long talk 
w.i.th a brother. The spirit convinced me of Father to such an extent I 
wrote two letters next day. One to my so-called wife, the other to my 
sweetheart, telling both the same thing. I told them that I bad net up 
with God and I vvas casting lilf lot with Father Divine. 
10. The same day I destroyed the poison, threw it into the toilet 
bowl. We had agreed that in case things came to a worse state, to end 
it. So everything went out, medicine and all. I confessed 11\Y sins pub-
liclY. This was in April, 1934. 
ll. Two weeks afterwards, I went to L. A., with another brother. 
To my amazement I found thousands of followers going to meetings there 
instead of hundreds. I stayed there until beginning of June when a 
Caravan of four left in a Ford to view and interview the ~ persona.lly. 
This had changed 11\Y mind completely. The things I used to do didn 1t 
occur to me a~ more. 
12. I met Father in June when I heard him speak-lecturing in New 
York. His name had appeal, a charm I couldn't get awa:y from. The beauty 
appealed to me more. So I became mor e conscious of his greatness and 
universality, and how the masses would come from all four corners of the 
globe, vvatching him and hoping to find out the eystery of his success. 
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Teachers, doctors, professors, the high end the low, all would coma to 
sit at his feet and be taught and to i mbibe the beauty of his teachings. 
1'3. In those days testimonies would come forth of all descrip-
tions-gangsters, murdere~ preachers, cut-throats, intelligentsia would 
come and humble themselves before his n:ajesty. 
14. I realized I wasn't dealing 'With a man. So on July 4, 1934, 
to llU great joy, that morning Father Divine gave out the news that we 
would have the privilege to meet him at Sayville, Long Island. So five 
of us packed to go. We arrived at the house where Father first decided 
and desired to go into seclusion. So he picked out the little house 
for his private staff and himself. The more he tried to veil and hide 
himself, the truth, nevertheless, trickled out. They would come out by 
the thousands, staying, sleeping, lounging free of charge-Father charg-
ing not a penny. 
15. "flhen we got there the bell was just ringing for all to COllE to 
a huge round table. The people were singing: "Come and Dine, Can't 
You Hear Your Father Calling You,n There were o~ about eight pres-
ent including Mother Divine in the first boqy. We seated ourselves at 
the table and Father fed us sumptuouslY• 
16. I couldn't think of mat to ask him. It seemed that he knew 
all about ne already. I just drank in his surrounding and beauty . In 
the afternoon, about a thousand people came. There was about one acre 
of ground. I was standing on Dzy" crutches and in braces. In came Father 
all by .him.seli. I said, 11Peace Father£" He stopped and looked at ne 
and said, "Peace1 11 I asked him: "Father how long will it be before I 
w:l).l loose these encumbrances, meaning these braces ?11 Father looked at 
ne and smiled in his gentle sweet way. He said, "It is better revealed 
than told." And with that, left me standing there. 
17. This I couldn't understand for a long time. But today I know what 
it means. It means a complete stilling of oneself-letting go and let 
God. It means relying completely on the unfoldment o1· the Christ ·within. 
As Father so wonderfully puts it in a few words: •Let go and let God, 11 
or ••Live the Life and Keep the Faith.u And automatically the Christ with-
in begins to unfold himself. This birthing of the Christ consciousness 
or unfol~nt is not done overnight. This awareness of too consciousness 
of the presence of God is a dey--by-day, lleek-by-week, year-by-year propo-
sition. ¥iith other words, you crucify self dailY, bringing yourself as 
a person down to your least denominator--making of yourself no reputation 
so that God can be seen in you. And this is what I am endeavor ing to do. 
lB. Today I am living in the Kingdom, as we say, in one of the Peace 
Missions or places that the children have. Keeping my mind stayed on 
Father, becoming more and more conscious o£ his presence. Vihen I say 
BRarHER Q ( cont • d.. ) 
God's ever presence, I have but one thought in mind, Father Divine. 
To me God is Father Divine, God personified. 
19. (What is your concept of Mother?) 
I have been away from the Boqy from l934 to 1951. I have been 
corresponding w:i.th him. Mother Divine, his spotless virgin bride, is 
truly the symbol of the Church personified. She is the symbol. I 
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adore Mother Divine because of the sample she portrays to the female 
group of followers. She was so virtuous, pure and undefiled that Father 
saw fit to marry her. And their marriage, to li\Y mind, represents a 
sample and example of how all marriages or narried people should live. 
This refutes the thought held by some that Father Divine has cone to 
break up homes. He doesn't do anything of the kind. But he would lile 
all people, though they are married, to live exactly as he am Mother 
Divine live-pure, holy, and undefiled • . 
20. The sisters must live as Mary lived before Jesus was born. 
The brothers must live exactly like Jesus. Father Divine doesn't say 
you shouldn't get married. But that is for those who do not know who 
Father Divine is. What sense is it to get married when God is your all--
Father, mother, sister, brother, wife, sweetheartl In other words, the 
whole drama Wl.f olds itsell' right within one's boey. 
21. Today I am just one of the brothers, claiming nothing but God, 
Father Divine. And vd: th that in m.indj I am happy, joyful, peaceful, and 
contented. I have no desires for the flesh, because -Dzy" mind is stayed 
on him. And he did say, "In perfect peace I'll keep thee whose mind is 
stayed on me.• I TIWJK YOU FATHERl 
22. I lmow that Father Divine is God because he has changed li\Y 
mind. He has taken me out of family, out of sex. The body will follow 
after what your mind is centered on. If your mind is centered on God, 
you behave like God. You can1t escape. Father says that the body is 
the out-picturing of the mind within. He has put me in a position of 
ease. He has put me in a job. Now I have perfect chance to enact the 
"Bill of Rights." This means making brotherhood a reality-a utopia 
iYhich I had dreamed of all my life. 
23. Originally from birth as a child I was Roman Catholic. I broke 
with it later. Then I joined Mormonism, and from ttere to Rovernism, 
next to Theosophy, and then Christian Science, and then Unity. I studied 
metaphysical books and anything dealing vti. th more of the freedom of con-
sciousness and consciousness of God 1s ever presence. God is both mental, 
physical, and spiritual. Father Divine gave ne this concept. 
24. Everybody threw away this plane as good for nothing, to go 
somewhere else. Up yonder is only illusion, imaginary~ God is real, 
as real as can be. God has a body. 
BROTHER Q ( Cont' d.). 
(Note: He is not healed to vmlk without braces or to walk at all. 
He uses a wheel-chair and an automobile for transporting himself. 
-The 'Vfri ter. ) 
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1. I was a nd.nister in the Baptist Church for 22 years. And I 
was presiding Elder in the Holiness Church for 23 years. Also, I be-
longed to the Christian Science. I 1vas looking for God. I was in the 
"I AM" for two or three years, looking for that satisfied position. I 
never found that satisfaction, that satisfied position until I found 
Sweet Father Divine, God Almighty. Ever since I have found him I have 
been satisfied in mind and spirit. I haven't had to want for nothing. 
I had a plenty of everything else, money and everything. I haven't been 
sick or had a doctor in 29 years. 
2. It is a wonderful thing to know God aright. vVhen you know him 
aright, all lacks, wants, limitations, and every undesirable condition 
disappears. 
3. I was longing and hunting for God. One day a fellow came to IIE 
and told me, "I heard of a man in Sayville call himself God. n He said, 
. 
11I was out oi' a job and didn't have no money and no job. And I liTote to 
Father Divine and he answered me and I was coming off the avenue and 
something spoke to me and told me to go pay IIty" rent, JIIY rent was due. 
And I said I haven't got but $15.00. If I do I won't have anything 
for the children to eat. He spoke to me again and told n:e to go and 
PCI\V the rent. I had rrry money hid down in the cellar and I moved the 
stone to get the $15.00. And I got the $l5.00 and a voice spoke again, 
reach back in thereU And I reached back in there and I got ~~15.00 
more of brand new dollar bills. I started to the real estate to ~ 
IIty" rent, and I said to IIty"self, I'll pay my rent, but I haven't got a 
thing to get my children something to eat. When I got to the real 
estate place and pulled the money out, instead of $30.00, I had $33 .00, 
enough to get my children food ... 
4. That is what caused me to take real notice and that Father was 
God. I knew no man could do that for that friend of mine. I seeked 
him diligently until I found him. I found out· you didn't have to see 
Father personally, you could contact him spiritually and get the sClln9 
results. That is why I know h9 is God. 
5. You give up everything that's not of' righteousness and become 
really sanctified to the cause of this work. Nothing but sacrifice to 
get rid of the mortal life and live a spotless Christian life. 
6. I know the Bible too well to doubt Father's being God. I have 
diplomas from three Bible schools. Yilien this light from Father Divine 
shined on 100, I have heard a voice ever since, talking daily. Father 
is the same Christ that was here two thousand years ago. He is in a 
Personified body. 
7 • Two years before Father was married to Mother Divine, I noticed 
her when she was being reincarnated. And I spoke to a brother na.n:ed 
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brother Harris. I said, "Brother Harris, that little Rosebud, I don't 
know what to think about her. I have been noticing her for two years 
sitting, sitting around not taking her e,res off of Father for nothing--
gazing all the time. I can't understand it. 11 But after Father married, 
it all opened up to me. This was the marriage of the Lamb and Bride. 
And I know she is in a personified body too, free from all lust and 
passion. 
8. I am living in heaven. Heaven is not a place, but a state of 
consciousness. And when you ~tin this state of consciousness you are 
r . .U.ly in heaven. Jesus 1 disciples asked him concerning the Kingdom of 
Iw"ven. And Jesus told them the Kingdom of Heaven is in you. It is not 
some place you got to go. And I believe Jesus was wise enough to tell 
them if it were there he would tell them so. 
9. I joined the Baptist church when I was 11 years old. I have 
never smoked or drank. I didn't com; to Father because of lack and 
wants. But I knew he was God. . I wasn 1 t in the underworld. Father 
proves himself to be God by answering your prayers. I am at horre. I 
am satisfied. 
10. Money has become the controlling power of the churches at this 
day and time. That is one of the ri'Balrnesses of the church. Without the 
money you aren't nothing in this day and tine. Also, the leadership is 
bad. They don't set the right example and don't teach right doctrines. 
They keep people under religious fear. You got to pay your way to heaven. 
11. Once wh3n I was senior Bishop, a woman was sick all the time. · 
And I said that all sickness cane fro.m sin. They had me up before the 
Elders and Bishops. But I stood llU grom1d. From then on that h3ld me 
back. I know that all sickness come from sin. Jesus cam to remove this. 
People want a cloak to cover up things. But there is no cloru~ for sin, 
brother, not a bit. Christ told his disciples: 11If you know the truth 
the truth will set you free." But leaders won't teach the truth for 
they are living on sorre other category. 
12. One thing I can say, I am satisfied with Father. I joined the 
Baptist church at ll years old, at tw·enty I was made a deacon. Then I 
was called to the ministry. 1910 I beca.IIE sanctified. I pastored for 
about 3 years and was made Elder and was called the best pastor in the 
diocese. 1zy" father was a Baptist minister, and all :azy- parents were 
Christian people. We had a holy family. We could go to no parties 
or dances. We never went to the movies. I never went until I went to 
the Christian movie in Father Divine's mission. I go to them only because 
they are Christian. I never would fight anybody. Even :av playmates 
would fight me and try to get rre to fight back, but I wouldn't. 
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1. In the year of December 15, 1949, I was on ~ way to Florida 
to finish nzy- last semester in Bible College, for qualifications to fin-
ish .nzy- work in Havvaii. I was in Hawaii before during the World War as 
a civil serv:ice worker and minister. 
2. Incidental~, I stopped at Philadelphia for a rest before going 
to Florida. I happened to stop at the Lorraine Hotel. When I first en-
tered I could feel an elerent of love I never felt before in ~ life. 
When I first went to the desk I told them nv experience and that I was a 
minister and wanted to know if they could accommodate 100 ·with a room. 
They asked, "Do you believe Father Divine is God. u . I answered them by 
saying that I don't knmv, but if it could be arranged for re to see him, 
I will know through the discerning of the Spirit. I had knolm God all 
IIzy" life. The gift of healing was given to 100. 
3. So they made arrangements at the Banquet for :roo to see Him. I 
faced him several feet away. He smiled when he first looked at zoo. 
Through the discerning of the spirit, I could see nothing but a beam of 
light. Also, when I saYJ Mother it was the same. The spirit said: 11 I am 
the one you have been looking for.a It was something unexpected. Like 
so many ministers I had been looking for his coming and heaven in the 
sky. Little did I think or know he was here all the time. 
4. Fifteen years I was seeking truth and I thank Father he permitted 
100 to go through different denominations, every one, but the truth was not 
there because I could see 'Where ministers desired too much self-exaltation. 
I thank Father that he heard nv cry. I was seeld.ng for Truth because I 
wasn•t satisfied that the teachings given in college were true. I could 
not see the power as manifested in the days of the Apostles. 
5. )Thy he heard nw cry. I had planned when finishing .nzy- last year 
in school to go to the w:i.lderness and pray for forty days and forty nights 
to receive this power of the Apostles. I wanted to be led by the spirit. 
I thank Father I was conscientious and sincere. Any individual who is 
conscientious and sincere and honest with God will find truth, and will 
bring him where truth is. But Father heard nv cry and stopped :ue before 
going thrcugh all that misery. It was not necessary. He brought :ue here. 
6. When I came to Father I was poor and needy and now He is msk:ing 
me rich. He is giving ne good health, success, finance, peace of mind, 
and I am very happy. He has taught m how to be independent by working 
with li\Y' hands. 
7. In order to receive the blessings, I had to prove Iey"self to let 
Him know that I was wortcy. I than.k Father for the trials that I had 
gone through, that I have learned to know who he really is and without 
a shadow· of a doubt he is God. Because after three weeks I was here, I 
had gone through several tests. And in the meantime, I was desiring to 
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know what~ spiritual name was. For ten days I had gone 1dthout money, 
but no one knew it except Father, and it was marvelous how he fed ne and 
took care ofv me. During the ten deys, it was on a Wednesday, I was hun-
gry that day, and I prayed to Him just like I would be praying ·to God, 
with a sincere and contrite heart, and I prey-ed in such a wczy his ser-
vant was hungry, desiring to be at the Banquet Table that night. The 
spirit said it would b3 granted. I would not be satisfied until the 
spirit made it real to me that Father is God. I wouldn't go to the 
table without the price of the Banquet. The spirit revealed and said 
to m : "It will be granted. Tell no man. 11 Just before the Banquet 
started, when I heard the bell ring for the children to co:~m in, I quick-
ly ran to my room hoping that someone would send for me. But no one 
came. Then I walked to the end of' the hall to the amplifier to hear 
His voice. I was on the third floor and the Banquet was on the loth 
floor. Tears rolling dovm nzy- cheek, I desired to be at the Banquet 
and I was so hungry. Suddenly a man came down the hall calling li\Y na.rre 
and said, •~ather has a place for you at the table.n vVhere I sat at the 
table Father had blessed with a little card written "sincere." The spirit 
of James was reincarnated to me, so li\Y name was Sincere James. That is 
another reason why I know He is God. 
8. It was marvelous how Father took care of the price to pay for II\Y 
:~mal. One of the brothers came to me and said he would pey for my mal. 
The fallowing day a minister cane to nzy- room, Rev. Heed,. and said, 
ttFather told ne to see that you be taken care of until you get work." 
And it was only seven days after that Father blessed me VIi th a wonderful 
job, position, I might sey-, working in a machine shop as a machinist. 
Several months later I was blessed vv:i th another position. 
9. After I came to Father I had gone back to some of the places 
where I resided former~, at Harrisburg, Pa. I had charge of a church, 
but I was very disappointed. It was an independent congregation. They 
lost all confidence in me. When I was trying to convince them that· the 
Lord was already here and not to look for another. During my visit in 
Harrisburg, several ministers who knew me all ~ life felt very sorr,y 
for me. I'll never forget one night three of the ministers questioned 
me for three hours. One of the questions they asked: 11Prove to me he 
is God?• To see what answer I would give. But Father spoke through to 
me and ·said: Uit is better revealed than told." Also, I said I can't 
deny what God did for me. They had gone so far as to give me a proposi-
tion guaranteeing ;_p100 per week to start a healing campaign, because they 
lmew I had the gift of healing. But under one condition, I had to leave 
out Father Divine. 1\)r answer was, HI had to pray over it. I was afraid 
I would get sick nzy-self." When I cam::J and told Father about it, he made 
a way for me to get more than they gave me, by blessing :rre with a machine 
shop job. 
BROTHER 0 (ContI de ) 
10. Father has appointed me to act as assistant paster at the 
Lorraine and I am very happy about it. This will be my ·permanent 
hone. 
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11. If you desire to learn more about Father 1s teachings, 
Philadelphia is the place to come because in the majority of Father• s 
missions they usually have Bible classes which will give him enough 
information. 
12. (-What sacrifices do you make?) 
The main principles of Father's teachings are three subjects: 
(1) self-denial; (2) consecration; .and (3) sacrifice. These are the 
requirements to remain in the Kingdom of Heaven. Sacrifice means to 
serve others through being independent. Pay as you go along and try 
to make it comfortable for people through kindness and love. Every-
thing I sacrifice I do it because I love God. We are all the children 
of God, re gardless who the individual. may be. Jesus died because he 
loved his Father; to bring us back to him. 
]3. It was not very hard for re to forsake my lineage because they 
felt sorry for me. But it was nothing for me to sacrifice. They had 
even gone so far as to say I was crazy. I wasn•t married. 
14. I am no longer adopted, but actually novT becoming a sen of 
God. I am heir of God and a joint-heir of Jesus Christ. 
1.5. (What about Mother Divine?) It makes me very happy to lmow 
that, I have found an Eternal mother·. By realizing her as my real 
mother, and through her virtue and her love for the children, it vdll 
help to bring us back to God 1 s nature in the Garden of Eden l'ihere we 
were once bef ore. 
16. Father has blessed me with this position that I have accumu-
lated enough money to pay off all my obligations. In 8 months• time 
since I have been working -with this compar.w I have received four raises 
and two weeks 1 vacation, which gave me tine to take care of all my ob-
ligations. I -gave Father all the glory. 
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1. I am a cabinet maker by trade. Tre wa:y I became acquainted 
with Father, I was not religiously inclined, but was very apt in nr:r 
judgment of religious feeling. In my judgment of people who claJJned 
to be believers in God and our Lord Jesus Christ, I saw that they in-
variably went contrary to the way they believed. I saw that their re-
ligion was based mostly on a superstitious basis. And that the clergy 
generally were selling the people on future pie in the sky. I cruld 
not accept such. 
2. But I got acquainted with Father Divine through a teacher of 
metaplzy"sics • And the n~ itself aroused within me the very presence 
of God, to my great astonisll.Ioont. This was in August, 1933. From that 
~ until this present time, the Spirit of His Omnipresence never once 
has left me-causing ne ., >tithout regard to Bibles., byl!ln books , or phil-
osophies, or Script of anwkind which never had anything to do >vith my 
conversion into the Gospel of Jesus Christ, to continue. The name of 
Father Divine alone was responsible for awakening me to the definite 
presence of the Lord in nv flesh, and to nr:r surprise. 
3. This metaphysician was not a follower, but had been to see Father. 
It was not his words that converted me, but he spoke very wonderfully. 
But I saw in his face the light of conviction that he believed that 
Father Divine was Almighty God-even against his . own will. 
4. Having made Father• s Spiritual acquaintance in California three 
years before I saw him personally, I knew that all the rest of the world 
would be pebbles and stones without a true adherence to the life of Christ 
according to the diction of Father Divine. And 18 years have done nothing 
but to substantiate that sam conviction. Although I had reasonable health, 
it in itself has improved over 100 percent. I have been a•~~ened in these 
last 18 years to the definite endowment of Everlasting Life through the 
resurrection as laid do1ovn by Jesus in St. Matthew, st. Mark, St. Luke a1d 
St. John. And I have since learned that tl');) Spirit af Jesus in the body 
in Person of Father Divine is the office of AJ.Jnighty God, and the on:cy 
single Power of Propitiation on earth. 
5. 1zy" conversion was through an insight which is impossible to define 
or put to words. Knmving also that that mind "Was also in Christ Jesus, 
and exactly so, must be in the forehead o1· each person who ascribes to 
inherit the world to come. 
6. In the 18 years I have been in the company of Father Divine and 
His activities, Father has never gone contrary to the way Jesus carried 
out his personal ministry, both before and during the ~s of Pentecost. 
Having never once gone contrary to the Scriptures, and that especially 
in the light of our present time, bring sw:iftzy to a close the full · 
prophecies, testimonies of all Scriptures and shall shortly close the 
book. 
BRarHER N ( Cont t d.) 
7. (What is your concept of Mother?) 
In rrzy- opinion Mrs. Divine, lmown to us all as Mother Divine, is 
a s ample of the fruit of Father•s ·work wherein he said; 11This is the 
General assembly of the First Church wherein the Spirits . of Just nen 
are made Perfect." She has fulfilled the request of Jesus wherein he 
said in the Sermon on the Mount: "Be ye perfect even as your FATHER 
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in Heaven is perfect." For this cause has Father set her up by marry-
ing her as a Sample and Example of His Church-Church •Yithout spot or 
wrinkle and without a fault before His throne. In marrying her He ful-
filled this Scripture: 11For therefore shall a man leave his Father and 
Mother and they twain shall be one nash, but I speak concerning Christ 
and the Church, as the Church must be a pure and spotless virgin. 
8. Her standard of material and spiritual perfection--each one of 
us who claims Jesus must reasure up to her standard of Holiness and 
virtue. And thereby, we are automatically. joined to Father by way of 
the Holy Spirit, even as she is-11Yea as one man at Jerusalem.n 
9. I feel I am a 1vitness to the Spiritual transition f rom the body 
of the former :Mrs. Divine to this present Mrs. Divine. The present Mrs. 
Divine being with the same Spirit but having been magnified a hundred 
fold in illumination of insight, purity, and of virtue, and holiness 
beyond the average person to in ~ 1vise comprehend--altogether lovely. 
10. I find her in the exact likeness and the exact similitude of 
Spirit and character, attitude and outlook, but accentuated on to be 
one hundredfold more in Grace, that is, of the forrer Mrs. Divi.re. 
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1. I completed High School and did some work in college. I de-
sired to be a minister. I worked in a factory and am a capable expert 
on motors, combustion engines. I have a rating of no small degree. I 
have lived in practically all major cities North and Vlest of Mason Dixie 
Line--Chicago, Cleveland, ColumbuS, New York City, Philadelphia. 
2. I was in World War I. I was an expert rechanic, working on air-
planes and tanks. I received no injury, but I contacted a deadly flu. 
I sa\v in my batallion alone more than 300 ren die from Saturday morning 
up to Mondey mrning. I Iey"self was put out at night for dead. However, 
I survived and was rushed to the base hospital the next morning and was 
unconscious for a long tire in the base hospital. I wanted to go home. 
Later Armistice was signed and they told :rre I vrould never get well. I 
started out anyway. FinaLly I went home. I saw my neighborhood doctors 
and they gave nE medicine. I recovered enough to return to work as a 
civilian mechanic for the government, working on airplanes and tanks in 
·i:.he storage departrent. Still I was para]Jrzed, dizzy, and weak. I had 
to give up because I couldn't stay in the shop. 
3. 1ey" -wife and I qwned 7 or 8 houses. They were clear from debt. 
But our money began to go. We sold house after house. Money was going 
all the time. I went to work with a private family, driving as a chauffeur. 
We \mre still selling houses to keep up. Around 1924 or 25, we had no 
property left and no money. I was almost incapable of making a living, 
except for a little singing now and then. I was a natura),. singer from 
childhooc1. I sang in churches and in choirs. I would sing solos and get 
a few pennies that vray. In 1935 the showdown cam. Jq wdfe was living 
•r.lth her relatives in another State. I was in BLANK, trapped. Having 
been a veteran of World War I, the city of BLA!.'ffi: gave me $1.00 per day as 
a veteran. This vvas sore relief, but not as a city relief. 
4. I found a basement room next to the furnace, for which I secured 
for $10 per month. There was no light, no beat, and no furniture. But I 
did have rwming water and a toilet, Here I was sick, losing weight, t rying 
to thrive and live. I lived a few months ·without heat and light, and 
finally I did get an oil lamp and a piece of furniture here and there 
from stuff in the alley. My food was doughnuts and coffee, and I -would 
roast potatoes in the f ireplace. I was still sick and losing weight. 
5. Then I heard of Father Divine's Mission where they sold meals for 
15¢, whole meals. The party said to me that I ought to go there to eat. 
I thanled my friend but told him I couldn't take it. I didn't believe it 
was true. 111\Y friend told me that he had been goirig there for so many 
years. So f inally I inquired as to the place. I got the address and 
went dovm.. ' 
6. \Vhen I got there and went in there was a. long table, 15 or 20 
seats on each side. The lady said, 11 Peace.n I said, "Good morning." 
This was repeated tl:lr'ee times. A brother told me that they say •Pea.cen 
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here. So I said it and she sat me down. This was for breakfast. I had 
eggs, bacon, grits, fruit, jelly, butter, coffee, cream and sugar. This 
was one of the finest breakfasts I had ever had. It was nicely cooked 
and fresh. I had only forty cents in my pocket. I knew the meal would 
cost at least f ifty or sixty cents. The sister said 15 cents. I gave 
her 25 cents. She passed me back 10 cents, say that they didn't take tips 
there. I told her to put it in the church box, charity, old age, mission, 
or anything. "No,u she said, "No gifts, contributions, etc., are accept-
ed." I said, 11 Hmv do you get paid? I don1 t understand." She said, 
"Seek Father Divine." So from then on I had three mals there regularly 
for a long time. I was a patient at the City: Hospital at the time. 1tr 
lungs were bad and the doctors said that if I lived a year I would do good. 
7 • As I took my mals, t hey had a paper, The ~ ~, there · to read. 
I would read it, but I didn't understand it. I would get no satisfaction 
from it, but I continued to -read it. A year later, after one of ~ meals, 
a brother f ollmver stepped up to me and told IOO that ttFather told ne to 
tell you I am going to give you that lung back. 11 I hadn't told tbis bro-
ther a bout IIlf lung. How does he lmow? But I said, "Thank you. 11 
B. From then on, that night I didn 1t get tired walking, felt strong, 
and I walked from the dining room to lilf room and didn't get tired. Final-
ly I 1vent over to a friend 1 s home and was talking about it. · They made fl.Ul 
at me, laughing and smiling, and said, "Peace got you too." 
9. Soon I bega...ll to put on weight. I started singing again, went back 
to taking piano and voice lessons. ~ wheezh1g stopped. ~ left side 
got better and I began to walk straight and didn't feel tired. In a year's 
time I went back to the relief and told them I wouJd try to work. I 
didn't tell about Father Divine. I left my address, etc. Then I went 
through BLANK CITY and walked through various sections putting lilf address 
·through the door and going on. Within 12 hours I had heard from two or 
three. This was one. I have been here every since~ I worked up as but-
ler, etc. This is a very dema.nding job getting children to school, serving, 
etc. But yet I am p~sically over-weight, and strong. 
10. I haven 1 t changed in appearance or age since that time. This is 
a :rey-stery1 I am no older in appearance. From that time tbe brother point-
ed his finger at me, reading the paper was different. I under stand it now 
and I wanted the conception of the life of Christ, the influence, po'wer 
and ever-present spirit of God Almighty, Father Divine. The spirit has 
taken the body of Father Divine, like Christ and he is back on earth. I 
believe that. · 
11. With my meager wage, never top pay wages, I have been able to 
carry on. I have had everything I wanted and needed, but didn 1t have, 
but now I am living on a hi gh standard, however, I control nw wants. I 
haven't been i n need since. I haven't experienced any time that I didn't 
hav~ what I needed. 
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12. I believe I am going to live indefiniteJ.y. I never was a drunk-
ard, but I smoked, played cards, etc. I do not t.ouch liquor, or seek for 
fleshly desires, passion, lust, etc., which don·1t even look good to me 
anymore. I still smoke. Father Divine does not call smoking a sin, yet 
it is outla1ved. He says we . should avoid the appearance of evil. To rob 
and steal is evil. e should shun the appearance of all evil. I am not 
a true follower. Cigarettes are the one thing I should canceJ_. A true 
follower has to remove all prejudice, hate, and coveteousness in his heart. 
One must transcend all persons, personalities, and individualities to be 
a true follower. I haven't transcended all of that yet. I haven't trans-
cended ray sister and wife. 1zy' w.i.fe is on:cy trapped, she is tlere and I am 
here. Christ says: "Who is ray brother and sister, etc.? 1Jv1len he was 
twelve years old at Jerusalem His mother returned looking for Him, and He 
told her, 11 I must be about ~ Father's business. 11 This is a mystery. Yet 
it is not a nzy-stery when your eyes become opened. 
J3. I am true in my respect of Father Divine, his deity and personi-
fied body of God iWn:i.ghty. I am in sympatcy, harmoey and feel compatible 
vdth his teachings, based on the Bible. I have a mechanical skill. A 
short time ago I worked out an invention. I went to the patent office to 
get a patent. The patent office became interested. It is a very fine 
article vhlch saves ti.m3, labor, and money to the manufacturer of materi-
als. It takes t.hree or four years to get the patent through. Nmv it is 
going into three years or longer and I couldn't get it, they wouldn't al-
low it. A la-vVYer said I couldn't get it. So, I wrote Father Divine 9-
letter. I contacted him spiritually and his answer was, "Contend for 
your rights • 11 After receiving the letter, I refused to take the laviYer 1 s 
word. I .ime-v; that I didn't have to see F'ather personally. So I closed. 
rey eyes and Father care to IIE spiritually and :JIEntally, telling :n:e to go 
to Washington, D. c., and see them personally. The lawyer said I'd be 
wasting time. He said that they had turned it dovm three times. _so I 
went to Washington. The lawyer vlho lived in D. c. and en examiner turned 
it down. So I said, "All right, !''ather u · it is your will it is all right 
vri. th me. I am through. tt Just then another examiner walked in and s ai. d, 
11I looked at the case and inserted dii'ferent words, and I'll pass that 
case." 
1.4. I relaxed my consciousness and I got that patent.. All of' these 
are real, tangible, realistic happenings out of the Spirit of God. But 
you must meet the condit.ions, physically as well as spiritually. You 
don't have to wait until after death and go back to the grave to get help 
from God Almighty. 
15. I went to New York to see him in person. That vas after I had 
begun to get strong. 1/Jhen I arrived, there were four or five bie cars 
and people filling the street opposite his house. A nro1 told me that 
Father wanted to see me. I wanted to shake Father's hand. Having had 
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intentions of' being a minister, and studying the Bible quite a bit in a 
theological school, I was not easily emotionally upset or excited. But 
when I savr Father Divine for t he first time, there was s one thing about 
him and his personality Yhlch gave me a very pleasant, pleasing, happy, 
and delightful eJ..-perience, which I don't knmr how to find words to tell 
it. 
16. Ifu is a medium-sized short man, not light but dark expression. 
But he is the most beautiful person I have ever seen. I have never seen 
anyone before or after like it. His eyes literally glow. I never saw 
anything like it. He didn't fill :~IE with fear, but I had a delightful 
feeling. His voice is well schooled. He never had arry schooling., how·-
ever. His voice is beautifully modulated with resonance, quality, and 
a calibre very pleas:ing to hear. 
17. I eA'tended my hand to shake hands wi. th him. In the hand-shake 
nothing happened beyond the normal handshake, i. e., by touching. I 
told him I would vf.l:'i te and I did. He wrote back. I was very pleased 
and delighted. It was sonething wonderful just to say, "How do you do?ll 
I never felt a greater privilege to do that. It i'VaS something beauti- · 
ful; it was a blessing. 
18. I knew and lmow that you do not have to see him :in person to 
get help. You onlY need to contact him spiritually. You don't have to 
wait. He will lead you and guide you, and he will hear you. You relax 
consciousness and his spirit will work. If aey-body will meet the condi-
tions and live the life, anything you want you can get it. 
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PART I: PUBLIC 'IES TIMONIES. 
I. TESTIMONY OF GEOP..GE E. ROBERTS ( 1ND:l.ll.36, P• 15) 
peace Father, Peace Everyone. 
1. I t hank Father for the privilege of writing this testimony 
to be published in THE SIDKEN WORD for the benefit of those who do not 
know and have not contacted Father Divine. In this testimony I am tell-
ing of the condition of myself and children before and after contacting 
Father Divine and what He has done for me. And I know He will do the 
same for you if you will let Him. 
2. About ten years ago I was well fixed as I thought. I owned 
houses and land, and thought I had about everything that I needed. But 
now I know I had everything except that which I needed. And I began to 
lose . I lost all my property, my furniture, my automobile, lost my 
oldest daughter and son-in-law at the same time by dro-wning. '!he next 
year I lost my Wife, leaving me five children. And last year lost a-
nother son nineteen years old by drowning. I went down, down, and down 
until I reached the lowest pit of poverty. I was forced to liv:e away 
out to 93rd Street, the city limits of Tocama, into a little shack rent-
ing for two dollars and fifty cents a month. And I could not pay that. 
We had no modern conveniences and burned oil lamps and lived on the 
Welfare Rel ief for the past three years. 
3. Three months ago I went to one of Father Divine's meeting 
pla ce s . There they told me what Father had done for others, and I be-
lieved it. So I wrote a letter to Father telling Him of my condition 
and ask Him to straighten me out. I mailed the letter on Monday and 
on Wednesday, two days later, before the letter had time to get half-
way to New York, I was wonderfully, wonderfully blessed. I received 
a job of papering and painting over one hundred dollar s. My son came 
home wi. th money, fixed up the old car, got the children clothes. Th.at 
was three months ago. .And today I have everything I need, my home is 
fixed up with everything, shower bath, radio, piano, automobile, a-full 
and a - plenty of everything. And I am not on Welfare Relief. I had 
catarrh for thirty-five years, it is all gone. 
4. About twelve years ago I had flu and it left me with a very 
bad catching of the breath, it is all gone. I had very 'tad corns on 
my feet all my life; today I have no signs of any corns, and I can wear 
one and one half size smaller shoes . I smoked cigarettes for forty 
years; today I have no desire to smoke. TI1e first month after con-
tacting Father I had more work than I could take care of, and I kept 
saying if I could turn aro"tmd like I could twenty years ago I could take 
care of thi s work, and I kept thanking Father. Two months ago I went 
on a job that usually takes me eight hours to do. I did it in four, 
and ever since that day I have been doing my work just as I did thirty 
years ago. I could never get my children interested in Sunday School. 
But they never miss going to a meeting of Father Divine's. I have 
perfect Peace in ~ home, and I like twenty-two million others, I know 
Father Divine is GOD. I thank X~lU Father. 
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II. TESTIMONY: (TSW: 5.25.35, p. 15) 
1. Five years ago T suffered a nervous breakdown. For months 
I v.ras at death' s door and in danger oJ: l osing my mind. Doctors, 
metaphysicians, psychologists, hospitals and medicines could do me no 
good. A condition of melancholy settled down upon me like a pall. 
I was a complete wreck physically and mentally. I could not stand 
on my feet for more than a moment at a time without exhaustion, a 
veri table livL11.g death. 
2. About six months ago T walked into Father Divine's meeting. 
'!he crowd was dense . When Father walked into the Banquet Hall, I 
could not see Him, but the moment He entered, my head shot up - I was 
up on my feet - a great surge of health and sta'-ength poured through 
me; I felt as if I was a child of seven or eight years of age; I began 
to danqe, to sing, to shout. I was instantaneously healed. It is so 
very WOI).derful. I have been able tc stand on m~r f9et .for eight hours 
and more at a time without weariness, and I am well and happy and am 
able to do the hardest kind of work, and am blessed continually with 
all the work I need, in spite of the depressed condition tries to 
creep up on me, I immediately say, 11 I thank You Father,u and that sweet 
calm, serenity and Peace comes over me and I am again within the "Ark 
of Safety." '!ruly I know that "I thank You Father" is the Uagic Key, 
the Open Sesame to every good and desirable blessing, and I thank You 
Father, Wonderful, Wonderful Divine Father, for bringing me back from 
the brink of death, to the happy normal joyous state of Life I now find 
myself b~ - Only You, All-Glorious Father, are responsible, and every 
cell in my resurrected being cries out that You are God - for no man, 
no matter how learned and skillful, could give me Life, which you have, 
so easily, in the twinkling of an eye, Without even seeing me or hear-
ing me, or me seeing and hearing you. I can only say "I thank You Fathe~, 
again and again. 11 
Lov-lngly and Devotedly yours, 
Ray. 
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III. TESTIMONY OF "HAPPY~': (TSW: 4.11.36, p. 23) 
Peace - Father: -
1. I want to give thanks to Father lDivi.ne because He is the true 
and living God. I want to thank Him because He has come to redeem the 
whole round world. It is truly wonderf'ul l I want to t.."'1ank Him because 
He is the God of' the whole Universe - the Universal Mind Substance. I 
want to thank Him because He is the great God Almighty. I want to thank 
Him because if it had not been f'or Father 1livlne I would not be here to-
day, I want to thank Him because He is the light within the temple. I 
want to thank Him that when nothing else would do Father Divine was all 
I had. I want to thank Him because He is my sister and my brother. He 
is my Father in deed and in need, and there is no other. I want to 
thank Him because He has redeemed this body from sin and shame and caus-
ed it to walk in the only way. I thank Him from the depths of my heart. 
2~. F.'a ther Divine has healed this body from high blood pressure, 
tumor,and nervous breakdovm. My God and Father -praise His Holy Namel 
I want to thank Him for healing me of complicated troubles. I was all 
in and did not know vh ere I was at but I thank Him that when the Spirit 
of God, Father Divine, called me to Long Island and I went to Saybille, 
I looked at the beautiful Body of God Almighty, I saw He was the very 
same Jesus vmo died on Calvary. Oh, beautiful Father, I do love you. 
11/hen I looked at the body of Father Divine I saw He was the Christ. I 
will never forget the day I went to Long Island. I thank God because I 
said I would leave my big brother, and I praise God from that day until 
today, I did not doubt or f'ear, but called Him God Almighty. I never 
asked a word of any~e who He was • . He came in a revelation, so I did 
not need to ask anyone. I could tell He was Eternal Spirit. I thank 
Him lor what He has done for me and what He is going to do •••• 
3. I want to thank Him because He stopped this body from commit-
ting adultery, so I can have Eternal Life. Praise His Holy Namel I 
want to thank Him for this day. I thank Him for my sisters and brothers 
and of all nationalities. God, I thank You, because this is the day 
of the Lord •••• 
4. I want to thank God that when I went to Him I was dovm and out, 
weary, worn, and sad, but today I am happy, peaceful,and joyful. I 
am happy because my Father lives in me, and I thank Him from the depths 
of my heart. 
5. I thank my Father for the little brother. He doeshot under-
stand as I do, but I thank God, because He is wonderfull I thank Father 
for rum to be around the Banquet Table •••• He showed me the brother 
sitting at the Banquet Tcable two weeks ago, and I thanked Father the 
brother would give thanks f'or sitting at the Banquet Table, because 
Father Divine truly is God. I gave him to Father since a baby and I 
never said anything more, only that 11 God is your Father and you never 
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bad another" . I thank Father that ever since he l'.ras a ba. by he goes 
everywhere in Father, and Fa tiler lives in him. I thank You Father you 
are changing things in Your own time. God is his Father and his Mother, 
and he never had another. Father knows it and I do not even think he 
is in town. Thank Father for His blessings •••• 
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IV. 'IESTIMONY OF JOHN RESURRECTION DAVID: ( 'IND: 2.ll.36, p.20) 
PEACE! 
1. I wish to thank Father Divine for all He has done for this 
temple for after a life of misery and extreme suffering due to an 
accident in early life and numerous complications He lifted me from 
the grave and proved t.o me that He is God Almighty in a Bodily Form. 
{he relates his numerous ailments and doctors ' failure at treatment) ••• 
2. At +-his time I had become so despondent I could not be reason-
ed "With ancd it seemed as if I were losing my mind. I would lay awake 
at night and pray that if there was a God that I would be taken out of 
this suffering by death, as I had lost all f'aith in everything and I did 
not want to live longer. When those around me would go out they too 
would pray that when they would return I would be gone, just to relieve 
the condition of suffering and despair all were going through. I had 
attempted to take the step myself, but always failed. Finally I be-
came worse and cancer set in. T~e doctors said there was no hope and 
all I could do was to wait for the last. At about this time one party, 
: who was with me, heard a talk on FD ) and came home and told me of it. 
I was too despondent to listen, and I said I wanted nothing to do With 
it, as the story, as it was given by the lecturer, did not sound true. 
'Ibis one came home and told me about it and said it would not do any 
harm to try it, and if I did not get help, I at least could not be 
worse . I did not even want to take a chance. fut they -wrote anyway. 
At the end of about a week, I became very low and the specialists 1"fere 
called, but would not come to the house, saying they had patients they 
could help and there v.'as nothing they could do for me . I had reached 
the place where even drugs had no effect in deadening my pain. That 
night the breath was gone, and suddenly I was aware of a light that no 
vmrds can describe. It was pulling me toward it, and as I became con-
scious I was rejoicing, for I could see perfectly and the paralysis was 
gone and all sign of cancer and blood poison had disappeared. I lmew 
also that I had been given back my life by none ot..~er than GOD ALMIGHTY 
and He was Personified in the Bodily Form known MFather Divine. I at 
the time only weighed around seventy pounds, and loo :gd s if I was 
near death rather than just brought back from it. This. was August of 
1933 ADFD. 
3. We found meetings had started in Oakland, California, at about 
this time, and the letter we had received from Father was quite worn 
from study. So we went to the meetings and there I would testify what 
had been done •• • • 
4. We had just heard about confession, so I proceeded t.o clear 
out all I could think of and forsake all these sins . I realized for 
the first time that my suffering was due to the sin and corruption in 
the body and the life I had led. As I continued to confess and live 
right and praise Father, He in .turn began to give me what I had asked 
for; and one week my shoulder was set, the following week all the 
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broken ribs were straightened and then gradually a scissors began to 
cut and the stitches of the operation gave way, then came the most 
wonderful blessing, for little by little each organ that was cut into 
or cut out grew back in, and now is completely restored and perfe~t. 
My back is also straightened and I am healthy and happy for the acknow-
ledgement of GOD in HIS OODILY FORM has restored life and health in 
this Body, -which was impossible until I came conscious of the OODY OF 
GOD, FATHER DIVINE. Since then I have had endless proof of His Love 
and Power in every way, and at every time of need He has answered my 
call. 
5. I truly thank my SWEET FATHER I>IVINE that He has blessed me 
to know for myself that He is GOD AlMIGHTY and that is not another, 
and to know He is my FATHER and all I have. 
I thank You Father. 
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V. TESTIMONY OF A REMARKABLE VISION (IND: 1.25.4o, P• 32) 
PE.fi.CE, FA 'IRER, PEACE EVERYONE1 
1. This is really wonderful1 It is beyond me to express my feel-
:ings tonight. You know, this is strange, but it seems as though I have 
known Father all my life. When I was a child many strange things happen-
ed to me 'Which set me roaming through the world, and I found myself :inter-
ested in the public; but I have never found mysel£ so engrossed in so~e­
thing as I find myself tonight. 
2. Father, I said something tonight in Your absence, but not in 
Person - as You say, in the flesh, but in the SPIRIT You were there, I 
am sure - that in the year 1924 I saw You in the clouds. I did see you 
vd th half of the world. I saw the clouds and You were there, and when 
I sav.- You there, I did not quite realize vlhat it meant, and I repeated 
this all my life. I found myself going fast, rapidly over a bridge on 
roller skates. And You are the Person ~~at I saw. You are .that POWER 
that I saw, and You visited me a few times. Probably You called on me, 
but I was connected with a very strong movement at that time; but I am 
sure it was not the Movement You are interested in. You have called 
me a - many times and I have heard Your voice, though I have traveled many 
sections, I am here tonight and I am proud. Here is one thing, now I 
have never come before You> I have never attended any of the meetings, 
but I am defending them always, because whenever I hear anybody saying 
anything about Father, I ask them do they know Him: do they know any-
thing about His wonderful works? "How many of you have gone out to do 
this wonderful huma.ni tarian work, to save people from the pits and 
bring them from the dept hs of degradation? Do you lmow this is a very 
wonderful work to know that someone is about to fall; feel that they 
are sinking, going down gradually, and at times they feel as though they 
are greatly disillusioned; everything seems as though there·d:s no hope, 
and then suddenly from some11here something permeates that mind and says, 
' Arise, go forward; that is a pit•.• 
3. · I r.tave known You, I have knom1 You, I have knoYill You all my 
life.. I felt at HOME tonight. Wny, I discussed With everyone as though 
I have been attending here from time to time, and I see some of my 
friends here. And let me tell You that this work shall have me speak-
ing in its favor, and I shall always try to do the best I can and 
any time I slip, Father, be with me. 
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VI. THE REMARKABLE ·TESTIMONY OF FAITHFUL MARY (TSW: 4.31.3?_, P• 18) 
This old, yet ever-new testimony of Fai th.ful Mary's was given 
in California, November, 1934, when she -was a visitor at the King-
dom Extension in L.A. I!Jho can doubt, after reading it, that F&ther 
Divine is God? It is indeed wonderfull 
A song was sung, "I thank You, Lord, for What You Have Done 
for Me." 
You gave me a new lung and a new body. 
When the doors were shut in my face You opened the doors. 
I thank You, Lord, for what You have done for me. 11 
1. PEACE, FATHER: - FATHER, I want to thank You this morning 
for your nnny blessings that You have bestowed upon me. I want to 
thank You for Peace, for joy and happiness. I want to thank You 
for how You have picked me up out of sin and shame and placed me 
in this meek and lowly way. I want to thank You for love. I did-
ntt have it before You came. 
2. This morning I am praising You with all my heart a:t d mind •• • 
I am so glad You came in time and placed Jour Spirit of meekness 
and lowliness in this temple. I thank You Father for moving Your-
self in this temple and I don't need any help, no information; but 
God Himself is livlng in the temple and truly I can contact Him at 
any time. I thank You Father, because You came to rrry door and hail-
ed 11 PEACE" so loud and I had to raise up and lis ten again for you 
to speak to me. I want to thank Him because He is with me always. 
He spoke that Wonderful voice in this temple when I couldn't hold 
a cup in the hand. 
3. I want to thank Him, because before I came to know Father 
Divine I was in trials and tribulations. I was in the condition 
where I was not fit for a dog to come to me. They would come and 
smell the temple and they m uld move away. 
4. I want to thank Him only to be nothing, to be nothing at 
all. I want to thank Him because at the last wits' end, He saw 
fit to pick the temple up and place His wonderful Spirit in it, of 
Love and Kindness and no selfishness at all, - no exaltation at all. 
_ I want to thank Him because now it is only two years since He clean-
ed me up, when He saw fit, and walked with the body, and knew, be -
fore it was even thought of, because He said that this temple stand-
ing here, was always here, but standing back waiting, before the 
world began. And at the time when He came He m uld see fit and He 
would put the same Work He put in the temple. 
5. I want to thank Him because when He came Personally to 
Jersey and so many were receiving this Truth, I Ylas still roaming 
the streets drunk, bent over, bumping against walls, wearing cloth-
es I didn t t know who put on me. I didn't know when the body vas in 
a bath tub last, for it was full of lice, filthy and rusty. The 
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hands were all broken up with rheumatism and the skin was scaly. 
Nothing but skin and bone weighing ninety pou.11ds. One lung vms 
all gone and just a little piece of the other one was there. I 
was grown one-sided. The back vvas broken where the so-called 
nephew hit me across the back when I was begging for something to 
eat. 
6. I was walking all bent over. The doctor said a brace would 
have to go on because the backbone was rotted, which made the back 
bent over. I have something to praise Father Divine for. 
7. When God spoke in this body, He said, "Wake up~ Father 
Divine is in tmm healing everybody. 11 
B. I went running in the street that morning, hollering, 
''I'm bot going to fight any more. I'm not going to curse any more.n 
People were getting out of the way. My hands looked new. The world 
was new to me. I hadn.' t seen the world for so long. My mind had 
been gone so long. I found myself on Broome Street and I said, 
11What am I doing here?" In the mortal consciousness, I come from 
fine people.. Raised up under a mammy that we couldn't go out to a 
social time or party or to the movies. Raised up out in the field. 
Didn 1 t know anything. Didn.' t take up with bad company. 'When the 
sun came down we were home. But when that fiend took hold of me I 
began to get worse and worse with drink and I roamed away and they 
put re in Ward 13, Newal'k, New Jerseyf- After that I vms signed out 
and they sent me back down South. When I came out the thing got 
worse. The inside stomach was raw and would come out with meat that 
was cooked with whiskey. I used to hang on ice wagons and eat ice 
mtil I was all frozen up, so as to kill the burning. Now I don 1 t 
even as much as use vinegar. 
9. You know, after I got healed, they said: 11Do you think 
that whiskey fiend will come back to her because she had it so many 
years?'' Father said, "It is off now. She . Will never have any de-
sire for anything like that any more, for I have taken it away. But 
it was put there for a purpose." Father so often says, 11 I came here 
as a sample and an example to this world•" 'Ib show us the fashion 
to walk after. He says so many times: "I have to bring someone 
as a person for a sample and an example, " but He said, "I mention 
time and time again about Faithful Mary. When I healed her, she 
didn' t ask anybody for anything at all. 11 
10. Now God Almighty, Who is Father Divine., helped me and 
I was all prepared and everything ready to come here in January, 
but that great, big blessing was ripening and getting ready to come 
forth in fruition that I had been visualizing. A few days before 
the trip, I didn' t know I was coming. Father said, "What if that 
big blessing would come?" I said, "I would hurry and come back." 
So here comes this person from Europe telling them to hold Faith-
ful Mary. And so many were trying to get this building in New York. 
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He said, "Look, how Faithful Mary had to come here and show the 
people in New York how to take over this place. It was a ba. th house 
knom. to make thousands of dol:L:l.rs daily - swimming pools and shower 
baths. And Father gave it to one who was called ignorant, dumb, and 
cr~y. Right under the subway, a factory, machinery, a bakery shop, 
and all down there eating and singing and praising God. The meeting 
is moving on all day long. I asked God for that. It was announced 
that the children who were not worldng could come in and bring their 
sewing in and after a while they would start talking a, out God, and 
they would put their sewing down. Don't be idle on the job. That is 
why it is said, "They rolled and started on their way, but some stopp-
ed on the wayside . 1/Vhere there are two or three God is there." 
11. We want to continually keep praising Him and stay in the 
high vibration all the time. There are about six or seven sisters in 
the rear sewing and the Spirit gave it to me to take all in who can't 
work because their heir looks white in the mortal consciousness. And 
Father put them to making quilts. I didn't have to buy a quilt this 
winter and there are about eight hundred beds, so you may lmow there 
were some qu ilts ma.de. And then we had some old fashioned drapery 
and they took .them and opened them up and fixed them to keep the chil-
dren warm.. They -vo uld go to the store and get four and five hundred 
yards of cloth at a time and make pillow cases and sheets. I have a 
dressmaker that ma.kes six dresses at a time. And not a one knows 
whose dress is on the machine. 
12. I don't want flesh to get between you and God by saying, 
"I am obeying this one. I am not studying that one. And I am obey-
ing Sally.'' You are obeying the flesh. Let the Spirit get in you 
and it will instruct you 1\1lat to do. 
13 • \f.aen Father came, I had a sign up thirty-five and forty 
cents for meals. Father said, 11 Peace1 How do you sell your meals? 11 
I told Him. He said, "Bring them doYn to fifteen cents and I will 
abundantly bless you. 11 He said, "None of my children will go home 
and cook if they can get meals for fifteen cents." Three weeks free 
rent. And when the three weeks were out, Father blessed me so I 
would lay everything aside such as the electric money, the gas money, 
and the water; put that aside and prepare that for when these bills 
come in, a~d ·Father blessed me so abundantly lvith the fifteen cents, 
Father said, there may be someone that has a dime and not that other 
five cents and make it ten cents. Ten cents during the week and 
fifteen cents on Sunday. When they would come in, I would have a 
banquet every morning for the children and started out immediately 
wi ·i:Jl forty-five or fifty children, something like that • And in the 
Kingdom when they would come in, the Children will buy their tickets 
and sit there. You may sit right with us because you vould in the 
mortal consciousness. If there would be any loss it vould be the 
one giving the meals. But there is no losing the God's Consciousness. 
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So tha t was t he way it was t.h.rough the week days, and every time 
we had the banquet, the children brought their tickets and every-
body would sit down and eat. Bit it was understood when a free 
Banquet was given, it was free. T.r1ere was nothing bought when 
Father was Personally there. 
14. ·when we all will be one, there will be happiness there. 
We are in parts yet becru. se if we all say this is my Kingdom over 
here and her•s over there, and there are uvo or three Kingdoms, we 
are in parts there . We are speaking negative. There is only one 
King, and tha. t is man' s all one and one. This should be such a 
Wonderful Peace with all these people here, and you can see they 
are lillies of the Valley. God is going to call His Children in 
because I can see they are just like little babies. They want it 
but they could easily be led astray by some man. When I say man I 
do not mean any indhvidual, but someone, man or woman, would come 
and then the children would stop right there and look at a person. 
Quit being led by the flesh but be led by the Spirit of God. 
1.5. I didn• t even dare to let self star·iJ and come from New 
York unless I had all the consent, and everything with Father 
Divine to go with me. Ohl The last minute, talking to Him over 
the phone, He said, There will be many at the train. He said, 
11 I will be there when you get there. 11 He said, "I r"/all t you to 
take the papers with you." And the last minute He liOuld look at 
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me and smile. He said, 11 That love of yours, which is Mine, you 
think i t is going to draw me there." Now children, if you do love, 
how· do you get it? Deny yourself. Let His love express . His meek 
and humble Spirit. Don't look for exaltation. Speak and let God 
speak to the little ones with sweetness. There have been children 
running in a midnight time and come in and say there are t wo or 
three angels lying on the bench saying t.'1..ey are drawn here. They 
never get a chance to speak to me but say, "Peace, Mother, 11 but 
Fa t her gives them a smile. It is just as hard a time to get to ·.this 
temple as to Father. vVhy? I want to stay out of the way for I 
don't want to be in the way. They say, 11 I tried to see Father but 
I couldnt t, so I came to you. Let nothing get between your soul 
and your Savi our. 
16 . If God isn't e~ressing through you, you can ' t see God 
i n another person. They say, "Please help me, you are so close 
to Father. tt Father expresses so many times, He says, "I can do 
just the same in you as I cam. iu Faithful :Mary, if you just let Me . 
Let me t ell you, there isn ' t a thing in this temple, but God: in 
the other consciousness you couldn• t hand me a red apple, so self-
exalted. But Father just keeps this temple meek at His feet. All 
these b1essings that He has blessed me to, I know it is all yours, 
too, if you just deny yourself. The same blessings He b1essed this 
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temple to, shall go out to the whole round world. It sha~~ gel In the 
last lecture, I don't know whether it is published or not, at the 
Banquet 1able, He was telling the blessing! He is blessing this temple 
with it, it will go through the world. · It is expressing so fast it 
couldn't be for one person. You saw in the papers some months ago He 
said, "I have blessed Faithful Mary rti th so many millions that she 
can't count them. 11 
17. The rent in one place is a thousand dollars a month. And 
when the month comes, ev-erything is laid aside. On November lOth I 
·will call all my landlords again and pay for January, keeping it tvm 
months in advance of all the time. Just stores and stores away in the 
storehouse and if the children say, 11Mother, can we have some black 
pepper we are all out of it? Jou didn't order black pepper and I thought 
I Yiould send out. 11 And, I would say, 11 There is no limi ta tion. 11 I say, 
"Don't say we are out of anything. God has this whole wor ~d. 11 If 
you don't have but a nickel in your pocket say you have a full and a 
plenty. Don't ever have limitations in your consciousness. The flour 
is almost out, I see the barrel full. And it will materialize. 
18. All your faces look like I have seen you befor·e. Father 
said I was here before the "'lo:.~ld bega.rl so I see ever~'body looks like 
I saw them. Une man went to Fat her and his pants were all patched. 
HE: said, 11 The spirit telle me to go to California." And Father said, 
"Whenever anyone is representing me and r am representing through 
the_m, t...'ley are representing prosperity Spiri tuaily, Mentally and fina.R-
cially, and no lacks or vmn ts, and not going to California for some-
body to pay your rent and set you up. And you think some"body there 
is goi.11g to set you up because you come from New York. n Father said, 
11 I am not calling anybody in lacks and wants .6r.·sending Cinyone in 
lacks and wru ts." You know that God has it laying up in the store-
houses for you. Hovi can we express God and be coming here for you 
to look out and take care of us? 
19. Someone was showing me some kind of note criticising, from 
some Kingdom or other. Saying that you all are foolish to stand up 
and hear your God, Faithful Mary, to get a collection. I vo uld appre-
ciate,if ther e is anyone here in lacks and wants to give a free banquet. 
If I know where the nnemployed are at, I would like to have a free 
Banquet for them. No body could ever give me one penny. There are 
witnesses here that when Father takes over a building, they saw it 
open today and it is filled tomorrow. And as soon as it gets out that 
Father is taking a place, the secretary starts taking names. The 
children are just coming all the time. The secretary will have to ask 
me how many beds we vrill have, because of all the names that come in. 
20. Know your Father is rich and He has everything. This temple 
wouldn• t have been standing here if Father Divine, who is God, had not 
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endorsed it and let come, because I obey Father. He spoke and said, 
11Goltt last. Frlhday morning a week ago. He said, "If you don ' t go now 
you won 1 t have any need to go for when you get there my children will 
be here. 11 He told me so. I went right down and told Him Personally, 
what the Spirit told me and He said, "It is Wonderful" 1 Amd He said, 
most especially the West . It is just like the dry bones in the valley. 
It -was Wonderful at first, but there comes man and cut them all across, 
and Father is going to draw His children home. 
21. I'was asking the question of Father, "Did I do i'l-rong by not 
coming out here in January?tr He said it was to be. They were loving 
one another better than after someone came and turned :their heads a-
round. 'Ihe sheep are scattered and Father has to call them in. Hav-
ing division between one another. That 's the same thing we had in the 
church. lDoking for Peace and making a disturbance. Jealousy, hatred, 
strife, criticism, and breaking down and tearing dmm. Father said 
tha.t •s the reason why He will show you up in the papers because you 
cannot touch, as you may say, a person. He says when you write you 
are t:r:y·i ng to know Him and He says He will expose you. Because when-
ever you have anything you want God to know Personally, you tell God 
alone. You may lmow when you are writing up something and putting it 
in the paper you want everyone to lmow about it. Now if you loved 
Father, in the mortal consciousness, and you had a sister who got preg-
nant or broke a leg, as we call it in the south, don ' t you know you 
would not have it established? Because you v.ould say, "I don 1 t want 
anybody to know it. " But when you print something you are worse than 
the preacher. Worse than Wdchaux 1ivas doing. Michaux said he was go-
ing to run the devil out of town, He had it advertised in the paper. 
Well, if I would go and advertise s omething about you, don 1 t you know 
if I love God, I am not hurting the one I am criticising my own self. 
If your brother over yonder is getting along well and if you don 1 t 
have anything, you are glad. But as I aforesaid, "Forgive them Lord., 
for they know not what they do . " As the brother said, he almost went 
down listen:ing to someone. Why should you stop and let a man get 
between you and God? 
22 . All of our days we have been led by the flesh. Why should-
n't we change now"? If you don•t know God, find out who He is . Why 
do you still let someone get betvfeen you and God? All of our days we 
have been led by the flesh . I have been listening to a man talk all 
the time and he was lusting after the flesh in money and all such 
things as that, so what oa.m. he tell me? 
23. That• E what I say about the Banquet. Yes , this table here 
is spread up and someone would say, "I would be glad if I could give 
a banquet here. A lot of them thought, you know, when all t.hose Ban-
quets were set up, He wasn • t paying any attention. Father sai.d, if 
you are to give a Bmquet y.ou .will' be .-abJ.e <to do so . He said "I will 
not even go to a Banquet where you solicited or received contributions." 
' 
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n I wouldn 't even sit to the table." Father will let you go to your 
vd ts end and then He will tell you. 'Th.is one was putting thi s and 
that one was putting that and then taking the money out of i t . 'Ihat • s 
the way it would be. 
End. 
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TESTIMONY : MR. JOB PATIENCE ('TND: 8.23.47, p . 37 -Excerpts) 
1. FATHER, May I have another word to say? (Father nods assent . ) 
I just want to say -· - .. to the Bishop that as Father spoke concerning 
the clipping of what the minister said regarding Father being a bene-
fit to the Followers from an economic viewpoint, I want to let the 
Bishop know that Father did not only come t o benefit us economically, 
but, take my case, for instance: 
2. Before I knew Father I was about eighty-five or eighty-seven 
per cent worse than Hitler. I roamed from state to state, all over 
the U. s., setting up bro thel s, gambling houses, and distilling thous-
ands -and thousands of gallons of whiskeyl I ran number games; I stole, 
I robbed, I cheated, I killed. I wanted nothing more than to get 
everything out of everybody that I could geU 
3. I carried guns, blackjacks, knives, brass knuckles. I was 
t>vo shades drunk most of the time, and I drove around running into 
things and wrecking cars, and then would go to the courts and beat the 
people because of the pull I had! 
4. And I had no regard for vromankind. In my brothel~.': girls of 
eight and nine years of a ge were found - their virt ue spoiled1 No one 
preserved the virtue of womenkind until Father Divine camel Father 
Divine has hundreds of virtuous Rosebuds . He is PRESERVTIW THE VIRTUE 
OF YOU'IH ! 
5. I a l so b elonged to the Knights of Pythias~ B~shop . I worked 
my way ".lp for two years 'i.L"1til I became treasurer of that organization, 
and then I stole the money and used it , spent it for my personal 
pleasnr~ . 
6. It was only when I came to know F'c>.ther Divine that I paid 
t!J.at money back to themL It was vronderfulJ No man could do the work 
that Father Divine has done and is doing l And there are millio~s and 
millions and millions of followers who can tell the same thingl Of 
course, they were not as I was . I was planning to start an organiza-
tion and I had or gru1ized in several states, to overthrow this govern-
ment and set up my own system l I v.ras ''{ell orga.ni~ed. 
7. Not only that but I was living a life of vice anc debauch-
ery. I had hundreds of women and I smoked from two to three packs of 
cigarettes a day, plus cigars . I drank at least two pints of whiskey 
a da.y, and every word I uttered was o.-:e of profanity and obscenityl 
B. Wh en I went into the meeting in ~-',hite ? lains in 1933, Father 
wa.s not there Personally. I was dr11llk, us usual, at t !.'"ie time; but 
when I went in there and Father ' s Spirit got a- hold of me , it changed 
me completely'. NO MAN COULD DO THAT l IT TOOK ONLY GOD ALMI GHTY, 
FATHER DI VINEl 
TESTIMONY: MR. JOB PATIENCE (TND: 8.23 . 46, p . 37 - Excerpts) 
9. Since 1933 I have not t ouched cigarettes or cigars or 
toba,cco of any kind1 I have not even had as much as a t himble-
lull of beer1 I have not committed c>.dultery with the opposite 
sex since 1933 ~ NCJ.'. COULD A M.AN DO THAT? IT TCOK HCHE TH.A..N A 
,AN TO GHAl"'JGE ME A1~D GIVE MZ A DE·SIR.E TO LIVE AN HCNEST., CLEAN 
LIFEl 
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10. V\lhy,. . I used to steal diamond rings and di.fferen t things 
like that by orde rinR; than through the mail, then send the empty 
boxes bac k to the mmpany, registered, return receipt requested, 
and vmuld keep the daimond rings and things for myself1 It vas 
only when GOD ALMIGHTY FATHER DIVINE, entered my life the.t I stopp-
ed sending empty boxes back t o the different companies, but in-
stead sent the diamond rin.gs and the other things I 8.cquired, ba.ck 
in boxes to the rompanies, telling them that GOD was in the land l 
11. We have hearc of God all down through the a ges , but that 
did not change mel IT TOOK THE BODY OF GOD TO GIVE US BODY RE-
COGl\"'TI ON . 
12 . And s o, Bishop Matthews: I want to say that we enjoyed 
your speech very much . You s eemed to be very sincere in >':'hat you 
said, and I want you to know when you said GOD was somewhere do-
ing these things, we want you t o know that Father Divine is GOD 
ALMIGHTY1 There HE isl (He points to Father ). I t is HIS HOLY 
BODY that changed me around as well as millions and milli ons of 
others, the universe over, and caused us to DO RIGHT and LIVE RiffiiT 
arrd stop all that life of vi ce and c rime J 
13 . And so it is not onl y the economic side of life that 
Father is benefiting, but HE has come to SAVE MID R:f!.'DEEM ALL 1:JI.N-
KDID if they but let HimJ I thank YOU, FATHER l 
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VIII. TE.STIIWNY: A Sister. (TND: 2. 6. l-J.J., PP • 6, 7) 
l. Tb..e sister said that before she came to Father she used ;to 
run several sporting houses here in NYC, wherein she had men and women, 
girls and boys of ever-J flo-called race, creed, and c0lor living vile 
and debauched lives - playing numbers, gambling, drinking, smoking, 
and cw'sing day and night, and doing everything she and they were big 
enough to co. She said in the eig'hteen years she ran these houses 
she had never been arrested because she wasn ' t afraid of anyont::l; if 
she wanted to pay her rent she would and if she didn ' t she would take 
something and r t:.n the landlord down the stairs. She also said she was 
a fiend for gambling and would gamble at her own houses and other ' s 
day and night. She stol e , cursed, hustled on the boats up and do~TI 
the Hudson Hi ver and di d anything she wanted to . 
2. Then one day she said she hearci of Father and decided she 
wanted to go and see and hear HIM. She left a good poker e;e>me, and 
came to this same Rockland Palace and heardFather for the f irst time. 
HIS eyes seemed to single her out from the rest, the sister stated, 
and in HIS message HE sai d, t urning to her, nr will put MY Spirit in 
you and cause you to walk in My stat'i.1.tes.n Although she di e not under-
stand what in t he world He meant, she said, she went home; and from 
then on she couldn ' t seem to get enough of Father; yet, she continued 
to gamble and play poker, and when she would wia e. 11pot11 of money, 
as the game terms it: she would often forget to 11 rake11 it in; and her 
friends would say to her nyou won' Whatt s the IP..atter you didn't rake 
in y our r.~oney - don 1 t you .feel well ?11 Then of course she would apo-
logize and give some so-.:- t . of reason. 
3. This continued, and she finallybegan to hate that life of 
vice she was living and still Yranted more of Father; b e cause, "It was 
riding my mind 11 , she said • . Then ()ne day· while she was listening to 
Father in the meeting :Father again seemed to single her out and said, 
"'You don't have to keep ~r::Jur pistols and black-jacks.. any mo!'e to 
'!Jrotect yours".:llf. Throw them in the H'lllrlson River and Trust God1 11 She 
said it struck h er so forcibly·, for she had f orgotte!l she still had 
her pistols and '!Jlackjacks she had kept t o protect herself in the 
house, and she i ll1'11ediately went home and di~. P..s Father Divine said dG. 
4. Howe\"'er, this wasn 1 t all. She said, one da;y Fa.ther was going 
t o Jersey and s he was planning to go there to the meeting t-oo; but 
Father gave a Lectu:r·e saying that those who would go owing any right-
eous and just debts t o anyone would just be following HIM, they would 
not be HIS followers but· just following !-lim. This hurt her so, she 
said, she began to think back and remember the big bills she owed 
va.riou.s ones and th9 n to pay them; but afterwards she found out 
Father dicnrt mean jus t the big bills, bat down to the least little 
penny·l 
T~STIMONY: A Sister (Con'td) 
5. l'Jow at th.is present time , she testified, having obeyed 
Father implicitly in this request - not onl y she but thousands of 
others, she stated - could open the doors of their homes and face 
anyone with a free conscience, knowing definitel;r there were not 
any bills t') pay nor summons to anS'>fer , nor police to hide from. 
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6. Again thanking l<'ather enthusiastically for all that HE had 
Clone f or b.er and millions of others, the sister concluded . 
IX. T:2.STI1vi:ON T: by M:r Eagle Love - liHow I :Killed a iVIan, Con-
fessed and was Freed. 11 (TND: 12.23.44, p. 13) 
40.3 
l. Father requests this testimony after saying in the preliJTli-
nary: 11He that confesses his sins shall have mercy~ " If you con-
fess and forsake them you shall have mercy! 
VIIIL 
out. 
day, 
2. PEACE FATHER : PEACE, ANGELS: PJ~CE, EV~RYBODY, and GOOD 
TC: ALL MANKIND: You know, I am so glad tha t Father called me 
I gave tlns testimony down at the u. s. Court House the other 
about two quarts of whiskey. 
3. I ran away from the southern states an n came here and stqy-
ed se·,re!lteen years before I told it. " ih~n I told it, I told it to 
Father . I said, 11 Father, I ki1JJe.d a man. If YOU give me time I w:Lll 
tell it..n He said, 11 Tal<e your time and tell it.n I said,"FATHER, 
Mr . Anderson stole two quarts of whiskey from me . He didn ' t p8y for 
it. My brother said, 'Did be pay fo:::· the whiskey? ' I said, .' No . 1 He 
said 'I am going to kill him. 1 I said 1 No, don ' t you kill him, I 
will kill him. About eight months went on and 1J!r. Anderson came to 
our home and said, ' Do you want some whiskey?' I said, 'Yes.' He 
pulled · out a half pint a.nd we drank that all up . He said, ' Did you 
tell I!TIJ pa I stole that 'm:Lskey? 1 I said, 1 Yes . ' Then he grab bed my 
brother ano cut him from here to here with a switch-blade lmife he 
pulled from his sleeve. I knocked my brother l oose and tr..en I said, 
1Mr. Anderson, you cut my brother, now I ar,l going to kill you1 • I 
:.:rabbed my breech-loader and he said, ' You IDuldn 1 t dare l' He stepp-
ed forward and I shot him right under the left breast. The!l I shot 
his left e ar off and made a bi5 hole in his he a::! . I searched Mr. 
Anderson. In his left hip pocl<et he h ad .-. seventy- five cents aTld I 
took that off him. Then I walked in his blood. I left there and 
came up here and stayed seventeen years before I told it, Fe.ther .• n 
4. This was in 1934, when I told Father this. Then :tt,ather sa.id, 
" Go back where you did that meanness ar: d confess ~·o'..l.I" si ns L n The 
Spirit in me said, 11 Go hack e.nd confess your sins J 11 I said to Father, 
IIBut the southern states A.re treacheDo.us. 11 tie said to me in the Spirit, 
"You go and I wi 11 go V'li th you. 11 
5. It was eleven o•clocl< in the night when I arrived in Dothan, 
Ala.bama . Father said to me in Spirit, "You be in the sheriff ' s of-
five at eleven o'clock in the morninglu A.t eleven o • clocl~ I walked 
into the sheriff 's office. He said, n~:;tfuo do you want to see? 11 I 
saidJ tti want to see th e high sh~riffJ" He said, 11 Come in" . I walk-
ed up to him and said "Peace.rt he said, "Good morning. 11 I said, "I 
carne-to confess the death of Mr. Anderson. " I sai cl, 11:9id you ever 
hear of Father Divine? '· He told me to come back and CDl1fess my s~.ns ,. 11 
The sheriff threw up his hands and se.id, 11Well, if Father Divine did 
that :for you, you go on bac:t< and stay with Father Divine. Everything 
is all right. 11 And so here I am. 
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6 . I l!icked two day s of stay i ng down thr~~e v. Pel{s in Dothan, 
Alabama; I went J.nto the cc ur t and into a_ lot of big places around 
there; nobody cJj sturbed me . Not cme disturbed r!J.e because we t hanked 
Father DiYine for it1 Then I came back up here . 
Thanl<: YOU, :;'AT"riER DEAR ~ 
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X. 'Y.8STIMONY OF ttHOLY LOVE" ( TSJ : 4 . t.~ .• J6, P • 14) 
PEACE, FATEER 
1. I Yvant to thank You for what You have done for me in taking 
me out of sin and shame. God, I thank You that three and a half 
years ago I -...- .?.::: ~'{alking the streets so much R!.ld we.s even out at night . 
Someti!Ile s I ccmld not. g,et to sle ep lmtil nearly day with heart trouble . 
So many times I was on a diet and had pains around tbe heart, but to-
day I thank y ou Father for a sound body and mind. Iy is so wonderfull 
I do thanl~ You Father , for I was i n the lowes t depths an d was noth-
ing but a boot-legger when Father cC?me and wa.s n~nning a profane house . 
J:-1e stopped me. Praise His Hol y Harne . He stopped me from committing 
adultery. 
2 . I th<:mk You Father for making me honest so that I would not 
even steal a pin . Even stolen things He made me take them back . I 
remembe r years ago, and it was in tha y.Japers i n New Jersey, about tak-
ing those stolen things back . His Spi rit revealed it to me. I even 
h8.d a tow·e l from the Gity Hospital, and I took it back. I wan t to 
t.e1.1 you how honest Father made me . It is wonderfull I do thank God 
from th.e bottom of my heart for the spirit He put ir>. each and every one . 
!v:illioas declare Him to be the true and living God. It is wonder ful l 
Even a table-cloth and bedspread I had Father made 1ne take them back. 
A feJ~ow stole the bedspread and I had to tell his wife about it . 
J. Father Divine , I do thar,k You for making me hcnest, competent, 
ar:.d true. I do thank You for good health and t l:'3 love Yon have put in 
my heart . ·when Fathe r came I was lovi ng some and hating some . Now I 
love them all and I know tbis is the love of Father Divine. I can 
now go to bed happy arJ. d get up happy. 
4. I do thank Father Divine for the Banquet Table He has given 
us here. It is S'.'Jeet - so wonderfnll I thank You ::Cather . I thank 
You Father. I thank You Father. 
11 HCLY LOVE. n 
XI. 'I'ESTDlC' ~JY o·,_., BROTI-F.R LOT (T·N · 3 . 16.37, p 25) 
1. FATHE._R. fli'!D.lE, GOD ALl!UGHTY 1 S work cannot be estimated 
by human concepts, or p re-conceived opinions of F.ort~l mind. 
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2. Eea.ching out in the chaos of darkness, in the cit;>' of New-
port, ":entucky, His 1ove ancl. timely 1~·arning reached my mentality -
telling me by inspiration that destruction was about to come to that 
city . I d i d r.ot want to go, but romething kept urging me on. Final-
ly, stripped of home, wife, ar.d everyt!1ing, I l eft on foot. 
3. A pilgrim on the road, footso:~e and weary - :Go friends or 
hOiile - I reached Columbus, Ohio, whe!'8 I was l8d to the FD:?M, 370 
N. 20th Street. H~..:re Father gave me a home, .:fooc. , clothes and a 
posi tior: . Above all I learr..ed I had thirty-three IJ1.illion Brothers 
anc Sisters and .s Loving Father on earth, of whol!l I had not before 
known. 
4. A fe1.'i days ago I received a l etter saying that Newport 
was almost wiped out. This, coupled with th8 warning I received, 
proved the Divine protection and His ability to supply our every 
need . 
5. I thank You, FATHER . 
Brother Lot. 
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XII . T STil!IONY 0 BIJRN THIEF.: Miss Grace Newmind . ( Tl'ID : 2. , 16.49, p. 9) 
13 Years f ollower. 
1. During the beautiful Holy ~ommunion Service, a sister 
testified of Father Divine's marvelous transforming Grace, how HE 
changed her f rom an habitual thief to an honest, law-respecting, 
law-abi ding ci tizen. She testifi e d that she had be en born in a 
prison, h er mother a prisoner before her birth, and she had a 
birthmark of ste aling, and stole everything she could get her hands 
on, f rom a child · up unt il the time she was redeemed by Father. 
2. She stated that every conceivabl e thing was trie d to rid 
her of this terrible habit, and e -;ery means of reform was exercis-
ed on her, but to no avail until she met Father, and HE transformed 
her by the renewing, of her mind fo r which she sincere1y thanked HIM, 
and since the t ime o.f her transformation, she has returned all 
stolen goods or pai d the equivalent of same, anrj is now walking up-
ri P,"ht, cJ.ean and dec ent. 
(Father comments concerning this prenatal inf luence). 
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XIII . A TESTIMO:.JY. ( TSti : 4. lb36, P• 15) 
PEACE FATHER : 
1. Father I thank You for the many blessings that You heve 
bestowed me . Over three years ago when I hear~ of You I was sick. 
I came to Your meeting, truly when I came I was an old woman. My 
hair was grey, I was all bent over and full of wrinkles; novr I 
am absolutely a new creat~ At that time I was thirty- nine years 
of age. I thank You fer healing me of kidney .trouble , heart trouble, 
lune trouble, catarrh, headache, constipation, indigestion and foot 
trouble . From the tin:e I was f our years old, one of m;y- knees slipped 
out of joint. From thet time unt:H Father Di v:Lne healed me I '.'.'aS 
suff ering v.ri th my feet . No doctors could ever heal me . Father had 
not seen me Personelly, but still I was pract i call y healed . Father 
I thank Yeu oost of all for redeeming me from tbe one that was 
sup,osed ~o be a husband . Father, before You came i nto my life I 
tried to put the children away so that I m:Lg~t get away from him. 
I know that it was You t hat prevent ed the dty from takin<s them . 
Father I thank You for keeping us all until You came . 
2. I thank You Father for heal ing one of the children of a 
cancer in th8 b reast . I also thank You for healing one from ner-
vousness, weak body, palpitation of the heart , F'ather I thank You 
fer these and all other blessings . Father see that I prai se You 
mo~e . I t~ank You for my name . 
III-J:ark An Angel" . 
XIV. TESTDV.:0:r-1Y OF MISS D. NH'fMIN""D ( TJ\TO: 10 . 8 .51, p . l 8 ) 
1 . PEACE, FAThER DEAR, PEl!C E, MO'rHEB. DARLING: P.KI\.CE EVERYONE : 
FATHEE : at thj_s time may I just say, it is .so tr·ue that we have 
discovered that YOU are really the Spirit of TRUTH PER.SONIFIED -
and it SEl.i d, 
"''m-:Jn He , the Spj r i t of Truth has co me, 
He will lead us unto all Truth l" 
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2 He nas i mbibed the Truth and v.•e ha.ve found the mystery of 
the IA."ard ·" iferusa.lem" which ~us s Charity was reading about when she 
said New Jerusalem, and Zion, being the Mountai n of the Lordl All 
the days of my l ife I heard the word, " J e rus alem", and I :1e-ver stoT-Jp-
ed to conside r the meaning of 11 J erusa.l em11 but when YOUR Spirit , FATHER, 
was quickened and awakened in me, for the first time I realized what 
i t meant1 11 <Teru- Solam 11 , "Jell meaning ,Jehovah; "Rull meaning r est; and 
11 Solam11 meaning in Peace . Hence, 11 Jerusalem11 ~ 11 In GOD we r e st in Peacel" 
Therefore, t h e New Jerusalem - the new11 J eru- solam" - :l.s not a place 
geo3r aphically afar off. FATHER DIVINE, YOU have created the New 
Jerusalem here in AmericaJ Just one of the things YOU have revealed 
to us , FATHER, since HE, the Spirit of Truth has comeJ 
3.. And then tJJ.erc 5.s the word, rtFundamentalJ" - a l i ttl e 
word : a deep word . "Fundamental" . And one day YOUR.Spirit spoke 
to me a nd asked me a question and revealed the mystery. YOEJR Spirit 
asked this question, ''Vihat are you putt ing into your mental fund? 11 
1-!J.ental fundi! - FUNDA:MENTALt I saic, 11 0h, I see - it is the mental 
and the mental f und is the mind sub stance, and t he gr eat Universal 
Mind Substan ce is YOU, FATHER Dear J tt nsub" means under and11 stanc en 
means standing . Solomon said: 
"In all your getting , get understanding ~ n 
l.J.. So Solomon meant , urn all of your understanding get God 11! 
5. So I air just saying this, FAThER: to say, when HE, the Spirit 
of T11 uth, has en me J HE will rev-eal unto us all the mysteries of Life 
an d Life Eternal! So, Father, You are revealing to us the mYSterj- l 
The Bi bl e s c>.id , ''When 1.-I .L:J, the Spi rit of Truth, has co me , HE will t each 
us all things . " YOU are the Spiri t of TRUTH - t he CREA.TOR l · 
6. l[fuen I think h0\"1' I used t o worship that invis:i.b l e - oh, it 
is Wonderfull - t he Ho1y, Et ern8.l, I nvisible GOD, Eho alone is ALL 
POViERFULJ ·1ss and C..OOD l - and to ih i nk that t oday I see that Invis-
ible GOD VISIBILATED and PERSONIFIED, made HEAL and TANGI BLE and 
Jllade a REALITY~ in my life, i n our lives ! - that INVISIBLE, B llvl:ORTAL 
AND ETERNAL .snd OMNISCIEI\lT Ol'-JE! - t he ONE Yfuo created tre world -
becoming a RE LITY! ~*' a LIVING REALI TYY in our lives - giving us such 
a Glory and such a Hope that the world cannot p ossibly conceive of ' 
this Glorious Opport uni ty that we have to imbibe YOUR SPIPJ ~ and YOUR 
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T:SSTIMONY 0F MISS D. NJ.i.JrMIND (Cont. ' d) 
MIND, FATHJT:R. , and to. live in the HEALITY OF YOlHt PER:'30NAL PFI..ESEIIJCE 
on EA..T.?.Tn and to realize that GOD is REAL l REALl No longer a11. imagi-
nation and no longer an Invisible Spirit, but a RI:~AL, TANGI:SLE and 
PP..ACTJC!AL Rt.:ALITY among the children of menJ Oh, it is so TRUEJ It 
is so GREAT, FATHER! 
7. I thank YOU, FATRER, for YOUR BODY! Glory Hallelujah! 
It is YOUR BODY - YOUR greB.t Condescension and Love and Mercy and 
Tender Compc ssian to the crlildren of men that YOU brought YOUR BODY 
on EARTB, to give us thi.s great opportunity that we have today, 
FATHER, tc live in this l~·ew "Jeru- solam" - this NEN JERUSALEM£ this 
PEACE and this REST that we have in GOD RICJ1T HERE ON EARTH among 
the children of men1 YOU have established HEAVEN on EARTH for which 
vre prayed, FATHER 1 Truly, YOUR HEAVEN IS ESTABLISHED - it is already 
HERE - and 2.11 the nat ions shall flow intc ;_ t, if trey live~ I 
thank YOU, FATHE.."R l I thank YOU, FATHER! I thank YOU, FATHERl 
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XV. TESTIHONY OF' MRS. MARY CLAGGETT (TND: 5'.24.52, P • 23) 
l. PEAC~, FATH:ill! PEACE, MOTHER : PEACE, EVERYONE; I have 
been w0rr;yj_ng, and I reckon YOU must have been calling me; so this 
morning I c8J11eJ And I want YOU to know I am not onl y a s i nner , 
saved by Gra.ce, and I want the New Birth of Freedom whic.."l1 I have 
never h.:>.d ! An d I do thank YOU, FATBER, that I may have a New Birth 
of Freedom, that we may live l In the cour..try where 1 e arc, there is 
so much prejudice, so muc!l jeal ousy and everything th&t goe s along 
wj_th it, until if you he:ve:!'l ' t got GOD, you can hardly liveJ So it 
is wonderful! FP..THE'-1., it is Wonder ful l And I do t hank you, FATHER, 
and I will !lAve to thank YOU, FATHER., for ~.11 the Blessi ngs in spite 
of thos e that ~OU have already bestowed upQn rne, I do th;mk YOU. 
2. I once had a home s o- called, and lost everything - and 
today I have amother home and I knmv nobody but YOU g1:1.ve it to me l 
I know YOU gave it to me t Nobod j Glse l .LOU gave me t!le heal th and 
the strength to work that I rnad •,:; the little money and pc:.id for a -
nother liti-,le horie . So I c.o have a taberm~cle over my head that I 
can thank YOU for, FATHER! I can t hank YOU for fa i rl;>r good h e al th . 
I thar, 1_.c YOU, FATHER . And I do thank YOU, FATHER, to still keep me , 
please in YOUR Hands and uncter YOUR Mission, that I •vi ll go on in 
Fai th and Hope and Love and have YOUR SPIRIT to hold me up l So, 
tha.nk YOU, FATHER, I knmv YOU are GOiJJ I know YOU are GOD Z - and 
Dear }10THER there, I am so glad for Her J So gl ed, MOTHE..fil The 
only MOTHER and F.'lTHER tha t I have ar..c I am glad for it l 
3. So I the.nk YOU, FA~R., to bear me up by YOUR 
t.ha t I may be :.=;trong s.:r;.d ca11 walk and live amongs t 11 
godly c onditions . I d0 thank YOU, FATHb~, te> kee::_:: me~ 
YOU, F.ATHERl I thank YOU, FA.'I'HER l I thank YOU, FATHERl 
Spirit, so 
of the un-
I thank 
XVI . '!'EA.CBINGS THAT LJ:!..J) UP TO FATHER DIVI NE ( T f : Lt . 1 8/36 , P • 12) 
P.eac';v to GIV£ REASO!J :«FP. FAITH 'UIAT IS 1 'I THIH YO'U.;o. 
l. To t r ace the hi story of the evolution in hCLI!lan thought ,.,rhich 
ha.s ma r k ed the pA-th tovnrd the ?ersonal :tv anifes t a tion of Truth in 
Father Divine and t he wi de- spre.:td recognition of the ~ anifestation 
would co >; e !" 1\'ic!e area both of sp.:~ ce and time . 
2. It may be E'tated that right on the soil of North America 
the r e cognit ion by the .:tborigines of the rec:~ exi stenc e of a GP.E4.T 
SPIRIT may have hel ped to ally the p~ychological f oundation here. 
3. The pow·erful influence of the Christian Ch:1rch, with its 
positive faith in a previous "Incarnation11 of t he Divine Pri nciple 
i n J esus t he Christ an c~ i ts pla.in teaching thB.t Ghrist would re-
turn to aarth at a later time , carried forward and £'ur t her develop-
ed the conviction of the actual operation of the Divine principle in 
hurt1an affairs .. 
4. At a later date , and with an approach somewha.t differ.eilt, f rom 
that of the organized Church, the teachings of :Ernerson, the founding 
and growth of Ghristie.n Science, the 11 Uni ty11 movement and the groups 
loosely desig:n.:tted by such terms as " New Thought" and "Truth11 have 
been other steps lead:i_ng to the r ecogr..i tion of Father Di vine . Again, 
a ided by such writers as Judge Troward, Ouspensld and Or age and also, 
poss i bly by l e aders and t 8ache rs of the Theoso:phical movement, thf" 
philos ophies of the Ori ent hP.Ye rr1ade a profound impression up on the 
~ ustern World . 
5. One movemen1·, i n particula r r '3Yeals e. surprisi:1t;l;Y close 
approach tc that of the Father Divine Faith . Th..ts is the group 
known as the Bahaists, disciples of Ba!-la Ab I llah and Abdul Bc>.ha, 
which now numbers many adherents . By many it is also believed that 
the teachings of Lao Tse , which ha ve r eceived wide and careful study 
in America during recent yc.:1rs, have also been a. factor. Even the 
Humanist movement, one of the most re cent ecclesiastical develop-
ments, is b elieved b;r s ome to have close relctionship t o the Father 
Divi ne Faith, teaching the spark of the Essence of Deity is i nherent 
i n every membe r of t he human fe_.rnily. 
6 . The .werican public, especially t.he America n Press , has 
been greRtJ.y puz zled b~r four particular fac t s in the FAther Di vine 
Movement. 
7. One, How do es it ha::_):r;<=:r:>. t hat if th;_s Ill umine.t ion is of 
su ch Infinite flignifi c,:;.nce, the l:i ght carne in so humbl e a gui.se ? 
The answer to that is best given lin the r ecent remark of a Chinese 
scholar who said in r esponse to a state~3nt of the attitude of the 
American :public, "They sh-::n:.J.d know that if the Deity is to manifest 
Himself to humc>nity, it woul d be in precisely Auch a guise of 
humility . " 
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TZACHINGS TEA r LED UP TO ::.'A TI-TE R. ITI: VINE. ( Contt d) 
8 . Two . How is it that t h e first to re~ognize Father Divine 
were people of little or no "learning", or 11 schooling"? The answer 
to this qu '3stion is akin to that of the first. The great truths of 
inspiration, whether of ;;~.rt or philosophy, or religion, ~ome not 
through ·what is called the 11 intellect11 , but through tha.t function 
of the human spirit known as "institution", or the nsoul". EYen the 
strictes t s chools of psychological or redagogical research nmv agree 
that human emotions ere in ger;.eral more tr11stworthy thA.:n purely i n-
tellectual process8~ . Nor should it be fo~gotten that Jesus said 
that 11 God hath hidden these things .from the wise and prudent and re-
vealed them unto babes •" And St . Paul su.rns it all up in declari ng 
that. "Tl:J.e world by wi9c1orn knew not God." 
9. Three . }iow does it happen that Father 3. • 1rine, a-ppeari ng in 
this hum"ble guise and wi nning His first fo llcwers from among the low-
ly, should have arrived in these few years at His present position 
of astonishing socia.lJ financial and political power'{ Again the an-
swer is the S'=l.rr.e . It is the recognition of the best that. is in human 
spirit that Righteousness~ Justice and Tr~th have undisputed Right of 
1
-'lay in human 9 ffairs. 11¥ hich of you convinceth }!:e of Sin?" Jesus 
asked His antagonists . They were speechless. So every indivt dual 
or group that undertakes to find anything amiss in the Life and 
Character of Father Di vine turns away speechless. The i:>linding 
light of publicity, t he sinister probing of 11 under cover" investiga-
tors, all attempts to find the slightest flaw in character, conduct 
or pri nciple fall before the splendor of His hurr.ble, selfless, im-
measurably dynamic life . 
1 0 . Thus, coming back, as we must, to our reason after all, 
the only rational explanation for Father Di\~ne and His Power is 
that He oomes to this planet frorn some outside realm; that the com-
punent parts of ~iis Spirit, Life and Character do not belong to 
this earth as we have thus far knovm it . 
11.. F'our. Of les s vital significance, but a question which 
c>.rouses much curiosity is why Father !)ivine insists that His fol-
lowers live celibat8 lives. Perhaps no further <~nswer to this is 
required than to remind the curious that the historic RomBn Catho-
lic Church has demanded the celibacy of its clergy on the ground 
that those devoted to the service of the Church must have no per-
sonal ties that might interfere V'ri th that devotion and that service. 
In the Father Divine movement identical devotion is required of 
every follower; that is no priest, no churchly rank. :Gvery be-
liever shares the Divine life and, althoug:h always acting freely 
and voluntarily, knows that he must live that Divine Life if he 
would gain the incalc&ble benefactions for boo'y, mind, could and 
Spirit t hat Father Divine offers. 
T.EACHINGS THAT LED UP TO FATHER DI VI NE . ( Cont 1 d) 
Father Divine says no more than JeE>us said on these questions 
of "earthly" ties, but He doe s say all that Jesus said about them 
- HExcept a man fo rsaketh all that he hath, he cannot be Iv'.fy dis-
ciple." 
A. H. H. 
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PART :a. ANECDOTAL P~CORDS . 
XVI . FE~~E - L. C. (At Banquet T~ble) 
1. PEAC!!-: FATCIER, PR4.CE H'JTJT...&.q, PEA.C3 .C:VBRYONE ! I simply 
arose to express JTL:V gratitude to you a nd for what you have done 
for me. I want everyone here to know about the vronderful bless-
ings I have received from yon. 
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2 . I am a teacher in this ~i tyr s s chool system. Some years 
ago I suffered from eye trouble ,. :My vision became very poor, and 
I had difficulty rea.ding and even seeing . I began u~ing glasses 
~~der th~ doctor's direction. But rrr.v eyes continued to get worse 
all the time. I beceme very anxious and irritable . Even my stu-
dents noticed my Silffering and were affected . 
3 Then someone told me atout You ar:d that You were heali:r.g 
people. So I came her~ and contacted You. You asked me t o keep 
faith c>.~1d live the life and my conditions wou.lc' ·:)e healed in d·ue 
time. So I kept the faith and came often to the meetings and 
listened to testimonies. 
4. One night I was standing in my rooJTL al one . I was con-
centrating on Yon, cmd feeling Your Presenc e with me there in the 
room . Through y our Spi rit I was led to remove mY glasses from my 
eyes. It happened that my dresser drawer across the room ·was open . 
You spoke to me in my mind and told me to pitch the glasses into 
the drawer, -which I did. They fell into the drawer and broke . 
From that time on I haven ' t worn or needed glasses. My e~resight 
is perfect and I s ae fine . I read the paper and can see as well as 
I ever did . My school work has improved to the extent that ~J 
children have observed the di~ference. I haven ' t used glasses 
sj_nce, and I don ' t need them. Oh, I thank You, Father ~ 
5. Father, dear, I want to thank you here tonight and I li'Bnt 
you to know and everyone here ta 1.<:ho-,v- how much I love You. I want 
the whole world to kbow what you have done for me . I know no man 
can do that. Nobody but GIJD .AU.ITGHTY could have healed me and re-
turned my eye sight to me. I thank You, rather dear, I thank ~ou 
from the bottom of my heart, God Almighty, I t:1ank Yo u, I thank You, 
I thank You l 
XVII . FE?Ml.E - D. C .. (At Ba.nquet Table) 
PSACE FATI-IER, PEACE MO 'IH FR DEiL'R., PEACE EVLRYONE : Father I 
thank You for enabling me to be here tonight . I knm•: if it -:;;er'3 
not for You I v1'ouldn ' t be here tonight. I thank You that I am 
nothing. I feel nothingless, I s ee nothingl ess - just nothing . 
But :Fe.ther dear, I thank You for everythir.g e.nd gi vir!g me this 
feeling. And sweet 1other, who is a darling, I thank you for her . 
I thank You, I thank You, I thank You1 
Al\J""ECDOTAI , RECORDS ( Cont 1 d ) 
XVIII. MALE - D.C. (At Banquet Table) 
(After playing on the piano and leading audience participa-
tion in singing three songs: 11 1 Will Cling to the Old Rugged 
Cross"; 11Father I Love YouJ 0 Yes I Do, Because You Brought Me 
'.!'hrough11 ; "Rescue The Perishing, Care for the Dying_, Father is 
- i.ghty to sa-v-e 11 ' the brother gave the fo llovling testimony:) 
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I sang these songs because it is true . Father surely rescu-
ed me . I am sure I would not have been here today if it hadn't 
been for Father . He lifted me out of my poor condition . Not only 
did he save me, but He has saved America and the world . America 
never was anything . Hitler would have destroyed America if Father 
hadn't st opped him. I am so t~ankful to Father . I shall alwqvs 
praise Him . The ·whole v.orld ought to be thankful to Father Divi ne, 
God Almighty . He is the Sa.vior of the world . I thank You, Father, 
I thank You, I thank You! 
XIX - MA.LE - D.c . (Chatting in waiting room 
before Banquet.) 
1. I met Father Divine in Bl2nk City about seven years ago. 
However, I had been wi tb Father in the Spirit prior to that time . 
Father came to me in a note saying: 11 Father Di vine has ct PGace 
Mission on Blank Street. Better go around and see Him. 11 This 
note was left at both of the places where I h~~g out. So I went 
around and immediately r ecognized Father as God, vihen I first se"!'f 
Him and heard the testimonies. 
2. At that time I had already left my so-called wife; I left 
her whether I met Father or not • . 
3 . Father took away my cold, stopped me from smoking, drink-
ing, gambli ng, etc ., 'fhis \1\fas done i mmedi ately . I "':Ves in jail ancJ 
was visj.ted by many di:f.'ferent relj_ ~ious faiths, .g.nd der.crninations -
Jehovah \ itnesse s, Catholics_, Jews, Baptists, etc. But I tol d them 
t hat Fatl:ler was the real God. Anc1 I had an answer for a 11 of th'311. 
!..:. . N~;y name has beerc in the paper since being with Father. It 
didn ' t ~ost five cents. I got on the headline. All this didn 't 
cost one cent . 
5. Nobody e lse enjcys Father more than I. If so , I want to 
s ee them. I concentrate on Him at all times . I canrt praise Him 
enough. I just can't do enough for Him. 
Y.! . MALE - D. C. (Righteous Qoverr~ent Meetir.g) 
PEACE FATHER , PEAC:S 1\'IO'Yr!ER, P3;.11_CE KilERYON"El FatJ::.er I thank You 
that you ha e b l essed me witl1 a twenty- f i ve dollar sport coat. (He 
displays the cost £'or ev<=:ryone to ob s erve). I have never had one "be-
fore. I a.ttribut e ev-erythi ng to You . If it were not for You I wo'~ld­
n ' t be here and wouldn't have anything. Father, I want to thank You, 
and I kn~~ th~t You are r~D . I thank You, I t~ank Ybul 
P_i·;:H.:'.JDJTAL RECORI:S ( Cont I c.) 
XXI . !vDTHZR DIVINE - 1. C. ( RGM) 
l. PEA.CE FATHER : I knm1 you B-re C-od Almighty . No one can 
tak e y our p l Cl.ce. Abrabarn Lincoln tried to give us freedom, but 
couldn 1t. Only Jou ca.n do it through your Spirit . You., Father, 
are t lre one v!'t'l0 spoke in creation and said: "Ijet there be light 
and the,'e was l i ;;ht . 11 You are Melchizedek ~ You are Jesus l It 
is your Spirit. You a lone can gi ve us freedom and bring us b-
gether f:li'om four corners of the eart h . 
2 . (She makes rAference to the Studyvesar,t housing condi-
tion in which dis crimination was p r a cticed in New York State 
some months a ~:o) . The darker expressj_on wanted to move in . They 
kna'N it is wrong . They h.ave malice and hatred in their hearts. 
Of all t'he FEPC (Fair Employment Pr:-.ctices Committee ) la~·m and 
the ~!A.ACP ( National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People) laws which they have passed, yet there are no results . 
There ¥rill be no results unti l and unless t.l-).ey accept You. You 
require that '!f e simpl:y: givf~ You our hearts - our hearts include 
our minds, deeds, s ervic0 , act s . 
J . Y"e recall the flood in the West sometime ago. I t is be-
cause people worlt do right . There is go~ng to continue to be 
floods, f:i_res, accidents, plane wrecks, and train wrecks until the 
whole world recognizes You. 
L, . Father dear, I thank You for I know you are God. Yo L1 
have came t o char.. c;e men . 1. :-e must give ::au our hearts . We can tt 
get this from s eminaries, e tc. We must give You Ollr hearts a nr:l 
r e cc gnize You as God . I thank You Father :;)ear l 
~LXII. FEMALE - D. C. (RGM) 
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l . F.i!:ACE F.Ei.'~H:V.R , PE CE MOTHER , PEI\CE 2\TERYONB : Father I th ank 
y ou tb ;:~t we .-:ere in the darkness, los t s~1 eep, unt il You caJT>e . Jlovr I 
c.nntt care what worry 0r t rouble we have had Fat:her t akes c a r e 0f it .. 
Before Father came , we were lost sh eep . But now he has brought happi -
ne ss anc Peace . :1e ha s b:::'o -~1ght freedorr an d opened the doors of op-
9ortuni-i:.y . Therefor<:! we :have plenty to praise You fx . 
2 . I thank you Father for water:ne lons . You. know what we need • 
.Some a.re drinking coffee ; eating , and doing lots of things - you have 
fix ed aJl o£' t h2. t . Tr..ct i s why we prai se You c-nd lov"l ~ou .. 1'!hat -
ever You want, itts r i ght there , - butter, sugar, margarine . That ' s 
the r ea s ::m I love You. You br ing f orth these thi!!E;S a-.full nnd a.-
plenty· - waffles and everythir.g. We a.re rich as we ca~ be . 
J. You also br0u.ght Mother - Iioly ano. Virtuous - thBt we might 
live this life . v-e haven • t gotten one thing without You. Fa ther, 
i'.lllECDOTAL RECOR.DS ( Cont t d) 
I thank you for avery blBssing, Goc1 Almighty and Your Holy Body1 
I thank You. I used to wonder if I oould get like that. I thank 
You! I t hank You, I than~c You l 
XXIII . FEMALE - D.C. ( RGM) 
l. P:;1;.ACE FATHER., Pt;ACE MO'IH r:oE, PEACE bif.!!iRYONE : Fv.ther I 
thank J ou for Your beautiful , Rose- bud, darling, doll - baby, mveet 
beautiful l\ other. I praise You more because y;:~u &re so sweet. 
Vfe a.re nothing nohow and haven 1 t been anything until You came on 
the scene . You gave us f oo d, clothes , eyesight, raiments and 
everything. 
2 . I haven 1 t been here in a long time on Too sde.y night . But 
Jou blessed me to be her~ tonight. You saic1 You would give us 
our heart' s desire. Fether - I thank You for Your beautiful cr ea-
tion .. 
3 . You knew I h'3d e conf.J_ict with a woman a few days 3-go . 
You know i f y ou talk Father Divine to them they arc through witll 
y ou. The womn.n mentioned Daddy Grace . "i.'Jo, 11 I said. I a"'l. speak-
ing and talki ng about Father .Divine, God Al might y , I am talking 
about Father Divine the Lord and 3c..vior Jesus Christ. 11 But she 
couldn ' t see it. I rode by my street . We were on the street car .. 
But I thank You F'ather the.t we don 1 t have to take down. They keep 
on talking t.i.1d trying to take us to the 5raveyard, but we aren 't 
going tc t ake down . Even the bir~s i n the t r eeljl are praising God . 
So we want t:J praise Your naT!JfS too .• 
h Fe.ther you told me in the Spirit to k.sep the faith and 
you'll g o v;ith me and be wi tl:J. ~:e . I thank ::ou, I thank ... oil . 
5. (She sings a song: rti En0w it is His Blood that Sc:.ved 
Ee , n and co 1:tinues to speald: Father 1 s love saved me. Years ago 
two men tried to get me through the shutter . But Father ' s Spirit 
vra.s with me . Even before I kn<::w l!'<?..ther I said that I ·wasn •t go-
ing to lea7e th is earth untiJ. God got. ready for me . s~ I thank 
You Father for Your t ender care .. 
6. A few weeks ag o Fa t her showed me i!1 e. vision two air-
planes flying through tl!.e air drop'l)ing fire through the air . The 
Spirit sai d t::> rre that it is a warning to the people. I a lso saw 
three moons shiPing at once in the shad~I of darkness . The sun 
vras darkened . Children, it is a warning for us. But Gocl, Father 
Divine is oo le to save us and v1i ll save us. I thank You Father, 
l thank You, I thank Yout 
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ANECDOTAL REO~P.DS ( Cont 1d) 
XXIV . H .I.E - L. G. (RGitl) 
l. PEACE FATHER., PEACE ~{OTHER. , PiACE EVE..R.YOi.'lS; If Father 
Divine is yo'.lr God, he is my God . 'i.hen I was eight years old I 
~ecided to r ender W1to Caesar that which was Caesar ' s .encl. unto 
God tha t whi c..h was Go d' s. When y ou are in trouble in this wo ::-l d , 
where ca :.: y ou go? If you haven't got God, ycm e.re o"J.t . 
2 . "Ny version i s that I am made by the hR:r..ds of Almighty 
God, Father Divine . My conscience tells me I have t he be st right 
her e by my side . I can jump 17 feet high (Laughs from the audi-
ence) . I can run--- ( Writer f ails to !.1eCI.r di s t ance). Go-J -v!rill 
tell me wh en I am ri ~,ht or when I am wrong . I have found the 
best, I have t he best - Father Divine. 
3. I than k You Father that I can :r1ove any day in t he 'Ne el{. 
No one can hol d me . I am obligated to no one except God Almighty, 
Father Divine . For thirty- t.l:tree yeA.rs I have never sm oked , never 
had liquor on my breath . I 2m independent . I am alive vvi thout 
friend or f oe . I put my trust in You, Father Divine . If I a~ not 
telling t he t rut h tonight, Father I am "Willing t o be asked to 
l eave h e re now. I thank You, I thank You, I t hank You1 
X1rJ. F2HA LE - D.C. (RGM) 
1. PEACE F.A THER, l?F.AC!:!: MOTHE .. 'R., PEAC .EVI:.:P.YONE : I t,ha...11k You 
Fc>.ther for being here . I thaak You to be as S'Neet as you and 
Mothe r . I t ry to be as swe et as I can. I t hank You fo r Your 
beautiful smile and the smile of Mather. I thank You for lif ting 
me f rom s in a nd shan e. I.O.ve is the key t o s alvation. I t hank 
You for health, s t r ei1gth, eyesight, love in m:~ veins . I thank You . 
J keep my mi nd stayed on You all th.e time. I thank You, I thank 
You, I t hank You1 (Song : 11 I Ilon 1 t Know rihy I Lo-,re You Like I Do, 
I just Do.n) 
XXVI. MALE - D. C. (RGM) 
1. PE/181!.: FATHER ~ PEACE MOTHER, PEACE EVERYONE: I thank You 
Father and I pr::~.ise you for your goodness to all. You ::~.:re ny 
Lord ~~d Savior. I thank You for Your love for me . It is a pri-
vilege to be here . You are my very hea lth, and strength. I thank 
;tou f or lifting me up and giving me an ::~.ppetite . I l ove You, Oh 1 
Yes J (He b ecomes highly emotions.l and ecstatic) You are all my 
hope. Oh, yes l I 3r.. t alking about Go d, Father Divine l Yes , Sirl 
2. I thank You that we may love one another . And I t hank 
You for your darling Bride, Mother Divine. I thank You, I thank 
You l (He bec ame overwhelmed with emotion) . 
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ANECDOTAL RBC QRDS (Cont t d) 
XliJII. FEMALE - D. C. (RGH) 
l. PEA.CE. FATHER, PEACE MOTHER, PEACE EVERYONE : I tmnk Yoa 
f .gther for blessi ng rr.e to be here from Newark. I t hnnk You f or 
t he many blessings bes ta;led upon each and everyone of us. I thank 
You f0r the bles s ing You poured on me four V'!eeks ag o. You gave me 
a new home in Newark, ITen J er sey. I thank You Fa'cherl (FollCYNed 
by a so11g: "Body, Body, V!"e Love You. Body, Body Body of Father 
Divine . ") 
XXVIII . FEMALE - L. C. (RGM) 
1. (After reading some remarks of Mothe r Divine from The 
New Day, she continued:) Father I thank You to see the f ifth anni-
:;;:e?'sary of the Br i de and for saving us . You have been so good to all 
of us . I thank You for having a rea.l Helpmate, Mother Divine . She 
is so sweet and vre all loYe Her . I thank yo u, I thank You , I thank 
You.J 
XXIX. FEMALE - D. C. (RGM) 
1 . PEACE FATTIER, PEACE MOTHER, PEACE E\I~RYONE : I thank You 
Fat her for being God . I n th e New York Times magazine I saw that 
the laws of segr egation are crumbllngin DJ.x ie. In ten years Dixi_e 
r a ce barriers ·will be closed. We never heard so much about it 1.:n-
til Father took on his Body. 
2 . ;, e kna.v He is God becau se the Scripture says that we can 't 
t r e ad the v.rine press alone . Again, it said that a ch ild would be 
b-:J r n an d the govt: .mment shall b e on his shoulders. Even thoagh other 
minds trJ to rise up as in Chicago the other day .. But it is simply 
like a mosquito bite . You can live any pla.ce y ou want an c". be able 
to live there , i f you only l ive the life.. No man cc:m hinder us . 
3. Father ga ve us our rights, life, Jiberty; and ha1Jpiness 
I :r~ad read in the Book concerning tlle r i ghts of tbe constitation, 
but I never had it until God car'le. He gave us freP.tiom of speech. 
He gave ilE: everythi ng and everything that happens is God i n the 
land . lit+.hout You , Father , there is nothing . You are giving us 
a ha'9I'Y l ife.: a j oyful life . ""v-eryda:.r we ere happy 4 Yfe ge t up 
happy, we look happy, we stay happy, we are happy. So , I want t0 
thank You for all the children of men. 
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4. I know You a re God unadultere.ted . I ,vas t hinking the othe r 
day that we had to cross the river of Jordan. I was thinkin§; of God 
tn the sky somewhere. It :Ls wonderful % Then I saic, 1 • e have cross-
ed over J ordan, Heaven is right ~ere • 11 It is wonderful I I thank 
You Fe.ther, I than k Yo-J., I tha!'l<: You l 
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.A NECDOTAL RI•;CORDS (Con 1 td) 
XYJ . FEMALE - L. C. (RGM) 
1 . PBACE FATHZR, PEACE Mc~·arn , PRACE E'.GRYOl.JE : I than.l( P.ather 
for H:i.s love. He has give n ome o f the children to testify <m el some 
to l ive and some of the children to testify fer those who do not. 
I thank Hi m for feedi ng every child . You seA some and you do not 
hear them. Bu·t, Father j_.s taking care of all of us. 
2 . I n love an c adoration I praise Go 's Holy Name. I sc?.crifice 
m;>' whole life to I-Iim. 1<. ·· prayer i s a li.£'e to live in devotion and 
humility and trust, as I gr eet God 's Holy Name . I thank You, I the:mk 
You, I thank Y011 ~ 
XXXI. F!!;:W:ALE - D.C. (RGM) 
1. PEACE FATHER , PEACE MOTEER, PMCE E\'ERYONE: I thank You 
? ather .. It is wonderful to recognize the presence of the P.ocy of 
God and to recognize I alli in ~ou. And to recognize that y ou are 
going from pl ace to place pre8.ching and teaching with all authority. 
Not y ou (the children) go forth, but He (Father Divine) goe s forth 
in you. Vie who recog::ri.ze the Presence of Father JJi vine in us, He 
v:ill go f orth in us . 
2 . Today the Gideon Band was here. I contacted thein in the 
street. They testified the nothingness of themselves. They haven 't 
reco3nized Father Divine yet. But they do give J esus a ~ody . They 
were preaching on the other side of the court ho11se. Tl"e re was a 
·whole JPultitude of than . 
3. So I e~ac-ted the Bill (she refers to their principle of 
racial integration) .. They gave me a s piritual book. Some of them 
wer e from Kew Orl e ans and everyw·here . They were t alking about 
their nothingness until God came i nto thei r l i ves. So I walked 
off to one side . I stopped . One came over to me and asked if I 
were saved . I told him about Father Divine. Ee called a.not her 
brother. He wc.nted to have a.n interview wit!:l I.Cather . Yo,~ kna,.., to 
0o r..vert one is goo cl. I don 1 t. care what y ou say , y ou can 1 t make a 
;nan out of Father Divine . FBther can r::or1vert one and strengthen 
others. 
4. I thank Father Divine . God looks like man, but he isn 1t. 
So di d JPsus look like man . The man wants.: to E.:ee Fatl:er t o have an 
int er view. You (the audience) v-Jill get a chance t o see hirp if he 
gets t h A int'S!rv:i..ffi'l . I t!J.F,nk ~ou Father, I th?_;.;k You, I than~( You l 
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A fECDOTAL RECORDS ( Cont 1 d . ) 
XXXII • 1v!ALE - 1. C. ( Rmi) 
1 . (The brother testifies A.S he r ee.d s from the Ei b l e , J udges 
7:1J-8) I am reading the mes'3a.ges as requested by ?'ather to day , 
who sa;rs He is fu l filli ng thi s pas sage . (He corr_ment s on the verse-
No'?~ the time is getting close). I f you are born again, yon v;ill 
know it . If not , t h en you ~'l'on 1 t. Let this mind he in y ou th at was 
i n Chri st. Jesus . Jc8t-s .said to ~icodemus, "You mnst be b orn again. u 
Not that the kingdom of God was n 1 t there , but he j ust hadn ' t accept ed 
i t . 
2 . A person tol e me a fevr days ago: II Father Di vi ne i s anti -
Christ .11 He said it ~-n s uch a way I knev• he was ie;nor ant and di dn ' t 
know what he was tc>. ki ng ab out . So I aske d him what di d h e mean by 
anti- Christ. He ::- e>.id that uany pers ons perf orm miracle s . I tol d 
hi.m that anti- Chri st i s ant i - Christian, be c &use yr:m do n 1 t live li!'.:e 
Chr ist. Vhen -.'fe l i ve l i ke Christ - like Jes us l ived - you 'll be 
l i ke I:U.m . 
3 . ~1; t :U-. is "fQ L(E:r tul i.. o Lno:.· ~- -"' you have been born again, 
you wi l l have the mind of Christ . But Adam had a mi nd to o,. Some 
of us 1:.'3.-ve so~e of both, the mi nd of Ade>Jn and the mind of '-Te s '.ls . 
LL Father said to t? ~en once : " You a.re more out of the l:i11g-
dom than in the kingdom. " ~e die daily e.fld also are bei ng b orn dai l y . 
It i s degrees of dying and degrees of being born. :l~o pe r son can be 
fully born aga in, but we e>re being born. -::e are suffering to some 
degree for the 'eaus e of Chris t , i n l 9.bor frcm be i ng b or n. 
5. Fl~Ge from ignorance and n1eli ce .. I gno re.nce is a. gr eet curse. 
··hen y ou t hink you know and_don 1 t knmv y ou a r e i gnorant . I know 
so :nany peopl e l ike that . Hecause if yo u are sol d on ..:'ac ts you know 
end nobod~r c an change you. 
6. Thank }'ather f')r His 'oeaut y, kincness and :rr.eekness . He 
lets y ou do •.vhat y ou want t o do a::td pay for it aft e:r-1'Vard s . Lft er 
Fether ·whi ps you good, you feel bet ter And thi nk hetter . (He reads 
anot he r passage and adc~s) : 
7 . If you will just wai t on the Lord . Some of us don ' t v:ant, 
to wait on t he Lord •• • I thank You Fat her, I thank You ! 
XX"JCI I I . FE'if.:ALE D .. C. ( RGM) 
1. Pl.':A CE FA'I'Hill-t ~ PEAC; UO'l'Hft..:R., PEl CE EVERYOHE : 
1 am gettinG cmiber and dumber every day . I 21!' dumb 
sometiwc J "Just how c umb can I get ?11 I thank You, I 
th:mk You. 
I am so thankful. 
hc:p P~l . I say 
thank You, I 
AiiJECDOTAL RBCOHDS ( C:)nt ' d ): 
XXXI V. H1iAL0 D. C. (Banquet Table) 
l. PEAC"€ FATIEit DE.AR.., PEACE MOTHER DEAR, PEACE .0.:VEHYO.NE: 
Father I thanl( You f or the privilege of being here and for the 
opportuni"'vy y ou have gi ven all of us t o be here, toce~r living 
and enjoying tbese many blessings. I know if it hadn ' t been for 
You I wo uldn 1 t be here today . 
2 . Some years e.go, when I was in the other bocy, I Yfas r eal-
ly run down a:r:.d almost dead . I was running am mixing with those 
of th e w0rl d . I vro'J.lc stay out late at ni ght, o£'ten all n:.ght , 
drank, gambl e , swear and do everything one could do living in the 
·mortal world <Yc· lust, passion, and e•.iil . I had lost weight, taken 
sick and completely run doun to t.hc :?Oint the."'v I could hardly move 
c.. round . 
3 . I :"ell sicY.: ~d t h a terrible skin disea.se . :tl..y skin began 
to get s ~e~~led a nd tm·ned dark with dArk spots all over my body. 
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I w·as prae;ti cAlly d ead . I went t o t wel-.re specialists of the skin 
and they did all they co ll.ld. They told me that nothing could be 
done t o cure my trouble . The;:r said it was incurable • I was suffer-
ing,. 
4. 1./ly friends told r.1e about You, Father dear , and how You 
were healing pe ople of 8ll kinds of sickness and disease s . So I 
decided to come to You. I to l e. You about my sl::in t rouble and hc1r 
the doctors had said it ':'l"~ S incurabl e . You told me it was only 
God ' s beautification and decora.tion and to l::'3ep -::.b.e fait h and live 
the life a;y)_ J·::>d V''0 uld satisfy wy desire. You tols r.1e that i t Yve.s 
ac;cordin,s to my i'a i th i n th e p o1·<ar of God to heal that I would be 
healed and r estored to hee.lth . You told me to live the life a c-
cording to Your t eachings anr:1 everything woul d l:x? all ri ght , t hat 
God vro uld satisfy every good desire •.••• 
5. Father I did just that . I began to live accor c:ing to your 
will and I ha d faith in You. I continued to keep faith in You. 
Then one day in August ~ year go , I began to notice a difference 
in my skin. I t had begun to change t0 my natural co l or . I spoke 
about it to some one of the chilcren, the sisters . And we. all were 
happy to see the chenge . In a day or tYm my skin had coiTJB back t o 
its natural color all over my b ody. The spots were al l eone. Oh ' 
Father dear, ALmighty God 1 It is wonder ful what You c&'1 d oL Thank 
you, I thank You Father, I thank You .. I love Jou wi t.h c>ll !J);Ir heart , 
All of those dark spots had gone except one spot on my back up near 
my shoulders. I can mow it to You nmv . Just look at .:ne . (Fere she 
displays her arms an d asks everyone to look at her arms and f2..ce). 
:Now I k!low no man can do that .. Nobody but God, You Father Dh'ine : 
can 1.1e&.l my body like that ar..d restore me to peace and health . I 
have gained wei ght, and am feelin..g healthy ar..d fine wi-i.:h never a 
sick moment . Y0u bave given me another body. I thank You Father . 
I have no de8ire for that other world any more. I am living here 
all t he tiMe and I am happy, weal thy, and never v~ant for anything. 
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ANECDOTAL &CORrS (Cont ' d). 
You have g i ven me a new mind and a new life. I love everybody 
and I have peace . I love You Father ·with all my heart . I don 't 
care vmat happens or what anybody s ays about you, I am going to l ove 
You and 0be~,- You. I just can ' t lovo You enough . I just can't do 
en::mgh for You. I love You~ I j ·.1st love You, and I will always loYe 
You regnrdless of what l1appens . I know You are Cod Almightyl And I 
tha."lk You God, I thank You, I thank You! 
X~~v . J.!ALE - D.C . (A Casual talk vvi th a Crusader 
at Public Dining Room). 
l.. I ha-v-e been in the moveme nt since 1948 . ! ,_ve.s in the 
Nal.'y and had harassing experiences. There was much segregation. 
I r emember only one period of quiet and peace, and that was during 
the time our lives were threatened "by death. Otherwise, the 
segregation and di~crimination on the Ship was terrible . 
2.. I w2s a trained Af~o-American and t~,e southern liE;ht com-
plex"kon just couldn ' t take it. The;r just r::ouldn 1t stomach it 1 ::;: 
was/hi gh l y trained electrician on the ship . Even at times vmen the 
light comp:l_exionec would ask Afro- American how things worked, and 
vfhen thE-J were tol d , often t.~8Y stiJ~ got angry for the Afro- Ameri:;3.n 1 s 
kn.Jwing hov: • There was much tension. 
3. One fell au c:?llle and c0 nfessed to me that he didn ' t desire 
t o treat me an ::l the •Jther de.rker complexion fello-v'lrs -'3-S he rlid . 
But he had to ~o it in order to remain·with his own crowd, or else 
be ostracized. I we.s glad he co ... l:fes sed, yet it showed he had no 
fom:::J.ation or backbone . He was 2. weakling. 
4. The darker complexion feU.'JWs even 1J\Tote to Washington 
for transfer, but rece i ved notice it was no use f")r this was an 
e:.perimen-t .• 
5. How do I believe Father is God? ·ell i. t came t..hro ugh per-
sonal revelction. My J'llind was getting bad. I W2.·'3 in a dep_C)rable 
cor:.Ci tion. I was just worried omd sick in general. H that time 
I was out. of the arrpy and living in t~e Elan.lc extens::i..on . of the Move-
ment . I was readin3 Father ' s messages in The New v·ay . Tber1 one 
night Father cp pe ared to me a s real as anything, yet I kr...ew Ee was 
r.ot there in person. I sc:n"l Father as plnneas day. Father told r.;e 
what to co and what Father se.id caxne true . It was a personal r eve-
lation. Since that tiroo I have believed in Father as God. 
6. Yet, I don't try to forc e anyone else to believe in Father 
as God . Each one has a standard to which his Jod must roach . 
Then he is Jo d to tl,.em, while to ~)thers who h8.7e another stanc1ard, 
perhcrps it vr 'Julcn 't be God to th.em. But I know Father is God from 
that experience. 
A iJB;CDOTA L BE CORDS (Con 1 td ) : 
7. Why am I wearing this wedding band? Perhaps it will 
seem s t range to you, but this ring represents my spiritual mar·-
riage to Father . He is my husband . It represents purity, '~r­
ginity , etc •••• It does not mean r·1arriage as man to man or man 
to woman. But it means a spiritual marriage to Father Divine . 
8. Also, I ·wear this to keep dmvn approachef' from wooers 
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on the outside. Especially thi~: is true while I am working on my 
,j ob as clerk in the Post Office . Some come up and try to talk 
other than what the business is. I call it libosh11 • (He relates 
an experi 9nce in which a woman tried to seduce him and she was 
wondering why he hadn 't made passes to her •• • she called him 
" baby!' anc! su:::h na.rnes ). Father says this is a protection . Trere -
fore the r-l ng h9.s a spiritual meaning . 
9 . Concerning my f amily life, I never knew my parents. I was 
brought up in an orphan home . I had difficulty in communicating 
and expressing myself. I felt jealous of other boys who were so 
secm·e and had no worries. They were vd. th their parents at home. 
I couldn't express myself . I tended to become an introver t. I 
wo uld g o horre a::1d write out what I should have said and didn 1t. 
Han;y times I wo uld say it and other times I wo uldn 1 t. Then I 
had a fu. nny notion that the person knevv anyhow . I suppos e this 
is similar t o telepathy. I guess I was getting psychic. Thus, 
it is fortunate that I have come into contact with Father Divine. 
6.. I was a student at Temple University, but I quit after 
contacting l<,ather . Father has r eally changed m;v life .. 
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TELEPHONE 
GARDE:N CITY 3 - 3000 
March 6, 1953 
Replying to your letter of March 4th concerning one Father 
:;}Vine, please be advised that he was also known as Major Devine and 
lso George Baker. 
In 1932 when his record was taken in this County, he stated 
hat he was 52 years of age, colored, and born in Providence, Rhode 
sland. He stated that hi s father's and mother's whereabouts were un-
nown and that his wife, Penninah, resided with him at 72 Ma.con Street, 
ayville, Long Island. He claimed to have no children and no brothers 
r sisters; that he had no occupation other than conducting a mission 
nd that Providence provided all his wants. He stated t hat he wa s a 
ervant of the Gospel since he was a. very young man. He stated that he 
as a Protestant and that he had no schooling of any kind . 
He was arrested on November 16, 1931 with 78 men and women, 
.t his home, 72 Macon Street, Sayville, Long Island, which is Suffolk 
ounty, not this County, by 4 Sta te Troopers, several constables of the 
own of Islip and the District Attorney's Staff of the County of Suffolk. 
:e was· arraigned before Judge Duryea, Sayville, Long Island, charged with 
[aintaining a Public Nuisance, in tha.t he disturbed the peace and quiet 
f his neighbors . He w.as held .ftor the action of the Suffolk County 
rand Jury sitting at Riverhead, and in December 1931 he was indicted 
'n Suffolk County Indictment #1483 charging him with Maintaining a 
1Ublic Nuisance. The other 78 men and women were charged with Disorderly 
onduct and those that pleaded guilty were fined $5.00 each, and those 
.hat stood trial and were convicted were fined $10.00 each. 
On May 21, 1932, Supreme Court Judge Furman, sitting at River-
lead, Long Island, granted a change of venue from Suffolk County to 
fa ssau County. On May 24, 1932 the defendant was found guilty by a 
rury of Maintaining a Public Nuisance and on June 4, 1932 the late 
ronorable Lewis J. Smith, Supreme Court Judge, committed him to the 
luffolk Countx_~~il and a fine of $500.00 and to stand committed 1 day 
:or each dollar of the fine that was not paid. His attorney took an 
lppeal to the Appellate Court and the judgment of the conviction was 
•eversed and he never did come to trial . again. 
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The Public Nuisance charge which he was convicted of was that 
conducted what is known as a Peace Missionary Mission in his home at 
Macon Street, Sayville, Long Island, where his followers would con-
egate at most any time, but particularly on Saturdays and Sundays and 
ey would shout and sing so that it disturbed the peace and quiet of 
e res i dents living in that vicinity. 
The writer interviewed this man at the time he was in the 
ssau County Jail awaiting sentence and he considered himself to be 
d and Jesus Christ . He further stated that he had never been ordained 
minister, that he did not believe in the material things of this world, 
d that his only belief was in spiritual things and that he did not be-
eve in the days , weeks, months or yea:rs; that he lived in the Spirit 
til death . He believed that Providence provided all his wants and 
ovided funds for his operating expenses. He stated that his students 
followers believed in the Metaphysical teachings of Jesus Christ, 
cording to the books of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. 
He admitted that when he was arrested on November 16, 1931, 
th several other persons who were at his home, that his followers were 
:pressing their love for Jesus Christ by shouting and singing too loud • 
. ring the course of the investigation, it was found tha t his home at 
: Macon Street, Sayville, Long Island, consisted of about 14 rooms, all 
:ry nicely furnished , and that he would induce many people who believed 
Lat he was Jesus Christ to live there with him. He would furnish them 
.th jobs around the vicinity of Sayville, and when they were paid the r 
;ges on saturday, he told them that it was a sin for them to have 
1rldly possessions and induce them to turn over all their earnings to 
.m. He, of course, provided the home and all the food for them so they 
ud nothing to buy. 
Several women, both colored and white, were interviewed con-
'rning their association with him and many admitted that they had had 
:.xual relations with him in his home on many occasions and that he told 
tern that it was not a sin for them to cmmni t such acts with him as that 
LS the will and wish of God . 
When he appeared for sentence on June 4, 1932 on a Saturday 
,rning , the Court room was filled to capacity, approximately 200 people, 
Linly women, colored and white, and when he appeared at the entrance of 
1e Court room a slight disturbance took place, at which time the pre -
_ding judge warned the spectators that if any such outbreak occurred 
sain that he would commit them all to jail. He was then arraigned before 
1e bar and advised of his ri ghts of counsel which he had . His attorney 
lde a most pathetic plea for him which the Court ignored, and then im-
>sed the sentence of one year in the Suffolk County Jail at Riverhead, 
>ng Island, inasmuch as there was a change of venue from Suffolk County 
> Nassau County, and a fine of $500.00 to stand cowndtted one day for 
t ch dollar of the fine that was not paid. There as a slight commotion 
1en the Judge pronounced sentence, but Father Devine turned to them, 
dsed his hand upward, and said in a very quiet voice npeacen, and it 
~emed that most of the people in the Court room repeated after him 
'eace". As he was leaving the Court room he turned to the sentencing 
1dge, Lewis J. Smith, and pointed his finger at him and said, "You will 
)t be here to see me serve this sentence because I have put the curse 
r God on you. Ironically, Judge Smith died and was burred t hree weeks 
:>om that very Saturday morning. 
While they never got a conviction against him for 
; was definitely proven he commi tted the acts in his home. 
.cted chiefl y because of the nuisance his followers caused 
dghbors. 
I trust that this is the information you desire. 
Yours very truly, 
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Prostitution, 
He was con -
toward s the 
l~/. 1):/f-4~-r~ r / 
~C :EKW 
HERBERT E. COOPER 
Director of Probation 
AF PENDIX C. 
Vi OR.D.S OF FATHE..l1. DIVINE - 36 Documents. 
EXPOSITION: These are verbatim words of messages of Father 
Divine, the J_eader of the Peace Mission Movement, taken directly 
from the follOiliing of fi cial publications of the Movement: 
The ~~Day, a we ekly publication (Philadelphia), issues 
1936-1952. 
The Spoken r[ord, a semi-weekly publication, discontinued 
1936 ( New York), issues 1934-1936. 
As far as p ossible, the exact language and style of the messages 
ar e maintained. 
ABBR~~VIATIOl~S : The a bbreviations are the s ame as in Appendic-
es A and B. F.IJ. r efers to Father Dil,-ine 1.'ords. 
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I. FATHER DIVINE SA.YS HE I S INCAR.NATI'JN OF TH i.<, SJ N OF GOD. 
TSW ~ 1. 6.34, P • J. 
Interview wi. th. fr'2ther Divine follows: 
l. Question: "Father Divine, what prompted you. to begin the spread-
ing of the F'ai t h which you now represent?tr 
2. Ans: "1.'he -;piri t of God hRs always been the inspiration. n 
3. Ques: 11 How long have you been laboring u.nder this call?" 
h. Ans : 11 I have no material or nA. t ural record ·" 
5. q1;es: 11 0nly spiritual record?" 
6. Ans: "That is right .. " 
7. Ques: "Father , you do not r:~laim to be the God Hi~s elf, do you? 11 
8. Ans : "I claim to oo Rei.'• M. J. Divine, that i. s Irr'J name .n 
9. Que s: 11 ':'he r eason I ask you thi_s question is bece.use we have noted 
that some of the people, possibly your followers, have said that you 
have saici that you are the true God." 
10 . Ans : 11 Truthfully s p eaking, it wculd not be essEntial for any person 
to go by what a pe rson sa.ys he j_s , but one should go b;t really ¥.hat he is . " 
11. ques: 111-'fi th reference to your Court trial, an d after your convic-
tion by that Court, you were remanded to jail. How long did you remain 
there, ?c; ther?n 
12. Ans: n Around a month.n 
2.3. Ques: 11 Is i t a fact, as we have hea.:'d_, t hat y ou could have been 
freed from t hat jail before you were?" 
14. Ans: t:Why; certainly. I was fre e anyway. It ·.vas essential to 
be there. I enjoyed it. There 111ras 2 work I had to do there •" 
15. Ques: u Th9.t was in the pla11 ?" 
26. Ans : "That was in the plan." 
17 • Q'.H?s: 11 Fa ther, is it y our intention to spread the Gospel which you. 
are nol:'r teachin!?;, throughout the land'?11 
18. Ans: 11Absolt~tely. 11 
19 . C}ues: ,.-ell, what ebout t he dtfferent Faiths of heretofore, and 
the various church denominations?n 
20 . Ans : 11 'T'hev all can be p8.rtakers of it , for it is free for all. " 
21. ~ues: "Worldly sp ea.king, is this the only true way , which you re-
present?" 
22 . Ans: "Humanly speaking , you say, naturally it vvc'..lld be to me O!' 
else I 'v\O uld not te true. 
23 . Ques: n _·:hat have ;you said '3.gainst other religions> if anything?" 
24 t Ans: HNot anything ." 
25. Ques: "~ lhat is your age nov~ Father?tt 
26 . Ans : "I think they gave the record around fifty- two in the re-
cords . They have it according to the records that were given from the 
l egal transactions such as automob:Lle and such as that. That was neces-
sary, years be.ck, to gbre some reference hurnanly speaking, or from a 
legal s·sandpoint of view, and of course we trace it up from that stand-
point. 1Ne have sp~.ri tually and mentall y in reality, no record." 
27. ~ues: 
not born of 
28 . .A.ns : 
nFather, it is recorded that y ou have said that you were 
a woman. rs this true?it 
"From when ce, or from whom: cometh that report 711 
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FATHER DIVIL.: 5AYS Hl:. IS INCAR.NATION OF 'IH1!: .SON O:S' GOD (Cont ' d) . 
29 . Ques~ 11 SO.'r!E::one '."lho attended so me of your msetings in New York . 
I don 't knov,- ·whet.her i t was just something ma de up o:r· wh.'3t . n 
30 . Ans : "Well, .s.nything that WOlll d t end to !"eflect upon rr.y pArt 
t r;r ing to justify mysel f , - even in legal procedure I r efuse to say 
or do aCJ.ything that wo ul d tend to jastify myself, or rt§flec t the 
thought that I wonld be prote~ted in an;y l egal procedures . I do not 
say anythinr; in that l ine . .F'or thi s ~ause I have remai.ned s i lent 
in many testimonies th.:~.t have been gi. ven out oo ncerning me . I do 
say tha.t I came, not to bear record or witness of r.r.~rself at;cordi:J.g 
to tl:.e f l esh . I carPe to bec>r r8cord and vrl tness o.f the Spirit that 
pertains untc Life Eternal , th3.7. whicl~ is i:rlcorruptible , undefiled, 
and fadeth not away, so~ething that is practical, something that 
can save ma n,both sow_ and body. But if I would bear record of row-
self 2 ccordi ng l;, o the f l esh, it vvo l'l d only be a m.::>.tE:riAl or l i t er-
m.'y record . It i"'G uld not :t'eally be practical or essential for the good 
of mankind. The !"eal goo Cl that I can advocate ts romethi ng th&t man 
ha3 not i n consciO'lSness . Man , conscio •1sl y , has i n himself and in 
his history, the records of every material thing, the history of man 
and the h i story of the Earth, and it prove s nothing in a way, towards 
real sel -v-:!tionj' i n my op~ . :llion. So t herefore I came t o t.€ ar witness 
and record of Hi m thc.t liveth f::>rever anci ever . As Jesus, the great 
Love ~:raster said on one occasion, I bear no record of My self, there 
i s one that bears record of I~e . So, I do not like to bear r· e cord 
of Myself or auyone else ac cor cing to the Flesh. " 
31. Ques: "J.i'~ther, is it y our i ntention .to erect any church hutld-
i ngs?11 
32 . Ans : " .Not rraterial buildings. I nave no desire to c',.':l that. 
I ..des=i.re to uni versali3e this Truth, that all men might be even 
also as I am. 11 
33 . Ques: "Fat,her, t J..Err'e is a great ques tion in the min~s of t h'3 
D'lbli c. It is thi s, a.nd I guess you have beard thi s as many t~es 
as I have, - " ·"ere does Father J i vine get so much money from , to 
fee ~.l l:.u:ocreds and thousands of pe ople ' ?a 
3~. . Ans ~ "MY answer came by t he inspiration of the Spirit f:ccm 
,•rithin, ."lc:my years ago in an original motto t hrough V'!hich I an::wrer 
the question, a nd have answer ed the question th::msands o.f t i mes . 
That is why I b:r·ought f o:.':'t..h this little motto i nto expression anci 
allowed it to ~o out as a universal rrotto amonE' us in this and all 
colli~tries: - ' The Spirit of tl)e Consciousness of the Presa1ce of 
God, is the s ource o:f 2~1 supply and Y~ri ll satisfy every so od desire . 1 
Nprr t hat is a f a ct . Any perso;.1 that is actually conscious of God 1 s 
presence, and will l ive an evangelir:;al l i fe , in exact conformity to 
the life and the teachi ngs of Christ, thi s desire will c reate an 
atmosnhere, or this consciousness in other words, Yrill create an 
atmosphere! an d the atmosphere is the Spirit in this consciousness 
that will satisfy e'rery good desire . I have :f'ound it to be actually 
true. ow· this is not just tal ki ng to be talking , I am speaking 
s :i. nce~ ely, not speaking for a new~aper as to a newspaper man, but 
I am speaking to you as I woul d to any of m:r co-workers , friends, 
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FATHER DIVINE S_itYS Hi IS Ir-JCAENA TION Ol<' THE SON OF GOD ( Con 1 td). 
or those that I ,.,c ul rl come in con t act l'.' i th daily . It i s absolutel y 
true ." 
35. C'ues : "You mean to say, t hen F.s.ther, the1 t if e ?e r s0 n will 
V''alk .solely i n the ·::piri t :md in Truth) that •·rill gi ve th8:m access 
to God ' s treasures?" 
36. A r:s: 11 The hidden treasures of both t,l:1e r:Ja t eTic>1 and the spirit-
ual things that lif 8 demanc1s, - it absolutely 't1ill." 
37 . Ques: "Then nothing is i mpos sible wi.th that indi vi dual?" 
38 . A1:s: "Absolutely not hing . There are no bounds nor barrie r s, 
nor limitations. Another one of My recent composed :mottoes to verify 
t he sa:ne, is this , ' The ~bundance of the Fullness of t he Conscious-
nes .s cf good, no ~ace is vacant r,f the full..'l'less thereof. r These 
i rcsnirc:.tions c ome forth, and they b r ing forth into expression, the 
words in melodi es , rompo siti_ons, mottoes, and such Cl.s t·r..~ t .!l . 
39. Ques: ( Not for public ::ttion1 .. 
l-1-0 . Ans: "Gi ."_ng praise is a gree t secret. So many people curse 
their blessings when they are small . But Jesus too)_: the f ive loaves 
and two fishes wh:i..ch came to Him through tbe lit tle boy and gave 
thanks for i t , wi,,hing to fe ed the five thousand, and they were mul-
tiplied . I gi ve as much thc:nks for e. small itCJ:'l as -''or a big one. 
Ri ght here, as I ha~re often said, 1 I will pre.?.ch Chr ist in words, 
but more so in (l;~ eds and in actions ancl I will p ut rv~y Spirit in 
them and ~aus e them to walk in ~{V Statutes.' Now here is !llr . Coppock 
and Mrs . Copp ock. The,y have a table spread here every day like unto 
Mine in SAyville , a..'1d they have !:'ecently come in contact with JJ.e 
a r, Ci. there is a way open that there is a full and a plenty, and I do 
not personally , aiJ.d have not personally , given them C'.fi.y mone~r . !t 
Vol . 32 i'Jo. 12 
Vol. 1 No. 1 (Old Series) 
ANSVfEH if..AN F . R~PLIES: '!'T\JD: 9. 23 .lw, page 28 ) 
The nswer vfP.n Program i s of an ech1cational nature and on it we at-
t em:;:; t to ans,,-er questions submitted by our listeners . 
One of the listeners asks: 
"When and where •vas Father Divine born? Is he ma!'ried and if so, 
has he arq children?" 
Father answers~ "I came to America that I might be called an 
American;, but see St . John 8:58 . t1 (and ) 
n~.m I married?: ayes , but not f or self- indul ,gence or sex-indnlgence , 
neither f0r physical propagat:i.on; therefore, I do not have ar:.y natur-
al childr en t'hrough physical propagation for .1'y marriag e is w1.thout 
self in0ul gence and without physical cohabitation. 
FATHER DIVI NE SAYS HE I S DWAE<i~ATION OF TI'iE .'DN OF GOD ( Cont ' d) 
This Jr·arria.ge is t o propogate Vir tue - the Virginity of Mary and 
the Holin9s s of J e sus, and to give this whole nation a new politi-
ca l and religi ous birt h of freedom under GOD for the establishment 
of the Ki ngdom of JOD on earth among men. tt 
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II. TJS PEACE ~EOV:2:.IE1 TT IS A SPIRITUAL IIOV"<' h11 'T I NSPIRED Mffi EXIST-
ING ONLY BY 'JHIS I NFINITE SPI RIT. TND : 12.14.39, PP• 71, 72. 
}~:::Jvernent not an organization . 
l. • •• for the Work of r.IT SPIRI T and HSSION, a s Go d is OMNIS-
CIENT and His LOVE is INFI1~TE , My Work and Mission a re not confined 
nor bound to that or this v1hi ch is commonly knovm as the P. ii~ . 
2 . Of course, the PM is not an organization; i t i s not a gather-
ing but a ~AOVEMENT, the same as all other r eal religious movements-
the s ame as the CHRISTIAN · OVE1 ",NT. I t is not an organization, but 
it can be organizationally described. ( Comparison made to the di ffer -
ent organizations established from the Christian Movement) . 
3. So it is with the PM: . It go es i nto I NF'INITUDE, the end y ou 
cannot vision . It transcends the barriers of the limited and the 
limitations of the materi al plane, and goes on into t he psychic . It 
It transcends the psyshic plane with all of the personalities and in-
diiQdualities of the children of men and of angels and of all appear-
ances of manki nd •••• You cannot bind Me by 1W Personality n or by My 
Individuality nor by the individuality of any person; for t he PM is 
a SPI RITUAL movewe~t . The SPIRITUAL movement is inspired and exists 
only by the INFINITE SPIRIT l Can you not see the mystery? It has 
no destination. It does not have a beginning and it does not have an 
end . It goes into I NFHJITUDE, the end y ou cannot vision. This is 
t he mystery of Plfl: . For it is -written: 11 God is without the beginning 
of days and without the end of l ife." 
III. HON :COES ONE JOIN FATHER'S CHURCH? TND: 11.3.45', P• ll . 
1. Evangelist Young : Well, another question I want to k now. I 
want to ask YOU, hcvr do you join YOUR Church? 
2. Father: Well, you do not have to join this Church. It is 
not a creed or denomination; I mean from a denominational point of view, 
from a sec tarian point of vie•·r; nevertheless we have organized and in-
coroorated a number of Churches just for those who desire to worship 
und~r the l aws of the different states . Now for For ty- first Street and 
[estminster - have y ou ever been there? 
3. Evangelist Young : I am from Carlisle, Pennsylvania. 
4. Evangelist Jones: I understand everything myself because the 
Hol y Ghost teaches me . 
5. Evangelist Young : I conduct. revivals · and so I a sked her (re-
ferring to Evangelist Jones) to t ake me over here before I went out 
of town ••• 
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6. Evangelist Young: Well, now, if a person would join You -
well, some people say , just like if you were married, you would have 
to be separated from your husband. Is that true? Do You have man 
and wife or YOU don't? 
I V. DEATH CONCEPT. TND : ll.3.45, P• ll 
1. Evangelist Young : Well, now, if you join, is it really true 
they 1'1ill not di e? YOU have all that YOU are going to get right here ? 
2. Father: If you l""ive the lifeyou would have no occasion to di e. 
If a man keeps ~ff· sayings he shall never see death. 
3. Evangelist Young: But 1'1ron 1 t You go out of the body when You 
speak of the earthly tabernacle? How is that? 
4. Father: But J esus sai d, "I AM the resurrection and the Life. 
He that believeth on :M.E, though he were dead, yet shall he live; and 
he t hat liveth and b elieveth on ME shall never di e ." People die be-
cause of tradi t ion an d thr ough orthodoxy t hey have been taught and 
they believe t hey are obliged to die, the same as practically all re-
ligious t eachers vvill tell you, II !J:ell, you have to di e; you have to 
di e physically , but your s oul will go to heaven . II But JESUS did no t 
speak in that way. J ESU.3 pointed out very explicitly, nrf a man keep 
:MY sayings he shall never see death." 
V. 1/i.A.HRI AGE I N KI NGDOM. TND : 11.3. 45, p . 12 
1. Father: Well, we d o not; at least, I do not tell anyone what 
t hey must do or must not do directly; but if one lives in this recog-
hi tion of the Truth as exemplified among you, the average person is 
lifted from human aff ection, lust and passion and self-indulgence. 
They are automatically lifted fro m those things. Not that I tell them 
not to do this an d not to do the other in that way; I do not ev~n t ell 
t he pe ople t hat they shall not drink liquor, but they do not drink it. 
They cb no t even smoke cigarettes. Not a true follower of ~1 NE would 
drink any kind of intoxica.ting liquor; not a true follower vfould use 
obscenity, profanity or vulgarity. They do not even use vulgarity. You 
know, peopl e use vul gar words an d ihings like that. fe are cleansing 
the people f r om all filthiness of flesh and Spirit and cause them to 
become to be new creatures, and t his is not a supposition. 
VI. FATHER T~U..S vffiY HIS FOLIDi~iEP.S ARE CALLED ANGELS. TND : 12.5.40, 
PP• 87, 88 . 
Replies in a l e tter: 
1. Your use of t he term 11 Angel11 is being commonly ap plied to 
L~ f ollowers . Some, no doubt, use it deridingl y , and others humor-
ously, while there are those who re alize that MY f ollowers actually 
portray :L3newed lives, as they have been converted to l;i.ves of.true 
Evangelism. If it were not so, MY fo llowers would not have pa1. d 
back t he millions of c ollars that have been made goo~, neither 
would they confor m to this Standard of Righteousnes s , Justice 
and Truth, refusing to purchase anything on credit or install -
ment terms, neither do they i ncur liabilities of any sort, but 
pay as they go and owe no man anything but love • • • • It is for 
this cause that MY f ollowers are called nAngelsu. 
VII. FATHER 'S DEI TY. TND: 11. 11.44, P• 4 
1. Now they had better be gl a d I am not a rae e, I am not 
a creed, I am not a cursed color - Just God 1 I say, I am Just 
GodJ And I am as electricity - I run colorless1 I say I am 
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as electricity - I am colorless as far as complexion is concern-
ed . But I will wear any form I choose to wearl Aren ' t you glad? 
Just as these Electric Li ghts are here; (aren ' t you glacU) They 
r eflect the color of t he globe or tubes they are i n, but electri-
city is colorless by complexion or color and it is impersonal by nature 
and characteristics. 
VIII. I S FATHER FOURTH PERSON I N GODHEAD? T~m : 2.6.41, PP• 37,38f 
( ~uestions from group of young gentlemen from Princeton 
Theological Seminary during ~zeting ) 
l. Young man: FATnM. DI VINE, we know that the Faith of CHRIST 
was all men to be like GOD, and that is what CHRIST came to bring 
t o mankind - men to be like Him. FATHER DIVINE, are YOU not think-
ing of Your relation to GOD - are YOU the fourth Person in the GOD-
HEAD? Vie or thodoxly believe t here are three in the GODHEAD, and 
we believe in another sense that all men can be like GOD, As CHRIST 
sai d . Now, ar e YOU the fourth Man in the GODHEA.D , the fourth Reve-
l ation, t he fourt h means of Revelation to God, the f ourth Fer son 
in the GODHEAD? 
2. FATI-IER: From your point of view, I AM not thinking of MY-
s elf. It is written, liThe flesh profite th nothing . n 
3 . Mr Howland: PEA.CE, FATB.ER : liould you mind i f I should try 
to ansvfer the young brother from the standpoi nt of technology an d 
psychology? (Fat her nods consent . ) I think we all believe that the 
doctrine of TRINI TY is merely irrational nonsense . Christian theo-
l ogians and his tor ians all agree that what we call theology, dog-
matic theology, is all an outgrcut-,1, of definite experience. Tte se 
followers of Jesus experienced a marvelous experience. Just as 
Sister Luke said, He did -vvi th them what no man could do, and so they 
said, 11He is GOD J11 and that is all. Now, FATHER DIVINE comes along 
and HE does for us what no man has ever done, so we say, "He is GOD! 11 
I t i s silly t o t alk about t he TriQi t y - there is only 0~~ GODl 
4. Hiss Young: PEACE, FAT HER ! I would like to explain how I 
understand it. In the fi r st place the r e was SPIRIT - that was the 
beginning of the creation. That SPIRIT was made WORD and then the 
11.0RD was made I LESH; and F.A:I' HE...>t was that SPIRIT. He was just a 
SPIRIT in t he beginning of creation; the beginning of everything ; 
and t hat SPIRIT is the SPIRI T that brings all life into creation. 
There is no l i f e without that SPI RIT, and t hat SPIRIT is GOD Almighty, 
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and that SPIRIT is FATHE..B. DIVINE PersonifiedJ F~THER is the TRINITY1 
HE is the SPIRIT which IIe has p ut into every living creature, and 
HE is the GODHEAD where all the SPIRIT has to come from. HE is the 
HANUFAC T1J"RER of all that SPIRI T and HE is the HOLY GHOST1 That is 
what FATHE..R. DIVINE is l HE is the GODHEAD - I thank You, FAT!-IER. I 
thank You, GOD ALMJGHTY, for this revelation. It has come to me by 
degrees, and I know· it is the TRUTH and it is up to us to live it. 
5. I thank You, FATHER, I thank You f rom the depths of this 
h eart to live it; to live as Jesus lived . That is what we have to 
do to reach FATifERSHIP D~GREE . We have to live as Jesus lived; that 
pure and holy life, and F...4.THER teaches us that it comes from within. 
He makes us know it f rom in here (indicates the heart). That is the 
way I knew. That is the way I knew FATHER was GOD l It came from in 
here, it did not come from what anyboqy told me - it came from in here; 
and if you thank the GOD that you know an d thank Him from the depths 
of your heart to reveal the TRUTH to y ou, He wi 11 reveal it. 
6. It makes no difference how much theology you have studied 
or how much metaphysics you have studied - I have never studied any 
of those things - thank FATHER - but, FATHER, from a child in my be-
lief, I got dis gusted 1"1i th the Churches because they didn't he·lp the 
people that needed help; and father taught me as a little child when 
I vYent to Sunday School about the Golden Rule J what the Golden Eule was . 
That was my motto, although I was. mortal and I failed to live it . And 
my greatest sorrow in all my life is that I could not have lived that 
Golden Rule and ~me to FATHER hol y; but I was born mortal and I know 
now I could n t do it be cc:•use I was born in sin and we had to sin to 
fin d J OD . That is vrhat everybody has go t to do, m2t t ers not how good 
they -think they are . They have got to confess that they hav e s:!..nned ; 
they have conl!Jli tted the sins t hat come through Adam, and know that 
?ATHER DIVTi.\TE i s their only SALVATION l Then vie are saved by Gr ace -
Thank YOU, !"ATHER. I thank YOU, GOD ALMIGHTY. 
7. ( Mine: to further query of ::: ame student, FATHER makes long 
speech verifying the concept of Id.s s Young . He says: Di d not he say, 
"I pray that they may be ONE even as we are ONE?11 I in IiiY Father and 
MY Father in ~1~e, and I in them that we all might be just the ONE? 
l1Jow t~ere i s no other one!\ 
IX . TNlJ: 6. 19 . 41, p . 95 - " Head The J,nasters of the Far East -
Spaulding, you wo uld have some understanding concerning those 
men who lived sar..ctified lives ; who endeavored to liv-e exact-
ly as Jesus lived ." 
1 . When MY Spirit called for tl~ Spirit of ~noch, because Enoch 
was so unified in Spirit and Body, it vras necessary to receive hi..rn 
Spirit and Body .n FATHER speaks of Unity of Spirit and Body (Psychoso-
matic medicine) Hi s purpose is to tie mental and spiritual. 
X. GOD, FATHER DIVDi'E; ANSWERS A PSYCHIATRIST, DR . M:ORTBfER M. 
SI-IE..t''1MAN OF BROOKLYiil , N. Y., -":'HO D CLAF.ED THAT HE I S AN 
.c,G01vA1\jiAC .MC HIS FO LLOll ER.S A..."Ft .i!.; IN A STAT~ OF FA!·~TASY . 
T~~ : 3.13.41, PP • 76-78 
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l. ~f causir~ millions t o become prosperous and independent 
where they wer e once in pove rty and unde!'- privileged; if causing 
millions to be lif ted from the Relief Rolls an d f rom the bread l ines; 
if causing those millions ~y the Spirit of fanaticism t o return ell 
stolen goods and to pay for all just debts, causing them to live 
Soberly, Righteously, an d Godly, being Honest, Competent and True, 
refusing even s lightl y to indulge in intoxicating liquors and beers , 
smokir.g and using obscene language, or gambling on horse races, play-
ing the numbers and all types of gambling racke t s, be insanity, then 
bring t he perfect person or persons who have sanity and intelli-
gence and let them teach us something ~ 
2. If I Am an egomaniac an d !· ""Y followers live in a st&te of 
fantasy concerning God and if I have caused willions through their 
belief i n ~~ to become self- reliant, self-respectir~, law- respecting 
and law- abiding citizens; if I have curbed crime and mitigated wi de-
spread e•~ls, not only among these, but through MY influence reach-
ing into the lives of millions of others; . if I ha.ve caused me.!) women 
and c hildren to obey city ordinances and to co- operate with the of-
ficials of cit.f and stat e in ke eping law and or der, doing one hundred 
per cent more t han all of the law- eriforcing agmcies, then show _•.iE 
the person or persons who are sane and intelligent who preach the 
Gospe l of Chri st, and let them teach us something. 
3. If I have lifted hate, prejudice, bigotrJ, greed and self-
ishness from the hearts of men and caused them to express nmv charac-
teristics and a n~N disposition, and have changed their wrongness in-
to Right ; i f I have impregnated the Spirit of Righteousness, J ustice 
and Truth with in the hearts and lives of millions and caused them to 
deal squarely and fairly with their fellow- eitizens, causing th em to 
execute equity in every social and busir.f:lss activity, causing them to 
consider the r ights of oth ers and to En act t he Bill of Rights in 
their own homes, in their business and affairs; If I have caused 
r eal Br otherhood and recognizing the FATHERHOOD of G0d; if I have 
caused men to exemplify Peace in their hearts and to be lifted from 
the spirit of mur der, even causing murderers to openly confess their 
guilt and to surrender themselves ~o t he authorities that justice 
might be executed_, then let :ME see the person or persons who are sane 
and intelligent change the evil hearts of men and give them the 
Spirit of Truth and Justice as I have done . 
4. If by 1IT Teaching of P~ght Living, I have caused millions 
to become true- hearted American citizens, causing millions to live 
and work according to an Evangelical Co- operative System, where there 
is no graft, no greed, no policial or economic bosses, where th ere are 
no injustices, deprivations, and coercion eJ{pressed among them; if 
I hav8 caused thousands to utilize their savings in a constructive 
way, such as in the purchasing of personal and real property and 
using such places to a dvance J_,ife, Liberty and Happiness among the 
people and to promote civic and national life; and if I have estab-
lished the Spirit of a Ri ght Government 11vithin the very hearts arrl 
physbal live s of millions, bringing democracy into action in your 
midst, then I say , if this i s the spirit of an e gomaniac, then pro-
duce the pe rson or pe r sons who are sane and i ntel ligent who can 
bring democracy into actual di splay as I have done. 
5. If these things I have accomplished in your mi dst are the 
fantasies of a fanatic, then let the Spirit of H:Y ] · nd and the Mind 
of MY Spirit extend throughout this corruptible vro rld, that all 
might become as t his l eaves "I!'.E , as I AM WBL1 , Heal thy, Joyful, Peace-
ful, Lively, Loving, Successful, Prosperous and Happy in Spirit, Booy 
and Mi nd and in e"'l~ry organ, muscle, sinew, joint, limb) vein and 
bone and even i n every atom, fibre and cell of MY Bo dily Form. 
Respectfully and Sincerely, I AM 
XI. YOU CAN Bl!; HEALED I MMEDI ATELY, ANY'NHillE, Al\JY'I'IME, LJNDffi A JY 
CIRCUMSTAt\J CES IF YOD"R HEART I El!.PS RIGHI' '"ii TI-I GOD . TND : 10 .3.44 
l. •.. and r ealize when you try t o get someone to do something 
by coercion, it is a matter of an expression of man's work and his 
activity, for when coercion begins i n any sacred work , the wo rk of 
God that moment ends; it is no longer the work of G8d but the 1imrk 
of men. 
2 •••• In other words, as a PERSON I refuse tc go near you to 
heal y ou, because if I go as a PERSON, that thoughtwill be prenatale d 
in you for the future to look for somebod-y- to come to you. You will 
be l eaning and dependi ng on someone! 
3. I have not laid hands on people for their healing. Even it 
is Scriptually declared ! 
L. "You shalllayhands on the sick and they shall recover, !' 
but I d i d, a s I do , go one step further to bring about a more sub-
stantiated fai th and oo nf i dence in t he AlliT GHTY! I FORBID the person 
or persons to get in the way t I FORBID ?~SEIJ7 as a PERSON t o get in the 
way by laying hands on you or by going to you to try to do something 
for y ou in the act of healing you from a spiritual point of view; for 
if' I AM doing s:> me thing from a spiritual point of view, the SPIRIT 
created of its own accord without any pre- eminence of your or man •s 
conscious mind said : 
11 Let dr y land appear_," 
and it came forth into expre ssion. For this cause I refuse to go 
near y ou as a rule, as a PERSON - I mean as a rule. 
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XII . CREATION Ai~D R.:.i;PRODUCTION. TND: 12.26.40, P• 43 
Nov;· concentrate on that phenomenpn and the reproduction of 
that on which you are concentrating will be actual~ manifested 
and you will be the tangibilator •••• 
Confession . TND: 2.9 .39, P• 20. 
If there is anything in your past experience, confession is 
good to get it out of the Yfay. If you know someone has do ne some-
thing wrong an d you do not e xpose it, it will v.trong you. 
"Relaxation of C.M. - does not mean to forget everythi ng, but 
relax egotistic, persistent action of mind, trying to bring about 
ni s desi res." 
11 Recognizing GOD is present is all my faith and not by sight, 
especially in the begi11..ning." 
XIII. HOW FATHER LOOKS ON HIS Gf iLDP}.N . TND: 2. 9 .39, p. 20. 
l.God will not and Ches not see you, neither considers HE you. 
He considers not mortal ity nor personalities, but the impersonality 
of the Redeemer and Savior, the Christ characteristics, yet exempli-
fied by Jesus and brought to fruition as a sample and example ••• • 
I r eceive you a s you are . If you are one with the Impersonal, I 
receive you personally as one with the Impersonal for I oo uld not 
receive you effectively personall y and refuse to receive you person-
ally; and I could not receive you effectively impersonally and re-
fuse to receive you personally; for you..· ,aee in perfect harmony wi tb 
the reality of your higher sel f - impersonal . 
2. My r elation to personalities is to demonstrate and reproduce 
the characteristics, the nature, the mind and Spirit of Christ in 
the hearts and lives of persons and in their personalities . 
:n v. WHO FATHER DI\liNE CLAI MS TO BE . (Pamphlet) 
1 . • I am just what you take ME to be . I am divine intelli-
gence inculcated, incarnated, repersonified, recognized and realiz-
ed. I am that "I" of whom you are; the 11I 11 t hat is in one and ell. 
2. NW followers believe I am the highest order of Being be-
cause of their religious oonviction and the results they are getting. 
3. I AM fulfiller, the reincarnator, the repersonifier, and 
reproducer of Righteousness, Justice, Truth . 
4. I need nt2t tel l you, 11 I AM GOD ••• but what said the Scrip-
tures: "The Word was made Flesh. n 
5. r-hen MY .rollowers speak of ME as GOD, they recognize or 
reali7.e the personification of all of the Righteousness of man 
transmitted in and made real in bodily form . Now this is why MY FollOV'rers 
call Me God: because out of all the religions of the world, when they 
got together and fathomed out the problem, they found they had brought 
out the same answer that they (the religions) had. I am bringi ng to 
fruition that which they have been seeking and bringing out of every 
expression (sphe~ of our present civilization~ Righteousness, Justice, 
Truth, and I AM the Answer to every problem, 
6. God gave Himself to the world in the way the world could 
receive Him - in the likeness and image .arrlnature of man apparently . 
7. The children of men are l\IT Inspiration from which I draw MY 
Inspiration and MY Conclusions. 
8. Fi\.THER DOES NOT COE..R.CE FOU,G~VERS. 
I do not tell them (the followers) 11 You cannot do this • • • 
or the other", but I leave MY Spirit to guide them •• • I will not 
get in the way of the Spirit." 
9. PROOF OF FATHER AS GOD . 
My seeking blessings for an unselfish purpose and answering 
your simplest requests is a convincing expression that I AM GOD for you. 
10. PURPOSE OF RELIGION . 
All religions are for the purpose of bringing about a closer 
relationship between God and man," 
ll . CAUSE OF illSASTER, ETC. 
All the strife~ pestilence, disasters and fcoilures in the 
world today are because of the lack of harmonization among men. 
XV. TISUALIZB AND 1iATERIALIZE. TND : 2.6 . 38, P• 14, 
l. That which you -..ri vidly visualize you tend to materialize, 
especially if you realize that which you visualize; and if you 
materialize t hp.t mich you have vividly vis ualized, you will by 
materialization and by constant concentration and har~onization, 
bring into outer expression, the personification of that ••• 
2, TMPERSONAL DEFINED 
To be impersonal is the same as you say, "It is immater-
ial to me . " You wear such material substance in your consideration 
as loose garments, 
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XVI. THE Hil~Lii.\J Lt IS D)Hb v:rTHOUT PER.SONAL EFFCRT . TND: L..3.4l , p . 75 . 
1 . I could do as lots of professed heal ers do, or metaphysi-
cians or psycholo c;ists or practitioners in the metaphysical worl d; 
I could make some effort.to do something to reach the people - but 
I ?.ELA.X V.IT PERSONAL activity that MY H .. IIPERSONAL PRESi.NC:E mi ght act 
for :t'iE; that I mi ght not be a stumbling block in the way of the 
1E. ork of MY SPI RIT; for, I'!I t i s not by power n0r by might but by MY 
SPI RIT . 11 Henc e, the SPI RIT vdll do it if the rightful contact is 
made. 
2. (Contact Spiritually and mentally by harmonization and 
by sympathizing with the FUNDA11'1ENTALS of ·which I stand. ) 
3. Relax your conscious mentality and still yourself - cease 
to struggle mental ly and spiri tually . Extremie.te yo:urself - "Man ' s 
extremity is GOD ' S opportuntty. 11 
J\.vii. CONCE.R:llliNG BRSAKI NJ: UP HOh~S . Tl'lD: 6. 27 . 40, P• 82. 
l. Now the next thoughii wish to convey, this is f0r them. 
They questioned, as you said - some say, nFATF.iR DIVINE is break-
i ng up homes. 11 I ANi trying to UNIT "' the homes of unification of 
the three .Americas, and by bri ngi ng all of the peopl e t ogether in 
unity. I AIV.t bri ngi ng tha homes together and I A.'~I actual]y establish-
ing them to prohibit them from being broken up; for unless you ac -
cept of MY Message , the nations of the earth, i f Hitler has free 
access in this part cf the world as in the European count ries, why 
your home will be broken upl • • •• 
2 .. For what c>re you united and f or what have you married and 
become fathers and mothers as you are cal led, and for what purpose 
are you treated so well in and at a certain time 1 To be lad as a 
l amb to the slaughter, dumb as a sh2ep before her shearers? YOU 
KNOt- NOT THE TRUTH . 
XVIII. L'C YOU GIVE FAUJ2R ALL Y01JR MONEY? TND: 2 . 27 . 40. 
1. •. .. A lady said to one of My Fol lowers (I do not see her 
here this moTni ng at the ·rable) but one of MY Followers was work-
ing for this l ady and this lady came to her and said 11Do you all 
give FATHER DIVINE all of your money? They tell me you do . ~ow 
look me in the face and let me see if you do . 11 
2 . I thought to say to the interviewer as a follower and a 
real believer of Mine, did you question thi s la~y di d she give her 
pastor O!' her priest, or her rabbi all of the money she hadJ If she 
chose to gi ve it all away, that i s her privilegel 
3.. The thought to consider arufi instill in the i nterviewer for 
the benefit of t h e future ru1d f or those vnth wh om she and others 
come in contact: "Do you give FATHER DIVINE al l of your money?tt 
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This r.-~arty at that particular time had m0re money on her and no 
doubt, on her persor.! thru1 what this l arly had i n cash and aside 
from that, although she was insignificant apparently and onJ;y- a 
servant, she is ar. owner of the Krum Elbow property and her per-
sonal s ister cc cording to the f l esh i s in charge of the Kr um Elbow 
property, worth at l east one hundred thousand dollars l 
4. This lady of whom I .AJ..~ now speaking, as a child and a.s a 
Follower of MINE, saved her money and several of them together pur-
chased this property cooperatively and they o~m other property also . 
I do not own a pen.n;?·s worth of property any pla.ce. It is l egally 
1heirs-ana-they are the tit le-owners of the Krum ~lbow property . 
5. I speak this flatly a s after the manner of men, so that 
the people can actual l y understand what I AM talking about and what 
row blessings r eally mea n to those who live soberly, righteously 
and godly . Although sh e is worth more than one hundred thousand 
dollars as she has othe r holdings other t..han that of the Krum Elbow; 
although sh e is worth more than one hundred thousand cb llars CASH 
money, she is still working as a s ervant, meeting her dail :Y; obliga-
tions and has a number of ser van ts on h~r different properties ! 
~h6n she gets ready she will stop and will not work - she is inde-
pendent . 
6. Now again I would like to say, I was talking with another 
party who sUTILmed i t up what she had saved in cosmetics and in 
drugs and in the number racket and in other gambling sc hemes yearly, 
s i nce she has been with 1J1.E PersonaJly . She save s up three hu..11dred 
and some odd cb llars yearly which she would be wasting other'Nise ••• 
XIX . VISUALIZI NG VIVIDLY AND VISUALIZE THE POSITIVE . TND : 10 . 19.35, 
pp . 13,14. 
l. I must reiterate once a gain for y our consideration, the 
mystery 0f the lion-faced man, the man that was born with the exact 
likeness of a lion in his face , His fa ce and head w ere i n the ex-
act likene ss of a lion. It was not because in reality the nature 
and characteristics of the mother were that of the lion_, neither 
-.vas it becaus e she had been i n any close connection with the lion 
physice,lly, but it was a mental pictur e she vividly visualized . 
As she looked upon the form of the lion, she tended to materialize 
that which she visualized, and brought it i nto expression in her 
next born child . 
2. (Visualize the posit ive - that which you have visualized 
stressfully , actually stress your mentality, you can bring into 
physical cr ouvffard expression in y our ann experience.) 
3. Your minds shall be strecsed with the Consciousness of God's 
Presence, as vividly and as stressfully as that of the woman 's. 
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L!• Co-operative s of Sweden beginning 35 years ago, now save 
eight per cent on same quality. Article: 11.9.35, P• 10. 
5. 111 will not stop until I EMANCIPATE every individual from 
every psychological barrier, and every psychological bondage and 
limitation. Now isn't that wonderful?" 
XX. •fi TH OR WITHOUT A BODY. nm: 12.14.35, P• ll. 
l. So it is with this special Mission of which I am Personally 
expressing. Because I am in millions, if I did not function Personal-
ly I would ~ just as operative and would function just as effective-
ly and more effectively if you did not see ME Per sonally •••• I have 
declared whatever I endeavor, I shall do it with or ~Qthout MY Body. 
I shall do it with or 11vithout ANY Body, and this is not King Tut, 
neither is it his grave l Everything I say it shall be done . I shall 
accomplish it with or without MY Bodily Form. It is indeed wonderful! 
XXI. BEGINNING OF' l, 000 YEAR REIGN OF CHRIST. TND : 1.23.41, P• 14. 
l. I know there are those who do not wish to recognize the 
Reign of CHRIST, but this is the beginning of the Reign of CHRIST 
Who shall Reign a THOUSAND TEARS and p ut all things under foot that 
are not according to HIS plan and Furpose1 And the very Kingdom of 
God that was in y our fondest imagination shall be in evidence in our 
daily experience, and in our daily activities CHRIST ALONE shall Rule 
a nd Reign SUPREMKLY and shall control this people naturally as well 
as Supernaturallyi That is the mystery. 
XXII. ~ rAKING THE CDNT~T. TND: 1. 30. 41, p. 95 (Father writes in 
letter) 
l. in a parable for consideration you will find, as one 
sets his dial on his radio and gets a clear and distinct contact 
with the station he is striving to reach, even so must one tune in 
to the r i ght mental and Spiritual station to re ceive a clear and dis-
tinct response. 
2. This signifies that you must tum off every other station 
from every limited plane of ronsciousness, and turn off every reflec-
tion of discord in the expressions of prejudice, malice, bigotry, hate, 
resentment in its divers forms and expression$ and all manner of evil, 
that you might contact ME harmoniously and receive the Blessings I AM 
transmitting to the dlildren of men. 
3 . Self-denial, sacrifice arrl a whole-hearted consecration __ 
are the essential factors to Peace, Realth and Perfection. Persist-
ence, Courage and Faith will enable ·you to stay on the main line 
to become t o be as this leaves }lLE, as I AM Well, Heal thy, Jo;rf.ul, 
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peaceful, Lively, Loving, Successful, ~rosperous, and Happy in Spirit, Body 
and hind and in every organ, muscle, sinew, joint, limb, vein, and bone 
i n even every atom, fibre and cell of ~-·fY Bodily Form. 
XXIII . FAT:Ii "- IV'!-IE N IN HAtiJDS OF LYNCH-MOB I N SJUTd . TND : 1.23. 41, pp . l7,18. 
1 . "The Critics and Preachers Should Convert the Heathen in 
the South. 11 
2. Such an expression should be stressed more and stressed con-
tinually until they will tru{e cognizance of that message that was 
given by r.'!r. B . so that they might know, even the critics of ME and 
those who claim to be the teachers of the religion of JESUS CHRIST, 
they should go and convert the heathens in the SouthJ 
3.. When he menti oned that, it retraced M·y thoughts t o when 
Personally as a Person I first went South to preach to the heathens 
in the Southern land; not so much the heathens in Africa, neither to 
the Africana, but one of J.fY first great Sermons I preached in the South , 
the firs t time I was in t he hands of a lynch mob, I told them just 
what I AJ [ and I A!~ going to do. 
4. 11 Ther e shall be NO DIVISION among you," I said. 11 The rich 
and the poor, the high and the low, the great and the small must 
UNIFY TOGETHER, and I arrl you, and your wives and your daughters, vre 
all shall sit down and eat and drink together." 
5.. That was one of the firs t times that I got in the hands of 
the l ynch mob for saying that. Now I am.c sitt ing with My Sons and 
Daughters, as wo uld have been termed their sons and daughters and 
wives and husbandsl I AM doing what I told them I would do; be-
cause I said, "There shall be no DIVISION among you." 
Y..XXIV. FATHER - Y-OTHER - GOD. TND ; 9.1.38, P• 36. 
1. If GOD is the FATHER, some expression, according to the mor-
t al version, must be an expression as though it were a mother . GOD 
--v is yo~ FATHER - MOTHE.'t - GOD, but as a symbol in expression as things 
on the material plane may reflect from time to time, GOD condescends 
t o reflect such symbols to the children of men, that they might ob-
serve HIM. So HE takes upon Himself tbeir infirmities and is like 
unto them, that they mi ght be as HE is; yes, that they might be like 
HIM,.'. • 
2. The Son of God di d not get ID9.rried . There is not any record 
where the Son of God was married; but as a prospective marriage it has 
been spoken, or has been recorded, of CHRIST, the LA~ill to ~hom you 
would be married. I n a par able speaking of the "Marriage of the LAMB, 11 
as being joined to CHRIST and the Church, or of the Ki ngdom , you are 
joined to CHRI ST mentally and Spiritually, while the physical bo di e s 
at times are but the symbol s of the reality of that which the symbol 
represents. 
XXV. NAML MEA.liJS NATURE . I SW : 10.20 . 34, p. 10. 
l. I need not tel l y ou your names , you know your na'!les by your 
avm nature . The nature of you is your name . "Name" , in Hebrew, means 
nature . Therefore, to you I say, fathom out your name by realizing 
and recognizing what kind of nature you are pondering, whether it is 
:mortal or immortal. I t is indeed : onderfulJ Every name, as being 
termed name, came from something, firstly, after the nature or charac-
teristics of this identical expression that is called "namen. It is 
indeed Wonderful l y,) UR name is your nature. Your nature is your 
~lame . That is the mystery the World cannot or oo uld not understand, but 
I wil l make it plain. 
XVI . :MAKE YOUR QllfN I NVESTIGATION - FATHER 1 3 GRA.CIOUS OFFER TO THE 
I QIITRER . T:ND: l2 . Lv. 1.~5, P • 20 . 
L .i sc- id, i f y o · co me out.~ anyone desiring to know, if y ou de-
sire to t ake a little va cation , a li ttlG recreat ion an~ .?. fev: -vteeks 
i f necessary, to study HE;, I said they are welcome to come . I v;i l l 
t:; i ve them a fevr week s res t; I mean r est f or the r.-hysical body , r e st 
for the mi nd and g i-.ra them t he c..h.anc e to be f r ee from the care of the 
world , vwuld not have to buy any food; they would not have to pay 
anything for a place to sleep ; would not have to buy a newspaper! 
I used to tell thew to just come out and eat end eat and eat and hel p 
yourself and take a good rest, for I will give y ou the personal r est 
or physical r est or vacation • .~- fter you take i t effectively and study 
:tv~ . implici tJ_y you will find you shall have l e arned of ME and then you 
<Till f ind rest for your soul . 
2 . I ··Nould l ike to say to the minister, he is welcome to at t end 
any of these mee tL1gs and bring his friends along with him, for if 
anything is llnderst ood, it can be understood by first- hand information. 
Jo not go by what others may say, especially; just come out and make 
your own ii:yestigc:.tion and see if you cannot f ind somet hing that is 
f ar reaching transcending yoar fondest imagination, something that has 
gonG into infinitude, the end you cannot invision; f or it is i nfinite 
by nature ; yes , universa.l, in its activiti es; therefcra , as far as you 
can see i n the land, s uch b lessings can be for your inheritance l 
XXVII . I HAV2 E~.ri.IIT EH OT AT D:(l=?..ECTLY BUT NOT A BULLC:T TGlJCH E:O ~~ . 
TND : 5.13 . 50, P • 39 (Lettgr) 
l. Hardly can a m~n go t h-.ro ugh a l ynch mob and come out alive , 
but for Righteousness' sake. I have gone through thirty - t wo lynch 
mobs, but they could not kill nm. 
2.. :·:any have schamed ag ainst i.E to destroy ME , but I did not 
come this Time to sacrifice MY Body in death; hence, not a man has 
bee n able to reach !i • effectively; rather has every criti.:::: brought 
condemnati:m on his own l i fe, but some few the Spirit has allowed 
t o remain a while to see the fulfilling of the Scripture, to cause 
them to a cknowledge MY Deity and their wrong . To them retribution is 
deferred, but retribution is sure and retribution is e.ss ured .. 
Answer to lv•iss Smiling · Smiles concerning deacon who she 
says went craz:r after he called FA'Y"BER DIVINE crazy. 
XXVIII. DIFF '?.ENCE EETr ~:2:N CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS AND UNITY SCHOOL. 
TJD: 1.9. 41, P• 49. 
l. I t is something like I used to often mention the difference 
be~feen those of t h e Christia~ Scientists and those of the Unity 
School of Christia nity, and right here in Philadelphia the representa-
tives of the Faith Tabernacle. Now the Faith Tabernacle students or 
members, they had more faith in evidence, according to the testimony 
of a good ma11y of than , than what the UNITY- ites have; but the l!"NITY-
ites had more understanding in line and in keeping with the Ifl :t,i'D of 
GOD. But t he 1 nderstanding di d not give or expr ess the reality of 
L:JVE, s aving as it brings itself int0 subjection to the will and mind 
of GOD •••• 
2 . As I have often said in reference to the unfoldment of the 
mystery of the 11 Science and Health; 11 the average Christian Scientist 
believes in 1tr s. Eddy more than they do in Jesus Gbrist; for the aver-
age one b elieves that Mrs . Eddy is the KEY to the Scripture, in a 
ray of speaking, but yet they ignore the Person of Jesus when they 
aJ. ore the person of Mrs . Eddy - as a person - I .. ~ not speaking about 
the SPI:tiT, but the SPIRIT the.t was in («rs . Eddy could have been con-
sidered. But the spirit that was in N~s. Eddy was terminated at the 
Gate when she stood waiting for her successor, and she never entered 
in - not in that narne and from that angle where she stood. 
3. The Mistake of the Christian Scientists . 
She was waitir.g, an d of course the majority of them are waiting 
now; ye t t he CHRIST from that angle of expression that led her to 
that degre e , could have b een ronsidered . But they should have X- rayly 
beheld the GHRIST and let her as a p erson go down in consideration, 
to the extreme reserve of l etting Jesus go down as a person in con-
sciousness; and resurrected even CHRIST in the likeness of Jesus, 
instead of resurrecting the personality or individuality of Wirs . Eddy 
in consideration, and holding her lofty in the p~Y<~hic plane, as in 
heaven, when she said she was standing at the Gate waiting. T:b..ere 
is where they have made a mistake, a good many of them •• •• Hence, the 
majority of them fail when they get there, becau~e they are not vdlling 
to transcend Mrs . Eddy's personality an d lift up the standard of the re-
~ognition of CHRIST. If any personality is to be considered, let it be 
Jesus and not .Qrs . Eddy. 
__ XIX . VI PGI NS OF A If_;;]. BIRTH . Tf-.J'D: 1.16.41, p . 5o . 
l. The very prediction of John in the Revelations, as afore 
related, was bespeaking how mankind of both men and women, even though 
they had been prostitutes - some had been - they were redeemed from 
prostitution, from vice and from crime - both men and women - and made 
VIRGINS in the sight of GOD. By the EVANGELICAL LIVING, as demonstrat-
ed and stres sed through IH Teachings, you are reproducing the VIRGI NITY 
OF YARY and the HOLUIESS of JESUS, and you are born virgins in the 
i'JE'U BIRTH of which Jesuo was speaking . 
2 . As long as you live it and express it and be true and be faith-
ful, the Presence of GOD will be your only hope and will be all with 
which you are concerned •••• 
XXX. HCJi'i ALL SH OULD BE BOR.N. TND : 1. l6.l1.l, p. 55 
1. And when this was done, there and then it was known through-
out all civilization a REDEEMER and a SAVIOR had come, for HE came not by 
the v ersions of men: through lust and passion, through indulgence, 
through the mortal 'Version; but to the extreme reverse HE came through 
a new system of a new BIRTH, shovving mankind how they all should have 
been born. They all would have been the Sons and Daughters .of C-DD but 
not the sons an d daughters of men. Can you not see the mystery? 
2 . 'tho is God? TND: 1.16.41, p. 56. 
God is what you see Him to be.- FATHER DIVINE . 
3. How to Become a Follower. TND : 1.16.41, p. 61. 
"If you desire to be as a Representative of r.line, you must 
live exactly according to NJY teaching and be as these who are living 
evangelice.lly. 11 FATHER DIVINE. 
XXXI~ FATHER DIVINE :l;;XFLAINS MON'i:Y MYSTERY THA T fi..A S B.AFFT.WJ 1'0RLD. 
Reprint from Christian Review - Kenton Jackson, Nov. 30th, 
Phila., Pa . (Copyright 1939) Vol. 3, No. 39; 12.7.39, p . 105. 
1. nFor lor ~any years Mother and I prepared homes for ii1 ose who 
wauld come and partake of our sustenance such as we had for ourselves 
and for others, vd thout any remuneration, l'lithout any love offerings, 
without any donations, or anything of that sort. 1 e had homes pur-
chased and owned and operated by ourselves alone4 
2. "We gave them homes absolutely gratis_, without any thought of 
remuneration or return for that which we are giving them. e purchased 
the home in Sayville and operated it for at least twelve years or more 
before you~ a good many of y ou, ever heard anything about us; and we had 
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money and we di d not deposit our money in the banks because there had 
been so many panics, and at times the banks wo uld go broke and the 
people -troul d lose much of their money. 
3 . 11 The ib llowers who were under our p ersonal jurisdiction for 
some thirty or f orty years , wh o lived t here and had a chance to ac -
cumulate money working for from fifteen to t wenty-five dollars a week, 
and had time to sa-re up their money for all those years without sp ending 
it unless they wished to, ana living e conomically othey#ise by not 
wasting their money on rouge, make- up, gambling , horse- races and all 
such as that, and the numbers racket, like a good many people do. 
4. " They saved up their money and put their money to a construc-
tive exchange, therefore they have purchased houses and land not only 
in Ulster County and i n Westchester county , but they have purchased 
l and, a good· many of MY Followers, i n all parts of t his country un-
known to the general public, and even in other countries . Those viho 
care t o make it knovm, they will assure you and ME, MOTHER and I have 
a home vri th them as we ge>v·e t hem h omes with us. You s ee the mystery? ••• 
5. "When people learn each other better and are more considerat e 
f <~r each other and for each other • s feelings, t hey wi ll soon and very 
shortly do away with ENery detestable tendency such as prejudice , re-
s entmentJ anger, jealousy, envy and maliciousness and st r ife. All of 
those things c an be do ne aY'!ay with, for it is not necessary to have 
them. " 
r.CSTIJ:. aARI<iONI ZE ViRILE EATING . TND : 2 . 27 .41., p . 46 . 
l. But had it not been for eating , you see, you V\0 uld not have 
seen ME this af ternoon, but the eating was not the thing; the eating 
was the Ba i t (BA.I T) t o t ow ME over h ere and to cause to be here an d 
cause pthers J Theref ore, getting something that satisfies some fac-
tion of y our life that i s in common with others , y ou are harmonizing 
together as f ar as those th ings are concerned, and especially ':rhen you 
have everythi ng comfortab le and convenient and have plenty of ~ y es, 
fo od to eat , and sit iiown and don •t have anything to worry about whilst 
y ou ar8 s i tting like t his. By this, you see, you vdll think on things 
that pertain to life as well as to that which you may have thought on 
as for the sustenance of y our body . 
2. Theref ore, eating a s a custom is a mei)<od through which we can 
get together an d it is a method even throug h wh:icit the mortal-mi nded 
people get together . They say , 11 Let 1 s go out to luncheon", an;r time 
they want to p ut s omethi ng over to one another, they usually t ake t hem 
out to luncheon, to tea or to a ba nquet, or to supper or to a di nner , 
or something edible , and that is the material side; and the spiritual 
side will fo llow the material for the material is a symbol of the spirit-
ual , and the spiritual i s i n ev i den ce when you get the material. 
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3 . You go out t~ lunch eon and y ou eat together and you are 
going to take heed to what one another says. Because you are on one 
common level it lovvers your level or lifts your level, or somet.lJ.ing . 
As it i s written, ''Water seeks its level. 11 Now you are eating to-
gether; you are on one common l evel as far as that is concerned and 
yo u are in clos er fellowship, and it causes you to be in a place in 
consciousn8s s where the Spirit can be transmitted and cause you to 
be in closer relationship. That is t he mysteryJ 
XXXIII. FILLED 15fl TR ITIGOR. AND OJURAGE . 
EDISON AS AN EY.AMPLE . TND : 5. 26. 38, P• 54 . 
l. 1Nhen you use all of your energy, all your mentality and 
all of your ambition i n the Positive D~rection in harmonization 
i -i th the Great Princi ple of which I am stress ing and of Whom y ou 
say I Al·;I , there and then y ou will have energy and ambition to over-
come all things, and to overcome conditions and circumstances, such 
as you could not overcome i n mortal consciousness . 
2 . This is a known fact ! Mr Edison said three hours was enough 
to sleep . I f this was true vd. th him, he must have experienced some-
thing . He had been concentrating on the Fositive Direction along 
s cientific lines and mental and Spiritual things, not so much on 
the materi al things that would ;:!ause fatigue to the physical body, 
as it woul d th ose wh r · em e;entra-;,ing al d us:ing their energy in 
a mortal ~ay of expr ession ::m the materi al plane , on the limited con-
cept of thi ngs . Sut as a rran of science, he stressed and vividly 
looks in 2 sci entific way of Expression, s omething tm·~ards things 
t ha t were tc be invented, things that were i nspirational and scien-
tific corr.i ng from the ,nental e.nd spiri tu3l ree>,L'TI J 
3. I t caused hi s physical body to ha.ve vi gor and ccm~age, an d 
r.ot be fatigued as it 1•.o ukl have been, h2d he been stressing his 
thoughts and his ambition on materi al things for the appeasin:; of 
himself , according t o the limited concept of the f l esh . 
4. Then he said, three hours was er.ongh to sleepJ This is 
just a little ske tch and a reflec t ion of how it -vm uld be or will 
be wi th y ou when y ou shall have let the whole of your life be develop-
ed into mental and spiritual things ! h e repre s ented cb out one- eighth 
of hi mself as of the earth ..... 
XXXIV. l<'ATH 'R 1 S 'NOR.L.S: TND: 12 . 23 .44, P• 11. 
1. Headline: 11 The kind of bait it take s to a t tract and catch 
t he fish - I havfl It." 
2 . 11 So the Spirit of r:IY Presence is working e :'fectively. If 
yo u are a fish - tha.t is, if you r:1:.1 in water - I will catch you! 
v.t,.:·-· 
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Aren't you glad? ( 11 So glad ~ Lordl replied the enthusiastic audience). 
The kind of fish that lives in water, i f they live in water and stay 
in vra ter, I will catch them. I will make you FISH:2;RS OF MEH, for I h"l.Ve 
a BAIT for ALL of them . 11 He quoted Scripture where Jesus said to Peter, 
John and James, 11 I will make you fishers of men." 
XXXV . HOt;_ Y:I IJ, TF:S Y:OP.LD ADVANCE ~YI'I'HOUT PRO;f'AGATIO:Jm? There are Plenty 
in the orld of PropB.gation a:.1d I lenty of Chil dren That Are now 
Li ving to te Born Again . CHILDREN BORN HERFJ.FTER SHJI.IT, BE MORE 
SPIRITUAL AND MOPcE INSPIR.11) AND iHLL BEGIN TO SP:sA.K 't:T3DOM, 
KNOVJLEDGE .A ND UNDERSTANDING - Headline . ':I:'ND: 4 . 11.40, PP• ll, 12. 
L. And the next generation, as I aforesaid, will be more spirit-
u~l and more spiritually inclined than this generation is~ Inside of 
the next twenty or twenty- five years, those vrho are being born now and 
will come up or be brought up, they V'rill be more spiritual tha n the last 
generation. l.!:ven though some are being born now at the ti;ne of the 
great crisis and the great conflicts of the European countries; yet 
there is a great spiritual awakening that is over-whelming the world, 
and the very spirit of such a contagion will take a-hold of the child 
before it is born . BY prenatal influence they will be more spiritually 
inclined thaD. those of the past and present generation. 
2 . In the beginning of the creation GOD created man in HIS own 
likeness and image, but man lived in mortal consciousness and went 
away from C-GD 'S Fresence and from the consciousness of it; therefore 
he lost his Spiritual AT-ONE-11ENT or fe llowship vd th God, but as they 
are brought back i nto this recognition by the contagious atr:10sphere 
i n which they m1;.st live, they will be inspired by this great contagion 
and they will be obliged to be partakers of it heredi ti vely •••• 
J, Some have said, "How will the wor ld advance and how will it 
improve if you all dr1 not believe in propagation?" There are plenty 
in the world of propagation and there are plenty of children that are 
now living to be born again. Yil:en they are born into this recognition, 
they vri 11 be as faithful as if they would have been merel y born through 
the mortal method of propagation . can you not see the rrwstery? 
4. The Spirit of My Presence is actually rvorking with you. Even 
though the world of maternity may be closed a.s far as we are concerned, 
yet the door is open to the Spirit of MY SUFEPJ~ATURAL PRESENCE. I 
entered in and the door was shut. She did not know about ME, the one 
who gave birth to this little child four or five years a go, whose name 
is FAITH, HOPE, CHARITY, and neither did her father know anything about 
MR Personally . · 
(She is believed t~ be very spiritually inspired and FATHER says; 
"By inspiration _9renatally the child was inspired to prophesy" . Thus 
she requested to be brought to FATHER Personally - Writer) 
---· - . 
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XITITI. i.l\JH Y FATHER IS CALLED GOD. Tl'Ju : 2 .16 .49 , P• 9 • 
• • • But I cc:.me to give them all the New Bi r th of Freedom the 
same as I gave her that New Birth of Freedom, to make them decent, 
respectable, honest and competent and reliable people in the land l 
T:-LAT I S ··NHY 'IF!EY CALL V£ GOD ! EV.i<~N ALL OF TBE APJliES AND NAVI ES 
OF OlJP.. CIVILI ZATION, .ALL OF TriE NATICHS, LANGUAGES, TOiiiGUES AND 
PEOPLE CANNOT CHANGE A. MA N INTERNALLY AND IvlAKE HIM A N.E,W CPEAT·URE, 
BUT GOD CAN DO IT! 
APPENDIX D. 
THE INVESTIGATOR 1 S INTEP..VI.S1f . 
EXPOSI TICN: Th,.e investig.C!tor 's interview, l i ke the 
ot h er public t e stimonies and words of Father Divine, ·was taken 
i.n shorthand by the stenographers of the I~\ovement. I t·was then 
published in The New Day, April 7, 1951 . The interview is 
thus te>.ken (verbatim) from The New Day newsy:>aper. The grammar 
and emphasis upon words end quotations are a c8ountable to the 
movement . ThiS is t:ru<:~ als o in Appendic e s A and B. 
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L~T:E3.VIF'.·.r GP .. ANTED by F THER. DIVINE . 
8-:J.bject: i ritin_g a thesis on the \fovement •. 
March 26, 1951 A.D. F . D. 
(The -Secretary usheri ng in Rev. Davis speaks firs tly as follovic : ) 
l. FATHZR DIVINEJ thi s is Reverend Gracy :9avis . 
2 . Rev . Davis : Hovv· do you do? 
3. Father : Peace L How are you? T.sl~e a seat for a few seconds . 
h. Rev . Davis ( s eati ng himself): All right. Thank you . 
5. F . THER: ··{hat did you want t.::> s ee ME for Revere nd? 
6. Rev. Davis : FATHER, I came for tivo purpos es ; one vrAs to bring 
YOU a l etter frol!l Mr . Johnson, a f'!'iend of mire wl:om I met 
there ir:. Boston! 
7- FATHER : I see . 
8. Rev. Davis: f._nd secondly, to tell YO'J I am a student there at 
E0ston Unj.versi ty 2.nd Pastor of t.he Zion Baptist Church . AnC. I am 
Fo rldn~ £'or a deg ree at _ os ton Uni ver Sit!V" . I hav-e b8en ask ed to 
v't'i te a the-sis , a r ecitation; and I havE1 chosen, sin.ce lear.P..j_ng 0f 
lUliF Hov8ment, the Work t h at YOU are doing, t o write for my degree 
a thes i s concerniEg this ~·:· c-..;ement . I e.m '!rorking in Fs;rchol ogy of 
Religi. Jn , and felt t hat I am vecy intPrE!sted in YOUR ~fork and wl::.B.t 
·you are doing, but I mm n.ot acquai nted vii th it . 
9. FATHER : I see . 
10 . Rev . Davi s : And, th~refore , I want ed to let YOU l:now, since I 
'!:as comi:1g t o town - coming today- that I was going to t ry -Lo meet 
YOU an.d that I was here . 
11. FATHER : Have you ever read ~HE l\IJ.!J ';" DAY? 
12 . Rev, Davis : I have just begun to read it . 
13 . F.ATHER : I see. 
14. ReY . Dav i s : .Just recent l y I h>-ve s tarted on the c'3g ree : anc so 
11.·han ths prof essors of Boston Universit;r accepted it and Dr . Pinard , 
the head of the _ Psychology Dep<:!.rtment, was very ple"..sed, he had 
become inter ested ; he w l d me about TifE ~ AY and recommended I 
begi n to re ad i t . And so 1Ni th the aid ::1f Mr . Johnson i n transferr-
ing his New JJ:ty to me - tha t has been r ecent l y - I ha ve just begun 
t0 read it . 
15 . FATHlill : The NEJi- DJIY carries MY ~tessages , and of it , as it ca:.·-
ri es it verbatiT!1, can pret t y much give :rou .first- hand inforn: atiJn 
of MY f'e rsor!al Acti.vi ties here an G. r.:J1.v - but I cannot srty that i t 
would give you the neccs8ary info~mation y ou wo t,l rl like t o knoN, i f 
;/ oll wnn ted to have some ; give some i nforme>tion i n your ih esis con-
::::e rr:.ir..g f,fY i.rn.rredi ate Work apr..J }·~is sion. 
16. Rev. Davis: That 1 s it, that ' s it ~ 
17 . FATHER: Of C'Curse , I have been C!'l:!.'ried in c i l' .-rsrent papers 
and c iffer snt books, out, as a rul e , the major i ty o.f the publications 
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do not carr y tey· Mess;'ges verba t i m ann they do not seemingl y have 
?. s:;,,.r.~Rthetic or harmonious atti tuc~e t ow::rrds 31E . Cf en ur:::> e ~ t he re 
ar<:l t J:-.ose who are p rejudiced and b i gotP.c, :Jnd , of co u.rse, ·l'rLth 3. 
p :::-ejudi ced I•lind and anyone havi ng bigpt r y anc' rac ial prejudi r.e or 
a nyt.hi!16 of t hat sort, they cannot express or explai n Al""lyth i ng 
effecti"Jel~v·, justifiabl y J or unbi asedly , whichever; for there are 
!llany p8 ople Y'ho nesi r8 to mn-.rey some thi ng bc"'.t they desi re to r epre-
se~t some race , creed or col~r . 
18. Rev . Lav i s: Yes . 
19. FATf-J : ~? : An.d, of coucse, tha t -- a -s you might be abl e to r eaC: i ly 
see t h<1 t I do not r epres ent ~aces , creeds or co lor s - - and tc do that , 
i t woul d b e abso l utely obnoxious to TvJE _, to MY Spi rit and t o Nli ~~tir:.d l 
And, on t he other h a nd , becaus e of what I r epr esent those who a r e 
in -the.t, worl d of c i visibil ity, better known t n son:e as Jim Crov-Ji sm 
and cliffer ent i sms of division, --
20 . F~e\r. Da,.ris: Sure . 
21. FATHER: They -..vo ul cl be .:mtagoni sti c; i n oth er wo rds , ~-y Wor~-:: 
en.d -r/1Y Version in the be ginning w:ml C:. b8 obnoxi ous to them, as a. 
rule , an:::i thei rs woul c1 ~:J 8 obnoxious t c l' '~ beca'J.:::e of th0 far contr9 st . 
r u t it is 2 wonderful 3lessing when 2 :9erson ca..Tl t olerate - be toler-
ant with tho s e 'Nl}Oi7J !-.hey co not ''la rrnonize - thos;s l'ri t h whom they do 
not associate - t~ be toler ant w"""i th them; and would not be 'I!al icious 
;:;.JCJ c.ntagonis t i.c to therr . 
22 . Rev, Dav iS ! Yes . a 
2.3 . FATHER: So it iE/ wonderful thought to l ive in that state of con-
sciousness ! You just came dovm today ? 
2L . Rev . Davis : That is right l I j ust came down to day . 
2). FATHL"Ii : V at time did you arriv-e? 
26 . Rev . Davis : "Fell, we arrived about six o 1 clock this morning . 
27 . F.\TIIER : Someo:'"l.e else travelli ng "l"d.th you? 
28. Rev . Dnvis : That's right- there i s anot he r Mi nister frcm Bos ton-
29 . FATHER : .'."Th ere is he f rom? 
30 . P.ev . Davis: Ee i s pas tor i ng the C.hurch in Fa.l den, Ma s s achus e t t s . 
}ie is in one of t hose l itt le t own.s in t he outskirt s o:f' Bos t on . 
31. FATHER: I see . I suppose he r:i d not wa~t to se e :ME especially . 
J2 . Rev . I' a.vis : J.~ot especia lly . 
33. FATHER : I see. 
34. Rev . :02vi s: But he ::;aid h e V·O l4ld l i ke s ome time to see YCU -
j ust to get to s ee YO U. 
35 . FATHER: ·'fell, of coll!'se, as a s tra nger in the Ci ty I vroul d be 
pleased to m8et him; I mea n, as he i s a s tranger i n ·Lh.e City . 
36 !1 Rev . Da-riS.: Yes , i n f .:.c t , he is do,~mstair s n ow. 
37 . FATHER: I see . 
38. F.ev . Dav i s: Ani) FATHZR, v-vnat I wa.s - YQ"C" see , I also wa nt t o 
lse.rn more for my :personal benefi t , YOU know . Amd i n rny vwrk giving 
-the p eople t he ministry - I don 1 t lm aw - I want ed to ask YOU about 
the possib ility of my c or1ir:.g down sometime later, just to sort 0f 
l i ve- i r:. t he .Eovem8nt - I would be aro und here - anc serve . Is that 
possibl e? 
nm:liVITirJ GRA.N'I'fi:D BY J:i'ATHJiR DIVINE (Cont ' d) 
39. FATHER: Ye s, I think so. We have lot s of people coming .fr om 
different parts of the Country and even from other countries par-
ticipating in the Services ~nd at the Banquet Tables, and the like. 
If anyone desires to participate they are welcome to do so .. 
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~C. Hev. D2vis : And YOu mentioned The NBJN DAY; YOu said The NEJ:i DAY 
carries s ome of YOUR ' ord verbatim? 
41. FATHER: Yes , I said car·ries it verb atim on gr eat measure . As 
much of it ca!'ries ; it carries IviY Message verbatim. We a1Eo have 
the pictures of :"11 ar..y different groups and churches and Chur ch con-
nections in different other cotmtries as ''Yell as this one . We try 
to carry th9 p icture for inforrnet.tion, as lots of people say they 
think YY followi ng only consists of those here in America .. 
.L2 . Rev. Davis: .Sll.re . 
43 . FPTHER: We have Followers 
up a l'ffiN DAY at this point , and 
says): No·,v that is Australia . 
thE:re . 
and 1'1embers all over (FATE&"l. pic~<:s 
turning to some of the pictures HE 
That i s one of our Banquet Tables 
4h. Rev. Davis: 
in Australia? 
( l ooking at the picture ·wi t h interest): That is 
~5 . F.I'.THER: Yes - though I have not gone there Personally. I have 
neYer ~eE:n there Personally,. 
46. Rev . !Javis: (in am9.zement): Well, hcrn do YOU account for the 
Spirit o£' the Movement grm~ring in the 3o·;ermnent of Australia with-
out Your Fersonal Presence? 
47. FATHSP. : Y ithout MY being there Personal ly? 
1.,8. R9Y. Davis: Yes 
1.9 -· TH~D ( 'l' ' ··~ 11 " .1.. • t L It . t 4 • J:tA .:.u'- sml lrlg, : ·.7e , 1JL1&. :.. lS a mys ery lS a mys ery 
and the average person could not or cannot get it. That is why I 
say, it is di fficult for a person to write of ME honestly and effec-
ti\rely un.lGss they become to be a part of ME. So that is why I .am 
so r e adily willing for you to ro me and participate in the meetings , 
if you desire to, a.r..d get first-hand informat ion. 
50. ~ev . Da.vis: ~'iiell, tha.t is what I would desire to do 
51. FATI-lER: Yes. Nmv-, of course, there are those of I•.'iY 
Austrc.lia , Hew Zealand - and (turning to another picture) 
New Zea::J.and. 
)2. Rev . Davis : (vie':'fing the picture) New Zealand, Yes . 
then, FATHEI • 
:l:'cllow.Lng in 
there is 
53. FATHE.."l.: And in all parts of other countries -- especially throu-
gho:lt A.ustralia, &vi tzerland_, Gt:Y·m.an y , England and 2.11 over -- v'lho are 
conscious of ThTY Presence and conscious of MY Everpresence and conscious 
of I·.fY Omnipresence; therefore, th ey get results as though I was there 
Personall y Present; because they are not obser·ving t he materialization 
or the f ersonification of l•r.YS:t;IF J.imi t edl;v- but they recog::::lize MY ETJER .... 
PRESENCE as :l.JfPERSONAL and as 0~1tTPRESENT end they get results to that 
end . 
You 7d.ll find i n the European Countrie as well as in Australia --
(FATHER turns to anotther picture, s aying) : This is Swi tzerland . 
5J., . Pev . Davis: ( lookint?; at the picture) That ' s r i ght, Switz9rland. 
55 . FATHER: The-.r a:::-e the same in the war-zone anc war- stricken 
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H!TJ.iRVI.S:~ G-P..MJT:SD BY FATIU.R JK VINE ( Cont t d ) 
cc un.tries . Tt~e Spiri t of ;_v1Y Presence, where they reckon IT snd 
r espect IT, actually brings about the desired results f0r them 
physice1:ly, economically and mental ly and spirituall)!r, the same as 
l~_ Y Presenc e he re under 11~ Personal Jurisdiction brings the desired 
re sult,s wi tb th ose who are l i vi. ng here wi. th rJ".E Per P'Ynally; in ot her 
words, around M:l!.: Personally; for t hey rec:ognize NfY DEITY. 
56 . Rev . D~vis: Yes, Yes . 
57. FATH~: Yes, that is some of MY followi ng in England . That is 
at the BanC]uet . 
58 . F.ATI.IER: ( turning to an ot h.er picture); This is Engl9.rrl . 
59 . Rev. Dav is: Englan-:J? 
6o. Rev . Davis : T:'19.t is at the Banquet Table in Engla.nd? 
61 . FATHER : Yes . 
62 . Rev . Davi s: And YOU have not be en to England either? 
63 . FATEER: I have not been there i n re::: ent ye ars-- n.Jt for the 
establi sl-Jl!J ent of this Tru.th , or anything of that sort, from that 
viewpoint j 
6L~ . Rev . D:n,j_., : Su:re . 
65 . 'FATHhlt: The mos t 0£' th-; places I h ave nev er gone Personally -
:T.: mean, places abroad . 
66 . Rev . Da'Jis: Sure. 
67 . FATHER : And :ret those of N1Y True Foll owing , they a.n. as !JEVCUT 
to the Tru-th, as we advocate it, as though the:r were with ME P ~rsonally .• 
63 . Rev. Davis: : ell, FATHER, I noti ce You have several on the list 
::me I don ' t ·r a!1t to take up too m..1ch of YO UR Ti me now. 
69 . FATHL.. : Yes . 
70. Rev . DP..v is: But as I unders+.cmd , now, YOU s.s.i d the.t it would be 
possi b l ,:; for me t~ ~ me i n and s ort of live among them for a vrhile? 
71. i'ATHEH. : fell, yes, yo u coul d cPme to t he meetings. 
72. Rev. DP.vis: Ye.s. 
73 MOTHEP DIVINE: \''hen in the City s0metime maybe he would likfl 
to stop a+, one of the E0tels. 
74 . E~v . Davis : -Nell, v•.-e did ge t r eservati::J!'la at t he Larraine, 
but we ar l=:: sort o-!: passing th..ro ugt;.; hut ·we are p lanning to ccvne hack 
lRter, and I vra. t ed to tell YJC of this and s ort of get YOUP Opinion 
~~d l et YOU kn~« ~~at I em t~ing t o do . 
75. F.J1.THE..T-I. : Yes . 
76 . Rev . Davis: YOLJ s e8 , now, this is part of -the work for my doc-
t.or : 8 d'3gr ee, arrl " e hflve an opportunity t o cho ose oa~ thesi s -- what 
we wanted t o 1•rri te on -- and so I have heard of YOlffi Peace P.fis s ion 
and he.ve become intere sted) and I atn still intere sted , R.nd th at i s vrhy 
I a":l wri tir.g on this . And the pro.fes sors r Aadily agr ee t :ta t I !i.a -e 
t he permi ssion tC> write on trj_ s . 
77 . FA'YI-IER : I see (Tur ning to another picture): You see, this i s 
Germany, the U. -'3 . Zone . 7e. B.ev . llav"i.s : ( viening the pi cture wi tl, interest) Yes . 
7 9 .. F.P_Tii&1. : Tl:".wre are a nUi1lber of the Chil dren of t::-!~ Pollmvi ng 
in Germany j_n t he U. S. Zone . 
So. Rev. Da11is: Yes . YOUR Wort is quite world~wide: 
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SL FA'E'-!ER: Yes (turning to another picture ). This is Circle p,jis-
sion Church of Pana1~a , which is the offspring of this Church, one of 
the offsprings of this Ghu.rch. The ~v:other Church :Ls in New York Cit~.r­
the Mother C rurch of -~he Circle Missian Church . 'l'here .s.y-e a nu.'ilber 
of c;hurches under t he i'eace Mission i\,,ovement . 
32. B.ev Davis; Ths :vrot her Church is in New York Ci -:::y? 
8.3. FA'l'R&tl. : Ye8, of t he Circle T\lission Church . 
84 . Rev~ Javis: Are the re other Churches? 
85 .. F'ATnER : Oh, Yesl There are a number of other Churches 0ther 
than t he CircJ.e Hi ssion under the f.eace Mission Movement. That is 
why I say it would require quite a study for a person k get first-
hand ill~ ormation and to put it out just as is . 
36 . Rev. Davis. Yes, s urely. 
87 .. F.P.TI-:IER : One would need to be closely connected for further irr 
~~ormation . The Peace I•n1 -s sion Movement is as the Christian Hovement . 
It is founded upon the Sermon oE the Mnunt . 
88. Rev . Davis; That ' s right , surel y .. 
89. !<'ATHER: And we have many Churches under the Peace Mission Move-
ment even as the Christian Movement has many Churches 
90 . Rev. D:nds: Yes , many denominations .. 
S'L FATHER: Yes, under the Christ ian Movement .. 
Now t his hapr:e ns to be the Circle Mission Church, Home anc 
Training School , Incorporated. Right here in the ::j_ ty ~~'e have s eve-
ral different Churches under the Pee>.ce Mission kovemen t, of 1rmich I A.Iif.. 
the PASTOR and the FOUKDER . But the different branches or different 
l:;hu.rches -- we have a netw0rk of i:;hurche s conunonl;:r known as the Unity 
l\l;ission Church, l-I'Jme and Training School , IncorporCtted> in this and 
other countries .. We h<.1Ye also a netrmrk of Churches known as the 
0ircle Mi ssion Church, Home and •rraini ng School, I ncorporeted . Those 
are the differe rrt Churches under the direct name of that part ictllar 
branch of the Church -- but all having the s ame Church Discipline, 
Bv- Lai"rS and Go~sti tution .. 9'2. Rev . Davis : And whether it is the nunited" or whether it is the 
11 Circle 11 ? 
93 .. FATHER. : Yes - but these e.re different Churches , incorporated, 
the same a s ·i:Jhe Baptist church, the PC.?.tholic Church, you might say, 
the Presb;,rtE•rian Ch:tiTch and th :o: T.uttif.an Church. .All of these are 
Christian Churches under the Christi an Movement. You see t he mystery ? 
9h.. Rev. Da:iris: Yes . 
95. l"tc.. TnLR : Ji.nd v..'e h ave many Churches under the Peace ~lission Hove-
ment the.t a re equivalently the salJ1e . 
96 . Rev .. Davi d : Oh, yes t I see J 
97 . FATHE'R: This is , as you see there~ ( indic a.ting a picture in The 
NJJ:'l DJI.Y) the Circle Miss ion Church of Panama, Panama Ci ~r , Canal Zone . 
I have not gone there Personally . An d the significance of MY Work , 
when you speak ,in. t erws of ·lvf'E . 
98 . Rev. Davis : Yes . 
99 . FATI-IER ! i s tha t I do not do anything as a Person necessarily. 
I need ~ot go any place :Personally to accomplish I1fY endeavors, since 
predictionally it is 1Nritten ')f :ME~ yea, and also declared back in the 
prophet ic ~ge : 
DJTERVIZH GRANTED BY FATHER DI VHJE (Cant r d) 
"It is not by pcrrer not by might, but by MY SPIRIT, s eys 
the I.OI'c.D GOD of !-IOSTSl" 
~e all, as students of the Bibl e and professor§ of the 
Biblej i£ you please, know the quotation: 
11 It is not by po·wer nor by might but by :MY SPIRIT, says 
the LORD 30D OF HCSTS1 n 
l eo . Fe-;r . Davis: T.'hatr s right .. 
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101. FAT"tiER: But we all, as a pe ople universally, <b not accept 
of those quotations as a declaration and as a command for the in-
divicuals. They think i t is b:r might and think i+. is by power . 
They 'A'i ll try to do something of self . 
102. Rev. Davis: Yes. 
lC3. FATHER: But since I refuse to use material re~edies and use 
material methods or nake a physical effort to reach the ro ndition 
of the patient, or client -- since ~IT Spirit is Omnipotent, Omnis-
cient ar..d Cmnipresent -- it vmr_,cs effectively frcm that an.gle of 
expression and not by any physical me~ms of MY own, as a Person. 
lbl~. R.ev . Davis: Yes . 
105. FATHER : 1'heref ace, the expres sian of this Truth as exemplified 
among yo·u. is t;hat· IT exhtbi ts such an OMNILUC:CNT ZXHIBITION, the dark-
ness of the human or mortal lli~derstanding cannot comprehend itL So 
that i s the mysteryl 
106. ReY. Davis : That is the mystery -- yes. 
107 . FAT"BER: It j_s V'ronderful1 ~'W onderful J VfoOC.erfull (Turning the 
pages of The NE't'_ DAY to v arious pictures, FATHER says): These are 
just a few of the differe nt places ir:. other countries. 
lOB. Rev •. Da',-is: Yes . 
109. FATHER: As well as in this one. I don •t believe there is 
.sr:.y other picture right here . I suppose you saw this since you have 
been here . (FATHER refers to the announcement on the back page of 
The NEW DAY concerning the plane trip from out \'!est to the East Coast 
for the r:!elebration of the fifth "W"edding Anniversary). 
110. Rev. Davis: (questioning) Th.e Fifth A.nniversary? 
lll .. FATHER: -.'{es, it is the Fifth An-niversary Celebration on the 
twenty- ninth of Lpril, and t he plane is con::ing to --
112. Rev .. Davis: ( interposing ) That will mean that YOU have been 
here for five years in Philadelphia.? 
113.. FATHER: No, r!o.. I have been married for five years. 
114. Rev. Davis: Oh, I vYas thin_l{ing of the Anniversary of the Move-
ment. Oh, I am sorry, I am sorry. 
115. FATHER: Oh nol I AM glad yo·:t mentioned it, so you could get 
the understanding of it. (Indicating MOTHER DIVIw~ seated ne&rby, 
FA':'H.Ell. stands a s HE says:) Pardon ME for not introducing you to 
MOTI{:.!.: .. l:i. DIVL~E ! MY WIFE -- COllrr'AlUON. 
116. Rev Dal.-is: (also st andi .ng and bowing): Pleased to meet Youl 
117. MOTHER DIVINE: (smiling,} Pea~et I thin_'<: he recogn ized Nie, 
FATHER, when he came in. 
118 . FATBER: Yes, I .AM quite sc1re (turning to Rev. Davis) from what 
you have read and from wr'l t you have seen . 
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INTERVI :C:'; GRA.N'l'BD BY FATH.i£5. DIVIl\J"B ( Cont 'd): 
119. Rev . Davis ( to MOTPSR DIVINE): Yes , I have seen Your Picture. 
120 . FATHEH: (again i ndicat ing the announcement in The NEill DAY): 
But tris represents t he Fifth Anniversary of ]aY Marriage to MY Spotlass 
Bride ' l 
121. Rev . Davis : Yes,. 
122 . FATHEii: Yeu see, this is something unique, if I must say it 
MYSBLF l You mi ght put that d own in your thesis and put it on r ecord 
for the future GenerationsJ f or it is history- ma.king 1 
123 . Rev. Davis: Histor,:r- making , Yes I kn01!f . 
124. FATHER: I knov• you have never heard of a. mortal man warr;y'ing <:>. 
Spotl ess Virgin P.osebud ei.1d keeping fier VIR'l'UOUS continuall;,rJ 
125. R8v. Davis : Tha t 1 s r i ght. 
126 . P..THER: Just the same a s the rest of MY Staff, and the most of 
who::n are also Rosebuds l 
127. P.ev . Dav-is: Are Rosebuds ".( ~- Yes . 'V'!ell, that is wonderful. 
128 . Secretary ( to I<'ATHER): F.ATHEl1., I wonder does he knov; vrhat a 
Rosebud is? 
129 . Re-l . Davis: That is what I vras going to ask. (He SI!liles as 
he s;ays) You must have been reading rr.y mind . 
130,. FAT~1:ER : A Rosebud represents the Yout.l-J., Feminine, in the Peace 
Mission Hovement, that j_s i ncorruptible and undefiled, Virtuous, Pure 
a11d P.: oly~ I t i s vronderfuU 
131. Rev . Davis ; Now the re are others that Eire not Rosebuds , I kr:.ow. 
132 4 FATH'RR~ Well, those who are not Rossbuds~ they may be as the 
one hundred and f orty and four thous<:mdl As y ou are ct Biblical Stud-
ent,-
133. Rev , Davis: Yes. 
13h . FATH&'1.: Yo'J. will find in Revelation, the fourteenth chapter, 
when John said he locked~ and lol C? Lamb stood on the ~v~ount Zion, 
and wi th Him was an hundred e.nd forty and four thousand hevi:J.g their 
FATHER 'S NA1/IE '!vTitten in t heir fo r eheads. 
135. Rev . Davis: Yes. 
136. FPTIJER: These a.re they t.hat were redeemed f r om among men, be-
ing the fi-r-st frui t unto GOD and thA LAlvffi l -- and in -!:.heir mouths 7i"c> S 
found no guile, being redeemedl · 
137 . Rev . Davis: Redeemed -- that 1 s right . 
138 . FATHZt : ~edeemed from human affection , self- indulgence and all 
of mortality's lust<m cl passj.on; tha t is what that means .. 
139. Rev . Davis : Yes~ 
140. FATHER : That is what t hey a1·e . 
lLrl. Rev. Davis: Sure. 
142. I'ATHER: When they a.re TRUE Followers of ~HNE1 They are t he 
same as MOTHER DIVINE in Y'IRJINITY Emd HOLINESS - - t hough some have 
lived in t :1e worl d before . 
143. l~ev . ~R.vis: Y:es .• 
l4h. ?ATHE:::'t : IL t.;1e world of sin and vice and crime -- br-::fore they 
kne'!·: r!i's . 
1L.5. Rev . Dav is: Before thr;y knew YOU-~ yes. 
146. FATII:ER: So.:ne of M·y Pollowers have been prostitutes , some have 
been gangs t ers ; some have been robbe r s a nd men and women of ill-fame 
reputel But 30D, having REDEEJ.ffi;) them -- a True Follower of 1 :11~ 
-;rd ll not smoke a cigar ette J and that is much less than ta.ki ng R. 
drink of i ntoxicating liquor l 
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INTERVIli.Vl GBANTED BY FA'l'I~.SR DIVINE (Contt d) 
147 . Rev . :Uavis : "ur e l sur et (FATT-IB..'R and Rev . Davis l augh toge the r . 
::'hen :Ii'ATHEH say s seriousl y ): 
148 . So th e~' fo llow t h e LA.MB , as said th E:. Scripture, '.'ifheresoever HE 
goeth . 
149. Rev . DR.Yis: Ye s . 
150. F.ATIIEE~ .And in t heir mouths is four.d NO GUILE! ---
151. Re v . Davis: No guile. 
15:2. ?ATHER : The hundr ed and forty and foU!' tho·us and 1 Those ·who v:ere 
as men 3.r e no t defil ed with women, for th ey are H3DEEMEIJ from among 
them . 
Rev . Davis: Yes . 153 . 
154. 
men. 
Fl!THER : And those who are as women, they are REDLry·JED from a rr.ong 
It is wond erful~ 
Hmv y ou mi ght de s ire to know, hovl' do e s this come about and f rom 
v.11enc e cometh t hat point of v ievr - - that thought - - that l ead? Fr om 
whence cometh that lead? I f ytou read in the Bible ~, 1-t3re , b efc:re J e sus 
was born, Jlm: ywe.s a. VIP.G..~.. X , wa sn 't she? 
155. Pev . Davis: That 1 s righ t~ 
l .S6 . FATHER : The P. l essed Virgin lvlcry l 
could have tho ught, ttHow could She bring 
Virgin? 11 
157. Rev . Davi s : Ye s, yes . 
Some wor.lc ;.1ave thou5ht or 
forth a child if She is a 
158. FPTiiER: She was untouched by man 1 In Her CONCEPTION she was 
UNTOUCE@ by man l Not by human aff e ction. Not by lust or passion nor 
by hwnan tendencies according t o the mortal ver sion . She was not touch-
ed by ma n at t hat t ime, accor ding to the Gospel. 
159. Re\" . Davis: That ' s ri g.lJ. t , t hat 's ri ght. 
160 . Fl'l_':IER: She w a 3 conceive d by the HOLY GHOST : J SUS Wq S born 
of the VIRGIN HA!::Yl See the mystery? 
161. Rev. DaYis: Yes . 
162. FATTIER : Giving birth to an I MMAC:UIATE LIFE a s a SA. ?LE <md a s 
an ~XA.l\11PLE f or ALL IIUMANI'l'Y. --- y ou believe that, c on' t y ou? 
l lt>3 . Rev . t:avis: '1.:':'1at t s ri ght - I believe that. 
161.:.. FATHER. : I b::llien:e every Chri::> tian believes that J~.SUS.., r egard--
less t o whetb.t:;r they lmow aeything about ~.lli or not - - they believe 
J ESUS -w es a Sampl e and arc Z...>cample for all hu.mani ty. 
165. Rev. Davis: That's right, that's r i ght . That's true. 
166. FATHER : So, therefore , He was born 0f the Virgin Mary and look-
ed like any other man: but HE was SPOTLES S, PDRE and CLEAN, I KCJRRUPT-
IBLE and U11IY8'?I LED l See the mystery? 
167 . Rev. Davls: Yes, an d t h erefor e, we all can f o llow t hat Example 
and SClmple? 
168. FATHK.R.: Tbat ' s i t l That is the mystery of the Revalationi c pre-
di cM.on in John as he saw on t :he It cunt ~ie~n a HIGH STANDARD o.f LIFE 
lifted up f or the children of ~~n l 
"Lo, a Lamb stood, anti with Him was 
an hundr ed ard forty and four thousand, 11 
169. Rev. Davis: That 1 s right, that 1 s right . 
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INTE..B.VIEW GEAJ~'JED BY FATH.J!:E DIVINE ( Cont: d): 
l?O. FATI-IE!t: 11 Having their F.t1.TIIER 1 S nmne ·written in their foreheadst" 
171. Rev . Davis: Thatrs right, that rs right,. 
172 . FAYHER.: Could have been explaii1ed by interpretation, hCiving 
their FATI1:~ 1 S Hame U..Dpermostly in consciousness l 
173. Rev. D<J.vis: That ' s right. 
174. FATHER : So therefore, He was redeemed from e.mong theml There-
fore, those who hCi.d lived in sin ar:d vice and crime o£' every kind --
they 'Nere redeemedl 
175. Rev. Davis: Yes. 
176: FATHE..B.: All who FOLCmTED HIM1 
177. Rev. Davis: All who followed Him. 
178 F .THER: The SAMEBPIRIT is speaking TOD.AYJ Those mo fo1lov,r in 
this HOLY~AY, they are REDEEfu~D from SIN, from VICE, f rom CRI1ffi and 
from SIN and DEBAUCEERY of EVERY KIND, because they are FOLLCJNING HIMl 
179. Re v,. Davis: They are following HIM, Yes. · 
180. FAT:iER: So that is the mystery! So then, all have not always 
been Virgins, you see, 
181. Rev. Davis: Yes . 
182. FATHER: But those who are Virgins and :b ... :we been Virgins aD..d Vir-
tuous -- if they live according to MY Teaching they remain Virgins phy-
sically, -- phy~ical Virginsl 
183. Rev. Davis: Sure, sure. 
184. FATHER: They do not have any human affection or self- in dulgence 
with the opposite sex or with sex in any way whatsoever l 
185. Rev . Davis: Yes. 
186. FATHER: But live SOBERLY, RI GHTEOUSLY and GODLY! 
187 . Rev . Davis: Is it that that desire isn 1 t there? They do ~ot 
have that desire, or can they suppress -- can they push that desire 
'JUt? 
188 . FATHER: Such a desire ~an be OVERCOME. If there would be such 
a desire , s~~h a desire can be OVERCO~~t But it is written: 
"Abstain from all 2-ppearance of evil and 
the very GOD of Feac e will sanctify you wholly. 11 
189. Rev. Davis: Yes. 
190" fi:A.TIIER : And then JESUS said as a Sample and as an EXAIWLE for 
humaT'ity: 
"If it b_e Tnf ~ ill, l et this cup pass . 
Nevertheless, ;.1ot MY will but THY will be done t 11 
191. Rev . Davis: That ' s ri ght, that 1 s right. 
192. FATIIER: Such kind of 11 other fellows" -- I use the term "other 
fellow, n instead of using the term n d-v-1" -- such lQ._Q_(i of "other 
fellm•;s" l"iill C !viE OUT with FASTING and with PRATER! 
If you FAST from al l human .::mel ·s~lf-indulgence persistently, 
conscientiously and sincerely, have Faith, and I might use tre term 
of the world of Churchani ty, npray mu~h'' --
193. Rev . Davis : Sure. 
194 . FATHER: And TRUST in the ALMIG:-ITY -- such kind of 11 other f el-
lm~n~n of LUST and PASSION and ALL of the OTHER DETESTABLE TB:'IDSNGIES 
of .MORTALITY, ·will CO:ME OUT of you . 
., " 
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I NTliRVIr}N GRANTED :OY FATHER DIVINE (ContI d .) 
195. Rev. Dav is: Will come out. 
196. P.il'I'.H].!;R: "For ·'3UGH KIND", He said, cometh out with FASTING and 
VIi th PP4.YERJ11 
197 . Rev . DaviE": Yes} Na.v FATHER, I want to thank YOU for these 
moments witl"'. YOU, and I want to -
(At this poi nt there was a moment 1 s inter:cuption as a 
Secretary placed soJPething before FATHER on the desk) . 
198.. FATIIE.'R : One of MY Secretaries just. passed this up to ~.(E 
tho~ht this might be ~ood for you to look over. (FATHER passes Rev. 
Davis the printed ma.tter as HE r ead the title aloud) 11 If I were a 
College Professor" • . 
199. Rev. Davis: Yes, yes, (scanning it quick1y) It is 1\wnderful. 
It w::; uld not be possible for me to keep i t? 
200 . FATFII2: Yes, you are welcome to . 
201. Re\T , Da-v is: ' Thank .YOU. (Let us s ay here that this was a 
letter which FATHER wrote several years ago, upon request from one 
who wished FATHER 1 S Views on the subject, 11 If I V5ere a College Pro-
fessor" -- and F.\THER 1 S Thoughts on the subject, as expressed in 
this particular l etter, a r e well worth consideriL6 indeed). 
202. FATHER: (passing Rev. Davis one of HIS C~lendars for this year): 
rr:'his is one of om~ ,::;alendars. (Indicating the picture e.t fu. e top) 
r'hat is , as you knmv, MOTHER DIVINE ' S picture a..nd MTNE. 
203 . Rev. Dailis: Yes . (IIe keeps this e.lso) . Now FATHK.B., I shoul d 
like then to come back sometime . It has been , 18 ry interesting to me 
to hear YOU spe2.k here, and I would l i ke to come back sometime and 
sort of ha 'Je a little more t ime to spend vri th YOU and to let YCU know 
I a11 here . 
204. rATHER : Yc> s, Be p l eased to have you come to the meetir.gs some-
t ime -- to a!ly of our public meetings - a!ld participate , 
205 . Rev. D~vis: Yes, 
~06 . FATHER: If you are led t::> speak or de sire to speal{, you a r e 
welcome, customarily, to speak by introduction aceording to custom, 
or by mo'rir>.;; volit ional ly as v;e do . 
2 07 . P.2v . ·Davis: Sure . 
208 . FAT'HER: One thought is very essential, as I have said to 111any 
of the ' different photographers and others v;ho desire to get IIT Fi~­
ture and I'!OTHER.rs . Those o;: r:~ followd.ng in Europe, Asia and Africa 
and in A u.stralia ar.:l in the furthest pRrt s ~r the ee.rth otb.ervrise, 
they do not see ME PArsonal l y and neither have I s een them Personally, 
but when they take cogni zance of r\IT Tv:essage, I stress Life so vivid-
ly within them, if they are suscepti-ve they can REPRODUCE that Life 
of VIRTUE, of E0LINESS and of SUCCESS and PROSPERITY, cecause it is 
REPRODUCIBLE . 
As :::: said; I think J OU ma;;r find that little Motto for y our con-
sideration somevthere on the C~lendar; as I said to a JPan by i nsnira-
tion ll.nd by composi tj_on as a. motto for the consideration. 
209 . Rev. Davis: Yes. 
210. FATiiE..'R.: "If you t ake cognizance of l~i }!essage a greater pic-
ture of ME can be produced in y ou, i n your 1i keness . n - or 11 can be 
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reproduced in your· l i keness!! . You are the FOLD . I should be f or 
you 2s though the CLAY. ~f you desire ~JY Picture, l et i~ be ?.~­
PRC• UCED i n YOUR LI .YS r ~'.ENTAI,LY and SP:L .. 1.ITUALLY, and a G:fl.:.:·t\.l'.:~ .• H. PIC-
'.!.'LJF?E will I BE i n you than I cotllcl. bs in \lli . 
So, the people look on. the material si0e and :Lor mate rial 
things, but the great essential is to -.r_T ~. SPIRITUALLY and :r.li\~­
T_u_! IY. 
211. P.ev- • .:.~avis: Yes . That is tett er than the material . 
212 ,. Fli..THBR: Positively! If you get II!LE SPIH.ITUALIY and ~r'S~T'J'ALLY, 
the S.A:iE SPIRIT I AM and !\~~ D~C1..~.RED 'ID BE, that ~rer..te d all things 
ir:. t~1e ~eginning, ::r:. d the SFI1i.I T of k.:. i s CPSATIVE A:ID OPE?..ATH'"E Prd 
E~R'.3SSI ~TF. , and CAN arY~ '!:IiL P.EP~ODUCS in y our life :vhe.tsoever yo u 
rr~ay desire to have or ;movT of .EE. It is ·wo nderful! 
21.3. Re'T . Davi s: It is wonderful~ Nmv :?AT.H:FF., ae YOU knov.-, th8re 
c? :>:> e perhaps c ertain q;cestions; a.nd as I shall be reading, t:':"lere {ir e 
no cbubt, questions I s houl d lik3 to ask , from time to time , and I 
PT'J. wo ncer ing if .s0metime l ater , after reading The i:~TI,~ UA.Y here, I 
mi2;ht be a '.:J le to ask YOU a. question that would be a r ous e d i n my mi rid 
later on. 
214 . FATHR'li.: , r.-- .... ";.) you expect to finish your thesi"' 'i 
21~ . Re-v . :;)avis: ':"ell, I hope t'J f inish b y August, i f possible . 
In fact I woJ.lcl l i k" +.CJ ; et the most of H by ... Ubust ; so far as the 
EctoJl i s concerned . OJ' course, I .hac: l') lc:mned to be ba c k r_<o re - -
I bad plenned to S:;_Jenc1 some t-'._ ·,~· "'! hue - I ckn 1 t kno ·r just exactly 
vvhen . 
216 . F . .. TEEP .. : _ tell you now, --
217 . Rev . Davi s : YeE -
:..-: _13 . FATF.ti:. : As I h:1vs st ri7Gn in all !-ff ;_rrork anc Eission t o ut 
out v.-hetsocver is necessar y for the good of the people, and to do 
:i. t in'llGdi atsly or instantaneously_, i f :possj_ble , for 
" TodBJ' i s the day of Salve.tion . Today is thP rlay of 3-racE: .~r 
! ffii: saying thav tc say, I r_:Jve so rrar.~r h"..:...1dr eds o:::' :peor;le :SVER.Y D. Y, 
~roLl -.roul d not or n:a.y not be f ortunate enough to get t•J te.l k ·r ith ~. 'JZ 
::>t leng,th a s y ou have t~_is t,j_me ! 
21? . ?.ev . ~-·Clvi s : Yes. 
220. FATHER : It is or~J thr-:mgh r.iY S!J8Ci3.l J. ercy and Compassio" u d 
C:onsidera.tj_on, as you desire to rra:.<e your gr:tde and get y our degree . 
221. Rev . D~.vis: Sure. 
222 . FAT~~~ ; I thought to co - operate to this extent, i f it wo uld be 
of any hel p to you. 
223 . Rev . Davis: Yes . 
224 . FATHER : For this c2use I have talked vli th you much lon~er than 
I 'ro uld O:!:'dinarily . 
225 . '!lev . ;"gyis : ·:'fe ll, I ce rtainly -
225 . FATHER : :Se-::ause I h ave so m2.ny on tr..e list novr , and it vrill be 
fiv-e seconc's l 
227 . R.ev . Davis: That is 1frhc:.t I he>ve bee!1 sort of uneasy cobout, sitting 
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- _J'l'EPVI L'I GRA TTED BY F.:\TflliR DIVINE (Con' t d) 
h e re , wor. t1ering about t a\\ ing up t oo much time J 
228 . FA '!'r·c~ : E·J.t, of course I !1.m to blame ~ As I tell ~~-- Secz·e-
t a r ies wren t hey end t :r. sm in. 
229 . Rev. Da>ris: Yes . 
230 . FATHER: I say, "You ce.n :make the announcement, f i ve secondsl --
bu"G i f anything impresses Mfl sufficiently , or if enyone impresf'es ME 
s ·J.ffi ci ent, as i£' t hougl: MY taking up more t:.ime wi t..h them will be 
A:rWANTAGl!.OLJS ;-,o theru11 --
231. Rev. Davis: Sure, sure. 
232. !i'ATHER : "It is done, or could be done a t ]JI'{ Own Digressior.. 
vri thout cri ticism J .n 
( F TP.ER and Rev·.Davis laugh merrily together, then FATHER 
says-:) 
So, t hat is the Yre:r I stand . I a.lways free MYSELF - but yet I knee. 
I -. .,ant others to have access for expression to partie~i:.p~te and to 
rec e i ve t he Blessings . 
233. Rev . Davis: Yes. 
231-~. . FATHEE: If they deem it is a Blessing to c rmtact ];• Fersonally. 
235 . Rev . De.vis: Th&t 's right - Yes, 
236. FATHE..R.: So I customarily s,q~r _, 11Fi ve seconds:!. So t'l.at the next 
time you come, you may be at some of tr..e Hote l s, or one of the Hotels, 
or one of the apartment houses , or Churches, or some p lace, and you 
may not get to see ME Personally. 
237. Rev . avis: Surely. 
2) 8 . ·.Li .AT1fi.!lt: But , as _flY Soiri t and ~fY Presence will be fom1d IDJIVER-
. BALLY, e.c:. :. a s IT :2NVELOF2S the WORLD -- but especiall y ever t hose plac-
es an d throu,;h thos e places over '.'Vhich I preside --
22 9 . Rev . Davis: Yes . 
240 . FAT'riER: You vdll fine ~n Spirit and ~E:Y Presence THEREl J:.f you 
contact ME ar.d contact MINE Sympathet:ically, you ,,,rill get the s me 
re sults. 
241. Rev~ Davis: ( rising) All right. I certainly thank YOU. 
2t<~.. FATI-IE..l:?. : You are welr:!ome . 
21.d. 'R.ev. Davis: I certainly thank YOU. 
t.:> me C'.nd I certainJy appreClil.ate the time 
21-~.L, . FATHER: You A.re welcome, I AM sure . 
2L5. Rev. Davis: Peace, Thank Y8U. 
I t has been reall~r a he2.p 
YOU have allowed rre . 
Peace, and many bles sings. 
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It is increasingly recognized that the Father Divine Movement, 
one of the most unique psycho-religiouB group phenomena of our 
contemporary age, has d.,vna.mie influence in human welfare and 
interpersonal relations. 
1. The problem. The problem of thLs investigation crystaliz-
ed around the concept of motiYe-need and need-gratification. It 
s ought to discover what needs motivated the follarers of Father 
Divine to ,join }1.is group, and how these needs were gratified or 
fulfilled. 
2. The purpose £! the study. The goal of this study wa.s two-
fold: (i) to make adequate descriptions and observations of the 
behavior of adherents in the Father Di1rine movement, far the pur-
pose of discoYering ph~;:nomenal needs and moti .. rations of 1h ese 
ad.."lerents ; ( ii) t o enhance · 1mders tanding of behavior, 3p ecifi-
ca.l~ as to why adherents of the Father Divine movement have 
allied themselves with this group. 
3. The researqh design. In order to assess the phenomenal 
motivational needs and their gratifications in the Father Divine 
movement, several approaches were enployed.. First, it was con-
sidered advisable -':o go directly to the movement and there partici-
pate and make first-l1and obsel~ations . Thus, the investigator spent 
five weeks living vii thin the movement at its headquarters in 
P}1iladelphia. His role was tba t of an interested participant 
observer. Such a role was for the purpose of understanding behavior 
by assuming, as much as possible, the role and place of the behaver-
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to see through his eyes. In this ma. tter, first-hand information and 
fi r st-person data were obtained. Second, the open-end interview 
was used, because of its self-directive, self-motivating, spontaneous 
and permissive characte~istics. 
judgments of fixed categories. 
· of data desired were obtained. 
It avoids the restrictive pre-
Using this type of interview, the kind 
It served as a flexible instrument in 
revealing inner feelings, needs and gratifications of the r espondents. 
Special effcrts were made to secure a wide and cross-sectional 
sampling of interviews. Third, anecdotal records were taken from 
observation of i-~cidental behavior and varlous interpersonal re-
lat ionships among the adherents. Fourth, a study was made of the 
official publicat ions of the movement, which included public teetimon-
ies, words of Father Divine end otrer information. 
4. The theoretical ,!ntermediate hypothesis. The hypothesis is: 
The Father Divine Moveme1t holds its appeal~ imintains ~ stren$th 
through .2_ gratification of specifict motivational needs of its adher-
ents. The "intermediate" eypothesis was used in preference to the 
"term:LTla111 hypothesis in order to guide observation. To validate this 
hypothesis, a special theory was devised which functioned to provide the 
conceptual framework necessary for the observation. Drswing upon eclectic 
sources, four major theories of motivation were examined. The,y were: 
(i) the theory of "Unconscious Motivation," represented by Sigmund Freud 
in Depth Psycholoty; (ii) the "TopoJO.gical Theory of Personality," re-
presented by Kurt Lewin in Gestalt Psycholoty; (iii-) "The Functional 
Autonomy of Motives", a theory ex-pounded by Gordon W. Allport in 
4'14 
Personalistic Psychology; and (iv) the "Phenomenological Field" 
theory, repr-esented by Donald S:nygg and Arthur W. Combs in Phenomen-
ological Psychology. In addition, three major concepts of needs, 
represented by Henry A. Murray, G.W. Allpo:i.~t, and Donald Sr.ygg and 
A.W. Combs, were e.."1CII.T!lined. From these various concepts and theories 
we derived the integrative conceptual framework, which was called, 
"The Self-Directive Theory." 
The major characteristics of this theory are: 1) it emphasites 
the "dynamic" as:pect of motivational needs and their gratification; 
2) the personal and unique qualities of individual behavior are of 
focal interest; and 3) it stresses the field theoretical concept 
(wholeness) of interpreting human behavior, in preference to the 
class concept. The basic assumption of this theory is: "to under-
stand human behavior motivationally is to perceive through the 
perception of the behaver, and not the perception o.f the observer." 
Therefore, this basic theoretical frame of reference had a function-
al relationship to the hypothesis, offering an integrated system for 
the observation and. understanding of specific behavior of adherents 
in the Father Divine Movement. 
5. The methodology. The methods were determined by the nature 
of the data desired, and the use to which they would be applied. In 
the assessment of motivational needs and their gratification in the 
Father Divine Movement, three methods were employed: (i) the psycho-
introspective method, which "looks within"~ focusing upon the individual's 
subjective reaction to his environment and his :personal interpretation 
of his behavior - leading into the individual's unique private world .'lS 
it is experienced, perceived and found meaningful '00 him; (ii) the 
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inductive method, -which en:phasizes specifications and particulars 
more than generalizations; and (iii) the empirical method of ob-
ser..ration, which emphasizes individual experiences of the behaveJ~s. 
6. The psychological analysis of~~ results. The content 
analysis, or diagnosis of the phenomenological data - personal inter-
views, public testimonies, anecdotal records, and the words of Father 
Divine .f ollowed a synthesis of two approaches: (i) the ! priori; 
and (ii) the.! pos teriori. In aligmnent with the hypothesj_s, 
limitation was set upon the values sought. As a result, five cate-
go~ies were set up in advance; 1) phenomenal needs; 2) phenomenal 
need-gratifications; 3) phenomenal techniques of gre.tification; 4) 
phenomenal external motivat ions; and 5) phenomenal deification of 
Fat her Divine. These we re t he criteria by which various statements 
of interviewees could be classified. A combination of the intro-
spective-i diographic methods were used in the content anal~rsis. These 
methods stressed the interr elationship o:f a single life, describing 
individual cases, and aimed to discover individual uniqueness, rath-
~~er t han nomothetic laws with u.~iversal application. 
The ?ollo~~ng r esults were reached from the analysis of t he data: 
(i) individual followers (of the 50 protocols examined) expressed an 
average of 5.3 needs, a~d experienced an average of 5.6 need-gratifica-
tions; (ii) thirty-nine out of the 50 respondents expressed one or 
more needs, while forty-seven out of the 50 expressed experiences of 
gratificatin~ ; (iii) a difference of 12.4 percent between respondents 
express ing needs (78%) and those expressing need-gratifi cations (90.4%) 
was f ound, likewise, a difference of Q.3 between the average number of 
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needs expressed by indiv-idual followers (5.3) and the average number 
of n eed-gratifications (5 .6) expressed by individual followers; (iv) 
a total of 207 verbatim statements which expressed one or more needs 
as compared with 263 verbatim statements whkh expressed need-gratifi-
cations were dis c overed in the tot a1 50 protocols examLTled; ( v) a total 
of 18 "need variables11 as compared with a total of 33 "need-gratifica-
tion variables" were discovered from tbe data; (vi) a verJ close cor-
relation was found between the expr-ess ion of needs and the mnnber of 
need-gratifications of folloi'l·ers in tt.e FDM. The aid of four psycholo-
gists was enlisted in establishing tre reliability of trese results . 
7. Conclusions . Resul tint: from the t otal investigation of t ne 
rwtivational needs and their gratification as effective in the FDll, 
the followin6 conclusions were derived: 
(1) Based on the analysis of fifty phenomenologically-centered 
cl ocw-nent s 1 78 ~Yrcen t of the followers of Father Divi <1~ express one or 
more motivati mal needs , while 90 . 4 percent experience one or more phe-
nonena.l need-gratifications. Individual adherents expressed an average 
of 5.3 needs and an average of 5.6 grat i.fj_cations. 
(2) '::.'here is a positive correlation between the expression 
of' motivational n eeds and the experience of need-gratifications by 
adherents of' tl"E FDM. The followers eXperience 0 .3 more gratificat ions 
(5.6 average) th~n n~eds expressed (5.3 average). 
(3) 1\.ccording ·cr; rating, the three greatest needs of adherents 
in tile mOT ement are: (i) bodily heB.l t h; (ii) self-perception of role; 
and (iii) religious salvation. Likewise, the th~ee greatest gratifica-
tions are: (i) bodily health recovered; (ii) Father 's superior power 
realized; and (iii) reformed life experienced. 
I II I I 
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(4) The major phenomenal technique of gratification used 
by Father Divine is the "Spiritual Power". He teaches his follow-
ers: "It is not by power nor by might_, but by my Spirit." Thus, j...m-
plicit faith and corSidence in the power of Father's Spirit satisfies 
every need and good desire of the followers. They testify that 
consciousness of his 11spiritual presence and power" heals illness, 
multiplies material goods, defeats death, conquers all adversities, 
resurrects and revitru.izes life, and establishes the Kingdom of 
Heaven on ear th. Faith of the followers is e~oked by the spiritual 
presence of Father Divine and the power of this faith re-orientates 
their lives. 
(5) The adherents have deified Father Divine as God Al-
mighty f or many reasons, among them being: (i) he has revealed him-
self to them as God; (ii) no man and nobody can do what Father has 
done for men, except God; (iii) his work proves his deity; (iv) he is 
God, personified and back on earth in person; (v) millions call him 
God; (vi) he is the source of all power, knowledge, and life; (vii) he 
is Jesus Christ who died on Calvary and mobody can destroy him. 
(6) Father Divine is a contemporary archetype of a Charisma-
tic Authoritarian Personality in his d;ynamic leadership of this move-
ment, and in his deified role as God Almighty. 
(7) An interdependent and interactive relationship has de-
veloped between the microcosmic kingdom of Father Divine and. the mac-
rocosmic kingdom of the larger world. Polarity and te!"'..sion exist. 
The etiological factors, relative 1D the origin, graNth and strength 
of the movement 1 lie within the macrocosmic world rather than the micro-
cosmic socj_ety. The strength of the movenEnt comeSlargely from mem-
bers le aving the larger ro ciety. This reflects trn failure of the 
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L~rger society to gratify urgent needs of i ts co nst i t uency, thereby, 
motivating individuals to turn t~ this movement for gratific ation 
of legi timE.te needs. 
(8) Hist orical perspectives show that: (a) tha m<'f ement 
has its antecedents an d its rootage in history; (v) its present 
status is dif ficult to ne asure objectively, because of its non-
statistical internal structure, but li1vestigation shows some in-
crease in a number of places between 1946 and 1951; and (c) its 
ultimate future s tatus is relative to ihe reality of its inner 
foundation and its relation to the macrocosmic world. Thus, the 
reality of the fu.ture status will be determined only by the revela-
tion of time. 
(9) The Father Divine movement actually holds its appeal 
and maintains its strength through the effec·t.iveness of its gratifi-
ca tion of specific motivational needs of its adherents. This is the 
restatement, t he phenomenal validation of t:he original hypothesis. 
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